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Preface
We are happy to present the proceedings of the 15th edition of the TPDL 2011
conference, which is part of an impressive series starting with the ﬁrst Euro-
pean Conference on Research and Advanced Technology for Digital Libraries
(ECDL) in Pisa (1997) and subsequently Heraklion (1998), Paris (1999), Lis-
bon (2000), Darmstadt (2001), Rome (2002), Trondheim (2003), Bath (2004),
Vienna (2005), Alicante (2006), Budapest (2007), Aarhus (2008), Corfu (2009)
and Glasgow (2010). In the course of these years, ECDL had become one of
the major international reference meetings for an ever-growing and more and
more multidisciplinary community and thus has considerably broadened in ge-
ographical scope: what started as a European event has grown into a part of
the increasingly integrated international community building around the notion
of digital libraries. From this perspective it was a logical step to rename the
conference: Humboldt University in Berlin was thus proud to host the ﬁrst con-
ference named TPDL, standing for the Conference on Theory and Practice of
Digital Libraries. The necessity to avoid acronym conﬂicts with the European
Computer Driving Licence thus coincided with the need to see the international
scope of the conference reﬂected in a new name that would avoid the ‘regional’
limitation to just one continent.
But the conference has not only broadened in geographical scope: it has
also diversiﬁed thematically! What started as mostly a computer science-driven
event has now grown into a truly interdisciplinary conference—it is therefore
logical that the conference was organized by the Berlin School of Library and
Information Science!
Thematically, TPDL 2011 was built along two main strands: Technology and
Methodology as a foundational layer as well as Applications and User Expe-
rience as a practical layer. The conference thus started with three ambitious
tutorials about “Harmonizing Models for the Digital World”, on “Distributed
Cloud-Based Collaboration” and on “Aggregation and Reuse of Digital Objects
Metadata from Distributed Digital Libraries”, with a Doctoral Consortium in
parallel pre-senting work by seven students who were given feedback by experts
in digital library research. The technical program included sessions on Networked
Information, Semantics and Interoperability (twice!), Systems and Architectures,
Text and Multimedia Retrieval, Collaborative Information Spaces, DL Applica-
tions and Legal Aspects, User Interaction and Information Visualization, User
Studies, Archives and Repositories, Europeana and Preservation. In addition, we
had keynote speeches by eminent colleagues such as Moira C. Norrie, Cliﬀord
Lynch and Thomas Hofmann. Following the main conference, TPDL 2011 hosted
ﬁve parallel one-day workshops, among which were “old acquaintances” such
as The 10th European Networked Knowledge Organization Systems (NKOS)
Workshop or the 4th Workshop on Very Large Digital Libraries (VLDL 2011),
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but also new ones such as the ones on Semantic Digital Archives—sustainable
long-term curation perspectives of Cultural Heritage, on Linking Research and
Education in Digital Libraries or again on User-Oriented Evaluation of Digital
Library Interfaces.
For TPDL 2011, we set up two diﬀerent Program Committees—one for full
and short research papers, and one for demos. Furthermore, we did not launch
a dedicated call for posters but invited all authors of accepted full, short, and
demo papers to also present their work as a poster in order to promote the
poster sessions and at the same time increase the visibility of all research pa-
pers. For the review process, we adopted the successful two-tier model from
ECDL 2010: a ﬁrst-tier Program Committee of 69 members was supervised by
17 senior Program Committee members. Each paper was viewed independently
by three members of the Program Committee; for each paper, the subsequent
discussion and disambiguation of review results was moderated by one member
of the senior Program Committee.
TPDL 2011 attracted in total 162 submissions from all over the world (141
full and short papers, 21 demo papers) out of which the two committees 27
full papers (19%), 13 short papers (9%), and 9 demos (43%). Moreover, nine
additional submissions were accepted as posters (6%) to be presented during
the TPDL poster session.
The success of TPDL2011 in all respects would not have been possible with-
out the tremendous contributions of all members of the Organizing Committee
and the Program Committee as well as the numerous student volunteers that
supported the conference in its various stages. Special thanks go to the Program
Chairs, Carlo Meghini and Heiko Schuldt, as well as to Marlies Olensky as the
Local Organizing Chair for their outstanding and continuous work. Finally, we
would like to thank the sponsoring organizations Emerald Group Publishing, Ex
Libris, Swets Information Services, IOS Press, Ashgate Publishing Group and
The Coalition for Networked Information (CNI) for their substantial support in
spite of the economic challenges of our times.
October 2011 Stefan Gradmann
Francesca Borri
Carlo Meghini
Heiko Schuldt
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Paper, Pen and Touch
Moira C. Norrie
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CH-8092 Zurich, Switzerland
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Abstract. It has long been recognised by researchers that the aﬀor-
dances of paper are likely to ensure that it will continue to be in
widespread use in the work place, homes and public spaces. Consequently,
numerous research projects have investigated ways of integrating paper
with digital media and services. In recent years, a lot of this research
has revolved around the digital pen and paper technology developed by
the Swedish company Anoto, since it oﬀers a robust solution for tracking
the position of a pen on paper. While the commercial sector has tended
to focus on applications related to the capture of handwriting, many of
these research projects have investigated the use of the pen for real-time
interaction and possibilities of turning paper into an interactive medium.
Researchers were also quick to realise that digital pen and paper tech-
nology could be adapted to support other forms of pen-based interaction
and have developed digital whiteboards and tabletops based on the tech-
nology. In addition, some systems have combined the technology with
touch devices to support bimanual pen and touch interfaces. In the case
of document manipulation, this means that touch could be used to per-
form actions such as a moving a document or turning pages, while the
pen could be used to select elements within a document or to annotate it.
Further, there are projects which have integrated the work on interactive
paper and pen-based interaction on digital tabletops, investigating ways
of allowing users to transfer document elements back and forth between
paper and digital surfaces.
Despite the success of these research projects in terms of demonstrat-
ing the capabilities of digital pen and paper technology and how it could
be exploited to support a wide variety of everyday tasks, there are still
some technical and non-technical issues that need to addressed if there
are to be major breakthroughs in terms of widespread adoption. The
ﬁrst part of the talk will review research in the ﬁeld, while the second
part will examine these issues and the way ahead.
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The Futures of Digital Libraries: The Evolution of an 
Idea 
Clifford Lynch 
Coalition for Networked Information 
Abstract. The construction of digital libraries have certainly framed 
technological challenges, particularly with regard to various aspects of scale, and 
with the complexities of dealing with human languages, and indeed have given 
rise to substantial progress in these and other technical fields. But I believe that 
the greatest  significance of digital libraries has been at a more profound 
intellectual level, inviting us to envision new kinds of environments for 
knowledge discovery, formulation, and dissemination; approaches to defining, 
managing and interacting with the cultural and intellectual record of our 
societies. We have repeatedly been forced to revisit questions of what constitutes 
a digital library, and how (indeed, even if) this differs from simply a collection of 
digitized or born-digital materials.  
In my presentation I will look at some of there recent responses of these 
challenges of vision, examining emerging systems like Europeana and 
proposals like the Digital Public Library of America, a few well established 
operational digital libraries in various sectors, developing scientific knowledge 
management environments that integrate scholarship, scholarly communication 
and evidence, and even the changing ways in which we think of the collective 
mass of information available worldwide through the internet.  As part of my 
analysis, I will discuss the enormous distorting effects of current copyright laws 
on our ability to realize many of our collective visions and to achieve necessary 
scale, but also the promise offered by the new renaissance in public engagement 
(citizen science, social media and related developments) and the progress of 
various movements towards openness. Finally, as I look to the conceptual future 
of digital libraries I’ll consider the steady advance of technological capabilities 
in the analysis and exploitation of large, dynamic corpora of materials; these 
will also continue to reshape our understanding of future directions and 
possibilities.  
Connecting Archival Collections: The Social
Networks and Archival Context Project
Ray R. Larson and Krishna Janakiraman
School of Information
University of California, Berkeley
Berkeley, California, USA, 94720-4600
{ray,krisha}@ischool.berkeley.edu
Abstract. This paper describes the Social Networks and Archival Con-
text project, built on a database of merged Encoded Archival Context
- Corporate Bodies, Persons, and Families (EAC-CPF) records derived
from Encoded Archival Description (EAD) records held by the Library of
Congress, the California Digital Library, the Northwest Digital Archives,
and Virginia Heritage, combined with information from name authority
ﬁles from the Library of Congress (Library of Congress Name Authority
File), OCLC Research (The Virtual International Authority File), and
the Getty Vocabulary Program (Union List of Artist Names). The data-
base merges information from each instance of an individual name found
in the EAD resources, along with variant names, biographical notes and
their topical descriptions. The SNAC prototype interface makes this in-
formation searchable and browseable while retaining links to the various
data sources.
1 Introduction
One of the important tasks of scholars is to use secondary (e.g. books and journal
articles) and primary (original manuscripts, letters, etc.) research information in
examining the lives, work, and events surrounding historic persons. For historians
and many other scholars, the prefered sources are primary – the actual works or
documents of the persons or organizations concerned, and to a lesser extent the
interpretations of other scholars about those persons or organizations. In digital
library research the focus has been largely on these secondary resources, and not
on the original primary resources. In part this has been due to the relative lack of
available metadata and digitized content for primary resources when compared
to those of secondary resources.
The Social Networks and Archival Context (SNAC) project is trying to ad-
dress this challenge of improving access to primary humanities resources through
the use of advanced technologies. The project is producing software and devel-
oping open linked data resources that will enable scholars to connect historic
persons to existing archival descriptions and to library catalogs and authority
ﬁles. Thus creating a powerful new resource that enhances access to and un-
derstanding of the cultural resources in our archives, libraries, and museums
S. Gradmann et al. (Eds.): TPDL 2011, LNCS 6966, pp. 3–14, 2011.
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through the description of the people who created them and whose lives are
reﬂected in those resources. This new resource can serve a wide variety of objec-
tives to beneﬁt scholars, educators, students, and anyone interested in the record
of our past. The goals of the SNAC project are to:
1. Support scholars and other users in discovering and identifying persons,
families, and organizations, by making the names used by and for them
searchable.
2. To merge together information from a wide variety of diﬀerent sources by
and about people and organizations and thus to enhance access to primary
and secondary resources.
3. To discover and provide access to the social and professional networks within
which people lived and worked by systematically documenting their relation-
ships with one another to better understand the social-historical contexts
within which the resources were created.
4. Provide archives, libraries and scholars with access to records describing per-
sons, families, and organizations, thereby improving description of archival
records and creating eﬃciencies in the re-use of metadata across reposito-
ries, and through open linked data resources (Figures 1, 2 and 3 show screens
from our prototype interface).
5. Connect traditional library and archival information on persons, families and
organizations with semantic web resources on the same persons, families and
organizations, providing a resource for validation and contextual matching
of traditional and semantic web resources.
6. Make available the software developed for matching persons, families and
organizations based on the approaches developed during the project.
At the core of the SNAC project are the Encoded Archival Context - Corporate
bodies, Persons, and Families (EAC-CPF) and the Encoded Archival Descrip-
tion (EAD) XML markup standards. SNAC is developing open-source software
that will facilitate eﬃcient and accurate derivation of authority control records
from existing EAD archival ﬁnding aids from the Library of Congress (LoC) and
three consortia, the Online Archive of California (OAC), the Northwest Digital
Archive (NWDA), and Virginia Heritage (VH), and enhancing them with ad-
ditional information in matching LoC, Getty Vocabulary Program, and Virtual
International Authority File (VIAF) name authority records.
The SNAC project is being led by the Institute for Advanced Technology
in the Humanities (IATH) at the University of Virginia, in collaboration with
the California Digital Library (CDL), and the University of California, Berkeley
School of Information (SI). The SNAC project is intended to beneﬁt the human-
ities community most broadly, as it will assist the work of both archivists and
users.
In the remainder of this paper we will describe the processes involved in creat-
ing the SNAC database and how it is presented through the public interface. The
next section describes the extraction of EAC-CPF records from EAD records.
We then examine how the names of individuals, organizations and families are
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Fig. 1. Browsing Screen for SNAC Prototype
matched across the diﬀerent sources of EAD data, and how they are matched
with the library authority records from the Library of Congress and the Virtual
International Authority File. In addition we present the results and eﬀectiveness
of diﬀerent matching methods. Finally we discuss how the records are indexed
and presented in the prototype public interface.
2 Extracting EAC from EAD
As mentioned above, the basic EAC-CPF records used in the SNAC project
are derived from EAD archival descriptions. The current approach to doing this
extraction uses the Extensible Markup-Language Transformation (XSLT 2.0)
language in conjunction with the XPath 2.0 standard. Through the use of regu-
lar expressions and specially designed functions, the XSLT transform identiﬁes
elements of the EAD that represent individual persons, corporate bodies and
families in various parts of the EAD record. Currently we have focused on the
identiﬁcation and extraction of individual records from the following EAD tag
components: <persname>, <corpname>, and <famname> that occur within
<origination>, <controlaccess>, and <unittitle>.
In the EAD records that we are using, the contributing archives have followed
the “best practices” for encoding the <origination> and <controlaccess> ele-
ments, so these are usually formulated following strict cataloging rules (AACR2,
for American archives and libraries). Most of our diﬃculties (in matching names
and extracting contents) are caused by names that have not been formulated ac-
cording to such rules. In some cases, for example, names are presented in direct
order (John Smith) rather than inverted order (Smith, John), and may also be
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Fig. 2. Example Record (George S. Patton)
combined with data that is not part of the name, (including subject subdivisions
or uniform titles).
For each unique name string extracted by the above process, an EAC-CPF
record is created. For records derived for creators (i.e., the source of the archival
records), additional descriptive data for dates of existence, occupation, subject
headings assigned to records, languages used, and biographical-historical infor-
mation is extracted into the corresponding EAC-CPF records.
Once the EAD records have been processed, the result is a set of EAC-CPF
records each containing a single identiﬁed name along with identiﬁcation of the
source EAD, and, in the case of creator records, any biographical information,
dates of existence, etc. from the EAD source. Since EAC-CPF records are derived
independently from each EAD record, there can be multiple records representing
the same entity in multiple EAD collections. A key problem, then, is to iden-
tify multiple EAC-CPF records that represent the same entity and merge them
together into a single record.
3 Matching Names in EAC-CPF and Authority Files
The next stage in processing the extracted EAC-CPF records attempts to com-
bine the information of the individual records for the same entity into single
records, and to enhance them with information derived from library authority
ﬁles. This process involves matching the names in the EAC-CPF records with
each other, and with the records in library authority ﬁles.
We currently have 158,079 EAC-CPF records: 114,639 persons, 41,177 cor-
porate bodies and 2263 family names, derived from Library of Congress, the
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Fig. 3. Social Network (George S. Patton)
Online Archive of California and North West Digital Archive EAD records. The
records were parsed with the EAC-CPF speciﬁcation to extract information on
name, type and relations of each entity. Preferred and alternate names from the
VIAF name authority ﬁles were indexed using the Cheshire II information re-
trieval engine [3], which uses a probabilistic information retrieval algorithm to
ﬁnd matching VIAF records and their associated names given an entity name.
The simplest matching case occurs when the extracted names are already
encoded using standard cataloging rules, and include existence dates. In this
case, the extracted names will usually be identical to the names used by other
EAD records that conform to the same practice and also with library authority
records for the same person. This simple exact matching reduces the number
of unique records to 129,915 from 158,079. We then assume that if the name
being matched occurs in one of the library name authority records as a variant
form, then the name is also a match. This was implemented using Cheshire and
reduces the number of unique EAC-CPF records to 124,657. However, when
there are variations in the name order, and variant forms of a name may be used
in diﬀerent EAD source records, then the matching problem becomes much more
challenging, and warranted further investigation.
Our problem is similar to the well-studied named entity disambiguation prob-
lem, where the task is to identify the correct entity, in a given context, from a set
of similar entities. Standard approaches use statistical learning techniques, either
performing supervised learning and train classiﬁers that predict the relevance of
an entity given a context or performing unsupervised learning and design clus-
tering techniques that cluster similar entities together. As an example of the
former, Bunescu and Pasca [2] suggest a method that trains Support Vector
Machines (SVM) classiﬁers to disambiguate entities using the Wikipedia corpus.
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The classiﬁer was trained using features extracted from the title, hyperlinks
linking other entities, categories assigned to the entity and Wikipedias redirect
and disambiguate pages. Bagga and Baldwin [1], and Mann and Yarowsky [4],
are examples of the latter technique, where similar entities are clustered using
features extracted from entitys biographical information, words from sentences
surrounding the entity in texts and entitys social network and relationships.
Other techniques involve using gazetteers and name authority ﬁles as external
references to aid the disambiguation process. Smith and Crane [5], for example,
use gazetteers to disambiguate geographic place names.
3.1 Experiments in Name Disambiguation
Given a collection of entity/name pairs and a query name, the name disambigua-
tion problem is to predict the entity that the query name should be associated
with. Motivated by SNAC’s access to the extensive VIAF collection, we exper-
imented a supervised learning approach, based on the Naive Bayes classiﬁer as
an approach to solving this problem. Given an exhaustive collection of entities
with a set of possible names for each of these entities, we compute simple repre-
sentation of these names using shingles (also called character ngrams) and train
naive bayes classiﬁers that predict the entity a query name belongs to using
these representations.
We represent each name as a list of l length shingles. The shingles are com-
puted by using a sliding window that is l characters in length. For example, the
l = 3 shingles for the name Albert Einstein would be alb, lbe, ber, ert rt ,t e,
... ein (where “ ” represents white space between words).
This representation allows us to consider a name as a vector in a k dimen-
sional vector space deﬁned by the shingles, where k is the number of l length
shingles in our collection. In addition to abstracting the structure of a name,
this representation also allows us to create a shingle - entity reverse index. As
would be explained in later sections, this index allows us to signiﬁcantly reduce
the space of candidate entities when a query is made.
3.2 Approaches
String Edit Distance. As a baseline approach, we experimented using string
edit distance to rank entities based on a query name. Given a query name, we
rank entities based on the mean edit distance between the names associated with
the entity and the query name. We used the Levenshtein Distance to compute
the edit distance between two strings.
Computing the edit distance over the entire space of entities is not feasible.
To reduce the space, we only consider those entities that are indexed by the
shingles present in the query name. Speciﬁcally, we ﬁrst rank our entities based
on how many shingles in the query name are indexed by them. We then pick
top-M of these entities and score them based on the mean edit distance between
the names associated with the entity and the query name. Entities with lower
mean edit distance are ranked higher.
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Naive Bayes. If we consider each entity as a class and names associated with
the entity as examples of the class, we can cast the name disambiguation problem
as a supervised statistical learning problem. Speciﬁcally, given a query name
xq, our problem then is to ﬁnd an entity class C that is mostly likely to have
generated the query name.
C = argmax
i
P (C = ci|X = xq) (1)
Using the Bayes rule, we can estimate the most likely C as follows,
C = argmax
i
P (C = ci)P (X = xq|C = ci)
P (X = xq)
(2)
As P (X = xq) will be the same for all the entity classes, we can eliminate it
from the above equation,
C ← argmax
i
P (C = ci)P (X = xq|C = ci) (3)
The prior probability P (C = ci) can be estimated as,
P (C = ci) =
#{C = ci}
D
(4)
where D is the total number of name instances in the training collection and
#{C = ci} represents the number of name instances with entity class as ci.
Based on our representation of names using shingles, we can consider each
name as an instance of random vector in a k-dimensional space of shingles. The
posterior probability in the above equation can then be written as,
P (X = xq|C = ci) = P (X = (xq1, xq2, xq3,..., xqk)|C = ci) (5)
where xqj represents the event that a particular shingle j occurs in the query
name. Estimating the above posterior probability would amount to estimating
the joint distribution of the random vector X , assuming each component of the
k -dimensional random vector to be binary, this would amount to learning 2k+1
parameters.
The Naive Bayes classiﬁer reduces the number of parameters to learn by
assuming conditional independence, that is components of the random vector X
are conditionally independent given C . Under this assumption, the posterior
probability can be computed as,
P (X = xq|C = ci) =
k∏
j=1
P (X = xqj |C = Ci) (6)
Once the posterior probabilities are estimated, the most probable entity for a
given query name Xq can be estimated as,
C ← argmax
i
log(P (C = ci)) +
k∑
j=1
log(P (X = xqj |C = ci)) (7)
We used two diﬀerent approaches for computing the posterior P (X = xqj |C =
Ci) .
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Shingle Presence. Our ﬁrst approach considers X as a binary random vector.
Speciﬁcally, if Xn is an outcome of the random vector that represents a name
n, then Xnj ∈ {0, 1} depending on whether the shingle corresponding to the jth
component is not present or present in the name. Given this formulation, the
posterior P (X = xni|C = Ci) can be estimated by computing the frequencies of
a shingle’s presence for the given entity class,
P (X = xnj |C = ci) = #{xj = 1 ∩C = ci}+ δ#{C = ci}+ kδ (8)
where δ is the Laplace smoothing factor and k is the total number of shingles
derived from the training set.
Multinomial Model. For our second approach, instead of restricting each
Xnj to be binary, we let Xnj to represent the number of times the shingle
corresponding to the jth component occurs in the given name. The posterior
P (X = xn|C = Ci) can then be considered as the multinomial distribution,
with the shingles as the diﬀerent categories. The probability of occurence of a
shingle given a entity class can then be estimated as,
P (X = xqj |C = ci) = #{xj ∩ C = ci}+ δ∑k
j=1 #{xi ∩ C = ci}+ kδ
(9)
where δ is the Laplace smoothing factor and k is the total number of shingles
derived from the training set.
3.3 Experiments
Dataset. As mentioned, our approach was motivated by the VIAF collection
and we used the same for empirically testing our approaches. The VIAF col-
lection consists of name authority records for around 2.5 million entities. Each
entity record in the VIAF collection consists of a set of names that could be
associated to the entity and may also include other information. We eliminated
most names in languages other than those in Western European Languages. We
further ﬁltered this dataset by removing entities with less than 4 names. These
steps reduced our dataset to 291,952 entities and 1,886,049 names. Names were
normalized by transforming to lower case and further by removing all punctua-
tion except space. We retained space as shingles containing the space naturally
modeled the components of the name. We also removed existence dates from the
names as this information was available separately in the VIAF record of the
entity corresponding to the name.
Experiment Design. To test our classiﬁers, we split our collection of name
instances from the VIAF dataset into training and testing sets using a 70-30%
split ratio. This gives 291,952 entity classes with 1,320,234 training instances and
565,815 testing instances. Each training and testing instance includes a name,
the entity class it belongs to, and birth and death dates. We used a shingle length
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of 3 characters to compute our feature representations, for our training set this
amounted to 14,103 unique shingles.
Given a query name from the test set, we predict its entity class and compare
it with the actual entity class the name belongs to. To compare our classiﬁers,
we used the %accuracy measure. In addition to considering a prediction to be
accurate if the correct entity is ranked ﬁrst, we also considered the cases when
the correct entity comes within top-5 or top-10 of the ranked list. We use a
reduced search set by ranking entities based on how many shingles in the query
name are indexed by them and considering only the top-M entities of the ranked
list. For all our results below we used M = 20.
Results. Our ﬁrst objective was to predict the entity a query test name belongs
to using only the strings present in the name. Table 3 shows the accuracy results
for our three approaches. The Edit distance based approach is attractive as no
model estimation, other than building the shingle reverse index, is neccessary.
However, it did not perform as well as the probabilistic approaches. The main
reason was that edit distance is sensitive to the order in which the components
of the name occur. For example, a sample of diﬀerent names for the physicist
Richard Feynman are shown in Table 1. A majority of the names start with
Table 1. Alternate names for the Physicist Richard Feynman
Alternate names for the Physicist Richard Feynman
Feynman, Richard P
Phillips Feynman, Richard
Feinman, Richard P
Feynman, Richard
Feynman, Richard Phillips
Feynman, R. P.
Feynman
the lastname Feynman followed by the ﬁrstname Richard. If the query name is
’Richard Feynman’ the average edit distance between the query name and the
names in the collection would be rather high than compared to a name such
as ’Richard Gere’. The probabilistic approaches handle this issue as the shingle
features capture information that is much more local than the entire string of the
name. The multinomial model works better than the shingle presence model as
it captures the frequency of a shingle’s occurence, rather than its mere presence,
in the names associated with an entity. Table 2 shows the top-5 results for the
query name ’Richard Feynman’ for the three approaches. The names shown were
randomly sampled from the entity classes. Although the Multinomial Model
is able to predict the correct entity with reasonable accuracy, for automatic
name matching we would need the top-ranked entity to be correct with a much
higher accuracy. This motivated us to use the existence dates as an additional
information. To do this, we boosted the scores given to the entity classes by
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Table 2. Top-5 results for the query name ’Richard Feynman’
Edit Distance Shingle Presence Multinomial Model
Norman, R. J Calichman Richard F Harman, Richard Michael...
Staar, Richard Felix Harman, Richard Michael... Calichman Richard F
Calichman Richard F Babcock, Richard Felt Feynman, Richard P
Manby, Richard, Kern, Richard Manby, Richard
Kern, Richard Kahn, Richard Kahn, Richard
Table 3. Accuracy results for automatic name disambiguation using only the name
strings
Approach Edit Distance Shingle Presence Multinomial Model
Criteria First top-5 top-10 First top-5 top-10 First top-5 top-10
%Accuracy 42.9% 72.18% 83.4% 43.12% 74.87% 83.3% 60.82% 82.49% 86.71%
our classiﬁers if the query name’s existence dates matched with the existence
dates associated with the entity class. We used the following rules to boost the
classiﬁer scores.
score =
⎧⎨
⎩
score + γ both dates match
score + γ/2 either birth or death dates match
score dates do not match
Instead of checking if the dates exactly matched, we assumed two dates to match
if the diﬀerance between the dates was less than 5 years. This, we felt, would
handle cases when there were reasonable variations in the existence dates. Ta-
ble 4 shows the top-5 results for the query name ’Richard Feynman’ for the
three approaches with the scores boosted using existence dates information. The
names shown were randomly sampled from the entity classes. Table 5 shows
Table 4. Top-5 results for the query name ’Richard Feynman’ using existence dates
information
Edit Distance Shingle Presence Multinomial Model
Feynman, Richard P Kahn, Richard F Feynman, Richard P
Kahn, Richard F Feynman, Richard P Kahn, Richard F
Hamann-MacLean, Richard Hamann-MacLean, Richard Hamann-MacLean, Richard
Staar, Richard Felix Babcock, Richard Felt Babcock, Richard Felt
Babcock, Richard Felt Staar, Richard Felix Staar, Richard Felix
that the accuracy of our classiﬁers signiﬁcantly improved. These results were
obtained using γ = 100 Using this technique for merging the SNAC entities,
with the entire VIAF dataset as the training collection, would simply require us
to replace the Cheshire IR system with our classiﬁers towards ﬁnding common
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Table 5. Accuracy results for automatic name disambiguation using name strings and
existence dates
Approach Edit Distance Shingle Presence Multinomial Model
Criteria First top-5 top-10 First top-5 top-10 First top-5 top-10
%Accuracy 80.8% 89.14% 89.47% 84.72% 89.47% 89.49% 80.21% 89.25% 89.49%
VIAF records linking a pair of SNAC entities. However, we wanted to rigorously
evaluate the match accuracies for the entire production SNAC dataset. We are
currently investigating sampling techniques towards this purpose. We are also
investigating extending our multinomial approach using ngram language models
towards modeling name variants associated with an entity.
4 The Prototype SNAC Interface
The prototype public interface for the SNAC EAC-CPF database was developed
by the California Digital Library and uses their open source eXtensible Text
Framework (XTF) system to support search, display and navigation of the EAC-
CPF records.
As shown in Figure 1 the user is able to browse the people, organizations,
and families in the SNAC collection alphabetically by name, by occupation (for
persons) or by subjects associated with the source EAD collection. Some inter-
esting example records are also made available as “Featured Records” on this
initial screen, which also provides a search capability that can access any of the
content of the records (with names weighted more highly in the results).
Figure 2 shows a single record for the American General George S. Patton.
The prefered form of the name for entries is shown (Alternate forms of the
name from library authority ﬁles are available as a pop-up window). The record
also shows (on the left-hand side) the occupations, and topical subject headings
associated with the entity. If one or more of the source EAD records includes a
biographical entry it is included also. On the right-hand side of the page access is
provided to the archival collections created by the named entity (creatorOf), or
in which the entity is referenced (referencedIn). The same panel provides access
to other people and corporate bodies associated with the named entity. These
are often the correspondents, family members or others referenced in the EAD
sources. This data is also the basis for the constructing the social network of
the named entity as shown in Figure 3 (this graphical depiction of the social
network is accessed through the “graph demo” link at the top right). Resources
such as books by or about the named entity are also included as are linked data
resources, such as links to the library authority record for the named entity.
5 Conclusions
This paper has described the Social Networks and Archival Context project, and
examined some of the issues and processes in deriving an authority database for
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archival collections from EAD records using the EAC-CPF format. We exam-
ined some of the issues in matching and merging named entities from diﬀerent
collections and reported on some of our experimental work in name matching.
Finally we described the prototype interface for public use of the SNAC database
generated by the processing, matching and merging of named entities.
The SNAC project is still in progress, and we are now starting to apply
the results of our research (and our ongoing analysis of matching and merging
failures) to improved versions of the database.
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cial Networks and Archival Context project (Daniel Pitti, Principal Investi-
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Abstract. Bibliographic databases are a prosperous ﬁeld for data min-
ing research and social network analysis. The representation and visual-
ization of bibliographic databases as graphs and the application of data
mining techniques can help us uncover interesting knowledge regarding
how the publication records of authors evolve over time. In this paper
we propose a novel methodology to model bibliographical databases as
Power Graphs, and mine them in an unsupervised manner, in order to
learn basic author types and their properties through clustering. The
methodology takes into account the evolution of the co-authorship infor-
mation, the volume of published papers over time, as well as the impact
factors of the venues hosting the respective publications. As a proof of
concept of the applicability and scalability of our approach, we present
experimental results in the DBLP data.
Keywords: Power Graph Analysis, Authors’ Clustering, Graph Mining.
1 Introduction
Currently, vast amounts of scientiﬁc publications are stored in online databases,
such as DBLP or PubMed. These databases store rich information such as the
publications titles, author(s), year, and venue. Less often they provide the ab-
stract, or the full publications’ content and references. The exploitation of ad-
ditional features, such as co-authorship information, may help us create novel
services for bibliographic databases.
In this direction, new online services that process metadata have appeared,
such as ArnetMiner [9] or Microsoft Academic Search1. Services that visualize
co-authorship information are also available, such as the ”Instant graph search”2,
which presents the existent co-authorship paths connecting two authors, or the
”Social graph”2, which presents all the co-authors of a single author in a star
topology. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is currently no method-
ology available that models the evolution of the authors’ publication proﬁle and
1 http://academic.research.microsoft.com/
2 Co-author Path and Graph in Microsoft Academic Search.
S. Gradmann et al. (Eds.): TPDL 2011, LNCS 6966, pp. 15–26, 2011.
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Fig. 1. Motivation: Four basic author ”evolution motifs“ over time
detects diﬀerent types of authors in a bibliographical database, based on their
evolution and standing over time.
Figure 1 presents, in a simpliﬁed manner, four intuitive author evolution mo-
tifs over time. We ﬁrst distinguish between authors with an ascending behavior
(rising stars), who show high increase in the amount and impact of their pub-
lished work, as well as on the amount of collaborations with other researchers,
and authors with a descending behavior (declining authors), who have a declin-
ing rate and impact of publications. Furthermore, in case the evolution is more
static, we distinguish between authors that produce constantly a large amount
of work over that time frame (well established) and authors that produce fewer
publications, in a lower but stable rate (stable publication rate).
Motivated by the aforementioned motifs, this work addresses the author mod-
eling problem using unsupervised learning, since supervised learning is not ap-
plicable due to the absence of manually annotated data for this task. First, we
deﬁne four basic features that capture the authors’ publication proﬁle. Secondly,
we monitor the evolution of these features over time and generate respective evo-
lution indices per author. Finally, we use these indices to cluster authors with
similar evolution proﬁle into respective groups. The exact properties of each
author evolution motif are deduced from the analysis of the ﬁnal clusters.
Our methodology introduces two novel ideas. The ﬁrst is the application of
Power Graph Analysis [5] to the co-authorship graphs constructed from biblio-
graphical data, which is performed for the ﬁrst time, to the best of our knowledge,
in bibliographical analysis. The use of Power Graphs allows fast and large-scale
clustering experiments since they can compress by even up to 40% the informa-
tion of the original co-authorship graph, as we show in our experiments, in a
lossless information manner. Also, they can visualize more eﬃciently than the
original graphs the co-authorship information by identifying several motifs, e.g.,
cliques and bi-cliques. The second is the introduction of a set of features for
each author, which is based on the Power Graphs structure, the number, and
the impact of her publications. Through the features’ monitoring over time, the
respective evolution indices are computed, based on which the authors’ cluster-
ing is conducted. Finally, the indices are employed in the analysis of the result-
ing clusters as descriptors of the authors’ dynamics. The contributions of this
work can, thus, be summarized into the following: (a) a novel methodology for
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(a) Huge biological ”fur ball“
network.
(b) After the application of
Power Graphs.
(c) Basic motifs recog-
nized by Power Graph
Analysis.
Fig. 2. Figure2(a) shows an example of a huge biological network. Figure 2(b) shows
the corresponding Power Graph. The three basic motifs recognized by Power Graphs
are shown in Figure 2(c): Star, Clique and Biclique. Power Nodes are sets of nodes and
Power Edges connect Power Nodes. A Power Edge between two Power Nodes signiﬁes
that all nodes of the ﬁrst set are connected to all nodes of the second set.
modeling the dynamics of authors’ publication proﬁles, and clustering them into
groups, (b) transfer of the Power Graph Analysis methodology from the ﬁeld
of bioinformatics, to the ﬁeld of bibliographical databases analysis, in order to
visualize and process co-authorship graphs, and, and, (c) empirical analysis and
demonstration of the applicability of our approach in a large bibliographical data
set (DBLP). The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
some preliminary concepts and discusses related work. Section 3 introduces our
methodology and in Section 4 we present our experimental ﬁndings. Section 5
concludes and provides pointers to future work.
2 Preliminaries and Related Work
2.1 Visualizing Graphs with Power Graphs
In the bioinformatics ﬁeld, networks play a crucial role, but their eﬃcient visu-
alization is diﬃcult. Biological networks usually result in ”fur balls”, from which
little insight can be gathered. In the direction of providing an eﬃcient method-
ology for visualizing large and complex networks, such as protein interaction
networks, the authors in [5] introduce Power Graph Analysis, a methodology for
analyzing and representing eﬃciently complex networks, without losing informa-
tion from the original networks. The analysis is based on identifying re-occurring
network motifs using several abstractions. The three basic motifs recognized by
Power Graphs are shown in Figure 2. These are the Star, the Clique and the
Biclique, and constitute the basic abstractions when transforming the original
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graph into a Power Graph with Power Nodes, i.e., sets of nodes, connected by
Power Edges. Power Graphs oﬀer up to 90% compression of the original network
structure [5], allowing for eﬃcient visualization. Figure 2 shows an example of a
”fur ball” network, and its transformation after the application of Power Graph
Analysis.
Power Graphs have been successfully applied in bioinformatics, as the net-
works are rich in the aforementioned motifs[5]. Co-author networks in the bibli-
ographic analysis are implicitly built on such motifs and, thus, perfectly suited
for applying Power Graph Analysis. A publication is either considered as Clique
of all authors or as Biclique with ﬁrst and last authors on one and all other au-
thors on the other end. Motivated by this, in this paper we apply Power Graphs
Analysis into co-authorship graphs extracted from bibliographical databases, in
order to deﬁne authors’ features. As shown in the experimental section, the re-
sulting Power Graphs allow for a very eﬃcient visualization of the co-authorship
graph.
2.2 Mining Graphs from Bibliographical Databases
Graph-based mining methods in bibliographic databases usually create a graph
from author names, venues, or papers’ topics, apply a graph partitioning algo-
rithm to locate interesting sub-graphs, and present results in the form of node
clusters, e.g., authors by topic, or through visualization of the graph, e.g., co-
authors of a single author in a star topology. The various methods for repre-
senting bibliographical databases as graphs, can be divided in two categories: (i)
those that use n-partite graphs, which contain for example authors, conferences,
or topics as nodes, and edges that connect diﬀerent node types representing re-
lations, and, (ii) those that use graphs with a single node type and edges that
may vary in meaning depending on the application. An example of the former
category can be found in [8], where bipartite models connecting conferences to
authors are employed to rank authors and conferences. Tripartite graph mod-
els for authors-conferences-topics have also been introduced in the past [9]. In
the later category, e.g., the work in [2], nodes correspond to authors, and edges
represent citation or co-authorship relation. The resulting representation can
be used to rank authors, ﬁnd author communities, measure author centrality
[3,4,6], or ﬁnd special relations between authors, such as advisor-advisee [10].
Regarding the evolution analysis of graphs, snapshot-based approaches, e.g., an
author-paper graph per year, are frequently used [1,8]. In these approaches, pre-
deﬁned measures from each snapshot are extracted and monitored over time.
In this work we present an approach which diﬀers from the aforementioned in
several points; (a) the co-authorship graph is used only as a basis for deﬁning
collaboration-related authors’ features , (b) the authors’ clustering process an-
alyzes the evolution of these features over time, as well as the changes in the
volume and impact of the authors’ publications, and, (c) the clustering aims at
identifying author evolution motifs and uncover their characteristics, and not to
detect author communities.
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Fig. 3. A sample co-authorship Power Graph
3 Approach
The suggested methodology comprises the following steps: (1) creation of the
co-authorship Power Graphs in diﬀerent time points, i.e., years, within a given
time frame (Section 3.1), (2) computation of each feature per time point, and
of each features’ evolution index per author (Section 3.2), and, (3) clustering of
authors based on their evolution indices (Section 3.3).
3.1 Co-authorship Graphs with Power Graphs
The initial co-authorship graph contains authors as nodes and weighted edges
that connect pairs of authors. Given a paper with k authors, an edge connecting
each pairwise combination of the k authors is added in the graph. Given a
speciﬁc time point ti (e.g. a year), the initial co-authorship graph accumulatively
contains all the publication records from the beginning until ti. Edges’ weights
represent the number of papers that the two authors have co-authored until ti.
The original graph is converted to a Power Graph as explained in [5]. An exam-
ple of bibliographic records (papers and authors), and the resulting co-authorship
Power Graph is depicted in Figure 3, where for reasons of simplicity we assume
that all papers have exactly two authors. Authors a1 and a2 have exactly the same
co-authors (a3, a4, a5). The same holds for authors a3, a4 and a5. This is depicted
by a bi-clique in the Power Graph. Author a3 has collaborated with a1, a2 and a6
to a10. So a3 forms a star with his co-authors, who form a pair of nested Power
Nodes (set a1, a2 is inside the greater Power Node). Finally, all the co-authors
of a31 form a star. The transformation of the original co-authorship graphs into
Power Graphs oﬀers three very important advantages: (i) it performs a ﬁrst-level
clustering of the authors based on their co-authorship information, (ii) it com-
presses the original graph, without losing information, and, (iii) it allows for a
more eﬃcient visualization of the co-authorship information.
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3.2 Authors’ Features and Evolution Indices
After constructing the co-authorship Power Graphs, the next step is to deﬁne
the features based on which authors’ evolution may be measured. Given a Power
Graph Gi in time point ti, we deﬁne the following features for every author ak:
(1) the size of the Power Node to which ak belongs (Si) (if ak is not member
of a Power Node then Si=0), (2) the sum of the Power Nodes’ sizes with which
ak’s Power Node, or any Power Node containing her Power Node, is connected
(Ci), (3) the number of papers authored by ak (Pi) until ti, and, (4) the ag-
gregated impact of ak’s publications until ti (Ii)3. The intuition behind each of
the aforementioned features is straightforward; Si measures the number of the
most frequent co-authors an author has at time point ti (size of her clique), Ci
measures the size of her extended clique, i.e., the co-authors of her co-authors,
Pi measures the number of publications up to ti, and, ﬁnally, Ii measures the
total impact of her work.
More formally, for an author ak who belongs to Power Node Vk, in the Power
Graph for time point ti, Si is deﬁned as:
Sik = weVk,Vk · |Vk| (1)
where |Vk| is the size of Power Node Vk, and weVk,Vk is the weight of the edge
connecting Power Node Vk with itself. This later weight shows the strength of
the clique formed by the authors in Power Node Vk. Let Vk be connected to n
other Power Nodes. Then, Ci, for author ak is deﬁned as:
Cik =
∑
m=1..n
weVk,Vm · |Vm| (2)
where Vm is any Power Node connected to Vj with an edge of weight weVj ,Vm .
Pi is deﬁned as the number of papers produced by author ak up to time point
ti. If time points are years, then Pik denotes the number of papers that author
ak has produced from the beginning of her career up to ti. Finally, Ii is the sum
of the impact factors of the authors publications up to ti. More formally, if the
author has written n papers up to ti, then Ii is deﬁned as follows:
Iik =
∑
m=1..n
IFm (3)
where IFm is the impact factor of the venue or the journal where paper m was
published.
The next step is to deﬁne an Evolution Index for each of these four features
(Sik, Cik, Pik, and Iik), which capture the way the feature values evolve over time.
For this reason, given a time span T : [t1, t2], for which we monitor authors, we
3 We assign to each paper the impact factor of the venue or journal, in which each
paper was published. For our experiments we used the list maintained by Citeseer.
Historical impact factors are not taken into account due to the lack of respective
data.
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build a Power Graph Gi for each ti ∈ T (e.g., for each year). Our aim is to
capture the dynamics of author ak in each of the four feature dimensions. For
the deﬁnition of each of the four Evolution Indices we employ a function, which
we call change. Change measures the ratio of the change of any of the features
Sik, Cik, Pik, and Iik from time point ti−1 until time point ti. Change for feature
Sik of author ak is deﬁned as:
Schangeik =
Sik − S(i−1)k
Sik
(4)
The above equation captures the ratio of change occurred in ak’s Power Node
from ti−1 to ti. If ak’s clique has grown from ti−1 to ti then the respective Power
Node Vk size will increase, and Schangeik will be positive (i.e., in contrast to 0
where there is no change). In a similar manner, Cchangeik captures the ratio of
the change in the author’s connectivity with other cliques, P changeik captures
the change with regards to the volume of the papers produced from ti−1 until
ti, and Ichangeik the change in her publications’ impact.
We can now deﬁne the Evolution Index (EI) for the S feature (S.EI), given
T , as shown in the following equation:
S.EITk = max
ti∈T
Schangeik · St2k ·
∑
ti∈T
Schangeik (5)
where t2 is the ﬁnal time point in the examined time frame T . Equation 5
captures the evolution of the author over the time frame T , and measures the
dynamics of the author in the dimension of feature S, as it takes into account
the maximum occurred change, the standing of the authors according to S in
the ﬁnal time point, and the sum of all occurred changes. Similarly, the C.EITk,
P.EITk, and I.EITk Evolution Indices can be deﬁned for C, P and I features
respectively.
3.3 Clustering Authors Using Bisecting K-Means
In this section we demonstrate the use of the Evolution Indices in the author
clustering task. The clustering algorithm that we employ is bi-secting K-Means,
which delivers high clustering performance, better than K-Means, and other
agglomerative techniques [7]. Bisecting K-Means starts with a single cluster
containing all data points, and iteratively selects a cluster and splits it into
two clusters until the desired number of clusters is reached or a quality cri-
terion coherence is met. Its time complexity is linear to the number of data
points.
In our case, each author ak is a single data point with four dimensions, which
correspond to the four evolution indices. Finding authors’ clusters is, conse-
quently, formulated as a typical clustering problem, which can be solved using
bisecting K-Means. Authors are represented as vectors in the four dimensional
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Input: Database of papers D, time frame T [t1, t2], number of desired clusters k
Output: A clustering solution of authors into k groups
1 Construct Power Graph at t0, i.e., the previous time point from t1
2 foreach time point ti ∈ T do
3 Construct Power Graph at ti
4 foreach author ak ∈ D do
5 Measure and store Schangeik, Cchangeik, P changeik, Ichangeik
6 Measure and store S.EITk, C.EITk, P.EITk, I.EITk
7 Put all authors ak ∈ D into a single cluster
8 Pick a cluster to split
9 Find 2 sub-clusters using the basic K-Means algorithm (bisecting step)
10 Repeat step 9 for ITER times and choose the best split
11 Repeat steps 8, 9, and 10 until number of clusters is k
Algorithm 1. Clustering authors of a bibliographical database using Power
Graphs and bisecting K-Means.
space, so the cosine similarity measure can be used for measuring similarity
between two data points, or between a data point and a cluster centroid. The
centroid of a cluster K of authors (C), is deﬁned as follows:
C =
1
|K|
∑
ak∈K
ak (6)
Algorithm 1 describes our methodology of organizing authors in a bibliographic
database into k groups. If the bibliographical database contains m papers writ-
ten by n distinct authors, and the resulting Power Graph at any time point
contains maximum pn Power Nodes, then the complexity of the algorithm can
be summarized into O(|T | · (m + n2logn + pn) + n), which, even for millions of
data points, makes the task computationally feasible.
4 Evaluation and Results
In order to demonstrate the organization of authors into categories, and analyze
the properties, we experiment using our methodology with the DBLP Com-
puter Science Bibliography database. The database comprises 925, 324 distinct
author names, and 1, 601, 965 publication entries (papers). For our experiments
we select the authors, and their publications, that have in total a minimum of 5
publications by 2010. We then apply our methodology using two diﬀerent exper-
imental set-ups: (a) we use time frame T = [2000, 2010] to cluster the authors
into four categories, and analyze the clusters’ properties, and, (b) we use time
frame T = [2000, 2005] and examine whether our method organizes successfully
authors into clusters, by evaluating the behavior of each cluster in the next ﬁve
years, i.e., [2006, 2010]. For our experiments we construct the Power Graphs from
the original co-authorship graphs, for the periods [2000, 2010], and [2000, 2005]
respectively. Table 1 reports statistics from the construction of the Power Graphs
for all years in [2000, 2010], where the edge reduction rates reached up to 41%.
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Table 1. Number of nodes and edges in the original co-authorship graphs per year,
and in the constructed Power Graphs
Year 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
#Nodes 53,679 60,732 67,530 75,490 83,797 92,453 100,301 108,051 113,548 117,619 119,767
#Edges 146,562 174,951 207,691 244,132 285,517 331,618 377,586 427,991 473,601 518,158 552,956
#Power Nodes 22,396 25,634 28,730 32,584 36,640 40,972 45,040 49,069 52,060 54,414 56,046
#Power Edges 87,346 103,864 122,279 143,698 168,736 197,421 227,889 261,704 293,246 323,583 349,538
#Edge Reduction Rate 0.404 0.406 0.411 0.411 0.409 0.404 0.396 0.388 0.38 0.375 0.367
Fig. 4. The centroids of the four basic clusters, and their radar plot according to the
four feature dimensions
4.1 Clustering DBLP Authors
In Figure 4 we show the results of experiment (a). The number of author clusters
was set to 4, in an eﬀort to identify the basic intuitive motifs shown in Figure
1. We performed a series of experiments with an increasing number of ITER in
bi-secting K-means (from 5 to 500). As expected, higher values produced more
stable clusters. The left part of the ﬁgure shows the centroids of the four clusters
(cluster 1 to 4), and their respective values in the four dimensions (S,C, P, and
I). The right part of the ﬁgure shows a radar plot of the four centroids in the four
diﬀerent dimensions. Each polygon represents a cluster centroid, and expands
more towards a speciﬁc direction, if the respective feature value is high.
Cluster 2 contains the most connected authors (highest S). The majority of
the authors in this cluster are well established with great dynamics in expanding
their collaborations (C). The explanation is that most of the authors in clus-
ter 2 are group leaders or professors and have many collaborations. One can
certainly trace rising stars inside that cluster, since its points have huge dynam-
ics in collaborations. Some examples of authors in that cluster are Christos H.
Papadimitriou, and Maristella Agosti. Cluster 1 is certainly the group with the
most candidate rising stars. The authors in this cluster show the best dynamics
in paper publishing (P ), and also really good dynamics publications’ impact (I).
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(a) 2000 (b) 2010
(c) 2000 (d) 2010
Fig. 5. Evolution of Power Graphs for two authors over two time points. Grayed circles
denote a Clique and white a Biclique.
Some of the authors in cluster 1 are already well established, but the common
characteristic of all authors in cluster 1 is their high dynamics in three dimensions
(S, P, and I). Some examples of authors in cluster 1 are Gerhard Weikum, and
George Buchanan. The third most interesting cluster is 4. Authors here certainly
publish much and have great potential, but they still need to work their I and
S features. Clusters 3 and 4 contain stable publishing authors, without special
dynamics though. Finally, in cluster 3 the main motif is that of isolated authors
(low S and C values). This cluster also contains declining authors, which have
ceased expanding their collaborations, but their dynamics in paper publishing
(P ) remain high.
In Figure 5 we show an example of the Power Node evolution between 2000
and 2010 for two authors: Gerhard Weikum from cluster 1, and Maristella Agosti
from cluster 24. The ﬁgure also shows their connected Power Nodes. Figures 5a
4 Zoom is possible in the electronic edition.
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(a) S and P Features. (b) C and P Features.
(c) Prediction of impact in 2006-2010.
Fig. 6. Figures 6(a) and 6(b): Authors’ scatter plots based on two feature combinations.
Figure 4.1: Clustering authors in 2000-2005, and predicting impact in 2006-2010.
and b, show how S and C evolved for Gerhard Weikum, and Figures 5c and d,
for Maristella Agosti : the author of cluster 2 had larger changes in her Power
Node and its neighborhood, compared to the author of cluster 1. This example
demonstrates the general motif of clusters 1 and 2 in the radar plot of Figure 4
regarding S and C.
In Figures 6a and 6b we show the authors’ scatter plot based on two feature
combinations; S and P , and P and C. The ﬁgure demonstrates an example of
the features’ ability to separate the authors. As shown, S and P can separate
cluster 1 from the rest, while C and P can separate cluster 3 from 4. Similar
ﬁndings were observed in all the remaining features’ pairs. Figure 6c shows the
results of experiment (b). The left part shows the radar plot of the authors’
cluster centroids for 2000− 2005. The clustering predicts that authors in cluster
4 have large dynamics in increasing their publications’ impact factor (I). The
right part shows the yearly increase in authors’ impact factor for 2006−2010. It
veriﬁes that authors in cluster 4 had the largest diﬀerence (on average over all
cluster points) per year on the impact feature compared to the authors of the
rest clusters.
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5 Conclusions
In this paper we introduced a novel methodology for the organization of au-
thors into basic clusters, using Power Graph Analysis. We deﬁned evolution
indices over features that capture the connectivity and strength of the authors’
co-operations, as well as their publications’ volume and impact over time. We
demonstrated the applicability of our approach to capture the dynamics of au-
thors using the evolution of the four deﬁned features by clustering authors in
DBLP with bi-secting K-Means. It is in our next plans to explore and inter-
pret authors’ clustering using several diﬀerent values for the k parameter. We
also plan to explore the application of our methodology for comparing institu-
tions, based on the notion of the centroid of the institutions’ authors, as well as
comparing scientiﬁc venues, or individual authors. In this direction, the compar-
ison methodology would consider the publications of the respective institutions,
venues, or authors, and follow the methodology in this paper. Similar entities,
e.g., institutions, would result in similar clusters, for the same value of k, and
the comparison could be feasible by placing the clusters at the same radar plot.
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Abstract. The World Wide Web has a very dynamic character with
resources constantly disappearing and (re-)surfacing. A ubiquitous re-
sult is the “404 Page not Found” error as the request for missing web
pages. We investigate tags obtained from Delicious for the purpose of
rediscovering such missing web pages with the help of search engines.
We determine the best performing tag based query length, quantify the
relevance of the results and compare tags to retrieval methods based on
a page’s content. We ﬁnd that tags are only useful in addition to con-
tent based methods. We further introduce the notion of “ghost tags”,
terms used as tags that do not occur in the current but did occur in
a previous version of the web page. One third of these ghost tags are
ranked high in Delicious and also occurred frequently in the document
which indicates their importance to both the user and the content of the
document.
1 Introduction
The World Wide Web is a highly dynamic information space where resources
very frequently surface, disappear and move from one location to another. As
one result users often encounter a “404 Page Not Found” response when re-
questing a web resource. This error may occur when re-visiting a bookmark
created some time ago, requesting a no longer valid URI or following a link
from a badly maintained web page. Even though we know how to create URIs
that do not change [3] there are many reasons why URIs or even entire websites
break [13].
In previous work [8,9] we have provided two content based approaches to gen-
erate search engine queries that rediscover such missing pages. We are following
our intuition that information on the web is rarely completely lost, it is just
missing and we can utilize the web infrastructure (search engine, their caches,
archives, etc) to rediscover and preserve these resources. Our previously intro-
duced methods are the web page’s title and the page’s lexical signature. Both
have shown to perform very well for the purpose of rediscovering missing web
pages. However, both methods are applicable only if an old copy of the missing
S. Gradmann et al. (Eds.): TPDL 2011, LNCS 6966, pp. 27–39, 2011.
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page can be found in the web infrastructure. If that fails we have no means to
gain knowledge of the “aboutness” of the missing page.
As a third option we are motivated to investigate the retrieval performance of
tags left by Delicious users to annotate URIs. We see several intriguing aspects
for using tags: Unlike titles and lexical signatures tags may be available even
if no old copy of a missing page can be found. That means even if we can
not obtain the title or generate the lexical signature of the missing page we
may ﬁnd tags describing its content. Tags are created by many users, therefore
somewhat utilize the “wisdom of the crowd”. They have been predicted to be
useful for search [4,5] and shown to possibly contain terms that do not occur in
the original (now missing) web page. This can be beneﬁcial for retrieving other,
potentially relevant documents. We do not expect tags to outperform titles and
lexical signatures but we foresee an added value for the rediscovery of missing
web pages in combination with the previously established methods. In previously
generated corpora containing randomly sampled URIs we experienced that tags
were very sparse. In [9] for example we only found tags for 15% of all URIs.
This led us to the creation of a new, “tag-centric” corpus introduced here. In
summary, this paper’s contributions are:
– determining the best performing tag based query length in number of terms
– analyzing the similarity and relevance of tag based search results
– quantifying the increased retrieval performance for a combination of query
methods
– identifying tags as ghosts of pages that have past.
2 Related Work
2.1 Tags for Search
A lot of work has been done to investigate the usefulness of tags for search. Mor-
rison [6] for example found in an extensive study that search in folksonomies
can be as precise as search in major modern web search engines. By comparing
Delicious data with search engine log data Krause et al. [12] found that tags
and search terms both follow a power law distribution. That implies a low over-
all overlap and an increased overlap for the more frequent terms. They further
found sparse overlap in Delicious and search engine rankings but if there was
overlap it occurred at the top end of the rankings. Heymann et al. [5] conducted
the probably most extensive study on tags with a dataset of about 40 million
bookmarks from Delicious. Their results show that about half of the tags occur
in the content of the page they annotate and 16% even occur in the page’s title.
Interestingly they found that in one out of ﬁve cases the tags neither occur in
the page nor in the page’s in- or outlinks. They conjecture that tags therefore
can provide data for search that is otherwise not available. However, they state
that annotated URIs are rather sparse compared to the size of a modern search
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engine’s index. Bischoﬀ et al. [4] conﬁrm the ﬁndings of Heymann et al. with
almost 45% of their tags found in the page’s text. Their user study shows that
tags are mostly reliable and accurate and they are partially used the same way
as search terms. Yanbe et al. [16] propose a social bookmarking-based ranking
and use it to enhance existing link-based ranking methods. They also ﬁnd that
tag proportions stabilize over time which means users eventually come to an
agreement over tags and even copy each other. The work done by Bao et al. [2]
incorporates the frequency of tags used to annotate URIs as an indicator for its
popularity and quality.
2.2 Content and Link Based Methods to Rediscover Web Pages
Content based search engine queries can be a powerful tool to rediscover missing
web pages. We have shown in previous work [8] that lexical signatures are suit-
able. We found that 5− and 7−term lexical signatures perform best depending
on whether the focus is on obtaining the highest mean rank (5 terms) or the most
top ranked results (7 terms). Sugiyama et al. [14] have shown that the content of
in- and outlinks of a web page can help reﬁne the lexical signature of that page.
We have built on that idea in [11] and determined optimal parameters to create
a link neighborhood based lexical signature. Even though they are expensive to
compute, similar to tags, they may provide an alternative if no copy of a missing
page can be found in the web infrastructure. Further research in [9,10] has shown
that titles of web pages are a very strong alternative to lexical signatures. The
results also prove that we can increase the retrieval performance by applying
both methods combined.
3 Experiment Setup
3.1 Data Gathering
We have seen in previous work [9] that for datasets based on randomly sampled
URIs tags are very sparse and it is hard to aggregate a somewhat representative
corpus. Heymann et al. [5] supports this point by showing that compared to a
search engine’s index the number of URIs annotated with tags is diminishing.
Therefore we decided to reverse the approach and obtain tags and the URIs they
annotate instead of ﬁrst sampling URIs and then asking for their tags hoping
to get a good sized sample set. Note that these URIs are not really missing but
due to the sparseness of tags we use the obtained URIs and pretend they are
missing. A few sources are available to obtain tags left by users to annotate URIs.
The website delicious.com is probably the most famous and most frequently
used one. We queried Delicious for 5000 unique URIs from their index using
the Delicious “random tool”1. We are aware of the bias of our dataset towards
the Yahoo! index (which we query against) especially in the light of Yahoo!
1 http://www.delicious.com/recent/?random=1
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Table 1. Tag Distribution
# of Tags 0 1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 26-29 30
Frequency 0.42 1.44 2.36 4.48 6.66 6.86 4.04 73.73
integrating Delicious data into their index2. However, sampling from Delicious
is an approach taken by various researchers [4,5].
We eventually aggregated 4968 unique URIs from Delicious. We did get 11
duplicates and despite the fact that we sampled from the “random tool” which
pulls from the Delicious index we obtained 21 URIs that did not have tags.
We used screen scraping, instead of the Delicious API, to gather up to 30 tags
per URI3. The order, which may be of relevance for web search, indicates the
frequency of use for all tags. Table 1 shows the relative distribution by number
of tags for all URIs. We obtain the maximum of 30 tags for almost three out of
four URIs.
3.2 Performance Measure
We use the Yahoo! BOSS API for all queries and analyze the top 100 results. We
apply three diﬀerent performance measures for our evaluation. Since our data
corpus consists of live URIs one way of judging the performance of tag based
search queries is to analyze the result set and monitor the returned rank of the
URI of interest. This establishes a binary relevance case. More precisely, similar
to our evaluation in [9] the ﬁrst performance measure distinguishes between four
retrieval cases where the returned URI is:
1. top ranked
2. ranked 2-10
3. ranked 11-100
4. considered undiscovered (ranked 101+).
We consider URIs not returned within the top 100 as undiscovered. We are
aware of the possibility of discriminating against results returned just above
that threshold but it is known that the average user does not look past the
ﬁrst few search results ([1,7]) which encourages our threshold. We also com-
pute normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG) for the result set as a
measure to reward results at the top of the result set and penalize results at
the lower end. We give a relevance score of 1 for an exact match of the target
URI and a score of 0 otherwise. For comparison reasons we also include mean
average precision (MAP) scores for our results with the same binary relevance
scoring.
2 http://techcrunch.com/2008/01/19/
delicious-integrated-into-yahoo-search-results/
3 We have previously shown the Delicious API to be unreliable, see:
http://ws-dl.blogspot.com/2011/03/
2011-03-09-adventures-with-delicious.html
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We secondly compute the Jaro-Winkler distance between the original URI
and the top ten returned URIs from the result set. The intuition is that some
highly relevant pages have very similar URIs. The Jaro-Winkler distance is fre-
quently applied to measure the similarity between short string such as names.
It is therefore well ﬁtting for comparing our URIs.
As a third measure we compute the Dice coeﬃcient between the content of
the original page and the content of the top ten search results. This gives us a
sense of the string based similarity between the original content and the returned
results. A high coeﬃcient means a high similarity which in turn can be inter-
preted as a high relevance to the query - the tags used to annotate the original
URI.
4 Retrieval Performance of Tags
4.1 Length of Tag Based Search Queries
We determined the best performing lexical signature length in previous work [8]
to be 5 and 7 terms and initially assumed these parameters could be equally
applied to tags. Hence we created queries consisting of 5 and 7 tags and issued
them against the API. It turns out our assumption was inaccurate and therefore
we widened the spectrum. Table 2 shows query lengths varying from 4 to 10 tags
and their performance in relative numbers with respect to our four retrieval cat-
egories introduced in Section 3.2 as well as their nDCG and MAP. The generally
low mean nDCG and MAP values are due to the large number of undiscovered
URIs. Table 2 shows that 8−tag queries return the most top ranked results (11%)
and 7−tag queries, tied with 6−tag queries, leave the fewest URIs undiscovered.
Is also shows that 7− and 8−tag queries are tied for the best mean nDCG while
8 tags have a slight edge at MAP. However, taking this data we can not ﬁnd
a statistical signiﬁcance (p-value ≤ 0.05) between the performances of 5−, 6−,
7− and 8−tag queries. The performance of 4−, 9− and 10−tag queries is in
comparison statistically signiﬁcantly worse.
Table 2. Relative Retrieval Numbers for Tag Based Query Lengths, nDCG and MAP
# of Tags Top Top10 Top100 Undis Mean nDCG MAP
4 7.2 11.3 9.6 71.9 0.14 0.11
5 9.0 11.3 9.7 69.7 0.16 0.13
6 9.7 12.0 9.0 69.3 0.17 0.14
7 10.5 11.5 8.7 69.3 0.18 0.14
8 11.0 10.8 8.1 70.1 0.18 0.15
9 10.3 9.9 8.0 71.9 0.17 0.14
10 9.7 8.9 6.4 75.0 0.15 0.13
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4.2 Relevance of Results
Our binary retrieval evaluation (the URI is either returned or not) is applica-
ble since we know what the “right” result to the tag based query is - the URI.
However, the results in Table 2 indicate that a large percentage of URIs re-
main undiscovered. We are now investigating the relevance and similarity of the
returned results for cases where the URI of interest is not returned.
We compute the Jaro-Winkler distance between the original URI and the
URIs of top ten results to determine the similarity between URIs. Given the
data from Table 2 we take the results of the ﬁve best performing tag based query
lengths (5, 6, 7 and 8 tags) for this analysis. Figure 1 shows in the left graph
the mean Jaro-Winkler distance for all URIs (y-axis) per rank (x-axis). Even
though the four lines diﬀer by point character (with respect to their length) it
seems insubstantial to distinguish between them. The mean Jaro-Winkler value
is high. It varies between 0.59 and 0.62 with slightly higher values for the top
two ranks. The values for ranks three through ten are almost indistinguishable.
These results show very similar URIs in the top ten indicating a high degree of
relevancy for the returned results.
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Fig. 1. Similarity Between URIs and Contents
Figure 1 shows in the right graph the Dice coeﬃcient between the content
of the URI the tags were derived from and the content of the top ten re-
sults. The intuition is that tags may not have the speciﬁcity to reliably return
their URIs but contain enough information to return other relevant pages. This
can especially be true for tags that do not actually occur in the pages. The
graph also distinguishes by query length but the diﬀerences are diminishing.
The mean Dice coeﬃcient varies between 0.12 and 0.17. It is highest for the top
two ranks and slightly decreases with higher ranks. The low mean Dice coeﬃ-
cients give an indication for a small degree of string similarity for the obtained
results.
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Table 3. Relative Retrieval Numbers for Titles, Lexical Signatures (LSs) and Tags,
nDCG and MAP
Top Top10 Top100 Undis Mean nDCG MAP
Titles 60.2 4.2 0.6 34.9 0.63 0.62
LSs 36.5 6.6 1.3 55.6 0.4 0.39
Tags 22.1 15.4 10.2 52.4 0.32 0.27
4.3 Performance Compared to Content Based Queries
In order to give a comparison for the performance of tags we also apply two
content based methods. We extract the title of each page and generate its lexical
signature. We issue our three queries (title, lexical signature, tags) for each URI
against the API. Table 3 summarizes their performance distinguished by our
four retrieval cases, nDCG and MAP. Note that the data in Table 3 is based
on aggregated values meaning we merged the results for 5− and 7−term lexical
signatures into one category and likewise for all tag based query lengths. We
can see that titles outperform lexical signatures, supporting our earlier ﬁndings
in [9,10]. Both methods perform better than tags in terms of URIs returned
top ranked, mean nDCG and MAP even though tags leave slightly fewer URIs
undiscovered than lexical signatures. Tags return much more URIs in the top
ten and top 100 than any other method. One interpretation of this observation
is that tags, possibly rather generic by nature, are often not precise enough to
return the URI top ranked. but they do provide enough speciﬁcity to return the
pages within the top 100 results.
4.4 Combining Tags with Other Methods
Tables 2 and 3 show that the overall retrieval performance of tags alone is not
very impressive. However what these tables do not show is the value of querying
tags in combination with other methods. In other words, does the union of
the results of more than one method improve the retrieval performance? And
speaking from the preservation point of view, can we rediscover more missing
URIs with combining two or even all three of the methods?
Extracting a web page’s title from the content is cheap; it costs just one request
to the resource. Lexical signatures are more expensive to generate since each
term, as a candidate for the signature, requires the acquisition of a document
frequency value. That means one request per unique term. Additionally we need
to compute and normalize term frequency (TF) values. Obtaining tags, similar
to titles, is very cheap because it only requires one request to Delicious.
With this cost model in mind we deﬁne two combinations of methods: Title-
Lexical Signature-Tags (T-LS-TA) and Title-Tags-Lexical Signature (T-TA-LS ).
Since titles perform best (as seen earlier and also demonstrated in previous work
[9]) we maintain their priority and query them ﬁrst in both combinations. As
our second step in T-LS-TA we apply the lexical signature based method to
all URIs that remained undiscovered (34.9% as shown in Table 3). We thirdly
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Fig. 2. Performance of Titles Combined with Lexical Signatures and Tags
apply the tag based method to all URIs that are still undiscovered in T-LS-TA.
The diﬀerence in the second combination is that we apply the tag based method
second (to the 34.9%) and the lexical signature based method third.
Figure 2 shows the combined retrieval performance. The data of combination
T-LS-TA is shown in Figure 2(a) distinguished by contribution per method and
separated in the previously introduced four retrieval categories. The ﬁrst three
bars (from left to right) are additive meaning the darkest part of the bars corre-
sponds to the relative number of URIs returned by titles, the gray portion of the
bars corresponds to the URIs not returned by titles but returned by lexical sig-
natures and the white part of the bars represents the URIs neither returned by
titles nor by lexical signatures. They are returned by tags only. Therefore these
three left bars are to be read as if they were growing with the application of
each additional method. The rightmost bar is to be read as if it was subtractive.
For Figure 2(a) that means the dark portion of the bar represents the number
of URIs undiscovered with titles (34.9%). The upper bound of the dark portion
down to the upper bound of the gray portion represents the retrieval gain due
to applying the second method. The height of the white portion of the bar cor-
responds to the ﬁnal number of URIs that are left undiscovered after applying
all three methods (23%) in the combination T-LS-TA. Figure 2(b) displays the
data in the same way for the combination T-TA-LS. The color scheme remains
the same with respect to the method meaning dark is still the title, gray still
the lexical signature and white still represents tags.
The height of the gray bar for undiscovered URIs is of course identical to
the corresponding white bar in Figure 2(a). The additive bar for the top ranked
results is slightly higher in Figure 2(a) (67.2% vs. 66.4%) but the bars for the
top ten and top 100 results are slightly higher in Figure 2(b) (7.2% vs. 7.7%
and 2.6% vs. 3.0%). The results for the combination of methods in terms of
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mean nDCG and MAP are summarized in Table 4. The performance increase
of both combinations is statistically signiﬁcant as determined by the t-test with
p-values below the 0.05 threshold. Tags perform similarly compared to lexical
signatures for URIs that remain undiscovered with the title method. Since tags
are so much cheaper to obtain than lexical signatures these results lead to the
recommendation to use tags a the default secondary method for rediscovering
missing web pages in case tags are available through Delicious. This condition is
crucial since we have seen that tags were rather sparse for previously analyzed
web page corpora.
5 Ghost Tags
Previous research [4,5] has shown that about half the tags used to annotate
URIs do not occur in the page’s content. We ﬁnd a slightly higher value with
66.3% of all tags not present in the page. If we consider the top ten tags only
we ﬁnd 51.5% of the tags not occurring in the page. This discrepancy intu-
itively makes sense since the ranking in Delicious is done by frequency of use
which means that less frequently used tags are more likely to not appear in
the page. However, these numbers only apply for the current version of the
page. The tags provided by Delicious on the other hand are aggregated over
an unknown period of time. The date of tags in Delicious can only be approx-
imated but not reliably computed. It is possible that some tags used to oc-
cur in a previous version of the page and were removed or replaced at some
point but still are available for that page through Delicious. We call these
“ghost tags”, terms that persist as tags after disappearing from the document
itself.
To further investigate this aspect we use the Memento framework [15] to ob-
tain old copies for all URIs that have tags not occurring in their content. For our
dataset that applies to more than 95% of the URIs. Memento provides a timemap
with references to all available Mementos (particular copies of a page at a cer-
tain point in time) per URI. Since we obtain diﬀerent amounts of Mementos and
diﬀerent ages of the Mementos, we decided to only check tags against the ﬁrst
Memento meaning the oldest available copy of the page. We obtain Mementos of
3, 306 URIs some of which date back to 1996. We ﬁnd a total of 4.9% ghost tags.
They occur in about one third of the previous versions of our web pages. Figure
3 displays the distribution of tags (dark gray) and the Mementos they occur in
(light gray) per year. Note that the y-axis is plotted in log-scale. The vast major-
ity of our “ghost tags” is found in Mementos from recent years especially in 2009.
Only a few if any at all are found prior to 2006. We also see noticeable numbers
Table 4. Mean nDCG and Mean Average Precision for all Combinations of Methods
TI TI-LS TI-LS-TA TI-TA TI-TA-LS
Mean nDCG 0.63 0.67 0.72 0.69 0.71
MAP 0.62 0.67 0.70 0.67 0.69
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Fig. 3. Amount of Ghost Tags Occurring in Previous Versions of Web Pages
from 2011 which indicates a very short time between the publication of the tags
at which time they did occur in the page and their disappearance from the page.
The majority of these very recent Mementos were obtained from search engine
caches. The observations from Figure 3 conﬁrm: 1) ghost tags exist and better
represent the past content of a web page than the current content, and 2) ghost
tags are found in the more recent past and rarely date back more than three
years.
We then determine the importance of ghost tags for a page. We compare the
tags’ occurrence frequency in Delicious and their term frequency (TF) in the
ﬁrst available Mementos. We rank each ghost tag according to its Delicious and
its TF rank and normalize the rank to a value between zero and one in order
to avoid a bias towards a greater amount of available tags and longer docu-
ments. The closer the value gets to zero the higher the rank and the greater
the importance. Figure 4 displays the Delicious rank on the x-axis and the TF
rank on the y-axis. Each dot represents one ghost tag. If a dot is plotted more
than once, its shade gets darker (18 dots are plotted twice, one three times
and one ﬁve times). The semi-transparent numbers indicate the percentage of
dots or ghost tags in the corresponding quadrants. The numbers conﬁrm our
ﬁrst visual impression of the graph. A majority of ghost tags (34.7%) occur
in the ﬁrst quadrant meaning their normalized Delicious rank is ≤ 0.5 and so
is their TF rank. This indicates a high level of importance of the ghost tags
for the document and also for the Delicious user. One fourth of the ghost tags
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Fig. 4. Ghost Tags Ranks in Delicious and Corresponding Mementos
seem to be more important for the document than in Delicious since their rank-
ing there is > 0.5. On the other hand for 22% of ghost tags the inverse holds
true. In 18.1% of the cases we can claim that “only” infrequent terms became
ghost tags. These results show the signiﬁcance of ghost tags since one third of
them were used very frequently in the document and still are used frequently in
Delicious.
6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have investigated the performance of tags for the purpose of
discovering missing web pages. We obtained tags of almost 5, 000 URIs from
Delicious and showed that a search engine query containing ﬁve to eight tags
performs best. More than 20% of the URIs are returned in the top ten ranks.
We have further provided evidence for the top ten results to be similar to the
URI the queried tags were obtained from. Compared to querying the title of the
page or its lexical signature tags do not perform well but a combination of these
methods increases the overall retrieval performance. We have also explored the
notion of “ghost tags” as terms from Delicious that do not occur in the current
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version but do occur in a previous version of the web page. More than one out of
three ghost tags appear to be important for the user as well as for the document
since they rank high in Delicious and occur frequently in the text.
Our notion of ghost tags refers to the earliest available copy of web pages
only. We will further investigate the aspect of time by including more copies
of pages over time giving us a more precise idea of the age of the ghost tags.
Another unanswered question is whether some tags predate the actual web page.
If we can timestamp tags and monitor their frequency of use we can give a more
speciﬁc description of their dynamics. In other words do users stop using tags
when they disappear from or appear in the page? We have shown in previous
work that titles and lexical signatures of web pages change over time. Naturally
these methods after some time become obsolete as search engine queries. The
question remains whether tags, as user given keywords, must be seen as dated
at some point as well.
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Abstract. The MPEG-7 is the dominant standard for multimedia content  
description; thus, the audiovisual Digital Library contents should be described 
in terms of MPEG-7. Since there exists a huge amount of audiovisual content in 
the cultural heritage domain, it is expected that several cultural heritage objects, 
as well as entities related with them (i.e. people, places, events etc.), have been 
described using MPEG-7. On the other hand, the dominant standard in the cul-
tural heritage domain is the CIDOC/CRM; consequently, the MPEG-7 descrip-
tions cannot be directly integrated in the cultural heritage digital libraries.  
We present in this paper a mapping model and a system that allow the trans-
formation of the MPEG-7 descriptions to CIDOC/CRM descriptions, thus  
allowing the exploitation of multimedia content annotations in the cultural her-
itage digital libraries. In addition, the proposed mapping model allows linking 
MPEG-7 descriptions to CIDOC/CRM descriptions in a Linked Data scenario. 
Keywords: MPEG-7, CIDOC/CRM, Mapping, Multimedia, Cultural Heritage. 
1   Introduction 
The MPEG-7 is the dominant standard for multimedia content description [1] and 
allows describing all the aspects of the multimedia content, including the semantics, 
the low-level image, audio and motion features, the structural information, the media-
related information etc. The MPEG-7 descriptions can be captured automatically 
(using, for example, camera sensors) or semi-automatically. The amount of multime-
dia data captured daily is increasing extremely fast due to the proliferation of inex-
pensive cameras and associated sensors (see for example [17]). Very frequently the 
digital audiovisual content captured contains cultural heritage objects. 
On the other hand, the dominant standard in the cultural heritage domain for the 
description of cultural heritage objects (i.e museum exhibits, archival material, books 
etc.) is the CIDOC/CRM [2]. Several other standards used in the cultural heritage 
domain have been mapped to the CIDOC/CRM (like [3] [4]). However, the MPEG-7 
descriptions of the audiovisual content cannot be directly integrated in the cultural 
heritage digital libraries since the MPEG-7 has not been mapped to the CIDOC/CRM. 
The need for transforming MPEG-7 descriptions to CIDOC/CRM ones as well as 
the capability of linking them in CIDOC/CRM descriptions in a Linked Data scenario 
has been recognized by important consortiums in the Digital Library domain like, for 
example, the Europeana consortium [5]. Europeana aims to develop a European  
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digital library containing digitized material about the European scientific and cultural 
heritage. In particular, the Europeana Data Model (EDM) [7] has adopted the CI-
DOC/CRM core, while the consortium emphasizes the need for linking existing de-
scriptions of the digitized material in the EDM descriptions [6], according to the 
linked data approach [8]. 
The previous research in interoperability support between MPEG-7 and CI-
DOC/CRM focuses on the representation of CIDOC/CRM descriptions in MPEG-7 
syntax. In particular, [9] proposes specific extensions to the CIDOC/CRM in order to 
be able to accommodate the temporal and spatial aspects of information objects, while 
[10] has developed a methodology that allows automatically generating semantic 
MPEG-7 multimedia annotations from CIDOC/CRM descriptions. However, in both 
cases, the inverse functionality, which should allow the transformation and/or linking 
of MPEG-7 multimedia annotations in CIDOC/CRM descriptions, is missing.  
We present in this paper MPEG72CIDOC, a mapping model that maps the MPEG-
7 constructs to CIDOC/CRM constructs and a software component that, based on 
MPEG72CIDOC, allows the transformation of MPEG-7 descriptions to CIDOC/CRM 
descriptions as well as linking them to CIDOC/CRM descriptions. These mechanisms 
allow the multimedia content descriptions to be exploited in the cultural heritage 
digital libraries. This work complements our previous research for the transformation 
of CIDOC/CRM descriptions in MPEG-7 syntax [10]. The MPEG72CIDOC mapping 
model differs from that of [10] in the following: (a) It has adopted the MPEG-7 view-
point for mapping the MPEG-7 constructs to CIDOC/CRM constructs. As a conse-
quence, there do not exist corresponding CIDOC/CRM constructs for some MPEG-7 
constructs (like, for example, the spatial relations above, south, left etc.) and some of 
the mappings specified in [10] for the inverse process are not appropriate from this 
viewpoint, since the two standards describe several aspects in different levels of gra-
nularity; and (b) It takes into account all the MPEG-7 MDS and not only the semantic 
part, as was done in [10]. Moreover, the implementation of the MPEG72CIDOC 
mapping model in order to allow the automatic transformation of MPEG-7 descrip-
tions to CIDOC/CRM ones has been integrated in the toolkit developed in [10] for the 
automatic transformation of CIDOC/CRM descriptions in MPEG-7 syntax. 
The MPEG72CIDOC mappings may also be applied between CIDOC/CRM and 
any ontology like [12] that captures the MPEG-7 semantics, since the mappings have 
not been based on the XML Schema syntax of MPEG-7. They also allow the exploita-
tion of user preferences that have been expressed for multimedia content described 
using MPEG-7 [14] in the cultural heritage domain. 
In addition, the transformation of the MPEG-7 descriptions to CIDOC/CRM ones 
allows using the Semantic Web technologies over the transformed descriptions in the 
cultural heritage domain, without having to use any MPEG-7 based ontology and thus 
not having to face the interoperability issues arising from the existence of several 
MPEG-7 based ontologies [13]. 
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: The MPEG72CIDOC mapping mod-
el is presented in Section 2, the MPEG-7 to CIDOC/CRM transformation process is 
described in Section 3, the implementation is discussed in Section 4, a transformation 
example is presented in Section 5 and the paper concludes in Section 6, which also 
outlines our future research directions. 
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2   The MPEG72CIDOC Mapping Model 
In this section we present the MPEG72CIDOC mapping model that we have devel-
oped in order to allow the exploitation of MPEG-7 descriptions in CIDOC/CRM 
working environments. 
The MPEG-7 focuses on multimedia content description, while the CIDOC/CRM 
focuses on cultural heritage concepts. Thus, the MPEG-7 provides a more extended 
set of description tools for multimedia content description, while the CIDOC/CRM 
provides a fine-grained conceptualization within the cultural heritage domain. As a 
consequence, we faced the problem of the accurate representation of the multimedia-
specific MPEG-7 concepts in CIDOC/CRM. This problem was solved through the 
representation of these concepts using the CIDOC/CRM entity “E55.Type”, which is 
an extensibility mechanism of the CIDOC/CRM model and its instances can be con-
sidered as classes that are organized in class hierarchies using the properties “P127 
has broader term/has narrower term”. The association of an “E55.Type” entity  
instance to its type is implemented through the property “P2 has type”. 
In the MPEG72CIDOC mapping model, the MPEG-7 types, which represent the 
MPEG-7 concepts, are mapped to semantically correspondent CIDOC/CRM entities. 
Moreover, the MPEG-7 relations, which associate instances of the MPEG-7 types, are 
mapped to CIDOC/CRM properties that associate CIDOC/CRM entities. 
There are two types of mappings in the MPEG72CIDOC mapping model: a) static 
mappings, which essentially are correspondences [15] between the MPEG-7 and the 
CIDOC/CRM constructs and are specified at design-time; and b) conditional map-
pings that are evaluated in real-time according to the given context since they are 
based on mapping rules [16] that have been specified at design-time. 
MPEG-7 Type Mappings. The MPEG72CIDOC mapping model is based on the 
following principles for mapping the MPEG-7 types to CIDOC/CRM entities: 
─ For every MPEG-7 type mt that can be directly mapped to a CIDOC/CRM entity 
ce, an exact static mapping between mt and ce is defined. For example, the  
MPEG-7 type “PersonType” that represents persons is mapped to the semantically 
correspondent CIDOC/CRM entity “E21 Person”. 
─ Every MPEG-7 type mmt that represents a multimedia-specific concept for which 
does not exist a corresponding CIDOC/CRM entity is mapped to an instance ramd 
of the CIDOC/CRM entity “E55 Type”. For example, the MPEG-7 type “Video-
Type” is mapped to the “VideoType” instance of the CIDOC/CRM entity “E55 
Type”. 
─ The MPEG-7 provides abstraction support, which allows the representation of 
both instance-level semantic abstract descriptions and class-level semantic descrip-
tions. In particular, the representation of the abstract MPEG-7 description amd is 
based on the value of its dimension attribute that indicates its abstraction level: 
 If dimension has a value greater than or equal to 1, amd is a class-level abstract 
semantic description that represents a class and is mapped to an instance tme of 
the CIDOC/CRM entity “E55 Type”. For example, an abstract MPEG-7 de-
scription that represents a class of buildings is mapped to an instance of the  
CIDOC/CRM entity “E55 Type”. 
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 If dimension has a value of 0, amd is an instance-level semantic description in-
dependent from the multimedia content and it describes a reusable instance 
(e.g. Parthenon). In this case amd is a concrete semantic description and is 
represented by an instance tme of the CIDOC/CRM entity “Ε77 Persistent 
Item”. For example, an abstract MPEG-7 description that represents Parthenon 
is mapped to an instance of the CIDOC/CRM entity “Ε77 Persistent Item”. 
─ The representation rte of any element te of the MPEG-7 type mt is associated with 
the representation rmt of mt using one of the following CIDOC/CRM properties: 
 P141 assigned if te is an object.  
 P140 assigned attribute to if te is a relation. 
─ The MPEG-7 attributes “id”, “href”, “xml:lang” and “xsi:type” are transformed to 
the appropriate CIDOC/CRM properties using specialized algorithms that are de-
scribed in Section 3.  
Due to the large number of the MPEG-7 types, the presentation of the MPEG72CIDOC 
mappings here is non-exhaustive (an exhaustive presentation is available in [11]). An 
excerpt of the MPEG72CIDOC mappings between MPEG-7 types and CIDOC/CRM 
entities is shown in Table 1.  
Table 1. Excerpt of the MPEG72CIDOC MPEG-7 Type Mappings 
MPEG-7 Type CIDOC/CRM Entity 
VideoType E55 Type (“VideoType”) 
AgentType E39 Actor 
MultimediaContentType E31 Document 
PersonType E21 Person 
… … 
MPEG-7 Relation Mappings. The MPEG72CIDOC mapping of an MPEG-7 rela-
tion mr to a CIDOC/CRM property cp falls in one of the following categories: 
─ Exact mapping. In this case, the MPEG-7 relation mr is mapped to the CI-
DOC/CRM property cp that has exactly the same meaning. For example, the 
MPEG-7 relation “inside” is mapped to the semantically correspondent CI-
DOC/CRM property “P89 falls within”. 
─ Mapping to the closest meaning. In this case mr is mapped to the CIDOC/CRM 
property cp with the closest semantic meaning. For example, the MPEG-7 relation 
“key” is mapped to the CIDOC/CRM property “P1 is identified by”.  
─ No Mapping. In this case mr cannot be mapped to a CIDOC/CRM property, since 
there does not exist a CIDOC/CRM property with the same (or at least similar) se-
mantics. For example, the MPEG-7 relation “above” is not mapped to any  
CIDOC/CRM property. 
─ Conditional Mapping. In this case, mr is mapped to different CIDOC/CRM prop-
erties based on the type of its source mrs and its target mrt. This happens if mr is of 
type location, location of or overlaps: 
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 If mr is of location type, then: (a) If mrs is an event, mr is mapped to the CI-
DOC/CRM property “P7 took place at”; and (b) If mrs is an object, mr is 
mapped to the CIDOC/CRM property “P53 has former or current location”. 
 If mr is of location of type, then: (a) If mrt is an event, mr is mapped to the CI-
DOC/CRM property “P7 witnessed”; and (b) If mrt is an object, mr is mapped to 
the CIDOC/CRM property “P53 is former or current location of”. 
 If mr is of overlaps type, then: (a) If mrs is a place, mr is mapped to the CI-
DOC/CRM property “P121 overlaps with”; and (b) If mrs is a time period, mr is 
mapped to the CIDOC/CRM property “P132 overlaps with”. 
An excerpt of the MPEG72CIDOC MPEG-7 relation mappings is shown in Table 2 
(an exhaustive presentation of the mappings is available in [11]). 
Table 2. Excerpt of the MPEG72CIDOC MPEG-7 Relation Mappings 
MPEG-7 Relation CIDOC/CRM property 
Exact mapping
inside P89 falls within 
precedes P120 occurs before 
agent P14 carried out by 
depictedBy P62 is depicted by 
… … 
Mapping to the closest meaning
refines P70 documents 
user P125 used object of type 
key P1 is identified by 
goal P21 had general purpose 
… … 
No Mapping
south - 
left - 
above - 
… … 
3   MPEG-7 to CIDOC/CRM Transformation 
In this section we present the MPEG-7 to CIDOC/CRM transformation process that 
implements the MPEG72CIDOC mapping model. 
The MPEG-7 to CIDOC/CRM transformation process is outlined in Fig. 1. The trans-
formation of an MPEG-7 description md starts by locating all the elements of md. Then 
the MPEG-7 relation elements are separated, the transformation of the md elements and 
relations takes place and the produced CIDOC/CRM description is finalized after the 
association of the transformations of the individual MPEG-7 constructs (i.e. elements and 
relationships).  
The transformation of the MPEG-7 elements is outlined in Fig. 2 (due to space li-
mitations, details on the MPEG-7 element transformation are available in [11]): For 
every MPEG-7 element e the element name and value are located first. Then the  
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mapping of the type of e to the appropriate CIDOC/CRM entity ce is used for the 
transformation of e in an instance re of ce. At this stage it is also checked if e has 
attributes. If this is the case, they are transformed in CIDOC/CRM properties. Finally, 
the representation re of e is associated with the CIDOC/CRM properties that represent 
its attributes and is added in the CIDOC/CRM description. 
 
Fig. 1. The overall MPEG-7 to CIDOC/CRM transformation process 
During the transformation of a “Relation” element mre the source, the type and the 
target of mre are located. The source and the target of mre are transformed, respec-
tively, in the CIDOC/CRM entities crs and crt and the type of mre is transformed in a 
CIDOC/CRM property cp that has crs as range and crt as domain. 
The transformation of the MPEG-7 element attributes depends on the attribute 
type. In particular, the following hold for the transformation of an attribute a of the 
element e, where e has been transformed to an instance re of the CIDOC/CRM entity 
ce (details on the MPEG-7 attribute transformation are available in [11]): 
─ If a is the “xsi:type” attribute, a CIDOC/CRM individual at of type “E55 Type” is 
created and a is transformed in the CIDOC/CRM property “P2 has type” that asso-
ciates at with re. 
─ If a is the “id” attribute, a CIDOC/CRM individual ai of type “E42 Identifier” is 
created and a is transformed in the CIDOC/CRM property “P1 is identified by” 
that associates ai with re. 
─ If a is the “xml:lang” attribute, a CIDOC/CRM individual al of type “E56  
Language” is created and a is transformed in the CIDOC/CRM property “P72 has  
language” that associates al with re. 
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─ If a is the “href” attribute, a CIDOC/CRM individual aio of type “E73 information 
Object” is created and a is transformed in the CIDOC/CRM property “P67 refers 
to” that associates aio with re. 
 
Fig. 2. MPEG-7 Element Transformation  
4   Implementation 
In this section we present the software that implements the MPEG-7 to CIDOC/CRM 
transformation process described in section 3. This software extends with the MPEG-
7 to CIDOC/CRM transformation functionality the transformation toolkit developed 
in [10], which allows the automatic transformation of CIDOC/CRM descriptions to 
valid MPEG-7 multimedia object descriptions.  
The toolkit provides a Graphical User Interface that allows the user to see a graphi-
cal representation of loaded and generated descriptions (MPEG-7 and CIDOC/CRM 
descriptions). A screenshot of the toolkit is presented in Fig. 3. 
The toolkit GUI is divided in two panels: the function panel on the left, and the 
mapping panel on the right. The function panel contains all the necessary buttons for 
the user actions, such as loading descriptions, saving the generated documents, per-
forming conversions between CIDOC/CRM and MPEG-7 descriptions, and present-
ing the graphs of the loaded and generated descriptions. The mapping panel shows an 
MPEG-7 description on the left side and the equivalent CIDOC/CRM description on 
the right side. 
The toolkit has been implemented using the Java programming language, the XML 
Beans framework [6] for the manipulation of the MPEG-7 XML documents and the 
Jena framework [5] for parsing the CIDOC/CRM descriptions (in RDF syntax). 
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Fig. 3. Screenshot of the toolkit 
5   Transformation Example 
We provide in this section a short example of the MPEG-7 to CIDOC/CRM transfor-
mation, in order to demonstrate the entire transformation methodology and understand 
how the MPEG-7 to CIDOC/CRM transformation is applied on a real-world description. 
In particular, we used a part of the MPEG-7 description “Parthenon by Costas Gavras” 
(Fig. 4), which describes the event “Occupy and burn the Parthenon” in a video on the 
history of Parthenon. 
 
Fig. 4. An excerpt of the MPEG-7 description of the video «Parthenon by Costas Gavras» 
y
<Description xsi:type="ContentEntityType"> 
 <MultimediaContent xsi:type="VideoType"> 
  <Video id="parthenon"> 
   <MediaLocator> 
    <MediaUri>parthenon.mpg</MediaUri> 
   </MediaLocator> 
   <CreationInformation> 
    <Creation> 
    <Title xml:lang="en">Parthenon</Title> 
    <Creator> 
     <Role href="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:RoleCS:2001:AUTHOR"/> 
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Fig. 4. (continued) 
     <Agent xsi:type="PersonType"> 
       <Name> 
       <GivenName>Costas</GivenName> 
       <FamilyName>Gavras</FamilyName> 
      </Name> 
      </Agent> 
    </Creator> 
    <CopyrightString>Hellenic Culture Organisation S.A.</CopyrightString> 
    </Creation> 
   </CreationInformation> 
   <Semantic id="semantic1"> 
    <Label> 
     <Name>Herculi Barberians occupy and burn the Parthenon </Name> 
    </Label> 
    <SemanticBase xsi:type="EventType" id="EV1"> 
     <Label> 
      <Name> Occupy and burn the Parthenon </Name> 
     </Label> 
     <Relation target="#AO1" type="agent"/> 
     <Relation target="#segment1" type="depictedBy"/> 
     <Relation target="#SP1" type="location"/> 
     <Relation target="#ST1" type=" time"/> 
    </SemanticBase> 
    <SemanticBase xsi:type="SemanticPlaceType" id="SP1"> 
    <Label> 
     <Name> Acropolis Rock </Name> 
     </Label> 
     <Place> 
      <Name xml:lang="en">Acropolis Rock in the City of Athens</Name> 
      <Region> gr </Region> 
     </Place> 
    </SemanticBase> 
   <SemanticBase xsi:type="SemanticTimeType" id="ST1"> 
     <Label><Name> 267 A.D.</Name></Label> 
     <Relation source="#ST1" target="#ST2" type="precedes"/>  
   </SemanticBase> 
    <SemanticBase xsi:type="AgentObjectType" id="AO1"> 
     <Label><Name>Herculi Barberians</Name></Label> 
     <Agent xsi:type="OrganizationType"> 
     <Name>Herculi Barberians</Name>  
     </Agent> 
    </SemanticBase> 
   </Semantic> 
   <MediaTime> 
    <MediaTimePoint>T00:00:00</MediaTimePoint> 
    <MediaDuration>PT07M33S</MediaDuration> 
   </MediaTime> 
   <TemporalDecomposition gap="false" overlap="false"> 
    <VideoSegment id="segment1"> 
     <TextAnnotation> 
      <FreeTextAnnotation> 
        267 A.D. Herculi Barberians occupy and burn the Parthenon 
      </FreeTextAnnotation> 
     </TextAnnotation> 
     <Relation target="key1.gif" type="key"/> 
     <Relation target="segment1.rm" type="representedBy"/> 
    <MediaTime> 
      <MediaTimePoint>T00:01:22</MediaTimePoint> 
      <MediaDuration>PT00M09S</MediaDuration> 
     </MediaTime> 
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Fig. 4. (continued) 
 
Fig. 5. An excerpt of the CIDOC/CRM description generated for the (the bold regions of the) 
MPEG-7 description of Fig. 1 
    </VideoSegment> 
   </TemporalDecomposition>      
  </Video> 
 </MultimediaContent> 
</Description> 
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When the transformation process starts, the MPEG-7 constructs are located and 
classified in the following categories: 
─ Elements: “Description”, “MultimediaContent”, “Video”, “MediaLocator”, “Me-
diaUri”, “CreationInformation”, “Creation”, “Title”, “Abstract”, “Creator”, “Free-
TextAnnotation”, “Role”, “Agent”, “Name”, “FamilyName”, “GivenName”, “Co-
pyrightString”, “Region”, “Semantic”, “Label”, “SemanticBase”, “Place”, “Me-
diaTime”, “MediaTimePoint”, “MediaDuration”, “TemporalDecomposition”, “Vi-
deoSegment”, “TextAnnotation”.  
─ Relations: “agent”, “depictedBy”, “location”, “time”, “key”, “representedBy”, 
“precedes”. 
According to the activity diagram of Fig. 1, a different set of steps is followed for the 
constructs that belong to each category. An excerpt of the CIDOC/CRM description 
generated for the MPEG-7 description of Fig. 4 is shown in Fig. 5.  
Notice that the MPEG-7 elements have been transformed to instances of the CI-
DOC/CRM entities that have been mapped to their element types. For example, recall 
that the MPEG-7 type “MultimediaContentType” has been mapped to the CI-
DOC/CRM entity “E31 Document”, and notice that the MPEG-7 element “Multime-
diaContent”, of type “MultimediaContentType”, has been transformed to an instance 
of “E31 Document”.  
Notice also that the MPEG-7 relations have been transformed to the mapped CI-
DOC/CRM properties. For example, recall that the MPEG-7 relation “depictedBy” 
has been mapped to the CIDOC/CRM property “P62 is depicted by” and notice that 
the MPEG-7 relation “depictedBy” has been transformed to the CIDOC/CRM prop-
erty “P62 is depicted by”. 
6   Conclusions – Future Work 
In this paper we have presented the MPEG72CIDOC mapping model, which allows 
the transformation of MPEG-7 descriptions to CIDOC/CRM descriptions as well as 
linking them to CIDOC/CRM descriptions, and a software that implements it. Using 
our methodology and software the multimedia content annotations can be exploited in 
the cultural heritage digital libraries. This work complements our previous research 
for the transformation of CIDOC/CRM descriptions in MPEG-7 syntax [10]. 
Since the EDM has adopted the CIDOC/CRM core, the work presented here is a 
first step towards supporting the transformation and/or linking of MPEG-7 descrip-
tions to EDM descriptions in a Linked Data scenario.  
Our future research includes: (a) The definition of a two-way mapping between the 
MPEG-7 and the EDM, which will allow full interoperability support among these stan-
dards. Such functionality is very important for the Digital Library community; and (b) 
The extensive evaluation of the MPEG72CIDOC mapping model over real-world  
datasets. 
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Abstract. Subject headings systems are tools for organization of knowledge that 
have been developed over the years by libraries. The SKOS Simple Knowledge 
Organization System has provided a practical way to represent subject headings 
systems using the Resource Description Framework, and several libraries have 
taken the initiative to make subject headings systems widely available as open 
linked data. Each individual subject heading describes a concept, however, in the 
majority of cases, one subject heading is actually a combination of several con-
cepts, such as a topic bounded in geographical and temporal scopes. In these 
cases, the label of the concept actually carries several concepts which are not 
represented in structured form. Our work explores machine learning techniques 
to recognize the sub concepts represented in the labels of SKOS subject head-
ings. This paper describes a language independent named entity recognition 
technique based on conditional random fields, a machine learning algorithm for 
sequence labelling. This technique was evaluated on a subset of the Library of 
Congress Subject Headings, where we measured the recognition of geographic 
concepts, topics, time periods and historical periods. Our technique achieved an 
overall F1 score of 0.98. 
Keywords: named entity recognition, subject headings, linked data, SKOS,  
machine learning.  
1   Introduction 
Subject headings systems are tools for organization of knowledge, which have been 
developed over the years by libraries. Assignment of subject headings to the items 
within their collections is a part of bibliographic organization tasks carried out by 
libraries. Subject headings aid the user to discover items in the catalogue that pertain 
to similar subject matter [1]. 
Subject headings systems, like other knowledge organization systems such as thesauri 
and taxonomies, can nowadays be more widely used if made available within the frame-
work of the Semantic Web. The SKOS Simple Knowledge Organization System1 [2] has 
                                                          
1
 http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/ 
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been developed for this purpose, and it provides a practical way to represent subject 
headings systems using the Resource Description Framework. 
Several libraries have taken the initiative to make subject headings systems widely 
available by representing them in SKOS, and making them available as open linked data. 
Some known examples are the Library of Congress Subject Headings2 (LCSH), the Ré-
pertoire d’autorité-matière encyclopédique et alphabétique unifié3 (RAMEAU), and 
Schlagwortnormdatei4 (SWD), which are subject headings systems in English, French 
and German, respectively.  
Each individual subject heading describes a concept. However, in the majority of 
cases, one subject heading is actually a combination of several concepts, such as a 
topic bounded in geographical and temporal scopes. Although the concept is available 
in SKOS, and therefore available with some semantics for machine processing, its 
individual subtopics are not, which limits what machines can inference from the sub-
ject headings.  
As subject heading systems become available as open linked data, the value of 
linking all these sub concepts to their representation in other open data sets becomes 
more relevant. Several millions of resources have assigned subject headings, in librar-
ies catalogues and digital libraries. Improving the semantics of subject headings has 
the potential to benefit the retrieval and access to all these resources.   
In our work, we explored machine learning techniques to recognize the sub con-
cepts in subject headings. This paper describes a named entity recognition technique 
developed for the particular case of subject headings. It is based on conditional ran-
dom fields [4], a machine learning algorithm for sequence labelling, and was designed 
to be language independent so that it can be applied to the many subject headings 
systems in use throughout the world. 
This paper will proceed in Section 2 with a description of the challenges for per-
forming entity recognition in subject headings. Section 3 summarizes the state of the 
art in entity recognition, and Section 4 follows with a description of our approach and 
details of its implementation. Section 5 presents the evaluation procedure and the ob-
tained results. Section 6 concludes and discusses future work.  
2   The Problem 
Subject headings present a scenario with particular characteristics for the application 
of information extraction. To make all the concepts within a subject heading available 
for machine processing with full semantics, they need to be recognized through 
named entity recognition techniques.   
The available named entity recognition techniques, when applied to subject headings, 
are unable to reliably identify these entities. These techniques are dependent on the 
grammatical evidence provided by well formed sentences. In subjects heading such 
grammatical evidence is not available, since the headings are a concatenation of simple 
textual references to concepts. The following are some examples of geographic subject 
headings from the LCSH: 
                                                          
2
 http://id.loc.gov/authorities/ 
3
 http://www.cs.vu.nl/STITCH/rameau/ 
4
 http://www.d-nb.de/eng/hilfe/service/linked_data_service.htm 
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• East Frisian Islands (Germany) 
• Potsdamer Platz (Berlin, Germany) 
• Danube River--Navigation 
• Québec (Québec)--History--French and Indian War, 1755-1763 
• United States--History--Civil War, 1861-1865--Propaganda 
• Cass Lake (Cass County and Beltrami County, Minn. : Lake) 
• Portugal--Economic conditions--20th century 
• Portugal--History--Revolution, 1974 
In these examples we can observe the heterogeneity of the structure of subject head-
ings. Some delimiting punctuation (“--“) is used between the main concepts but they 
do not provide any clues about the type of the entities that they delimit.  
The desired output result, of the entity recognition process, is the location of the 
entities and the identification of their type. Table 1 illustrates the desired output, as 
annotated subject headings for entities of the types: geographical entity, topics, time 
periods, and historical periods. 
Table 1. Examples of entity recognition in subject headings 
Québec (Québec)--History--French and Indian War, 1755-1763
[GEO Québec] ([GEO Québec])--[TOPIC History]--[HISTORIC French and Indian 
War], [TIME 1755-1763] 
Portugal--History--Revolution, 1974
[GEO Portugal]—[TOPIC History]--[HISTORIC Revolution], [TIME 1974] 
Potsdamer Platz (Berlin, Germany)
[GEO Potsdamer Platz] ([GEO Berlin], [GEO Germany])
Several approaches can be adapted for this particular scenario of entity recognition. 
Similar problems have been addressed in many fields, such as bioinformatics, compu-
tational linguistics and speech recognition [3, 5, 6]. Perhaps the most similar has been 
the citation matching problem [7] where entity recognition is based on structural 
characteristics of the text instead of grammatical evidence. 
In our work we analysed the available techniques and applied a particular one. The 
chosen technique is better adapted to capture the structural characteristics of the sub-
ject headings, and of the entities in them. We also aimed at making our technique 
language independent, so that our work is generally applicable to any subject heading 
system. 
3   Related Work on Entity Recognition 
The Named Entity Recognition task, as proposed by the Natural Language Processing 
community, refers to locating and classifying atomic elements in text into predefined 
categories such as the names of persons, organizations, locations, expressions of time, 
quantities, monetary values, percentages, etc. [8]. Current solutions can achieve  
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near-human performance, effectively handling the ambiguous cases (e.g., the same 
proper name can refer to distinct real world entities), achieving F-score accuracy 
around 90%.  A recent survey of this area is available in [9]. 
Initial approaches, which are nonetheless still commonly used, were based on 
manually constructed finite state patterns and/or collections of entity names [9]. In 
general, the pattern-based approaches attempt to match against a sequence of words in 
much the same way as a general regular expression matcher. However, named entity 
recognition is considered as a typical scenario for the application of machine learning 
algorithms, because of the potential availability of many types of evidence, which 
form the input variables for the algorithms [5].  
A major factor supporting the use of machine learning algorithms for entity recog-
nition reasoning is their capacity to adapt to each case. Thus, they can be deployed 
with greater flexibility on distinct corpus from different domains, languages, etc. Dif-
ferent types of text analysis methods make available several types of evidence on 
which to base the named entity recognition reasoning. But not all evidences will be 
present in every corpus, and not all text analysis techniques will be able to identify the 
same types of evidence. Therefore, the capacity of machine learning algorithms to 
adapt to each case make it a very good solution for entity recognition, which is  
supported by the rising trend in usage of machine leaning in this research area [9]. 
Two particular types of supervised machine learning algorithms have been success-
fully used for entity recognition. Early applications applied classification algorithms, 
which basically classify words, or groups of words, according to their entity type. 
Some examples are Support Vector Machines [10], Maximum Entropy Models [12] 
and Decision Trees [11]. 
Nevertheless, in entity recognition, as in other natural language related tasks, the prob-
lem was shown to be better solved with sequence labelling algorithms. The earliest  
sequential classification techniques applied to entity recognition were Hidden Markov 
Models [13]. However this technique does not allow the learning algorithm to incorpo-
rate into the predictive model the wide range of evidence that is available for entity  
recognition. This limitation has led to the application of other algorithms such as the 
Maximum Entropy Markov Model [5] and Conditional Random Fields [4]. Conditional 
Random Fields is currently the technique that provides the best results for entity recogni-
tion. It has sequence classification learning capabilities together with the flexibility to use 
all the types of evidences that entity recognition systems can gather [14].   
4   The Approach  
We opted for a sequence labelling approach for recognizing entities in subject head-
ings. The core of our approach lies in identifying the most likely sequence of labels 
for the words and punctuation marks in any given subject heading. The labels used 
correspond to the target four entity types (geographical entities, topics, time periods, 
and historical periods) plus a label for “not an entity”. 
In the remainder of this section we will shortly introduce the predictive model for 
sequence labelling used in our approach, and then describe the specific features for 
building our model. In the last subsection we describe the implementation of the 
overall system. 
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4.1   The Base Predictive Model 
We use as a basis the conditional models of conditional random fields (CRF) which 
define a conditional probability p(y|x) over label sequences given a particular obser-
vation sequence x. These models allow the labelling of an arbitrary sequence x’ by 
choosing the label sequence y’ that maximizes the conditional probability p(y’|x’).  
The conditional nature of these models allows arbitrary characteristics of the se-
quences to be captured by the model, without requiring previous knowledge, by the 
modeller, about how these characteristics are related. 
A CRF is an undirected graphical model that defines a single log-linear distribution 
over label sequences given a particular observation sequence. The probability of a 
particular label sequence y given observation sequence x is a normalized product of 
potential functions, each of the form [4]: 
 
exp(∑j λj tj (yi−1, yi, x, i) + ∑k μk sk (yi, x, i)) 
 
Where tj (yi−1, yi, x, i) is a transition feature function of the entire observation se-
quence and the labels at positions i and i−1 in the label sequence; sk (yi, x, i) is a state 
feature function of the label at position i and the observation sequence; and λj and μk 
are parameters estimated during supervised training. 
When defining feature functions, a set of features b(x, i) is created from the obser-
vation sequence. The modeller should choose features which capture those character-
istics of the empirical distribution of the training data that should also hold for the 
model distribution.  
Each state feature function uses the value of one of these observation features b(x, 
i) depending on the current state. Similarly, transition feature functions will use the 
value of the feature depending on both the previous and current state. 
4.2   Features for Subject Headings 
For our specific problem of recognizing entities in subject headings, the words and punc-
tuation marks (tokens) of the subject heading form our sequence. Based on the tokens, 
we defined a set of features that express the major characteristic of the representation of 
the entities, and would allow the construction of a general predictive model.  
We opted to use only features that are language independent, so that the predictive 
model could be applied to subject headings systems in other languages than the one 
used for building it. For this reason the words in the subject headings are not used 
themselves as features, as typically is done in natural language processing. Only char-
acteristics of the words, which we considered relatively language independent, are 
captured by the features. The following features are used: 
isWord(x, i) ={ 1  if the token at position i is a word0  otherwise
isNumber(x, i) ={ 1  if the token at position i is a number 0  otherwise
isCapitalizedWord(x, i) ={ 1  if the token at position i is a word and the first letter is capitalized0  otherwise
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isInitial (x, i) ={ 1  if the token at position i has just one letter0  otherwise
isTinyWord(x, i) ={ 1  if the token at position i is a word with character length == 20 otherwise
isSmallWord(x, i) ={ 1  if the token at position i is a word with character length >2 and <= 40  otherwise
isYear(x, i) ={ 1  if the token at position i is a number that maybe a representation of an year 0  otherwise
headingSection(x, i) =1XPEHURISUHYLRXV³--" separators 
isWhitespace(x, i) ={ 1  if the token at position i is a whitespace0  otherwise
isHyphen(x, i) ={ 1  if the token at position i is an hyphen0  otherwise
 
In addition, other features, similar to isHyphen(x, i), were defined for other punc-
tuation marks: coma, colon, semicolon, period, underscore, open bracket, close 
bracket, open square bracket, close square bracket, apostrophes and quotation marks. 
Additional feature functions are defined in similar way as the previous ones, but 
they refer to previous or following tokens, instead of the current one. The features: 
isWord, isNumber, isWhitespace,and all is”PunctuationMark” are applied also  
regarding the preceding three tokens, and the following two tokens. 
In total, the CRF predictive model is based on 96 features. 
4.3   Implementation  
The implementation of our approach has eight main components, which are shown in 
Figure 1. Together they provide the functionality to create an entity recognizer from 
training data, to evaluate the results of entity recognition, and to process complete 
subject heading systems represented in SKOS. 
 
Fig. 1. Component diagram 
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The Unicode tokenizer component provides the basic text processing to transform 
the source text into a sequence of tokens (words, punctuation marks, numbers, etc). 
Although natural language processing tools typically deploy language specific tokeni-
zation, we have opted for language independent tokenization since it has also been 
applied successfully in previous experiments [15]. In particular, we opted for the lan-
guage independent word breaking rules of Unicode [16] implemented in Java in pro-
ject ICU - International Components for Unicode5. 
The SKOS Reader component provides the support for reading subject headings from 
SKOS representations of subject heading systems, allowing their processing by the Entity 
Recognizer component, and by the Annotator for creation of annotated headings. 
The CRF component is provided by the Java implementation in the MALLET - 
Machine Learning for Language Toolkit [17]. The features for the CRF model, de-
scribed in Section 4.2, are implemented by the Feature Extractor component. 
The Annotator component provides the functionality to read and write annotated 
subject headings, and to aid a user in creating annotated data sets. It allows a user to 
correct results from the Entity Recognizer and add them to an annotated data set. 
The Trainer component allows the creation of CRF predictive models by super-
vised training on annotated data sets. 
The Evaluator component provides the mechanisms to evaluate the results of the 
entity recognition process on annotated data sets. It provides functionality for per-
forming cross-validation tests based on the exact-match evaluation method for entity 
recognition described if the following section. 
The Subject Heading Entity Recognition component provides an application pro-
gramming interface for recognizing entities in subject headings. It coordinates all other 
components necessary for executing the entity recognition and related operations.  
The complete system is packaged as a Java jar library. It can be integrated in other 
applications as a library, or executed from a command line. 
5   Evaluation 
An evaluation of the recognition technique was performed on a subset of the Library 
of Congress Subject Headings. A random selection of 800 subject headings was made 
from subject headings whose main concept is geographic.  The subject headings were 
manually annotated. All entities in the label of the concept were identified and anno-
tated with the corresponding type: geographical entities, topics, time periods, and his-
torical periods. Table 2 summarizes the amount of entities found for each entity type. 
In total, 1985 entities were found in the 800 subject headings, resulting on an average 
of 2.48 entities per subject heading. 
Table 2. The LCSH evaluation data set 
Subject 
Headings 
Geographical 
Entities Topics Time 
Historical 
Periods 
Total 
Entities 
800 1348 371 200 66 1985 
                                                          
5
 http://site.icu-project.org/ 
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For the evaluation method we have chosen the exact-match method, which has 
been used in several named entity recognition evaluation tasks, such as the Confer-
ence on Language Resources and Evaluation [19] and the Conference on Natural 
Language Learning [20, 21].  
In the exact-match method, an entity is only considered correctly recognized if it is 
exactly located as in the manual annotation. Recognition of only part of the name, or 
with words that are not part of the name, is not considered correct. The following 
measures are taken:  
• Precision: the percentage of correctly identified entities in all entities found; 
• Recall: the percentage of entities found compared to all existing entities; 
• F1-measure: the weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall, where  
              recall has the same importance of precision. 
The evaluation was performed as a cross-validation test, which involves partitioning 
the evaluation data set into complementary subsets of the data set, testing the classifier 
on one subset, while training it on the remaining subset. Ten-fold cross-validation was 
performed using different partitions, and the validation results were averaged over the 
ten runs. The results obtained, broken down by entity type, are show in Table 3. 
Table 3. Measured precision, recall and F1-measure, using 10-fold cross-validation 
Entity Type Precision Recall F1-measure 
Geographical entities 0.981 0.978 0.980 
Topics 0.981 0.970 0.976 
Time  0.985 0.985 0.985 
Historical Periods 0.942 0.985 0.963 
All Entities 0.980 0.978 0.979 
 
We consider the results obtained to be good indication that entities can be reliably 
recognized in subject headings, in a language independent way, and that the CRF 
based predictive model was able to capture the patterns in the data, achieving an over-
all F1-measure of 0.979.  
Our analysis from the observation of the cases where the entities were not correctly 
recognized, indicate that with some simple language specific features (such as using a 
feature identifying the word “and”) or with the use of dictionaries of entity names, 
potentially better results could be achieved. This kind of features can be used in sce-
narios were language independence is not necessary. 
6   Conclusions and Future Work 
This paper described a named entity recognition approach for subject headings based 
on a machine learning algorithm for sequence labelling. The approach was designed 
to be language independent, having in mind its general applicability to subject head-
ing systems in any language. In our evaluation, our approach achieved an F1-measure 
result of 0.979 in recognizing geographical entities, topics, time periods and historical 
periods. 
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This work is a first step towards improving the semantic richness of the concepts 
represented in subject heading systems available in SKOS as open linked data. The 
positive results of our approach gives us a good foundation towards establishing out-
going links from these open data sets into other widely used open linked data sets, 
such as Geonames6 and DBpedia7. Therefore, our future work will address the entity 
resolution problem of the recognized entities into relevant open data sets, which de-
scribe the types of entities found in subject headings. As a result links between data 
sets can be established according to the principles of open linked data. 
We also expect that, once the entity resolution problem is addressed, the final out-
come can be used to automatically establish links between subject headings systems 
in different languages, such as the work carried out in the MACS project8 and related 
research [22]. 
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Abstract. The Finnish National Digital Library (NDL) project aims to improve 
online accessibility and usability of digital content held by libraries, museums 
and archives. The lack of standardized metadata and numerous different collec-
tion management systems without sufficient set of technical standards in the 
museum sector led us to create a set of instructions and a template mapping of 
the Lightweight Information Describing Objects (LIDO) XML schema. This 
national LIDO schema for museum sector described in our paper is unique both 
in coverage in museum object types as well as number of institutions using it. A 
common schema presents heterogeneous metadata uniformly, thus enabling 
easy retrieval, browsing and versatile linking between different object types as 
well as data fields. In the pilot phase we have mapped the three most commonly 
used Finnish collection management systems with three different metadata  
formats to the top level LIDO schema. 
Keywords: interoperability, LIDO, metadata standards, XML schemas. 
1   Introduction 
The National Digital Library (NDL) is a project launched by the Ministry of 
Education and Culture of Finland in 2007 [1]. The aim of the project is to improve the 
availability and usability of the digital content held by libraries, archives and 
museums as well as to develop a long-term preservation solution for the digital 
material. The NDL is part of the development of national electronic services and 
infrastructures in Finland and one of the public administration projects defined in the 
Ubiquitous Information Society Action Programme implementing the Government 
Resolution on the Objectives of the National Information Society Policy 2007-2011 
[2]. 
The NDL User Interface Project goal is to provide a homogenous view to diverse 
digital records and make different elements of this view to operate for the users 
benefit by using the elements of the descriptive metadata harvested from cultural 
organizations’ collection management systems and creating links and functionalities 
between different data elements. From the end-user’s point of view the user interface 
provides tools for easy and seamless movement from one digital resource to another 
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while allowing users to expand the search results to a wider information network. 
These aspects offer us a strong cross-organizational perspective on development of 
tools for the digital content delivery.  
This paper formalizes our work to create a standard tool and a set of instructions 
for cultural heritage organizations to use in digital content delivery, some motivations 
behind our work, and the first results with some wider prospects to continue with.  
With content we mean content as defined in The Digital Library Reference Model 
version 1.0: Content includes all the data and information, all forms of information 
objects handled and made available, composed of sets of information objects 
organized in collections [3].  
The IEEE Glossary defines interoperability as the ability of two or more systems or 
components to exchange information and to use the information that has been 
exchanged [4]. Interoperability is observed in this paper from the view of content, 
functionality and architecture. We agree with Athenasopoulous et al.’s view 
“interoperability being crucial to improving efficiency and effectiveness” [5]. 
With content interoperability we mean the system’s ability to directly share content 
and metadata from different organizations and the ability to support, and create whether 
possible, the connections and links between different data elements of this data. We are 
aware that there are several generic concerns regarding crossorganizational descriptive 
metadata interoperability. 
2   The Existing Data Structure in the Finnish Museums 
The most problematic issues at the starting point of our work were related to the 
amount of different collection management systems in the Finnish museums and the 
data formats and structures used in them. The museums have traditionally organized 
themselves in small groups or consortia and developed collection management 
systems and metadata formats of their own to support the handling of their digital 
resources. Depending on the definition of a museum collection management system 
there were more than 30 different collection management systems used in 157 
professionally held museums in Finland in 2009 [6,7,8]. Only one of these systems is 
based on CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model, while some are adaptations from 
different standards such as SPECTRUM, CDWA and museumdat, but most of them 
are not based to any standard data format [9]. 
To export digital content from this vast number of heterogeneous collection 
management systems to a single digital library solution seemed to be a major challenge 
during the NDL implementation project. The import pipes of the digital library system 
and boundaries created by the various data structures and formats as well as the different 
processes of data management and delivery manifested as an unmanageable scenario of 
dozens of variations of the pipes and normalization rules at the early days of the 
implementation project. 
3   Towards Cross-Organizational Interoperability 
The challenge in creating a real cross-organizational interoperability between different 
organizations’ data structures and digital content includes several gaps which need to be 
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bridged. One major gap lies between the different data formats used by museums and the 
delivery of the data to library-oriented software. Another gap lies between the data 
exchange formats used in museums and those in libraries, e.g. MARC, FINMARC and 
Dublin Core. 
Bridging these gaps is the one of the main tasks of our work. Our aim is to make 
these gaps smaller and the export/import process and normalization smoother and 
easier by developing a unified data structure and a data exchange format suitable for 
delivering digital content from heterogeneous museum collection management 
systems to a single system. The data delivery process will be ensured with 
establishing tighter connections with different organizations’ digital content with a 
suitable set of instructions and guidance for the data exchange format. 
With a unified data structure and format for digital content delivery from museum 
collection systems, a set of instructions to use this structure and format and the 
support and guidance from the two national museum sector institutions, we are aiming 
towards high integration between various data elements of the digital content held by 
Finnish museums. 
An organized, harmonized and standardized data exchange format for museum 
information would be an asset for museums and the delivery of the information in 
unified format would benefit not only the museums but also the NDL project itself. 
The process towards cross-organizational interoperability began in January 2010 
by tests with Dublin Core as a data exchange format for both museums and libraries. 
These tests held during the NDL system implementation pilot project immediately 
showed after a single test session that Dublin Core lacked the depth needed for the 
metadata delivery from museums. A more versatile format was needed. 
4   The National LIDO XML Schema Template 
Our aim was to define an XML schema for the exchange of museum collection 
information and digital content to digital library and web portal solutions. The 
problems perceived during the implementation of the NDL project harvesting and 
normalization processes needed to be solved before these processes were launched as 
a large scale, nationwide operation for the cultural heritage sector. 
4.1   The Lightweight Information Describing Objects (LIDO) 
The LIDO (Lightweight Information Describing Objects) XML schema [10] is created 
within a specific working group of CDWA Lite Advisory Committee and the 
Documentation Committee of the German Museum Association as a schema that meets 
the requirements articulated by formats of CDWA Lite and museumdat, as well as the 
feedback received from the community of information and technology professionals [11]. 
Early versions of the schema and its declarations were provided for professional feed 
back during 2009. This schema seemed a suitable candidate for resolving our 
problematic issue for data exchange in Finnish museums after the tests run with Dublin 
Core. 
LIDO version 0.9’s documentation was researched by us under the late spring and 
early summer 2010. The data structure seamed rich and scalable enough, wrappers and 
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sets logical and suitable for the descriptive metadata of both cultural historical objects 
and art works. Declaration was clear, easy to understand and versatile. After some 
consideration we ended up to testing LIDO as the data exchange format for delivering the 
digital content of the Finnish National Gallery’s collection information and soon after 
that the National Board of Antiquities’ collection information. Both systems’ data was 
mapped to the template and the results were encouraging. In October 2010 we had the 
first large scale cross-organizational mapping template finished and available for other 
organizations. Just for few weeks before a new LIDO version, LIDO 1.0, was launched 
in ICOM 2010 General Conference in Shanghai, China. The LIDO 1.0 had some 
modifications and small structural differences to the previous version, thus we re-mapped 
our template to it. 
4.2   From a Model Schema to the National Level Template 
Delivering metadata resources beyond the boundaries of a museum collection 
management system requires that the receiving system is both able to interpret and 
process the data elements and normalize and index the information as the delivering 
organization intends. 
To make the data management easier during the NDL delivery and end user 
interface implementation project, the museum organizations involved agreed to 
deliver their data in the LIDO format. This decision cut down the estimated amount of 
different mapping rules (‘pipes’), but left a set of normalization rules of different 
unique adaptations of the general LIDO schema. After a policy decision on the use of 
one common schema, several museums with three different collection management 
systems and three different mappings of the LIDO schema, ended up using one shared 
LIDO XML schema with a single set of normalization rules. The systems still have 
individual OAI-PMH API’s and pipes for the harvesting but the overall mapping is 
done to the shared schema thus eliminating the need for multiple individual mappings. 
With a detailed study of the content and the use of each element in the different 
museum collection management systems we defined all equivalent elements present 
in the digital content available for harvesting. Identification of the content of each 
describing metadata element and defining the relationship between these elements 
with equals in different collection management systems was a base for a national level 
data exchange format. This identification process was also a step towards  
crossorganizational interoperability in the context of the NDL. 
The harvested data is normalized and indexed into the digital library system and 
published in the End User Interface for fast retrieval and clear presentation. The 
normalization rules need only be applied once according to the national level LIDO 
schema making multiple mappings unnecessary and thus saving a great amount of time 
and effort. 
The nationwide LIDO schema template and the local mappings to it have been under 
development during the NDL pilot phase, and have been re-defined several times during 
the project. The schema is aligned with the content configuration parameters of the NDL 
distribution and user interface system and it includes all the data elements describing 
museum object and its connections to other digital resources. Due to the functionality of 
the digital library system chosen for the NDL the elements with ontological enrichments 
or annotated information has not been included to the top level schema yet. 
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Administrative metadata of the LIDO schema includes technical characteristics of 
the digital resources, source metadata, such as the information about the source where 
the resource has been produced, rights management metadata with all the details of 
copyright information, use restrictions and license options. Unfortunately the 
importance of the rights metadata is considerably often neglected or not understood as 
a vital element of the administrative metadata of a digital resource. 
After having specified the necessary elements and attributes from the rich original 
LIDO documentation, we still have to meet the challenge of publishing these 
specifications in a way that can be understood and implemented among the diverse 
museum collection management systems in Finland. This task requires shared 
mechanisms, processes and defined best practices. 
The challenge of mapping the original LIDO schema to the variety of existing data 
formats and models is closely related to the reality of the collection management 
systems’ existing non-standardized conventions and structures in Finland. 
The Finnish museums now have a common XML template for data delivery in 
LIDO 1.0 format. The template will provide tools for harmonizing and delivering 
standardized data from heterogeneous collections stored in various types of collection 
management systems by using a national unified LIDO XML schema for the whole 
Finnish museum sector. 
4.3   Flexibility as a Benefit and a Drawback 
The scalability of the LIDO schema is excellent. The absence and the placement of 
some element types, especially events and procedures of conservation, and the 
incoherence between the elements of the LIDO schema and the existing cataloging 
methods and fields in the museum collection management systems in Finland 
contributed to some compromises. 
The most frequent problem type occurred with LIDO import/export processes 
during the NDL implementation project was caused by the LIDO schema being even 
too flexible and scalable in relation to our current systems. The systems or portals 
harvesting or importing digital content in LIDO format are seldom capable of 
utilizing the whole benefit of the detailed information delivered to them. Neither the 
NDL management system nor the ESE format developed for digital content delivery 
into the Europeana portal [12] could use the richness of the LIDO format. 
At the moment the LIDO schema template contains much more elements 
andattributes than needed with data exports for NDL’s use. The template is not 
constructed and tailored only for the needs of the NDL, but to meet data exchange 
needs in various future projects as well. 
5   Cross-Organizational Interoperability of the LIDO Template and 
the National Digital Library of Finland’s End User Interface 
By implementing a national level LIDO schema as the only harvesting format, the 
data gathered from various collection management systems in several differing 
formats is easy to normalize with one set of normalization rules in the digital library 
management system for the use in the end user interface. 
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There is no need for the data provider, i.e. the organization delivering the digital 
content, to familiarize himself with several different methods and interfaces for 
distributing data when the data elements and information included in the metadata 
from different sources is uniform, understandable and easily accessible. 
The descriptive metadata delivered by museums can also be linked with the data 
from libraries and archives. For example, a museum object which has a related 
publication, say a research article or an exhibition catalogue, and a data element in the 
describing metadata containing the name and/or the ISBN of that publication can be 
easily be linked to the publication located within the library data. These 
functionalities allow organizations taking part in the NDL to provide a new kind of 
information set to their customers in a new context by presenting both the object of 
interest and other relevant information related to it together instead of just showing a 
set of objects as a result of the query. There is also a possibility to enrich the 
descriptive metadata of the object with direct links to other related information or 
published sources, for example from the creator (e.g. architect, artist or author) name 
field to the on-line accessible biographical information or article. 
6   Conclusions 
A creation of the national level XML schema template initiated from an urgent and 
unforeseen need for a suitable data exchange format. The benefits recognized at the 
early stage of the project were the fertile co-operation between museum institutions 
and the saving of both time and resources by doing things together with simple but 
well-defined set of standardized tools. 
The LIDO schema created just months before offered a new possibility to resolve 
the lack of standardized data format for the digital content delivery from the Finnish 
museum collection systems. 
The common XML template with its crosswalk tables will provide tools for 
harmonizing and delivering standardized data from heterogeneous collections stored 
in various types of collection management systems by using a national unified LIDO 
XML template for the whole Finnish museum sector. The template is already in use 
with a standard OAI-PMH API implemented for the museum systems during the NDL 
project. We have also enhanced the reusability of the data and saved resources by 
adapting this XML template for other data delivery needs to external systems, such as 
Europeana. 
A key part of the project relates to the implementation of widely accepted and used 
standards and best practices to Finnish museum collection management systems and 
processes. The use of the national level template requires good will and an adoption 
of a shared set of technical standards and guidelines by all the museums delivering 
their digital content. We can’t make the use of the template mandatory, only 
recommend and advice the organizations to use it. 
The expected benefits of this template are possibilities for additional features 
supporting data usage and exchange, for example to take advantage of the geospatial 
information included with the objects, ontology utilization, and the museum 
collection management system developers being able to identify and create 
appropriate implementations to their products. Also more advanced approaches to the 
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data interoperability among cultural heritage organizations and on-demand integration 
can be better supported. 
The presented template is still undergoing piloting together with the NDL system 
and has so far been tested with three different collection management systems. In next 
phase we expect there to be more collection management systems adapting the 
template and some new distribution portals importing the content delivered in this 
format. 
In this paper we have described one of the elements of the interoperability issues of 
the National Digital Library of Finland. After providing our first version of the 
national level XML schema template, we envision a broader use of the schema in 
Finland and the original LIDO schema building an easy-to-exchange data format for 
cultural heritage institutions. So far this project has started several fruitful discussions 
on the state of the museum collection management systems and standards used in 
Finland. We are looking forward to hear users’ and system developers’ comments, 
and hope this project can be a contribution to the next version of the LIDO schema. 
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Abstract. The FRBR model has the potential for new services and
discovery techniques for cultural items such as books, movies and music.
In this paper, we present an approach to interpret descriptions found
in Web resources and identify the FRBR entities these pertain to. To
verify the resulting set of FRBR entities, we have used the Linked Open
Data and the veriﬁcations have been validated by a group of experts.
The results of this work demonstrates applicability of FRBR in a new
context and establishes a ﬁrm basis for further exploitation.
1 Introduction
The entity relationship model proposed in the IFLA Functional Requirements
for Bibliographic Records (FRBR) [6] provides a framework for the entities and
relationships that are of interest to end users of metadata. The model builds upon
current practice and understanding of what commonly is described in metadata,
and deﬁnes a formal framework for explicit statements about the entities and
relationships that such descriptions pertain to. The interpretation or conversion
of bibliographic records is a topic explored in diﬀerent projects [4,5,2,7]. Projects
so far have mainly focused on library catalogs, but the FRBR model is generally
accepted as suﬃciently generic to serve as a conceptual framework for a broad
range of metadata related to cultural items. The major beneﬁt of the FRBR is
that it can be used to describe intellectual and artistic contributions at diﬀerent
levels of abstraction. The model enables collocation of entities based on their
intellectual equivalence and the relationships between the entities provides a
network-based structuring of the entities described in metadata.
For many users the Web is the primary source of information and the to-
tal amount of data available online is far larger than the one stored in library
catalogs. However, this Web data is often neither well structured nor machine-
interpretable, although the emergence of the Semantic Web aims at tackling this
issue. For a large portion of Web data there is, unfortunately, no easy transition
to the Semantic Web. Simply transforming from one format to another, which
is a syntactic approach, does not automatically enable semantic interoperability
and input data often needs to be reinterpreted into entities and properties that
make sense as well as transformed.
 The author carried out this work during the tenure of an ERCIM “Alain Bensoussan”
Fellowship Programme.
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In this paper, we propose to ﬁll the gap between these two worlds, using the
FRBR model for product information found on the Web. The Web contains a
substantial amount of resources that describe products of creative or artistic
endeavor such as online stores and community sites. We present an approach
to interpret such information and identify the entities of the FRBR model. We
advocate that such a representation would enable websites (e.g. e-commerce) to
better organize and exploit those products.
2 Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records
FRBR is a conceptual model of the bibliographic universe published around a
decade ago [6]. Intellectual and artistic contributions are modeled in multiple
levels of abstraction using the entities: work, expression, manifestation, and
item. Figure 1 depicts this hierarchy. The three-part epic by J.R.R. Tolkien
“The Lord of the Rings” is an abstract work encompassing “The Fellowship of
the Ring”, “The Two Towers”, and “The Return of the King”. Work represents
a distinct, intellectual or artistic creation. Each of these three works has been
translated and published in number of languages and each of those transla-
tions/editions is an expression in the FRBR model. This is illustrated by the
realization of “The Two towers” in two diﬀerent languages: the original English
version “The Two Towers” and a Norwegian translation “To Tårn”. The paper-
back format in original language (English) published by Mariner Books in 2005
is regarded as a manifestation in FRBR terms. In our example, the paperback
edition published in September 2003 and June 2005 are thus regarded as the two
separate manifestations of the same (English) expression. Finally, the physical
book that one can hold in his hand is an item.
Tolkien J.R.R
The Fellowship 
of the Ring The Two Towers
The Return of 
the King
The Lord of the 
Rings
The Two Towers
Paperback edition, 
September 2003
The Two Towers
(Eng.)
To tårn
(norw. translation)
The Two Towers
Paperback edition, 
June 2005
Ringenes Herre - To tårn
(2003)
Person
Work Work
Expression
Work
Expression
Manifestation ManifestationManifestation
Work
has created
has created
is realized in
is embodied in is embodied in
has
 pa
rt
Fig. 1. A Fragment of Lord of the Rings FRBR Work by J.R.R. Tolkien
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A person (or corporate body), sometimes also referred to as actor, in
the FRBR model, is an individual responsible for the creation or realization of
a work (e.g., as an author, an illustrator, a translator, etc.). At the same time,
this type of entity can be the subject of a work.
Additionally, the FRBR model provides a set of relationships between
entities beyond the basic relationships shown in Figure 1. This feature helps to
cluster a work and its related entities (e.g., an adaptation of a book in a movie),
ultimately leading to better user experience when searching and exploring a
collection.
3 FRBRizing Web Product Descriptions
One of the main diﬀerence between existing FRBRization approaches and our
work deals with the input data. Our FRBRization process takes as an input de-
scriptions of products found on the Web, speciﬁcally products sold by e-commerce
websites (e.g., Amazon). Information about products tend to have diﬀerent prop-
erties from their bibliographic record counterparts found in library catalogs. A
ﬁrst diﬀerence is that products do not have the same structural pattern as MARC
records, and they are stored in a variety of formats. A second one deals with the
identiﬁcation of products, which are unambiguously referenced by URI, thus pro-
viding a basis for reuse and exchange [3]. Additionally, e-commerce websites usu-
ally provide faceted navigation where the ranked list of results can be ﬁltered on
several dimensions. Yet, Web products can be related to FRBR manifestation
level, similarly to library catalogs. For example, the 2005 paperback version of
the book “The Two Towers” sold for $10.95 at hmhbooks.com is a product which
is an original English expression of the work “The Two Towers” by Tolkien.
Subsequently, our approach consists of a set of interrelated operations which
result in identiﬁcation of the diﬀerent FRBR entities. The FRBRized entities are
then connected by establishing appropriate FRBR relationships. The FRBRiza-
tion workﬂow is illustrated in Figure 2. From the input product descriptions,
we ﬁrst identify the corresponding works (Section 3.1), then we generate related
manifestations, expressions (Section 3.2) and actors (Section 3.3). The process
of creating relationships between the FRBR entities, presented in Section 3.4,
produces the FRBR collection.
3.1 Identifying a Work
The FRBR work is an abstract distinct intellectual or artistic creation. This
entity is the cornerstone of the FRBR model and any FRBRization process needs
to include a method for identifying the work entities. Description of a single
product on the Web reﬂect the manifestation level, but attributes of expression
and work can often be found in the description of the product. For example,
the language of the book is an attribute of the expression while the title and
author(s) may refer to the original work.
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Fig. 2. The FRBRization Workﬂow
The following techniques can be used to identify a work:
– Creating a work based on title/author and other attributes of the resource if
the work has not been created yet; the database of works is then
incrementally updated;
– Using an external service to identify a work, e.g. OCLC Classify API1 for
books using ISBN number, ISMN/ISRC music database for music or IMDB
API for movies;
– Use z39.50 (or SRW/SRU) protocol to search and fetch the relevant MARC
record from publicly available catalogs and then use similar technique to
Work-Set algorithm by OCLC [5].
The two latter methods take an identiﬁer as input. On the contrary, the ﬁrst
method requires attributes such as title/author, thus leading to string matching
problem. For instance, if the input product description is a translation of a work,
we have to make sure that the correct work is discovered.
3.2 Generating Related Manifestations and Expressions
The FRBR expression is often is perceived as the most diﬃcult entity be-
cause information that is needed to distinguish between such entities often is
1 http://classify.oclc.org
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ambiguous or missing. On the other hand, because the expression is an inter-
mediary node between work and expression, we are able to generate expressions
by clustering the manifestations that are related to a work using any expression
level attribute. The main challenge is to discover the related manifestations, and
we have identiﬁed the following methods to achieve this goal:
– Search for author in z39.50 enabled repositories;
– Use external service (e.g. xISBN2 or ThingISBN3, Spotify4).
These methods rely on external sources. Note that using the ﬁrst method implies
to employ FRBRization techniques already proposed for MARC records [7,5,1].
From the set of related manifestations, we automatically generate expres-
sions by analyzing attributes pertaining to the expression level. For example,
attributes such as language and translator are used to identify expressions. Note
that the identiﬁer for an expression is automatically generated at this stage.
3.3 Generating Actors
An actor is a person or corporate body (organization) responsible for the creation
or realization of a work. Products available from e-commerce websites usually
have information about the responsible for the work, such as author of a book,
composer of a music, director of a movie. Generating an actor can be performed
using the following methods:
– Create a local authority ﬁle or use existing authority ﬁles from external
sources;
– Search Virtual International Authority File (VIAF) and link actors to VIAF.
Contrary to the ﬁrst method which is a time-consuming and complex task, the
second approach includes a Web-based API and the VIAF collection contains
data from many national libraries around the world. At the end of this step, we
have generated all the FRBR entities required in our FRBRization process.
3.4 Generating FRBR Relationships
The ﬁnal phase of the workﬂow is to generate the actual FRBR entities and es-
tablish relationships. Since we have information about each entity from previous
steps, this step creates a collection of entities in a speciﬁc output format such as
a series of SQL statements that can be used to insert into a relational database,
HTML, XML, RDF or a simple text ﬁle. This step requires that an entity has a
unique identiﬁer and can be unambiguously referenced. For manifestations, we
already have identiﬁers. Work and expression entities can be assigned locally
generated identiﬁers since there is no publicly available global unique identiﬁers
for these entities.
2 http://labs.oclc.org/xisbn/
3 http://www.librarything.com/api
4 http://developer.spotify.com/en/libspotify/
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4 Experiments
In this section, we demonstrate the use of our approach and the level of quality
we have achieved. We have chosen to create our dataset based on search results
from Amazon since its database potentially contains a great number of items5.
Another reason to use Amazon is that some of the sites already implement a
feature that is comparable to FRBR model by presenting users with a list of
alternative formats. This is, however, solely based on metadata equivalence and
is limited to publications that appear under the same title and author.
4.1 Experimental Protocol
Using Amazon’s Product Advertising API6, we have searched for works by the
80 best selling ﬁction authors extracted from Wikipedia7. Due to the constraints
set forth by Amazon on the number of requests that can be sent in one hour, we
have a limited number of items to the ﬁrst page of the results set (10 items per
page). We have performed an automated search using the ItemSearch operation
on Books index. We excluded items representing kindle edition. We also ﬁltered
out the products not solely oﬀered by Amazon ("MerchantId"=Amazon). Ad-
ditionally, we performed search on Amazon’s Video and Music indexes using
previously submitted queries on Books index. The attributes made available
within these products, among others, are, title, author (director for movies),
contributor, ISBN, language, release date. As can be seen from Table 1 (column
“# of Input Products”), half of the content of the initial set of products were
books. Most of these books are published in English language, but the input
products include other languages such as Japanese, Chinese or Russian.
In Section 3.1 we have proposed three methods to identify the work cor-
responding for a product. To avoid implementing z39.50 protocol and reduce
latency, we used the Classify API by OCLC. Classify API is a web service from
the OCLC Oﬃce of Research that can be used to retrieve information, such as
work level title, that is common the group of publications that belongs to the
same work (identiﬁed by the use of OCLC’s workset algorithm). The next step
in the workﬂow is to generate related manifestations and expressions. Since we
chose OCLC Classify API to identify work, we had a greater chance of match
in the same database. Therefore, to obtain a list of related manifestations, we
again used an OCLC Service - xISBN. The xISBN Web service returns ISBNs
and other information associated with an individual intellectual work that is
represented in the WorldCat catalog.
The next step involves the identiﬁcation of actors. We chose to link actors
(persons and corporate bodies) to Virtual International Authority File (VIAF).
VIAF is a joint project of national libraries of several countries and it is hosted
by OCLC. VIAF’s long-term goal is to include authoritative names from many
libraries into a global service that is available via the Web for free. Using VIAF’s
5 A blank search on “Books” generates 32,058,092 items (January 2011).
6 http://j.mp/amznAPI
7 http://j.mp/fiction_authors, as of November 2010
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public API, we submitted queries for each contributor in the dataset. We used an
average of Monge Elkan, JaroWinkler and Levenshtein to calculate the similarity
in the top 30 hits. The ﬁnal phase of the workﬂowwas to generate the relationship
between the FRBR entities. This is achieved using the identiﬁers created for the
FRBR entities in the previous steps. The ﬁnal output is a set of RDF ﬁles for
each entity type.
4.2 Quantitative Results
Table 1 summarizes the results of this experiment. The second column provides
the number of Amazon products grouped by product type and the number of
actors extracted from these products. In the third column, we show the number
of discovered entities during the FRBRization process using Classify API, xISBN
and VIAF services. Contrary to what could have been expected, the number of
discovered works (739) is less than the number of input products (1216). This
occurs because the set of input products contains diﬀerent products that corre-
spond to the same work (e.g. Norwegian “To tårn” and English “The Two Towers”
both corresponding to “The Two Towers” work). We notice that the number of
manifestations strongly increased (from 1656 to 28245) because we fetched all
manifestations of works provided by the xISBN service. More speciﬁcally, we
successfully discovered more books and videos while related music and DVDs
were more diﬃcult to fetch. The total number of actors we extracted was 2221
while 70% of them were found in VIAF (1569).
The last column describes the number of entities in our FRBRized collec-
tion, i.e., after removing unidentiﬁed works and actors. The initial set of input
products we populated from Amazon contained 1656 items while the number of
FRBRized manifestations is 28245. The FRBRized collection includes works,
translations, and movie versions of those works. Out of total 739 generated
works, we have obtained a match for 684 works in Classify. The unidentiﬁed
55 works were mainly not in English language. Dealing with the actors, the ﬁnal
collection contains 2221 actors since the generated actors based on VIAF were
automatically assigned locally generated identiﬁers. Finally, the following issues
were encountered during the experiment:
Table 1. Results of the FRBRization
FRBR Entity # Input Resources # Discov. Entities # FRBRized Entities
Work 739 684
Expression 5074
Manifestation 1656 28245 28245
-Book 856 27588 27588
-Video 102 542 542
-DVD 190 113 113
-Music 508 2 2
Actor 2221 1569 2221
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– Search results from Amazon often needed to be cleaned. Some data was
deemed as dirty, e.g. if the title referred to a movie rather than a novel such
as “The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King (Widescreen Edition)”.
Since we performed search on Amazon database, we could not always limit
our list to only works by our initial set of authors. This happens because
authors could be mentioned in descriptive text of the resource;
– We could not FRBRize the whole set of product descriptions because the
Classify service did not have an entry for all requested products. To solve
this issue, we could aggregate the results from similar services (e.g. z39.50);
– VIAF had several identical entries for number of authors (e.g., “Arthur
Rankin Jr.”). In this case, the system chooses higher ranked item and if
the score is identical, the item is chosen in random manner.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have demonstrated that the use of the FRBR model as a
semantic data model is not only limited to library catalogs, but can be applied
to product information found on the Web too. The main beneﬁt of FRBRizing
product information on the Web is that FRBR provides support for knowledge-
like representation of the data enabling a broad support for exploratory interfaces
where users are presented with a list of works for each author and can navigate
relationships to learn about and ﬁnd other versions or preferred editions of a
given work. In the future, we plan to study support for more complex tasks such
as automatic detection and extraction of aggregate works. Our FRBRization
process can be further improved by using text analysis techniques. This means
we automate the process of identifying entities and establishing relationships.
At the application level, we plan to infer interesting relationships between the
works linked to LOD.
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Abstract. During the last decades many information providers, such
as libraries, have been collecting, organizing and delivering information
in both print and digital format, forming a hybrid information environ-
ment. However, exploration of a hybrid information environment does
not result in a uniﬁed seeking experience, which exploits most eﬀectively
the available resources. This paper aims to identify the main factors that
inﬂuence the adoption of wireless, mobile devices (e.g., smartphones) as
a means of integrating the information seeking process in hybrid envi-
ronments. Therefore it presents a prototype system and an evaluation
study that provides an insight about the services design.
Keywords: Digital library evaluation, interaction, mobile devices.
1 Introduction
In a hybrid information environment users can easily search for both printed
and digital documents, but usually not simultaneously. For example, when li-
brary users are interested in printed material they need to browse among the
stacks of books and journals, thus losing the access to the available on-line tools
because computer rooms and stacks are not usually found in the same place.
Therefore, they are forced to seeking strategies, which raise inconvenience and
obscure seamless interaction with the available information spaces. In general
users must be able to explore the links among several data items of diﬀerent for-
mat and to do so they need to interact with the two available information spaces,
explore them and retrieve the relevant documents. Hence, the information seek-
ers need to actively alter their seeking strategy and parameters whenever they
feel that such an action will lead to a better result. In addition, they need to
maintain access to the on-line tools, without any restrictions regarding their loca-
tion. The recent advancements in mobile computing technology have equipped
mobile devices such as Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) and smartphones
with increased processing power and memory, high-resolution screens and Inter-
net connectivity. These lightweight devices can be easily transferred and used
S. Gradmann et al. (Eds.): TPDL 2011, LNCS 6966, pp. 77–88, 2011.
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from anyplace within a hybrid information space, thus allowing users to explore
the physical information space while maintaining access to the available digital
resources (tools, collections, etc.)
This paper aims at investigating the potential of mobile computing devices as
a means of unifying the information seeking processes in both physical and digital
spaces. The main interest is oriented to the factors aﬀecting the adoption of mo-
bile technology for the achievement of a seamless information access experience.
The identiﬁcation of the factors and the assessment of the eﬀect size can set the
priorities for the improvement of services that are based on mobile devices. The
next section describes the related work on the use of mobile devices to enhance
exploration of hybrid information spaces and a model used to assess the adop-
tion of computing technology within the context of information services. Section
3 describes the research framework and methodology, while section 4 provides a
brief description of a mobile-based prototype system and supported functionali-
ties. Section 5 describes the experimental setup and discusses the corresponding
results, while section 6 presents the derived conclusions.
2 Related Work
The potential introduced by mobile computing devices in on-line information ser-
vices was quickly acknowledged by researchers as a facilitator of (a) submitting
a query to a catalog from anyplace and subsequently receiving metadata or full-
text information, (b) exchanging short messages via email or RSS applications,
(c) creating notes and accessing tables, indexes, graphs and other frequently used
material [2]. Satpathy and Mathew [10] report a context-sensitive application
that enhances location-aware information retrieval and provide services, which
improve the operation of the physical organization. Jones, Rieger, Treadwell and
Gay [5] stated that the participants in their study were in favor to communication
functionalities between library visitors and information experts. Library visitors
expressed their appreciation to be able to receive remote assistance during their
information seeking session without needing to refer to physically deﬁned points.
Mobile scanners of Radio Frequency Identiﬁcation (RFID) tags have also caught
the attention of developers and researchers for mobile library services, due to
easiness and speed in retrieving information from/for tagged objects. Recently
Buchanan [4] introduced the concept of the “fused library”, where the digi-
tal library supports user’s information seeking process, triggered by contextual
stimuli, as in the case of RFID tags. Buchanan and Pearson [3] presented the
architecture of the EmLi prototype that retrieved digital library objects, invoked
by RFID tags attached on objects that reside on the physical environment of
the users. The authors presented preliminary results from a user study, where
it was found that this kind of interaction was positively accepted by the users.
Similarly, the users in Lin et al. [7] stated their satisfaction with the services
provided in the context of a museum and expressed their interest in extending
these towards new collaborative features.
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Within the last ﬁve years, mobile computing studies in the ﬁeld of information
science have been attracting researchers from the ﬁelds of engineering, human-
ities and psychology. However the previous projects do not tackle the issue of
providing a seamless interaction experience to users that seek information in
hybrid spaces. In general, navigation, search and retrieval in a hybrid informa-
tion environment raise many contextual concerns. Within a hybrid information
environment the context might include places, users (e.g., modeled by skills,
education, needs or preferences), objects (e.g., printed and digital/digitized doc-
uments), and activities (e.g., tasks, goals, events). Ryan and Gonsalves [9] further
expanded the concept of context to include the mobile device itself. As a result
their model includes three context components; participants, hybrid informa-
tion space and computing device as well as the interactions between them: (a)
Users-information space which describes the information seeking behavior. The
most commonly used information discovery techniques are searching and brows-
ing and due to mobility the users can explore the conventional information space
while maintaining access to the available digital resources. Therefore, this inter-
changeable interaction supports a non-linear information seeking behavior. (b)
Users-device which refers to the user interface and the tools that support in-
formation discovery and is strongly aﬀected by their usability. Speciﬁcally, the
usability of mobile interfaces is aﬀected by the input modes used (e.g. virtual
keyboard or handwriting recognition), the size of the screen and the runtime
environment, i.e., processing power, memory, storage capacity, etc. (c) Device-
information space which describes the transactions and data exchange between
the device and components of the hybrid information environment. Proper sen-
sors are used to detect nearby available services or items, which might be trans-
parent to the users. In addition, location-based information can be pushed to
the device as the users approach a certain location. Also, optical and proxim-
ity sensors can be used to quickly retrieve data from objects, such as books
tagged with a barcode or an RFID tag. Although sensors, like RFID tags or QR
codes, are subject to proximity measures, they are the only means to bridge the
components of the hybrid environment. Ma¨kela¨ et al. [8] investigated the factors
aﬀecting the mobile interactions with RFID tagged and QR coded objects. They
reported signiﬁcant problems, which were associated with sensors’ visual cues,
as well as with the mental models that the users have about the potential uses
of the sensors.
3 Research Framework
The work presented in this paper seeks in gaining better insight and understand-
ing of the factors known to aﬀect the adoption of technology while exploring the
hybrid information space with a mobile device. The research questions formed
in this context are:
– can mobile devices be used to bridge the gap between physical and digital
information spaces while seeking information?
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– which factors aﬀect the users’ intention to adopt such a technology, and in
which ways? Which are the dominant?
Technology acceptance theories provide powerful decision models and reason-
ing tools for the investigation of the posed questions. The most recent is the
Uniﬁed Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT), presented by
Venkatesh et al. [14] and integrates successfully the most popular and commonly
used technology acceptance models. According to this theory four factors were
found to have a direct signiﬁcant eﬀect on intention to use and actual use be-
havior: performance expectancy (PE), eﬀort expectancy (EE), social inﬂuence
(SI) and facilitating conditions (FC). Intention to use (or Behavioral intention,
BI) describes an individual’s readiness to display a certain behavior, i.e., use a
given technology to accomplish certain tasks, while use behavior (UB) describes
the extent to which an individual really uses a given technology. Performance
expectancy (PE) is deﬁned as the degree to which an individual believes that
using a given technology will help him/her to attain gains in job performance.
According to UTAUT model there are ﬁve factors directly aﬀecting performance
expectancy and these are: (a) perceived usefulness (PU), the degree to which
a person believes that using a particular system would enhance his or her job
performance, (b) extrinsic motivation (EM) that describes the perception that
users will want to perform an activity because it is perceived to be instrumental
in achieving valued outcomes that are distinct from the activity itself, such as
improved job performance, pay or promotion (c) job-ﬁt (JF), that describes the
degree to which individuals ﬁnd that the capabilities of a system enhance their
job performance, (d) relative advantage (RA), the degree to which individuals
believe that using an innovation is perceived as better than using its precursor
and (e) outcome expectations (OE), that refers to personal expectations regard-
ing the individual’s goals and it is the degree to which an individual believes that
using a system will lead to better results, such as improvement in work quality
and will subsequently gain recognition by other individuals. Eﬀort expectancy
(EE) is deﬁned as the degree of ease associated with the use of a given technology.
On the other hand, eﬀort expectancy is known to be directly aﬀected by three
factors: (a) perceived ease of use (PEoU), the degree to which a person believes
that using a system would be free of eﬀort, (b) complexity (CO), the degree to
which a system is perceived as relatively diﬃcult to understand and use and (c)
actual ease of use (EoU), the degree to which using an innovation is perceived
as being diﬃcult to use. Social Inﬂuence (SI) is deﬁned as the degree to which
an individual perceives that other individuals who are important to him/her
believe that (s)he should use the given technology. According to UTAUT it di-
rectly aﬀects the intention to use a given technology. This factor is represented
by (a) subjective norm, which is deﬁned as the individual’s perception that most
people who are important to him think (s)he should (or should not) display a
certain behavior, (b) social factors, which are individual’s internalization of the
reference group’s subjective culture, and speciﬁc interpersonal agreements that
the individual has made with others, in speciﬁc social situations, (c) image, the
degree to which use of an innovation is perceived to enhance one’s image or
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status in one’s social system and (d) social norm. Facilitating conditions (FC)
are deﬁned as the degree to which an individual believes that an organizational
and technical infrastructure exists to support use a given technology. This factor
is the resultant from three factors: (a) perceived behavioral control, the degree
of perceived ease (or diﬃculty) of displaying a certain behavior, (b) facilitat-
ing conditions, which are the set of objective factors in the environment that
observers agree that they make an act easy to accomplish and (c) compatibil-
ity, which is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as being consistent
with the existing values, needs, and past experiences of potential adopters. Be-
sides the factors that directly inﬂuence intention to use a system, self-eﬃcacy,
anxiety and attitude towards using technology are theorized not to be direct
determinants of intention. Attitude toward using technology (ATUT) is deﬁned
as an individual’s overall aﬀective reaction to using a system and describes an
individual’s liking, enjoyment, joy and pleasure associated with use of a given
technology. UTAUT was quickly acknowledged and adopted due to its superior
interpretive power in mobile information systems literature. For instance Theng
et al. [12] used UTAUT to explore the acceptance of mobile technology in dig-
ital libraries in the ﬁeld of geography, for pedagogical reasons and found that
the most important factors were perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use and
attitude towards use.
In the current context of study, there are some limitations that call for the
exclusion of certain factors in the UTAUT model; extrinsic motivation (EM) is
excluded because the library patrons who use the new technology will not attain
any pay increment or promotion for using it. In addition, social inﬂuence (SI),
facilitating conditions (FC) and actual use behavior (UB) are meaningful only
when the technology has been used for adequate time, to build and establish
the corresponding trends, infrastructures and behaviors. In this study we inves-
tigated the factors aﬀecting the users’ intention to use the mobile technology
in a hybrid information environment by evaluating their perceptions during in-
teraction and use with a prototype system over a short period, just developed
for that purpose. Performance expectancy (PE) is expressed as the combined
eﬀect of perceived usefulness (PU), outcome expectations (OE), job ﬁtness (of
the technology used) (JF) and attitude towards using the technology (ATUT).
Eﬀort expectancy (EE) is expressed by perceived ease of use of the mobile com-
puting technology (PEoU). The adopted model, shown in Fig. 1, consists of the
factors under investigation and the interactions between them. The interaction
causality between factors is represented by the paths connecting the factors,
leading to certain hypotheses:
– H1: Performance expectancy has an eﬀect on behavioral intention;
– H2: Perceived usefulness has an eﬀect on behavioral intention via perfor-
mance expectancy;
– H3: Perceived ease of use has an eﬀect on behavioral intention via perceived
usefulness and performance expectancy.
We followed an iterative process of system design, starting from the identiﬁcation
of exemplary practices in realistic contexts and continued with a focus group
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Fig. 1. The proposed model and the
validation results
Fig. 2. A snapshot from the dbWiz search
form
with information and computer researchers to identify the functionalities and
services to be provided. In the next phase, we developed a prototype system
which would support information seekers in exploring the available physical and
digital collections from anyplace within a library’s setting. A pilot study was
conducted [15] and subsequently we proceeded (after proper modiﬁcations) to
the main, quantitative approach for the evaluation of the prototype system and
the validation of the model presented in Fig. 1. This mixed methods approach
allowed us to collect valuable information about the impact of mobile devices in
hybrid information environments on search tasks, identify ﬂaws in the prototype
and test the data collection instruments and tools, before proceeding to a big
scale ﬁeld study.
4 The Prototype
The prototype system aimed at supporting its users by providing a collection of
tools and corresponding functionalities for their most frequently used informa-
tion seeking practices, i.e., searching, browsing and asking for advice or further
information. These were: (a) search the available sources: we used a meta-search
engine1 to search through the available printed and digital collections available,
suitable for the small screen size of a mobile device. The user submits his query
once and collects the results from multiple sources (e.g., the local library catalog,
ACM, Science Direct, IEEE and Google). The search form is shown in Fig. 2.
WiFi connection allows for search and retrieval from anyplace within a library;
(b) provide map-based guidance to books: the user spots the DDC2 number of
1 dBwiz: http://researcher.sfu.ca/dbwiz
2 Dewey Decimal Classiﬁcation.
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a book of interest and follows a link that leads to a ﬂoor-plan, indicating the
location of the book. (c) provide a look-up table for the DDC scheme: the user
can ﬁnd the subject of a book, just by knowing its DDC number. He can then
submit a query for other books in similar subjects. (d) exchange short messages
with other users: this allows the user to send and receive short information ab-
stracts via email or other applications to themselves, friends or library staﬀ; (e)
download, share and synchronize digital content with user’s personal computer:
the mobile device is used as an information harvesting tool. Having collected
the desired documents and information the user can transfer it to a desktop
computer where he can easily study it; (f) easily create notes: the users can keep
some notes, usually about book metadata while being on the stacks. These notes
can later be reviewed, shared or transferred. These functionalities were selected
after the results of the focus group and the pilot study. During the focus group
study it was identiﬁed that the indoor environment raises some technical and
policy problems, such as authenticated access, location awareness and privacy
considerations respectively. The latter was conﬁrmed by the users during the pi-
lot study and therefore it was preferred to follow a context-sensitive instead of a
context-aware approach. Furthermore, due to these preferred functionalities we
declined the option to generate user tasks that involved interactions with sensor
points, such as RFID tags and QR Codes that had been used in pilot tests. In a
parallel study that took place in the same setting it was found that QR Codes,
though useful and convenient for the organization, such as being low cost, having
increased data storage, etc., were found by the users to be cumbersome and to
cause problems that slowed the seeking process [11]. On the other hand, the lack
of universal standards on RFID technology and the large size of the antenna
required has led most manufacturers of mobile computing devices to omit this
feature from their devices. Within the library environment, this technology is
used in the modern librarian’s inventory for certain tasks, such as book lending
transactions.
5 Survey Design and Findings
5.1 Data Collection
To validate the evaluation model shown in Fig. 1 we recorded the students’ per-
ceptions towards the evaluation criteria presented in the model, by means of a
self-reported, multi-scale, multi-item questionnaire, which had been previously
tested by the developers of the UTAUT model [13]. Also, usability of a given
technology is known to aﬀect its perceived usefulness (PU) and the intention
to use (BI), as indicated in the adopted model. Therefore, we used a usability
questionnaire3 to assess ease of use of the prototype system and identify the fac-
tors that mostly aﬀect the overall usability and subsequently the BI factor. The
usability questionnaire was based on the structure of the QUIS questionnaire [6]
to which we added some items regarding text input using a stylus and a virtual
3 Available at http://dlib.ionio.gr/hls/en/patras.html
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keyboard resulting in 29 self-reported, questionnaire items to be assessed in a 0
to 6 scale.
The survey was conducted in the premises of the Central Library at Patras
University. Students from faculties of engineering, social and health sciences were
invited to participate and were oﬀered a small reward as motivation. In four
weeks we had 111 students registered: 28.6% were female and 71.4% were male;
81% were undergraduate and 19% were post-graduate students; 90% came from
science and engineering faculties whereas 10% came from humanities/health fac-
ulties. A PDA was given to each participant to perform tasks that conformed to
the following generic scenario: “a student uses the on-line meta-search engine to
submit a query to the available sources. She ﬁnds a document of interest from
the printed collection and uses the on-line map tool to locate in the stacks. She
spots the book, browses through its content, takes a look at nearby documents and
takes some notes. While being on the stacks, she browses through the search re-
sults from the electronic sources and by reading their abstracts she evaluates their
relevance to the books in front of her. After downloading the full-texts she for-
wards by email to a personal account the collected information ”. Subsequently,
the users were asked to express how they perceived the factors of the model by
ﬁlling the UTAUT questionnaire. The students were also invited to assess the
ease of use of the prototype system by ﬁlling the usability questionnaire.
5.2 Data Analysis
The interactions among the factors described in Fig. 1 were analyzed using
AMOS (a path analysis software). The numbers over the paths are proportional
to the relative size eﬀect of the interactions, they were found to be statistically
signiﬁcant and the recorded data ﬁt the model adequately (χ2(df=11)= 16.31,
p>0.05, GFI= 0.96). The numbers in the upper-right corner of the predicted
variables BI, PE, PU and OE represent the variance explained by their predic-
tors. The path model depicts how the interactions among factors are mediated
to intention to use. The curved arrow connecting JF and ATUT indicates that
the two factors are related, probably by means of a mediated factor not taken
into account in the current model. The straight arrows represent direct eﬀects.
For instance, perceived ease of use has a direct eﬀect on intention to use the
mobile technology (0.29) and a mediated eﬀect via perceived usefulness and per-
formance expectancy. As shown in Table 1 the total eﬀect on use intention (BI)
is 0.309 which means that by improving the perceived ease of use score by one
standard deviation (of the PEoU variable) the intention to use will increase by
0.309 standard deviations4, i.e., 0.309×1.05= 0.325 units. Both attitude towards
using technology and perceived ease of use were also found to have moderate, di-
rect eﬀects on intention to use. In general the model explains 36% of the variance
in the users’ intention to use a mobile device while exploring hybrid informa-
tion spaces. This is lower than the interpretive power of the full UTAUT model
but considering the factors taken into account (social inﬂuence and facilitating
4 The standard deviation of BI was found to be 1.05.
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Table 1. Total eﬀects among model factors
ATUT PEoU PE PU OE JF
PU – .341 – – – .446
PE .257 .120 – .353 .294 .214
BI .472 .309 .181 .064 .053 .039
All eﬀects were found statistically signiﬁcant
conditions were excluded) and since it lies between 0.20 and 0.50 it indicates a
moderate to strong interpretive power of the model [1].
Regarding the usability analysis we collected 83 questionnaires; the reliability
of the questionnaire was indicated by Cronbach α, which was found above the
acceptable threshold of 0.70 (αPU=0.89, αPEoU=0.84, αBI=0.96). The overall
usability score was found to be 4.32 (STD= 0.58). In the upper part of Ta-
ble 2 we present the average scores of overall reactions towards usability of the
prototype which was found to be an interesting and useful tool for the uniﬁed
exploration of hybrid information spaces. The supported functionalities have
been perceived as eﬀective and adequate, thus enhancing seeking performance
which is known to aﬀect intention to use, as shown in Fig. 1. The mobile device
given was found easy to use and overall, the prototype use has been satisfac-
tory. We have also calculated the average scores across ﬁve factors known to
aﬀect usability: presentation, text input, terminology and language, learnability
and system capabilities. The scores indicate adequate usability, with the highest
values recorded on easiness to learn how to operate the prototype (AVG=4.64,
STD= 0.72) and the lowest value recorded in text-input process (AVG=3.72,
STD= 1.0), which was a new experience for many participants.
To gain a better insight about the factors aﬀecting the system’s usability we
conducted group comparisons. Within-subject analysis (t-tests) detects diﬀer-
ences among responses of the users themselves. It revealed the two sets of user
responses at questionnaire statements that mostly deviate (positively or nega-
tively) from the total usability average score. The t-values shown in the lower
part of Table 2 are analog to the diﬀerences between mean scores. Between-
subjects tested for a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in overall usability score among
students from science/engineering departments (group0) versus students from
humanities and health sciences (group1) and the diﬀerence was not found to
be signiﬁcant (t(df=82)=-1.13, p=0.261). The average overall usability scores
were found to be scoregr0= 4.3 (STD= 0.56) and scoregr1= 4.54 (STD= 0.73).
ANOVA analysis was also used to explore the change of overall usability score
across four levels of experience in the use of mobile devices such as PDAs, i.e.,
none, some, medium, high. We hypothesized that the bigger the experience the
greater the overall usability score. Three contrasts were tested; none versus some,
some versus medium and medium versus high experience. The average overall
usability values for each level of experience were found to be respectively 4.14
(STD= 0.56), 4.24 (STD= 0.70), 4.51 (STD= 0.45) and 4.51 (STD= 0.43).
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Table 2. Average scores of usability questions
Average usability score: AVG= 4.32, STD= 0.58
Overall reactions AV G STD Prototype characteristics AV G STD
Easy 4.25 1.16 Learnability 4.67 0.72
Satisfactory 4.55 0.94 Terms & Language 4.37 0.77
Adequate 4.63 0.88 Capabilities 4.23 0.73
Eﬀective 4.62 0.86 Presentation 4.12 0.84
Interesting 4.70 1.08 Text input 3.72 1.0
Useful 4.85 0.88
Top positively deviated items t-value STD
1. Learnability: error reduction 12.08 0.95
2. Learnability: memory load 7.62 0.63
3. Eﬀectiveness: search results’ relevance 7.07 0.58
4. Useful: usefulness 5.90 0.52
5. Interest: service perceived as interesting 4.13 0.58
Top negatively deviated items
1. Text input: typing minimization -7.76 -1.22
2. Presentation: screen navigation -6.44 -0.85
3. Text input: typing speed -4.60 -0.53
4. Text input: self error correction -3.35 -0.38
5. Capabilities: response time -3.20 -0.34
5.3 Discussion
The students’ average score on intention to use (BI) the mobile technology was
found 4.33 (STD= 1.05) and more than 80% and 70% of records on eﬀective-
ness (PE) and usefulness (PU) respectively were assessed over 4.0, showing that
the users perceived the mobile technology as capable of enhancing their seeking
experience while exploring the hybrid information space. As shown in Table 1
the strongest inﬂuence on intention to use (BI) comes from the attitude of users
(ATUT) towards using a mobile device, i.e., their overall liking and enjoyment
associated with the use of a small size computer. Provided they are not preju-
diced against the use of the mobile technology, we found that perceived ease of
use (PEoU) has a stronger eﬀect on BI, compared to performance expectancy
(PE). This means that the students are willing to explore and adopt the pro-
posed seeking approach, overlooking the performance expectancy, as long as it
is easy to use.
The results from usability analysis presented in Table 2 indicate that the
users found the given prototype system easy to use. Within-subjects analysis
revealed that error reduction and low memory load were rated quite higher than
the overall average, showing that prototype’s learnability did not puzzled the
users and therefore increased perceived ease of use and subsequently intention
to use and adopt the mobile technology. Similarly, factors aﬀecting performance
expectancy (relevance and usefulness) were also recorded higher than the average
usability score. Also, the users perceived the new service as interesting denoting
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a clear attitude towards using the new technology. On the other hand, lower than
the overall average were the scores on text input (in terms of typing minimization
and speed), probably due to lack of word automatic completion and drop-down
lists which reduce typing errors and increase speed of text input. The lower than
the average score for screen navigation indicates that users need more visual
navigation cues, such as sitemap trees. This was due to the small screen size
of the device which leads in a progressive disclosure of the information content.
The between-subjects analysis showed that the overall usability score from the
Science/Engineering group did not signiﬁcantly diﬀer from the group of students
coming from other faculties, i.e., prior familiarity and attitude towards mobile
computing did not seem to aﬀect perceived usability. Therefore the hypothesis
that “the biggest the level of experience the greater the usability” can be rejected.
In addition, the usability score for all groups was above 4 which indicates that
all the students found the prototype easy to use.
Regarding the prototype’s functionalities, the study revealed that mobile com-
puting devices can be mostly used: (a) to access on-line search tools, (b) to pro-
vide anywhere availability of reference tools and (c) to exchange short messages
with other users with communication tools. Students were asked to rank the
supported functionalities, by assigning to each one an integer between 1 (least
useful) and 7 (most useful). The average score for these functionalities was found
to be 5.33 (SE= 0.22) for the federated search engine, 4.31 (SE= 0.18) for the
map guidance, 3.69 (SE= 0.17) for the e-mail application and 3.4 (SE= 0.19)
for the instant messaging application.
6 Conclusions
The analysis allowed us to rank the factors aﬀecting the intention to use the pro-
posed system, according to their eﬀect size. We have found that attitude towards
mobile computing has the strongest eﬀect in behavioral intention and it is more
than double of the eﬀect of performance expectancy. Perceived ease of use was
also found to have a signiﬁcant eﬀect on intention to use the mobile technology.
We conclude that provided users are not prejudiced against mobile devices and
that they ﬁnd easy to use, they are willing to adopt the proposed seeking ap-
proach for the exploration of hybrid spaces, considering its eﬀectiveness a lower
priority. This indicates the users’ need for new information services and tools
to explore the modern information landscape. Usability analysis revealed that
students found the prototype system usable and easy to learn and therefore more
likely to adopt a system based on mobile computing. It also showed us which are
the weak points of the prototype, so that further improvements can be made. In
addition, by ranking the supported functionalities we found that students prefer
to use the computing capabilities of the mobile device for information harvesting
rather than storing information for later reference.
For the near future, we plan on recording the actual use behavior of the
prototype system as well as the factors aﬀecting it and subsequently compare its
use to the currently available seeking system. In addition, we plan to assess the
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impact of additional information retrieval tools, based on image processing from
camera enabled devices and recommendation algorithms that enhance data and
information extraction from large volumes of available resources.
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Abstract. We report on focus group feedback regarding the services
provided by existing education-related Digital Libraries (DL). Partici-
pants provided insight into how they seek educational resources online,
and what they perceive to be the shortcomings of existing educational
DLs. Along with useful content, social interactions were viewed as impor-
tant supplements for educational DLs. Such interactions lead to both an
online community and new forms of content such as reviews and ratings.
Based on our analysis of the focus group feedback, we propose DL 2.0,
the next generation of digital library, which integrates social knowledge
with DL content.
Keywords: Digital Library 2.0, Computing Portal, Ensemble.
1 Introduction
The information needs of digital library (DL) audiences vary widely depend-
ing on the nature of the digital library. In this paper we focus on the needs of
educators for teaching and learning. We seek to provide a digital library that
supports the communities of educators, because in real-life, educators often share
their resources and experiences with each other. Ensemble1, the computing ed-
ucation portal within the National Science Digital Library (NSDL), supports a
wide range of computing education communities, provides resources for develop-
ing programs that blend computing with other STEM areas (e.g., X-informatics
1 http://www.computingportal.org/
S. Gradmann et al. (Eds.): TPDL 2011, LNCS 6966, pp. 89–100, 2011.
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and Computing+X ), and seeks to produce digital library innovations that can be
propagated to other NSDL pathways. Ensemble is a distributed portal providing
access to the broad range of existing educational resources while preserving the
identity of the individual collections and their associated curation practices. En-
semble encourages contribution, use, reuse, review, and evaluation of educational
materials at multiple levels of granularity.
Ensemble made public the beta version of its web site in March 2010 and is
now working on launching the production version. As the project moved for-
ward, researchers at Virginia Tech conducted two focus groups comprised of
nine business faculty members who teach computing to business majors. These
participants constitute the majority (90%) of the department of Business and
Information Technology (BIT). This pool broadens our perspective as it has dif-
ferent information needs compared to Computer Science educators — a group
which dominates the Ensemble project team.
We anticipated learning about the techniques and challenges educators face
when using online resources. Analysis of the discussions indicates that the prob-
lems we face in serving these users are related to the quality and quantity of
content as well as the ability to manage those contents. We also found that
current DLs can be improved if they support social interactions. Based on our
ﬁndings, in this paper we propose DL 2.0, which integrates user interactions
with resources in a DL. Thus our ﬁndings have the potential to be useful across
various education communities as well as other digital libraries.
2 Prior Work
There have been a number of eﬀorts to deﬁne a digital library [10,14]. Quality
evaluation for DLs also has seen a fair amount of research [6,8,24]. Many of
these articles pointed out the importance of understanding the needs of the
target audience. Xie [29] identiﬁed major areas that contribute to the success
of a DL: usability, quality of collection, service, and system performance. All of
these are building blocks of a successful information system [5,25]. Researchers
have pointed out diﬀerent aspects of establishing an online community in a DL
[4,19,12]. There has been signiﬁcant research on design issues [2,11], studying
and analyzing the overall architecture [26,28], and identifying the success factors
[15,16] of online communities.
Online communities depend on user interaction to become active and stay
useful. Girgensohn, et al. [7] identiﬁed three sociological design challenges for
building a successful socio-technical site: encouraging user participation, foster-
ing social interactions, and promoting visibility of people and their activities.
Koh, et al. [13] noted that participation can be of two types: passive partici-
pation (i.e., viewing) and active participation (i.e., posting), and each of these
activities depends on diﬀerent stimuli which include active leadership, oﬄine
interaction, content usefulness, and sound infrastructure. User participation in
online communities has been studied in depth from various angles. Nov, et al.
[21] studied various motivations for diﬀerent types of participation for varying
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levels of membership in the community. Luford, et al. [17] studied the eﬀect of
showing both similarity and distinctness information about a member and the
groups where he or she belongs as a means for increasing online community par-
ticipation. Beenen, et al. [3] did similar studies based on social theories. Millen,
et al. [20] investigated factors such as design decisions, member selection, and
facilitating stimulating discussion as means of engaging the members of an online
community. Preece, et al. [23] studied community members to ﬁnd out reasons
behind lower participation rates of a particular group of less active users known
as lurkers.
While prior research focused either on the success of DLs or on the success of
online communities, we are proposing a combination of these areas to drive the
future of Digital Libraries.
3 Data Collection and Analysis
There were two main phases in our research as described in Table 1: data collec-
tion and analysis. The department of Business Information Technology (BIT) at
Virginia Tech has a unique pool of computing educators who teach IT and CS
courses to Business majors. We invited 10 faculty from this department. Five
were present at the ﬁrst session, and four at the second. Each session was an
hour long.
Table 1. Phases of Data Collection and Analysis
Data Collection
System Review Identiﬁed key areas of Ensemble for further research and develop-
ment.
Protocol Dev. Created a protocol and a set of questions for the focus groups.
Focus Groups Virginia Tech (VT) conducted two focus groups. Each focus group
was roughly one hour in duration.
Participants Each of the 9 participants were Business faculty who teach comput-
ing to Business majors.
Data Analysis
Transcription Audio recordings were transcribed and combined with handwritten
notes taken during the session to create a combined report of the
two focus groups.
Coding We identiﬁed repeated answers, patterns, and behaviors in the tran-
scribed data and in the report. These were coded based on the
themes they represented.
Themes The codes were used to identify emerging themes which were then
used to develop and connect high-level codes about the prevalent
practices on locating and using electronic resources, on creating
active users in an educational DL.
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Our questions to participants were split across two broad topics: (i) How do
they search for educational materials? and (ii) What is their feedback on the
Ensemble portal? We posed a set of 10 questions based on these two broad
topics, which are listed below, to all participants.
1. How do you search for resources to use in a course, lesson, or assignment
related to an IS/IT-oriented course?
2. In which content areas would you normally seek resources to support learning
and teaching?
3. Which formats might be most helpful to your teaching or your students’
learning?
4. Which resources do you have the most diﬃculty ﬁnding and accessing?
5. How do you stay up-to-date in your ﬁeld in terms of education?
6. Which web sites do you visit or which materials do you make regular use of?
Why?
7. Do you use publisher sites often for your assessment needs?
8. Do you participate in any special interest groups (SIGs) or meetings to enrich
your teaching or any social group? Do they have an online community site
for it?
9. How valuable do you consider the use of badges and rewards in building an
online community?
10. What are your thoughts about the Ensemble web site?
While in this paper we report and use the data from two focus groups con-
sisting of faculty members, similar studies were done by members of our team
at a variety of locations including the University of Iowa, where 25 students
from the Library and Information Science department participated in ﬁve focus
groups. Results from those focus groups identiﬁed most of the issues addressed
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Fig. 1. (Left) Sample codes with number of references. (Right) Distribution of refer-
ences in three major themes described in Table 2.
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by our faculty participants, though students were less concerned with ﬁnding
and reusing course-material. They were interested in course materials that were
printer-friendly. We found no signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the two groups, i.e.,
educators and students. In this paper, to be precise, in subsequent discussion we
only use data from Virginia Tech faculty participants.
We followed the grounded theory approach [27] to analyze the data. Initial
coding was done to identify recurring themes or examples related to a theme
which resulted in 29 codes. Many of these codes relate to an underlying broader
theme which helped us to identify diﬀerent aspects of the code. For example, the
code Ease of navigation (14 references) referred to various aspects of navigating
through a site. While some participants argued that organization of content
is a major issue for easy navigation, others were inclined toward better search
mechanisms. We did not tie speciﬁc codes to speciﬁc questions. Participants
provided more information as we progressed through the sessions, causing the
same code to be linked with multiple questions. There were 246 references to
these codes in the original transcripts. Figure 1(a) shows some of the top codes
with their reference counts. For example, participants mentioned format or type
of the resources 29 times. YouTube and educational video clips were mentioned
as either motivating tools for students or informative resources. There were also
mentions of syllabi, lecture notes, and PowerPoint slides that educators often
seek on the Internet. Quality of available material is also a big concern (18
references). Many participants pointed out that they reuse or borrow existing
course material as a starting point (Recycling courseware, 16 references).
After the initial coding, we grouped the codes based on their relevance to a set
of broader themes. Three themes that emerged were Resource property, System
property, and User acquisition and retention (Figure 1(b) and Table 2). Resource
property includes types of resources used by educators, diﬃcult resources, meth-
ods on how to ﬁnd resources online, etc. System property lists various aspects of
a site that encourage participants to use the site. User acquisition and retention
refers to factors that motivate users to actively use a site and participate. Some
of the initial codes related to each of these themes are listed below them (see
Table 2).
The codes in Table 2 reﬂect characteristics of an ideal DL, which are similar
to those of Web 2.0 [22]. Web 2.0 provides a dynamic environment for users
by supporting sets of activities that promote social interactions, encourage user
contribution, or capture and highlight collective knowledge. Usefulness of Web
2.0 has been studied for diﬀerent domains [1,18]. We propose Digital Library 2.0
for educational resources that takes a user-centric approach by providing services
to connect users and resources, and by hosting online communities.
4 Resource, Service, and User: Digital Library 2.0
Our focus group sessions uncovered a series of unmet needs for educational re-
sources, which include a digital library with rich resources, dynamic interactions
between users and resources, and an active virtual community.
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Table 2. Emerging Themes from the Focus Group Data
Resource Property
Format: Types/formats of educational materials.
Finding resource: Finding resource through Web search (e.g., Google), university
sites (e.g., MIT OpenCourseWare), and personal connection.
Quality: Quality of available resources at various sites.
Recycling courseware: Reusing course material or borrowing course content.
System Property
Factors inﬂuencing site use.
Ease of navigation - Organization of content: Easier topical organization
following any standard organization scheme.
Robust search: Visible search box/tab and granular searching options.
Interface: Takes less time to get used to and use the resource.
Association between content.
Factors inﬂuencing contribution.
Ease of contribution: Contribution should not take time.
Personalization
Content customization: Ability to customize textbook or assessments.
Add content to user list: Create personal collection from existing resources.
Diﬀerential access to resources: Access control to resources, especially for
assessment materials.
User Acquisition and Retention
Motivation for using the site.
Existence of quality resource.
Existence of large quantity resource.
Existence of peer reviews.
Existence of experts in the community.
Critical mass: Large user base.
Saving time as a motivation for joining an educational DL.
Motivation for contribution
Peer recognition.
Quality of community and resources in the site.
Reward, incentive.
Academic recognition for contribution (e.g., Promotion and tenure).
Building reputation (e.g., roles, badges) based on user activities.
Peer recognition.
Participants mentioned a number of services they would like to see which
relate resource and user. Diﬀerent connections between and among resource and
user can create diﬀerent relationships between these types of entities that can
provide better exposure of resources and can eventually lead to better use of
content. In some cases, these relationships can even produce new content. For
example, services that connect a user with resources might allow the user to
generate new content in the form of ratings or reviews.
Formal Deﬁnition: DL 2.0 is a combination of three basic entities: R, S, and
U (resource, service, and user, respectively). DL 2.0 architecture is dependent on
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authors).
Fig. 2. Relationships between Resource and User
three diﬀerent arrangements of the basic entities: {RSR}, {RSU}, and {USU}.
It indicates that service is the connecting entity in relating resources with other
resources, resources with users, and users with users.
A service that connects two entities can implicitly create connections between
or among other entities. Figure 2 shows these relations with examples. Figure
2(a) shows the Resource-Service-Resource (RSR) relational matrix. For each
service in this relational matrix, there will be relationships between some of the
resources. For example, a resource might contain annotations (which is another
type of resource). Figure 2(b) shows the Resource-Service-User (RSU) relational
matrix. A resource can be connected to users via a number of services such as
author or viewer. Figure 2(c) presents the User-Service-User (USU) relational
matrix. Connections and interactions between users would allow for a virtual
social environment that is desired by a large number of participants.
4.1 Resource-Service-Resource (RSR) Relational Matrix
More than half of the codes from our initial data analysis phase were related to
some property of resources (see Figure 1, right). Organization and intercon-
nection between resources are important to users. Participants identiﬁed a num-
ber of problems with various organization schemes used at diﬀerent sites, with
the most common being learning the many diﬀerent organization schemes. One
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suggestion was to use existing standards to create the categorization scheme.
This would allow all resources to be organized by a set of well-known topics. Use
of non-standard terms was also confusing to many users. Association between
content can be useful to users. Participants noted that they like to explore and
use resources that are related to their course content. This highlights the fact
that an individual resource page serves few information needs of educators who
would prefer the resources to be linked properly. DLs need to have a robust or-
ganization scheme of content and proper association between various resources.
Approachable navigation is important for encouraging users to explore a
DL. Using deep navigation trees can be confusing. If the content is buried under
ﬁve or six levels, a user often loses track of the context. Tags or lists with low
depth can be useful. One suggestion was to show the context (e.g., tree, bread
crumb). When applicable, information such as the link to the actual content
should be eye-catching or visually appealing. It was suggested that for a DL
that hosts groups and communities, the navigation scheme should be consistent
across collections, communities, and other sections. Search is considered as an
essential service. Several participants mentioned frequent use of advanced search
features to locate relevant materials among a large number of resources. This
feature is used even by those who are familiar with the site.
Quantity and quality of content is another recurring code. Aside from the
services related to resources (e.g.,personalization), more information on the con-
tent was viewed as useful. Additional information can come in various forms
such as description of the resources, peer reviews, ratings, comments, or usage
notes. All of this information requires that there be a “group of users” who
“actively participate” in the DL.
4.2 Resource-Service-User (RSU) Relational Matrix
One deﬁning aspect of DL 2.0 is that users will play a key role here. Static re-
sources are not enough to meet many of the information needs of users, especially
the educators. There exists a need for a system that would allow educators to
interact with the resources and contribute easily. Systems that have peer reviews
were appreciated by the participants. Such reviews can appear in various forms
and require that a system is ﬂexible enough to include those services whenever
needed. Above all, ease of contribution is critical in the success of DL 2.0.
One of the prevalent practices among educators is recycling courseware. De-
pending on the audience and the syllabus, they may reuse some of the course
materials or introduce new content. Thus, having the ability to customize the
content to ﬁt the demands of a course can be crucial to educators.
Usability is another issue for the next generation of DL. While users like more
information, they also tend to prefer a clean interface. When the site contains
much information, the search option is rapidly sought out by users. Getting
used to the site should not take much time, as one participant explained, “it is
unlikely that someone would spend too much time to ﬁgure out how it can be
used.” Time is a scarce resource for educators. They want a system that lowers
their prep time, not one that requires time to understand.
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One way that we can help users save time is by introducing personalization
features such as annotation or ability to tag content. Notiﬁcations can help users
stay connected with the site. Several participants mentioned subscribing to news-
feeds. Being notiﬁed about chosen content or users is a form of personalization
that can help the users stay connected while not taking too much time.
4.3 User-Service-User (USU) Relational Matrix
Community feedback and peer reviews are important when trying to locate and
use quality educational material. Social interactions in virtual environment can
take place in a number of formats including comments, ratings, and tags (CRTs).
Various sites depend on forums or blogs to share information on a larger scale.
While most of these services create implicit connections between users, there are
services that directly link one user with another (e.g., contact forms, message
windows, an option to create a personal network). While these options would
allow users to communicate with each other and stay connected, we ﬁrst need
to motivate users to visit the site and explore the content.
•Quality & Quantity 
of Content
•Usability & System 
Quality
New user
•Personalized 
services
•Content 
customization
Returning User
•Presence of 
experts
•Peer recognition
Active User
Fig. 3. Types of Users and Motivating Factors
Various factors act as motivator to encourage users to visit an educational
resource site, use the materials, and actively participate in the community. We
broadly divide users into three categories based on level of activity: new user,
returning user, and active user. Each user type needs certain motivations to stay
in that level or progress to the next level (see Figure 3). For new users, to be
useful, a site has to be easy to get used to (usability), have quality materials
(content quality), provide useful services (e.g., advanced search, notiﬁcations).
Motivations for returning users are diﬀerent as they want the ability to create
and share new content, customize content, or specify diﬀerential access to re-
sources (e.g., assessments cannot be viewed by students). Returning users may
start actively participating once they become used to the site and see value
in contributing. Participants mentioned a number of incentives for motivating
users to participate in the community. Of these, the presence of experts and
active leadership is critical for a successful community. If contributions in the
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Table 3. Comparison between DL 1.0 and DL 2.0 based on 5S Deﬁnitions
5S Elements DL 1.0 DL 2.0
Stream Metadata of resources only. Metadata with
community-contributed
information (e.g., comments,
ratings, reviews) on resources.
Structure Single listing of resources
belonging to a particular
collection/topic.
Cross-referenced resources across
collections and attributes.
Space Does not handle multiple spaces. Supports multi-layered resource
spaces. These layers can support
various space-related entities
(e.g., time series, feature spaces).
Society Does not explicitly support
group-oriented tasks.
Supports groups, communities,
collaborations as well as
individual user tasks.
Scenario Services include browse, index,
and search.
Services include personalization,
recommendation, better
organization, user-friendly
navigation, faceted search,
advanced ranking based on
popularity, users’ comments,
ratings, tags (CRTs).
community are widely recognized as having value, then they can be useful for
career development. Forms of recognition vary based on the type of user. Experts
in a ﬁeld tend to value professional or academic recognition while novice users
are satisﬁed with peer recognition. Recognition can come in the form of badges
or rewards. Sharing usage information for a resource with the contributor, which
can be used as an impact factor, can be motivating to contributors.
4.4 DL 1.0 vs. DL 2.0
DL 2.0 is the next-generation approach to DL that blends the traditional digital
library contents with user-contributed contents and provides online community
support (e.g., relationship management among users and digital contents, such
as user interactions, rating, comments, bookmarks, querying, etc.). The core dif-
ference between traditional DL 1.0 and DL 2.0 lies in the fact that the latter is
more dynamic, user-centric, encourages user contribution, fosters virtual com-
munity, and incorporates knowledge with resources. While core services of DL
1.0 were limited to search, browse, and indexing, DL 2.0 encompasses content
management, dynamic services such as customization or personalization of con-
tent, and a collaborative environment. Table 3 provides a comparison of the 5S
elements [9] between DL 1.0 and DL 2.0.
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5 Conclusions
We have presented focus group data in an eﬀort to explain online information
seeking trends of one group of computing educators. We plan to conduct further
studies of educators who teach computing science majors. Collected data indicate
educators’ desire to see improvement over existing educational digital libraries.
Educators, in search of quality education material, tend to borrow, adopt, or
reuse those materials in their teaching, learning, and research. Many are willing
to contribute their knowledge, provided that contribution is not diﬃcult. They
make clear that peer review and user contribution are important in educational
DLs just as they have proved important to commercial sites such as Amazon.
Based on these ﬁndings we propose DL 2.0 services that tie together users and
resources to create meaningful relationships. We believe our data provide useful
insights on current resource-seeking and resource-usage trends of educators. This
information will be beneﬁcial to those who want to develop the next generation
of educational digital libraries.
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Abstract. Virtual Research Environments are internet-based working
environments tailored to serve needs of diverse and evolving user commu-
nities. These environments are oriented to promote new ways of dealing
with modern research tasks. Their realization requires user interfaces
that are dynamically built to provide their clients with organised views
on the data and services aggregated to meet speciﬁc community needs.
This paper presents an approach to the problem of Virtual Research
Environment user interfaces dynamic construction. This approach is char-
acterized by user interfaces built through a component-oriented strat-
egy and an heuristic for user interface constituents arrangement on the
screen. The implementation and exploitation of the proposed approach
in the context of the D4Science-II EU funded project is discussed as well
as future plans are presented.
1 Introduction
The fast evolution of technologies is setting up a substantial and extensive modi-
ﬁcation in the model research activities share, aggregate, diﬀuse, and manipulate
outcomes in digital form. Research areas like environmental monitoring, climate
change, humanities and social science are aﬀected by this change [7,4,6,8]. These
areas are opening at the new technologies as methods to improve the perfor-
mance of their researchers.
This is the case where Virtual Research Environments (VREs) step in. These
are innovative internet-based collaborative environments tailored to support sci-
entists to produce and exchange results with peers across the globe in a cost-
eﬃcient way. These environments are expected to provide scientists with the
resources (including data, instruments, processing power, communication tools,
services) they need to accomplish their tasks. The main beneﬁts of VREs are en-
hancing research collaborations over a distance, exchange of information among
researchers, access to skills, knowledge, research data and computational re-
sources situated in remote locations [6].
However, the realization of such innovative environments is challenging and
requires the development of new approaches and technologies to cope with the
distinguishing characteristics of the scenarios VREs should serve, namely their
S. Gradmann et al. (Eds.): TPDL 2011, LNCS 6966, pp. 101–109, 2011.
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“highly evolving nature” in terms of requirements to be satisﬁed and, conse-
quently, resources to be made available. In this context User Interfaces (UIs)
have a fundamental role since it is through them that VRE clients have a per-
ception of the capabilities and resources the supporting environment can provide
them with. Their building can not adopt traditional development approaches and
requires new ones that are dynamic and adaptive thus to ﬁt with an operational
context where the facilities to be made available are not known a priori, in-
stead they are dynamically acquired and aggregated to meet the community
expectations [1].
In this paper an approach to the dynamic creation of user interfaces for VREs
is described. This approach is based on UIs built in a component-oriented manner
and aims at promoting the sharing and reuse of UI constituents. Component-
oriented approaches are becoming popular in web base interfaces and portals
because of their capability to suit a particular task or individual, e.g. iGoogle
make it possible for every user to built its custom interface by adding and re-
moving “widgets”. The proposed approach is based on heuristics to automatically
select and arrange the UI constituents needed to satisfy a “VRE speciﬁcation”,
i.e. an abstract characterisation of the VRE in terms of functionalities to be
supported and content to be made available.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the
proposed approach and highlights its adaptivity w.r.t. scenarios that are highly
evolving both in terms of user needs and user interface constituents. Section 3
presents an implementation of the approach by discussing the logical architec-
ture of the VRE UI Builder, a software component developed in the context
of the D4Science-II EU project. Section 4 describes actual exploitations of the
above approach and technology in serving real life scenarios. Finally, Section 5
concludes the paper.
2 Building Virtual Research Environment User Interfaces
In order to properly describe the proposed approach, the assumptions character-
izing the application context (cf. Sec. 2.1), the process driving UI building (cf.
Sec. 2.2) and the algorithm taking care of constituents arrangement (cf. Sec. 2.3)
have to be described.
2.1 Application Context Characteristics
The presentation layer collects all components that expose the VRE functionality
to end-users and third-party applications as well. This area represents the entry
point for using a VRE. In considering the components constituting this area
one has to take into account that a comprehensive user interface has to be
able to cover all user needs despite their proﬁle and their access device, the
functionality, the information object types, formats, and media. Each component
must provide a strong customisation capability in order to be easily adapted to the
diverse contexts. VREs have to be accessible by users which may be occasional
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and spread worldwide, consequently the best way for end-users to interact with
VREs would be through the World Wide Web providing user interface access to
all resources belonging to the VRE.
The resources, i.e. the services, which partake in a VRE, can be several and
change in time. As a result, the VRE presentation layer should face the same
variability and dynamicity by adapting to the user interface functionality relative
to the services available at a speciﬁc time.
A component-oriented approach for building VRE User Interfaces has been
adopted. In particular, individual services are delegated the implementation of
User Interface Components (UICs) that embed the user interface logic of their
functionality. The UICs are handled by another service that acts as a “container”,
conceived as a dynamically conﬁgurable service, capable of accessing and com-
bining only those UICs required by the community using the VRE. It is worth
noticing that the same service may expose its UIC to diﬀerent VREs and ac-
cording to diﬀerent requirements of the VREs. In that sense, UICs own diﬀerent
states, to be associated to the VREs they are joining. By using a component-
oriented approach to compose a web-based user interface we facilitate reuse, shar-
ing and customisability. We do this by (i) the automatic combination of generic,
reusable web UI components, (ii) their distributed deployment provided by the
VRE Framework and (iii) their context-aware, dynamic invocation, conﬁgura-
tion and integration into a homogeneous, web-based container, i.e. a web-portal.
2.2 The User Interface Building Process
According to the assumptions above, every VRE UI consists of a set of UICs that
are arranged and hosted by a container. The main issue in this case is given by
the fact that the automatic combination of UICs, both graphically and logically,
to reﬂect the chosen functionality set is not trivial. Moreover, the functionalities
equipping a VRE are not ﬁxed neither in type nor in form, they result from a
VRE speciﬁcation [1].
It is assumed that for each given functionality there exists a corresponding num-
ber of user interface components (UICs) that grouped appropriately compose the
entire user interface of the functionality. The scenario is depicted in Figure 1.
Fig. 1. The VRE UI Construction workﬂow
As example, the Search func-
tionality might be used; in
this case there could be UICs
for performing diﬀerent type
of searches such as full text
one in which users just en-
ter a keyword; an advanced
one where user may specify
logic operators among key-
words; a geo-spatial search
where latitude and longitude
are needed parameters to nar-
row the search operation, etc.
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In addition to that, it is important to take into account the fact that infor-
mation objects belonging to a certain VRE content are usually grouped into
Collections. For this reason a UIC capable of displaying them, usually called
Collections Viewer, falls into the Search functionality as well. It would not only
allow users to perform search operations on speciﬁc collections. Rather the same
Collection Viewer UIC is used also to perform browsing operations on a given
collection, enforcing sharing and reuse indeed.
It is worth noticing that a single functionality hierarchy level may not be
enough: for each super functionality coming from the VRE deﬁnition there could
be other derived functionalities all belonging to their parent one. Let’s continue
with the Search example: in the previous paragraph some UICs that could be
combined to provide a user interface for searching into VREs has been listed.
The user interface components list was deliberately restricted to UICs capable of
deﬁning and submitting search queries, displaying search results must be present
as well, it would represent a key-component in this case. This UIC would still
belong to the Search functionality though its scope is fairly diﬀerent from the
ones dedicated to query submission. Thus, this UIC belongs to a Search derived
functionality, usually denoted as results-presentation while the one dedicate to
queries submission may belong to the query-submission derived functionality.
The end-user may require more features other than query deﬁning, submitting
and results visualisation. For example, in the context of supporting annotations
of search results a dedicated UIC which interacts with the annotation service,
would belong to the search-annotation derived functionality.
Hence, the previous assumption have to be enriched by adding one hierarchy
level in the functionality part. For each functionality there are derived ones and
these can be arbitrary in number and may vary depending on the contexts. Each
macro-functionality exposes its set of derived ones. It is assumed that the derived
functionality set is deﬁned a priori within the VRE framework hosting the VRE.
Furthermore, it is assumed that each UIC has to provide the information
needed in order to perform logic-graphic combination. Speciﬁcally it has to de-
scribe its constraints in terms of: (a) size – each component should supply its
minimal width and minimal height (in pixel) to be displayed appropriately; (b)
operational context – each component should supply to which VRE derived func-
tionality it belongs to; a UIC may belong to more than one derived functionality.
This information is captured by a proﬁle, an XML based speciﬁcation of the
above characteristics.
It is assumed that the VRE interface will be a two-dimensional workspace.
The complete VRE User Interface will be composed by a set of rectangular
same-size containers, where the smaller rectangular items, i.e. the user interface
components, will be packed according to their scope and dimensions.
The set of rectangular same-size containers, i.e. the VRE user interface, will
be grouped using tab panels. By knowing each UIC proﬁle, it is possible to get
a full knowledge of the UICs set and combine these in largest two-dimensional
areas, that will be hosted in one of the available container. In order to combine
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UICs eﬃciently a variation of a Two-Dimensional Bin Packing Problem (2DBP)
heuristic algorithm is proposed.
2.3 The FBS-VRE Algorithm
The FBS-VRE algorithm is a variation of the Finite best-strip algorithm [2]
adapted for VREs context. The variation mainly regards the fact that in com-
bining UICs it is important to take into account that we aim to compose single
portal pages. There are some speciﬁc cases not to handle: since each UI Compo-
nent represents a rectangle in a meaningful part of the ﬁnal UI, we do not cope
with very tall or very ﬂat rectangles as the lacking of either horizontal or vertical
space would not be able to represent a meaningful part of the UI. Moreover, still
having in mind the aforementioned goal, we need to avoid creating crowd user
interfaces. Crowded screens are diﬃcult to understand and, hence, are diﬃcult
to use. Experimental results [3] show that the overall density of the screen should
not exceed 40%, whereas local density within groupings should not exceed 62%.
Another important feature we need to care of when grouping is to group things
eﬀectively. Items that are logically connected should be grouped together on the
screen to communicate they are connected, whereas items that have nothing to
do with each other should be separated. Finally, as the UI Components set for
each derived functionality will not be very-large in number, typically in the order
of tens, time complexity does not represent an issue. It is worth noting that bin
sizes may vary depending on the actual end-user screen resolution, however, as
we use pixels as unit of measurement, we assume our bin width and height as
variable parameters for each VRE. Typical values for width vary from 800 to
1280 (pixels) while for the height they can vary from 600 to 1024.
In order not to create crowd interfaces the algorithm applies the UI Compo-
nents set an horizontal round oﬀ. The bin is vertically partitioned in 2, 3, 4 parts.
Successively the item, i.e. the UI Component, widths are rounded up to the ﬁrst
partition able to horizontally contain them, i.e. rectangle widths will be updated
indeed to 25, 33, 50, 66 or 75 percent of the bin width. To group UI Components
eﬀectively instead the algorithm groups them by derived functionality set. In
the following, the term items is used instead of UI Components for the sake of
simplicity.
The FBS-VRE algorithm, for each given VRE derived functionality, starts by
sorting the items by non-increasing height, and by updating their width rounding
up to the ﬁrst bin vertical partition able to horizontally wrap them. The strip
level packing is obtained through the Best-width-ﬁt strategy, looking at all the
possible levels and only then pick a best one out of them for the next item to
pack. After the ﬁrst phase the ﬁnite solution is obtained by heuristically solving
a one-dimensional bin packing problem. Let h1, h2, ..., hn be the heights of the
resulting levels, with item sizes hi and bin capacity H. Through the Best-Fit
Decreasing algorithm: initialise bin 1 to pack level 1, and, for increasing i = 2
... n, pack the current level i into the best bin where the remaining horizontal
space is minimum, if any; if no bin can accommodate i, initialise a new bin. The
pseudo-code of the FBS-VRE algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1. FBS-VRE algorithm
for each derived-functionality setdfs
sort the items according to non-increasing hi values
for each item i in dfs
update wi according to first bin vertical partition capable to wrap i
comment: first phase
create new level lj in the strip
for each item i in dfs
if (j > 1)
choose the level lbest among levels that can accommodate item i according to Best-
fit-width strategy
if ( lbest exists)
pack item i into lbest
comment: no levels can accommodate item i
else
if item i doesn’t fit into lj
j := j + 1
pack the selected item onto the lj
end for each
let λh1, λh2.....λhnbe the heights of the resulting levels
comment: second phase
determine a finite bin solution by solving the 1BP instance
having j elements, with associated values λh1, λh2.....λhnand capacity H using best-fit heuristic
end for each
3 Implementation of the Proposed Approach
The VRE UI Builder is a core software component for the VRE UI construc-
tion that implements the above approach. Given a VRE speciﬁcation, or VRE
deﬁnition, it takes care of actually shaping the ﬁnal VRE user interface. Its out-
put, the UI representation it produces has been designed to be generic so as to
avoid the risk of coming up with a tightly coupled software component hardly
exploitable in diﬀerent application scenarios. Its logical architecture is depicted
in Figure 2.
A VRE deﬁnition [1] is taken as input by the Speciﬁcation builder module
whose purpose is the one of providing the Designer module the complete speci-
ﬁcation of the UICs to combine (marked “spec.” in Figure 2). The information
on and the relations among UICs, needed for deﬁning this speciﬁcation, are ob-
tained by querying the User Interface Component Knowledge Base (UIC KB).
Both the Speciﬁcation builder and the Designer module need to query the UIC
KB to get additional information that might be needed in order to come up with
a proper VRE UI construction. Speciﬁcally, the UIC KB provides two kinds of
information: (a) the domain description, i.e. a description of all the types of
UICs available, and (b) the domain context, i.e. a speciﬁcation of the operational
context for each UIC. The UIC KB component is designed to be generic too.
The access to the knowledge contained in the UIC KB is possible through its
interface that provides generic methods to retrieve UICs information. In our
context the UIC KB has been implemented as a stateful web-service (WS). This
WS is part of the VRE framework e-Infrastructure that is in charge of keeping it
up-to-date, i.e. maintain the list of the UI component proﬁles consistent with the
availability of resources at VRE creation time. The status of each component
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Fig. 2. The VRE UI Builder Logical Architecture
is represented by its XML proﬁle. The list of the UI components to combine
provided by the Speciﬁcation builder module to the Designer is represented in
XML form. Its content is made of a hierarchic chain of UI components proﬁles
grouped by super functionality and derived functionality as explained in 2.2.
Successively the Designer module parses the XML spec. obtained from the
Speciﬁcation Builder and uses the FBS-VRE algorithm provided in 2.3 to con-
struct an abstract VRE UI representation. The VRE UI representation provided
is deliberately given at an abstract level. It adopts a generic structure that can
act as a carrier for an arbitrary number of concrete implementations: the devel-
oper who wants to bound it to a speciﬁc architecture has to realise an architecture
speciﬁc implementation of the representation.
The implementation of VRE UI representations varies according to the char-
acteristics of the architecture chosen. However, the way a VRE UI representation
is deﬁned and its class model structure adopted, makes the the conversion par-
ticularly suitable for Portlet container layouts.
4 VRE UI Builder Exploitation into Practice
The VRE UI Builder service has been exploited to serve the needs of communi-
ties in diﬀerent domains ranging from Cultural Heritage to Earth Observation,
Biodiversity and High-energy Physics in the context of the D4Science-II project.
D4Science-II is one of the main European e-Infrastructure project, involving 11
participants co-funded by the European Commission’s FP7 for Research and
Technological Development. The project started in October 2009 and has a life
of 2 years. D4Science-II continues the path that previous projects have initiated
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towards establishing networking, grid-based, and data-centric e-Infrastructures.
The goal of the project is to implement an e-Infrastructure for supporting the
creation and maintenance of VREs activated on a shared pool of resources rang-
ing from traditional grid resources like computing and storage resources to cloud
resources and various types of collections, data sources and application services.
The D4Science-II e-Infrastructure is powered by the gCube System [5], an
implementation of a VRE framework concept entirely conceived (i) to provide
an e-Infrastructure with the management functions needed to properly deal with
the potentially huge and heterogeneous set of constituent resources and users, (ii)
to have on board the minimal set of functions needed to implement VREs giving
uniform information management and organisation facilities on a heterogeneous
and dynamic information space, and (iii) to be open and extensible so as to
easily adapt to diﬀerent application contexts. The resulting framework follows
a service-oriented approach and consists of 193 web services, 44 helper software
libraries and 76 portlets.
The VRE UI Builder has become an extension of the gCube System. It has
been used and validated to support the creation and the management of 8 long-
term VREs in a production environment. It has also been used for the creation
of short-term VREs: VREs created for given periods of time related to individual
events, e.g. a speciﬁc VRE was created to perform data analysis in occasion of
the recent oil leak occurred in the Mexican Gulf to evaluate the impact on the
marine species distribution that live within this geographical area: environmental
and biological data have been collected and a speciﬁc tool has allowed scientists
to compute the probability of marine species distribution within this area. Once
work completed, data have been stored in a repository of the e-Infrastructure
and the VRE has been dismissed.
These few examples provide an overview of the issues arising during dynamic
VRE UI Builder in complex scenarios as those captured by D4Science-II. Despite
their complexity, the choices driving the VRE UI Builder design have proven to
be eﬀective to successfully satisfy the needs.
5 Conclusion
Virtual Research Environments are internet-based working environments sup-
porting modern research tasks. They are tailored to serve the needs of diverse and
evolving user communities. Their development requires innovative approaches in-
cluding those dedicated to UIs construction. In this paper an approach dedicated
to this new research issue has been presented. Such an approach promotes the
building of the UIs by dynamically selecting and aggregating the UI constituents
needed to serve the speciﬁc needs of an application scenario and arranging such
components by relying on an heuristic that optimizes the overall UI space con-
sumption. The reference architecture of a software component realizing it in
the context of the D4Science-II project has been presented and its implementa-
tion brieﬂy discussed. Exemplars of actual VREs developed by relying on this
component and conceived to serve diverse needs as those emerging in diﬀerent
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application scenarios ranging from biodiversity to earth observation and cultural
heritage have been presented. It is planned to extend and enhance the approach
and the related technology by integrating new strategies aiming at improving the
overall quality of the UI generation process in terms of responsiveness, i.e. the
time needed to reﬂect changes in the VRE UI depending on infrastructure ser-
vices availability, and space exploitation, i.e. the set of constraints and charac-
teristics taken into account while producing the VRE abstract representation.
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CloudCAP: A Case Study in Capacity Planning
Using the Cloud
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Abstract. Emory University Library teamed with a commercial ﬁrm to
develop a prototype system for using Amazon’s EC2 to properly size web
application server deployment environments. This approach has been
successfully applied to both high-transaction commercial environments
with hundreds of thousands of users and to lower transaction digital
library environments with hundreds of users. Starting with the same
EC2-based product, our goal was to assess whether a similar strategy
is practical for an academic library as well as for commercial systems.
We examined cloud conﬁguration and deployment costs, test preparation
and analysis, and overall feasibility of this approach. Typically, for digital
libraries, the user levels are signiﬁcantly lower, the deployment costs are
lower, and the return on investment (ROI) is not as immediately obvious.
We conclude that the eﬀort is worth the investment only (a) when there
are signiﬁcant repercussions from under-sizing a newly deployed digital
library and (b) suﬃcient engineering staﬀ are on hand to develop and
debug the deployment scenarios.
1 Background
Emory University Library operates over 150 scholarly websites on a dozen small
servers ranging from dual-core to quad-core hardware, with average daily visitor
(non-robot) numbers in the low to mid-100’s according to our Google Analytics
reports. Except for rare internet outages and occasional scheduled maintenance,
the sites are available and responsive 365x24x7. Using inexpensive, oﬀ-the-shelf
hardware running a typical “LAMP stack” (Linux, Apache, MySQL and Perl,
Python, or PHP), our servers easily handle the low-volume visitor rates typical
of academic sites. Our capacity planning has therefore primarily focused on
consolidation of services to reduce total hardware investment and administrative
overhead for an ever-growing number of sites.
The situation changed dramatically with the launch of the Transatlantic Slave
Voyages website1 (in 2008 and again in 2009), and the new African-Origins
website2 (in 2011). Highly-popular, these digital scholarship sites are actually
web applications, more complex than the digital library webs we typically host.
1 http://slavevoyages.org
2 http://african-origins.org
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News coverage by agencies like the New York Times ramp up site visitor counts
by several orders of magnitude: from hundreds per day to tens of thousands per
day. Pre-publicity beta deployment proved that our existing approach would lead
to embarrassing server failure and site crash. With limited funds, few hardware
resources, and a shortage of engineers, we needed to accurately plan for capacity
and responsive site performance.
Sophisticated tools to properly size deployment environments have been devel-
oped by academic and commercial researchers to ensure satisfactory performance
and suﬃcient capacity of the institutional infrastructure [2],[3]. But using these
planning tools is problematic for a small operation like Emory Libraries, in part
because we lack the on-site availability of a variety of hardware with which to
test candidate conﬁgurations. Even where license costs are not prohibitive, eﬀec-
tive operation of these tools requires a signiﬁcant investment in user-training and
deployment time, which has so far not been practical for our small engineering
team.
A 2009 UC Berkeley report highlighted the Cloud’s “elasticity of resources”
which allow businesses to meet variability in performance needs without investing
in high-cost hardware [1]. However, Cloud-base deployments may be prohibited
(e.g., government) or simply unaﬀordable for 24x7 operations (e.g., Emory Uni-
versity Library). In this case, the Cloud can be used to test potential physical
conﬁgurations before hardware is purchased and the system deployed.
We spent several years in the commercial sector using the Cloud to size infras-
tructure for non-Cloud deployments and to identify and eliminate bottlenecks in
the application environment. Our strategy, CloudCAP, was based on Amazon’s
EC2 because of its broad conﬁguration options for computing hardware and
operating systems, its ready availability, and Amazon’s inexpensive operational
fees. From 2008 through 2011 we applied the CloudCAP approach to Emory web
applications that had abnormally high visitor rates, i.e., tens of thousands per
day instead of just hundreds. This paper discusses our ﬁndings.
2 Designing CloudCAP
CloudCAP has a very speciﬁc role to play when it comes to capacity planning
and performance testing: Provide the most rapid turnaround time possible for
evaluating a proposed feature in the environment. Just as improving the edit-
compile-debug time improves programmer productivity, reducing the time re-
quired to conﬁgure, deploy, test and evaluate a system improves product quality
through increased tester productivity. Where previously a few basic load tests
might be completed, CloudCAP allows more testing to occur, driving the solu-
tion towards a conﬁguration that is both economical and responsive. CloudCAP
extends the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) model to create a Testing as a Ser-
vice (TaaS) model. It is a web-based application that interfaces with Amazon’s
storage (S3) and compute Clouds (EC2) to enable testers to rapidly deploy and
conﬁgure both the application under test (AUT) and the test environment.
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2.1 Cloud Deﬁnition
The term “Cloud” has been used to describe a wide variety of services ranging
from mainframe computing centers to monthly subscription-based services. From
our perspective, the Cloud has very speciﬁc characteristics. (1) It is sold on
demand, not by subscription. (2) It is elastic, i.e., a user can purchase as little
or as much as is needed at that time. (3) The hardware is managed by the
provider, and (4) it is characterized by rapid provisioning and deployment of
systems, near real-time for some Cloud services. These features are what make
the Cloud attractive as a platform for capacity planning and performance testing.
2.2 CloudCAP Architecture
CloudCAP has three responsibilities. First, it facilitates rapid application deploy-
ment of both the AUT and the test agents. All software components required
for both AUT and testing are preinstalled in the operating systems images we
create for use by the solution. The image contains preinstalled copies of all soft-
ware required by any of the nodes, such as database engine, application server,
web server, etc, allowing us to maintain a single Amazon Machine Image (AMI)
per operation system, independent of the type of node the image will become.
All node types launch from the same image. The second responsibility is conﬁg-
uration of the nodes in the cluster. This conﬁguration cannot happen until the
nodes have been booted and are connected to the network. To avoid excessive
polling, this conﬁguration control is inverted, with each node asking CloudCAP
for conﬁguration data at two distinct stages in its boot process. The node’s
conﬁguration scripts are hooked into the rc.local script on Unix style operating
systems, and in the startup group policy on Windows operating systems. Finally,
the tool is responsible for monitoring and aggregating performance data from
the cluster.
Figure 2 gives an overview of the process from the perspective of a sequence
diagram. The entire sequence takes only minutes to complete, whereas deploy-
ing physical hardware with a new conﬁguration takes us several hours or longer.
Stage-1 conﬁguration has the nodes requesting from CloudCAP the node’s spe-
ciﬁc conﬁguration data. Once all nodes report to CloudCAP that Stage-1 con-
ﬁguration is complete, Stage-2 begins. Nodes learn the IP addresses of their
peers enabling an application server to initialize a connection pool back to the
database.
Consider a two machine cluster with a MySQL database server and a Java
Servlet container, both on Windows 2003 Server. CloudCAP would ﬁrst instruct
EC2 to launch two copies of CloudCAP’s custom Windows 2003 Server image.
Once the ﬁrst machine boots, its Startup Group Policy instructs it to connect
to CloudCAP, and retrieve its Stage-1 instructions. The node starts conﬁguring
MySQL, and loading any customer speciﬁc data it needs. Similarly, the second
node can start conﬁguring Apache Tomcat, but it cannot actually launch it
until Stage-2, when it has the address of the database connection. Once ﬁnished
with Stage-1 processing, both nodes begin polling CloudCAP for peer data.
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Fig. 1. CloudCAP is a front-end for Amazon’s EC-2 service. A single tester can con-
ﬁgure & instantiate a variety of tests from a single CloudCAP instance. Step (1) User
initiates CloudCAP via the web interface. Step (2a) EC2 launches the virtual machines
conﬁgured by the user’s selection of options (2b). In Step (3) the user monitors the
machines and gathers data from the performance tests.
App NodeDB Node CloudCAPEC2
run instances
boot
boot
get node cfg
get node cfg
publish
cluster
topology
*get cluster cfg
*get cluster cfg
Fig. 2. Abbreviated sequence diagram of CloudCAP instantiation & operation
Once peer data is provided, cluster conﬁguration concludes with the second
node conﬁguring the database connection pool and starting Apache Tomcat.
2.3 Using CloudCAP
CloudCAP can be used for both performance and functional testing. It also
serves to prove the deployability of the packaged software: If it does not install
properly or components are missing, this fact is immediately discovered during
CloudCAP initialization. See Figure 3 for a screen shot of the simple initialization
interface. The eﬀort of writing the test scripts is the same in both traditional
and cloud-based testing. However, with CloudCAP an additional up front eﬀort
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Fig. 3. Part of the CloudCAP web interface to conﬁguration options. Product release
list comes from the software’s version control repository.
is required to script the deployment of the AUT into the CloudCAP framework.
The primary beneﬁt of CloudCAP is that once the deployment has been scripted,
the full range of tests can be conducted by a single test engineer, and the updates
and retests can be accomplished in a matter of minutes or hours instead of days
or weeks. For the Library, with a project queue far longer than its staﬀ capacity,
thorough product testing is highly resource constrained. Oﬀ-loading the test
setup, operation, and results reporting to a one-button system like CloudCAP
has helped us prepare more complex sites for successful launch.
2.4 Case Study
The Africans-Origins website launch was planned to include major news media
coverage, meaning the site would experience abnormally high traﬃc volume,
estimated at 12,000 to 20,000 users per day based on our previous experience
with the Transatlantic Slave Voyages website. We use page response time and
page throughput as key metrics to measure performance since this has proven
a reliable indicator of our corporate and government customers’ satisfaction.
The page response times are measured in seconds per page, and throughput in
pages per second. For African-Origins, our target performance level was a page
response of no more than 0.5 seconds per page and a throughput of ≥ 20 pages
per second at peak unique visitor levels. We used CloudCAP both to estimate the
capacity of our best in-house server and to identify the minimum conﬁguration
that would meet our performance goals.
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The Library is not equipped with the infrastructure to perform compara-
tive hardware stress-tests, so we relied on CloudCAP to identify performance
bottlenecks and recommend server conﬁgurations. The key to the evaluation
was CloudCAP’s ability to quickly conﬁgure machine images and clusters with
the target environment, and the ability to rapidly deploy, and re-deploy, the
African-Origins site into the test environment so as to support quick assessment
of environment and application changes. Using CloudCAP, machine images and
a single cluster were conﬁgured to support the application environment and the
test agent environment. Test agent scripts were created that simulated unique
visitor access, and emphasis was placed on the sections of the application that
were expected to be areas of high-traﬃc. Initial testing was conducted to evalu-
ate the proper conﬁguration of the test environment and the deployment of the
African-Origins application within the environment. After verifying that Cloud-
CAP was properly conﬁguring the test environment, an initial performance test
was run for the purpose of establishing a baseline set of metrics.
The initial test run revealed that the application server CPU utilization was
nearly 100% and that system saturation occurred at a level of only 30 unique
visitors, far below acceptable limits. Further tests indicated that the Levenshtein
search process was the primary bottleneck. A refactoring of the search implemen-
tation to improve its eﬃciency increased site performance to acceptable levels.
Additional tests revealed a potential saturation point with respect to database
access and ongoing reﬁnements to the application were made to minimize its
impact on system performance. We continued to conduct “what-if” analysis on
the site, adjusting allocated resources (CPU, RAM, etc.) until we reached an
optimal conﬁguration. Each “what-if” session took only minutes of the tester’s
time, whereas performing those same hardware adjustments and redeployments
on systems in our labs would have taken many hours per conﬁguration change.
3 Results
We found a number of positive results arising from CloudCAP. It allows for
what-if scenarios in both topology and in tuning parameters including speciﬁc
details like RAM allocations, and number of CPUs. Options can be conﬁgured
to meet domain-speciﬁc needs, allowing for more ﬂexible scenario testing. Cloud-
CAP supports not only a LAMP stack but also Java Enterprise stacks (Tomcat,
Oracle, Apache), and Windows environments (Server 2008, IIS, SQL Server).
Cloud-based capacity planning and assessment provides a cost-eﬀective means
to:
– Quickly conﬁgure varying combinations of hardware and operating systems
that simulate the production environment
– Quickly deploy load-test agents that can simulate varying levels and types
of customer usage patterns
– Quickly conduct “what-if” analysis to determine if variances in system con-
ﬁguration can improve overall application performance.
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Once the test environment has been conﬁgured, robust testing of the product
can be conducted with minimal support from QA staﬀ, resulting in a faster
turn-around time between testers and developers and culminating in an im-
proved end-product. The on-demand nature of the Cloud is a perfect match for
the bursty nature of load testing and for overall capacity planning whether the
eventual deployment will be local or in the Cloud itself. On the other hand, using
CloudCAP requires a substantial engineering investment by the institution. In
part this is because the API for integrating tests into the CloudCAP framework
is still immature, and conﬁguring CloudCAP to test a new product may outweigh
relative beneﬁts. In a commercial environment, the beneﬁt accrues over a span of
several product releases, encompassing the entire lifecycle of the product. In the
library environment, a product may have only a single release. New sites often
see a very heavy load during the initial deployment which then subsides into
the more typical low-level page hits, so the institution might ﬁnd it cheaper to
simply “throw hardware at the problem.” After the initial surge completes, en-
gineering focus shifts to consolidation onto a shared service environment, where
many applications co-exist on common hardware. CloudCAP can be used to val-
idate that the hardware conﬁguration of the shared environment has suﬃcient
capacity to support consolidation.
One challenge is mapping the EC2 hardware to equipment that can be pur-
chased from commercial vendors. Amazon characterizes compute power in terms
of a synthetic benchmark, compute units. Amazon deﬁnes one EC2 Compute
Unit as providing the equivalent CPU capacity of a 1.0-1.2 GHz 2007 Opteron
or 2007 Xeon processor.3 However, because there is no standard benchmark to
evaluate more modern equipment in terms of compute units, translating an EC2
environment into practical hardware is largely guess work.
The next diﬃculty centers around the variability in hardware provided by
Amazon. While in theory a test might be running on a 12-compute-unit box,
other virtual machine tenants on the same physical hardware might coinciden-
tally also be compute-intensive. Although Amazon attempts to virtualize equally,
they have no predeﬁned knowledge of the usage scenarios of the many ten-
ants they colocate on the same physical hardware. In our experience, multiple
test runs are necessary to even-out the random eﬀects of colocation with other
tenants.
4 Future Work
The Cloud-based testing approach has proven invaluable for integrating load
testing into the workﬂow, but its use has highlighted some shortcomings. A high
initial investment is required for each new application introduced into the Cloud-
CAP environment. The application plugs into the CloudCAP service through a
still evolving API. This API needs to be matured so that it provides a ﬂexible
and stable interface by which an application can specify its full installation pro-
cess and implement its own conﬁguration into the clustered environment. Even
3 Cf. Amazon’s description at http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/
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though some standardization of application installations exist such as the Java
WAR and EAR speciﬁcations, many of the details of deploying applications in
a clustered environment remain painfully manual.
Performance monitoring is an important aspect of any load testing eﬀort. In
the CloudCAP environment it is still very ad-hoc, and is based on Amazon’s
Cloud Watch monitoring tool and a collection of operating system speciﬁc tools
(Windows Performance Monitor, top, ps etc). An ideal system would aggregate
tools from the Cloud provider together with operating system tools running on
the individual nodes similar to the Ganglia tool.4 Such an aggregation would
allow rapid assessment of performance, further reducing the total testing time
of a particular permutation.
A considerable amount of work still needs to be done before CloudCAP can
be released as an Open Source product. In part the problem is one of practi-
cality, since each institution’s environment needs to be customized within the
CloudCAP framework. In other words, there is not as much general reusability
as we had hoped. Nonetheless, the Cloud-based testing approach shows promise
for organizations with strong in-house engineering expertise and the need to
support a wide range of performance requirements or deployment environments.
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Abstract. Search engines allow users to retrieve documents with re-
spect to a given query. These provide advanced search options, such as
query operators (e.g., +term, term^10). Previous work studied how query
operators are employed by end-users. In this paper, we study the extent
to which using query operators may lead to improved results, regardless
of speciﬁc users. We hypothesize that the proper use of query opera-
tors improves search results. To validate this hypothesis, we present a
methodology relying on standard IR test collections. We applied this
methodology to TREC-7 and TREC-8 test collections with ﬁve IR mod-
els implemented in the Terrier search engine. Experiments show that
queries enriched with operators give an improvement in eﬀectiveness up
to 35.1% over regular queries. This result suggests that end-users would
beneﬁt from using operators more often.
Keywords: Information Retrieval, Search Engine, Query Operators,
Eﬀectiveness.
1 Introduction
Digital Libraries (DL), such as Europeana [15], aim to collect and give access to
huge amounts of multimedia documents. People may either browse these reposi-
tories or retrieve documents matching their interests, thanks to a search engine.
In the latter case, users have to translate their information need into a sequence
of terms, called a query. For instance, a scientist looking for research projects
funded in the DL domain may issue the following query: [digital library
research project funding].
For reducing the mismatch between the user’s cognitive model of the need and
the produced query, search engines oﬀer query operators [17], as a way to specify
the role of (group of) terms. These comprise boolean operators (e.g., AND, OR,
NOT), expressions surrounded by quotation marks (e.g., "digital libraries"),
proximity operators (e.g., NEAR), boosting operators, and so on. In the previous
example, the scientist may expect better results when wording his/her query
as: ["digital library" +research project funding^4]. This reﬁned query
S. Gradmann et al. (Eds.): TPDL 2011, LNCS 6966, pp. 118–129, 2011.
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better conveys the intent of the user, since the search engine is instructed that
the research aspect is mandatory, and the funding aspect should be considered
as a strong evidence for ranking documents in the result list.
Search engines foster the use of query operators to improve retrieval quality,
as reported in [4]. The real use of query operators was studied in [17,18,4,23,1]
by analyzing logs of popular search engines, such as Altavista, Excite, Google,
MSN Search, and Yahoo!. Researchers found that queries with operators consti-
tute up to 20% of all submitted queries. This recognized use raised questions
about the eﬀects of operators on search accuracy. While operators are expected
to improve search engine eﬀectiveness, as underlined by White and Morris [23],
experiments by Eastman and Jansen [4] showed that the outcome may be ‘rel-
atively small.’ The reasons behind this poor improvement may be related to
various factors ranging from users to Information Retrieval (IR) models imple-
mented in search engines. Although previous work was devoted to understanding
the ‘user’ factor [17,18,11,4,5,1], we failed to ﬁnd any research investigating the
‘system’ parameter. We therefore analyze in this paper the potential of eﬀective-
ness improvement yielded by operators, regardless of speciﬁc users. We address
hypothesis H: the proper use of query operators improves search results.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we review the literature devoted
to query operators as featured by search engines. We stress that studies to date
did not measure the potential of eﬀectiveness improvement when properly using
query operators. In Sect. 3, we present the proposed evaluation methodology
involving experiments with standard IR test collections. In Sect. 4, we report
the results of the experiments that we conducted with the TREC-7 [20] and
TREC-8 [21] test collections. These validate H: the proper use of query operators
does improve search results. We conclude the paper in Sect. 5, and give insights
into future work.
2 Related Work: Operators in Search Queries
Studies of operators in queries submitted to search engines fall into the two
categories discussed in the following sections.
2.1 Usage of Query Operators
Several studies reported the use of query operators for common search engines.
Analyzing various query logs with diﬀerent characteristics (number of queries,
users, crawling timespan), researchers found the following proportions of queries
with operators—due to space limitation, we emphasize on most recent research:
– For Altavista, Silverstein et al. [17] found 20.4% in 1999.
– For Excite, Jansen et al. [10] found 24.1% in 2000, while Spink et al. [18]
found 14.5% in 2001.
– For Google, MSN Search, and Yahoo! altogether, White and Morris [23] found
1.12% in 2007. Notice, however, that this study was limited to four operators
(i.e., +, -, "...", and site:).
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In addition to these quantitative studies, other research was concerned with
qualitative analysis related to users. Ho¨lscher and Strube [8], as well as Lucas and
Topi [11], found that expert users recourse to query operators more frequently
than the average user. Using query operators is a trait that one would expect
from expert searchers, according to White and Morris [23]. Jansen et al. [10] point
out that average users “are certainly not comfortable with Boolean operators and
other advanced means of searching.”
When present in queries, operators are used in a “semantically appropriate
manner,” according to Eastman and Jansen [5]. Users tend to use more operators
when facing complex information needs or having diﬃculty in ﬁnding informa-
tion [1]. Overall, query operators were found to be used more in dedicated search
engines (e.g., online DL catalogues) than in web search engines [9].
2.2 Beneﬁts Brought by Using Query Operators
Beyond measuring the proportion of queries with operators in search engine
query logs, a few studies investigated their eﬀects on retrieval eﬀectiveness. East-
man and Jansen [4] stated in 2003 that only few studies compared retrieval re-
sults using query variants (i.e., with and without operators). Since then, White
and Morris conﬁrmed that observation: query operators “have generally been
overlooked by the research community in attempts to improve the quality of
search results” [23].
One prominent study measuring the eﬀect of query operators on result accu-
racy was conducted by Eastman and Jansen [4]. Their experiment involved two
sets of queries (A and B). Set A contained 100 original queries with operators
(AND, OR, MUST APPEAR, and PHRASE), which were extracted from Excite logs. Set
B contained the 100 original queries with all operators removed. Finally, queries
from sets A and B were submitted to three search engines: AOL, Google, and
MSN Search. The top 10 documents retrieved by each search engine, for each
query, were judged by 4 experts on a 4-point scale. Documents marked with an
average score of 3 or higher were considered as relevant to the query. Among
other measures, averaged ‘relative precision’ P@10 (i.e., number of relevant doc-
uments in the top 10) was calculated for sets A and B. The researchers showed
that the recourse to query operators (set A) did not yield statistically signiﬁcant
improvement over operator-free queries (set B). They concluded that “the use
of most operators had no signiﬁcant eﬀect on . . . relative precision.”
Eastman and Jansen’s [4] conclusions may lead searchers to get rid of query
operators. Nevertheless, we wonder why this study focused on queries with op-
erators in the ﬁrst place, since these only represent up to 20% of all submitted
queries. In addition, these are known to be more complex than average queries [1].
That is the reason why we ask ourselves, in this paper, whether their conclusions
still hold for the 80% remaining queries that users formulate without operators.
To do that, we intend to evaluate the improvement in eﬀectiveness yielded by
reﬁning regular queries with operators. The next section introduces the method-
ology that we designed for that purpose.
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3 Methodology: Assessing the Eﬀects of Query Operators
We designed an evaluation methodology to testH, that is: the proper use of query
operators improves search results. Two research questions arose when trying to
validate this hypothesis:
– Q1. What is the maximum gain in eﬀectiveness that one can expect by
enriching a query with operators only (no term modiﬁcation or addition)?
– Q2. Do users succeed in formulating queries with operators, so that these
lead to a signiﬁcant gain in eﬀectiveness?
If we notice no possible gain when using query operators (Q1), we obviously can-
not expect users to get better results when having recourse to them (Q2). Hence,
the answer to Q2 depends on the answer to Q1. We thus focus on answering Q1
in this paper. The proposed methodology is illustrated in Fig. 1. It involves the
four stages that we detail in the following sections.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the methodology for assessing the eﬀects of query operators
3.1 Selection of an IR Test Collection
An IR Test Collection allows researchers to run experiments for evaluating their
search engines [16]. It is comprised of four components:
1. The corpus is a set of documents to be indexed by the search engine.
2. A set of n topics represents user information needs. Each topic may be
worded as:
– A title: a sequence of two or three terms (in general) that would be
submitted as a query to a search engine by an average user.
– A description: a few sentences describing the user’s information needs in
plain text.
– A narrative: a longer text than the description, which gives insights into
the intent of the user, and unambiguously states what information is
relevant or irrelevant for the searcher.
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3. The qrels a.k.a. query relevance judgments, or gold standard. Usually, ex-
perts identify and mark documents according to their relevance to each topic.
These marks/ratings may be binary (i.e., nonrelevant vs. relevant) or gradual
(e.g., ranging from nonrelevant to relevant on a 5-point scale).
4. The metrics allow the measurement of the accuracy of the results retrieved
by a search engine. As detailed in [2], common metrics are Precision, Recall,
F1, Average Precision, and so on. Taking as input (i) the given topic and
(ii) the result list produced by the search engine, a metric gives a numerical
value representing the eﬀectiveness of the search engine in retrieving relevant
documents to the user.
Several IR Test Collections were produced by IR initiatives and then released
to the community for research purposes. As the prominent evaluation initiative
in IR, TREC [22] has been providing many collections [7] since 1992. Note that
other initiatives exist with similar purposes (e.g., CLEF, NTCIR).
3.2 Generation of Query Variants with Tested Operators
We intend to check that any given user’s query can be rewritten with operators,
such that it leads to more accurate search results. In the remainder of the paper,
we call ‘preOps’ the operators preﬁxing a query term (e.g., ∅, +), and ‘postOps’
the operators postﬁxing a query term (e.g., ∅, ^2, ^10). For each topic in the
selected Test Collection, we consider the associated title (or description, or nar-
rative) comprising t terms. Then, a Query Variant Generator is used to generate
ω = (b · a)t variants with the b given preOps, and the a postOps to be tested.
These are denoted {v1, . . . , vi, . . . , vn} in Fig. 1.
Example 1. Let us consider a topic from a Test Collection, with the following
title: [1974 Turing award recipient]. Generating variants for the b = 2 pre-
Ops ∈ {∅, +}, and a = 3 postOps ∈ {∅, ^2, ^10} leads to ω = (2 · 3)4 = 1,296
query variants illustrated in Table 1.
Table 1. Excerpt of the 1,296 query variants generated with preﬁx operators {∅, +}
and postﬁx operators {∅, ^2, ^10}
Variant # Query variants generated with preOps and postOps
1 +1974 Turing award recipient
2 1974 +Turing award recipient
...
...
...
...
...
1,295 +1974^10 +Turing^10 +award^10 +recipient^2
1,296 +1974^10 +Turing^10 +award^10 +recipient^10
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3.3 Retrieval with Initial Query and Generated Variants
During this third stage, the documents from the corpus are indexed by a Search
Engine. Then, it is run according to a given IR model, which governs the way
queries are matched with documents. TF·IDF and OkapiBM25 may be cited
as examples of prominent IR models. Since detailing how these models oper-
ate is beyond the scope of this paper, we refer the reader to [3, chap. 7] for a
comprehensive presentation of this topic.
Finally, the initial (operator-free) query q, and the generated ω query variants
vi (with operators) are submitted to the search engine. In the remainder of
the paper, l(q) denotes the list of documents retrieved for query q, and l(vi)
denote the list of documents retrieved for a query variant vi. Note that all lists
of documents are ranked by decreasing RSV (i.e., Retrieval Status Value: the
relevance score estimated with respect to the query).
3.4 Data Analysis: Measuring Eﬀectiveness Variations
The fourth stage of the methodology is concerned with the analysis of search
results. An Evaluation Procedure applies a metric m to the document list l(q) or
l(vi), and to the qrels j(q) associated with the tested initial query q. The value
of this metric m(l(q), j(q)) ∈ [0, 1], also called ‘measure,’ represents the extent to
which query q yielded relevant results. Similarly, m(l(vi), j(q)) ∈ [0, 1] represents
the extent to which query variant vi yielded relevant results. According to these
measures, one may report per topic analyses, as well as global analyses.
Per Topic Analysis. For a given evaluation metric m (e.g., Recall, Average
Precision), a given initial query q, and its variants vi∈1,ω, one gets ω + 1 mea-
sures. These data values represent the outcome when applying query operators
to initial query q. Among them, the maximum value maxωi=1 m(l(vi), j(q)) is the
best performance reachable by using operators properly.
In addition, one may study the distribution of eﬀectiveness data values thanks
to the ‘boxplot’ visualization [19,24]. As shown in Fig. 2, a boxplot (a.k.a. box-
and-whisker diagram) summarizes several descriptive statistics. The interquartile
range (IQR) spans the lower quartile to the upper quartile. The middle 50% of
the ranked data lies in the IQR. It is represented as a box (central rectangle),
which shows the spread of data values. The median is shown as a segment inside
the box. This is the middle half of the data values, and allows one to assess the
symmetry of the distribution. The whiskers extend from the ends of the box
to the most distant value lying within 1.5 × IQR. Larger and lower values are
considered as outliers; these are plotted with black circles.
For a given topic, we may ﬁnally compare the eﬀectiveness of the initial query
q with the eﬀectiveness of the best query variant vi. Equation (1) computes the
percent gain yielded by query operators.
g(q, vi) = 100×
(
m(l(vi), j(q))
m(l(q), j(q))
− 1
)
(1)
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Fig. 2. Example of data values and associated boxplot
Global Analysis. Controlling for ‘topic eﬀect’ is usually done by evaluating
the search engine with n topics, and then averaging out the individual n eﬀec-
tiveness scores (e.g., AP meaning Average Precision) into a global score (e.g.,
MAP meaning Mean Average Precision). This practice was shown to give stable
conclusions with a least n = 25 topics, while n = 50 is the standard at TREC [2].
The comparison between MAP of initial query q, and MAP of best query vari-
ant vi allows the checking of H. For validating this hypothesis, we must show
that (i) vi is more eﬀective than q, and that (ii) the observed diﬀerence is statis-
tically signiﬁcant with regard to Student’s two-tailed paired t-test. According to
the resulting p-value, the two data samples are said to be statistically diﬀerent
when p < 0.05. The interested reader is referred to [16] for in-depth coverage of
statistical testing in IR.
4 Experiments and Results
We applied the devised methodology to TREC-7 [20] and TREC-8 [21] standard
test collections. They provide a corpus of newspaper articles; this corresponds
to the kind of documents that a DL would index (contrary to other TREC test
collections providing web documents). Moreover, they provide n = 100 topics
covering various subjects, allowing us to conduct signiﬁcance testing.
We tested two query operators: (i) the ‘must appear’ preﬁx operator (+), as
it is considered as popular [8] and “easy to employ and available” [4], as well
as (ii) the boosting postﬁx operator (^N), as we found no study to date on this
operator. Among search engines supporting these both features (e.g., Lemur [12],
Lucene [6], Terrier [13]), we used Terrier version 3.0, which provides several IR
models. In order to check the ‘model eﬀect’ on results, we conducted experiments
with the following ﬁve models: BM25, DFR BM25, InL2, PL2, and TF IDF. We
queried Terrier with the title part (see Sect. 3.1) of the 100 topics, the 9,953
variants generated for TREC-7, and the 11,203 variants generated for TREC-8.
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Fig. 3. Average Precision (AP) boxplots showing potential for improvement with query
operators on 100 queries (TREC-7 and TREC-8) with model PL2 of Terrier [13]. Dia-
monds ◆ show the AP of TREC’s initial operator-free query.
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4.1 Per Topic Analysis
We report in Fig. 3 the per topic eﬀectiveness (AP) of the baseline (initial
query q without operators, plotted as red diamonds ◆), as well as the boxplots
summarizing the APs of all query variants. We used the default model provided
in Terrier [13], namely PL2. Overall, regarding both TREC-7 and TREC-8 results,
the baseline AP is highly variable, suggesting that these test collections feature
a mixture of easy and hard topics.
Regarding mono-term queries (e.g., Topic 14 for TREC-7 or Topic 3 for
TREC-8), we noticed no diﬀerence between AP of q and AP of vi. This re-
sult was expected since a mono-term is mandatory per se, and boosting has
eﬀect with multi-term queries only.
For the remaining queries, the baseline AP generally lies over the median (i.e.,
segment inside the central rectangle) in Fig. 3. This suggests that most variants
led to worse AP than the initial query q did. Nevertheless, there is always a
query variant vi whose AP equals or outperforms the AP of the baseline query
q. This observation tends to support the hypothesis H. This improvement does
not seem to depend on the AP of the baseline: there is way for improvement for
poor baselines, as well as for strong baselines.
4.2 Global Analysis
In addition to per topic analysis, we quantify the observed performance diﬀer-
ences thanks to a global analysis covering the n topics of TREC-7 and TREC-8.
We measured the MAP of the baseline (queries without operators), and the MAP
of the best variant per topic (queries with operators), for each of the ﬁve tested
IR models. Then, we computed the gain brought by operators (Δ in percent, as
reported in Tables 2–3) to validate hypothesis H.
We conducted three experiments: (i) with operators {∅, +}, (ii) with opera-
tors {∅, ^10, ^20, ^30, ^40, ^50} featuring arbitrarily chosen weights, and (iii) a
combination of the two.
Table 2. Evaluation results with the ‘must appear’ operator (+)
Model TREC-7 TREC-8
MAP MAP
Baseline VOP Δ(%) Baseline VOP Δ(%)
BM25 0.1677 0.1836 9.5∗∗ 0.1957 0.2154 10.2∗
DFR BM25 0.1683 0.1843 9.5∗∗ 0.1965 0.2162 10.0∗
InL2 0.1710 0.1852 8.3∗∗ 0.1996 0.2172 8.8∗
PL2 0.1554 0.1826 17.5∗∗ 0.1840 0.2106 14.5∗∗
TF IDF 0.1674 0.1833 9.5∗∗ 0.1964 0.2158 9.9∗∗
Statistical significance is denoted by ‘*’ for p < 0.05 (‘**’ for p < 0.01)
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In Table 2, query variants with the plus operator (VOP) always overcome the
baseline, whatever the IR model. Notice that the diﬀerences are statistically sig-
niﬁcant. In Table 3, queries with the boosting operator (VOB) always overcome
the baseline, whatever the IR model. Notice that the diﬀerences are statistically
signiﬁcant. Overall, the boosting operator yields better results than the ‘must
appear’ operator.
Table 3. Evaluation results with the boosting operator (^N)
Model TREC-7 TREC-8
MAP MAP
Baseline VOB Δ(%) Baseline VOB Δ(%)
BM25 0.1677 0.2027 20.9∗∗ 0.1957 0.2312 18.1∗∗
DFR BM25 0.1683 0.2034 20.9∗∗ 0.1965 0.2316 17.9∗∗
InL2 0.1710 0.2059 20.4∗∗ 0.1996 0.2352 17.8∗∗
PL2 0.1554 0.1926 23.9∗∗ 0.1840 0.2173 18.1∗∗
TF IDF 0.1674 0.2026 21.0∗∗ 0.1964 0.2312 17.7∗∗
Statistical significance is denoted by ‘*’ for p < 0.05 (‘**’ for p < 0.01)
In Table 4, queries with operator (VOPB) always overcome the baseline, what-
ever the IR model. Notice that the diﬀerences are statistically signiﬁcant. Over-
all, the combination of ‘must appear’ and boosting operators yields best results,
up to an improvement of 35.1%. This is a material improvement, which would
be even larger if we had got rid of mono-term queries, since they do not beneﬁt
from any operator.
Table 4. Evaluation results with boost and ‘must appear’ operators (+ and ^N)
Model TREC-7 TREC-8
MAP MAP
Baseline VOPB Δ(%) Baseline VOPB Δ(%)
BM25 0.1677 0.2132 27.1∗∗ 0.1957 0.2381 21.7∗∗
DFR BM25 0.1683 0.2133 26.7∗∗ 0.1965 0.2387 21.5∗∗
InL2 0.1710 0.2144 25.4∗∗ 0.1996 0.2407 20.6∗∗
PL2 0.1554 0.2099 35.1∗∗ 0.1840 0.2288 24.3∗∗
TF IDF 0.1674 0.2131 27.3∗∗ 0.1964 0.2383 21.3∗∗
Statistical significance is denoted by ‘*’ for p < 0.05 (‘**’ for p < 0.01)
4.3 Discussion of Results
In our experiments, Terrier [13] was considered as a black box. To our knowledge,
most IR models do not specify how to handle mandatory terms, as well as
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boosted terms. Terrier, however, implements this feature, which suggests that it
performs a speciﬁc computation.
Regarding the reported results for the boosting operator (Tables 3–4), we se-
lected boosting weights arbitrarily. Other values may have given diﬀerent results.
We leave to future work the study of boosting weights on eﬀectiveness.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
Previous work considered the use of query operators in common search engines.
Eastman and Jansen [4] notably studied whether queries with operators yield
similar eﬀectiveness with respect to counterparts without operators. They re-
ported a limited improvement due to operators, which questions the return on
investment that users may grant to query operators. We wondered if this poor
eﬀect was due to users or search engines.
In this paper, we considered the majority (80%) of queries submitted to search
engines: those without operators. We stated hypothesis H: the proper use of
query operators improves search results. We designed a methodology to validate
H through the use of standard IR test collections, and the generation of query
variants with operators. We applied this methodology using TREC-7 and TREC-
8 test collections. Experiments showed that TREC’s initial query can always be
improved by reﬁning it with ‘must appear’ and boosting operators. The observed
gain—up to 35.1%— is statistically signiﬁcant, whatever the tested IR model
and collection. This suggests that, when properly used, users beneﬁt from re-
ﬁning queries with such operators. Indeed, query operators convey information
instructing the search engine about requirements and preferences (as expressed
in the narrative part of topics) that would remain implicit otherwise.
Directions for future work include, in the short term, experimenting our
methodology in various contexts (e.g., additional IR collections, IR models, query
operators). In the medium term, we plan to address Q2 stated in Sect. 3: do users
succeed in formulating queries with operators, so that these lead to a signiﬁcant
gain in eﬀectiveness? In addition, we should study other factors involved when
retrieving information [11], such as the number of terms used, and the selection
of terms. In the long term, we may study operator use and eﬀects for retrieval
involving more than the topical dimension of information. This is notably the
case of geographic IR [14] involving spatial and temporal dimensions in addition
to the topical dimension of information.
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Evaluation Platform for Content-Based Image
Retrieval Systems
Petra Budikova, Michal Batko, and Pavel Zezula
Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic
Abstract. In all subﬁelds of information retrieval, test datasets and
ground truth data are important tools for testing and comparison of new
search methods. This is also reﬂected by the image retrieval community
where several benchmarking activities have been created in past years.
However, the number of available test collections is still rather small and
the existing ones are often limited in size or accessible only to the par-
ticipants of benchmarking competitions. In this work, we present a new
freely-available large-scale dataset for evaluation of content-based image
retrieval systems. The dataset consists of 20 million high-quality images
with ﬁve visual descriptors and rich and systematic textual annotations,
a set of 100 test query objects and a semi-automatically collected ground
truth data veriﬁed by users. Furthermore, we provide services that enable
exploitation and collaborative expansion of the ground truth.
Keywords: large-scale image dataset, visual and textual annotation,
ground truth, collaboration service.
1 Introduction
Image search is a very attractive topic nowadays, as witnessed by the number of
recent research papers and the rapid development of commercial image search
systems. Still, a satisfactory solution seems to be yet a long way ahead due
to a number of obstacles – the size of data, the semantic gap problem and a
range of speciﬁc application issues. Many researchers are trying to overcome
these problems using diﬀerent ideas and approaches. To be able to pick out and
develop the best ones, we need a common platform for testing and evaluation.
The lack of benchmarks for image search is a well-known problem. Although
several freely-available test datasets exist, they do not cover all basic application
areas. In particular, there is no large-scale dataset that could be used for evalu-
ation of web image search, where scalability is one of the key issues. Therefore,
we created a new extensive dataset and oﬀer it hereby to other researchs.
Naturally, we need more than just the data to be able to compare the perfor-
mance of various search methods. The other necessary part is the ground truth,
i.e. the set of query objects and the respective sets of relevant result objects.
Only then we can compare the precision, recall, and other metrics of the meth-
ods under examination. Unfortunately, creating the ground truth is a diﬃcult
S. Gradmann et al. (Eds.): TPDL 2011, LNCS 6966, pp. 130–142, 2011.
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task for any dataset, let alone the very large ones. As there is no objective au-
tomatic way of deciding the relevance of image with respect to a given query
image, we need to ask people to do the tedious task. In case of large datasets, it
is hardly possible to manually examine all the images in the dataset. Therefore,
we adopt a diﬀerent approach and describe a way of creating a partial ground
truth by pre-selecting a candidate set of a reasonable size that is then examined
and reﬁned by humans.
In addition to the dataset itself and the ground truth for a hundred diﬀerent
query images we also oﬀer two web-service tools. The ﬁrst tool allows evaluating
any search method against the ground truth. The second tool provides an inter-
active user interface that allows to collaboratively create a new ground truth for
additional images.
2 Related Work
In the early days of image retrieval, the Corel dataset was the ﬁrst collection
to be used for evaluation. It provided over 68,000 images, organized into classes
of about 100 images, each with roughly the same topic. However, this artiﬁcial
and relatively small dataset is not satisfactory as a benchmark nowadays. We
need to take into account diﬀerent applications, the data they use (scope, size,
metadata available, etc.) and the user information-retrieval requirements. Seri-
ous eﬀorts for building a complex benchmarking platform appeared in [15]. The
proposed methodology was to be realized by the Benchathlon1 project, where
research groups were meant to cooperate on creating the testing platform. Unfor-
tunately, this project does not seem to be making any progress. Another analysis
of image evaluation campaign can be found in [8]. It describes the background of
ImageEVAL competition, which took place in 2006. However, the only repeated
and successful benchmarking activity we know of is the ImageCLEF2 competi-
tion which has been running since 2003. Each year, the organizers deﬁne various
challenges, provide data and topics and evaluate the submitted results.
Nonetheless, even the ImageCLEF activities are limited by the availability
of benchmark inputs, as deﬁned in [12]: the data collection (documents), the
queries (topics) and the ground truth (relevance judgements). We review these
three issues in more detail in the following sections. We mainly focus on large,
general-purpose datasets, leaving aside specialized collections such as medical
images, arts collections, etc.
2.1 Image Databases
Gathering a large collection of image data is not a simple task due to the owner-
ship and copyright issues. However, this can be overcome by using freely available
web resources, such as the Flickr web gallery or Wikipedia. The following three
datasets have been obtained this way. The ﬁrst two have been composed to serve
1 http://www.benchathlon.net/
2 http://www.imageclef.org/
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as the benchmarking sets and are used in the ImageCLEF competition. All of
them provide both images and text metadata, but they diﬀer in size, origins and
scope of the metadata.
MIRFLICKR Collection. The MIRFLICKR collection3 [9] consists of 1 mil-
lion images (at the moment) downloaded from the social photography site Flickr.
All images are available under a Creative Commons Attribution Licence. The
images have been selected based on their high interestingness rating that is de-
termined by factors such as where the click-throughs on the images are coming
from, who comments on them, and whether they are marked as favorites. In
addition, user-supplied Flickr tags, EXIF metadata and systematic image an-
notations are available. The visual descriptors provided are the MPEG-7 Edge
Histogram and Homogeneous Texture descriptors, and the ISIS Group color de-
scriptors.
Wikipedia Collection. The ImageCLEF 2010 Wikipedia collection4 [18] ex-
tends the INEX MMWikipedia collection [19], which was created for the purpose
of INEX evaluation campaign in 2007. Currently the collection consists of 237,434
Wikipedia images, their user-provided annotations, the Wikipedia articles that
contain these images, and low-level visual features of these images. The collec-
tion was built to cover similar topics in English, German and French and it is
based on the September 2009 Wikipedia dumps. Images are annotated in none,
one or several languages. Image visual features include both local (bags of visual
words) and global features (texture, color and edges). The collection is available
for the participants of the ImageCLEF competition.
CoPhIR Image Set. The CoPhIR dataset5 [1] with 106 million processed
images is currently the largest collection available for scientiﬁc purposes. It con-
sists of metadata extracted from the Flickr photo sharing system. For each im-
age, the collection contains a thumbnail image, a link to a corresponding entry at
the Flickr web site, user-speciﬁed metadata (title, GPS location, tags, comments,
etc.) and ﬁve MPEG-7 visual descriptors (Scalable Color, Color Structure, Color
Layout, Edge Histogram and Homogeneous Texture). Since the data are not su-
pervised, some of them are of poor quality – blurred or too dark/light images,
images with sparse and erroneous annotations, diﬀerent languages used in an-
notations, etc. While this may cause worse performance of search methods, the
collection provides a good model of a real-world data.
2.2 Topics
The common goal of all search systems is fulﬁlling user’s information need.
Therefore, the test search topics should simulate what a real user of the sys-
tem would instantiate as usage scenario. Furthermore, the volume (number) and
3 http://press.liacs.nl/mirflickr/
4 http://www.imageclef.org/2010/wiki
5 http://cophir.isti.cnr.it
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diversity (variability) of the topics should cover the whole search domain and
demonstrate statistical robustness of the results [12].
The usual ways of creating test search topics comprise a choice made by
domain experts and an analysis of search system usage logs. In [18], the creation
of topics for ImageCLEF 2010 Wikipedia Retrieval task is described in more
detail. A candidate set of queries is derived from a search log ﬁle and topics from
previous runs of the competition. From these, only such queries are accepted that
have a suﬃcient number of relevant results in an organizers’ search run.
Another issue is the query deﬁnition. Basically, there are three ways to go –
query by example (image), query by text and query by both text and images.
While query images are used in annotation tasks, they are not suitable for im-
age retrieval since one image may often represent several concepts, while the
imaginary user is only interested in one of them. Therefore, either complex text
queries or images complemented by text are used in web-like image search tasks.
2.3 Ground Truth
The ground truth data is used to decide the relevance of a result provided by a
search system. In an ideal case, the ground truth should contain an indicator of
relevance for each object in the dataset and each search topic. The relevance can
be either binary (relevant, irrelevant) or expressed as a level of relevance, e.g. as
a percentage. The relevance is decided by human judges, preferably more than
one for each object and topic to balance the subjectivity of opinions.
Clearly, creating such a ground truth is a laborious eﬀort. When only a few
people are involved, be them domain experts or lab members, providing exhaus-
tive relevance judgements is only feasible for relatively small datasets. For the
large ones, some approximations are usually employed. The one that is mostly
used in the evaluation campaigns is called pooling: only those objects are judged
that appear among the top n images of any of the results submitted by the
competitors [18]. However, this results in a one-time ground truth that cannot
be meaningfully reused for evaluation of diﬀerent result sets.
Alternatively, expert annotations can be provided for each image, using a
deﬁned categorization. This is also a tedious work, but only needs to be done
once for each object in the dataset. Afterwards, a ground truth for a given
query can be obtained by judging only objects that have the relevant keywords
in their annotation. This approach has been adapted by the supervisors of the
MIRFLICKR dataset [9].
The only way to obtain an exhaustive ground truth for large datasets is by
employing many people. However, it is not easy to ﬁnd the necessary motivation.
One possible approach is to invest a considerable amount of money and pay for
each judgement. This approach was adapted to create the ImageNet database [6],
where the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform was used to manually clean a large
set of candidate images. Another method is shown in the TagCaptcha image
annotation system [13], where the authors propose to obtain annotations via the
widely used Captcha challenge-response tests.
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Altogether, it is obvious that it is diﬃcult to create the ground truth data. The
evaluation campaigns such as ImageCLEF gather relevance judgements during
the competitions but these are not public in order to prevent cheating in future
competition runs. In consequence, there is a deﬁciency of ground truth data for
testing outside the evaluation campaigns, which is deﬁnitely an obstacle in the
development of new search methods.
3 Our Dataset
Our objective is to provide a dataset that will enable to test systems for large-
scale searching in terms of results quality (precision), eﬃciency (search time)
and scalability. The important aspects are therefore (1) the size of the dataset,
(2) its scope, and (3) the type of data provided. As to the size, the datasets that
are used for benchmarking nowadays range in volume from hundred thousand to
millions of images. We believe that even larger datasets are necessary to test the
eﬃciency of methods for web searching. Regarding the scope, we are interested in
a real-world dataset since the performance of search mechanisms is inﬂuenced by
the distribution of objects in the domain. Finally, recent research [5,10] indicates
that the future of image searching seems to be in combining multiple modalities,
typically visual features and text metadata describing the semantics. Therefore
our dataset should contain at least these two modalities.
The Proﬁmedia collection which we are oﬀering to the research community
satisﬁes all the discussed requirements. We obtained the image set from Proﬁ-
media6, a web-site selling stock images produced by photographers from all over
the world. The collection contains 20M high-quality images with rich and sys-
tematic annotations. For each image, we have extracted ﬁve MPEG7 [14] global
visual descriptors recommended in [1]. Thus, each entry in the dataset consists
of the following information:
– a thumbnail image;
– a link to the corresponding page on the Proﬁmedia web-site;
– two types of image annotation: a title (typically 3 to 10 words) and keywords
(about 20 keywords per image in average) mostly in English (about 95%);
– ﬁve MPEG-7 visual descriptors extracted from the original image content:
Scalable Color, Color Structure, Color Layout, Edge Histogram and Region
Shape.
The dataset can be downloaded from http://muﬁn.ﬁ.muni.cz/proﬁset/ after
registration and agreement to the usage terms. The data can be freely used for
research purposes.
4 Query Topics
When selecting the topics, we had the following requirements in mind: the queries
should reﬂect real users’ needs, the topics should be diverse both in content and
6 http://www.profimedia.com/
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in complexity, and there should be enough relevant results for each test query
in the dataset.
To achieve this we ﬁrst created a set of candidate topics which comprised (1)
popular queries from the search logs provided by Proﬁmedia, and (2) several
examples of queries that we know from experience to be either easy or diﬃcult
to process in content-based searching. Next, we run a top-30 query for each of
the candidates using an aggregation of text and visual search (described in more
detail in Section 5). Only the topics that had at least 10 relevant results were
accepted into the ﬁnal query set.
Fig. 1. Query object examples
The test set contains 100 topics, each of which is deﬁned by a single query
image and a few keywords (typically one or two). The following categories are
represented by the topics: activity (5 queries), animal (8), art (6), body part (5),
building (3), event (3), food (8), man-made objects (16), nature (16), people
(12), place (9), plant (2), speciﬁc building (4), and vehicle (3). Several examples
of the query objects are shown in Figure 1.
5 Partial Ground Truth
As stated earlier, a full ground truth should contain relevance evaluation for each
topic-object pair but creating it for a large dataset is only feasible when a lot of
people are employed. Unfortunately, we lack the resources required to do such a
job, so we have used the pooling approach and our lab colleagues acted as the
judges. We are aware of the fact that the pooling approach can miss relevant
images, thus the provided data represent a partial ground truth. However, we
tried to create it in such a way that it should cover the majority of relevant
images and we also provide tools for expanding the ground truth when needed.
In the benchmarking competitions, the pool of candidate images for the eval-
uation is usually composed of the top n submitted results. We applied a similar
technique but we have used a set of our own search methods implemented over
the MESSIF framework [3] that provided the results. These methods were de-
signed in such a way as to retrieve as many diﬀerent relevant objects as possible.
Our query topics consist of image and text, thus we can work with these two
modalities and apply text-based retrieval, content-based retrieval or a combina-
tion of both. Furthermore, many preprocessing (query expansion) and postpro-
cessing (ranking) methods have been proposed recently to improve the search
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Fig. 2. The global search schema
eﬃciency. As illustrated in Figure 2, we treat the query evaluation as a three-
phase process, where each of the phases can be realized in several ways. The
search methods we used to create the pool of candidate images are then formed
by various combinations of the individual techniques.
5.1 Query Expansion
The query expansion techniques [16] endeavour to automatically provide addi-
tional information to the query that will help to obtain better search results.
Query expansion can be used to describe the user’s information need more pre-
cisely (e.g. word sense disambiguation) or to overcome the gap between the query
speciﬁcation and the data available (e.g. automatic synonym expansion). For our
test search methods, we chose the basic expansion technique that is often applied
on short text queries. Using the WordNet [7] lexical database, we enriched the
query with synonyms and hypernyms of the query keywords. This way, the rele-
vant objects can be added into the candidate set even though their annotations
are formulated diﬀerently.
5.2 Initial Search
In the initial search phase, the query (expanded or not) is submitted to a search
method which processes it over the whole dataset and produces an initial re-
sult set. We adopt three types of searching: text-based retrieval, content-based
(visual) retrieval and combined text-and-visual search. All the functions are im-
plemented using the MESSIF framework [3] and the MUFIN [17] system.
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Text-Based. The text search is executed as a classical tf-idf retrieval, only with
diﬀerent weights used for keywords from user, keywords in the query image title
and keywords in the image annotation.
Content-Based. The content-based search is based on the ﬁve MPEG-7 de-
scriptors available and the respective distance functions as deﬁned in the MPEG-
7 standard [14]. The individual distances are combined using a weighted sum.
Text-and-Visual. The combined search aggregates text and visual similarity.
We use a weighted sum aggregation function with three diﬀerent settings of the
respective weights. The combined search can be implemented in several ways:
– Text search and inner visual rank: The text search is run on a full database
but all objects relevant by the text criterion are ranked by combined text-
and-visual similarity and only then the top ranking results are returned.
– Visual search and inner text rank: Same as previous, only vice-versa.
– Combined text and visual index: The search is evaluated over a metric index
structure that combines the text similarity and content-based similarity.
– Independent text and visual search: The two search methods are run sep-
arately and the ranked lists are aggregated. In [2] we described how the
aggregation can be done eﬃciently in a distributed environment.
5.3 Postprocessing
The philosophy of postprocessing is based on the fact that the search engine can
provide a result set one or two orders of magnitude larger than required with
nearly the same costs. Additional evaluations of similarity can be computed
over this initial result that would be too expensive to process over the whole
dataset [4]. In our experiments, we applied the following ranking functions:
– Identity: No ranking is applied, the top objects from the initial result are
displayed to the user.
– Identiﬁcation of important visual descriptors: The variance of visual descrip-
tors is analyzed over the initial result set, the descriptors with low variance
receive higher weights.
– Clustering: Objects that are more similar to the other objects in the initial
result are ranked higher than the outliers.
– Reverse kNN: The rank of an object is given as the number of objects that
are more similar to it than the query object.
– Local visual similarity: local similarity is evaluated using the SIFT
features [11], the top ranking objects are shown to the user.
5.4 Relevance Judgement
Altogether with variable weights settings we created 140 search methods. For
each query image, top-20 queries were evaluated by all methods and their merged
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Fig. 3. The web interface for relevance evaluation
results were displayed in a web interface shown in Figure 3. The judges were asked
to mark each object as very good, acceptable, or irrelevant, which we transformed
into relevance levels of 100 %, 50 % and 0 %, respectively. Using the numerical
values, we evaluated the ﬁnal relevance as an average of collected judgements.
5.5 Statistical Evaluation
The ground truth data we obtained from our judges contain a considerable num-
ber of relevance evaluations which are a valuable resource for analysis of human
perception of similarity. In this section, we present several observations concern-
ing both the properties of our dataset and the human factor in the evaluation.
The evaluation was performed by 15 participants, most of them students,
graduates, or researchers in IT. Out of the 100 queries, each got evaluated at
least twice, the total number of evaluations being 222. With the average number
of candidate objects per query topic being 578, we obtained a total of 128,141
evaluated topic-object-user triplets. The evaluation process took a month, the
actual time invested in the judgements being about 100 hours.
As mentioned earlier, we compute the relevance of a result object as the
average of all evaluations we have for it. We ﬁnd it suitable to categorize objects
into the following categories: perfect (average relevance 100%), good (at least
50%), partially relevant (more than 0%), and irrelevant. For each query topic in
our testbed, there were in average 105 perfect result objects, 223 good objects
and 315 irrelevant ones. However, the number of objects in each category diﬀered
considerably between individual queries – the lowest number of perfect results
was 5 and 11 objects had less than 20 perfect results. The lowest number of good
results per query was 53. We can conclude that our set of topics is suitable for
testing as there are enough relevant objects to be found and, at the same time,
enough queries with various diﬃculty levels are present (diﬃculty being inversely
proportional to the number of relevant objects contained in the dataset).
When evaluating the results, the judges were not given any instructions on
what shall be considered relevant. Therefore, their classiﬁcation of results re-
ﬂects their individual understanding of similarity and their expectations of image
search system performance. While this is known to be subjective and inconsistent
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in diﬀerent situations, all image retrieval systems are based on a tacit assump-
tion that there exists some basic agreement in the individual opinions. Using
our relevance evaluations, we can verify this assumption. The following table
shows the percentage of identical evaluations, where all judges agreed on the
(ir)relevance of a query object pair.
Number of Identical Unmatched Unmatched
evaluations evaluations (2 diﬀerent) (3+ diﬀerent)
2 80% 20% –
3 70% 27% 3%
4 73% 21% 6%
5 65% 20% 15%
For the sake of our ground truth it is also important to know whether two
judgements (which we have for most queries) are suﬃcient to obtain a trustwor-
thy relevance evaluation or whether more opinions are needed. Figure 4 shows
how the percentage of objects with given relevance changes with the growing
number of evaluations (we used the results with the most evaluations to obtain
these graphs). We can observe that the results are quite stable, therefore the two
judgements can be considered suﬃcient.
Fig. 4. The development of result evaluation
Finally, let us have a look on the methods we used to create the candidate
pool. We employed a high number of combinations of search methods and post-
processing techniques in order to discover as many relevant objects as possible.
This approach has proved to be well suited as every combination did bring some
relevant object to the results that was not found by any other method.
6 Provided Functionality and Extensibility
In order to oﬀer the tools created during the preparation of the partial ground
truth for the research community’s beneﬁt, we have designed two web-services.
The ﬁrst one simpliﬁes the benchmarking of an external search method against
the existing ground truth. The other one allows to add a new image to the query
set and collaboratively evaluate its partial ground truth.
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Due to space limitations we only explain the services in general here. More
details, the speciﬁcations, and the access to the services can be found on the
dataset page http://muﬁn.ﬁ.muni.cz/proﬁset/ in the Services section.
6.1 Evaluation of External Search Method
Researchers proposing new search methods for image retrieval systems are wel-
come to use the Proﬁmedia dataset as a benchmark. By downloading the dataset,
the query set, and the ground truth, they can compute their own statistics on
the eﬀectiveness of their method. However, since our ground truth is only partial
– given that it was evaluated from a limited set of candidate objects (see Sec-
tion 5) – the new proposed method can be penalized on images that are relevant
to the query object but were not included in the candidate objects.
To overcome this problem, the results of the new method (just the identiﬁers
of the images) can be uploaded to our service. The service then checks all the
objects that were in the original candidate set from which the ground truth was
computed and any new image is presented via the web-interface. The user is
then able to judge whether each of the new objects is very good, acceptable,
or irrelevant in the same way as when the previous partial ground truth was
created. Afterwards, the statistics of the new method using the updated partial
ground truth are displayed.
Any such addition to the existing partial ground truth is also stored in our
database and immediately available for download. Thus, the partial ground truth
is collaboratively extended whenever a new method is tested via our service.
6.2 Additional Query Images
Since our query set consists of a hundred images while the dataset contains 20
million images, we oﬀer a service that allows to evaluate the partial ground truth
for an additional query image. In order to do that, we need a candidate set of
images and then user judgements of the relevance of the respective images (as
explained in Section 5).
Our service thus allows to upload a new query image (or select an existing
image from the Proﬁmedia dataset using its identiﬁer). Then one or more candi-
date sets can be uploaded, e.g. retrieved by some new search methods (as in the
other service above). Finally, the system asks whether the candidate set should
be expanded by our search methods. We provide options for selecting our text-
based, content-based, or combined methods as explained in Section 5. Since the
candidate set creation is a computationally intensive task, a job is scheduled in
our university GRID7. It can take some time until the candidate set is ready for
the user judgement, so the service notiﬁes the user by email.
Then, the new query object is available for the user evaluation via a web
interface as shown in Figure 3. When at least one evaluation is complete, the
7 http://www.metacentrum.cz/
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query is available in the query set with the new partial ground truth. The query
is then also oﬀered for additional evaluations to other users.
7 Conclusions
In this paper, we present a new freely-available large-scale dataset for evalua-
tion of content-based image retrieval systems. The dataset consists of 20 million
high-quality images with ﬁve visual descriptors and rich and systematic textual
annotations. For this dataset, we have prepared a set of 100 test query images
from various categories and collected a partial ground truth for each of them. The
partial ground truth was human-judged from candidate sets generated by 140
search methods. To allow exploitation and collaborative expansion of the ground
truth, we oﬀer two public web-services. The data and services are accessible on
the web page http://muﬁn.ﬁ.muni.cz/proﬁset/.
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Music Video Redundancy and Half-Life in
YouTube
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Abstract. YouTube is the largest, most popular video digital library in
existence, and is quite possibly the most popular digital library regard-
less of format type. Furthermore, music videos are one of the primary
applications of YouTube. Based on our experiences of linking to mu-
sic videos in YouTube, we observed that while any single URI had a
short half-life, music videos were always available at another URI. For
this study we collected 1291 music videos and found that very few had
zero or one copies in YouTube at any given time, and some had several
thousand copies at any given time. Furthermore, individual URIs had a
half-life of anywhere from 9 to 18 months, depending on the publication
date and remaining commercial potential.
1 Introduction
YouTube is the leading video hosting service on the Web, with an Alexa Traﬃc
Rank of three in November 2010 [1]. Similar services of have much lower ranks,
e.g., dailymotion.com (Alexa Traﬃc Rank: 105), vimeo.com (166), myvideo.de
(79). Due to its high popularity, YouTube is also a pioneer in struggling with
copyright infringement as users upload (music) videos where they do not have
the appropriate publishing rights, and copyright owners – mostly music record
companies – identify these violations and petition YouTube to remove the of-
fending videos. This ongoing publishing and removal of user-contributed music
videos means that any particular music video likely has several functioning ver-
sions on YouTube at any given time, any speciﬁc URI is subject to be removed
for a variety of reasons. For example, a copy of the music video “The Rolling
Stones - Satisfaction” at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=214szPQBUYcwas
removed on April 9, 2010 and the error message “This video is no longer available
due to a copyright claim by ABKCO” is shown instead. Using YouTube’s search
functionality and querying the original video title in quotation marks returns
304 results (as of 12/10/2010) that could be understood as alternative available
copies of the song.
We selected 1291 YouTube music videos from three diﬀerent sources (U.S.
Top 40, music blogs, and Rolling Stone’s “500 Greatest Songs”) and track the
number of available copies of each music video as well as the half-life of individual
URIs for a 10 week period. We quantify what we had observed anecdotally:
individual copies of music videos are regularly uploaded and removed for a variety
S. Gradmann et al. (Eds.): TPDL 2011, LNCS 6966, pp. 143–150, 2011.
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of reasons, but most music videos have multiple copies extant on YouTube at
any given time.
Given its success, it is no surprise that YouTube has been studied and dis-
cussed innumerable times. Cheng et al. [4] characterizes the collection of videos
at large, and also shows that music is the primary category (at 22.9%). Sharing
on YouTube has been studied (e.g., [3]), as well as how people discover videos on
YouTube [5]. YouTube’s impact on popular culture and politics has been studied
[8] [2], as well as ways for extracting the content and context for preservation
purposes [9] [7]. But to the best of our knowledge, the half-life and redundancy
of music videos in YouTube has not been studied.
2 YouTube HTTP Mechanics
A YouTube video URI is typically http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VIDEOID
where VIDEOID is a eleven character alpha-numeric identiﬁer of the video.
Dereferencing a YouTube URI returns a 200 OK HTTP response code and
the necessary HTML to play the video. Dereferencing a video’s Atom feed
at http://gdata.youtube.com/feeds/api/videos/VIDEOID returns a 200 OK
status code and the XML feed entry with metadata: video title, associated user,
duration, tags, and optionally allowed or denied countries for seeing the video.
Once a video becomes unavailable, a 303 See Other HTTP response code
is returned1 along with a Location: response header that gives a URI for an
HTML page explaining why the video is unavailable: removed or blocked; clas-
siﬁed as controversial; contains mature content; authentication required (i.e.,
private); captcha redirect2. We consider all but the last reason to indicate an
unavailable video. Dereferencing these video’s Atom feed URI results in an 403
Forbidden HTTP response code and the metadata describing the video is now
unavailable.
3 A Dataset of YouTube Music Videos
Since we were constructing a dataset of music videos that would be drawn from
multiple sources (U.S. Top 40, music blogs, and Rolling Stone’s “500 Greatest
Songs”), we needed to be able to reliably gather metadata such as publication
year and genre, for the music videos. For this purpose, we used Discogs3, a free
service providing detailed information about music releases with releases year,
genre, track list, format, etc.
The ﬁrst up to 20 search results identifying a musical “release” on Discogs were
recorded and each HTML page was parsed out for publication year and genre.
The release having the lowest publication date was chosen, and its publication
year and genre(s) selected for the monitor set item.
1 After this data reported in this experiment was taken, YouTube switched to conven-
tional 404 Not Found HTTP response codes for unavailable videos.
2 See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CAPTCHA
3 http://www.discogs.com/
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The Top 40 songs of the US Singles Charts of September 25, 2010 [11] were
chosen. Due to the relative homogeneity of the publication year and genre distri-
bution of the 49 set items (there are more than 40 items to account for variations
in artist and song metadata), the ﬁgure is omitted. Most of the songs were re-
leased in the current and previous years.
Three blogs from Blogger.com were selected that provide music re-
views: f-measure.blogspot.com youtube-music-videos.blogspot.com
silaswillrock.blogspot.com. The YouTube URIs were extracted from their
Atom feeds, and the artist and title information was extracted from the
YouTube HTML pages. For URIs not having this metadata, its video title was
queried in quotation marks against Yahoo! search engine with the parameter
“site:Last.fm”, and the title and artist can be extracted from the structured
URI returned by Last.fm In total 742 items were created. As expected, ﬁgure 1
shows a greater range of genres and publication years than the Top 40 dataset.
N/A 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010
World
Stage & Screen
Rock
Reggae
Pop
Non-Music
Latin
Jazz
Hip Hop
Funk / Soul
Folk
Electronic
Classical
Children's
Blues
& Country
N/A Percentage
41 - 50
31 - 40
21 - 30
11 - 20
1 - 10
# Songs
41 - 50
31 - 40
21 - 30
11 - 20
1 - 10
Fig. 1. Set distribution: Genre/Publication Year, Dataset: Music Blogs at blogspot.com,
against Discogs. Number of items: 742.
Rolling Stone Magazine published a list of “The 500 Greatest Songs of All
Time” [10], chosen by musicians, critics and industry ﬁgures. The song titles were
mapped to YouTube URIs in the same manner as the Top 40 list. As expected
from a list of this nature, Figure 2 shows a shift to older (i.e., “classic”) songs
as well as the genre roots of popular music (e.g., country, blues, funk/soul).
4 Experiment Methodology
We searched YouTube’s GData API [6] with the query “ARTIST TITLE”. The
search is not a ﬁelded search; it searches the entire page for the terms. The GData
API allows retrieving of only the ﬁrst 1,000 items, even if the total result size
is larger (as indicated in a OpenSearch4 element). We queried with the default
chunk size of 25, up to the total result size or 1000 items.
After retrieving the whole list, the total result size value was stored according
to the item with the current date. Afterwards, each feed item containing infor-
mation about a video id was taken and processed: if a ‘uri’ element – identiﬁed
4 http://www.opensearch.org/
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N/A 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010
World
Stage & Screen
Rock
Reggae
Pop
Non-Music
Latin
Jazz
Hip Hop
Funk / Soul
Folk
Electronic
Classical
Children's
Blues
& Country
N/A Percentage
61 - 70
51 - 60
41 - 50
31 - 40
21 - 30
11 - 20
1 - 10
# Songs
11 - 15
6 - 10
1 - 5
Fig. 2. Set distribution: Genre/Publication Year, Dataset: The 500 Greatest Songs of
All Time by Rolling Stone, against Discogs. Number of items: 500.
by the video watch id – did not exist so far, a new record was inserted into the
database with the static video properties: uploader (user), duration and publi-
cation date. If a ‘uri’ was not updated on the same day (as a ‘uri’ can be result
of several monitor set items), its variable data – video title, rating, statistic,
and comment counts, allowed/denied countries, and update date – were checked
against a last dated database record in the corresponding table, if any, and a
new tuple with the actual date was inserted according to the ‘uri’. On change,
the ‘uri’ is updated to the current date to prevent redundant processing if it
appears in other search results.
For each feed item and transformed ‘uri’ object, its rank position is stored in
relation to the search term, i.e. the ‘item’ object, with the current date. That
allows keeping track of each URI over time with its (dis)appearance within the
ﬁrst up to 1,000 crawlable results, and its rank change in the feed.
A video URI can also fail to appear in any of the feed results of all items on a
day. The reason might be that the rank of a video URI was lowered and its current
position is greater than 1,000 that is not possible to observe due to the GData
limitation. Another reason can be that a video is no longer available. To check
the state of these videos, a cron job, starting after the previous one terminated,
takes all ‘uri’ objects not updated on the current date and dereferences each
URI. Receiving a 200 OK HTTP status, the ‘uri’ record is just updated with the
current date in its ‘last crawled’ property. With a 303 See Other redirect, the
‘uri’ object is set to inactive with the current date, and the reason (parsed from
the HTML page) is stored.
5 Results
The Top 40 dataset was initiated on October 1, 2010, Top 500 dataset on Novem-
ber 7, 2010, and the music blogs dataset on November 13, 2010. For the total
of 1,291 monitor set items, 902,869 YouTube video URIs were discovered by
December 12, 2010.
Figure 3 shows the Top 40 dataset with its items in descending median re-
sult size. The lines to each item indicate the item’s maximum and minimum total
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result size returned over the observation period. For example, the ﬁrst item with
the highest median of results (83,298) has a variation over time from a minimum
of 43,945 to a maximum of 123,239 total results given. The last item with the
lowest median of 35 results developed a minimum of 26 and a maximum of 66
over time. There was never a time where no videos were available for any song
in this collection.
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Fig. 3. Total Result Size Dataset: Top 40 US Single Charts of 9/25/10
A similar high variation of total result sizes of 1,000 or more also applies to
the music blog dataset (Figure 4). For example, the ﬁrst item with a median
size of 255,581 varies over the given time up to 31,817 between maximum and
minimum total result size. The range of items touching zero with their median
or minimum result size are shown in detail in the sub plot: from 50 items that
retrieved at least once zero results, 44 items never had a result returned. This
could be because the video title does not accurately describe the song.
Finally, the Rolling Stone dataset also starts with a high total result size of
median 145,076 for the ﬁrst item and nearly 80% having a median of at least
100 copies. (Figure 5). Only 1%, ﬁve items retrieved zero results at least once,
and four never received a result, which might be due to the accurate complete
artist and song title information, as well as the popularity of songs on the list.
We kept a list of all unique URIs discovered from the daily result sets described
above so we could trace how long individual URIs persisted. Rooted from that
set, the daily availability of those URIs was measured over time. Normalized and
aggregated monitor set-wise, ﬁgure 6 shows the removal rate over the observa-
tion period. Due to the diﬀerent start dates of the three monitor sets, diﬀerent
durations are present. A continuous unavailability rate can be concluded for each
set, visualized by its median values. Furthermore, the plot shows a higher rate
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Fig. 4. Total Result Size Dataset: Music Blogs at blogspot.com
Fig. 5. Total Result Size Dataset: The Top 500 Songs of All Time
of removal for the Top 40 set, presumably because of their current economic
potential they are more actively policied by their copyright holders.
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Fig. 6. Unavailable URIs
Applying linear regression to each monitor set and predicting its progress is an
interesting aspect of the half-life of each collection. Figure 7 shows the monitor
set-wise aggregated regression.
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Fig. 7. Predicted Half-Life of Collection
Nearly half of the video removals (48.8%) were a result of third-party claims
by copy right holders. For 23.3% of the removed videos, YouTube removed a
video or discontinued the user account, e.g. due to violations against one of its
policies or its terms of service. For only 13.2% did users voluntarily remove the
video or close their account. The remaining group summarizes observed crawling
errors or status changes of video, e.g. the user set a video to private.
6 Summary
We collected 1291 music videos from three collections: a Top 40 U.S. Singles
chart (49 videos), a series of blogs that link to music videos (742 videos), and
the Rolling Stone list of the “Top 500 Greatest Songs of All Time” (500 videos).
We have shown that for music videos in YouTube, one can expect the URI for
any given video to be short lived, with half-lives of 9 (Top 40) to 18 months
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(Greatest 500) calculated from our datasets. This suggests that the more recent
and popular the song (and thus, the more economic potential it represents),
the more likely there will be thousands of copies at any given time, as well
as copyright holders aggressively requesting their takedown. YouTube provides
their Content ID5 software suite as a method to help copyright owners to identify
when their intellectual property is being used (and optionally, to monetize its
use). Despite its use, although individual URIs come and go quite frequently,
the music video persists, in aggregate, quite well in YouTube.
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Abstract. We present on-going work on the linguistic and semantic pro-
cessing of the labels of the Thompson’s Motif-Index of Folk-Literature,
which has been proposed by Stith Thompson for the classiﬁcation of nar-
rative elements in folk-literature. We automatically extracted the labels
of an on-line version of the Index, and wrote specialised grammars for
providing for a multi-layer linguistic annotation of them. We are cur-
rently working on enriching the linguistically annotated labels with se-
mantic classes and relations, allowing for a better access to the content of
the Index. With this resource, we expect to be able to semi-automatically
annotate digitised literary works at the sub-document level by means of
automatically comparing the annotated Index with the results of text
processing tools applied to those works, and so contribute to a better
inter-textual interlinking and understanding of related works in the folk-
literature, oﬀering a new way of semantically accessing digital libraries.
1 Introduction
The modelling and processing of motifs in text poses signiﬁcant challenges for
research in several disciplines. A motif is a cultural element that keeps recurring
within or across artefacts - e.g. in ﬁlm, music, but also in folk-literature -, by
means of which an idea or theme is conveyed.1 Motifs can be seen as semantically
compact structures, representing cognitively complex notions, while they are
mostly expressed in a wide and loose variety of lexical and syntactic realisations
in folk-literature.
Linguistic features of motifs have so far not been systematically investigated,
their computational modelling and classiﬁcation is thus unresolved. Due to this
technological gap, a large amount of cultural heritage collections of which motifs
are typical constructive units still can only be manually indexed, mostly only at
document level, which signiﬁcantly limits access to these resources.
1 Some random examples for motifs in folktales are e.g. the cruel stepmother, the
poor girl who was chosen as wife in preference to a rich one, or a supernatural who
substitutes the hero in a tournament.
S. Gradmann et al. (Eds.): TPDL 2011, LNCS 6966, pp. 151–158, 2011.
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In this paper we describe an approach for an automated linguistic and se-
mantic analysis of the textual labels of a large resource, which is used by many
researchers in the broad folktale domain for the classiﬁcation of the literary
works in terms of motifs: the Thompson’s Motif Index of Folk-Literature ([1]).
Linguistic and semantic normalisation of the textual expressions of motifs in
those labels is accomplished. Those normalised labels can subsequently be used
for detecting and indexing lexical and syntactic variants of motifs in linguisti-
cally and semantically processed folktale texts, also at sentential or even clausal
levels. Assuming an acceptable quality of this indexing procedure, which can
also be ensured by manual post-processing of the folktale texts, we expect this
approach to open new ways for accessing digitized folktales and for establishing
inter-textual relationships.
In this paper we ﬁrst introduce the relevant aspects of the Motif Index of
Folk-Literature (TMI) for our work. We then describe our methodology for the
linguistic and semantic annotation of the labels of TMI. In a next section we
show how this enriched classiﬁcation resources can be used for the indexation
(or annotation) of linguistically and semantically processed folktales. Finally, we
draw some conclusions and point to future work.
2 Thompson’s Motif Index of Folk-Literature
The Thompson’s Motif Index of Folk-Literature (TMI, see [1]) is a hierarchically
structured catalogue, grouping and identifying many thousands of motifs from
folktales, myths, and other narrative genres from around the world. Contrary to
type indexes that cluster tales based on their common plot elements2, the TMI
catalogue focuses on motifs that emphasise ideas or themes, and as such can be
regarded to promote micro-level conceptual analysis in folk narratives.
Each motif-entry in the catalogue consists of a combination of an uppercase
letter and digits, followed by a textual label. Uppercase letters not followed by
a digit indicate a main category, covering a series of related and hierarchically
ordered motifs. For example, “K. Deceptions” is a category, which spans among
others over the particular motifs “K0-K99. Contests won by deception”, one
of which being “K3. Substitute in contest”. Dozens of subtypes are assigned
to this single motif; these catalogue descriptions, or labels, are short phrases
such as“Supernatural substitute in tournament for pious warrior”, “Wise man
disguised as monk beats learned heretic in debate”, and so on.
Such text segments play several roles according to various aspects that operate
complex cognitive processes underlying narration; identifying and cross-linking
these is a technologically non-trivial task. Regarding the TMI labels as the object
of linguistic processing and annotation can beneﬁt the disciplines of Linguistics,
Folklore, Language Technology, and Digital Libraries, based on which we (a)
propose a method for oﬄine indexing of narrative resources, and (b) illustrate
how it enables query expansion on cultural heritage texts.
2 E.g. the Aarne-Thompson-Uther (ATU) classiﬁcation system, cf. for example
http://oaks.nvg.org/folktale-types.html
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The TMI lists 23 main categories3 and provides a hierarchical structure of
motifs. Our objective is pinpoint linguistic and perhaps cognitive properties and
elements shared between sets of motifs which enables them to connect to one
another. Segmentation, i.e. addressing granularity of meaningful units in several
interdependent linguistic levels is thus a core phenomenon (cf. [2]). Importantly,
by utilising the TMI, the problematic issue of identifying motif boundaries can
to a large extent be circumvented, since the TMI consist of pre-segmented, se-
mantically aligned phrases. Nonetheless, semantically related motifs sometimes
cannot be found in the TMI, since they are cognitively or typologically grouped
under unlinked motifs: e.g. there are several further occurrences of terms that
include the component ’substitute’ in the TMI but are located elsewhere than
under node K, such as ’Substituted eyes’ (under E780.1. Vital body: kills attack-
ing enemies), ’Test of friendship: substitute as murderer’ (under H1558. Tests of
friendship).
Our approach will resolve such suboptimal, distributed representation of com-
ponents of lexically/semantically related motifs. It will be possible for users of
the TMI, as well as for linguists, to query lexical realisations of concepts occur-
ring in motifs. For example, that ‘contest’ can be a ‘tournament’ or a ‘debate’,
animate participants of the substitution can be e.g. wise man’ (as substituted
person, at the same time grammatical Agent, as well as the Hero of the tale)
and ‘learned heretic’ (as opponent in the contest, as well as grammatical Pa-
tient, at the same time possibly the Villain or another prototypical character),
‘warrior’ and ‘monk’ are forms of disguise in the act of deception, ‘disguise’ and
‘substitute’ are verbs conveying the act of deception, etc.
3 Processing and Linguistic Annotation of TMI
We ﬁrst pre-processed an on-line version of TMI4, extracting only the codes of
the index and the labels. We obtained a ﬂat list of nearly 36,000 phrases of the
following form:
0 :: Creator
2 :: Sun-god as creator A1.1.
3 :: Grandfather as creator A1.2.
8 :: First human pair as creators A2.2.
29 :: Human creator A15.
30 :: Female creator A15.1.
34 :: Old man with staff as creator A15.3.1.
35 :: Artisan as creator A15.4.
36 :: Potter as creator A15.4.1.
46 :: Sun and moon (man and wife) as creators A19.1.
49 :: Woman who fell from the sky A21.1.
3 e.g. Animal Motifs, Magic, the Dead, Marvels, Tests, the Wise and the Foolish,
Deceptions, Reversals of Fortune.
4 See http://www.ruthenia.ru/folklore/thompson/index.htm
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50 :: Old man from sky as creator A21.2.
53 :: Creator from below A25.
54 :: Creator emerges from lake A25.1.
69 :: Bee as God’s spy A33.3.1.
70 :: Other animal companions of creator A33.4.
...
Many labels consist of a simple noun phrase (“Human creator”), but some
incorporate complements, such as prepositional phrases (“Old man with staﬀ as
creator”) and even verbs that produce sentences (“Creator emerges from lake”).
We submitted the textual labels to a range of natural language processing
tasks, including lemmatisation, part-of-speech and morphological tagging, detec-
tion of constituency structures and dependency relations, to be further enriched
with argument structures, lexical-syntactical correspondences, and information
about lexical relations from WordNet5.
We opted for using the NooJ Linguistic Development Environment6 for the
(ﬁrst steps) of implementation of the automated linguistic and semantic anno-
tation of the labels of TMI. NooJ is supporting an easily conﬁgurable pipeline
of linguistic processing tasks, which we describe in the following subsections.
3.1 Lexical Analysis
In a ﬁrst step, we provide for a lexical analysis of the words included in the
labels.
woman,N+Nb=s+Distribution=Hum
who,PRO+Distribution=RelQ
fell,fall,V+Tense=PT+Pers=3+Nb=s
from,PREP
the,DET
sky,N+Nb=s
In this analysis of the short sentence “Woman who fell from the sky” (TMI
number: A.21.1), we can see the results of the process of lemmatisation (the verb
form fell is reduced to its lemma fall. Part-of-Speech information has been pro-
vided (woman being a N(oun), fell being a V(erb), the being an Det(erminer),
who being a Pro(noun) and from being a Pre(position). Morphological analysis
also took place: woman is marked as singular (Nb=s), the verb fell is marked
as being in the past participle tense (Tense=PT) and third person singular
(Pers=3+Nb=s)7. We also note that some semantic information is available at
the lexical level: woman is classiﬁed as being Hum(an).
5 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
6 See http://www.nooj4nlp.net/pages/nooj.html or [3]
7 A simpliﬁed representation his provided here. The verb form fell is morphologically
highly ambiguous, and it could be marked with other Person or Number properties.
Disambiguation takes place at a later processing level in NooJ.
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3.2 Syntactic Analysis
We wrote specialised rules for performing the syntactic analysis of the textual
content of the labels of TMI. This tailored solution is motivated by the relatively
low number of linguistic patterns used in this resource, so that implementation
of hand-crafted syntactic rules is not time consuming. An alternative would have
been to manually annotate a relevant number of labels and train a parser for the
automatic syntactic annotation of all the labels. We show below the resulting
syntactic annotation of one motif:
<NP>
<NP>
<HEAD><REFOF XREF="396.2">Woman</HEAD>
</NP>
<SENT><RELCLAUSE>
<SUBJ><XREF>who</XREF></SUBJ>
<PRED>fell</PRED>
<PP><PPOBJ>from
<NP>
<SPEC>the</SPEC>
<HEAD>sky</HEAD>
</NP>
</PPOBJ></PP>
</RELCLAUSE></SENT>
</NP>
We provide syntactic information on both the constituency (phrasal grouping
of word forms) and the dependency relations between (groups of) word forms.
For example, “woman” and “the sky” are marked as a constituent of type NP.
At the dependency level, woman is marked as the Subj(ect) of the Pred(icate)
fell. The detection of this Subj-Pred relation is possible only on the basis of an
earlier round of computing the co-reference relation between woman and who,
which we marked with the XML element “XREF”. We also mark the dependency
relation between the word forms within a phrasal constituent.8
3.3 Semantic Analysis
As mentioned above in section 3.1, NooJ oﬀers the possibility to mark up lexicon
entries with semantic information, like Hum(an). One can use for this any kind
of semantic resource. Our semantic classiﬁcation of lexical entries remains at a
8 E.g. sky is the HEAD of the NP, whereas the is the corresponding Spec(iﬁer). In
case we would have an adjective within an NP, like “the divine sky”, the adjective
would be marked as a MOD(iﬁer).
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generic level: Hum (people and human-like creatures); Inst (groups and institu-
tions); Abstr (abstracta); Concr (concreta); Geogr (geographical names); Tier
(animals); Anim (life forms, non-human and non-animal)9.
For the domain or application speciﬁc semantic annotation we opted for writ-
ing specialised semantic grammars, which can state fro example that a “Creator”
can be either a human or an animal, and so on. We can also further restrict the
potential animals to be just those named in the chapter “A” of TMI (the chapter
about creation). The (simpliﬁed) grammar rule looks like this:
Main = <E>/<CREATOR :Creator <E>/> ;
Creator = ( :Animal | :Human ) ;
Human = <N+Hum> ;
Animal = <N+Tier> ;
# or alternative :
# Animal = (beast|insect|eagle|...) ;
This rule stipulates that a creator can be either a human or an animal. “Hu-
man” is deﬁned on the base of the lexicon encoding, and thus all the labels
containing a lemma of word forms having this semantic attribute will be dis-
played as a result of a query for “Creator”. As an alternative, one can restrict
the annotation to more speciﬁc entities, and list for example the animals that
are indeed named in the TMI as potential creator.
4 Access to Properties of Motifs
All annotations provided so far can be queried by the NooJ system, enabling to
search for e.g. humans in the subject position of a sentence. This allows to query
for items playing diﬀerent roles in a motif: e.g. a woman falling from the sky (as
a creator), or as the mother of a hero. As a ﬁrst step for judging the beneﬁts
of our approach, we compared our work with an on-line querying facility that
is accessing the same data10, an eﬀort using only string matching between the
query of the user and the the labels of the TMI motifs.
4.1 Querying TMI with a String-Based Matching Search Engine
We tested the search engine by querying the words “creator / creators” and
”woman / women”. The query “creator” returns all labels containing the words
“creator” and “creators”. Querying the word “creators” returns all labels con-
taining “creators”. More restricted is the search with the word pair “woman
/ women“. Querying TMI with “woman” does not result in labels containing
the plural form , due to the irregular plural form. The string-based matching
algorithm obtains low recall of naive user’s queries of entities.
9 This is the semantic classiﬁcation proposed by Ralph Mueller for his German NooJ
module, see http://www.nooj4nlp.net/pages/german.html
10 The URL of this service is http://storysearch.symbolicstudies.org
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4.2 Querying the Linguistically and Semantically Annotated TMI
with the NooJ Tools
Compared to the search interface described above, the NooJ querying facilities
do not deal only with the strings of the word forms, but with all types of provided
annotations, being at the string, lexical, syntactic or semantic level, as well as
their combination Some examples are given below:
– Query on ‘ ‘<women>” (the angle brackets mean searching for the lemma)
returns all the occurrences of labels containing both “woman” and “women”
– Search for all nouns in plural form (with the query: <N+Nb=p>.) Due to
in-built lexicons in NooJ not only all labels with a noun bearing a plural
marker are returned, but also labels containing e.g. “pair”, a sematically
plural word, as in the motif “First human pair as creators (A2.2)”
– Search for NPs, denoting a human, in subject position retrieves e.g. woman,
man, sons, old man, etc. when in a syntactic subject position
– Search for semantic categories: <CREATOR> is now assigned to labels con-
taining words such as ’god’, ’dragon’, ’eagle’, and so on, based on the taxo-
nomic structure of the TMI.
5 Linguistic and Semantic Analysis of Folktale Texts
As a ﬁrst test, we submitted a German version of the Russian folktale The
Story of King Frost11 to our NooJ analysis module. Additionally to the TMI
annotated labels, we use an in-house developed family ontology12, which allows
us to detect semantic relations, like for example that the two girls in the story
are also stepdaughters, etc. We can in this case automatically detect two TMI
motifs: “Tasks assigned by stepmother” (H934.3) and “Evil stepmother orders
stepdaughter to be killed” (S322.4.2), with the additional information of who
is receiving the order (in this case, the father of the good girl). But we also
discovered that we could automatically detect Aarne-Thompson types13, like
type 480 “the kind and the unkind girls”, type 312A “the saved girl”. This ﬁnding
is guiding our future work, which will consist in also providing for linguistic and
semantic annotation of the Aarne-Thompson-Uther (ATU) classiﬁcation system,
and to combine both approaches into one semantic annotation frame for folktales.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
We have described an approach for the automated linguistic and semantic anno-
tation of an important terminological and taxonomic resource in the broad ﬁeld
of folklore research: the labels of the Thompson’s Motif-Index of Folk-Literature
(TMI). Due to the limited number of linguistic patterns used in this resource,
11 See http://www.mythfolklore.net/andrewlang/017.htm
12 We would like to thank Nikolina Koleva for her work on this resource.
13 http://oaks.nvg.org/folktale-types.html
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we could rapidly develop specialised grammars that cover a large spectrum of
TMI. Our main expectation is that this rich annotation of the TMI resource,
oﬀering linguistic and semantic frames, will guide the semi-automatic processing
and domain speciﬁc indexing of folk-literature. The potential of automatically
recognising and annotating motifs in text brings beneﬁts to research programs
in several disciplines addressing narrative discourse elements, and add a new
dimension of creating advanced ﬁnding aids in Digital Libraries.
In ongoing work we are investigating the utility of the taxonomic structure of
the TMI for incorporating cognitive knowledge organisation in queries, and its
representation as subject-predicate-object expressions (RDF form), to not only
automatise ﬁnding information, but its understanding as well. We are looking
for extending the TMI to other languages, drawing on work done within the
European project Monnet14, which is dedicated to oﬀer translations of knowl-
edge systems. Monnet is for antoher reason central for us, since the project also
delivers a representation schema for natural language expressions contained in
taxonomies and ontologies. With this schema we hope to ba able to ensure in-
teroperability of labels analysis of TMI and, for example, ATU. Results of our
work will be distributed via the web page of the AMICUS project15.
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Abstract. The Walden’s Paths Project, as part of our philosophy of continual 
evaluation, actively seeks out user communities who may find our system to be of 
interest. In the past few years we noticed a recurring trend of user issues, needs, 
and sought-after features. In order to better support our users, we initiated a 
redesign of Walden’s Paths that not only solves these problems, but enables us to 
perform more rapid prototyping and experimentation of new features and 
interfaces. In order to accomplish these goals, we have created a web service that 
handles the storage, modification, and representation of our path data structures. 
This service is completely isolated from user interface layers, allowing many 
different interface designs to be implemented on top of the basic Walden’s Paths 
data structures. We also present several prototype interfaces – Marginalia, 
CoWPaths, Walden’s Drupal, PathCompiler v2, mWalden – that represent new 
areas in which we believe our ideas can be applied such as collaborative work, 
location-aware services, large educational databases, offline presentation, and 
mobile computing.  
Keywords: Walden’s Paths, Collaborative Authoring, Web Services, Computer-
Aided Education, Narrative Structures. 
1   Introduction 
Walden’s Paths is a tool for building linear narrative structures from found resources 
on the web. A user, such as a teacher or a peer group of students, identifies web 
resources that they wish to use to illustrate a concept, tell a story, or provide as a 
reference collection. These pages are then ordered in a linear path. Walden’s Paths 
can be viewed as a digital library of annotated indices of the web. Users then can 
provide annotations to help contextualize the pages, draw attention to particular 
passages, summarize the content, or inform readers of questions that they should be 
able to answer after reading the resource. We draw upon Bush’s concept of 
associative trails that sit above the text building a new hypertextual lattice on top. 
When Walden’s Paths was first conceived of in the mid-1990s, the Internet was a far 
different place. Pages were primarily static affairs and the concept of a web 
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application was not yet fully realized. The original Walden’s Paths system was built 
with this world in mind. While new ideas and features had entered the project both in 
the late-1990s with support for online-path creation in v2 [11], and in the early 2000s 
with more experimental features such as dynamic paths [3] and branching paths in v3 
[4], the structure of the system had remained unchanged. During the era of Walden’s 
Paths v3, experimentation was done primarily through branching of the code base. 
This led to pollution of the trunk codebase with experimental code and the loss of 
features, as branches were never re-incorporated into the base. Lastly, as the v3 
codebase approached its tenth year, we began to see browser security features and the 
ubiquity of the interactive web wreak havoc on our system. Therefore, we decided to 
create WPv4, a re-imagined Walden’s Paths for the modern web. 
Since our last major, other projects have begun exploring paths. One project, 
HATS, produced a browser plug-in that allowed a flat-file representation of a pre-
authored paths to be downloaded to the user and then navigated [7]. Others like, 
WebPath, appear as a faithful reimplementation of Walden’s Paths for specific 
purposes, in this case building paths from resources inside LotusNotes [9]. Finally 
mSpace, abandons the web as it is at the surface and instead uses the deeper semantic 
web to build path-like structures without the in situ focus of Walden’s Paths [10]. 
The remainder of this paper begins with discussion of a series of informal 
evaluations where we gathered feedback and observed the behaviors of Walden’s 
Paths users; followed with a review of our past metaphors and a presentation of a new 
metaphor that describes WPv4. After this we introduce the WPv4 and discuss the 
current interface prototypes. Finally we present our conclusions and future plans. 
2   Observations and Feedback 
The Walden’s Path Project regularly seeks out new users. When a new user group is 
identified, we provide them a quick tutorial and then observe their first experiences 
creating a path, provide help as requested, and solicit feedback on their experiences. 
These informal evaluations have revealed a number of common user issues, needs, 
and desired features. This section discusses the observations and feedback we have 
obtained from three groups we have worked with. 
2.1   Atmospheric Sciences 
The Department of Atmospheric Sciences at Texas A&M University teaches a basic 
course on Atmospheric Science both as a core science service course and as an 
introduction to new majors in Atmospheric Science. The course is offered in three 
different versions, one without a lab, one with a lab for non-majors, and one with a 
lab for majors. Every semester multiple teaching assistants for each of the three 
versions collaboratively work on the materials for the semester both for in-class usage 
and supplemental self-guided instruction.  
The Walden’s Paths project became involved with the preparation of self-guided 
tutorials on atmospheric science topics such as cyclone formation and weather radar. 
Creation of these tutorials illustrated previously unseen work practices with paths. 
Therefore, we identified the practices as areas where we could improve the user’s 
workflow with enhancements to Walden’s Path.  
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Due to the collaborative nature of material creation, users wished to share paths 
amongst each other. Instead of using the features provided, that allowed users to save 
and then load into other users’ account, they instead decided to create a shared 
account that was used as a group space. In order to deal with differences between the 
three versions of the class, paths were duplicated in the group account and then 
modified for the alternate versions of the class. 
When a new semester arrived, the paths were revisited by the new set of teaching 
assistants and revised to reflect changes on the web and experiences from past 
semesters. These scenarios established a need for Walden’s Paths to support group-
based collaboration, path extension, and path branching. 
2.2   Pre-Service Teachers 
The Ensemble Project is a NSF/NSDL-funded multi-university effort to provide 
access to collections, support communities, and develop tools to support computing 
education through an online portal. Through the Ensemble Project, the Walden’s 
Paths project became involved with a faculty member in the Department of Teaching, 
Learning, and Culture at Texas A&M. The faculty member became interested in 
presenting Walden’s Paths as a pedagogical tool to students enrolled in his 
Curriculum Development course. These students consisted of pre-service teachers 
looking to meet the requirements for certification in the state of Texas. His students’ 
major concerns fell into three categories – usability aspects, limitations of the current 
data structure (and thus its metaphor), and feature requests. While usability aspects 
are an important issue to resolve in general, the user concerns mainly focused around 
better feedback of what the system was doing. The linear nature of Walden’s Paths 
proved to be difficult for the pre-service teachers to adapt to despite the inherently 
linear nature of traditional classroom instruction. Finally, the students wanted to be 
able to author their own web pages in the system and embed video from sites like 
YouTube without having to include advertisements and commentary on the YouTube 
video. These findings enforced our decision to re-embrace and extend the prototype 
branching/intersecting paths features from our previous work [4]. 
2.3   Hypertext Students 
The curriculum for the graduate-level course on Hypertext and Hypermedia at Texas 
A&M University aims to teach students the inception and evolution of hypertext and 
hypertext systems. The goal of this class is to provide a foundation so that students 
are able to understand the concepts and research as the field moves forward. 
As a preparatory exercise for their final project report, students in the course 
were asked to create a path based upon the literature surrounding their term 
projects. This assignment was intended to help the students structure and analyze 
their related work; provide fellow students with a better base understanding of the 
literature; and to help their professor gauge the student’s progress in researching 
the related work to their projects. 
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Unsurprisingly, the resulting paths revealed that students with little to no 
knowledge of curriculum development or teaching practices created paths that were 
not ideal knowledge objects to be shared with the greater public for a teaching 
purpose.  These results established a need for vetting good paths.  Since the domain 
of knowledge was focused, this also established a need to socially rate and comment 
on paths, allowing users with potentially better knowledge of the domain to provide 
feedback on the paths based on the quality of the material. 
3   Subways and Hiking Trails 
As the name Walden’s Paths implies, the project’s original metaphor was one of a path 
through a woods [12]. The person walking the path could step off and explore “off the 
beaten path” and then return to the path to continue on. As time went on we began to 
explore intersecting and branching paths [4]. These structures were then compared to a 
subway system with the stops being stations that may allow transfer to other lines or 
exploration of the world just outside the station. In both of these cases these paths were 
immutable. Paths that were copied and then changed also lost all connection to the original 
path. However, in real-world hiking trail systems, it is possible to blaze a new trail as a 
branch, a fork, or an extension. In fact when reading the passage from Walden that 
originally inspired our purposes we see that there is a part of the passage we have ignored, 
“I had not lived there a week before my feet wore a path from my door to the pondside; 
and though it is five or six years since I trod it, it is still quite distinct. It is true, I fear, that 
others may have fallen into it, and so helped to keep it open. The surface of the earth is 
soft and impressible by the feet of men; and so with the paths which the mind travels.” 
Thoreau was only able to see what was new and unexplored by seeing the contrast 
between the path he himself had blazed through the forest and the unexplored avenues. 
These trailblazing activities in real-world hiking are analogous to the path branching, path 
versioning, and path extension activities. To support our new analogy and issues our 
informal studies revealed, we redesigned Walden’s Path from the ground up. 
4   WPv4 
Unlike previous Walden’s Paths version that featured two monolithic parts – a path 
creator and a path viewer, WPv4 is an ecology of related interfaces all served by a 
common thin RESTful API layer. This stands in contrast to many of the new platform 
as a service solutions (PaaS), backed by Microsoft, through Office Web Apps, and 
Google, through Google Docs. In Vaquero et. al’s working on defining Cloud 
Computing, they draw a distinction between the Client-Server paradigm of the past 
and the PaaS paradigm contained in Cloud Computing [13]. However, we believe that 
even in a PaaS paradigm, a client-server model is still warranted as it help maintains a 
completely decoupled viewing and creation interfaces from the back end of the 
system, thus allowing the rapid creation of new interfaces and the possibility to 
explore ways in which a path can be represented to a user. 
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Additionally, the data structures 
and resulting database were re-
designed from the ground up to 
support a variety of new features. 
First, group-based access controls 
allow a user to share paths with a 
group while restricting general 
access to the path. For users like the 
Atmospheric Studies teaching 
assistants, this allows the group to 
share paths amongst the group with 
out requiring a single group login. 
This is coupled with the second 
major new feature, a POSIX-like 
custom permission system. Much 
like the POSIX octal system of read, 
write, and execute permissions; we 
have permissions of read, write, and derive. Permissions can be set for path owners, 
for zero or more groups, and for the world. While the read and write paths are self-
explanatory, the derive permission requires some explanation. As stated before in our 
discussion of the hiking trails metaphor, a hiker can extend, branch, and fork paths. 
While extension of paths is handled by the write permission, branching and forking 
are controlled by derivations. Third, we now support multiple levels of external 
visibility. Previously, Walden’s Paths only supported a published/unpublished notion 
of visibility. All paths were publically available, but some were unpublished. This 
was an issue of concern for us as for some purposes, such as an instructor building a 
reference implementation of a path to compare to student submissions, a path serving 
as an instructor’s key to a path containing question and a personal path that a user 
may not want to be accessible for security or privacy concerns, a true notion of a 
private path was needed. However, we did not want to forego a public, unpublished 
path, as in some use cases, such as in the Atmospheric Studies sections, publishing the 
paths could lead to reader confusion. Instead we opted to allow different levels of 
visibility – published, public, and private. Fourth, we support automatic and manual 
curation abilities, due to our involvement with the Ensemble project, we now support 
the harvesting of paths over OAI-PMH. However this necessitates a standard of 
quality to meet guidelines of the NSDL. In order to do this, we allow paths to be 
explicitly set as vetted by an administrator or ranked as a top path based on social 
ratings. These ratings are part of our final new feature, support for the standard 
commenting, rating and tagging social computing interactions. 
4.1   Interfaces 
By making the core of WPv4 an API with no pre-defined interface, we gain the ability 
to rapidly experiment with new interface ideas. Currently we are working on five new 
interfaces, the new default path viewer – Marginalia, a collaborative authoring tool – 
CoWPaths, a Drupal module for authoring and presentation – Walden’s Drupal, a 
replacement offline path packaging tool – PathCompiler v2, and a mobile path 
Fig. 1. WPv4 System Diagram 
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4.3   CoWPaths 
Building upon the desire to share authoring responsibilities, as expressed by the 
Atmospheric Science users, we set out to create a collaborative authoring tool for 
Walden’s Paths, or CoWPaths. Like our legacy PathPublisher tool, CoWPaths is a 
web-based authoring system. What distinguishes CoWPaths from its predecessor is 
the ability to collaboratively author paths, share paths in groups, extend paths, and 
reuse paths. Users are allowed to create groups, add and remove group members 
dynamically, and create or add paths they own to groups they belong to. Depending 
on the desired interactions, permissions within groups can be editing rights to a path 
or merely read-only access.  
Editing a path as a group is done asynchronously with users each having their own 
authoring interface.  Edits to a path by a user are sent to the server asynchronously 
using WPv4’s API and the YUI framework. Once the group finishes the path, they 
may publish the path publicly, or keep it internal to the group. This also allows groups 
to be given limited access to the path; for example, teachers can give a group of 
students read-only access to the path.  CoWPaths also gives users an overview of all 
paths they have access to read. On these paths, users can comment, rate, and tag to 
help others find applicable paths and judge the quality of them. CoWPaths is the first 
tool that supports group authoring of paths and is currently exploring collaboration 
mechanisms and paradigms. 
4.4   Walden’s Drupal 
The Walden’s Paths project is part of the NSDL’s multi-institute Ensemble pathway 
project. Ensemble seeks to build tools and provide access to materials to enhance both 
computing education and computer-based education. For Ensemble, Walden’s Paths 
is both a source of content, in the form of authored paths, and a tool to assemble 
resources into paths [1].  
Since Ensemble is built on Drupal, an Open Source content management system 
that boasts a highly extensible modular system, the Walden’s Paths project decided 
that in order to provide a consistent user experience and better interoperability with 
other Ensemble services, that we should design an interface as a Drupal module. This 
Drupal module allows users to create and publish a Walden’s path, and view paths 
created by others. Our module builds on the Content Construction Kit (CCK) and 
Views modules, and incorporates jQuery widgets for the interface.  
In Drupal, a “Node” is the basic content element. A node can be made into many 
different kinds of content, such as: a blog entry, a page or a forum topic. In our 
system, we have two content types: path and page. A path serves as a container for the 
pages in a path and metadata, such as a title, on the path as a whole. A page content 
type is an encapsulation of one resource on the Internet, including the name of current 
resource, the URL of to the resource and annotations added by the node creator. 
This module allows users to create and publish a Walden’s path to other users, 
using the same mechanism in Drupal as a publishing a blog entry. Other users then 
can view published Walden’s paths or harvest them over the OAI-PMH modules 
enabled on the Ensemble Project’s Drupal server.  Figure 3 shows a page in 
Walden’s Drupal. Finally, via the WPv4 API, paths can be shared between a WPv4 
server and an instance of Walden’s Drupal. 
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4.5   PathCompiler v2 
Early in the development of Walden’s Paths we encountered a situation where users 
needed to view paths despite slow and unreliable connections. Our solution, 
PathCompiler, created self-contained paths that enabled users to view paths offline [6].  
PathCompiler v2 is a re-implementation of the original PathCompiler, but leveraging 
the WPv4 tools and targeting the use of Walden’s Paths in a more global aspect by 
allowing a portable standalone path that can be loaded on to whatever device a user 
wishes to view a path regardless of its connectivity. PathCompiler v2 connects to the API 
of WPv4 to get paths that have been defined by Walden’s Path users. PathCompiler v2 
then saves all necessary materials on the local machine along with the path metadata 
in order to show World-Wide Web pages off-line. Since the modern Internet is not 
just static pages, but is full of multimedia materials, pictures and scripts, the system 
must be able to find included materials and a portion of linked to pages off the path to 
replicate the online Walden’s Paths experience. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Path Viewing in Walden's Drupal 
PathCompiler v2 is implemented in Python and emits a set of web pages and related 
materials that can be accessed through a specially modified version of the Marginalia 
viewer. 
PathCompiler v2 is of interest to the Ensemble Project. Ensemble needs to 
represent collections of materials that are found on the web but then gathered locally 
to ease long-term use. Additionally, PathCompiler can be coupled with mWalden to 
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provide a solution for paths on devices with limited connectivity such as the growing 
base of Internet capable phones both in the developed and developing worlds [8]. 
4.6   mWalden 
Walden’s Paths in the past has been primarily a traditional web-based interaction. 
This web-based interaction works well in a traditional learning environment where a 
teacher can present a path to the class on a projector or have students in a lab or on 
their home computer view the path. However, for a growing percentage of the world’s 
Internet users, a mobile device is their primary or only means of Internet access [8]. 
This emerging sector is even more important in developing countries where Internet 
access, even on mobile devices, is limited by speed and availability [5]. This new era 
of increasing ubiquity of mobile devices as a primary means of access to information 
further supports the need for the Client-Server model since native applications, like 
mWalden, reduces the load placed on the network by an application while providing a 
richer user experience. 
mWalden provides an Android-based application that can author paths, view paths 
stored on a WPv4 server, or emitted from PathCompiler v2. This allows the creation 
of guided narrative on top of web pages that is better suited for the mobile 
environment.  
Additionally, the GPS capability of many cellular devices can be harnessed to 
provide a new kind of path – a geo-located path. In these paths each node is tied to 
real-world coordinates and can be used to explore physical areas with supplemental 
materials and guided narration provided to the user. These paths can be explored in 
situ as a walking tour or exploration and they can be explored ex situ using a map-
based interface to maintain the linkage between place, web content and annotation. 
5   Conclusions and Future Work 
As we stated at the beginning of this paper, our evaluations illuminated a set of issues 
regarding Walden’s Paths. To review these issues can be roughly described as 
regarding authorship, presentation, portability and indexabilty. In order to approve 
authorship particular in collaborative work scenarios, we created CoWPaths, out 
collaborative authoring tool for paths. The Marginalia web-interface’s support for 
multiple annotations and Web 2.0 resources, such as videos and PDFs, address issues 
of presentation in traditional PC-based path consumption scenarios. Additionally, 
Walden’s Drupal is addressing issues or indexability, presentation, and authorship for 
the existing Drupal-based websites in addition to the special case of the Ensemble 
Project’s computer science education pathway. We are investigating offline 
presentation and techniques to devise notions of limited freedom to roam in 
PathCompiler v2. Finally, mWalden seeks to bring Walden’s Paths to mobile devices 
and the emerging communities that depend on small devices for information access. 
Work on mWalden, along with the accompanying issues of authorship and 
presentation, is exploring novel forms of path-based interactions enabled by the 
capabilities of mobile devices. 
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In the future, we intend to expand the choices of interfaces that users have at their 
disposal. For CoWPaths, we are planning to experiment further in to collaborative 
authoring of pedagogically sound paths. Simultaneously, we will continue to use 
mWalden to build paths that enhance exploration of physical spaces. 
In conclusion, WPv4 and its interfaces are providing a platform for development of 
new user interactions with paths. While this client-server design may seem to violate 
the tenets of the current trend of platform as a service, instead we have shown that a 
decouple and distributed platform as a service has improved our ability to experiment 
in areas that we had not explored in the past such as collaborative authoring, mobile 
interfaces, and location-aware paths. 
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Abstract. We conducted a study with an objective to learn more about the dynamic 
information needs, information-seeking behavior, information use and other 
scholarly activities of researchers. Our focus was on the collaborative and social 
usage and on the social reference managers. We compared the current practices and 
strategies of scholars and researchers from multidisciplinary research areas. Our 
findings provide valuable insights and augment the understanding of how the social 
web is having a significant effect on the current researchers’ activities and digital 
libraries.  
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1   Introduction 
Living and working in a dynamic knowledge society requires deep awareness and access 
to the best contents and real-time research results to assist and improve strategic decision-
making. Understanding the dynamic scholarly activities and their related pathways taken 
by researchers plays a significant role in developing library collections and services. We 
have studied several scholarly activities such as: searching, organizing and retrieving 
articles or notes, collaboration among researchers, usage of social reference managers 
(SRMs) and its effect on the scholarly activities.  
However, while the success of digital libraries increases the materials available to 
the scholar it also increases the complexity of the scholarly research environment. In 
this, locally-generated digital libraries serve as a reflection of the frequently-noted 
global explosion of information—more than 25,000 peer-reviewed research journals 
exist worldwide, across all disciplines and languages, publishing about 2.5 million 
articles per year [1]. Filtering and discovering the best results in a short time can be 
like finding a needle in a haystack. 
Traditional libraries provide services to their users while prohibiting them from 
contributing, and most early digital libraries adopted this viewpoint as well. This 
results in a considerable loss of external knowledge. However, the current state of the 
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art is moving toward two ways of interaction, where users both can benefit from the 
available knowledge and also can contribute to it. Digital library contents moved from 
being accessed by isolated databases, to a more social and collaborative 
environments. Instead of being limited by only storing content, personal copies and 
notes in a personal computer or server, researchers are moving to share and annotate 
links to their favorite research content on the cloud. Social bookmarking sites [2] have 
gained visibility in the past few years with these sites reaching thousands of users and 
containing millions of bookmarks and tags. Beyond increases in effectiveness in 
finding resources, social bookmarking systems help users to become aware of more 
relevant information that is available.  
Editors and reviewers openly lament the inadequacy of literature reviews in 
manuscripts submitted for journal publication [3]. Conducting comprehensive 
research in this era requires having the tools that support the researcher to know the 
related papers and discover new content. Social bookmarking for researchers [4] or 
the so-called SRM communities (e.g., citeulike [5] and Mendeley [6]) are playing a 
significant role in the conduct of research. Retrieving the best results by searching and 
browsing is no longer the best way to find relevant information.  
Algorithms are being designed and developed to suit the scholarly and social 
community needs such as filtering and discovering items of interest [7], connecting 
with like-minded researchers and getting recommendations based on their digital 
libraries content and related work [8]. Other efforts have been directed to reduce the 
web spam and redundancy [9] that started targeting more specific communities, such 
as the scholarly world, and introduced a variety of features to fight spam in social 
bookmarking systems. We have investigated the precision outcomes of a hybrid 
bibliography system created by an online digital community to support the creation of 
scholarly bibliographies [10]. Our experimental results indicate that using online 
reputation based social collaboration improve the quantity and usage of scholarly 
bibliography and improve the quality and creditability of social citations sites. 
This paper is structured as follows. We discuss the related work in Section 2. 
Section 3 explains the methodology we used. We present and discuss our findings and 
results in section 4. In section 5 we conclude and highlight some of the future work. 
2   Related Work 
Abundant studies have been conducted in various disciplines such as geoscience [11], 
chemistry [12], agricultural and biological sciences [13], medicine and health sciences 
[14], public health [15], veterinary medicine [16] , law [17] humanities [18] to better 
understand the dynamic information needs, information-seeking behavior, 
information use and other scholarly activities of researchers, scientists[19], engineers 
[20], academic scholars [21], undergraduate students [22], graduate students 
[23].Several methods were used to examine the scholarly activities using quantitative 
studies (e.g. surveys [24]), qualitative studies (e.g. interviews) [25], ethnographic 
observational studies [26] or combination. In [27] they used transactional log studies. 
Brown used a combination of the e-mail survey and content analysis methods [23]. 
Some studies used citation analysis [28].  
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Brown [29] investigated the differences and similarities in information-seeking 
behavior of academic scientists in four disciplines: astronomy, chemistry-biochemistry, 
mathematics, and physics. All scientists responding scanned the latest issues of journals 
to keep abreast of current developments in their fields. The mathematicians surveyed 
indicated an additional reliance on monographs, preprints, and attendance at conferences 
and personal communication to support their research activities. Hallmark [30] described 
the methods of access and retrieval of recent journal articles cited by geoscientists and 
chemists who work in academia, government, and industry. The study found that the 
majority of scientists had developed effective new patterns of searching for useful 
references.  
In [31] a multi-disciplinary study explored graduate students' information behavior 
related to their process of inquiry and scholarly activities. They found that their skills 
and decisions are influenced directly by professors, other students, librarians and 
Internet usage. Other results were that the lack of sophistication in finding and using 
resources and course requirements affect students’ information behavior and that 
findings vary across disciplines and between programs. In addition, some graduate 
students mentioned influences such as difficulty locating information or the need for 
convenience and speed. 
A number of studies showed that researches are not aware of or familiar with some 
of the resources, services and electronic search tools available for them through the 
library and generally do not consult librarians regarding their information needs 
[13][32]. Part of the difficulties encountered by researchers in using resources appear 
to stem mainly from a lack of training [33] .The findings in [32] indicate that 
guidance in the use of library resources and services is necessary to help students 
meet some of their information requirements. The study found that journals, library 
books, and textbooks are the most popular sources of information for course work and 
research, and that students need to be taught how to use available library resources 
and services.  
Hoffmann, et al. [34], found that graduate students wanted to learn about strategies 
for finding information, bibliographic management tools, and tools for keeping 
current with scholarly literature. Students preferred online instruction, although in-
person workshops were also found to be valuable. Workshops have been held to 
support researchers’ activities such as using particular tools [35] (e.g., bibliographic 
management software). The authors of [36] created literature review workshops to 
serve graduate students from a wide range of subject disciplines at a point of shared 
need. They identified some of the gaps graduate students have in their knowledge 
about library services. Nicholas, et al. [37] compared the information seeking 
behavior of the users’ logs of four universities using the OhioLINK journal system 
and found large differences especially between the research and teaching universities. 
Niu and Hemminger, et al. [38], surveyed 2,063 academic researchers in natural 
science, engineering, and medical science from five research universities in the 
United States to understand different aspects of researchers’ information-seeking 
behavior. Descriptive statistics were reported by institutions to compare differences 
among universities. Findings reflected the dominant utilization of electronic methods  
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for searching and accessing scholarly content. Differences in information-seeking 
behavior amongst universities were not as clear as those amongst disciplines and 
demographics. A notable trend is that novel forms of scholarly communication such 
as collaborative information sharing technology are evolving gradually. They expect 
that this may be the beginning of a more significant transformative change, 
particularly in sharing information within laboratories or groups or amongst multisite 
collaborations. Many professors have begun utilizing blogs, wikis and multimedia to 
communicate with their colleagues or students. Collaborative search systems, 
academic social bookmarking systems, open shared rankings and reviews, open 
access journals, and online sharing bibliographic databases and annotations were all 
examples of new scholarly communication information technologies. The adoption of 
these was consistent among the respondents across the five universities. 
Most studies were limited on a single campus and did not consider the dynamic 
changes in scholars information needs and behavior, opportunities and challenges of 
the social web, or were before its emergence; there were no, or limited, ways of 
sharing, collaboration, connecting researchers, discovering and recommending 
content. We have investigated how changes in the technologies available to research 
communities addressing the use of social media can be used to the benefit of 
researchers, supporting their overall research progress and outcome. Our research 
questions included:  
• How do researchers search, select, and manage their information sources?  
• What difficulties researchers are facing during literature review process?  
• How SRM influenced the literature review process?  
• What are the current scholarly research needs? 
3   Methodology 
Our study used two methods of data collection: a qualitative research method using 
interviews and a quantitative method using an online survey. The same set of 
questions was used as basis for both methods. Before the methods were carried out, 
seven researchers reviewed the questions dataset before in order to assess its 
effectiveness and completion time required. Minimal modifications were made based 
on this feedback. Participation in both studies was confidential and voluntary. 
Participants were able to withdraw at any time.  
We compared the similarities and differences of researchers considering their 
scholarly activities. In our interviews, a set of eight randomly selected faculty 
members from different disciplines on campus (see Table1) were invited to participate 
in personal interviews. Interviews lasted 45-60 minutes. Most of the faculty 
interviewed, supervised a research group with active researchers. The interviews 
started by discussing the current practices in the research group using open-ended 
questions. Then we moved to cover the unanswered questions from our set of 
questions. Interview sessions were manually transcribed. Transcriptions of all the 
discussions were manually coded.  
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Table 1. Scholars IDs and rank 
ID Research Area Rank 
1 Statistics  Associate Professor 
2 Petroleum engineering Assistant Professor 
3 Biology Assistant Professor 
4 Management  Assistant Professor 
5 Chemical Engineering Professor 
6 Microbiology Professor 
7 Education Associate Professor 
8 Computer Science  Assistant Professor 
The survey was sent to different university departments and social reference 
manager groups. In the survey, samples were random, independent and quite large, so 
we used statistical hypothesis testing techniques to investigate how using the SRMs 
affects the research process. We used Pearson's chi-square test (X2) and Analysis of 
variance (ANOVA). 
4   Results and Discussion  
4.1   Interview   
Scholars differ in their reading habits, but in general they agreed that they skim the 
paper first by reading its abstract, conclusion or results section, and then decide if 
they will read the complete paper. While some get lost while moving between 
different papers and references, some kept notes and focus on high impact papers. 
They agreed that they stop working on literature review when they have enough 
information and literature content starts to repeat itself. 
Most scholars said that they come across at least few articles that would add value 
to their completed or published work if they knew it exist. In line with conclusions 
that previous studies showed researchers are finding some difficulties locating their 
needs as P1 commented:  
 
“I know the information is there, but I don’t know how to reach it in a short 
period of time”. 
 
Scholars mentioned a number of difficulties during the literature review process. 
Several scholars complained about the repeated results during the continuous search 
process as P2 stated: 
 
“I would like to have a way to remove the previously viewed results from 
my new search results or when checking for new citations. Worse than that, 
when I get some search results that are already stored in my articles 
collection or reference manager and I start to view them again since my 
collection is huge and I can’t remember all articles, which is totally useless”.  
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In saving and organizing articles some scholars were still printing articles, and 
when asked why they didn’t move to use advance ways, they said they have been 
using it for long time and don’t want to jump between several tools as P3 commented: 
 
“I print all the papers I need and organize them using authors’ names. 
Although it may take some time to find what I need, however this way works 
for me since my graduate school”.  
 
Few scholars feel satisfied with organizing their papers and notes using folders and 
text files, as P5 explained: 
 
“I have been using folders to organize my papers and notes based on 
projects. I know all my folders and when I need anything, I can go back to 
the project and to the subfolders”.  
 
One scholar was even using general organizing tools as P6 explained: 
 
“I am happy using my old file organizing tool version 1.0.” 
 
Several scholars used reference managers and share references among their groups. 
However, others when asked why they don’t use a reference manager most were 
concerned with the learning curve time and possibility of delaying their work as P6 
commented: 
 
“I have used the free reference manger provided by the university library. 
Although it was good, it needs a license and continuous update which 
delayed my work especially when I move between several places.” 
 
Reference managers are becoming an integral tool during the research progress. 
When asked why P4 was using a reference manager he explained:  
 
“I have around 12,000 articles and I am daily adding few more. I also share 
some with other scholars”. 
 
Scholars take notes on their printed articles or in reference managers. Others were 
using some online note-taking sites or emails. Few were even using text files and 
attaching to them all saved articles, notes or ideas. When asked how she remembers 
where a paper or saved note is, P1 said:  
 
“I have a strong memory, so I know most of my printed papers and the 
attached notes”.  
 
To keep up to date some researchers do a repeat manual search and were not aware 
of alerts as P5 stated: 
 
“I repeat some searches from time to time and check if there are any new 
articles to read. Having a tool that can provide me with my research interests 
can save me a lot of time”.  
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Most scholars have collaborated with other scholars. A major reason was to expand 
their knowledge and speed the work progress. They select whom they want to collaborate 
based on others’ reliability and ability to collaborate. Some scholars didn’t know how the 
SRM works, and they didn’t want to spend time exploring them as P3 commented: 
 
“I am busy with my work and getting my tenure. I don’t want to spend time 
using SRM and adding friends so that I can get the articles 
recommendations”. 
 
However, after knowing how easy SRM works, some were willing to test them and 
later sends us a thank you letter. A number of researchers expressed regret about their 
lack of awareness regarding SRMs. P7 was surprised to hear about the SRMs: 
 
“I never heard about the SRM. Actually, I have searched Facebook 
applications to share my references online with friends, but end up using 
emails and Google docs”. 
 
SRM users showed some concerns about accuracy of the bibliographic data as P8 
explained: 
 
“I usually found some errors, missing bibliographic data or duplicate social 
bookmarks. So, I usually verify its data with the article published press 
website”. 
4.2   Survey  
156 researchers participated in the online survey as follow (17 faculty members, 5 
postdoctoral, 84 doctoral students, 28 master students, 22 undergraduate students). 
There were 124 male respondents and 32 female; 64% were between 26 and 34 years 
old. Participants were from 13 different disciplines. We applied several tests to find 
any significance in the results (p=p-value). We compared how researchers saving 
methods influence other scholarly activities. Saving methods were using computer 
folders/directories, reference managers or SRM.We found that SRM users differ 
significantly from other users in how they search for articles (X2=44.31, df=4, p < 
0.001). While most researchers used general or specific search engines, 40% of the 
SRM users search within SRM environment. They explained using SRM to search 
since it has more relevant and newer results, connecting with like-minded researchers 
or even accurate bibliographic data. SRM users also use tags more often than other 
users. We found a significant relationship between using SRM and tags usage 
(X2=19.032, df=1, p < 0.001). SRM users were able to find more related articles to 
their research interests than other users. However, there was no significant 
relationship between using SRM and finding related topics (X2=2.11, df=1, p < 0.05). 
Publications overloading is still a major challenge for most researchers (78%) even 
for SRM users. However, there was no significant relationship between publications 
overloading and saving methods (X2 = 0.79, df=2, p < 0.05) or between publications 
overloading and how users organize their articles (X2=1.35, df=1, p < 0.05). 
Organizing methods were divided into folders, tags or visual tools. Some SRM users 
show an interest using visual tools but there were no strong evidence of a relationship. 
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Researchers who use folders get lost more often when reading and moving between 
articles. We found a significant relationship between saving methods and getting lost 
while reading and navigating between articles (X2=12.71, df=6, p < 0.05). We found 
another significant relationship between saving methods and taking notes on printed 
papers (X2=5.64, df=1, p <0.05). Researchers that take notes on papers constituted 
68% of those that use folders, 50% of those that use reference managers and only 
19% of those that use SRM. Furthermore, we found a significant relationship between 
using SRM and taking notes within the SRM (X2 = 17.03, df=1, p < 0.001). 
We found a significant relationship between saving methods and researchers first way 
to retrieve articles (search or browse) they read recently (X2=9.98, df=2, p < 0.05). Those 
that start with search were only 31% of those that use folders, 50% of those that use 
reference managers and 63% of those that use SRM. There was a significant relationship 
between saving methods and whether they collaborate with other users or not (X2=6.82, 
df=2, p < 0.05). Those that collaborate were 59% of those that use folders, 80% of those 
that use reference managers and 81% of those that use SRM. 
Most researchers collaborate with others (67%) with different reasons mentioned: 
share and expand knowledge, make new connections, increase possibility of getting 
funds, motivation, speedup the work or publish more. Researchers that don’t 
collaborate provide different reasons such as, busy with their research, hard to 
compile/ synchronize the work or don’t know other users with similar interests. 
Finally, we found a strong evidence that saving methods have an effect on 
researchers satisfaction while searching (F=37.80, P < 0.001), while retrieving articles 
(F=4.67, P < 0.05) and organizing articles (F=4.66, P < 0.05).  
5   Conclusion and Future Work 
This study investigated the current practices and dynamic scholarly activities. It 
illustrates the remarkable effect that SRMs have had on the scholarly process. The 
SRM plays a significant role in finding and organizing scholarly articles, connecting 
researchers, improving collaboration, providing article recommendations, increasing 
scholarly awareness and revolutionizing scientific communication. SRMs have the 
opportunity to meet more researchers’ information needs and improve their 
information-seeking behavior.  
Academic libraries need to increase the awareness of research technologies 
available, especially since SRMs are relatively new tools; most users get familiar with 
a tool and need to be motivated to change to better technologies later. SRM allows the 
research community to gain many benefits and could have enormous impact in the 
future on the overall research process. 
A 2006 study [31] found that nearly all graduate students (96%) reported that 
academic staff (e.g., advisers, professors and committee members) influence their 
research and information seeking. We would like to investigate if SRM has any 
significant effect on research groups toward building online collaborative research 
communities. We intend to investigate more the effects of SRMs on the research 
process and develop a collaborative research model of dynamic strategies. We plan 
also to investigate how visual tools can influence SRM usage. 
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Abstract. Fingerprint management systems support millions of im-
ages and complicated but imperfect image identiﬁcation algorithms. The
forensic community requires a set of digital library services to support
large image collections, execute identiﬁcation algorithms, and analyze ex-
periments that test identiﬁcation algorithms in development. We present
a model and prototype system capable of testing and analyzing ﬁn-
gerprinting algorithms in terms of identiﬁcation performance based on
matches of a known image to partial images, distortions of the images,
and sub-regions of the images. These services are provided based on
our framework for composing a set of services and a ﬁngerprint image
collection. The prototype will be useful in collaborations connecting sev-
eral algorithm development eﬀorts, and in composing an experimenta-
tion workﬂow. We also describe extensions of these services into other
domains.
Keywords: ﬁngerprint collections, algorithms, experiments, analyses.
1 Introduction
Fingerprint identiﬁcation has been a staple of forensics and criminal justice for
more than a century. National ﬁngerprint collections contain millions of images
and are searched by extracting details on the unique ridge structure and minu-
tiae. Minutiae are common features in a ﬁngerprint. Developing algorithms for
image retrieval, comparison, identiﬁcation, compression, and analysis remains an
active ﬁeld. Fingerprint management systems have been developed to maintain
recorded prints in civilian, military, and criminal collections in addition to crime
scene collections. The FBI ﬁngerprint system contains around 66 million criminal
and 25 million civil images [4]. The largest ﬁngerprint collections are proprietary
or government-owned and are not released for public usage. Researchers cur-
rently lack a digital library (DL) for human training and the developing, testing,
S. Gradmann et al. (Eds.): TPDL 2011, LNCS 6966, pp. 179–191, 2011.
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and training of ﬁngerprint identiﬁcation algorithms. Such a DL would be useful
for studying and modifying existing algorithms that detect minutiae, ridges, sub-
images, and full images. To support identiﬁcation tasks, digital library services
are required to expose large image collections, support algorithms, and maintain
algorithm analysis experiments.
We propose a ﬁngerprint digital library with services to manage collections,
algorithms, analysis experiments, and experiment results as shown in Fig. 1. The
provided services allow researchers to gauge the quality of matching algorithms
for distorted and sub-region images. While the services are tailored to ﬁngerprint
images and speciﬁc algorithms in the prototype implementation, we propose a
generic model for maintaining scientiﬁc data and plugging tools or algorithms
into a testing environment. The goal of this work is to present a model and
prototype of an end-to-end image-based DL experimentation and analysis service.
Fig. 1. Workﬂow framework: ﬁngerprint images, feature or distortion datasets, and
image-processing algorithms are used in experiments to analyze algorithm performance
This paper describes ﬁngerprint images and collections in Section 2, algo-
rithm and analysis services in Section 3, a proposed framework and prototype
experiment DL in Section 4, and then a summary and plan for future work.
2 Fingerprint Image Collections
Current research into ﬁngerprinting algorithms is hampered by the lack of a
large, well-deﬁned testing dataset and infrastructure for executing new or revised
algorithms. Testing ridge mapping algorithms for quality assurance is currently
a human-intensive endeavor due to computational errors because of fuzziness
and blurriness in distorted images. On a similar note, ascertaining the quality
of feature extraction algorithms also requires comparisons to human identiﬁed
features.
2.1 Fingerprint Images
For over a century, ﬁngerprints have been classiﬁed by features clear to human
observers. Historical classiﬁcations of ﬁngerprint features include combinations
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of archs, loops, and whorls. Finer-grained features are labeled minutiae, which
are several points along ﬁngerprint ridges. Ridge points include terminal ends,
islands, and forking locations, called bifurcations, see Fig. 2. Fingerprint sub-
regions can be diﬀerently aﬀected by ﬁnger pressure, direction of movement,
stretches, and humidity, with several levels of quality compared to an original
print. Humidity levels include wet, proper, and dry, see Fig. 3.
Images used in ﬁngerprinting are often not perfect specimens. In a forensic
setting, crime scene evidence might be a partial, smeared, distorted, or overly
humid ﬁngerprint. In order to train algorithms and software with poor qual-
ity ﬁeld images, distorted example images must be generated to analyze each
potentially troublesome factor. Several types of distortions may transform high-
quality ﬁngerprint images on record to what are found as poor-quality images
in actual evidence. A distorted image may have displacements in the x and y
directions on a plane, a distortion common with partial images. Rotations and
skin plasticity also distort images, as is shown in Fig. 4. Notice that when the
skin’s focal point of contact is where pressure is applied, rotations and plasticity
will cause multiple portions of an image to be skewed diﬀerently.
In this study, we use real ﬁngerprint images from Fingerprint Veriﬁcation
Competition (FVC) 2000 DB1 and DB2, consisting of 880 images (110 diﬀerent
individuals who are 20 to 30 year-old students, about 50%male). For latent image
analysis, we used the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
Special Database 27 as a real dataset of ﬁngerprint minutiae from latent and
matching tenprints. These datasets are widely used by researchers and trainers.
Fig. 2. Highlighted ridge termina-
tion and bifurcation minutiae
Fig. 3. Fingerprint humidity
Fig. 4. Fingerprint distortion parameters indicated (left) and skin distortions [6] (ro-
tation and translation) model example (right)
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2.2 Distorted Image Collection
Four sources for ﬁngerprint images include crime scenes, citizen databases, dis-
tortion collections, and training materials [4]. A ﬁngerprint collection would be
incomplete without numerous examples and combinations of classiﬁcations and
minutiae. Our eﬀorts presented here are to develop a DL for distorted images to
be used in identiﬁcation and matching algorithm analysis services for DLs that
support the three other types of image sources.
A large set of distorted images from a known image is needed in order to test
search algorithms. For the distortion parameters displayed in Fig. 4, the number
of distorted images with full compositions of distortions will grow at a rate of
10k, where k is the number of distinct levels selected for each distortion. For
example, if k = 5, the levels of -8, -3, 2, 7, 12 pixels might be selected for x-axis
displacement, and over 100,000 distorted images would be produced from the
full-factorization of the ten parameters. Note that the number of levels could vary
between distortion factors. Initial images in a distorted image collection come
from human ﬁngers, toes, palms, and foot pads. Assuming prints from entire
palms and foot pads could be captured in one large image, a single human would
produce 24 initial print images. Distorting each print over only ﬁve levels for the
ten parameters leads to a sizable collection of 2,400,000 images per human.
Due to the extreme number of possible distorted images derived from a sin-
gle human, especially as k grows large, high-quality algorithms need training to
identify matches. A distortion collection is needed to build an algorithm test-
ing platform with known ﬁngerprint matches to test matching precision, recall,
false negatives, false positives, and conditions that lead to low levels of certainty.
Such a collection is useful in analysis to determine the contribution of each dis-
tortion in order to provide feedback to prediction algorithms. The collection we
have developed uses a small set of initial images to allow for a larger number of
distortion parameter levels. A system for managing distorted image collections
also may determine which factors contribute to negatively impact matching al-
gorithms. In order to conduct such analyses, each distorted image and sub- or
partial image is stored with its generation parameters, provenance, and relation-
ships to the unaltered initial image and other distorted images. Storage space
plays a major factor in developing image collections. Currently, we have limited
k to 5 as a terabyte of distorted images are generated per ten initial images.
3 Analysis and Experiment
To support a typical ﬁngerprint algorithm analysis workﬂow, we have developed
a DL services model and implemented a prototype instantiation. The workﬂow
includes ﬁve stages: image harvesting, distortion image generation, algorithm ex-
ecution, result harvesting, and algorithm performance analysis. With this model,
researchers are able to investigate how an algorithm performs with synthetic,
ﬁeld-quality images. In particular, researchers are provided with an analysis
framework that could be used to determine which image distortion parameters
eﬀect feature identiﬁcation. The targeted workﬂow model framework pairs new
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algorithms with image collections to allow analysis on which image characteris-
tics eﬀect algorithm performance, as seen in Fig. 5. Previous work has deﬁned
the format for formally deﬁning DL services that we will employ [2]. Formal
deﬁnitions already exist for generic versions of several of our ﬁngerprint-speciﬁc!
services, e.g., searching and visualizing [2]. The services in the following section
are implemented in the prototype’s initial workﬂow.
Fig. 5. Analysis and Experiment Services in DL framework
3.1 Analysis and Experiment Services
Analysis and Experiment Setting. Each algorithm to be used in experi-
mentation requires an algorithm-speciﬁc description of which outputs to process
for analysis. The minutiae extraction algorithm requires analysis on the number,
pixel location, and quality of identiﬁed minutiae. The ridge tracing algorithm
requires quantiﬁcation and analysis on ridge identiﬁcation. The matching algo-
rithm requires analysis to determine if the set of selected minutiae was suﬃcient
in making a match. One required step to begin an experiment is to set up all
the input parameters using the ‘Selecting algorithm/images’ service to choose
which images and algorithms should be selected in an experiment run.
Distortion Generation and Image Processing. After high-quality real-
world ﬁngerprint images are submitted, a distortion generation algorithm takes
a set of values for the ten distortion parameters used in [6]. Each distorted image
then is added to the DL collection along with a link to the original image and
the parameters used in the image generation. In environments with low amounts
of disk storage available, the image generator may be used to generate distorted
images on a just-in-time basis, and images may be removed after usage though
their metadata or generation script is archived.
For the image processing service, there are two approaches to the extraction of
minutia and ridge features: binarization and gray scale. Binarization approaches
typically use image processing techniques such as sharpening, histogram equal-
ization, and enhancement, while gray scale approaches often exploit ﬁltering
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with a Gabor ﬁlter to enhance gray scale ﬁngerprint images. This service can be
considered as a converting service, similar to the distortion service, and thus has
the same 5S formalization [2]. See Table 1 for basic terms and deﬁnitions.
Table 1. Basic Terms and Deﬁnitions of 5S formalization [2]
Term Deﬁnition Term Deﬁnition
DOi, DOj digital objects i, j ∈ C V Vertex
C a collection ∈ Coll Stmi Ψij .Dom
Coll a set of collections Ψij .Dom V × Streams
stmj a stream S
3 Streams ∪ Structures ∪ Spaces
stj a structure tfr S
3× Spaces
Ψ V × Streams ⇒ (N × N) spj a space j
St2 a set of functions Ψ
Informally, distorting and image processing take a digital object and produce
a distorted version by changing its streams, structures, or structured streams as
deﬁned in the 5S framework [2], an alternative to the DELOS reference model1.
Definition. Distorting/image processing is a service deﬁned as f : doi ⇒
doj , given a digital object doi. The input and output structures for this ser-
vice are doi and doj . The pre-condition and post-condition for this service are
∃C ∈ Coll : doi ∈ C and ∃C ∈ Coll : doj ∈ C.
Minutiae Extraction and Ridge Tracing. A minutiae extraction algorithm
is used to identify the locations and quality of major features, e.g., ridge bifur-
cation and termination. A third algorithm attempts to automatically trace the
ridges in images resulting from smears, partial-smudges, or high humidity. High
humidity refers to an overly oily or wet print that causes ridges to run together.
Definition. These two feature extraction algorithms form a service, extracting,
that can be informally deﬁned as given a digital object, produce a descriptor from
the object that represents the digital object. User input is required as stmi and
outputs are (stj , Ψij). Pre-condition and post-condition are stmi ∈ Streams and
stj ∈ Structs;Ψij ∈ St2; stmi ∈ Ψij .Dom; stj .V ∈ Ψij .Dom, respectively.
Matching and Searching. A fourth algorithm for matching and searching
attempts to use 3, 6, or 9-point triangles of high-quality minutiae locations to
identify matches between two images as groups of minutiae are less susceptible to
distortions. This matching algorithm stems from attempts to reduce the eﬀects
of small distortions on the identiﬁcation of minutiae location and quality.
Definition. This process can be deﬁned as a binary operation service f(doi, doj)
= k, k ∈ R, compared to a service such as rating and measuring which is a
unary operation f(doi) = k, k ∈ R, where a real number k is a similarity score.
1 See www.delos.info
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Evaluating. Evaluation is a critical service among these experimental services.
Evaluation criteria can be 1) algorithm performance, 2) algorithm eﬃciency,
3) minutia reliability, and 4) image quality. First, performance metrics include
indicators used in the FVC such as 1) number of rejected ﬁngerprints during
enrollment; 2) number of rejected ﬁngerprints during genuine matches; 3) num-
ber of rejected ﬁngerprints during impostor matches; 4) impostor and genuine
score distributions; 5) FMR(t) / FNMR(t) curves, where FMR is the false match
rate, FNMR is the false non-match rate, and t is the acceptance threshold; 6)
ROC(t) curve, where ROC is a receiver operating characteristic; 7) equal-error-
rate (EER), the value that EER would take if the matching failures were ex-
cluded from the computation of FMR and FNMR (EER*); 8) the lowest FNMR
for FMR≤1%; 9) the lowest FNMR for FMR≤0.1%; 10) the lowest FNMR for
FMR=0%; and 11) the lowest FMR for FNMR=0%. Second, metrics for mea-
suring eﬃciency include 1) average enrollment time, 2) average matching time,
3) average and maximum template size, and 4) maximum amount of memory al-
located. Third, minutia reliability and image quality can be measured with the
combination of many diﬀerent maps (e.g., low frequency, high frequency, and
directional).
Definition. Given a digital object, an evaluating service produces an evaluation
(i.e., a real number) for it. Input is doi and output is (doi, wi). Pre-condition is
∃C ∈ Coll : doi ∈ C and post-condition is wi ∈ [a, b] ⊂ R.
Visualizing and Plotting. Analysis results can be visualized by projection to
measurable spaces. Visualization techniques can be used to analyze the appear-
ance and disappearance of minutiae over distortion degrees.
Definition. Visualizing and plotting can be described as processes that, given
a collection, produce visualizations such as charts, histograms, plots, or meshes.
Input for a visualizing service is a collection C and a transformation k, and
output is a space j. Pre-conditions and post-conditions are C ∈ Coll and
tfrk(C) = spj ∈ Metric.
3.2 Example Experiment Scenarios
Using these services, we have carried out three pilot experiments to analyze
the eﬀects of distortion on image quality. These experiments were performed
regarding ﬁngerprint suﬃciency to provide objective standards of image quality.
Matching Score Accuracy Experiment. The ﬁrst experiment analyzed the
eﬀects of skin distortion, speciﬁcally rotation and x-axis and y-axis displace-
ments, on matching scores. This experiment followed the path: distorting ⇒
minutia extraction ⇒ matching ⇒ analysis⇒ visualization. An example ex-
periment for y-axis displacement is illustrated in Fig. 6. These led to another
experiment to answer: “how does the distortion (e.g., rotation and translation
in the skin distortion model) aﬀect the number of minutiae?”
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Fig. 6. Example analyzing eﬀects of y-axis displacements on matching quality: (a) skin
distortion model selected; (b) distorted images; (c) histogram of y displacement versus
sum of matching score; (d) plotting of minutiae spatial distribution
Minutiae Count and Reliability. This experiment investigates the eﬀects
of distortions on minutiae count. We hypothesized that it would diminish the
number of minutia points. For this experiment, we required minutia extraction
services. This experiment was accomplished by following this path: distorting ⇒
minutia extraction ⇒ analysis⇒ visualization. Fig. 7 shows that the number
of minutiae increased as distortion increases.
Therefore, we investigated the eﬀects of distortion on minutiae reliability,
using the same experiment path used for the minutiae count test. In this case,
minutia reliability was extracted and graphed to show the eﬀects of distortion on
extraction. In Fig. 8, the x-axis represents the amount of translation distortion
ranging from -5 to +5 pixels for the x-axis and y-axis of a given image. (0,0)
means no distortion in any image’s axis, (0, -1) means y-axis distorted by -1. The
y-axis represents reliability scaling from 0 (not reliable) to 100 (very reliable). We
observed that average reliability and minutiae distortion are inversely related.
Fig. 7. Number of minutiae in translation distortion
Fig. 8. Average minu-
tiae reliability: images
distorted by translation
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Minutiae Plotting on Fingerprint. Plots for minutia reliability of each image
follow the path: distorting ⇒ minutia extraction ⇒ analysis ⇒ visualizing.
The results shown in Fig. 9 revealed that distortions have introduced false pos-
itive minutiae with low reliability, degrading the average minutia quality. The
red points on the ﬁngerprint image indicate low quality minutia points, whereas
green points indicate high quality minutia points. The scale assigns red the lowest
reliability and blue the highest.
Fig. 9. Spatial distributions of minutia reliability: (a) original image with 28 minutiae;
images which increased (b) and decreased (c) the most in minutia points after distortion
(56 and 26 minutiae respectively); and (d)-(f) minutia reliability of each image
4 Framework and Prototype
We have designed a framework for workﬂowing image-based services, considering
Kepler [5] and related existing systems.
4.1 Workflow, Experimentation, and Analysis Framework
When designing an image-based experiment, a user selects a collection of images
and an algorithm to execute. Each algorithm in our framework is paired, by the
algorithm developer, with an algorithm-speciﬁc analysis script to identify and
extract the phenomenon being tested from the algorithm output. Our experi-
mentation workﬂow involves executing each algorithm with a speciﬁc collection,
e.g., a set of distorted images. After termination of the algorithm, the analysis
service determines the diﬀerences in the algorithm results between the images.
Metadata, such as distortion parameter values, then can be used to analyze each
parameter’s eﬀect on the algorithm’s results. Thus, the framework consists of
building workﬂows of compositions of collections, algorithms, and analyses.
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As an example workﬂow, the number of minutiae located and the assigned
quality score (0.0 to 1.0) for each minutiae is provided by the minutiae extrac-
tion algorithm. An analysis script extracts the Cartesian location and assigned
quality scores. The results from executing this algorithm on the entire set of
distorted images from a base image then is matched with distortion parameters.
The predeﬁned analysis script is executed to speciﬁcally determine the statistical
signiﬁcance of each factor in hindering the identiﬁcation of minutiae. This algo-
rithm requires the distortion generation algorithm as a pre-requisite, forming a
workﬂow involving several algorithmic executions and subsequent analysis.
4.2 Prototype Implementation
We have implemented a basic prototype of this framework to conduct exper-
iments with the feature extraction algorithms previously mentioned. The pro-
totype consists of DL services to manage a distorted image collection, select
and execute an algorithm, and execute analyses. The analysis processes allows
a researcher to hold several parameters constant by careful selection of distor-
tion parameters, e.g., x-axis translation, rotations, and skin plasticity. We are
developing a plug-in system for easier integration of new algorithms.
We have developed a collection of real-world images. For several selected
images, we have generated a range of distorted images and produced a ser-
vice for generating new distorted images as required. An experiment was suc-
cessfully designed, executed, and analyzed to determine the eﬀects of humid-
ity, x-translations, y-translations, rotations, and skin plasticity on minutia
extraction.
The prototype includes an online collection of original and distorted images
and a system for selecting and composing service workﬂows. The Google chart
API is used to present results of completed analysis tasks. A web-interface is
used to browse the image collection, image information, distortion parameters
used to generate speciﬁc images, extracted minutiae, and ridge information.
Currently, our prototype system contains 137,785 prints (FVC2000: 3520,
FVC2002: 3520, SD27: 516, self-collected: 629, and distorted: 129,600). For the
preliminary experiments, we generated distorted images from real ﬁngerprints as
described in Section 2.2. As a result of our experiments, the system yielded the
following: 1) matching scores of a minutia extraction module MINDTCT and
BOZORTH3 produced by National Biometric Image Sofware of BIST match-
ing algorithm with distorted image sets (see Figure 6); 2) minutia counts of
MINDTCT algorithm with distorted image sets (Figure 7); 3) minutia reliabil-
ity of MINDTCT algorithm with distorted image sets (see Figures 8 and 9); and
4) improvement of schema presented in previous work [4].
Our framework is scalable but limited by ﬁle system storage space. Current
terabyte storage devices can have roughly 1-10 billion images assuming 800 base
images and 100,000 distortions at 100KB per ﬁle. Distorted image generation
time is 1.0 sec. on a Pentium 4. Both time and space complexity are O(n).
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4.3 Other Applications
This framework, developed for ﬁngerprint testing and analysis, can be applied
to a broader set of domains. Hays and Efros [3] recognize the location pictured
by a given image by extracting visual features of that image and matching them
to a previous known geo-tagged image database. The most similar geo-tagged
images retrieved tell at which point on Earth the given input image is located.
Retrieval algorithms for this type of task are quite precise. A researcher might
test diﬀerent algorithms to check their sensitivity to distorted or rotated images
using the proposed framework.
The problem of astronomical identiﬁcation resembles ﬁngerprint matching in
the sense that once stars are extracted from an input image, they are matched to
a guide stars catalogue. A great number of algorithms for this problem have been
proposed, but as in the ﬁngerprint domain, the precision of star identiﬁcation is
inﬂuenced by extraction of a star centroid and preprocessing of the raw image [7].
The study of how those factors inﬂuence the precision of proposed algorithms,
similar to triangle minutiae matching, can beneﬁt from this framework as well.
5 Related Work
FBI’s Integrated Automated Fingerprint Identiﬁcation System (IAFIS) is a large
ﬁngerprint management system, supporting search capabilities against both la-
tent and ten prints, storing electronic images, and electronically exchanging ﬁn-
gerprints. However, it does not support a series of services for experiment digital
libraries such as experiment setting, distorting, plotting, and visualizing. The
Universal Latent Workstation (ULW) is the ﬁrst latent workstation supporting
interoperability and sharing latent identiﬁcation services with local and state
authorities, and with the FBI IAFIS, all with a single encoding.
Penatti et al. [9] proposed an experiment management tool, Eva, for evaluating
descriptors in content-base image retrieval, providing image descriptors, and
image management, to run comparative experiments. This tool has stimulated
the development of our holistic DL experiment framework. Previous work also
supported scientiﬁc communities in a web-based integration framework [10].
Fingerprint analysis has been challenged by various distortions such as merged
prints, pressured impressions, humidity on ﬁngertips, partial prints, or simulta-
neous prints. Distortions are likely to aﬀect minutia extraction quality, ridge
tracing quality, matching scores, and image quality. The Analysis, Comparison,
Evaluation and Veriﬁcation (ACE-V) and Scientiﬁc Working Group on Friction
Ridge Analysis, Study and Technology (SWGFAST) groups (see swgfast.org)
have worked on ﬁngerprint analysis. Oliveira et al. [8] proposed a multiscale
directional operator and morphological tools for reconnecting broken ridges in
ﬁngerprint images. Huang et al. [1] proposed singular point detection.
From the object perspective in very large digital libraries, Kozievitch et al. [4]
proposed an solution to integrate four diﬀerent very-large ﬁngerprint digital
libraries. A proposed compound object (CO) scheme uses the 5S framework,
modeling diﬀerent types of objects found in those DLs, to allow uniform use
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in an integrated DL. Our work is focused on designing a DL framework, from a
services perspective, to deliver analytical results of an experiment that integrates
related services designed by diﬀerent researchers.
6 Summary and Future Work
Our main contribution is supporting collaborative research for researchers and
trainers with services for generating distorted image datasets, testing diﬀerent
algorithms (e.g., for minutia detection and matching), and managing and work-
ﬂowing scientiﬁc research datasets, algorithms, and analysis results.
We are integrating each implemented service under the proposed framework.
We plan to verify this prototype in terms of algorithm correctness before and af-
ter integration. In addition, we will conﬁrm that ﬁndings of experiments relate to
the practice of researchers and ﬁngerprint analysts. We also plan to incorporate
(training and matching) algorithms from three other types of ﬁngerprint DLs [4]
with our collection of distorted images. Astronomy and geo-location identiﬁca-
tion domains provide a parallel corpus of algorithms that compare images based
on feature extraction. Comparisons of these algorithms would be useful for cross-
domain generalization.
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Abstract. Interactive query expansion can assist users during their query for-
mulation process. We conducted a user study with over 4,000 unique visitors 
and four different design approaches for a search term suggestion service. As a 
basis for our evaluation we have implemented services which use three different 
vocabularies: (1) user search terms, (2) terms from a terminology service and 
(3) thesaurus terms. Additionally, we have created a new combined service 
which utilizes thesaurus term and terms from a domain-specific search term re-
commender. Our results show that the thesaurus-based method clearly is used 
more often compared to the other single-method implementations. We interpret 
this as a strong indicator that term suggestion mechanisms should be domain-
specific to be close to the user terminology. Our novel combined approach 
which interconnects a thesaurus service with additional statistical relations out-
performed all other implementations. All our observations show that domain-
specific vocabulary can support the user in finding alternative concepts and 
formulating queries.  
Keywords: Evaluation, Term Suggestion, Query Suggestion, Thesaurus,  
Digital Libraries, Interactive Query Expansion. 
1   Introduction 
A general and long known problem with keyword-based search is the so called “vo-
cabulary problem“ or “wording problem” [6]. The same information need or search 
query can be expressed in a variety of ways. Current web search engines often re-
trieve a list of documents where same relevant items are always included – but this is 
mostly a phenomenon of the very large document index. Thus, when using a “wrong” 
term there is still a high probability getting a non-empty result set.  
When we analyze today’s Digital Library (DL) systems or domain-specific databases 
a controlled vocabulary, usually a thesaurus is used to index the publications. DLs often 
consist of metadata entries on the specific publications, descriptive abstracts are optional. 
In this situation the vocabulary problem can become quite serious. If the searcher doesn’t 
use one of the controlled terms the document was indexed, the chance of getting relevant 
documents is low. There is a significantly higher chance to retrieve an empty result set. 
Users tend to adapt their search strategies to work around these drawbacks. In a user 
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study done by Aula et al. [1] one expert articulated: “I choose search terms based not 
specifically on the information I want, but rather on how I could imagine someone word-
ing […] that information.” 
Modern information-seeking support systems (ISSS) try to make use of a variety of 
automated approaches to transform and expand textual queries e.g. by using stop 
word lists, stemming or spelling correction. From the perspective of interface design 
interactive query reformulation still is an open research issue. [11]. 
In the following paper we will present the results of a user study with more than 
4,000 unique visitors in the online information portal Sowiport1. Users were con-
fronted with three basic term suggestions services based on (1) user-search-terms, (2) 
terms from a terminology service and (3) terms from a domain-specific thesaurus. As 
a novel approach, we have created a term suggestion service that combines thesaurus 
terms and terms from a domain-specific search term recommender. We will present 
related work in section 2, followed by the evaluated vocabularies and services in 
section 3. We will proceed with the conducted evaluation in section 4 and will present 
results in section 5. We conclude this paper with a discussion in section 6. 
2   Related Work 
We will present two different perspectives on query reformulation tools: the origin of 
the proposed terms and the different types of reformulation tools. 
As Efthimiadis [5] points out interactive query expansion (IQE) can be divided in 
two types of IQE mechanisms: (1) those that are based on collection dependent or 
independent knowledge structures and (2) those that are based on the search results. 
The difference between these approaches is the origin of the data to propose terms 
from. The terms that are presented to the user can either be retrieved from a know-
ledge structure like e.g. thesauri or from the documents that are included in the search 
result (e.g. to perform a pseudo-relevance feedback). Regarding this characteristics 
Vechtomova et al. [18] compared two approaches for query expansion (QE) based on 
term co-occurrences. The first approach was a global co-location analysis where the 
entire document collection was used to extract related terms. The second approach 
only used terms from a local subset of the retrieved documents. This local approach 
clearly performed better than the global one. The difficulties in the first global ap-
proach seemed to lie in proposing too unspecific and too general terms [3]. The  
authors argued that users need to have a more context specific QE mechanism. 
The fact that users need supporting mechanisms to correctly formulate their queries 
is supported by the user studies of Hargittai [7]. She found that 63% of the partici-
pants made a typographical or spelling mistake of some kind, and among these, 35% 
made only one mistake, but 17% made four or more errors during their entire session. 
This is supported by the search engine logs analysis of Cucerzan and Brill [4]. They 
found that 10 – 15% of the queries had typographical error.  
Hearst [8] described two types of supporting: spelling suggestions/corrections and 
automated term suggestions. Term suggestion can be further differentiated in pure 
term and query suggestion like shown by Kelly et al. [10]. While a term suggestion is 
                                                          
1
 http://www.gesis.org/sowiport 
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only focused on single terms, a query suggestion tries to combine suggested terms 
with other terms and present them to the user as a new and complete query. Query 
suggestions therefore can provide alternative viewpoint and can help to explore unfa-
miliar scientific areas. Like Kelly showed users preferred the query suggestion me-
thod and rated it higher. This included the ability to help them think about new  
approaches for their search. 
Query and term suggestions are implemented in many modern web search engines but 
many systems only try to make suggestions based on prefix matches (user types “soc” 
and the system suggests “social”, “society” and so on) while the actual origin of the sug-
gestions remains unclear. A typical representation of this kind of suggestion was shown 
by White and Marchionini [20]. They performed a study on an interactive method, which 
they called “real time query expansion”. After the user types a word and presses the 
space bar, the system presents terms based on the surrogates of the ten top-ranked docu-
ments. On these prototypes White et al. [19] conducted a usability study with 36 partici-
pants, each doing two known-item tasks and two exploratory tasks, and each using the 
baseline system, the query suggestions, and two other experimental interfaces. For the 
known-item tasks, the query suggestions scored better than the baseline on all measures 
(“easy”, “restful”, “interesting”, etc.). Participants of their study were also faster using the 
query suggestions over the baseline on known item tasks and made use of the query 
suggestions 35.7% of the time. Those who preferred the query suggestion interface said it 
was “useful for saving typing effort” and “for coming up with new suggestions”. 
A more general study on Web search interfaces was performed by Jansen et al. [9]. 
They studied a search engine log file from Dogpile.com with 2.5M interactions (1.5M 
of which were queries) from 2005. Using their computed session boundaries (mean 
length of 2.31 queries per session), they found that more than 46% of users modified 
their queries, 37% of all queries were parts of reformulations, and 29.4% of sessions 
contained three or more queries. 
Regarding the combination of these approaches Schatz et al. [16] did a study on 
two different term suggestion methods: one using terms from a subject thesauri and 
the other from term co-occurrence lists. The overall finding was that multiple ap-
proaches resulted in a better search quality. They suggest combining different IQE 
methods and origins in favor of a single method. 
In the following sections we will describe our different term suggestion services 
and the set-up of our evaluation. 
3   Term Suggestion Services 
We implemented three basic term suggestion services with different vocabularies as  
a basis for our evaluation: user-search-terms (UST), a terminology service (HTS) and 
a social science thesaurus (TS). Additionally, as a novel approach, we have created a 
combined term suggestion service (CTS) which combines the social science thesaurus 
and a search term recommender service. 
3.1   Basic Term Suggestion Services 
We use different vocabularies as a data basis for the basic term suggestion services in 
our study that are introduced in the next sections: (1) User-Search-Terms (UST), (2) 
Terminology Service (HTS), and (3) Thesaurus Terms (TS). 
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The service UST is an uncontrolled set of terms extracted from the query log of the 
social science portal Sowiport. We recorded about 28,000 distinct terms entered by 
human users since 2007. The applied service includes all user terms from the query 
log as a flat list of terms without any additional information (see Fig. 1a). The terms 
are chosen by matching the input term against a ranked list of the user terms. The user 
terms are ordered by the frequency count of their usage. 
The service HTS is a controlled set of terms coming from a terminology service 
(called heterogeneity service) implemented in the portal Sowiport [12]. The service 
contains controlled terms from 25 different thesauri with about 26,500 distinct terms. 
The thesauri are connected with intellectually created relations that determine equiva-
lence, hierarchy (i.e. broader or narrower terms), and association mappings between 
terms. To search and retrieve terminology data from the heterogeneity service an 
individual has to enter correct terms from at least one controlled vocabulary of the 
service. For the recommendation service we used an adapted heterogeneity service 
that returns a flat list of related terms ordered alphabetically (see Fig. 1b). 
The Thesaurus for the Social Sciences (Thesaurus Sozialwissenschaften) is an in-
strument to index and retrieve subject-specific information in Sowiport. The list of 
keywords contains about 11,600 entries, of which more than 7,750 are descriptors and 
about 3,850 are non-descriptors. Topics in all of the social science disciplines are 
included. The applied service includes all descriptors from the thesaurus as a flat list 
of terms without any relational data and ordered alphabetically (see Fig. 1c). 
 
Fig. 1. Four implemented term suggestion services: (a) User-Search-Terms (UST), (b) intellectually 
mapped terms (HTS), (c) Social-Science Thesaurus (TS) and (d) Combined Term Suggestion 
(CTS) 
3.2   Combined Term Suggestion Service 
As a data basis for our Combined Term Suggestion Service we use thesaurus terms 
and terms from a Search Term Recommender (STR). Petras [14] proposed a search 
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term suggestion system, which relies on two basic parameters: (1) the controlled vo-
cabulary terms that are used for document representation and (2) the natural language 
keywords that are input by the searcher. The advantage of suggesting controlled vo-
cabulary terms as search terms is that these terms have been systematically assigned 
to the documents, so that there is a high probability of relevant and precise retrieval 
results if these terms are used instead of whatever natural language keywords the 
searcher happens to think of.  
The STR addresses the problem of search term vagueness by performing a co-word 
analysis of the terms of a field in order to recommend more appropriate terms to the 
user. The STR maps query terms to indexing terms at search time by building term-
term-associations between two vocabularies: natural language terms from titles and 
abstracts on the one hand side and controlled vocabulary on the other hand side. The 
associations are weighted according to their co-occurrence within the collection to 
predict which of the controlled vocabulary terms best mirror the search terms. 
In the original implementation Plaunt and Norgard [15] used a likelihood ratio  
statistic to measure the association between the natural language terms from the col-
lection and the controlled vocabulary terms to predict which of the controlled vocabu-
lary terms best mirror the topic represented by the searcher’s search terms. Given a 
training set of documents containing free terms form title/abstract and controlled 
vocabulary terms a dictionary of co-words can be build which includes strength of 
association (the calculated weight). This can be used to predict the possibility of  
likelihood between words.  
Our own implementations rely on latent semantic analysis and support vector ma-
chines. They are applied via the commercial indexing software Mindserver. The used 
service returns a flat list of terms corresponding to the input term ordered by the 
strength of association. 
The combined term suggestion service combines the TS service with recommenda-
tions from the search term recommendation service. Until three characters it shows 
terms from the thesaurus, beginning with four characters it shows an additional sec-
tion with Alternative Search Terms under the TS list. We used the limit of four letters 
to avoid input terms for the STR that leads to poor results. Term suggestions that 
appear in both lists are filtered out and are shown only in the TS section. 
4   Evaluation 
In this section we first present the social sciences information portal Sowiport as a 
real-world environment for our user study. In section 4.2 we describe the logging 
process and the evaluation periods. 
4.1   Evaluation Environment 
We chose the social science information portal Sowiport as a real-world environment 
for our user study. Sowiport integrates literature references, persons, institutions, 
projects, services and studies. It currently contains about 4.8 million literature refer-
ences and research projects from 18 databases, including six databases from Pro-
Quest/CSA, which are available by a national license funded by the German Research 
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Foundation. The German-language share of the databases include the GESIS own 
databases SOLIS and SOFIS, which contain about 500,000 literature references and 
research projects which are indexed intellectually with the Thesaurus for the Social 
Sciences. Sowiport is offered in German and English, the majority of users are from 
German-speaking countries. The portal reaches about 7,000 unique visitors per 
month. The term suggestion functionality has been integrated in the simple search 
form on the home page and in the advanced search form. The term suggestions are 
proposed to the user as a list under the input field. The user can choose a term from 
the list with a mouse click or by scrolling and return. The term is then entered into the 
input field. With a click on the button Search or with Enter the search is submitted.  
4.2   Logging Process and Evaluation Periods 
For conducting the user study, we had to log the entered search terms, the selection 
from the recommendation’s list and the search queries performed. Taking this infor-
mation from the server log can be a very time consuming and error-prone issue. Serv-
er logs are full of records from irrelevant search engines and crawlers and we want to 
make sure only to log data from human users. We therefore implemented a function 
that logs all this information only if a user clicks on the search button or hits enter in 
the search field. In particular we have logged the following information: (1) for a 
selection of a recommendation from the list: entered term, chosen term, position of 
the chosen term, service type, date/time and session id. (2) For a submitted search: 
submitted term, date/time and session id. 
The different vocabularies UTS, HTS, TS and CTS were sequentially activated in 
Sowiport in a time period of about 3 months. Each service was activated until the 
count of visitors using the search had exactly reached 1000 unique visitors. Once the 
number was reached we changed the service to the next one. A unique visitor is iden-
tified technically by an internal ID. The user can perform several actions like brows-
ing or searching in the database, but is recognized only once as a unique user. A user 
session is still valid for two hours if the user performs no further actions. 
5   Results 
In this section we will show the individual results of the conducted user study. In 
section 5.1 we will present results of the use of term suggestion services and in  
section 5.2 we will show a categorization of patterns we have found in the data. 
5.1   Use of Term Suggestions Services 
We used the unit measure of 1000 unique visitors to calculate the share of selected 
recommendations to all users. This number describes the average use of search term 
suggestions based on unique users. For the CTS approach 50.9% of the users used the 
recommendation service, followed by the TS vocabulary with 37.5%, the UST  
vocabulary with 25.2% and the HTS with 10.4%. 
As a second measure we have calculated the share of selected recommendations to 
all searches performed. This number describes the use of recommendations based on  
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Table 1. Summarized results: key figures for each technique, their use in relation to unique 
users and search queries and measures for entered and chosen terms 
 UST HTS TS CTS 
Unique users 1000 1000 1000 1000 
Search queries 3566 3572 4165 3604 
Selected recommendations 252 104 375 509 
Share of selected recommendations to all 
searches 
7.06% 2.91% 9% 14.12% 
Share of selected recommendations to all 
unique users 
25.2% 10.4% 37.5% 50.9% 
Average position of the selected concept 2 2.9 2.1 2.1 
Average count of letters entered to the 
choice of the term 
6.8 9.2 7.7 11 
Average word length of chosen concepts 
(single terms and combinations) 
15.1 16.6 14.8 15.2 
Average word length of single terms 13.2 15.6 13.6 13.6 
5.2   Patterns of Use 
The data indicates different patterns of use, which can be classified in different cate-
gories. We analyzed the evaluation data, identified different categories for the transi-
tion from entered to chosen term and classified them into these categories. We found 
four different categories for all services, two more categories for the User-Search-
Terms vocabulary and one category for statistically near terms of the CTS approach. 
The different categories are: 
1. Simple term completion: the user enters initial letters and chooses a concept from 
the list. 
2. Selecting an already completely entered term: the user enters a concept complete-
ly and then selects the same concept from the list. 
3. Selecting an already completely entered term, after a simple term completion in 
the search before: in the first search the user enters initial letters and chooses a 
concept from the list, in the following search the user enters the complete concept 
and then chooses the same concept from the list. 
4. Term extension: the user enters a complete term and then chooses a concept with 
term extension from the list. 
5. Two complete terms entered, second one changed: the users enters a concept with 
two terms completely and then chooses a concept from the list where the second 
term changes. 
6. Selecting a more abstract concept: the user enters a fine-grained concept and then 
chooses a more abstract concept from the list. 
7. Statistically near term: the user enters a term and chooses a statistically near term 
form the Alternative Search Terms-section of the CTS approach. In contrast to 
the other categories, the terms have no common stem between entered and chosen 
term, but are statistically near. 
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Table 2. Examples for the different categories 
Category Entered term Chosen term 
1 acci accident 
2 accident accident 
3 acci 
accident 
accident 
accident 
4 accident accident analysis 
5 cognitive maps cognitive development 
6 mother-child clinic mother 
7 medicine Doctor-patient-relationship 
Table 3. Frequency of categories in different services with more than 2%. For CTS individual 
results for each section and total results for the whole service are shown. 
Category UST HTS TS CTS 
1 52.98% 52.89% 64.27% 49.71% 2.35% 
52.06% 
2 9.92% 16.34% 13.6% 13.75% 0.4% 
14.15% 
4 36.11% 30.77% 20.53% 4.9% 6.29% 
11.19% 
7     22% 
22% 
Simple term completion is used in more than 50% of cases (TS: 64.27%, HTS: 
52.89%, CTS: 52.06%, UST: 51.98%) in all different services. The high ratio in  
the TS vocabulary indicates that here the proposed terms most likely correspond to 
the ones the user thought of. Selecting an already completely entered concept from 
the list is a pattern that occurs regularly: 16.64% in the HTS, 14.15% in the CTS, 
13.6% in the TS and 9.92% for the UST vocabulary. The explicit selection from the 
list might be a cognitive assurance coupled with an action that chooses a concept in 
the sense of a controlled vocabulary. The user might think that if the system proposes 
a concept, it must be correct even if one enters the term himself before. The selection 
of an already entered term, after a simple term completion in the search before oc-
curred six times only in the TS vocabulary. Here the user might have learned that (1) 
the concept exists and (2) that it leads to (useful) results. (1) is proven to the user 
through the appearance of the concept in the recommendations list, (2) is proven to 
the user by already seeing the result list for this search term. Term extension is the 
second big ratio for term completion: 36.11% for the UST vocabulary, 30.77% for the 
HTS, 20.53% for the TS and 11.20% for the CTS. 
Categories 5 and 6 are patterns that occurred only within the User-Search-Term 
vocabulary. In category five the user enters a concept consisting of two terms and 
then chooses a concept from the list where the second term is changed, what happens 
three times. Selecting a more abstract concept has been a very rare occasion with only 
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two examples: entered term: “mother-child clinic”/selected term: “mother” and  
entered term: “antidiscrimination eu”/selected term: “antidiscrimination”. 
Category 7 exist only for the CTS service and contains statistically near chosen 
terms, which are not simple term completions or extensions with common stem to the 
entered term, but  are statically near terms based on co-word analysis. The number of 
22% for the whole service therefore represents the number that could only be 
achieved by this particular service. 
6   Discussion 
In this study we evaluated an interactive term suggestion service for the domain-
specific DL Sowiport. The service was tested with three different vocabularies (UST, 
HTS and TS) and a combination of TS and STR. 
Term acceptance was generally comparable to other studies dealing with term sug-
gestion methods, where the thesaurus-based method clearly scored best. Here the 
acceptance rate was between 37.5% and 50% (see table 1) which can be compared to 
other user studies in this field [19, 20]. The thesaurus-based method clearly outper-
formed the other single-method implementations which is a strong indicator that term 
suggestion mechanism need to be domain-specific to gain acceptance from the users. 
This can be explained with the “Anomalous State of Knowledge” [2] wherein the 
user is while formulating queries. In this state he tries to map the words and concepts 
describing his problem to the terms of the system while typically fighting ambiguity 
and vagueness of language. This problem especially occurs in highly specialized 
scientific literature databases where often literature reference with spare bibliographic 
metadata is available for matching. 
In scientific communities special discourse dialects evolve. These dialects are not 
necessarily the same dialects an information specialist or user would use to describe a 
document or a concept using a documentation language. The consequence is a serious 
source of vagueness in the query formulation phase. A term suggestion method per-se 
can support the user in this early stage of the search process e.g. choosing an  
appropriate query term which is used in the language of documentation.  
It can be easily seen that different implementations of term suggestion services 
match different suggestion tasks: The simple term-completion tasks (category 1) are 
best matched by the TS, while near terms (category 7) are only suggested by the STR. 
UST can best match the need to extend terms with different concepts (category 4). 
While the categories 1 and 7 can be explained with their immanent features to be an 
expression of the language of indexation (in case of the TS) and an expression of the 
language of discourse (in case of the STR), the UST represents the language of the 
user looking for information. Here we can see the unfiltered search terms and queries 
users are actually using. 
User studies in digital libraries have shown that most users are not aware of the 
special controlled vocabularies used in digital libraries [17]. Hence they are not using 
them in their query formulation. This can be seen in our relatively low acceptance 
rates of 9% of the thesaurus-based implementation. To overcome the acceptance 
problems we derived the plan to combine the rather simple term but most accepted 
completion method (TS) with a more sophisticated term-mapping (STR) approach. 
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We can observe a significantly increase of the acceptance rate because these ap-
proaches complete each other. 
On the one hand the TS service contains terms which are very relevant to the do-
main but on the other hand it is quite limited in its ability to deliver suggestions for all 
possible user aspects. This is due to its size of around 7,750 terms which have to map 
after three entered characters. In contrast the STR can nearly always suggest a con-
trolled term since it maps a total of 1.45 million free terms on the 7,750 TS terms. The 
overall advantages of suggesting controlled vocabulary terms as search terms is that 
these terms have been systematically assigned to the documents, so that there is a high 
probability of relevant and precise retrieval results. 
Our paper, especially the CTS approach, introduces new possibilities of sugges-
tions in domain-specific DL. In the case of the STR we can see that term suggestions 
could provide a broader overview over different areas of a scientific domain or dis-
cussion, which typically involves particular associated concepts (perhaps assuming 
different meanings or directions of thought). The result is a diverse domain perspec-
tive on certain concepts, an effect that can also be achieved by displaying the seman-
tic term mappings themselves. The general assumption of our paper is that term sug-
gestions from several fields of research can provide a new view or different domain 
perspective on a topic in an interactive way. Combining different specific term sug-
gestion methods is not an academic exercise; quite on the contrary, our approach has 
been clearly confirmed by users in a large scale real-life scenario. 
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Abstract. Defective metadata is a significant problem of digital libraries. So far,
automatic error detectors have been in the focus of research interest. However,
recent public projects have shown that patrons are willing to invest time to report
errors if they are called to contribute. In this case-study, we analyze the com-
munity contribution to error detection for DBLP, a public bibliographic collec-
tion. Our study is based on e-mails sent to the project between January 2007 and
November 2010. We manually and automatically identify error reports and ana-
lyze their contribution to corrections of the DBLP collection. We show that users
frequently report certain types of defects while others are ignored. The detection
of homonym-name inconsistencies in particular strongly depends on user input.
We also discuss who sends the reports and which communities are particularly
active in this matter.
1 Introduction
One of the most important tasks that digital library projects face every day is assuring
the quality of metadata records for the entities they store. Threads to the quality range
from missing, incomplete or outdated information to data which is misleading or simply
wrong [10]. Defective metadata have numerous negative effects on the performance of a
digital library. Consider the DBLP bibliographic collection which stores information on
more than 1.6 million publications. The major quality issue of DBLP is the identifica-
tion of researchers which – lacking a better system – has to be done by personal names.
The personal name is a poor identifier because it is neither unique (several persons have
the same name) nor stable (persons change their names). A wrong identification can
cause publication lists to get split or mixed up with the publications of other persons.
There are many algorithmic approaches which have been proposed to detect and
remove inconsistent data. The person-name problem in particular has drawn some at-
tention. Solutions range from learning algorithms designed to detect inconsistencies
(e.g. [4][9]) to clustering approaches which generate person entities by applying simi-
larity or dissimilarity metrics to the citations (e.g. [3][5]). A point which has so far
been neglected are the contributions users make to data quality. There are several open
digital libraries which allow their patrons to edit metadata records or which provide
interfaces which allow error reports from inside the application [2]. For example, the
United States Library of Congress published a set of images on Flickr with the request
S. Gradmann et al. (Eds.): TPDL 2011, LNCS 6966, pp. 204–215, 2011.
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for corrections and additional information. Responses to this call were considered to
help improve the data quality [14]. DBLP, on the other hand, is a closed system with an
interface which does not provide interaction. However, many patrons have the urge to
support the project by pointing out defects. The only way to report a defect is by sending
an e-mail. In this study, we analyze e-mails which were sent to DBLP between January
2007 and November 2010. We show that a significant part of these mails actually re-
ported inconsistencies and that many reports caused modifications to the collection. The
main contribution of the paper is a case study of error reports and their significance to a
widely used digital library. To this goal, we also consider the persons who reported the
defects.
This work is structured as follows: In Section 2 we discuss the underlying data sets
which we use for our study including an evaluation of mails sent to DBLP. In Section
3 we describe the significance of the reports and analyze the properties of the reported
defects. In Section 4 we present results on the persons who submitted the reports and on
the importance of communities to the amount of contribution. We conclude our work
with a discussion of related work.
2 The Data Sets
This work is based on two data sets. One contains all modifications to DBLP since
1999 and the other is a corpus of mails received by the DBLP project between January
2007 and November 2010. At first, we discuss corrections to DLBP in general. Then
we examine the mail corpus with special attention to the way defects were reported.
2.1 Changes and Corrections in DBLP
DBLP grows fast, but besides the newly added publication records there is also a num-
ber of changes to the existing ones. Each publication record is an XML element which
consists of sub-elements or fields that hold the actual metadata. <author> John
Doe </author>, for example, stores one author name. A change to a record can
either add, remove or change a single field. We denote the value of the field before
and after the change as old and new respectively. Some modifications require several
changes. For example, when author J. Doe, who has 10 papers, is renamed to John
Doe there are 10 similar changes – one for each publication record. If these changes
are performed on the same day we call them a correction. We obtain past changes and
corrections from the hDBLP data set1. From this file, we can reconstruct the DBLP data
set for each day since June 1999. For further details on the hDLBP and the extraction
of changes and corrections, please refer to [12]. Between January 2007 and December
2010, we recorded 186,464 changes of which 60,238 (32%) added, 28,126 (15%) re-
moved and 98,100 (53%) modified fields. We also considered changes and corrections
from December 2010 to capture delayed fixes of error reports in the last mails from
November of the same year. The changes group to 122,983 corrections. Tables 1(a) and
1(b) show the number of changes and corrections we recorded for the different types of
fields. For comparison, occurence lists the average number of these elements in DBLP
during the considered period.
1 http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/hdblp.xml.gz
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Table 1. Overview on changes and corrections between January 2007 and December 2010
(a) changes
field occurence changes wait
author 3,150,610 (34.3%) 99,865 (53.6%) 45,073
ee 795,374 (8.7%) 38,872 (20.8%) 29,242
note 13,027 (0.1%) 12,570 (6.7%) 1,480
title 1,432,869 (15.6%) 10,138 (5.4%) 201,813
url 1,148,850 (12.5%) 7,550 (4.0%) 216,764
others 2,372,346 (28.8%) 17,469 (9.4%) 239,995
(b) corrections
field occurence avg. changes
author 70,546 (57.4%) 1.42
ee 38,132 (31.0%) 1.02
note 1,149 (0.9%) 10.94
title 2,226 (1.8%) 4.55
url 7,544 (6.1%) 1.00
others 3,386 (2.7%) 5.41
Not all types of fields are changed with the same frequency. More than half of all
changes alter an author field which underlines the significance of the personal name
problem. ee is a reference to an electronic edition of a paper and usually points to a
publisher’s web site. url stores a link to a researchers web site. These links are listed
on the top of some author pages. In general, changes are rare events. Column wait lists
the expected number of days we have to wait before a specific data field in a specific
publication record is changed – assuming that corrections are evenly distributed. We
will use this fact later to identify changes reported by e-mails. For corrections, the
fraction of author is even higher. avg. changes lists the average number of changes
which make up a correction.
2.2 E-Mails
The mail corpus contains messages to the DBLP project received between January 2007
and November 2010. Most spam and personal messages were removed but the corpus
still contains mails which are no error reports. The majority of mails are written in
English or German. We excluded 23 mails which we could not open. We ignored any
message part which is not plain text. This includes attached PDF files but not HTML
mails. To make sure that we did not miss important information, we manually checked
100 random attachments but found no error reports. Overall, we retained 6311 mails,
1580 written in 2007, 1705 in 2008, 1664 in 2009 and 1362 in 2010.
To learn more about the mail corpus, we conducted a manual examination of 1000
randomly selected messages. In this sub-set, we found 458 messages which were in-
tended as error reports. At this stage, it is not relevant whether a mail actually caused
modifications to DBLP. We also consider mails which request adding or updating a link
as an error report. Name-related inconsistencies are the most important type of reported
errors. There are 217 mails reporting a synonym – one person is listed with different
names so there are multiple publication lists for one researcher. A homonym – a name
which refers to more than one person so publication lists contain the work of differ-
ent writers – is reported 92 times. 28 mails report more than one and up to nine single
defects.
DBLP does not specify a format in which error reports may be submitted. Not sur-
prisingly, there is a wide variety of styles in the mail corpus. Below, we see four typical
examples generated from real e-mails. They all differ in the quantity of given personal
name information (underlined) and citation metadata (printed in bold).
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m1 Please have a look at authors John Doe and John A. Doe they seem to be the
same person and should be merged. Thanks J.
m2 There is a paper My title published in 2005 at venue by J. Doe. The year is
wrong, it should be 2006.
m3 Please have a look at paper conf/venue/XYZ09. I think the author names are
wrong.
m4 There is an error in my 2nd publication. Please have a look at it, John
We considered the way in which persons and citations are referred to. This is impor-
tant as the user is not guided by policies or assisted by user interface. There are different
ways to refer to a person. Each person in DBLP has a unique key which can be found
in the URL of the respective publication list. For Florian Reitz the key is Reitz:Florian.
The name itself can be given as full (Florian Reitz) or in abbreviated form (F. Reitz).
In the order key – full – abbreviated, the names become more ambiguous. If a report
contains person entities 50% of them are identified by the person key and 74% by the
full name. Note that DBLP stores abbreviated names for many publications so using
them is not necessarily a result of a careless submitter.
References to citations are less frequent than references to persons and can be found
in 44% of the reports. This is not surprising given the large number of name-related
defects which are not always related to a single publication. As for persons, DBLP de-
fines keys for citations. If a report contains a citation the most popular information is
the combination of title + authors (61.7%). Citation keys are less frequently used than
person keys. They can be found in 30% of reports with citations. Person keys appear
in the URL of author pages while viewing citation keys requires to follow a link. This
might make them less perceivable for the user. Kapoor et al. [6] noted a similar reluc-
tance to use unique identifiers – DOIs and ISBNs in their case – when storing citations.
However, in the mail corpus, title and authors are sufficient to uniquely identify all cita-
tions. Most submitters preferred to cite publications by using a text fragment containing
all relevant metadata. Machine readable metadata were seldom used, mostly in form of
HTML fragments and BibTeX. Most HTML fragments were copied from the DBLP
web page. No report used the DBLP internal XML representation for citations.
A more significant problem is the use of relative information. In mail m4, for exam-
ple, it is not clear what exactly the 2nd publication is. We found references like this in
60 mails. Most common are the DBLP publication numbers which we detected in 40
mails. These numbers enumerate the publications on an author page. These numbers
are not stable. As a result of this evaluation, we are currently planning to implement a
more restrictive error submission web site. On the one hand, it will force the submit-
ters to give more detailed information but on the other hand, it will also assist them by
proposing complete metadata or personal names.
To get information on the whole mail corpus and prepare further steps of our ana-
lysis, we automatically examined persons and citations in all mails. We used hDBLP to
generate two authority lists which contain the names of all persons listed in DBLP and
all citations respectively. With these lists we searched for person and citation entities in
the corpus. Table 2 lists the number of detected entities for the specified settings. We
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Table 2. Identified person and citation entities with different filters
(a) person
category detected mails
P1 full 14252 4618 (73.2%)
P2 partial 8389 2853 (45.2%)
P3 abbreviated 37051 3430 (54.3%)
P4 key 3101 1783 (28.3%)
P union 59656 5619 (89.0%)
(b) citation
category detected mails
C1 publication key 1215 423 (6.7%)
C2 title + full name 5305 1155 (18.3%)
C3 title + partial name 138 106 (1.7%)
C4 title + abbrev. name 98 45 (0.7%)
C5 title + name key 1464 561 (8.9%)
C6 title + year + pages 4453 980 (15.5%)
C union 6973 1636 (25.9%)
ignored names which are part of other names like Michael Le ⊂ Michael Ley as well as
very frequent names. In addition to abbreviated names, we also consider partial names
which are like full names without middle name parts and name extensions like sen.. The
first column of each table gives the name of the setting. The results confirm the findings
from the manual examination. Abbreviated names are highly ambiguous. We will not
use them in our study because they produce a high number of erroneously identified
person entities.
3 The Reports
To get a global view on the user contributions, we must determine whether a mail is
an error report or not. The manual evaluation covers only a fraction of the mail corpus.
To get information for all messages, we apply an automatic identification algorithm
based on the person and citation entities we automatically detected. We then analyze
the reports and discuss their significance to the quality management of DBLP and the
properties of the repaired defects.
3.1 Automatic Detection of Error Reports
To find reports, we apply a simple heuristic. Consider mail m1 from Section 2.2 which
reports a name-related inconsistency. Fixing this inconsistency requires changes to au-
thor fields which are related to person entities John Doe or John A. Doe. If we can find
such changes in the set of all modifications we call them triggered by m1. We examine
modifications which can be detected up to 30 days after the mail was received. Con-
sider Table 1: the expected waiting time for all types of fields is well above 30 days,
i.e., with high confidence all changes we find are related to this mail. We call a correc-
tion triggered by a mail if at least one of its changes is triggered. For detected citations,
we examine all changes to fields of the respective metadata record. For a person p, we
consider all records of publications authored by p but we register only changes which
have the name of p as old or new value. There are two reasons for doing so: (1) Some
persons have many publications so we examine changes from a large number of fields
which increases the chance of random hits. (2) If only a personal name is given, it is
likely that the defect is related to the person and not to a specific publication. Fixes
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of name-related problems result in changes as described above. We also examine any
modification to the author’s personal record.
We detected 7996 triggered changes which is 4.3% of all changes in the period Jan-
uary 2007 to December 2010. 7486 changes were detected by considering person enti-
ties and 1536 by considering citation entities. The total number for persons is not much
higher than the number for citations because most citations contain personal names as
well. The number of identified persons is much higher than the number of citations so
the larger number is not surprising. The number of triggered corrections is 6195 which
is 4.91% of all corrections. The average waiting time between receiving the report and
the change is 1.28 days if a change is triggered by a citation and 1.52 days if it is trig-
gered by a person. In any case, most reports were processed during the first 24 hours
after being received.
Of all mails, 47.2% triggered changes and corrections which is slightly more than we
obtained from the manual analysis. 77 mails which were listed as reports (16.9%) did
not trigger changes. Of those mails 44 actually contained information on defects which
should have triggered changes. We do not know why these mails were not considered.
17 mails were meant to be reports but the requested corrections were defective. 16 mails
provided insufficient information for the automatic detector. 68 mails labeled as non-
report caused modifications (12.5%). 80% of the non-reports triggered changes to the
author record, i.e., they added or modified homepages or affiliation information. These
data came from the mail signatures and were obviously updated as a side effect. Five
mails were replies to earlier reports and 8 mails contained large lists of citation data. It
is likely that a change can be found for a large list.
3.2 Are Reports Significant for DBLP?
The fraction of triggered changes and corrections to the total number of changes and
corrections seems to be small on first sight. If we consider them more closely we find
that the distribution of field type differs from the distribution we see in Table 1(a). For
example, 53.6% of all changes affect the author field. For the triggered changes, the
share of this field type is 66%. Figure 1 shows the combination of field types for the
different sets of detected entities. All is the union of sets P and C. The author field
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Fig. 1. Affected field types for different filters (for filter names see Table 2)
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is particularly frequent for the citation sets. For C4 – the most ambiguous category
of citation entities – 97% of all changes affect the author field. These citations are
listed with abbreviated names. For abbreviated names, name-related inconsistencies are
much more likely than for citations with full names. As a result, name defects are more
frequent and their corrections are usually more urgent so there is a high number of
reports on this field. We assume that the high number of triggered author changes is a
result of the high visibility of related defects. If an author field is defective the respective
paper will appear in the wrong publication list. This is far more eye-catching than other
defects like a wrong page number. Changes to ee – the second most frequent field type
– are almost never triggered by mails. We considered changes to this field more closely:
most changes were done en masse. More precisely, 95% of all changes to the ee field
were done on just 65 days. The ee field is poorly suited to be reported by mail. Usually,
if a change to a citation of a venue is required all citations must be altered as the web
location for all of them has changed. This type of modification is best done in batch by
using some update script.
The uneven distribution of error reports affects the individual recall values for dif-
ferent types. Table 3 lists the fraction of reported corrections to the total number of
corrections for the most common field types. For most fields, the results deviate from
the average value. The url field in particular has a high contribution. ee on the other
hand is almost never reported. The table also shows the fractions for each year in the
study. We registered the maximum for 2008 where 8.3% were triggered followed by
the minimum in 2009 where this was only the case for 3.65%. However, the number of
triggered corrections is about stable.
Table 3. Fraction of triggered corrections by type for different years
author editor ee note title url others
2007 776 9 6 32 20 270 16 11295.11% 8.11% 0.16% 24.43% 13.25% 13.16% 6.15% 5.24%
2008 1225 20 17 148 27 424 27 18887.97% 19.61% 0.65% 9.55% 3.18% 27.37% 3.66% 8.30%
2009 1098 14 6 127 62 401 26 17345.59% 22.58% 0.03% 5.50% 8.42% 17.36% 3.02% 3.65%
2010 969 8 5 103 489 1633 11 14444.76% 4.68% 0.05% 26.28% 21.47% 14.88% 1.02% 4.20%
4068 51 34 410 214 1338 80 6195
5.77% 11.43% 0.09% 9.36% 9.61% 17.74% 2.72% 4.91%
We see that the majority of induced corrections is related to the author field. If we
consider these corrections with respect to the homonym/synonym problem more closely
we find four relevant types [12]: merge: removes a synonym by unifying all related au-
thor fields to a single name. split: removes a homonym h by changing some author
fields with content h so that the publications stored for h are now divided upon two per-
sons. distribute: reassigns some author fields of a person p to another person p′ which
already existed. Before this correction, p was homonym and synonym at the same time.
rename: Consistent renaming of a person p. p was neither homonym nor synonym. For
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the period between January 2007 and December 2010, we detected 28,151 mergers,
2,658 splits, 10,920 distributions and 13,228 renamings. Among the triggered correc-
tions are 443 distributions, 1,693 mergers, 226 renamings and 417 splits. The mergers,
distributions and renamings make up 6.0%, 4.1% and 1.7% of all corrections respec-
tively. Triggered splits cover 15.7% of their category. Usually, a synonym or homonym
problem is related to a name but not to a single publication. Therefore, it is not sur-
prising that corrections related to name-inconsistencies are far more often induced by
personal names than by citations. The low number of renamings is surprising as they
can not be discovered automatically. We considered renames more closely and found
many cases where abbreviated names were changed to full names. This increase of
information is usually provided by publishers and not by users.
Another class of defect is missing or surplus data. This type of defect is difficult to
detect automatically because similarity or dissimilarity metrics do not work here. We
detected 3253 triggered changes which added a field and 588 which deleted one. The
fraction of all changes is 5.4% and 2.09% respectively. 17.87% of added author fields
were triggered as were 3.1% of the removed.
3.3 Do Triggered Changes Differ from Others?
Now we can compare properties of triggered and non-triggered changes. At first, we
examine the affected citation records. In general, triggered changes affect younger cita-
tions than others. Figure 2(a) shows a box plot for the absolute age of citations, i.e., the
number of days between adding the record to DBLP and the modification. If the change
is triggered the mean citation age is only half as high as if the change is not triggered.
Only few non-triggered changes affect citations which are younger than 100 days. The
median for triggered changes however is only slightly higher (211). Obviously, new ci-
tation records are more interesting for the users. We assume that many persons wait for
their citations to appear and check them immediately. In Section 4.1 we will see further
evidence for this. We expected to find more triggered changes for citations with many
authors. In this case, a defect appears on many author pages. Though there is a tendency
in this direction, this effect is small (Figure 2(b)).
Next, we consider name-related changes. Figure 2(c) shows differences in the num-
ber of publications2. The median and mean values of publications are twice and 3.8
times as high respectively for triggered changes as median and mean for non-triggered.
Persons with many publications are usually more central to the field and therefore de-
fects are detected faster. We examine 200 randomly selected persons with a single publi-
cation who were affected by non-triggered changes. We find a high number of scientists
who published several years ago. We will see that many reports are sent by the person
affected by a defect. Few people with no recent contribution to computer science would
check DBLP for defects. To get a real estimation on the popularity of a person we ex-
amined the number of times the respective author page was viewed by users. Figure
2(d) shows the number of page impressions logged on the main DBLP server between
October 2007 and October 2010. Again, persons affected by triggered changes are more
popular than others. However, 6.9% of these persons have ten or less page impressions.
2 min = 0 because of persons which were added during a change and had no publication before.
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Fig. 2. Box plots of different properties for entities affected by triggered changes (T) and non-
triggered changes (N). Outliers are not displayed.
4 The Submitters
In a final step, we examine the persons who submitted the 2976 automatically identified
error reports. Identifying these persons is not easy. E-mail addresses are usually unique
but a person can have more than one. We tried to parse signatures which can be found
at the end of many mails but there are many different designs and we were not able to
extract reliable data. For this study, we use the sender name – an optional field which
is provided with the mail address. We found 2268 distinct submitters. 1654 of these
submitters are listed in DBLP as authors or editors. Note that we could not identify all
submitters so the number of those who are listed in DBLP is probably higher. However,
there is also a noticeable number of non-scientific staff or young PhD students who
hand in reports.
4.1 Who Submitted Reports?
There are two extremes of user contribution frequency: (1) all reports are sent by a small
group of heavy submitters, (2) many submitters sent a single message each. DBLP tends
towards the second type. Table 4 lists how the submitters are distributed by number
of reports. 83% of the submitters handed in a single report. There are only 11 heavy
submitters who sent more than five reports. Note that the most frequent submitter sent
137 reports (5%). All heavy submitters are listed in DBLP except for one. This person
is a non-scientific worker who was charged with keeping the records of a work group
clean. Figure 3 shows how the reports are distributed among the groups of submitters.
Together the heavy submitters sent 8% of the relevant messages. Having a large number
of infrequent submitters is positive as the project does not want to depend on a single
person. On the other hand, we noted that the quality of reports is higher for frequent
submitters. All heavy submitters usually used citation or person keys if possible and –
with the exception of one person – avoided the problems we discussed in Section 2.2.
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Table 4. Frequency of submitters
reports sent persons listed DBLP
1 1890 1357 (71.8%)
2 275 218 (79.3%)
3-5 92 69 (75.0%)
6-20 10 9 (90.0%)
137 1 1 (100.0%)
137: 5%
6−20: 3%
3−5: 10%
2: 18%
1: 64%
Fig. 3. Fraction of reports
We found that many error reporters are interested in the correction of defects which
are related to themselves. This is not surprising: DBLP has become an important instru-
ment to assess the work of scientists so there is a pressure to assure completeness and
correctness of one’s own entry. Authors also have a more detailed knowledge of their
work which makes it easier to spot defects. 1364 reports (45.8%) triggered a change to
the name of the submitter, 1502 reports (50.5%) altered a publication authored by the
submitter, 480 times, we observed a change to the name records of a coauthor of the
submitter. Altogether 1836 (61.7%) reports triggered changes directly or almost directly
related to the submitter. For the heavy submitters, the number of self-related messages
is much smaller, namely 15.6%. This is not surprising as it is unlikely that there are that
many defects related to a single person.
4.2 Interest of Communities
Computer science consists of several sub-fields. In prior work [11], we showed that for
some of these fields a number of conferences is missing while others are almost com-
pletely represented in DBLP. We can assume that DBLP is less relevant for communities
which are poorly covered than for those with high coverage. This might influence the
number of triggered corrections we find for a sub-field. We apply a sub-field framework
proposed by Laender et al. [7] in 2007 and refined by Martins et al. [8] in 2009. The
framework features 27 sub-fields and a list of 1000 conferences. Each conference is as-
signed to one sub-field. Journals are missing from this list. We computed the percentage
of triggered corrections to citations of a sub-field and compared the result with the total
number of changes.
The percentage of triggered changes differs by sub-field. If we consider all changes
it ranges from 1.2% (Robotics Control and Automation) to 7.8% (Computational Biol-
ogy). The Pearson correlation between coverage of a sub-field and percentage of trig-
gered changes is 0.252. If we only consider changes to the author field values range be-
tween 1.5% (like before) and 13.9% (Databases, Information Theory ...) for the original
core-community of DBLP. The correlation between coverage and fraction of triggered
name changes is 0.414. For non-name related changes the correlation is weaker (0.12).
5 Related Work
The idea of users contributing to metadata quality in general has been the subject of
several studies. Since 2007 the United States Library of Congress has been publishing
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pictures from their archive on the community platform Flickr. As for DBLP, users are
not able to directly modify the metadata but they can post comments. The comments are
similar to mails as they allow free text. Unlike the situation we analyze, the mapping
of comment and picture is always clear and users can view past comments and react
to them. Zarro et al. [14] analyzed the public response to this experiment. They eval-
uated the comments to 1043 pictures in three categories. For one category they found
“Corrections and Translations” for 13% of pictures while for the others the fraction was
at about 1%. The authors state that reports on wrong data “have the potential to be a
great benefit of a commenting system”. Other groups concentrate on technical issues
of submitting reports. Bovey [2] presented an integrated interface which allows regis-
tered users of the Kent Cartoon Center project to modify document metadata. As for
DBLP, all modifications need approval from an editor before they become visible to
other users. The study does not contain results on user contributions.
To the best or our knowledge there has been no study on mail contributions to closed
digital libraries like DBLP. However, there is similar research in the field of open-source
project analysis [1][13]. Open source projects resemble digital libraries. They store
source code documents which are organized by a hierarchical structure. Though the
projects are usually open for direct contribution many users prefer to send corrections
or extensions by mail as a patch. Weißgerber et al. [13] analyzed the mail contributions
of two open source projects.
6 Conclusions
We presented a case study on e-mail-based error reports for the DBLP project. Our re-
sults can not easily be transferred to other applications. However, closed projects like
DBLP – which do not actively invite user contribution or provide a respective interface
– are common and user contribution might be relevant for them as well. In general, cor-
rections caused by error reports make up only 4.9% of all corrections which is a small
percentage. However, for some type of information the contribution is more significant.
The name-inconsistency problem in particular benefits from the work of the users. For
example, reports triggered 15.7% of all split modifications. Name-inconsistencies are
particularly difficult to deal with and any improvement in data quality might lead to
further corrections as the automatic approaches can work on a better data basis.
There are many persons who submit defects. Most of them are interested in correct-
ing defects in their own work but almost 40% of the reports deal with unrelated defects.
There are also contributions from persons who are not listed in DBLP though this is
difficult to estimate. For DBLP we found that user triggered corrections deal with new
defects while other corrections mostly clean older data.
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Abstract. The advent of Internet and digital media has added more complications 
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1   Introduction 
Copyright is defined as the legal protection given to the creator of an intellectual 
property. Such creators “are entitled to exclusive rights, such as the right to display, 
perform, transmit, and copy their own work and prepare new works based on the 
original work” [1]. Copyright law always tries to keep a balance between the interests 
and creativity of copyright holders and the advances of science and technology for the 
benefits of mankind. The ever changing nature of new digital media and use of the 
Internet to broadcast and access material threatens to tip the scale of copyright law in 
favor of either harsher restrictions or more open access. To address these balances 
copyright law must be constantly revised.  
Modern copyright laws in the United States and Europe are based on several 
international agreements.  The three primary international treaties are the Berne 
Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works of 1886, last revised in 
1979, and two World Intellectual Property Organization treaties finalized in 1996: the 
WIPO Copyright Treaty (WIPOCT), and the WIPO Performances and Phonograms 
Treaty (WIPOPPT).  Both WIPO treaties became effective in 2002.  The Berne 
Convention recognized two important aspects of copyright:  the moral rights of the 
author, and the need to have certain free uses of works for criticism, teaching and 
news. However it was left up to the individual signing nations to legislate how such 
exceptions will be permitted for educational use, “provided such utilization is 
compatible with fair practice” [2]. The WIPO Copyright Treaty clarified that 
reproduction rights and exceptions regarding computer programs, no matter in what 
mode or form they are expressed, are covered within the articles of the Berne 
Convention, while the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty did the same for 
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performances and recordings [3, 4]. The wording of each treaty allows for coverage to 
be extended to digitized or web-based modes or forms even though they are not 
explicitly mentioned. The treaties generated much controversy during their initial 
negotiations, and in the aftermath of the final agreements.  These arguments carried 
over to heated public discussions as each signing government drafted legislation to 
meet the terms of the treaty.  Some of the most important issues concerned the moral 
rights of the author, exceptions to copyright, anti‐circumvention of technological 
protection measures (TPM), digital rights management (DRM), and suggested 
remedies for infringement. 
This paper is a comparative study of copyright law and how it has been adapted by 
the United States, the European Union (EU), and selected European nations to address 
the needs of higher education in the digital age.  The focus is on the use of digital 
materials in colleges and universities and how the laws govern educational uses in the 
United States as compared to Europe. Pertinent international treaties, relevant 
lawsuits and court decisions are discussed and philosophical differences between the 
approaches taken by the United States and Europe are described.  
2   Digital Copyright for Higher Education in the United States 
The first United State copyright law was written in the 1700s and covered printed 
media. It was revised many times over the years to address new media and drastically 
rewritten in 1976 under Title 17 of the United States Code. Under US copyright law, 
the creator of an intellectual property has exclusive rights to his or her work. The 
creator receives the copyright automatically without registering with the Copyright 
Office once his creativity appears in a tangible form or “fixed in a copy” [1]. The 
duration of the copyright comprises the creator’s life time plus 70 years after his or 
her death. The basic principles of copyright law governing the printed materials 
remain true today with digital media. 
The U.S. copyright law can be very prohibiting without fair use and other 
exemptions. Literally speaking, it is a violation of copyright if someone is “whistling 
a tune while walking down the street (public performance)” or “quoting from a novel 
in a review (reproduction)” [5]. Therefore to encourage the advances of science and 
technologies as well as teaching and research in other areas, the U.S. Library of 
Congress and the U.S. Copyright Office have made exemptions to allow the use of 
copyrighted materials under special circumstances without asking for the permission 
of the creator or paying royalties. One such exemption is called “fair use”.  
Section 107 of Title 17 in the United States Code is on fair use. The umbrella of 
fair use covers “criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching (including multiple 
copies for classroom use), scholarship, or research” [6]. Use and reproduction of 
copyrighted materials for the above purposes does not need permission from the 
owners and is not an infringement of copyright. Fair use is “by far the most enigmatic 
doctrine in U.S. copyright law and by far the most important. Without it, much of our 
economic and communicative action would constitute copyright infringement” [7].  
It was not until the 1998 Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) that 
copyright law began to directly address digital issues. The new digital law 
incorporated the two 1996 treaties of the World Intellectual Property Organization 
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(WIPO): the WIPO Copyright Treaty and the WIPO Performances and Phonograms 
Treaty. It prohibits circumvention of anti-piracy measures (digital rights management 
systems) for accessing and copying digital works. However, circumvention for 
copying is allowed under fair use. An academic institution is not responsible for its 
faculty or student in copyright infringement unless it involves required materials for 
online courses or the institution has received two notifications for copyright 
infringement in the past three years. Nor are colleges and universities liable for 
infringement criminal charges. Under the new digital copyright law “the institutions 
must provide all of its users with informational materials describing and promoting 
compliance with copyright law” [8]. The US Copyright Office reviews the DMCA 
and revises exemptions every three years.  
The new digital law was met with strong criticism and accused of favoring 
copyright holders. The critics argued that the new law seemed to forbid all 
circumvention of digital rights management systems including fair or non-infringing 
use of copyrighted works. In 2002 the U.S. Congress addressed these concerns with 
the passage of the Digital Choice and Freedom Act, and the Technology, Education, 
and Copyright Harmonization (TEACH) Act. The TEACH act has significantly 
affected education by redefining “the terms and conditions on when accredited, 
nonprofit educational institutions throughout the U.S. may use copyright protected 
materials in distance education-including on websites and by other digital means--
without permission from the copyright owner and without paying royalties” [9].  
The TEACH Act defines what distance learning is and gives detailed provisions 
about fair use in the online environment versus face to face teaching. For instance, the 
digital materials used in distance learning shall be limited to access by the class for 
the duration of the course. The institution must deploy technical measures that 
reasonably prevent the students from retaining the materials beyond the class as well 
as distributing them. The institution must form policies on and provide notice about 
copyright.  
Fair use doctrine has not changed in the digital age. Academic institutions rely on 
fair use to teach, learn, and conduct research using copyrighted materials. However, 
the U.S. Copyright law does not offer a definition of fair use, but enumerates four 
broadly worded factors that courts and everyone else shall consider in determining 
whether a use is "fair" and thus non-infringing [7]. Those four factors are: 
1. the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use if of 
commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes 
2. the nature of the copyrighted work 
3. the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the 
copyrighted work as a whole 
4. the effect of the use upon the potential market or, or value of, the copyrighted 
work [6]. 
The U.S. Congress left the fair use guidelines vague. While both houses suggested 
guidelines in congressional reports that accompanied the legislation, these guidelines 
were not legally binding. Instead Congress deliberately delegated responsibility for 
determining fair use to the to the U.S. courts. Fair use lawsuits have produced many 
court rulings that have helped in defining fair use, for instance: delineating the 
differences between transformative vs. derivative as based on how the copyrighted 
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material is used. Other court rulings have pointedly linked the four factors together, 
though often one factor may be more influential on determining infringement. 
However much interpretation and application of the factors remains on a case by case 
basis. As a result there is much room for interpretation and individual judgment. 
According to a study that “investigated the knowledge, attitudes and experiences of 
media literacy educators regarding copyright and fair use, educators today have no 
consensus around what constitutes acceptable fair practices” [10]. Consequently, each 
U.S. institution has set up copyright policies and compliance procedures based on its 
own understanding of fair use. Disagreements between copyright holders and users 
are unavoidable, leading to more lawsuits. 
U.S. Copyright law grants general infringement exemption to educational 
institutions under fair use. DMCA also included exemptions from criminal charges 
for higher education institutions. As a result educational bodies have avoided being 
overwhelmed with lawsuits. Currently, there are two notable lawsuits for fair use of 
digital works in progress involving Georgia State University and University of 
California, Los Angeles. In 2008 four academic publishers sued Georgia State 
University for putting 6,700 electronic journal articles on e-reserve in Blackboard or 
library system which the publishers asserted eroded into their revenues (Cambridge 
University Press, et al. v. Patton et al.). Since then Georgia State University has 
tightened its digital course reserve policies, but the courts has been ruling in favor of 
fair use by the university. After two years the battle still goes on in court. In 2010 
University of California, Los Angeles was sued by the Association of Information 
Media and Equipment for putting streamed videos online for class use (AIME vs. 
UCLA). UCLA believed that it is fair use and would not back off their practice. 
Plaintiffs in both lawsuits claim that they are aware of copyright infringing practice 
under the pretence of fair use by many colleges and universities.  
3   Digital Copyright in Selected European Countries 
Copyright protections in Europe have a long history, dating back to the 19th century. 
These protections have gone through numerous revisions and changes continue as the 
European Union and individual nations confront new types of material such as 
internet publishing and digitization. Individual members of the European Union are 
responsible for formulating their own legal codes regarding copyright and keep them 
in agreement with the directives passed by the European Union, and statutes agreed 
upon in international treaties. As of February 2010 the European Union and its 
member states have no explicit policy regarding copyright for digitized materials. 
Several countries have attempted to address the matter themselves and encourage the 
Union to discuss and reach an agreement on a new directive for digital use. 
In the last ten years the European Union has issued several Directives to enforce 
the treaties and better harmonize national approaches to copyright. The 2001 
Directive (often referred to as the European Union Copyright Directive or EUCD), 
covered the nature of intellectual property rights, the Directive of 2004 addressed the 
enforcement of such rights, and the Directive of 2009 concerned legal protection for 
computer programs. All three agreements permit national legislation to provide for 
limitations of an author’s copyright in certain special cases that do not conflict with a 
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“normal exploitation or the work” or the “legitimate interests” of the author. Each 
agreement specifically recommends copyright exceptions for educational and 
teaching purposes. Other optional exceptions as detailed in Article 5 of the EUCD 
including private copying, use of copyrighted material by libraries, museums and 
archives, ephemeral recordings, illustrations for teaching or scientific research, use for 
the benefit of people with a disability, press privileges, use for the purpose of 
quotations, caricature, parody and pastiche, use of political speeches and public 
lectures, use during religious or official celebrations, use of architectural works 
located permanently in public places, incidental inclusions of a work in other 
material, and use for the purpose of advertising the public exhibition or sale of artistic 
works. The list gave member nations great leeway by also allowing exceptions for 
additional cases of use having minor importance [11,12,13]. 
The EUCD exception list exemplifies the European approach to what is usually 
called “fair dealing” in member nations. Under this concept the moral right of the 
author stands as the center of copyright policy which serves to protect the property 
rights of the author concerning their creations. These perspectives empower 
legislators with a moral obligation to safeguard rights in a broad fashion that allows 
authors the opportunity to profit from the use of their creation while barring others 
from exploiting these creations. EU members have adapted these exceptions into their 
national laws in accordance with their own norms and traditions. Following the 
pattern of the Directive, member nations have specified specific limits or exceptions 
in long, detailed lists. This sets them apart from the American notion of fair use which 
outlines general criteria limiting copyright. The American method relies on courts to 
decide legitimate exceptions. The European approach emphasizes a legislative 
determination of valid exceptions [5,14]. 
Significantly, no EU Directive or member nation law explicitly addresses the 
digital age and problems confronting educational institutions regarding use of data 
streaming technology or web-based material. This has concerned many member 
nations, especially the United Kingdom and France who have initiated internal 
discussions to revise their copyright laws and bring them more in line with the digital 
era [15]. Their discussions have led the European Union to open deliberations 
regarding copyright for the digital environment [16]. The approach of the three 
leading European economic powers, Germany, France, and the United Kingdom have 
strongly influenced past EU directives on copyright and will likely play a large role in 
whatever new Directive is created concerning the internet, digital works, ISPs and 
enforcing copyright statutes. In line with European traditions, each of the three 
nations prioritize the moral rights of authors and reserves the right of integrity and 
attribution to the author, while recognizing the need for necessary exceptions to these 
rights for education and news purposes.  
All three countries have incorporated the Berne and WIPO treaties as well as all 
EU directives into their copyright codes, and created detailed copyright exception 
lists. However each nation varies in their interpretation of treaty statutes. Differences 
in copyright exceptions, length of copyright protection, and the notion of “fair 
dealing” show why the European Union needs to continue its work at creating greater 
harmony among the member nations approaches to copyright. 
Duration of copyright is one area not yet harmonized. The United Kingdom has the 
greatest variation in the length of copyright issued for different material. For literary, 
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dramatic, musical or artistic works, and film copyright is granted for the lifetime of 
the author or authors plus an additional 70 years following their death. A 70 year 
copyright is also given to anonymous works following their initial publication. Sound 
recordings and broadcasts copyright last for 50 years, while copyright for 
typographical arrangements or anthologies of previously published material lasts 25 
years [17].  
In Germany copyright expires 70 years after an author’s death for general works, 
anonymous or pseudonymous works, cinematographic creations, and computer 
programs. The duration of Photographs and performances copyright is 50 years. 
Works published posthumously are given copyright for 25 years. Editions of non-
copyright scientific works are given a copyright of 25 years [18].  
France has the least complex length of copyright. In France all copyrights last 70 
years after the death of the author or after a pseudonymous work is published. 
However, copyright is extended another 25 years if the author of a pseudonymous 
work is identified after the original copyright has expired [19]. 
As with the duration of copyright, approaches to “fair dealing” and copyright 
exceptions for education and research vary in each country. Of the three countries 
discussed in this paper only the United Kingdom gives a list of copyright exceptions 
under a general concept of “fair dealing.” France and Germany have not codified any 
concept of “fair dealing.” Therefore it is not surprising that the list of exceptions 
varies in each nation, though all three meet the exception statutes of Berne and the 
two WIPO treaties, as well as the three European Union directives. 
The United Kingdom copyright code gives a far more extensive detailed list of 
what copyright exceptions are allowed than do Germany or France. Under the United 
Kingdom’s “fair dealing” section exceptions include reproducing literary, dramatic, 
musical or artistic work for non-commercial research or private study provided that it 
is accompanied by a sufficient acknowledgement, and only 1% of the work is 
reproduced each quarter. A work can also be used for review or criticism or news 
reporting provided that work has previously been made available to the public. This 
exception does not apply to sound recordings, films or broadcast, photographs or 
unpublished material. Other educational exceptions in the United Kingdom include 
activities such as copying a literary, dramatic, musical or artistic work in the course of 
teaching as long as a reprographic process is not used (reprographic process means 
using a fax machine, photocopier or any appliance which makes multiple copies). 
“Fair dealing” also includes performing, playing or showing copyrighted works in a 
school, university or other educational establishment for educational purposes 
provided the audience consists of only teachers, pupils and other school officials, and 
recording a broadcast for non-commercial educational purposes in an educational 
establishment. Libraries are permitted to send copies of works to other libraries or for 
private use provided such use is for non-commercial purposes. Archives are permitted 
to copy a work for preservation or replacement purposes provided it is not reasonably 
practicable to purchase a copy of the item for that purpose [17]. 
Under its 2008 Law on Copyright and Related Rights Germany allows for the 
reproduction and distribution of limited parts of copyright material including works of 
language, photographs, and musical works for use or in education and research with 
the proper acknowledgement of the author with no definition of “limit.” Teacher 
training schools are allowed to make individual copies of works which are included in 
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a school broadcast by recording the works on a video or audio medium provided the 
recordings are used only for instructional purposes and destroyed by the end of the 
school year unless the school pays the proper fee to the copyright owner. Museums, 
libraries and archives are allowed to digitize their collections and display them at 
electronic workstations with the stipulation that simultaneous access to each work is 
limited to the number of copies of the work owned by the library. Libraries are also 
permitted to copy and disseminate individual articles of newspapers and magazines 
and small portions of published works by mail, fax and other electronic form provided 
such copies are for non-commercial teaching or scientific research purposes. Archives 
are able to reproduce copies of a work if the archivist owns the copied material [18]. 
France permits short quotations or excerpts of copyright material to be used for 
critical, polemic, educational, scientific or informative uses. Works such as sheet 
music, and digital editions of published works can be reproduced for non-commercial 
educational purposes provided that the users consist of students, students, teachers or 
researchers directly concerned. Libraries are permitted to loan copyrighted material, 
but public or higher education libraries must pay a flat fee to a collection society for 
this exemption.  The fee is based on a library’s number of registered users.  The 
collection society then pays remunerations to the publisher and copyright owner. 
Libraries, museums, and archives are permitted to reproduce works on dedicated 
terminals for non-economic use with no restriction regarding simultaneous use. 
Archives can reproduce a work for conservation or preservation purposes [19]. 
In all three nations, it is the non-commercial or economic use of the material which 
permits all acts of “fair dealing.” The examples of exceptions listed in the previous 
paragraphs are given to illustrate the ways each nation has approached codifying 
similar educational uses of copyright material. They are not meant to be a complete 
list of all such exceptions. France has the fewest number of exceptions codified, while 
the United Kingdom has the most. Of the exceptions described, it is notable that the 
United Kingdom has not addressed the networking of copyright material on dedicated 
library terminals as has Germany and France.  
To address repeated copyright violations by internet “pirates” and meet the EU’s 
2009 directive, the United Kingdom and France have adopted a so-called “Three-
Strike” rule aimed at Internet Service Providers. This approach has been very 
controversial and has led both nations to urge the European Union to revisit copyright 
laws in order to better address the digital age. The United Kingdom has already 
initiated internal discussions about copyright law. Both the United Kingdom’s Digital 
Economy Act of 2010 and France’s passing of its Haute Autorite Pour la Diffusion 
des Oeuvres et la Protection des Droits sur Internet (Hadopi} law have pressed the EU 
to open new copyright deliberations in 2011 [20,21,22]. 
Germany was the last EU member nation to meet the European Union’s 2004 
directive. Its “second basket” revisions of 2008 addressed several digital age issues 
such as copying or downloading non-compliant material illegally posted on the 
Internet. The new law also permitted libraries to reproduce works and distribute or 
transmit the copies by e-mail. Germany has also begun discussions on a “third basket” 
revision to more thoroughly meet the copyright needs of the modern “online” era 
[23,24]. 
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4   Comparison 
While both European Union members and the United States are committed to find a 
balance between the rights of the copyright holder and the public interest, their 
approaches to achieving this balance continue to reflect the differing cultures and 
societal outlooks of each nation. The U.S. stood apart from Europe until its extensive 
rewriting of copyright law in 1976.  Even then, it was not until 1988 following 
additional revisions to its copyright law that the United States was able to formally 
join the Berne Convention agreements. Since then the U.S. has been a part of every 
major international agreement regarding copyright signed by the European Union 
members and most of the other industrial nations of the world. All the copyright 
agreements require copyright notice (digital management information) to be attached 
to digital as well as printed works. This has created greater worldwide harmony 
regarding copyright rights, including recognition of international copyright law. 
Prior to its passage of the 1976 Copyright Act, the United States rooted its 
copyright law upon the date of publication or broadcast of a work. In the 1976 Act the 
United States adopted the European tradition of basing copyright on the life of the 
author. Both the United States and Europe now recognize the general exclusive rights 
of copyright holders as the creator’s life time plus 70 years after the death, though 
differences still remain for other types of material such as anonymous works, 
anthologies, and some digital formats. 
Recognition of international copyright laws has not solved all conflicts between the 
copyright laws of individual nations, especially regarding internet or digitized 
material. Though all of the nations reviewed in this paper recognize general 
educational and library exemptions for the use of copyrighted material, the variation 
among allowable exemptions create issues regarding copyright infringement and 
enforcement. While each nation allows libraries to participate in interlibrary loan 
programs, copy material for patron use, and allow access to scholarly database 
aggregates, jurisdictional issues concerning copyright infringement have not been 
fully addressed. The differing notions of fair use and fair dealing may produce 
misinterpretation and misapplication of correct copyright law when dealing with the 
loaning or copying of material between libraries of Europe and the United States. 
Educators and librarians need to be aware of possible conflicts and the potential for 
unintended infringement, such as fee requirements, when obtaining material for 
researchers and educators. 
In general the copyright law of the United States consists of broader, ambiguous 
principles while European statutes compile specific lists of author rights, exceptions, 
and enforcement of copyrights. The European detailed lists are very specific regarding 
an author’s rights and certain restrictions to those rights, especially for education. 
Overall, the United States seems to emphasize a more public-friendly approach to the 
use of copyrighted material than do European countries.  Europe in general seems to 
place greater emphasis on the protecting the property or moral rights of authors. This 
is especially true for the provisions regarding “fair use” or “fair dealing.” As we have 
previously noted, the U.S. Congress deliberately left much of the decision-making 
regarding legal “fair use” of copyright material to its courts. Obtaining final 
determination of copyright issues can take years as the case works it way through the 
various levels of appeal. The European approach can also be delayed or derailed in 
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addressing new issues that arise in the digital age due to legislative debate and 
disagreement. Neither approach has been fully successful or satisfying in addressing 
the educational use of copyright material in the digital age. 
5   Conclusion 
The arrival of the digital age has brought new challenges to copyright that must be 
addressed. The variety of digital works continues to grow. The array of formats such 
as video, Flash, DVD, CD, streaming media, digital texts, MP3, I-Pod, digital images, 
email, net communication, Web, Flash tutorials, etc, seems endless. The Internet’s 
growth as a channel of transmitting digital data in turn continues to give rise to new 
and unique situations. It is hard for digital copyright law to keep up with each new 
scenario. The methods used by the United States and Europe to address these ongoing 
developments have had varying degrees of success.  It is appropriate to ask which 
approach seems more appropriate. 
The United States legislature has only lain down the principles for fair use. It has not 
codified a definition or guidelines for infringement exemptions. Instead it has been left to 
the U.S. judicial system to serve as the major force in defining fair use in digital works in 
the United States. The result has been an uneven interpretation of the four fair use factors 
leading to many education leaders to either hold back on allowing copyrighted material 
to be used in classrooms or they have allowed teachers to use all available materials in 
the hope that, if sued, the courts will rule it permitted under fair use. 
The list of fair dealing exemptions in the three European nations may not be as 
vague as U.S. law, but still does not offer educators a good deal of guidance regarding 
the amount of copyrighted material permitted to be used in education.  Only the 
United Kingdom has codified a 1% amount.  Germany grants a “limited” amount, 
while France permits “brief” excerpts. All three permit libraries to reproduce material 
for research and use by other libraries via interlibrary loan. 
The WIPO agreements were important first steps in addressing copyright in the 
digital age, as have the European Union Directives and the 2007 Rome II agreement.  
In the United States, the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA), the Digital 
Choice and Freedom Act and the TEACH act give the U.S. the lead in updating its 
copyright laws and addressing the educational needs of the digital age. One important 
DMCA provision with important consequences for fair use and education requires the 
Librarian of Congress to review the digital law every three years and grant 
exemptions to copyright infringement subject to renewal at the next review.  European 
nations are just starting to discuss these issues and their first steps have consisted of 
addressing copying illegal material from the Web through legislation such as France’s 
Hadopi act or the United Kingdom’s Digital Economy Act for internet service 
providers. It remains to be seen if this approach is successful. Certainly more need to 
be done. 
Our research into copyright law has revealed the need for negotiated compromises 
between the EU and U.S.  One important first step would be a more fully delineated the 
concept of fair use or fair dealing with appropriate codified guidelines. The United States 
rather than relying on its courts to determine fair use should incorporate some version of 
the 1976 congressional reports guidelines into its legal code regarding the nature and 
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amount of a work that can be copied or used under fair use.  Likewise, the members of 
the European Union should work at establishing clearer guidelines of their own under 
their concept of fair dealing.  These guidelines should be negotiated on an international 
basis and thus achieve a more uniform fair use/dealing concept and law worldwide. The 
guidelines should recognize the educational needs for accessing copyrighted material 
while preserving the moral rights of the authors. 
Another problematic area of copyright that needs to be addressed is educating teachers 
about their classroom rights under copyright law. A recent U.S. study interviewed sixty 
three educators who taught media literary both in higher education and k-12, The 
teachers had conflicting ideas about digital copyright [10] and its classroom 
application.The lack of understanding  and consensus about copyright law led to two 
scenarios: either educators become overly  restrictive in using copyrighted works in 
teaching or they totally disregard and may violate copyright law. When the first case 
occurs, faculty tends to avoid using copyrighted materials in teaching out of fear for 
infringement, depriving themselves of the benefits from education exemptions and fair 
use are not being. In the latter case, faculty members use copyrighted materials freely 
regardless of copyright law. Such recklessness may encounter lawsuits. In either case, 
educators do not take full advantage of fair use. To deal with this widespread problem, 
there should be an organized effort at all levels of education to enlighten faculty about 
their digital copyright rights. 
Digital copyright relating to fair use is an interesting and complex subject to discuss. 
Both the United States and Europe face severe challenges. Copyright is not only an 
important incentive for research and economic development; it is also an important 
protector of artistic, non-commercial expression and educational advancement. The goal 
of the EU, U.S. and other nations should be agreements that incorporate a balance of 
copyright specificity while remaining open to new developments that lie ahead. 
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Abstract. When a user knows exactly what they are looking for most library 
systems are adequate for their needs. However, when the user’s information 
needs are ill-defined - traditional library systems prove inadequate. This is 
because traditional library systems are not designed to support sense making 
rather for information retrieval. Visual analytics is the science of analytical 
reasoning facilitated by interactive visualizations and visual analytics systems 
can support both sense making and information retrieval.  In this paper, we 
present INVISQUE – an approach and experimental software for interactive 
visual search and query. INVISQUE uses an index card metaphor to display 
library content, organized in a way that visually integrates attributes such 
citations and date published, making it easy to pick out the most recent and 
most cited paper. It uses design techniques such as focus+context to reveal 
relationships between documents, while avoiding the “what-was-I-looking-
for?” problem. 
Keywords: Visual Analytics, Information Visualization, User Interface, Interactive 
Visualization. 
1   Introduction 
Visual analytics is the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive 
visualizations [1]. Visual analytics combines automated analysis techniques with 
interactive visualizations of large and complex data sets for supporting understanding, 
reasoning and decision making [2]. Navigating the large collections of most digital 
libraries can be a very complex task, especially when approaching such collections 
with an ill-defined information need.  
In contrast, well-defined information need is knowing exactly what you want, e.g. I 
want a book on visual analytics titled “Illuminating the Path”; whereas an ill-defined 
information need is only having a vague idea of what you are searching for, e.g. I 
want information on visual analytics but I am not sure what is out there and what will 
be useful to me. When the information need is well-defined, information-seeking 
becomes a simple information retrieval (IR) task [3]. However, when the information 
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needs are for more complex mental activities such as learning and decision making, 
IR is necessary but not sufficient [3]. Existing library systems are well adapted at IR 
but they are not adequate for the far more complex task of information exploration 
and sense-making that is necessary when a user’s information need is ill-defined and 
they are learning as they are exploring the information to (1) define exactly what their 
information needs are, (2) before they do the actual retrieval.  
The JISC-funded User Behaviour in Resource Discovery (UBiRD) [4] study 
investigated why expensive electronic library resources where underutilized. The 
study found that many electronic resource discovery systems currently used within 
libraries (e.g. Emerald, ISI, etc) distract users from focusing on the content, analysis 
and evaluation that would help them learn and make sense of the resources discovered 
[4]. A visual analytics capable digital library system, such as the one proposed in this 
paper, has the potential to allow users to focus on content, analysis and evaluation and 
therefore, aid them to learn and make sense of what they discovered. 
INVISQUE [5], Interactive Visual Search and Query Environment, developed 
based on findings of the UBiRD study, is an approach and experimental software for 
interactive visual search and query that can function as a visual analytics library 
system that encourages users to focus on content, analysis and evaluation. INVISQUE 
uses an index card metaphor for displaying digital library content. The INVISQUE 
visualization, which employs index-card visualisation, attempts to assist user by 
supporting in-context viewing by clustering index-cards by subject and by mapping 
information against visually integrated dimensions by ordering the index-cards on 
both the X and Y axes. In Figure 1, the cards are organized according to the 1st Author 
of the paper on the X axis and the year published on the Y axis. 
 
Fig. 1. INVISQUE Interface 
INVISQUE also uses information design techniques such as focus+context to 
present detailed information while retaining the context of the search within the visual 
field of view. This helps users maintain their orientation within various searches, 
minimize their chance of getting lost in the data and experiencing the “what-was-I-
looking-for?” or ‘WWILF-ing’ problem, which is a problem with the current search 
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systems [6]. INVISQUE also attempts to support higher order functions such as 
finding semantically meaningful relationships between data entities by revealing 
resources sharing the same or semantically similar relationships (Fig. 3 and 4), when 
prompted to do so [7].  
In this paper, we first discuss the background and motivations behind INVISQUE 
before illustrating the functional capabilities of INVISQUE using a use case scenario. 
We then discuss the system structure and implementation of INVISQUE before 
presenting our planned future work and concluding. 
2   Background and Motivation 
INVISQUE was developed as a possible solution to the problems identified in the 
UBiRD study: poor usability, high complexity, and lack of integration in many 
electronic resource discovery systems, acting as a barrier to information search and 
retrieval[4]. The study also found that users did not understand how to assess the 
quality of materials they found, which the UBiRD researchers attributed to poor 
information literacy [4]. However, Spink offers a different view and suggests that the 
user’s ability to rank relevance and irrelevance of information is based on 1) 
information problem definition, 2) search intermediaries' perceptions that a user's 
question and information problem has changed during the mediated search 
interaction, 3) personal knowledge due to the search interaction, and 4) criteria for 
making relevance judgments [8], i.e. the more well-defined users’ needs are, the more 
they are able to judge relevance. By contrast, the more ill-defined the users’ needs are 
the more they need guidance in order to judge relevance. The study also observed that 
the level of the user’s domain knowledge alters their behavior [4].  
Both Spink and the UBiRD study observed a process of progressive understanding 
from the perspective of the user where the user often starts with an ill-defined search 
criterion in their mind but continuously refines the criteria based on the results they 
obtain from IR tools [4,9,10]. In addition, studies conducted by Kodagoda on the 
search behavior of low and high literacy users, showed that low and high literacy 
users demonstrated markedly different search behaviors with low literacy being at a 
disadvantage with conventional list form result displays [11]. Motivated by these 
studies, INVISQUE was developed as a potential solution to the issues identified [5]. 
Combining multidimensional visualisations and dynamic queries is not a new 
concept. Ahlberg and Shneiderman visualized search results using two dimensional 
scattergrams and provided sliders to filter the data [12,13]. HomeFinder used dynamic 
queries and sliders for user to control visualization of multidimensional data [14]. 
More recently Stasko et al., developed the JIGSAW system that provides multiple 
coordinated views of document entities emphasizing visual connections between 
entities across the different documents [15]. INVISQUE combines the information 
visualization concepts mentioned above with a modern visual interface and emerging 
interaction technologies with the goal being to assist users the sensemaking process. 
INVISQUE is heavily influenced by the Pirolli & Card model of intelligence 
sensemaking, shown in Figure 2, [16]. The Pirolli & Card model came out of analysis of 
sensemaking activities that took place amongst intelligence analyst [16]. However, the 
model can be applied to sensemaking in other domains, such as the digital library 
domain. 
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Fig. 2. Pirolli & Card Model Of Sense-making [16] 
The INVISQUE system is supported by a hybrid adaptive architecture [17]. An 
adaptive architecture changes its structure based on use and demand [18]. Advocates 
of the architecture propose adaptive system based on adaptive software architecture to 
be the key to achieving the goal of retaining full application plasticity throughout the 
software’s lifecycle and that are as easy to modify on the field as they are on the 
drawing board [18]. We aim to take advantage of adaptive architectures to make 
INVISQUE more robust, scalable and changeable. 
3   INVISQUE Interface – An Use Case Demonstration 
The best way to highlight the properties of INVISQUE is through a use case. Our 
INVISQUE demonstrator has been connected to a range of different data sets such as 
the National Counter Terrorism Center’s (NCTC) Worldwide Incident Tracking 
System (WITS) dataset, Google cinemas and e-gov social services datasets. For this 
paper, our use case describes INVISQUE connected to the Middlesex University 
ePrints Repository and the typical information search of an early-stage PhD. Firstly, 
while the PhD student will become an expert of sorts in their chosen field by the end 
of their PhD candidature, at the beginning of said PhD candidature – the student is a 
novice with their very topic of their PhD changing and evolving and thus the student’s 
information needs are highly ill-defined. 
Secondly, the PhD student would fall in the category of people who, according to 
Spink and the findings of UBiRD [4,8] would not necessarily know what is relevant 
and what is irrelevant, adding to the challenges in ill-defined nature of the students 
query. Lastly, as defined by Marchionini, the PhD student is engaged in complex 
mental activities of learning and decision making while exploring the literature [3]. 
Let us assume that this student is doing their PhD in interaction design under the 
supervision of Wong. Very likely, the first search terms they would enter into an IR 
tool is “wong” and “design”. Figure 3 shows the two clusters of index cards that are 
produced from these two searches. By having both search results in the same visual 
field of view, the student immediately engages in sensemaking by explore 
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relationships through the focus+context features of INVISQUE. As shown in Figure 
3, when an index card is selected – other cards which share traits with the highlighted 
card come into focus, while non-related cards fade into the background. This gives the 
students information about relationships that they would not easily get from a list 
display, and assists in the sense-making process by highlighting common traits such 
as shared keywords, authors and publication years. In Figure 3, the common trait 
being highlighted across the two clusters is the author. 
 
Fig. 3. Display Showing Two Result Clusters With Focus+Context 
Now armed with more information the student can launch a third search based on, 
for example, keyword discovered amongst the first set of results. Alternatively, the 
student can start “shoeboxing”, see Figure 2, gathering and categorizing publications 
they are interested. INVISQUE also allows the gathering of selected cards into a new 
cluster. The student can also customize the X-Y axes to specify the manner in which 
the index cards are arranged or zoom into the Contextual Interval Slider, shown in 
Figure 4, which provides the student an indication of how many other records within 
the dataset that share the same traits. In addition, the student also has the ability to 
drill down and bring-up addition information about a selected index card – for 
example, the PDF of a journal article. 
  
Fig. 4. Records Of Interest Highlighted In The Contextual Interval Slider 
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INVISQUE embodies the concept of an infinite canvas which allows for a 
potentially limitless amount of search clusters to be displayed together. The infinite 
canvas concept has the potential of being adapted and deployed into collaborative 
environments, enabling multiple users to search simultaneously. 
4   INVISQUE System Architecture 
INVISQUE is very much a working prototype with new features and functionality 
being added to the system almost on a daily basis. It is also not just a digital libraries 
visual analytics system. We have put INVISQUE to other uses, such as its ability to 
act as an information kiosk for entertainment information [19]. The entertainment 
information kiosk version of INVISQUE differs mainly in the interface, with more 
emphasis being placed on multi-touch based user interactions as opposed to the point 
and click mouse-based interaction emphasized in the digital library version of 
INVISQUE. However, while the interface differs significantly between deployments 
of INVISQUE – the overall system architecture is designed to remain consistent. 
Indeed, one of the reasons we opted for an adaptive architecture is so that INVISQUE 
can change depending on the use to which it is placed. 
In Section 2, we called the INVISQUE architecture a hybrid adaptive architecture. 
The hybridization is with a 3-tier client-server architecture which forms the primary 
structure of the INVISQUE architecture. In the “middle-tier” of the n-tier architecture, 
we have imbedded a rule-based Architecture Controller that orchestrates functional 
components based on data-type, data-load and functional prompts from the interface. 
The architecture is illustrated in Figure 5. 
 
Fig. 5. INVISQUE Architecture 
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To explain the architecture, at the data-tier level we have a number of silos 
containing heterogeneous data. The UBiRD study revealed that users prefer integrated 
systems [4] and INVISQUE does aim to provide an integrated view of multiple data 
sources. Therefore, the first layer of functionality in the middle-tier is the Data 
Retrieval Component Orchestration Layer. The exact functionalities are deliberately 
abstracted and will be determined by the data silos the system has to access.  
For example, the Middlesex University ePrints Repository to which INVISQUE is 
currently connected to is a MySQL database. However, we are also working on a 
project that connects INVISQUE to data that is in XML format. INVISQUE will 
work with both the MySQL database and the XML database in tandem and display a 
merged result set when a keyword search is executed. This is where the Transient 
Homogenous Result Pool comes in. The idea is that results from underlying data silos 
will be gathered in the pool and made available to the upper tier functions; so that the 
upper tier do not have to consider data structure. Additionally, this separation also 
means that the Architecture Controller has greater control over adaptation. 
Once the results are in a collected format, the INVISQUE interface is free to 
execute operations on the result pool. Again, the Data Visualization and Analysis 
Component Orchestration Layer is kept deliberately abstracted because the idea is to 
add and remove functionality quickly and easily as required, thus scaling and 
changing the system dynamically. This is because INVISQUE is only at a fraction of 
what it is capable of. So that we can easily add and remove functionality and adapt the 
same system for multiple uses, the functional layer has to be as abstract as the data 
retrieval layer with the nucleus of the architecture, the Architecture Controller, 
pulling from a pool of components the required components and orchestrating them 
on the relevant layer based on predefined rules that are triggered by both interactions 
happening in the user interface and changes in the data-tier. 
5   Evaluation and Summary 
At the time of writing, as part of her PhD, Kodagoda had evaluated INVISQUE on 
high and low literacy users in the context of finding on-line social service information 
[6]. Kodagoda tested the hypothesis that the context layering offered by INVISQUE 
would reduce premature search abandonment when compared with traditional 
hierarchical website layout. The results to date are in favor of INVISQUE [6]. In the 
near future we will be conducting scalability tests and re-design once we complete the 
integration of a 2 terabyte journal archive provided to us by a major journal publisher, 
as mentioned in Section 4. 
INVISQUE aims to present the design for the next generation of information 
search and retrieval systems that would support semantic analysis and access to 
massively large data sets. The design we have developed shows how we can visualize 
and present search results and we can facilitate interaction with the visualization. 
We have moved away from the conventional list-style arrangement, and instead 
represent information by the use of index cards in a 2-dimentional space. The open 
canvas allows users to perform multiple searches while keeping the context of the 
complete search space. 
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We believe that INVISQUE’s visibly novel user interface, backed-up with its 
hybrid adaptive architecture can overcome the shortcoming of existing library 
systems. 
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Abstract. In this paper, we describe a comparative user evaluation of two 
multilingual thesaurus-enhanced visual user interfaces, namely T-Saurus and 
Searchling, developed for digital libraries. The study used 25 academic users 
carrying out three search tasks on both user interfaces to the UNESCO digital 
portal, holding 400,000 documents. It applied usability and affordance strength 
questionnaires, interviews, thinkalouds, and direct observation to investigate 
users’ evaluation of the key components of both user interfaces, namely 
multilingual features and thesaurus and search functions. The empirical data 
gathered will be useful for designers of search interfaces that use thesaurus and 
multilingual features. Results of the study show that users were able to 
successfully carry out the search tasks using thesaurus-enhanced search 
interfaces. However, they preferred Searchling for its flexible language option, 
thesaurus browsing and visualization.  
Keywords: Visual Interfaces, Multilingual Thesauri, Multilingual Digital 
Libraries, Information Retrieval, User Evaluation. 
1   Introduction 
Highly interactive and dynamic user interfaces for exploratory browsing and 
searching of digital information collections have been the focus of several recent 
studies. White et al. [1] note that in exploratory search, users generally combine 
querying and browsing strategies to foster learning and investigation. Marchionini [2] 
argues that semantically rich user interfaces have the potential to assist users in 
formulating queries, forming context for a particular search and exploring and gaining 
a comprehensive view of collections. Providing useful semantic assistance, 
particularly through visualization, within user interfaces of digital libraries requires 
research into the type of visualization and the associated features to support users in 
the exploration, searching and browsing of the collection. There have been a number 
of thesaurus-enhanced visual user interfaces that have been subject to evaluation. 
Déjà vu [3], uses the Library of Congress Thesaurus of Graphical Materials in its 
interface to provide a browsing facility for retrieval in a catalogue of digital media. A 
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user evaluation of the interface has shown that the process of browsing through the 
thesaurus terms in Déjà vu improves users’ understanding of the relationship between 
the archive materials and the cataloguing resources. Sutcliffe et al. [4] evaluated 
users’ interaction with a thesaurus and results browser and found that better searchers 
used the visualizations more effectively and spent longer on the task, whereas poorer 
performances were attributable to poor motivation, difficulty in assessing article 
relevance and poor use of system visualizations.  McKay et al. [5] evaluated 
thesaurus-enhanced search interfaces for digital libraries and found that participants 
used the thesaurus less frequently when it was in a separate window, and that the 
multiple independent window interfaces were awkward to use. They preferred that the 
thesaurus act semi-automatically (that is, that it suggested search terms) rather than it 
automatically inserts thesaurus terms into the search, or that it forced the user to 
manually search the thesaurus for terms of interest. Blocks et al. [6] found that a 
thesaurus-enhanced search interface was successful in allowing a person with little 
knowledge of the interface to make use of its functionality. However, the prototype 
interface did not provide non-expert searchers with sufficient guidance on query 
structure or when to use the thesaurus within the search process. In our own previous 
work, we [7] evaluated a Bilingual version of Searchling and found that integrating 
search and browsing features was particularly useful and that the semantically 
enhanced visual interface was most useful at the beginning of a research project on an 
unfamiliar topic, because users could start by browsing through general categories for 
relevant terms and the Thesaurus could help them narrow or broaden their search. 
Other researchers [8] have found that the provision of facets on the user interface 
affected users’ search and browsing behaviour. Users expressed interest in the ways 
in which facets provided starting points for browsing and searching. 
In this paper we report empirical evaluation of two visual, exploratory user 
interfaces that take advantage of dynamic views supported by the UNESCO 
multilingual thesaurus in English, French and Spanish languages. The key features of 
the two interfaces that we have developed are a) combining searching and browsing, 
b) supporting dynamic exploration of the conceptual structure of a thesaurus, c) 
providing dynamic term relation features to give high level overviews of the terms 
and the collection, d)) supporting multilingual search and retrieval within the 
UNESCO digital collections and e) utilizing a novel technique to implicitly show 
thesaural relationships using colour, size and distance.  A comparative user evaluation 
of the two user interfaces was carried out to examine the multilingual and visual 
interface features and functionalities that support users in exploring semantic 
information, formulating queries and interacting with digital information. The results 
from the study contribute to our understanding of the factors affecting users’ 
interaction with visual user interfaces that provide thesaural semantic support for 
query formulation and information exploration.  
2   Visual User Interfaces  
We developed two different visual user interfaces using the UNESCO multilingual 
thesaurus. They are called Searchling and T-Saurus, and their working prototypes are 
available at: http://thesaurusbrowser.info.  The theoretical framework behind these 
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interfaces is reported in [7] and [9]. The Searchling user interface provides the user 
with the following three spaces within a single screen: the thesaurus space, the query 
space, and the document space (Figure 1). The Thesaurus space is on the left. It 
includes a browsable side panel of high-level categories, next to a list of thesaurus 
terms. Each term has a number beside it, which indicates how many documents in the 
collection contain the term. When a term is queried or clicked, it moves to the top of 
the list and all related terms from the thesaurus appear below it. The table to the right 
of the Thesaurus list indicates related terms that are broader, narrower, preferred or 
non-preferred compared with the selected term; the user can also sort by these 
categories. Finally, there is a language switch at the top of the Thesaurus list. The 
Query space is located in the right panel of the screen. Users can search for a single 
term in the thesaurus by entering it in the query box, choosing a language, and 
clicking the button labeled “Find in Thesaurus.” If the term is entered in English but 
the user selects Spanish or French as the query language, Searchling will search for 
the corresponding Spanish or French term, but the English term will also always be 
visible as a microtext satellite below the query. 
 
Fig. 1. Searchling interface 
 
 
Fig. 2. T-Saurus interface 
 
When users decide to add a term to their query, they do so by checking the box 
next to it in the thesaurus list, and it is added to the Selected Terms list on the lower 
right side panel. The Document space forms the third section of the screen, running 
across the bottom. Figure 2 shows the T-Saurus search user interface. The user 
interface makes use of visual objects, size, colour, location, zoom in and zoom out 
features to distinguish between various types of thesaurus terms and their 
relationships. Figure 2  shows a core of visual elements consisting of a set of 
“buckets” organized in the center of the screen. It shows the size of the buckets that 
represents the number of matches for a particular term, while proximity and opacity 
represent scope and accuracy of the term in relation to pre-established hierarchies for 
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the query: main term, related terms, more specific, more general and synonymous 
terms. The Query space is located across the top and on the right side of the screen 
while the Thesaurus space is located on the left and in the centre. Users can search for 
a single term in the thesaurus by entering it in the query box at the top of the page and 
clicking the Find button. If the term exists in the thesaurus it will appear in the centre 
of the screen with a number in parentheses beside it, which indicates the number of 
documents in the collection that include the selected term. Users can also browse all 
the terms in the thesaurus using the panel on the left, which can be sorted either 
alphabetically or hierarchically by category. When a term in the list is clicked, it will 
appear in the centre of the screen. When a term is selected by either method it is 
represented by a square in the central Thesaurus space. By utilizing the checkboxes in 
the bottom of the right-hand panel, users can choose to view the thesaurus terms that 
are related, narrower (more specific), broader (more general), and preferred or non-
preferred (synonyms) compared with the selected term. These associated terms are 
also represented in the Thesaurus space by squares and their relationship to the 
selected term is represented by their relative proximity and opacity. Users can also 
use the checkboxes in the right-hand panel to show the terms in more than one 
language at once and to view scope notes for selected terms. When users decide to 
add a term to their query, they do so by clicking on its square in the centre of the 
screen, at which time it is added to the Summary of Terms list, or term pool, at the top 
of the right-hand panel. Users can add as many terms as they like, delete them at any 
time, choose to keep them in only one language rather than multiple languages, and 
combine them using the Boolean operators below the list. When they have finished 
formulating their query they click Retrieve Documents to view the results (Figure 3). 
The red dots in the middle around the green box represent the results retrieved for the 
chosen term. The Green box in the middle shows the thesaurus term and its French 
equivalent as well as the number of documents indexed using that term. 
3   Methodology  
Twenty-five participants from the University of Alberta were recruited for this study 
by purposive, maximum variation and snowball sampling. Although the participant 
pool included students and faculty members across departments, multilingual 
volunteers—particularly those from the Department of Modern Languages and 
Cultural Studies—were specifically targeted throughout the recruitment process. The 
resulting participant pool was diverse, comprised of professors, graduate, and 
undergraduate students from a variety of disciplines, including Applied Linguistics, 
Latin American Studies, French Language Studies, Romance Languages and 
Literatures, Library and Information Studies, Humanities Computing, English and 
Film Studies, Education, Chemical Engineering, History, Political Science, and 
Music. The group contained three professors, two doctoral students, seven master’s 
students, and thirteen undergraduates. Twenty-three of these participants were 
women; two were men. Of these participants, thirteen were bilingual (seven spoke 
French fluently; two spoke Spanish; four participants respectively spoke Mandarin, 
German, Latin, and Russian). One participant spoke German (first language), English, 
French, and Latin. Six of these participants currently conduct research in more than 
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one language.  This study used a wide range of data gathering tools, including pre-
test, post-test and usability questionnaires; interviews; audio, video and screen 
capture; the think aloud technique and direct observation. Data from the interviews 
was collected verbally, digitally, and in written form. For the first 5-10 minutes of the 
interview, participants responded orally to a series of questions related to their 
academic background, the nature of their research, and their preferred online search 
tools. Participants’ responses were recorded in written format by the interviewer. 
Next, the participants were given a brief overview of the usability study before being 
asked to complete three identical tasks on the Searchling interface and T-Saurus 
interface, respectively. The interface used first was alternated between the users, and 
users would move between interfaces as they completed first Task 1 (on either 
interface), then Task 2 (on either), and so forth. During this part of the session, which 
generally lasted for 25-45 minutes, participants were asked to verbally analyze 
Searchling and T-Saurus utilizing a thinkaloud protocol as they interacted with the 
interfaces and completed the required tasks. Furthermore, the users’ physical 
interactions, dialogue, and mouse movements were recorded by the Silverback 
multimedia program (for video, sound, and screen capture), while the interviewer 
answered questions, provided hints if needed, and made written notes on the 
participants’ engagement with, and comments on, the prototypes 
4   Results 
4.1   Tasks 
All users chose a combination of browsing and searching strategies to carry out the 
three search tasks. Around half of the users chose to carry out a search first for their 
three tasks. The other half decided to use browsing strategies to find the term and its 
associated terms. However, browsing accounted for a significant part of their 
interaction, particularly for Task 1 in which users were asked to find the term 
‘Democracy’ and one of its related terms. This task required that they interact with 
the thesaurus to browse and find a related term from among a list of terms that were 
hierarchically or semantically related to the term Democracy. In Searchling they 
typically decided to use the high level facets and the terms under each facet. Within 
T-Saurus, users browsed the alphabetical list on the left-hand side of the screen to 
find the term. A number of users liked Searchling for its results display as it showed 
the retrieved documents within the same interface without losing the context of 
thesaurus or search. In more than 10 searches, users found that the red-dot 
visualization representing the retrieved documents in T-Saurus was vague and at 
times difficult to interact with. In Task 2 users were asked to interact with 
multilingual and filtering (Boolean operators) features of both interfaces to combine 
two terms and retrieve doucments in Spanish. Due to the multi-term nature of this 
Task, almost half of the users conducted Boolean searches first and browsing next. 
The Boolean search features of both Searchling and T-Saurus were found very useful 
by participants. Several commented that that they would prefer an advanced search 
option built into the query formulation stage of the search process, where they could 
use a combination of Boolean operators. The auto-completion feature within the T-
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Saurus search box was found particularly useful and interesting. A majority of users 
expressed positive comments about the search term pool feature available in 
Searchling. Also, when users browse and choose a term in the thesaurus, the selected 
term(s) gets automatically added to the search term pool area, making it particularly 
easy for the searcher to create a more sophisticated query statement.  All users found 
the language option within Searchling flexible, intuitive and easy to use. The results 
from the third task were mixed. This was, in part, due to the wide variety of search 
terms that users employed to carry out searches based on their own specific research 
interests and needs. Some users experienced frustration as they were not able to find 
terms that matched their query terms. Others found specific features of each interface 
appealing or useful. In Task 3 users were asked to freely search or browse using their 
own information and research needs. Most comments made by users for Task 3 
focused on various interface features, such as (in T-Saurus) the breadcrumb feature 
and visual grouping of thesaurus terms, and (in Searchling) the sort of results display, 
search term pool, and linear organization.  
4.2   Multilingual Features in Searchling and T-Saurus 
As was discussed before, both interfaces allow users to choose thesaurus terms for 
searching in three different languages, namely English, French and Spanish. 
Participants liked the language features in both user interfaces for their easy access 
and contextual display of thesaurus terms in different languages. The majority of 
study participants found the Searchling interface user-friendly, intuitive, and 
particularly flexible across the languages. Around 88% of users agreed or strongly 
agreed that the Searchling interface would help them locate relevant results in 
Spanish, French and/or English, whereas 72% of users agreed or strongly agreed that 
the T-Saurus interface provided useful language options. The main difference 
between the language feature in Searchling and T-Saurus is that the three languages in 
Searchling are all clickable and upon clicking on each thesaurus term, that term 
becomes prominent in bold and the equivalent terms in the other two languages will 
be shown. In T-Saurus the feature is different in that clicking on a thesaurus term will 
show the term in English with the other two equivalents. One user noted the 
generative attributes of the interface, stating that she would use Searchling “to find 
relevant information in English and French for a particular topic that she may have 
otherwise not thought of.” Another user commented that showing English related 
terms when carrying out a French search would be very useful in Searchling.  Above 
60% of the users thought that using a thesaurus-enhanced search interface would help 
them formulate research questions.  
4.3   Thesaurus and Search Functions 
One of the research questions in this study was to examine how users evaluate the 
thesaurus and search functions of the two interfaces.  We were interested to know what 
kind of thesaurus presentation and visualization would be easy to understand and easy to 
use by academic users. The Searchling user interface provides a design similar to a 
faceted search interface. It uses the high level facets of the UNESCO thesaurus along 
with a list of terms for each facet. The T-Saurus interface provides a more visualized and 
interactive interface where users have to interact with the interface to choose thesaural 
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term relationships, such as more general, more specific or related terms. Both Searchling 
and T-Saurus allow users to browse thesaurus terms both hierarchically and 
alphabetically. The default option for Searchling is the faceted view of the thesaurus, 
whereas in T-Saurus the alphabetical list is default. For assessing the affordance strength 
of the two user interfaces we asked the users to give the thesaurus and search functions of  
Searchling and T-Saurus a score ranging from Very Difficult to Very Easy, or Not at all 
to Very Much, depending on the question. The search and thesaurus functions in 
Searchling were rated higher (76% and 68% respectively) than T-Saurus (40% and 40% 
respectively), indicating that Searchling’s search and thesaurus functions are significantly 
easier to use than those functions in T-Saurus. Also, 16% of users found that T-Saurus 
was more difficult to use than Searchling.  
As part of the assessment of affordance strength, we asked users two additional 
questions. The first question was if the thesaurus-based grouping of results provided 
by these interfaces was helpful in developing searches. Around 24% of users 
mentioned “very much” while 52% said “somewhat”.  The second question asked 
them whether they would be motivated to use Searchling or T-Saurus as an interface 
to their more frequently used databases. It was found that around 72% would be Very 
much or Somewhat motivated to use Searchling, while only 52% would be motivated 
to use T-Saurus.  A final question asked users which interface they generally 
preferred, Searchling or T-Saurus. Around 56% preferred Searchling, while 40% 
thought T-Saurus was a better user interface.  This final questions confirms the 
findings related to all the interface features discussed before, namely multilingual and 
thesaurus and search functions.  
5   Conclusion 
This comparative usability study has yielded promising implications for the multilingual 
thesaurus-enhanced user interfaces to support users in their information seeking process. 
The visualization in both interfaces was found to be comprehensible to users. A common 
observation for both interfaces was that users found the thesaurus functions useful for 
broadening and narrowing down the scope of their research activities. In general, the 
Searchling interface was found to be more favorable and easier to use in terms of 
multilingual features, thesaurus and search functions and users’ motivation to use such an 
interface for research purposes. Though T-Saurus, was preferred by fewer users than 
Searchling, the most promising finding for T-Saurus was that it has the potential not only 
to support browsing, searching, and query formulation, but also to transform these 
processes. It was found that linear thinkers preferred Searchling, whereas visual learners 
liked T-Saurus. Searchling is a linear, sequential and visual interface that uses faceted 
structure as its default interface and the thesaurus terms such as more general, more 
specific and related terms would be shown automatically as soon as a term was selected 
by the user. T-Saurus, on the other hand, provides users with a more interactive and 
dynamic visualization interface where users need to interact with and choose individual 
thesaurus term relationships to be shown. In general, this study found that faceted 
presentation of thesauri was more favourable than visual and graphical. The results from 
this study indicate that for exploring and using thesaurus terms in a search user interface, 
most users prefer related, more specific and more general terms to be shown along with 
the selected term without additional effort. In other words, upon searching for a term, 
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users should be provided all the related terms automatically for detailed view and 
selection. It would be interesting to observe how users with different cognitive, 
perceptual and learning styles may have different preferences when they interact with 
visual user interfaces. Further research may use a verbalizer/visualize cognitive inventory 
[10] to formally study how each learning style will affect users’ interaction with visual 
user interfaces enhanced with such semantic tools as thesauri. Many users noted positive 
implications of the thesauri functions in both Searchling and T-Saurus, from 
undergraduates new to a topic to multilingual experts well versed in the terminology of 
their field of research.  
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Abstract. We describe a framework for Adaptive Multilingual Information Re-
trieval (AMIR) which allows multilingual resource discovery and delivery using
on-the-fly machine translation of documents and queries. Result documents are
presented to the user in a contextualised manner. Challenges and affordances of
both adaptive and multilingual IR, with a particular focus on digital libraries, are
detailed. The framework components are motivated by a series of results from
experiments on query logs and documents from The European Library. We con-
clude that factoring adaptivity and multilinguality aspects into the search process
can enhance the user’s experience with online digital libraries.
1 Introduction
Estimates show that 60% of World Wide Web (WWW) users are non-English speak-
ers1 and the content available in non-English languages is growing fast. The variety in
users and language means that regardless of which languages a user speaks, there is a
large volume of content which they cannot easily discover, consume or comprehend.
Moreover, on the specific scope of European countries, information access systems that
cater for European users must take into consideration the different linguistic and cul-
tural backgrounds of their users. Online Digital Library (DL) portals, such as The Eu-
ropean Library (TEL)2 support a variety of languages by allowing the user to type in
queries in different languages, select different interface languages, or view result docu-
ments written in different languages. However, in this paper we argue that there is yet
more potential in exploiting adaptive techniques to improve the user’s experience with
multilingual search in DLs, for example through query adaptation and result adaptation.
In this paper, we describe a framework for Adaptive Multilingual Information
Retrieval (AMIR) which comprises techniques from Information Retrieval (IR) and
Adaptive Hypermedia (AH) [1]. Traditional IR approaches focus on the retrieval and
presentation of documents in a ranked list, from which the user chooses the best docu-
ments to view. AH enables the aggregation of content in dynamically tailored hypertex-
tual presentations, ensuring that results are adapted to the user’s preferences, goals, and
1 http://www.internetworldstats.com/
2 http://www.theeuropeanlibrary.org/
S. Gradmann et al. (Eds.): TPDL 2011, LNCS 6966, pp. 244–251, 2011.
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context. The AMIR framework supports multilingual resource discovery and delivery
using on-the-fly machine translation of documents and queries. This allows us to bridge
the gap between the user’s language and document languages. Furthermore, adaptive
techniques are applied to present the content that is most relevant to users. A key reason
for combining AH and IR is that adaptivity can contextualise IR.
The framework contributes to three different strands of research: i) user-centric re-
search, determining the user requirements and consequently the required functionality
of the search system, content processing, and result presentation; ii) system-centric
research, targeting the study and development of system components for indexing,
annotation, retrieval and presentation of multilingual documents; and iii) evaluating
the system and its components in user studies and formal evaluation benchmarks and
investigating the combination of approaches from AH and IR.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 discusses related work;
Section 3 describes the AMIR framework and presents component-level evaluations for
result adaptation; and Section 4 presents conclusions and future work.
2 Related Work
A digital library (DL) constitutes a network of federated information sources, interfac-
ing to different types of electronic documents made available by these sources. Users
can submit queries to the DL to search for documents which are stored at the local
repositories of one or more federated sources [10].
The number of DL research projects and systems indicates that there is growing in-
terest in DL. For example, Europeana3 is a virtual library providing access to millions
of digital items, including music, films, and text. It aims to facilitate access to Europe’s
cultural and scientific resources. The MILE project4 promotes European cultural her-
itage and makes images accessible by improving their metadata annotation. One of the
major areas of investigation in MILE was concerned with improving search based on
metadata. The MultiMatch search engine5 focuses on information from cultural heritage
institutions, identifying relevant documents regardless of the language. It can organise
and display search results in an integrated, user-friendly manner, allowing users to ac-
cess and exploit the retrieved information regardless of language barriers. The CACAO
Project6 offers an integrated approach for accessing, understanding and navigating mul-
tilingual documents in library catalogues, enabling users to better exploit electronic con-
tent. Three thematic portals were created as part of the project, realising multilingual
book search on History, Mathematics and Geography. ezDL7 (formerly DAFFODIL)
is a user-oriented front-end for DLs which supports proven search strategies, integrat-
ing different DLs [5]. DAFFODIL was adaptive towards different user wishes, regard-
ing preferences concerning content and system involvement. This was achieved via a
profile of user’s interests, created from items in a personal library [4].
3 http://www.europeana.eu/portal/
4 http://www.mileproject.eu/
5 http://www.multimatch.eu/aboutmultimatch.tml
6 http://www.cacaoproject.eu/
7 http://ezdl.de/
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TEL offers access to digital and bibliographical resources of major European na-
tional libraries. TEL provides a virtual collection of information resources from many
domains. The LADS task (Log Analysis for Digital Societies), which is part of the Log-
CLEF track at CLEF8 aims at investigating user actions in multilingual search systems.
The LADS task is involved with different experimental datasets, including log files of
user interactions with TEL.
While the AMIR framework presented in this paper can be customised for search
in DLs, it is not restricted to a particular search domain; the framework can in fact be
configured to run on different corpora, and it also allows plugging in alternative com-
ponents to carry out translation, query adaptation, and result adaptation. The following
sections discuss the components of the AMIR framework. Moreover, for two of the
components, a component-level evaluation is presented.
3 Framework for Adaptive Multilingual IR
The motivation for the AMIR framework originates from the observations that: i) users
from different linguistic or cultural backgrounds behave differently in search; ii) there
are identifiable patterns in user actions; and iii) user queries and action patterns reflect
the mental model or prior knowledge of a user about a search system [3]. These obser-
vations indicate a need to address adaptivity and multilinguality aspects in DL search.
The AMIR framework architecture is shown in Figure 1. The framework is fully
functional. It is implemented in Java and follows the Model-View-Controller (MVC)
architecture. The framework contains components of the following types: 1) controllers
which govern the sequence of execution of the retrieval and adaptation processes; 2)
components which hold the algorithms for query adaptation, result list merging, and
result list adaptation; and 3) components which deal with external services such as web
search engines, machine translation web services and automatic language identifica-
tion. The components of the framework support a spectrum of functionality regarding
multilingual and adaptive IR. The framework components are illustrated below.
The User Modelling component gathers user and usage information about the users
and organises this information in user models. This component can make use of both,
implicit and explicit information gathering approaches in order to populate the mod-
els. The implicit approach involves processing the user’s search history. The explicit
approach involves web forms that ask users to engage in two activities: 1) supplying
personal/demographic information; and 2) scrutinising the inferred search interests in
the user model. The information from the user model is used to adapt the queries, the
results, the interface language, and the appearance of the search application.
In the Query Adaptation & Translation component, the user’s query is adapted in
two stages: pre-translation query expansion and post-translation expansion. Query ex-
pansion can be based on terms obtained from blind relevance feedback, the user model,
or both [2]. Blind relevance feedback involves extracting terms from top-ranked doc-
uments retrieved with the original query or with the translated query. These terms are
then added to the query to encourage retrieval of additional relevant results.
8 Cross-Language Evaluation Forum: http://www.clef-campaign.org/
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Fig. 1. Framework Architecture
The Multilingual Retrieval component performs multiple monolingual retrieval runs,
one for each target language, and then passes multiple result lists to the Result List
Adaptation & Translation component. Currently, the framework supports automatic
translation of queries and documents using web services such as Google Translate9
or MicrosoftTranslator10. In addition, translation by OpenMaTrEx11, an open-source
machine translation toolkit, is supported for domain-specific translations.
The Result List Adaptation & Translation component merges results from multi-
ple languages into a single list which is then translated to the user’s preferred/native
language. Furthermore, this component performs result list re-ranking, which can be
based on latent semantic information induced from the documents or based on the
user’s search interests. In addition, in environments where the user is presented with
a list of candidate collections that group the results together (such as in TEL, where
users can select library collections in the results page), the component can re-rank the
list of collections based on the user’s language or country. Given the importance of
this component with respect to DLs, result adaptation approaches are discussed in more
detail in the next subsections.
9 http://translate.google.com/
10 http://www.microsofttranslator.com/
11 http://openmatrex.org/
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3.1 Collection Re-Ranking Based on User Models
In several DL web sites, the user is presented with search results that are grouped un-
der different target library collections. Our collection re-ranking evaluation aimed at
improving retrieval effectiveness by ordering the list of collections based on user infor-
mation, so that collections that match the user’s language or country are ranked higher
in the list. We evaluated the collection re-ranking component as part of our participation
in the LogCLEF track of CLEF 2010 [7]. The evaluation experiments were based on
search logs of TEL where all user interactions with the portal (including user queries
and clicks on collections) were recorded [8].
The user interface of TEL shows a list of collections on the left side, which is by
default sorted in alphabetical order. A list of results from the selected collection is
shown on the right side, In TEL, a collection is either a library catalogue or an online
resource. For the collection re-ranking experiments, we associate TEL collections with
languages, based on the official languages that are spoken in the collection’s country. A
subset of the TEL interaction logs was extracted, which contains submitted queries and
clicked collections during the month of February 2007. This included approximately
566 queries from different languages.
In order to evaluate the retrieval precision over the list of collections presented to
the user, we used the collections that the user clicked on as implicit relevance judge-
ments (i.e. binary relevance assessments where the clicked collections are assumed to
be the relevant ones). However, the notion of relevance in our experiments is in terms
of matching language and country. Mean Average Precision (MAP) was used for eval-
uation where the MAP score was calculated across the queries in the selected subset
of the data. The original ranked list of collections (i.e. the one presented to the user
by TEL) was used as the baseline for evaluation of retrieval precision (0.580 MAP).
Several alternative re-ranked lists were investigated and compared to the baseline.
The collection re-ranking builds on three attributes: country (location from which
the query was submitted), query language, and interface language. Collection scores
are computed as a weighted linear combination of attributes with the collection’s coun-
try and language as follows (MX = 1 if two items match, MX = 0, otherwise): i) Mc:
user’s country and collection’s country match; ii) Mq: query’s language and collec-
tion’s language match (i.e. a match with any of the official languages spoken in the
corresponding country); iii) Mi: interface language and collection’s language match.
Each of the above attributes is multiplied by a scalar weight (Wc, Wq , Wi respec-
tively) to control the degree of contribution of each attribute in the function. The col-
lection list is re-ranked based on descending order of the new collection score. Table 1
shows the MAP values for some selected re-ranking runs with different weights that
ranged from 0.0 to 1.0. The results showed a significant improvement of 27.4% MAP
for the re-ranked collection lists (with weights: Wc = 0.1, Wq = 0.3, Wi = 0.6) over
the baseline ranking. This improvement is statistically significant as per the t-test (with
p=0.01). The results of this experiment suggest that there is opportunity for improving
the user’s experience with multilingual search in DLs if the user’s language and country
are taken into consideration when adapting the results.
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3.2 Multilingual Result Re-Ranking Based on Query-Document Features
Multilingual result adaptation can be achieved by re-ranking an initial result set. The
simplest approach is to directly apply the monolingual methods on the results obtained
using a translated query. The drawback of this approach is that translation errors will
be propagated to the adaptation process, which may result in unsatisfactory perfor-
mance. In previous work we proposed a multilingual re-ranker component which in-
corporates scores generated using external knowledge to enhance the semantic space
produced by the latent concept method [11] through a linear combination model. This
method is designed to solve the multilingual document re-ranking problem by au-
tomatically inducing a semantic correspondence between two languages (query lan-
guage and document language) using parallel corpora as training data. For the
experiments described in this paper, a parallel corpus extracted from Wikipedia data
was employed. The correspondence between two languages was then used to project
the query into another language in the semantic space to accomplish the re-ranking
task. Formally, the latent semantic space was produced by a Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) model.
The TEL corpora from CLEF 2009, which contain documents in English, French
and German, were employed for evaluation of this component. These collections were
chosen to test the scalability of the proposed method in different settings and over dif-
ferent languages. The corpora were provided together with queries and relevance judg-
ments by the organisers of the CLEF ad-hoc retrieval task. Wikipedia documents in
English, French and German were used as an explicit concept space. Only those arti-
cles that are connected via cross-language links between all three Wikipedia databases
were selected. The results suggest that our method outperforms a baseline ranking sys-
tem (standard BM25) and a previous proposed re-ranking method that only uses latent
features by a statistically significant margin in many test runs. The experiments also
confirm that directly applying monolingual methods into the cross-lingual applications
may not always produce the most beneficial results. The results for two language pairs
(French-English and German-English) are shown in Table 2 (∗ indicates significant im-
provement over the initial retrieval). The following IR evaluation metrics were used to
evaluate retrieval precision: precision at N documents (P@N), Normalised Discounted
Cumulative Gain (NDCG), and MAP.
Table 1. MAP for re-ranking with different weight combinations. MAP for the baseline is 0.58
Weights (Wc, Wq , Wi)
Wc 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.6 0.0 0.0 1.0
Wq 0.3 0.6 0.1 0.3 0.0 1.0 0.0
Wi 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.1 1.0 0.0 0.0
MAP 0.74 0.73 0.72 0.71 0.71 0.68 0.60
Improvement [%] +27.4 +25.3 +23.9 +22.2 +22.2 +18.1 +3.4
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Table 2. Multilingual Re-ranker
French-English German-English
metric baseline latent multilingual re-ranker baseline latent multilingual re-ranker
P@10 0.444 0.470* 0.474* 0.416 0.466* 0.470*
P@20 0.389 0.389 0.391 0.364 0.389* 0.394*
NDCG 0.368 0.370 0.371 0.362 0.372* 0.372*
MAP 0.212 0.216 0.218* 0.210 0.223* 0.224*
3.3 The Evaluation Gap: User Studies vs. IR Evaluation
Contextual information about the user, content and environment is increasingly being
used to support the tailored delivery of information in IR. The personalised discovery,
retrieval and presentation of content can provide an enhanced information seeking ex-
perience to the user. While such tailored experiences can produce a more informative
response than a traditional ranked list approach, there are many challenges associated
with evaluating these approaches. As AMIR and response composition become more
widely used, traditional approaches to IR evaluation may become less effective or ap-
plicable in isolation. The complex functionality offered by these systems and the variety
of users who interact with them, mean both component-level evaluation and extensive
user-based evaluation are required to comprehensively assess the system’s performance.
We have proposed an evaluation approach which combines and enhances evaluation
methodologies from both the AH and IR communities [6]. In order to sufficiently eval-
uate both the adaptive functionality and the retrieval effectiveness of an AMIR system, a
hybrid approach is necessary. This involves user-centric assessment, layered evaluation
of the adaptivity which has been applied, and quantitative performance metrics relating
to the content delivered.
IR has traditionally been evaluated using precision and recall and derivatives of these
metrics such as MAP and the F-measure. These metrics measure the accuracy and scope
of the retrieval of relevant documents. While these metrics are valuable in measuring
the effectiveness of real world tasks, they are more typically used to evaluate retrieval
effectiveness with test collections in laboratory IR experimental settings.
Numerous measures for the evaluation of adaptivity in adaptive systems have been
proposed [9] which aim to measure the scientific performance of components and per-
form user-based evaluation of the adaptivity offered by the system. The approaches can
be broadly divided into three categories: i) adaptivity metrics; ii) user-interaction met-
rics; and iii) performance metrics. These form a set of necessary elements of a hybrid
AMIR evaluation model which can be defined irrespective of the system being evalu-
ated. The key challenge is to be able to adequately combine the data-driven approach to
IR evaluation with the more user-focused approach to evaluation from AH.
4 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we proposed a framework that caters for adaptivity and multilinguality
aspects in DL search. We have presented component-level evaluations and highlighted
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evaluation aspects with respect to the fields of IR and AH. We showed that there is
scope for improving the effectiveness of search in DLs if user and usage information is
exploited with respect to the multilingual dimension. While integrating adaptivity and
personalisation capabilities into search systems is desirable, the evaluation approach
will have to be revised by combining evaluation approaches from AH and IR, where
evaluation focuses on user and usability aspects in conjunction with retrieval precision.
The current version of the AMIR framework focuses on adaptivity in a multilingual
context by adapting the search system to a group of users. As part of the future work,
the AMIR framework will aim at personalisation of information access by integrating
different recommender systems for individual users, thus tailoring the results for a query
to single users.
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Abstract. We report on three years of data collected in the ﬁeld from
students in graduate and undergraduate seminars at two universities.
The students annotated texts for discussion in classes where hypertext
and computer interfaces were core topics. The results of our analysis
show how annotation style changes with a combination of experience
and study of material related to annotation. Our major conclusions are
that there are essentially six purposes for scholarly user-readers to anno-
tate; and support for textual glosses is a necessary part of any successful
annotation technology for such use. Our study suggests tools that will
be appreciated by e-text users.
1 Introduction
In academia, annotation is a means of making sense of complex material, mark-
ing engagement, navigating, and establishing a foothold for original thought.
Wolfe and Neuwirth [27, p. 338] note that ‘empirical research involving students
suggests that annotations improve comprehension, facilitate rereading and re-
viewing of documents, and help writers bridge reading and writing practices’. To
date, computer-based annotation tools lack something, insofar as they have been
found to be less eﬀective than their paper analogues for some purposes [20, 15].
Athough screen technologies are becoming more like paper other limitations, in
particular the user interfaces of annotation software, impair wide-spread use [8].
We present an outline of the techniques that scholarly reader-users currently
employ. Although annotation has been studied historically (e.g. by Jackson [12]
and Hauptman [10]), practices have changed in recent generations. Mangen [15,
p. 404] cites recent articles suggesting that ‘reading modes and habits in general
are changing due to steadily increasing exposure to digital texts’. Annotation
however does not seem to have been aﬀected by such exposure [20, 25].
2 Method
Rather than relying on prescriptive or historically derived taxonomies to iden-
tify engagement we follow Marshall and Brush’s [20] lead in analyzing actual
annotations created for known purposes and with recognizable motives.
S. Gradmann et al. (Eds.): TPDL 2011, LNCS 6966, pp. 252–259, 2011.
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We gave graduate and undergraduate students printed readings on topics
related to hypertext with the instruction to prepare to discuss them in seminar
in the following week. The only diﬀerence between these readings and regular
ones was that these were presented in specially prepared form. Students were
encouraged, but not required, to make annotations on the documents.
Materials. All of the readings were presented on large pages1 with wide mar-
gins, and ancillary material (e.g. diagrams and deﬁnitions) beside the text proper.
One reading was a collection of documents arranged around two related se-
lections from a popular monograph about isochrestic design [22, 23]. The other
reading was about the use of hypertext in education [21].
Participants and Activities. The graduate students were enrolled in Comp-
Sci, Library and Information Studies, or Electronic Commerce at Dalhousie
Univ. For many, English was not their ﬁrst language. The undergraduates were
enrolled in Literary Studies at Nipissing Univ. Of the 55 students enrolled be-
tween 2006 and 2009 ﬁfteen volunteered to participate in the study (N = 15).
Students were graded on their discussion of the readings. Grad students were
also graded on written critical assessments of the readings. Participation was not
anonymous but the prof could not learn who had done so until after the course.
The undergrads studied Lipking’s essay on marginal gloss [14] and Coleridge’s
annotated Rime of the Ancient Mariner [5] before the exercise. The only docu-
ment they read for this study was the article about hypertext in education [21].
The grad students studied articles about annotation over the next weeks be-
fore a second document was circulated. They received grades and comments for
their summaries of the ﬁrst document before they could annotate the second.
Coding Method. The annotations were categorized according to a taxonomy
based on studies by Marshall et al. [18, 17, 20]. Each individual annotation was
examined and its features (see below) were recorded. For annotations that were
hybrid types each component was counted separately, i.e., if an annotation was
composed of an arrow and a box then 3 annotations were recorded: compound,
arrow, and box. The same procedure was used when tallying annotation function.
Annotation Category. Annotations were coded as either telegraphic or ex-
plicit. A telegraphic annotation is a non-text based marking. Underlining,
highlighting, and asterisks are examples of telegraphic annotations. An ex-
plicit annotation is a textual note (from single words to paragraphs).
Audience. All annotations in our study were private, i.e. not intended to be
read by others. Annotations for a public audience tend to be much lengthier
and less spontaneous — they are not about working towards understanding
but a performance to demonstrate mastery to later readers [19].
Location. The place on the document where the annotation was recorded is its
location. Annotations that do not overlap the text proper or otherwise obscure
it are external. Such annotations may be in the margins or on separate pages.
1 Ledger-size paper is 11"×17" — double the width of the letter-size (81/2"×11")
paper with which the students in North America were used to working.
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Annotations such as highlighting and circles around words (which lie over the
text proper) or writing which is interlinear we call within-text.
Type. The type of an annotation is a characterization of the physical mark
the user-reader leaves on the document. E.g.: textual notes, shapes drawn
around the text proper, underlining, asterisks, arrows and other deictic
devices.
Following Bradley and Vetch [3, p. 226] we further classiﬁedmarks as ca-
sual or meaningful.Casual marks were incidental, underlining or highlighting.
All others were considered meaningful. This distinction follows observations
by Charney [4] and others who have found that successful reader-users of hy-
pertexts are so-called active readers in Adler and van Doren’s [1] sense: they
consciously make meaning from text. Passive readers read superﬁcially with
little or no cognition. Passive readers do not analyse the text.
Readers of both extreme types (passive and active) announce their pres-
ence in texts by making marks. Those marks are personal, subjective, and
temporal. They are reﬂective of the readers’ most active yet potentially ﬂeet-
ing thoughts. Passive readers’ marks are superﬁcial or only used to mark their
progress through the text. Active readers sometimes make such marks (i.e.,
when interrupted during reading or pondering a passage) but most active
readers’ marks are richer in information.
Type Category. The type category is only about the signs user-readers make.
We classify the marks users make by type (anchor and content) and function.
Function follows in a later category.
Jackson [12, p. 81] noted the ‘essential and deﬁning character of the
marginal note . . . is that it is a responsive kind of writing permanently
anchored to preexisting written words’. Anchor type annotations serve to
call attention or ascribe signiﬁcance to the part of the document where
they are located [20]. Highlighting and underlining are examples of an-
notation as anchor. Content type annotations are notes (drawings, text,
etc.) which help reader-users concentrate on parts of the text they ﬁnd
important.
If anchors help the user-reader keep their bearings (in what Dillon [7]
calls the information space of the document) then content type annotations
orient the reader-users in the argument or draw attention to what they ﬁnd
key. Individual readers have ways of ranking their own marks in part because
they generally use a limited repertoire.
Annotations that combine anchor and content types are compounds.
Function. We classify annotations by their ostensible purpose. Jackson [12,
pp. 90,82] observes that not all readers are annotators; the annotator ‘acts
on the impulse to stop reading for long enough to record a comment’. We
categorize the purpose of annotations into 6 classes by the level of engage-
ment following Bloom’s taxonomy2 and Jackson’s observations. This order
2 Bloom’s (recently revised) taxonomy is a standard ranking of the levels of learn-
ing [11]. The top four of the six levels (namely creating, evaluating, analysing, and
applying), suggest the value of the use of natural language. The bottom two (under-
standing and remembering) do not require the use of language.
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reﬂects the urgency, and possibly the complexity, of what readers must do
to grasp the text:
1. Interpretive marks are made when users truly make the text their own:
they add some of their own thoughts. An example could be a short note.
2. Problem-working marks most often appear near charts or equations, and
suggest or record the reader’s attempt to understand what is represented
or expressed. Deﬁnitions are examples.
3. Tracing progress may be signaled by the highlighting of lengthy passages,
indicating the reader may be overwhelmed by the text, or unable to
recognize the relative importance of passages.
4. Procedural annotations are intended to draw the user-reader back to
parts of the text that require further attention. An asterisk marking a
particular sentence could be classiﬁed as procedural, for example.
5. Place-marking and aiding memory annotations indicate places where the
reader signals their presence but not what they are thinking. Highlighting
or circling of keywords are examples.
6. Incidental markings (e.g. doodles) seem to mark a lack of engagement.
The examples, of course, are the general case as user-readers have their own
set of idiosyncratic marks. In our study we found that all of the speciﬁc
marks correspond to the six categories above.
Statistical Method. We use a mixed model repeated measures design. Of the
ﬁfteen participants, only ﬁve volunteered their annotations of both documents.
For most we use within-subject ANOVAs which compare multiple measures of
each participant’s data. Because there were so few participants in both sessions,
we computed a between-subjects analysis of 2 groups (one per session). The ﬁrst
group was students who participated in only the ﬁrst session.
3 Results
Figure 1 shows that most of the annotations were compounds and that almost
all of those include some textual annotation. Table 1 shows the distributions of
annotations by count, type category and function. Table 2 shows the distribution
of subtypes of marks across all sessions and users; Tab. 2(b) shows the number
made by participants who completed both sessions.
Annotation is Idiosyncratic — by Count and Use. We found no diﬀerence
between number of annotations made between sessions by the students who
participated in both (t = 0.347, df = 4). However there were diﬀerences between
the number of annotations used by the participants taken as a whole (F (1, 14) =
44.10, p < 0.001, η2p = 0.759). There was a diﬀerence between the number of
uses of the types of marks (F (8, 112) = 7.72, p < 0.001, η2p = 0.355) as shown
in Fig. 1a. The use of annotations diﬀers by category (F (2, 28) = 22.599, p <
0.001, η2p = 0.759) and function (F (2, 28) = 19.741, p < 0.001, η2p = 0.585).
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(a) All Types of Annotation (b) Components of Compounds
Fig. 1. Distribution of Types of Annotation
Table 1. Types of Annotations Used (N = 15)
(a) Marks Used
Mark Mean S.D. Mark Mean S.D. Mark Mean S.D.
Arrow 7.73 9.00 Asterisk 5.80 10.34 Box 0.07 0.26
Bracket 5.20 6.86 Circle 4.73 6.68 Highlighting 20.27 26.18
Incidental 0.53 0.92 Text 25.47 15.81 Underlining 10.67 13.75
(b) By Category
Category Mean S.D.
Compound 51.53 33.86
Explicit 5.73 6.05
Telegraphic 23.20 16.13
(c) By Function
Function Mean S.D.
Anchor 22.53 14.32
Compound 52.87 37.26
Content 5.07 5.44
Table 2. Comparison of Class of Annotations by Session
(a) Between-Subjects
All (N = 15) First Session (N = 7) Second Session (N = 8)
Casual Meaningful Casual Meaningful Casual Meaningful
Mean 31.47 49.00 23.00 44.00 30.25 36.63
S.D. 23.18 27.77 16.26 29.70 25.27 21.00
(b) Within-Subjects (N = 5)
First Session Second Session
All Casual Meaningful All Casual Meaningful
Mean 24.4 13.80 26.80 22.4 20.20 31.80
S.D. 12.4 8.58 15.64 14.6 19.31 20.14
Casual and Meaningful Marks. A two-tailed paired within-Ss t-test shows a
diﬀerence between meaningful and casual marks. More marks were casual than
meaningful (t = −3.335, df = 14, p < 0.005). Within-Ss analysis showed the
number of meaningful versus casual marks diﬀered by participant but not group
(F (1, 13) = 12.568, p = 0.004, η2p = 0.492).
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Table 3. p-values of Pairwise Diﬀerences in Types of Marks Across Sessions
Incidental
Problem
working Procedural
Interpretive < 0.001 0.001 0.001
Place marking 0.001 0.002 0.001
Diﬀerence over Time. A within-Ss analysis of session and function found no
eﬀect of function but a strong session eﬀect (F (4, 56) = 26.099, p < 0.001, η2p =
0.651). The strong demarcation between functions is evident from Tab. 3.
4 Discussion
Reading is a complex activity [6, p. 4] and yet we found that annotation by
scholars for study ﬁts into six basic modes (to use Mangen’s [15, p. 404] term).
Annotation is clearly idiosyncratic. Marks are personal, subjective, and likely
temporal. The use of marks which reveal engagement diﬀers between readers
too. Some readers use mostly casual marks and others use many more thoughtful
markings. Almost all at some time use what we term ‘meaningful’ annotation
styles that show their engagement with the text.
Variety of Marks for a Few Purposes For every user-reader in our study, the
variety of marks was small. As few kinds of marks are used their function should
be easily supported by a limited palette of types of mark. Perhaps variation in
meaning or signiﬁcance could be represented by variation in colour, shape, etc.
Importance of Textual Annotation. Figure 1 and a statistical analysis not
presented here strongly indicate that textual marking is a primary form of anno-
tation. There are other strategies for marking presence but serious engagement
can only be through words for ‘[w]hat a [person] cannot state he does not per-
fectly know’3. Given this it is curious that e-book systems still make it diﬃcult
for reader-users to make such notes. Perhaps readers’ engagement with e-text
would increase if writing — as distinct from keyboard use — were adopted4.
5 Conclusion and Future Directions
As digital culture eclipses print culture, and as hypertext becomes the dominant
medium of publication, the kinds of questions to be asked about annotation
and marginal glossing are changing. Documents are not merely available on-line
(that is to misunderstand the paradigmatic shift); documents on-line reﬂect a
3 Quoted (by Gowers [9]) from The Report of the Departmental Committee on the
Teaching of English in England. H.M. Stationery Oﬃce, 1921.
4 Some have claimed that annotation mediated by keyboards is inferior to annotation
with styli because of the parts of the brain that are involved [16], while others
conclude that all forms of note-taking require substantial cognitive eﬀort [24].
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reconceptualising of text. Notions of permanence attached to the written word
are thought of as fetish; palimpsests (literally the residuum of erased text on
parchment, metaphorically textual edits thought of as obscured in a ﬁnal draft)
are now marked by digital traces and tags. Accordingly the ways that readers
can mark their unique engagement and strategies of annotation are changing.
However we must be mindful of what they do currently so that we can support
the reasons, if not all of the ‘intuitive’ or familiar forms [13].
Classiﬁcation of Annotation Styles of Scholarly User-Readers. The
classiﬁcation of marks we developed in our study (§2) accounts for every mark
found in the study. A future direction will be to validate or correct that classi-
ﬁcation by applying it to a wider range of contemporary annotated documents.
Retrospective self-analysis or talk-aloud studies are necessary to corroborate our
assessment of user-readers purposes in making such marks.
Telegraphic Marks. Since the uses of telegraphic (i.e., non-textual) marks are
quite limited (although they are certainly idiosyncratic) e-reader tools need only
provide a small palette of such marks in several variations.
Textual Marks. Annotation captures a person struggling to make meaning
and sense. When the user-reader is confronting a new idea, synthesizing it, or
capitalizing on it then the engagement must be textual, i.e. with words.
It is clear that support for textual glosses is a necessity for the success of
any annotation system for scholars. Precisely how textual annotation should be
supported is unclear. Wolfe [26] and Black et al. [2] have shown the importance
of simultaneous on-screen presentation of notes that do not obscure the original
text. It is not yet clear which potential methods are best. A major distinction
in current methods is whether glosses are present when readers view the text
proper or if users must act to display the gloss [3, 27].
It is clear that annotation is suﬃciently key to the experience of reading that
interfaces must be designed to ensure that readers can continue to annotate texts.
Knowing why people make annotative marks is more important than knowing
precisely which marks they make. Of particular importance are textual marks as
distinguished from ﬁgural marks. To support users’ needs digital systems must
support the functionality people seek from traditional tools but not necessarily
ape users’ methods.
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Abstract. Transaction log analyses are common practice to understand user 
behavior in both online databases and library catalogues. While there has been 
significant work done in each of these domains, there is little work comparing 
user queries between library catalogues and online resources. In this paper we 
report on an exploratory comparison between searches performed via the same 
interface in three different search systems: a library catalogue, an online 
research database, and Google Scholar.  
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1   Introduction 
Users’ behaviors when engaged in interactive search have been the subject of 
extensive study. Previous research has made clear that information seekers choose 
different resources for meeting different information needs; depending on the nature 
of their need, information seekers may look to the library for books or articles, they 
may search the web, or they may just ask a friend [1, 2]. Some of the selection 
process is based on where in the information seeking process users are: according to 
McKenzie, users have four stages of information seeking, only one of which is likely 
to find users actively engaging with information resources [3]. Similarly Kuhlthau 
and Marchionini defined search only as a small part of the information seeking 
process [4]. Ill-defined or amorphous information needs are refined by browsing [5, 
6], encountering information [3] or, in a library setting, by using a reference librarian 
as an intermediary [7]. With increasing availability of online information, though, the 
opportunity to browse is less and less common, and search is becoming the dominant 
information-seeking paradigm. 
We know that many queries are syntactically naive and limited in scope [8-12]. It 
is also evident from the literature that the design of information interfaces affects 
query formation [13, 14], and that well-designed interfaces can help even those users 
who have poorly defined information needs [7, 15]. Library catalogues, however, 
have long stymied users in their efforts to find information [16, 17], as have research 
databases [18]. Consequently experienced academics and new students alike typically 
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select Google and other internet search engines as their first choice of information 
resource [18, 19]. Despite choosing Google first, information seekers (at least in an 
academic setting) value libraries and library information resources [2, 20]. We also 
know from our earlier work that users of academic libraries perceive and use different 
types of library information (for example books and scholarly articles) differently, 
and are somewhat resistant to new trends to combine these resources into a single 
search interface [21]. 
While we do know that users use Google but value library resources, the literature 
gives little insight into the differences between the queries users enter into different 
kinds of information resources. Similarly, we could find no work that investigated 
whether any differences are due to the interfaces of such resources, or the due to the 
demonstrably different needs and expectations of searchers when looking for different 
kinds of information.  
This paper reports an exploratory study of the queries entered into three different 
information sources via the same interface. This interface is on the homepage of an 
academic library website and records the initial queries users make of the library 
catalogue, EBSCOHost (a large library database), Gale (a smaller, more local 
database) and Google Scholar. It is our hope that by examining the content of these 
searches, we can learn about the differences in users’ perceptions of these resources. 
We commence by reviewing the background literature, followed by a description 
of the methodology employed in our study. The study’s findings are then presented 
and discussed, leading to our conclusions and suggested avenues for future work. 
2   Background 
There is a long history of using search log analyses to understand user behavior in 
digital libraries [9, 10], physical libraries [12, 17], online research databases [11, 22] 
and on the web in general [8, 23]. These analyses have shown that users persistently 
accept interface defaults and use queries which average somewhere between two and 
three words long. This is true even where information seekers can reasonably be 
expected to have complex information needs. For example, a detailed study of a large 
academic article database shows similar query patterns by all but a very few users 
[22].  Not only do users accept defaults and use few words, but even in computer 
science databases (where searchers can be expected to be reasonably proficient with 
Boolean logic) Boolean operators and search limiters are not used (and where they are 
used, they are often used incorrectly) [10, 17]. 
The design of specific types of systems seems to be one factor upon user behavior. 
Studies of library users show they find library search services hard to use [2, 24], and 
that finding journal articles is particularly difficult  [25]. One investigation of 
university students’ academic library searching revealed that only library science 
students were prepared to search a range of resources or use advanced searching 
techniques; all other users preferred basic search [18]. Similarly, given the choice, 
most users of an academic library prefer federated searching to searching individual 
library databases, even though they know that they get higher quality results by the 
latter strategy [25]. Finally, library users strongly associate libraries with books. Even 
though, in academic libraries at least, usage of electronic information resources far 
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outstrips book loans [26], libraries are strongly associated with “books d’uh” [2] in 
users’ minds. This causes problems when libraries ask users about their information 
seeking experiences, as most users report their experiences with books (c.f. [27]), 
depriving libraries of patrons’ experience with what might be termed ‘the online 
library’. 
Earlier work by the authors in this area [21] asked users to comment specifically on 
their experiences with a wide range of information types, focusing particularly on 
books and scholarly journal articles. The results of this preparatory work suggest that 
academic library users, at least, view different types of library resource differently, 
and that books and scholarly articles in particular are used in different ways. 
Similarly, different academic disciplines use resource types differently, some focusing 
more heavily on journals, others on books [28, 29]. 
In summary, we can confidently generalize about library users’ searching behavior: 
they do short, simple searches; they use a wide range of electronic resources; and they 
find library resources hard to use. The literature shows that books and scholarly 
articles are used in different contexts and to meet different information needs. What is 
unclear is whether users’ search strategies change with resource type, and if so, 
whether these changes reflect something about the information sought, or are caused 
by the search interfaces. We set out to examine these significant questions through the 
study we now report. 
3   Methodology 
As noted above, research has faced the challenge that different types of resources are 
typically accessed through different interfaces. Integrated interfaces, if common in 
practice, have not received scrupulous scientific study. We exploited an integrated 
search interface that gives access to four different catalogs and its query log data. 
We first describe the search interface in Section 3.1, and in Section 3.2 we report 
the analysis methods applied to the searches performed using the interface. 
3.1   Search the Library  
The Swinburne Library homepage has a single search box with radio buttons allowing 
users to pre-select among a range of information sources (see Figure 1). 
 
Fig. 1. The Library search interface 
 
The default search is of the library catalogue (‘Books and more’) that includes 
physical books, ebooks, and a small number of articles made available through a 
course readings system. Three other resources can be searched directly: EBSCO, a 
large aggregator of journal content, Gale, a smaller journal content aggregator and 
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Google Scholar. Upon executing a search, this search box transfers the searcher to the 
native interface of the resource they searched, and as such the searches captured by 
this box (and analyzed in this study) are all initial searches rather than search 
refinements. We cannot tell from the logs alone how many results each search 
returned, though number of results could be approximated by repeating the search. 
The predominant association of this interface is with the library: it is located on the 
library home page, and the default search target is the library catalog, neither of which 
are first choices for information seekers. While this association may affect the type of 
searcher using this interface, the information resource chosen can reasonably be 
assumed to be responsible for any differences in search strategy. 
3.2   Analysis  
The searches analyzed in this study were from two randomly selected weekdays, each 
during the second half of an academic term so as to represent practiced searching. A 
brief analysis of further days was conducted, but as they were not significantly 
different from the two days presented here, and as this study was intended to be 
exploratory, no further investigation of these days was undertaken. 
The searches from the two selected days (3743 in total) were first analyzed in their 
entirety for query length and distribution over information sources. As it was neither 
realistic nor worthwhile in an exploratory study to manually examine these searches 
for content, following the gross analysis, a selection of 100 searches per day was 
taken from each of the three most used resources (the catalog, EBSCO, and Google 
Scholar—more on this in Section 4.1), for a total of 600 searches. Each query was 
then examined with respect to a number of factors: whether the target was a known 
item, the metadata used, what kind of target item chosen, whether the search used 
advanced search operators or contained typographical errors, and how successful the 
search was. 
4   Results 
In the two days examined as part of this study, users performed some 3743 searches 
encompassing 14648 search terms. 13 searches were empty and thus were excluded 
from further analysis. This section will present an analysis of query form, based on 
analyzing the entire dataset (Section 4.1) and a more detailed analysis of query 
content based on the sample data (see Section 4.2) 
4.1   Query Form 
While we could not examine all 3730 non-empty searches manually in this study, 
some automated analysis was possible, and interesting results emerged around the 
information sources users selected and the number of search terms per query. 
4.1.1   Search Source 
Of the searches analyzed, some 2277 used the library catalogue, meaning a full 1453 
(38%) of searchers selected another target. This is a surprising finding, given that 
searchers typically change search defaults in fewer than 5% of cases [9, 17]. Because 
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neither of the sample days was near the beginning of semester, it is likely we are 
seeing practiced searching, with searchers preselecting an appropriate information 
resource for their needs. 
Table 1. Number of words in each query 
 
4.1.2   Search Terms 
The number of terms in each query was counted and analyzed. The mean number of 
terms for all searches was 3.93, with Google Scholar having the highest mean (5.03) 
and the library catalogue the lowest (3.45) (see Table 1). Compared to the various 
studies reported earlier in this paper, these means are unusually high, and there are 
few searches with two or fewer words in comparison to other information interfaces. 
 
Fig. 2. Number of search terms by information source 
 
The difference between the median number of searches and the mean in all cases 
suggests that there is a long tail of large searches (see Figure 2). Upon examination of 
the queries, one reason for this long tail emerges: searchers are typing or pasting 
whole citations as the query (e.g. “Morsh, Joseph. (1930). Development of right-
handed skill in the left-handed child. Child Development, 1(4), p311”). This behavior 
is a relatively new phenomenon (a citation search was used as an example in [17] but 
we could find no earlier reference to this behaviour) but may change the face of 
typical searcher behavior in the future.  
Finally, it should be noted that while the statistics for each search source look 
broadly similar, the variance between information sources was statistically significant 
in a one way ANOVA comparison (F(3, 3726)=44.02, p<0.01). 
Count Mean Median Mode
Largest 
query
Library 2277 3.45 3 2 25
EBSCO 1104 4.58 3 2 26
Gale 56 4.55 3 2 16
Google Scholar 293 5.03 4 2 30
Total 3730 3.93 3 2 30
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4.2   Query Content 
A randomly selected sample of 100 queries per day was taken from searches of 
EBSCO, Google Scholar, and the catalogue; these 600 searches were examined 
manually for metadata content, known item searching, typographical errors, advanced 
search techniques and search success. Gale was excluded from this phase of the 
analysis due to its small number of queries (56 in total). 
4.2.1   Query Metadata 
Searchers used a range of metadata, but by far the most popular were title, author and 
keyword. The distinction between keyword and title searches was made on the basis 
of matching: queries which matched three or more words in sequence in a resulting 
work title or any neologism in a title (e.g. “musicophilia”), or an exact title match of 
fewer than three words were deemed to be title searches (see Table 2). Title matches 
were exact in approximately 75% of all cases.  
Table 2. Metadada types used in each search source 
 
Keyword searches (which can be assumed to be approximately equivalent to 
subject or topic searching) appeared in a variety of formats: some were traditional 
unconnected keyword searches (e.g. “aviation fatigue”) some were phrases relating to 
users’ information needs (e.g. “differences in depth perception in 2d and 3d”) and in 
four cases (two each in Google Scholar and EBSCO), keyword searches were 
questions (e.g. “how many international students have health insurance”). The use of 
phrases or natural language queries occurred in about 15% of keyword searches in 
EBSCO and Google Scholar, and in 10% of searches of the library catalogue. This 
disparity is unsurprising, given that natural language searching is much more likely to 
be successful in online resources than in the catalogue.  
When we examine the frequently used metadata types (metadata types seen in 
more than 5% of searches, i.e. title, author, date and keywords) there are differences 
in the frequency with which each metadata type is used between information 
resources. The differences between Google Scholar and the catalogue and EBBSCO 
and the catalogue are significant (χ2=8.546, df=3, p=0.036 and χ2=11.770, df=3, 
p=0.008 respectively). The queries directed at Google Scholar and EBSCO were 
broadly similar; there are a number of possible reasons for this including nature of the 
content searched (Scholar and EBSCO both search online article-based content) and 
expertise of searchers (users of these information sources have demonstrated some 
expertise by selecting a non-default option). 
Library EBSCO Scholar
Title 73 48 60
Author 33 19 19
Date 5 6 0
Publisher 9 1 13
Source 0 2 5
Edition/ issue 3 2 5
Pages 0 1 3
Keywords 109 133 129
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A small but not insignificant number of searches contained more than one type of 
metadata; some were as simple as combining author and title metadata while some users 
entered whole citations. Citation markers (such as the words ‘et. al’, and ‘eds’, and 
enclosing dates in brackets—which are semantically empty and thus cannot improve 
search success) were seen in 1.5% of searches in EBSCO, 3% in the library catalog, and 
4% in Google Scholar. There was no significant difference between search sources in the 
number of metadata types used, and in all sources a greater number of metadata types is 
strongly correlated with a greater number of search terms (as we would expect). 
Finally, the library catalogue saw the entry of a specific metadata type not seen in 
the other sources: In 3% of cases catalogue searches were for course-related material 
using an alphanumeric course code. As this type of search was not seen in the other 
interfaces, and it is relevant only to the catalog, this further reinforces the likelihood 
that users are making intentional choices about information resource selection. 
4.2.2   Known Item Searching 
Queries were considered to be for a known item if they used title searching, or if a 
combination of other metadata (such as author and date) identified an individual 
document. Non-title searches accounted for about 8% of all known-item searches, as 
per Table 3 below. There were significant differences (χ2=8.998, df=2, p=0.011) 
between the three resources with respect to the number of known item searches,  
Table 3. Known vs unknown item searches 
 
Known item searches were classified by item type: by definition known item 
searches were for specific and identifiable texts, and each known-item query was 
classified as to the type of material sought. We discovered users were looking for a 
range of materials including books, articles and DVDs (see Table 4). It is interesting 
to note that (as we would hope, though the literature gives us no particular reason to 
expect this) known item searches of the catalogue are largely for books, while in 
EBSCO and Google Scholar they are mostly for articles. Scholar does show a number 
of book-related searches; however given that it returns relevant results from Google 
Books this strategy is likely to be successful. 
Table 4. Item type sought 
 
Library EBSCO Scholar
Known items 109 53 61
Non-title known items 11 7 4
Library EBSCO Scholar
Book 68 7 16
Article 8 41 43
Journal 2 3 0
Database 0 1 0
DVD 3 0 0
Other 2 1 2
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4.2.3   Advanced Searching 
As in other studies (e.g. [9-11, 17]) we found that only a small number of searches 
(4.5% across all resources) included advanced search techniques—13 (7.5%) each in 
EBSCO and Google Scholar, and 2 (1%) in the catalogue. The advanced catalogue 
searches were both well formed, but 4 in Google Scholar and 9 in EBSCO contained 
errors, echoing findings of other studies [9, 10, 17]. It is possible that more search 
modifiers may be observed if the interface captured search refinements, but the 
literature suggests that users are unlikely to use advanced query formulations even 
when refining searches. 
4.2.4   Unsuccessful Searches 
A search could be unsuccessful in one of three ways: 1) no results were returned; 2) 
the search was for a known item which did not appear in the top 5 results (bad 
results); 3) acceptable results only appeared with a ‘did you mean’ search 
modification. There were slight variations between interfaces in the number of 
unsuccessful searches (Table 5). 
Table 5. Unsuccessful searches by information source 
 
It is evident from these results that the catalogue is the least ‘forgiving’ system; 
this is to be expected as it indexes only relatively limited content (which may also 
help to explain why users consistently find catalogues unusable [6, 8]: catalogues 
simply do not index the material they want, and do not communicate this clearly). 
Google Scholar is the most ‘forgiving’ with the fewest failed searches and a minimum 
of searches with no or bad results. 
Searches failed for a number of reasons. Typographical errors contributed to 
problems with search in about half of all search failures not all of which were 
corrected by “did you mean” functionality. 
Another cause of failed searching (3 cases in the catalogue and 2 in EBSCO) was 
including an entire (unedited) citation in the search. The only search source that 
performed at all well when given so much information was Google Scholar; EBSCO 
and the catalogue both routinely failed to return any results on such searches. 
A further cause of failed searching was searching in a system that did not index the 
kind of content sought (e.g. looking for books in EBSCO). While there was some 
cross-indexing, in all three systems some users failed to find what they were looking 
for because of the selected information source; there were 11(1.8% of all searches) 
instances in total —5 (2.5%) each in EBSCO and the catalog, and 1(0.5%) in Google 
Scholar. The low rate of failure in this way in Google Scholar is largely due cross-
indexing of Google Books.  
Finally, in six instances (3%) the library catalogue failed to return results because 
the library did not have a copy of the item users sought. 
Library EBSCO Scholar
Total 42 32 21
No results 13 10 5
Bad results 22 7 1
Did you mean 7 25 15
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5   Implications for Digital Libraries 
Many of our results mirrored those of other studies [9, 10, 17]: users still do not use 
advanced search techniques and still make a number of typographical errors. Digital 
library interfaces that expect users to perform complex queries without error are still 
likely to fail their users. 
There were some behaviors in evidence, however, that demonstrate new patterns of 
behavior: e.g. users entered citations as query terms relatively frequently, increasing 
the average number of search terms, and often resulting in search failure. Digital 
library interfaces would do well to facilitate searching with entire citations. 
We can reasonably assume that even those users searching the default information 
source (i.e. the library catalogue) generally expected to be searching for books; libraries 
are strongly associated with books [2] and only 2.5% of all catalogue searches examined 
in this study failed because the user was looking for articles or other resources more 
frequently indexed elsewhere. Unusually, the users in this study selected non-default 
search options 38% of the time—this is a dramatic contrast to other log analyses (for 
example [9, 17]) which show this behavior occurring only rarely. This suggests that the 
searchers in our study understood the differences between information sources and were 
intentional in their searching, a result previously only seen in topic experts and expert 
searchers [19, 29-31]. It is not clear from this study why users were so knowledgeable 
about their options, but it suggests that differentiation of content in an initial search can 
be valuable to users. 
The fact that users in this study did differentiate their search strategies based on the 
target information resource demonstrates a level of intention in their search strategy 
not previously observed outside of experts in either domain or searching [19, 30, 31], 
and suggests that search strategies which have, in the past, looked naïve may be 
merely economical. This suggests that digital libraries should aim to support very 
simple searches rather than encouraging more complex formulations. 
Despite this apparently high level of understanding of the options on the library 
homepage it is evident from usage statistics that far more academic library users 
access more electronic content than books [26] which suggests that many users are 
not searching for digital content directly from the library homepage. This means that 
the opportunity for digital libraries to be a single information point, which users 
would very much like [24, 25] has not yet been realized. 
Finally, library resources are not a first choice of information source for many 
users [2, 24], so we can reasonably assume that those searching from a library website 
have entered the ‘active searching’ phase of information seeking [3]. Nonetheless, 
active searching doesn’t imply known-item searching, which accounted for just 
slightly more than half of all searches in the library catalogue, but less in other 
sources. The not inconsiderable number of non-known item searches implies users 
will browse search results quite heavily; digital library systems should take this into 
account and facilitate effective browsing. 
6   Conclusions 
This paper presents the results of an exploratory analysis of queries performed over four 
information systems: an academic library catalogue, two scholarly article databases (Gale 
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and EBSCO), and Google Scholar. The investigation was in two parts: a high level 
analysis of query structure over a large number of searches, and a more detailed analysis 
of query content based on sample searches of EBSCO, the catalogue and Google Scholar. 
We found a surprisingly large number of searchers elected to search non-default 
information sources. Furthermore, there were differences in both the way users 
searched and in the results their searches returned, between different information 
sources. Longer queries were used in Google Scholar and EBSCO than in the catalog, 
but there were no differences in the number of metadata types queried across sources. 
Similarly, queries of EBSCO and Google Scholar were more likely to be keyword 
searches than in the catalogue. Known item searches in Google Scholar and EBSCO 
targeted articles, whereas catalogue queries aimed at finding books. While citation 
searching was seen in all information sources, it was more common in Google 
Scholar where it was also more likely to be successful. 
Given that we can discard interface effects, we must interpret these results to mean 
that users are intentionally varying their search strategies based on the information 
source searched. While the search strategies employed in each information source are 
similarly simple, they are different ant we must necessarily conclude that users goals 
and tactic vary specifically based on the target collection. This suggests that rather 
than being purely naïve, searchers tactic are rather parsimonious, a result previously 
only seen in domain experts and expert searchers. 
We can (and should) take these results to show that digital libraries must continue 
to provide support for error recovery, allow users to preselect between collections and 
develop support for searching with unedited citations. More importantly, though, we 
must consider the possibility that users are more sophisticated in their search 
strategies than we had previously anticipated; the level of intention seen in this study 
is logical but previously undocumented.  
7   Future work 
Clearly there is scope for a more complete study to supplement this work: as this 
work was exploratory it analyzed only a relatively small number of queries, and an 
analysis of a larger sample to test the hypotheses about searching formed in this paper 
would be beneficial. Further, this work, like all log analyses, cannot unpack the 
motivations of searchers for behaving the way they do. The finding of non-default 
searching in this study is particularly striking, and it would be valuable to determine 
the drivers of this behavior in interviews or users studies. 
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How are definitions of content and the design of digital documents being 
determined in practice? In this paper the authors present the relationship 
between document encoder and document as the central unit of analysis in a 
framework for making sense of documentary practice at community, 
organisational and implementation levels. The paper presents the integrated 
findings from a global survey of document encoders participating in the Text 
Encoding Initiative, providing important insights into the characteristics of an 
emergent documentary practice. By focusing on documentation as a field of 
practice the paper reveals a rich and generative practice at play and provides 
valuable lessons for other complex metadata and markup initiatives. 
1   Introduction 
Markup language technologies are a significant part of the architecture for metadata 
initiatives in digital libraries and for sharing information resources over computer 
networks. However there is now a substantial body of evidence pointing to the 
challenges that the developers and users of large markup languages, such as 
Extensible Business Reporting Language (XBRL), HL7 (for health records) Legal-
XML, and the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI), face in moving from community 
development to wider adoption and use [1] [5] [6] [7] [8]. Bringing a digital 
architecture to documents presents challenges of representation and meaning, 
organisational change, new work tasks and new business processes, yet to date 
research literature has discussed these issues either, in the most general of terms or, 
from the isolated experience of individual case reports. Although there are enormous 
volumes of digital documents being encoded across disparate fields of human 
endeavor it has been hard to gain a concrete understanding of practice beyond the 
individual accounts of practitioners. Much of the theoretical literature addressing the 
‘document problem’ has done so broadly and at a conceptual level that often 
concludes by identifying the need for further research, both in the development of 
methodology and empirical observation [9]. 
The aim of our study is to extend existing research by providing an in depth 
investigation of documentary practices. In this paper we present the integrated 
findings from a large survey of markup language use within the Text Encoding 
Initiative’s (TEI) community of practitioners that utilised three instruments for data 
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collection: a questionnaire, the collection of text files for analysis and semi-structured 
interviews. The TEI is an international consortium of document encoders with a 
shared interest in the use of a document markup language (the TEI Guidelines) for the 
representation of all kinds of text in the humanities [10]. It is a longstanding initiative 
whose successes have informed projects undertaken by the World Wide Web 
Consortium and other markup languages like XBRL [11]. With more than 400 tags 
available for describing texts the TEI presents a flexible and diverse documentation 
system that is an ideal starting point for the investigation of documentary practices.  
2   Research Design and Methodology 
The theoretical orientation we bring to the study is informed by practice theory and 
asserts that it is the actual deliberations and decisions practitioners make in working 
with a markup language that has the most to tell us about document encoding [2] [10] 
[11]. Yet understanding documentary practice requires an investigation of much more 
than the rules, routines and regularities involved in ‘marking up’ a document. 
Document encoding, like classification, is a series of decisions about what should or 
should not be made explicit available about an artefact in its context. In this sense it is 
a form of documentation that joins with traditions of knowledge organisation and 
commentary in making judgments about the purpose of documents. Far from being 
static, axiomatic artefacts that reveal their own best description, documents are 
dynamic instruments where meanings, roles and context both structure and are 
structured by human understanding at different stages in the process of description.  
Within markup language projects there are some obvious situational differences at 
play in practice, between the communities of interest who define the markup 
language, the organisations that adopt and adapt them and the individual document 
encoders who apply them and our study needs to account for these influences. Our 
interests are centred on the activity of documenting, which we see as a relationship 
between documents and document encoders who are involved in a process of decision 
making, from abstract notions about the types of documents that will be described and 
their expression (in rules and schema), through to their eventual construction and 
instantiation [11].  
Our research objective is to better understand the structures and sets of structuring 
dispositions that are influencing practitioners in the material definition of documents 
at community, organisational and individual levels of interaction. The theory and 
methodology for this research have been detailed previously in two conference 
publications [10] [11] and are summarized briefly here. The study’s participants are 
document encoders, working in universities, libraries, specialist digital humanities, 
centres, specialist documentation units and research institutes involved in significant 
document encoding projects using the TEI Guidelines. 32 document encoders from 12 
countries participated in a global survey that was designed to gain a clearer 
understanding of their experiences of document encoding. Three interrelated data 
collection techniques were adopted in the study to support an interpretive approach to 
empirical observation that would account for the encoding relationship (between 
document and document encoder) at different levels of understanding: 
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1. The study commenced with a questionnaire based survey of practitioners that 
included both quantitative and qualitative (open-ended questions). 
2. Participants contributed examples of texts they had encoded for in-depth automated 
analysis. 
3. Semi-structured interviews were undertaken with practitioners to enrich our 
understanding of documentary practice and to gain deeper insights into the findings 
of the study. 
Data collected in the questionnaire was tabulated and grouped according to three 
major categories derived from our analytical framework of the field of practice:  
(i) community objectives and their expression in types of documents;  
(ii) organisational objectives and their manifestation in document encoding;  
(iii) implementation objectives and the resulting document instantiation 
Data analysis commenced with the preparation of descriptive statistics and supporting 
narratives from the questionnaire. This allowed us to categorise and group findings 
first at a high level and then explore relationships to identified topics, aspects and 
themes of significance within each category. The iterative approach allowed for the 
identification of emergent, unexpected and incongruous themes [12] [13] [14]. We 
next undertook an in-depth automated analysis of the markup occurring in the 
encoded texts to see what the documents themselves could tell us about the 
categories, topics and themes we identified as significant from the questionnaire (and 
later, through this process of iteration, through the interviews also), looking in 
particular for a correspondence of relationships: e.g. do practitioners with a different 
professional background approach encoding differently?  
By taking this approach to thematic analysis we are engaging in a process of 
qualitative interpretation of markup language definition and use to discover what it 
can tell us about this field of practice. Undertaking the interviews provided the 
opportunity to gain a deeper understanding of practice by allowing participants to 
present their own explanations of the phenomena witnessed in our analysis. It allowed 
us to confirm and elaborate topics coming forward and allowed viewpoints 
unanticipated by our framework for analysis to emerge [14]. 
3   The Lessons Learnt 
Collectively the findings (presented as 12 key themes in Table 1 over page) define an 
emergent documentary practice that is rich, complex and generative. It comprises 
information about the historical circumstances of encoding, the thoughts and actions of 
individuals, activities, procedures and processes. What results is an in depth description 
of a documentary practice where information design, information management and 
knowledge sharing are central concerns. Below we discuss our key findings with a focus 
on lessons learnt in areas ranging from, the alignment of projects to long term 
organisational goals; strategies for communication; policy development; changing 
organisational structures; and the emergence of uniform approaches to analysis and 
design in documentary projects.  
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Table 1. Summary of lessons learnt in practice 
Theme Characteristics (from analysis) Summary of key lessons learned 
1.Fit for purpose Utility (encompassing suitability, 
flexibility & extensibility), limitations 
(of the document expression) 
Practitioners evaluate markup languages in terms of 
potential uses over time, in a wide strategy for 
adoption that focuses on the flexibility and utility of 
the language in meeting organisational goals for 
documentation (usually beyond a single project 
requirement). Changing a community language to 
meet local needs is an accepted part of practice 
2. ML as standard International, data compatibility 
(interchange and sharing), 
generalisable, extensible, often 
mandated. Prominence of TEI, 
Internationally recognised, funding 
Practitioners encapsulate many of the advantages of 
markup languages within the umbrella of ‘XML as 
standard’. More importantly, social dimensions, like 
community recognition of a markup language as the 
standard bearer, are key factor in driving adoption 
3. Participation Provides: Guidelines (DTD, schema), 
tools, training materials, support, 
confidence, communication, feedback 
Actively encouraging participation in the document 
community is essential for the ongoing development 
of a markup language. Levels of participation in the 
community correspond to practitioner confidence 
4. Communication Collaboration, community, learning, 
support 
Practitioners place greater emphasis on the 
opportunity to communicate directly with each 
other this than they do on formal training programs 
for the development of practice 
5. Collaboration Content, funding, scope (type & form 
of collaboration), communication & 
confidence, outcomes  
Collaboration is fundamental to practice. Sharing 
content is the main driver of collaboration. Social 
interaction through collaboration is playing a key 
role in structuring practice 
6. Mission Governance & autonomy, 
organisational profile, emergent 
structures for digital documentation 
Practitioners see document encoding as aligned to 
the core goals an organisation. Many limitations on 
encoding within an organisation are implicit, they 
are constrained by existing structures and 
shortcomings in resourcing 
7. Policy Formal policy, the role of learning and 
experience, extending the TEI 
Guidelines 
There has been an absence of formal policy 
associated with markup language projects. When in 
place in TEI projects it has provided an important 
framework for learning through experimentation  
8. Funding The funding mix, pumping priming & 
ongoing funding, what gets funded 
(practitioner view), how funding 
influences on encoding 
The main source of funding for TEI projects has 
been external and institutional grants. Much of this 
funding has been for project start up, resulting in 
significant difficulties for enhancements and 
developments that would allow important goals to 
be achieved. Funding beyond start up is essential if 
benefits are to be realized 
9. Work unit Document focus, specialisation, 
organising the encoding 
There is clear evidence of the development of 
specialist digital units with a document-centric 
focus in the organisations, yielding advantages as 
new structures and new work roles come into play  
10. Encoding Text ontology, levels of encoding 
variation (similarity and difference) 
pragmatism 
Practitioners prioritise the encoding of what is 
observable in a text. Challenging questions for 
classification, representation and meaning are a 
constant part of this work, which is best suited to 
subject or metadata specialists  
11. Guidance The guidelines, support, tools, 
structures and templates 
Practice has resulted in the in-house development of 
important materials to support text encoding and 
provide the basis for the further development of 
practice 
12. Design process Products, design, evaluation and 
review  
There is evidence of important digital document 
design and construction methodologies in place, 
commencing with strategic evaluation, text analysis, 
design and implementation, end user analysis and 
post implementation reviews  
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4   Discussion of Survey Findings 
4.1   Community – Expression 
Our study’s focus on the practice of TEI document encoders commences with their 
principal work tool, the document expression that is contained in the TEI Guidelines.  
‘The TEI’ is shorthand in the TEI community for the set of instructions and tools that 
comprise the markup language schema (the vocabulary and its architecture), 
descriptions of each element (tag) and supporting documentation for their use. 
Fit for purpose: our first theme gives voice to the significant evaluation that 
practitioners go through as they make determinations about adopting and working with 
the TEI. When asked: What kinds of text do you consider the TEI most appropriate for? 
The survey participants’ view of the TEI seems to corresponds with the Consortium’s 
own published statements about the kinds of text the TEI is suitable for; i.e. all types of 
text in the humanities (69%) prose (63%), drama (63%), manuscripts (63%), poetry 
(63%), verse (63%), transcripts (63%), guides and indexes (50% for each). More 
revealing though is the diversity evident in the 34% of responses that selected ‘other’ 
texts as a category and the long tail of documents this constituted in their replies: journals 
& serials, born digital materials & websites, correspondence, dictionaries, legal 
documents, lexical materials, emblems, steles & rubbings, religious texts. It is clear that 
practitioners are not simply applying a ‘bolt-on’ template that fits all texts, the TEI is 
more accurately a complex document system comprising over 400 descriptive elements 
(tags) that practitioners can choose from to assemble the sets of tags that meet their 
needs. Creating a TEI text commences with decisions made about the documents that 
will be constructed from this system. We analysed 27 batches of encoded text and only 
two batches (using a predefined set, known as TEIXLITE) shared the exact same 
elements. The remaining 25 batches of documents were all using document type 
definitions that were different from each other. Notably, practitioners rarely chose their 
TEI set solely on immediate requirements. Each of the 15 participants who took part in 
the interviews for the study stressed the importance of the utility and flexibility of the 
TEI in meeting both current and ongoing documentary tasks. The TEI Consortium 
supports this by providing an online suite of tools (the Pizza Chef and Roma) that 
practitioners use to select the mix of elements (pizza toppings) they need [15]. Even so, 
adopting a community schema to meet local requirements is bound to bring constraints. 
Eleven of 15 interviewees indicated that they are constantly evaluating the TEI and wary 
of “shoehorning” content to a model that doesn’t fit their needs (B021) 1 . Three 
participants spoke about the importance of commencing assessment of text encoding 
requirements at a higher level of abstraction than the TEI’s model of a text as important. 
They considered that there were other ways of representing the same texts (using 
different markup languages) and that limitations in the Consortium’s view needed to be 
evaluated: “…if one is going to spend a significant amount of time and effort to morph 
the TEI into being useful for the encoding you’re trying to perform, and there’s another 
system out there that is well suited to the type of encoding you would like to perform, 
you’re probably better to use that system.” (B028)      
                                                          
1
 All direct references to survey participants in the paper use assigned anonymous identifiers, 
e.g.  (B021). All quotes from interviewees are included in italics. 
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Fit for purpose as it emerges here is not about fitting a model or matching a 
markup language to the requirements of specific projects, it is a general quality of 
fitness to the strategic objectives for documentation over time. Importantly, the 
evidence does show that document encoders are evaluating the advantages of the 
XML standard (e.g. suitability, flexibility and extensibility) as part of this and they 
are prepared to work with the constraints they identify to obtain the benefits of 
standardisation. However, fitness is a balancing act between the benefits and the 
limitations that a markup language brings. 
Markup language as standard bearer: for some participants the use of TEI has 
been mandated precisely because it is XML conformant: “…one of the mandates was 
that whatever we did we should follow best practices for archival storage of 
documents in digital form. And that lead us to the TEI model, since this is the de facto 
standard for the markup of text.” (B020) Perhaps more important in our study 
however, has been the significance encoders place on the TEI as the standard bearer. 
Rather than focusing their evaluation on the technical advantages of XML, 
practitioners are evaluating the emblematic and social value (both organisational and 
cultural) of the TEI standard:  “…when we first started up there was a lot of people 
using TEI in the library, in digital humanities institutes and so on. So I guess it was 
peer pressure in the widest sense” (B020). Eight of the interviewees identified TEI as 
a standard bearer as a significant reason for choosing to work with the TEI, whether 
that be for recognition, because its preeminence improves funding opportunities or, 
from ‘peer pressure in the widest sense.’ Emergent in this has been the significance 
placed on the profile of a markup language that is compliant with technical standards 
and community expectations. A new insight here is that the latter is equally important 
in driving adoption. In this light, the normative influence of standardisation resides 
not only in the structuring dimensions of a technical specification but also in the 
orthodoxy of the community.  
Participation, Communication, Collaboration: Three social dimensions of 
practice: participation (in the Consortium), communication (with each other) and 
collaboration (with other practitioners and institutions within the field) entwine to 
shape knowledge sharing among practitioners. The TEI Consortium encourages 
participation from its members and this has contributed to the long-term success of 
the markup language by ensuring practitioner feedback actively shapes iterative 
development and provides a sense of ownership of the markup language. So much so 
that two interviewees described their relationship with the Consortium as their most 
important collaboration in document encoding. Twenty of the survey respondents 
were active members of the TEI, 16 had at least one active role (committee or special 
interest group), while 10 were active in other markup language and metadata 
initiatives. While this brings forward an obvious bias in the point of view of our 
participants, it also underscores the significance of engagement in practice. As other 
markup languages come and go within their fields of specialisation, there must be 
lessons that can be learned from this. Our analysis shows that document encoders 
actively participating in the Consortium through committees and events had a much 
higher level of confidence about their work than practitioners taking a more passive 
role in the community. Ten of our interviewees emphasised the importance of the 
Consortium in developing their confidence. However, five survey participants 
indicated that they felt they lacked the expertise necessary to participate: “I feel like I 
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am a user of the TEI Guidelines but not somebody… who’s in a postion to change 
them or even discuss them with others. Because I feel I’m still not a programmer, …I 
still think you need a lot of extra knowledge to contribute to the Consortium. But as a 
user I am very happy with the fact that it exists, and I can use it in the way that we 
think is okay.” (B021) Understanding how confidence is developed tells us something 
about the way design choices are brought to bear across different encoding projects 
through participation and communication within the community. Importantly, 
practitioners place greater emphasis on communication and interaction through, the 
TEI LISTSERV, example files from recognized lead projects, and emails than they do 
on formal training programs. Paramount among these is ‘the list’: “I think the TEI list, 
whilst I don’t always agree with everything that’s said on the list, nevertheless, it’s a 
really important part of the TEI. (B021) One participant described communication as 
one of the greatest benefits of collaboration, “…even if the collaboration doesn’t 
directly benefit us. Being able to talk to others and seeing what they’re thinking 
about, that’s useful.” (B028). Collaboration is an important characteristic of 
document encoding projects overall. 78% of participants were involved in 
collaborative projects. Sharing content is the main reason for collaborating. Most 
collaborative projects were either collection based (19 corpus or papers) or subject 
and theme based (16 projects) initiatives. Collaboration provides the opportunity to 
unify disparate content and publish materials that might otherwise not be published. 
However it also shapes the task as participants adapt to requirements of collaborations 
that can influence both what is selected for encoding and how it is encoded (depth, 
detail and tag choice), even how it is published: “…in terms of putting our own texts 
into another project, we need to be very careful with our metadata and make sure that 
everything is going to be reciprocal.” (B012); “Our use of text encoding fuels their 
website. (B021); Collaboration both enables and constrains practice, however it is 
clear that the benefits extend beyond the opportunities available through funding and 
content sharing to the important role that social interaction plays in structuring 
practice. 
4.2   Organisation – Manifestation 
Both Nunberg (1996) and Frohman (1994) hypothesise that much of the capacity of 
documents to inform will depend on the institutional arrangements for their 
production [9] [15]. Our inquiry aimed to learn more about how institutional 
structures may manifest in the encoding activity. The findings from our analysis 
identify the kinds of structures organisations adopt to facilitate digital document 
production and the new mix of professional requirements that are needed to achieve 
this. Rather than being a simple continuation of the traditions of humanities 
scholarship, librarianship and publishing, there appears to be a new practice emergent 
that is more than a sum total of its parts. 
Mission, policy and funding: A challenge for the study has been reconciling the 
perception of autonomy and absence of institutional influence reported by participants 
with evidence that, at times, demonstrated the strong effect of institutional 
arrangements. 73% of the study’s participants rated their autonomy in the encoding 
choices they make as either highly autonomous or completely autonomous. In some 
respects the perception of autonomy is not surprising, text encoding takes place within 
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a scholarly community that values intellectual autonomy. Yet, in one form or another, 
the survey participants discussed the constraints they experience through institutional 
arrangements: ‘Market demands’, limits on funding and editorial management were 
all brought forward as effecting choices about which texts were selected for encoding 
and how they were encoded (i.e. on the textual outcomes). All of the interviewees 
discussed a level of service orientation in their work that indicates a shift from 
traditional humanities scholarship influenced by a microcosm of new interests 
associated directly with the activity of encoding. This includes the production of new 
digital information resources designed in some way to service the needs of others 
(scholars, students, a largely unknown public) or, meeting the demands of a 
publisher’s database. As one participant observed, “…under these conditions many 
constraints are not noticed until they are breached.” We consider the contradiction 
between the perceived autonomy of practitioners and the impact of organisational 
arrangements on document encoding choices, as one that is best explained by the 
subtlety of influence in structures often only evidenced in the general context of 
organisational doxa. Rather than being direct (e.g. the prescription of document 
templates), institutional arrangements were most often indirect, through factors like 
the provision of in-kind support or, limitations on the availability of resources.  
61% of participants indicated that their organisation had no formal policy in place 
for document encoding at the commencement of their projects. A topic analysis was 
undertaken to evaluate similarities among policy documents from those respondents 
who did have them. The policies that were in place tended to present guidelines inline 
with objectives for scholarship but they did not prescribe or constrain specific aspects 
of using a markup language.  Those aspects that were prescriptive generally directed 
projects towards conformance with XML standards as best practice. The most 
significant finding coming forward from policies is that experimentation has often 
been part of their ethos, “…that pushes our learning curve in a consistent direction; 
start-up, pilot completion based on proof of concept, expansion of project.” (B029). 
By experimenting, the projects have played a significant role in constructing a shared 
practice. Stated formally in one policy as: “To document and analyse the success or 
failure of each of these plans, and to publish that information for analysis for the 
benefit of other academic publishers, policy makers and authors.” (B020) The 
findings demonstrate how the shape of documentary practice begins to take form, is 
shared with others and reproduced through models of experimentation and learning. 
Participant responses indicate that the greatest cost constraint on a project is the 
cost of doing the encoding. Funds available for projects impact not only the selection 
of texts and the richness of encoding that can be done but the kind of digital outputs 
that will result. To date the majority output of text encoding for public use has been in 
the form of HTML files. This, unfortunately, misrepresents the work behind the 
scenes where the encoding of texts has been rich in detail. While grant funding has 
often been available to projects at start-up, finding revenue for ongoing project 
development is a major concern. Almost every participant in this study identified 
enhancements they could now bring to their projects. However, obtaining funding 
support for enhancements that utilise embedded semantic structures in novel ways or, 
investing in the improvement of encoding methodologies, is rarely a funding priority. 
While 29 of the survey’s participants anticipated that document encoding would be an 
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ongoing activity in their organisation, moves to self-funding models (e.g. licensed 
databases) further reduce depth and variety in the encoding that can be done.  
The Work Unit: The TEI’s adoption as a model for digital library projects has 
raised some concerns for practice [16]. Scholars generally want to operate under a 
model that is (analytically) as flexible as possible while in libraries classification is 
often prescriptive, target consistency to maximise user access [16]. At one level this 
difference between two communities sharing one markup language seems to be born 
out in our study. While scholars rated their autonomy as “highly” or “completely 
autonomous”, all participants who worked in libraries rated their autonomy only as 
“somewhat autonomous” or ‘not autonomous at all.” However through a careful 
analysis of the markup in all batches of texts submitted we could find no measurable 
difference in encoded documents that could be attributed to different areas of 
managerial responsibility (i.e. there were no differences in textual outcomes that 
could be attributed to academic publishers, libraries, faculty, or other) or, to 
professional background (the encoding of librarians was not distinguishable from 
academics or academic publishers). While differences do occur at project levels of 
description, the most significant pattern to emerge was the uniformity of tags used 
across texts within a project/work unit: indicating that once document encoders 
develop a model for encoding they tend to work with the same range of tags 
consistently across texts with only occasional variation to account for particularities 
of individual texts (this was usually an increase in tag frequency, i.e. the same tag 
used more often; rather than an increase in the range of tags used).  
Rather than following traditional lines of professional difference, document 
encoding is a new activity and new structures are being implemented to support this. 
By grouping and categorising different project roles defined by the study participants 
we were able to develop a view of an organisational framework that is not simply 
utilising existing structures but establishing new approaches and new roles for 
organising, managing and resourcing digital document projects. For most projects, an 
unexpectedly complex picture of collaborative production emerges, involving project 
directors (usually from academic faculty, University libraries or the University press); 
IT specialists; content, metadata and markup specialists; electronic collections 
management and preservation specialists; editors; financial management; and 
specialist advisory roles including legal advice on copyright and intellectual property. 
These arrangements are usually localised within an institution: i.e. a mix of suitable 
skills is being developed in-house through practice to support a different way of doing 
things. This is an important profile of organisational arrangements that did not exist 
25 years ago when the TEI commenced. Most notable are the new specialised units 
and functions in support of the activity with four humanities computing centres, two 
digital production units, specialist document centres, and faculty knowledge 
technology centres represented in this study. Awareness of the requirements for 
specialised arrangements, with new skill sets and organisational structures flags 
important challenges for the diffusion of digital document initiatives in other fields of 
endeavor such as health, law and business.  
Within these emerging roles, the design decisions practitioners make are strongly 
influenced by their own culture, as document encoders. The task and office can seem 
to share some aspects in common with librarianship (texts are prioritised according to 
principles similar to a library’s collection policy, both use classification systems) and 
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it is deeply embedded in a tradition of humanities scholarship where construction of 
scholia and the production of scholarly editions are longstanding, yet it is neither of 
these exactly. Document encoders bring their history and the experience of their 
traditions with them and it is helping to shape the activity, but it is taking its own 
shape in “practical mastery of the specific regularities” of the field and there are some 
distinguishing features associated with this [2]. Among these is the document centric 
focus that is driving practice. Encoders focus their design task more on their 
representation of the content of a document than they do on any other influence, with 
47% of participants ranking ‘the requirements of the text’ itself as the greater criteria 
for content definition (with 29% identifying end user requirements, 9% institutional 
requirements and 15% community objectives). There is no simple or right answer to 
question of what constitutes ‘the text itself. Documentation is an activity where both 
subjective and objective aspects of the act are real considerations in practice. 
4.3   Implementation - Instantiation 
Encoding: 92% of participants described their own level of encoding as providing for 
more than simple analysis of the text, with 50% describing the level of encoding they 
undertake as producing texts suitable for scholarly analysis. Typically this level of 
encoding provides for intellectual, linguistic and prosodic description of text and is 
broad enough to encompass tagging that is itself a significant commentary about the 
work. Document encoders describe undertaking this work as a ‘balancing act’ 
between, addressing the complex ontological issues of representation and meaning 
that arise when encoding, and the more pressing concern of completing encoding in a 
reasonable amount of time: “..we’ve rationalized the choices in ways that we are 
comfortable with, but realizing that there are other possibilities, that other people 
may have made other choices given the materials and the possibilities for encoding 
them.” (B018)  
In the case of the TEI, practitioners are most often prioritising representation of 
what is observable in a text, however this remains an activity with many nuances & 
variations. 53% of participants take advantage of the TEI Pizza Chef tool to modify 
their document type definitions (DTDs) at the outset, while 50% are modifying the 
DTD further in-house. 94% of participants in the study assign attributes and attribute 
values to the tags they use and this also results in different patterns of use. 47% 
indicated the adoption of a variety of different classification schemes (with the most 
common being Library of Congress Subject Headings) while some were creating their 
own inhouse classification schemes as part of activity of textual criticism.  
Guidance and design process: Markup languages present a number of 
characteristics that we would anticipate have a normalizing effect. Categorisation is 
possible because an agreed set of terms and the conventions for their use are adopted. 
Yet the evidence from the survey consistently presents a practice that is localized to 
its documentary-subjects, and its environment. It can appear as though there are very 
few formal, shared analysis and design techniques in place to assist in practice, and 
this view was reinforced by some of our participants: “We have done nothing which I 
think would fit the requirements of doing such analysis properly. None of us is trained 
in doing such analysis.” (B027) However, closer examination reveals that analysis 
and design techniques are in place with a significant amount of uniformity across 
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projects, although this fact may not yet be fully apprehended by the practitioners. Our 
interviews identified clear steps in digital document design that practitioners are 
undertaking across projects. In this paper we have demonstrated how practitioners 
commence by aligning their work to strategic goals and organisational objectives 
through an analysis of fit for purpose. Furthermore, all participants identified 
processes equivalent to text analysis, planning and designing markup solutions for 
implementation (in that order). Supporting this is a range of implementation methods 
and tools including in-house codebooks, guidelines and procedure manuals to guide 
encoding. Many practitioners are conscious of the need to evaluate end user needs and 
are undertaking significant post implementation reviews as a step in this direction.  
However, how user requirements should be constituted in the environment of TEI 
encoding remains challenging: “What we do, is doing these things as we do them, and 
make them available for users and see how they react and take seriously the 
responses and criticisms and suggestions” (B027). Although most practitioners may 
not yet be identifying (or accounting) for them in this way, we found that discussion 
with stakeholders, including other document encoders, informal feedback from users, 
journal reviews, and explaining the text system to others (at seminars and 
conferences) were all in play as part of the design process. 
5   Implications and Conclusion 
Important in this study has been the objective of investigating documentary practice 
as it is emerging in the TEI community so that we might arrive at an understanding of 
practice detailed enough to be useful to other document encoding and metadata 
initiatives. The study has not sought to identify and describe the essential criteria for 
best practice. Rather it has sought to understand the interactions between document 
encoders and their documents as they work with them in different contexts defined by 
community, organisational and implementation level concerns.  
The themes and characteristics that have been tabled (Table 1) in this paper focus 
on those aspects of practice that commence a practical understanding that should be 
transferable to other domains. Information ranging from communication and policy 
strategies to funding models and project pathways is now available to support 
practitioner confidence in decision-making and we anticipate that this study’s reports 
various reports will contribute in this way. It is likely that different and opposing 
characteristics will come forward through studies of other documentary communities. 
A field of practice is always a dynamic space that is constituted by the interaction of 
its elements. It must allow for the choices practitioners make through their feel for the 
game in each situation [2].  This observation is a critical aspect of this study that 
distinguishes it from other research where the document has been viewed simply as an 
inert artefact to be tagged. It contrasts sharply with the mechanistic determinism that 
often frames the discussion of markup languages. While we anticipate that different 
domains with different documents and different documentary needs will prioritise 
different characteristics, further research now has a starting point with a framework, 
themes and topics identified that will support that analysis. 
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Abstract. In this paper, we present an approach to automatically link
FRBR works identiﬁed in metadata to the corresponding entity in Linked
Open Data resources. The main contribution is a basis for semantic
enrichment and veriﬁcation of works identiﬁed in existing metadata.
Through experiments, we demonstrate that FRBR works can be identi-
ﬁed in the LOD cloud, which provides a solid ground for further work.
1 Introduction
Metadata related to cultural items such as movies, books and music is a valuable
resource that is currently exploited in many applications and services based on
mashup and linked data. Semantic Web technologies can be used to expose and
interpret the meaning of the data on the Web, publicly available API’s enable
third parties to develop innovative services for existing data, and new knowledge
can be created by linking related and complementary data from diﬀerent sources.
The use of conceptual domain models is an important part of this environ-
ment as they deﬁne the universe of discourse and facilitates the proper semantic
integration of the information within a domain. The Functional Requirements
for Bibliographic Records (FRBR) [10] is a conceptual model that increasingly is
being recognized as the common domain model for cultural items, and one of the
main challenges deals with the interpretation or conversion of existing data into
FRBR-based representations. The proposed semi-automatic approaches [8,13,1]
have been designed to fulﬁll this goal but they mainly focus on converting bib-
liographic records found in library catalogs.
The Linked Open Data (LOD) vision [2] and the increasing demand for seman-
tic aware data has strengthened the interest in FRBR. In this paper, we present
a solution for linking the FRBR works that can be identiﬁed in metadata to its
corresponding LOD entity. The main motivation is to bridge the gap between
metadata that mainly identify such entities through implicit descriptions and the
explicit representation of these entities that we can ﬁnd in LOD resources such
as DBpedia and OpenCyc. The beneﬁt of this solution is the ability to semanti-
cally enrich existing metadata with attributes and relationships discovered when
 The author carried out this work during the tenure of an ERCIM “Alain Bensoussan”
Fellowship Programme.
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linked to LOD, but we will also argue that our approach can serve as a basis for
veriﬁcation purposes, speciﬁcally for tools which automatically convert legacy
data into FRBR. We demonstrate that our approach is eﬀective by performing
a set of experiments with Amazon product data.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR)
The FRBR is a conceptual model of the bibliographic universe published around
a decade ago [10]. It models intellectual and artistic endeavor in multiple levels
of abstraction: work (e.g. The Two Towers by J.R.R. Tolkien) , expression
(e.g., To Tårn, a Norwegian translation of that work), manifestation (e.g., a
paperback format of this expression published by Mariner Books in 2005), and
item (e.g. a physical book). A person (or corporate body) in the FRBR
model, is an individual responsible for the creation or realization of a work (e.g.,
as an author, an illustrator, a translator, etc.). Additionally, the FRBR model
provides a set of relationships between entities beyond the basic relationships.
2.2 Linking Open Data
The Semantic Web is a technology to support the web of data (contrary to
the current web of documents) by relying on semantic and linked data, models
(e.g., RDF), query languages (e.g., SPARQL), inference system and applications.
More speciﬁcally, Linked Open Data (LOD) encompasses a vision in which all
data is globally accessible and interconnected, thus making it more valuable. All
LOD entities such as subjects or properties, are identiﬁed by a unique Uniform
Resource Identiﬁers (URI). The LOD cloud refers to interconnected data sources,
such as DBpedia, Freebase or OpenCyc, which can be seen as the foundation
of the LOD vision. With the emergence of this initiative, an increasing number
of data sets is published as linked data. The basic principles of publishing on
the LOD cloud is the use of RDF as a data model and RDF links to interlink
data from diverse data sources. The primary motivation for publishing data in a
LOD cloud is it provides a basis for semantic reuse and integration of data from
diverse sources. To reach this goal, data should be represented in a well-deﬁned
structure [2].
3 Related Work
Our approach consists in linking a FRBR work to its corresponding LOD entity,
and it lies in the intersection of two domains. The former is entity search, since
we want to discover equivalent entities based on their information. However, one
of the entities we intend to match is a semantic entity in the LOD cloud, which
deals with entity ranking. The rest of this section provides more details about
these two research domains.
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The entity search problem, also known as record linkage or entity resolution,
is a crucial task for data integration or data cleaning [7]. It mainly aims at iden-
tifying entities (objects or data instances) which represent the same real-world
entity. Contrary to existing approaches, which are designed to match entities
represented in a relational framework [11], we apply entity search to RDF en-
tities. Besides, most of them are based on machine learning techniques, and
require training data. Another major diﬀerence deals with the quality of the
data sources: in our context, we can assume that the data from the LOD cloud
does not contain many errors for a given entity.
On the Web, a similar task, called entity ranking, involves the discovery of an
entity’s main page, contrary to traditional search engines which propose docu-
ments mentioning a given entity. This task has been extensively studied and two
initiatives have an entity ranking track arranged every year: Initiative for the
Evaluation of XML Retrieval (INEX) [9] and Text Retrieval Conference (TREC)
[17]. Most approaches which take part in these tracks are either based on infor-
mation retrieval or semantic web [16,14]. The main diﬀerence between our work
and entity ranking is the availability of information. In our context, the type of
the searched entity is not always speciﬁed, or with a broader topic. Conversely,
the work that we want to match to a LOD entity can include useful information
such as creator, year, or categories.
4 Matching FRBR Works to LOD
Linking FRBR entities to the LOD cloud is a solution with many beneﬁts. First,
it could enable the automatic enrichment of FRBR entities discovered in existing
metadata with additional attributes and relationships. For instance, we may
discover the relationship between a book and the screenplay that is based on
the same novel by looking up the work in the LOD cloud. Secondly, the LOD
cloud can be used to verify or guide the FRBR-based interpretation of existing
information provided about the product, which can be misleading and ambiguous
when interpreting the intellectual aspects due to a lack of semantics. For instance,
when using titles and authors to identify works there can be a large number of
false positives if there are many translations or adaptations of the same work.
The LOD cloud can be used to verify the proper works or to single out the work
entities that are of main interest to end users. In the rest of this section, we
explain how we discover a relationship between a FRBR work and a LOD entity.
4.1 The Problem
We have a set of works W and a set of LOD entities L. Note that the LOD
entities are linked to other entities by relationships, but we do not need this
feature at this stage. All works and entities have a set of attributes. Considering
a work w ∈ W and a LOD entity l ∈ L, we note F the set of attributes shared by
w and l. To assess a degree of similarity between w and l, we compute similarity
values between their shared attributes. For an attribute f ∈ F shared by w and
l, a similarity function is deﬁned as follows:
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simf (w, l) → [0, 1]
The similarity function returns values between 0 and 1, 0 indicating attribute
f of w and l is completely dissimilar and 1 if the attribute f is identical for
both w and l. The amount of data available on LOD is very large, and even
the querying of only one data source can be time consuming. Thus, the goal
is ﬁrst to reduce the search space by obtaining a subset of LOD entities, a
process called Blocking. Then, we can apply ﬁne-grained matching techniques
on these entities to compute their degree of similarity with the given FRBR
work. This process outputs a ranking for these LOD entities according to their
similarity degree. Figure 1 sums up our approach for matching FRBR to LOD. As
a running example, we use a work entitled The fellowship of the ring (LOTR). It
includes the following (incomplete) list of attributes: novel as type, JRR Tolkien
as creator, science ﬁction & fantasy for categories and no creation date.
Blocking
FRBR 
Work
Set of 
LOD 
URIs
Entity 
matching
LOD 
Entity
Fig. 1. Workﬂow of Entity Matching
4.2 Blocking
In entity matching, the large amount of entities implies to have a method for
reducing the search space. For instance, if an entity has a title, a simple blocking
method could be the matching of entities that share at least a common word in
their titles. In our context, this blocking process is required for two reasons. First,
we query remote services with their potential issues (e.g., network overload, query
limitations). Secondly, the set of entities is very large: more than 3.4 millions
entities for DBpedia1, 12 millions for Freebase2 and thousands of entities for
OpenCyc3, which are only a few of the data sources from the LOD cloud. As
a consequence, we need to have a heuristic to retrieve only a subset of entities
against which we apply matching techniques. The following techniques can be
used to search for a LOD entity:
– Knowing or generating the correct URI of the entity, which cannot be applied
in our context;
– Querying SPARQL endpoints;
– Querying a Lookup engine.
Both SPARQL and Lookup queries can return a set of LOD entities that match
the search query. Thus, we reduce the search space by using these services, since
1 http://dbpedia.org/, January 2011.
2 http://www.freebase.com/, January 2011.
3 http://www.opencyc.org/, January 2011.
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they return an acceptable number of results (in our case usually between 0
and 200). In order to increase the probability of obtaining the correct entity in
the search results, we need to build diﬀerent queries based on the information
contained in the work’s attributes.
We have identiﬁed three interesting attributes of a work that can be used
to generate a set of queries: title, creator and type. However, these attributes
cannot be used directly in the query. They need to be transformed to remove
extra information, to split creator’s name, or to broaden a type. The idea is to
create a set of query tokens for each of these attributes. More formally, we want
to obtain three sets titles, creators and types containing query tokens such as:
titles → {title, normalized_title}
creators → {creator1, ..., creatork}
types → {type, ext_type1, ..., ext_typem}
The titles set contains the full title of the work, and a normalized title in which
extra information (e.g., inside parenthesis) and useless grammatical words are
removed. In other words, this normalized title only includes the most important
words after a normalization process [6]. For the creators set, each creator’s name
is used as a query token. Finally, the types set contains the type of the work and
its extensions. These extensions are hypernyms and synonyms from a predeﬁned
list (from Wordnet4), e.g., the type novel is extended with print and book.
Once we have produced the three sets with their query tokens, we can combine
the query tokens to generate a query. Combining these tokens is required either
to obtain more results or to disambiguate. For instance, the novel entitled airport
only returns a list of airports if the type is not included in the query. So the idea
is to perform all combinations of 1, 2 or 3 tokens, each token belonging to a
diﬀerent set, and use these combinations as queries. All results returned by each
query are merged based on the unique entity URI. Note that if all individual
tokens do not return any results, there is no need to send queries which include
this combination. At the end of this blocking process, we obtain a set of LOD
entities (represented by their URI) against which we apply reﬁned matching
techniques.
We have generated diﬀerent queries for our example work dealing with The
fellowship of the ring (LOTR). Table 1 shows some of these queries and provides
the number of results returned by a Lookup service. Here, we highlight the
need for sending multiple queries. Even with a well-known artistic work such
as The fellowship of the rings, the lookup did not return any results with the
full title, hence the need to simplify this title. Similarly, a query including the
normalized title and the type of the work did not provide any results, contrary
to the normalized title combined with an extended type.
4.3 Entity Matching
After the blocking step, we obtain a normalized set of LOD entities, and we
need to match them against our work. To fulﬁll this goal, we ﬁrst identify which
4 http://wordnet.princeton.edu, January 2011.
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Table 1. A Subset of Generated Queries for our Work Example
Type of Query Query # Returned
Entities
title The fellowship of the ring 0
(LOTR)
norm_title fellowship ring 5
title + creator The fellowship of the ring 0
(LOTR) JRR Tolkien
norm_title + creator fellowship ring JRR Tolkien 0
norm_title + type fellowship ring novel 0
norm_title + ext_type fellowship ring book 1
norm_title + ext_type fellowship ring print 0
creator + type JRR Tolkien novel 0
creator + ext_type JRR Tolkien book 1
shared attributes can be matched, and then we describe the similarity functions
applied to these attributes. A global similarity value between a work and a LOD
entity is ﬁnally computed, and ﬁlters may be used to discard some of the matched
entities.
Identifying Attributes. First, we have identiﬁed the most important at-
tributes that we can use to compare a FRBR work and a LOD entity. Although
these attributes depend on the data sources we have on both sides (work and
entity), ﬁve attributes are at least very common:
1. Title. In our running example, the work title has the value “The fellowship
of the ring (LOTR)”;
2. Type of work/entity. For instance, the work type of The fellowship of the
ring (LOTR) is “novel” while the type of the corresponding entity is “book”;
3. Creator. All artistic works have one or more creators. “J.R.R. Tolkien” is the
creator of our example work;
4. Categories. They represent the genres or domains to which the artistic work
belongs. The lord of the Rings categories may include “heroic fantasy”, “Mid-
dle Earth universe” or “science ﬁction & fantasy”;
5. Date of creation. The fellowship of the ring (LOTR) has been originally
created in “1954”.
The ﬁrst three attributes are in most cases present in both work and entity.
On the contrary, the last two attributes may lack in one or both data sources.
Although the year of creation may be misleading, it is useful in speciﬁc cases.
Dealing with the work about the movie the lord of the rings : the return of the
king, there exist a ﬁrst movie produced by Bass and Rankin in 1980 and a second
one by Peter Jackson in 2003. If the creator’s names are lacking or subject to
mistakes, the dates could help us to disambiguate the two candidate movies.
Finally, the idea is to compute the similarity for these ﬁve shared attributes of
a work and an entity.
Computing Individual Similarity Values. We compute a similarity value
between the same attributes of the work and the entity. However, the nature of
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these attributes are diﬀerent: the title and creator are plain text while the cate-
gories are a set of words. The type is a word from a ﬁnite set of values while the
year can have diﬀerent formats. As a consequence, we need diﬀerent similarity
measures for matching these attributes. Schema matching and ontology align-
ment research ﬁelds have provided many techniques to discover similar elements
in various data sources that we can apply in our context [6].
Attributes Title and Creator. To measure the similarity between character
strings, we have selected three terminological similarity measures: Jaro Win-
kler, Monge Elkan and Scaled Levenshtein. Combining these similarity measures
enables us to avoid the drawbacks related to one of the measure (e.g., the Lev-
enshtein returns high similarity for small-sized strings which are very dissimilar)
[4]. Given the titles t (respectively creators c) of a work w and a LOD entity
l, we compute the following similarity simtitle (resp. simcreat) as the average
between the three similarity measures:
simtitle(w, l) =
jaro(tw, tl) + monge(tw, tl) + leven(tw, tl)
3
Attribute Categories. As these categories are represented by a set of strings,
we deﬁne a very basic similarity function simcat between two sets. It computes
the number of identical categories between the set of categories of a work w and
a LOD entity l.
simcat(w, l) =
|catw ∩ catl|
max(|catw|, |catl|)
Attribute Type. The type (extracted from its manifestations for the work)
is limited to predeﬁned values such as book, movie, novel. As the number of
values is not large, we have built a small taxonomy extracted from the Wordnet
hierarchy. To compute the similarity between two types, we can therefore apply
the Resnik similarity [12]. It evaluates the similarity of these types based on the
concepts that subsume them in our taxonomy. Figure 2 depicts a part of our
taxonomy. For instance, the similarity value between the types book and novel
in our taxonomy is equal to 0.29.
publication
magazine book printing
journal novel hardcover
Fig. 2. A Fragment of our Taxonomy for Matching the Attributes type
Attribute Date. The idea is to extract only the year, which is a meaningful
temporal granularity for artistic works. Thus, we compare the date value with
several predeﬁned patterns to extract the year, both for the work and for the
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entity. If the extracted years from the work and the entity are identical, the simi-
larity function returns 1. Else, it returns a 0 value. Back to our running example:
Table 2 shows a LOD entity with each of its attribute’s value. The last column
indicates the similarity value for the attribute with regards to the corresponding
attribute of the work (which is detailed in Section 4.1). We notice that the title
and the creator are terminologically similar (similarity values around 0.8). As
the work does not contain a date, the similarity value for creation date equals 0.
Table 2. Attributes and Similarity Values of the Entity The_Fellowship_of_the_Ring
Attribute LOD Property Value FRBR Work Attribute Value Similarity Value
Title The Fellowship of the Ring The fellowship of the ring (LOTR) 0.77
Type Book Novel 0.29
Creator J._R._R._Tolkien JRR Tolkien 0.81
Categories Fantasy science fiction & fantasy 0.00
Date 1954-07-24 - 0.00
Computing a Global Similarity Value. From these attribute similarity val-
ues, we are able to derive a global similarity value. We have chosen a weighted
average function to aggregate the values of all individual similarities. The global
similarity value is computed with the following formula, where w is the work
and l is the LOD entity, i.e., w ∈ W and l ∈ L:
sim(w, l) = αsimtitle(w, l) + βsimtype(w, l) + γsimcreat(w, l) + δsimcat(w, l) + ζsimyear(w, l)
α + β + γ + δ + ζ
In our running example, the DBpedia entity The_Fellowship_of_the_Ring and
the work have a global similarity value equal to 0.37. As a comparison, the
DBpedia entity related to the movie The_Fellowship_of_the_Ring obtains a
similarity value of 0.22.
Filtering the Candidate Matches. Similarly to many matching approaches,
we can ﬁlter the candidate matches by selecting those with a similarity value
above a given threshold. A correct tuning of this threshold is crucial since it
directly impacts the quality. Note that a constraint ﬁlter could also be applied
in our context: if the work deals with a movie, then all LOD entities with a
book type should be discarded. We demonstrate in Section 5 the impact of a
threshold ﬁlter. As a result, all remaining entities discovered for a work can be
ranked given their similarity values. Similarly to most matching approaches, the
user still needs to decide if one of the proposed entities corresponds to the work.
However, we show in our experiment results that our approach often ranks the
correct entity at the ﬁrst position.
4.4 Discussion
First, the LOD cloud is incomplete, i.e., it does not contain all entities that
correspond to the FRBR works. Yet, our blocking process may return several
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LOD entities, hence the need to compute their degree of similarity with the
work. On the contrary, there may be no LOD entity returned by the blocking
process. This does not mean that the LOD entity corresponding to the work
does not exist. The beneﬁts of our approach are threefold. First, it enables the
veriﬁcation of FRBRized data. But it can also be used to add new entities in
the LOD cloud when a work has no corresponding entity. Specialized knowledge
bases already use this mechanism to automatically create entities for a generic
knowledge base, often with incomplete information. The last beneﬁt is the se-
mantic enrichment. Once a LOD entity is validated as correct for a given work,
we can enrich this work by adding attributes extracted from the LOD entity.
In addition, we can infer some simple relationships. For instance, we can link
our work The fellowship of the ring (LOTR) with the other works of the trilogy
thanks to the DBpedia property dbpprop:books-of. The attribute set we have
chosen can be easily mapped to the attribute sets of diﬀerent knowledge bases.
If the number of attributes are too large for a manual mapping, tools such as
Falcons [3] enable us to detect attributes that represent the same concept.
5 Experiments
In our experiments, a list of the 80 best selling ﬁction authors from Wikipedia5
was used to query for product descriptions on Amazon bookstore (using the
Amazon Product Advertising API6). These product descriptions have been FR-
BRized using the FRBRPedia approach [5,15], thus resulting in the generation
of 684 distinct FRBR works. The challenge is to discover a correct entity on the
LOD cloud for each of these works. In this experiment, we have chosen DBpedia
as our main source of corresponding entities. Note that our approach is not lim-
ited to this knowledge base and that we could have used another source such as
Freebase or OpenCyc. However, DBpedia is regarded as the center of this LOD
cloud as it has the largest number of connections to other data sources.
5.1 Experimental Protocol
To reduce the search space, we could use SPARQL or Lookup queries. However,
we have noticed that SPARQL queries are time-consuming with multiple con-
straints involving free-text strings. Thus, we use the Lookup API provided by
DBpedia7 to obtain a subset of DBpedia URIs representing entities that could
correspond to the work using various queries as explained in Section 4.2. We
used this reduced set of URIs as candidate matches for a given work. Matching
techniques presented in Section 4.3 have been applied between the attributes of a
work and those of the candidate matches. During this initial set of experiments,
the global similarity value is computed with all weights equal to 1, which means
that we do not promote any attribute. Similarly, we did not apply any ﬁlter to
5 http://j.mp/fiction_authors, January 2011.
6 http://j.mp/amznProductAPI, v.2010-10-01.
7 http://lookup.dbpedia.org, December 2010.
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this global similarity value (i.e., the threshold value is tuned to 0). The blocking
and matching processes for the 684 works were performed in 10 to 12 minutes
(without caching). Finally, we ranked the candidate matches for each work. For
half of the 684 works, we were not able to discover any DBpedia entity. The
remaining 343 works have at least one DBpedia entity. We presented the top-3
candidate matches for manual validation. This validation step was performed by
8 diﬀerent people from our research group, which means that they have to check
all proposed LOD entities and decide whether it corresponds to the given work
(based on available information, such as creators, titles, summaries, or types).
If none of the proposed entities is correct, participants validated the work by
manually searching DBpedia. This manual validation forms a ground truth for
the collection, based on which compute quality results of our approach.
5.2 Quality of Results
To assess the quality, we study the impact of the three parameters, namely the
top-K matches, the threshold ﬁlter and the tuning of the weights in the global
similarity value. Let us begin with the top-K. The number of correct discovered
matches (true positives) at top-1, top-2 and top-3 are shown in Table 3. Most
of the correct matches (189) are ranked at the top. At top-3, we only discover
12 more entities. Thus, our approach is able to present to the user the correct
DBPedia entity at the top of the ranking.
Table 3. Number of True Positives by Top-k
Top-1 Top-2 Top-3
Number of True-Positives 189 197 201
The following experiment deals with the impact of the threshold ﬁlter (see
Section 4.3). We compute the quality in terms of precision, recall and f-measure,
as discussed in [6]. Precision represents the percentage of correct matches among
those discovered at top-k while recall stands for the percentage of correct matches
at discovered by our approach w.r.t. the total number of correct matches. F-
measure is a tradeoﬀ between precision and recall. Figure 3(a) depicts the quality
obtained by our approach at top-1 when the threshold value for ﬁltering matches
varies. Without any threshold (value equal to 0), the f-measure reaches 76%. The
recall value is around 85%, which means that we do not miss too many correct
matches. However, we still discover many incorrect matches (precision at 66%).
When we increase this threshold value, then the precision value increases while
the recall score decreases. A balanced f-measure value (80%) is achieved for a 0.2
threshold. With higher threshold values, we are able to reach 100% precision,
but at the expense of recall (71%). A peak is reached when the threshold is in
the range of 0.3 and 0.4.
In the last experiment we study the impact of weights in the global sim-
ilarity function (see Section 4.3). We have previously shown that a threshold
value equal to 0.2 provides balanced results between precision and recall, so we
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have used this value in this experiment. Figure 3(b) depicts the top-1 quality
when we apply a higher weight to one or more individual similarity measures. For
instance, the precision, recall and f-measure values respectively equal 73%, 87%
and 80% with a weight on the title similarity measure. We notice two interesting
points. The former deals with a weight on the title which enables the promotion
of recall (87%). Indeed, when a work matches a LOD entity, their titles are often
similar. But this high title similarity is limited by the other individual similarity
functions. Thus, tuning the weight of the title allows us to discover more correct
matches, but at the expense of precision. The latter point is the weight applied
to types which promotes precision (91%). Indeed, a hard constraint on the types
avoids the discovery of matches involving a work and a LOD entity with diﬀerent
types (such as movie and book).
5.3 Discussion
Our ﬁrst observation is concerned with the quality of the input data and of
their conversion into FRBR. This process obviously has an impact when linking
to DBpedia. For instance, the search results from Amazon need to be cleaned.
Indeed, they can contain dirty data such as “The Lord of the Rings: The Return
of the King (Widescreen Edition)” and unrelated products (given the query). We
also faced several issues with the DBpedia knowledge base. A lack of information
in the DBpedia entity leads to no match, a case which may occur for DBpedia
entities which are automatically created from other knowledge bases but with
incomplete attributes. Similarly, an entity page can redirect to a related entity
page (e.g. author, concept, event). As for the experiment results, our global
similarity measure is reliable since most correct matches are discovered at top-1
and we miss only a few entities. Furthermore, the approach is ﬂexible with the
weights/threshold, which both enable users to promote either precision or recall.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a generic framework to link a FRBR work to
its corresponding LOD entity, using a query builder as blocking process and
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reﬁned similarity measures as matching process. As a result of experiments with
Amazon, we have successfully discovered the correct DBpedia entity for most
products. Thus, our approach is a basis both for veriﬁcation purposes and for
semantic enrichment. As for future work, the framework can be integrated with
other LOD data sources (e.g. Freebase, LastFM ). Indeed, linking a work to a
specialized database (e.g. MusicBrainz for musical work) may provide a higher
probability for discovering the correct match than a general knowledge base.
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Interactive Vocabulary Alignment
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Abstract. In many heritage institutes, objects are routinely described
using terms from predeﬁned vocabularies. When object collections need
to be merged or linked, the question arises how those vocabularies relate.
In practice it often unclear for data providers how well alignment tools
will perform on their speciﬁc vocabularies. This creates a bottleneck to
align vocabularies, as data providers want to have tight control over the
quality of their data. We will discuss the key limitations of current tools
in more detail and propose an alternative approach. We will show how
this approach has been used in two alignment use cases, and demonstrate
how it is currently supported by our Amalgame alignment platform.
1 Introduction
In the library, archive, museum and many other domains, objects are routinely
described using terms from predeﬁned vocabularies. When object collections
need to be merged or linked, a typical question that needs to be answered is
how those vocabularies relate. More speciﬁcally, one would like to know which
concepts from diﬀerent vocabularies correspond to one another. We will call a
set of such correspondences an alignment.
There is an active research ﬁeld that studies methods and techniques to gener-
ate alignments automatically. We experienced that in practice it is, however, dif-
ﬁcult to apply these techniques to vocabularies in the cultural heritage domain.
Most alignment tools are not designed for the large but shallow vocabularies
typical in this domain. Furthermore, tools provide little support to analyse large
sets of correspondences, making it diﬃcult to assess the quality of the generated
results. To tackle these issues we propose an interactive approach to vocabulary
alignment.
In the next section we discuss the limitations of fully automatic alignment
tools. In Sect. 3 we describe a semi-automatic, interactive approach. In Sect. 4
we will show how this approach has been used in two alignment use cases, and
demonstrate how it is currently supported by our Amalgame alignment platform1
Finally, we reﬂect on our approach and discuss future work.
1 Amalgame is open source and available at
http://semanticweb.cs.vu.nl/amalgame/. All alignment strategies discussed in
the use cases have been published at
http://semanticweb.cs.vu.nl/lod/tpdl2011/ and can be “replayed” in Amal-
game, allowing full replication of all alignments described in this paper.
S. Gradmann et al. (Eds.): TPDL 2011, LNCS 6966, pp. 296–307, 2011.
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2 Problem Analysis
There is an active research ﬁeld that studies methods and techniques to gener-
ate alignments automatically, and the tools produced by this ﬁeld are evaluated
yearly in the context of the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI)2.
A key insight from this ﬁeld is that two concepts can be similar or dissimilar
along many diﬀerent dimensions [3]. Automatically ﬁnding similar concepts typ-
ically requires some hybrid approach that combines diﬀerent techniques, each
addressing a part of the total set of potentially interesting dimensions. Another
important insight is that the application context in which the alignment will be
deployed often inﬂuences what constitutes a “good” alignment [5]: two concepts
might be regarded as suﬃciently similar in one context, but not in another. The
main approach in vocabulary alignment is to develop hybrid tools that try to
fully automatically ﬁnd some smart combination of techniques to generate an
alignment, and (b) allow the developer to tune the tool so that the alignment
ﬁts a speciﬁc application context.
While the approach sketched above is well established, both results from our
previous work [9,7,8] and feedback received from domain experts during our
work in the MultimediaN E-Culture3, Europeana(Connect)4 and PrestoPrime
projects5, indicate that it also has some major limitations when it has to be
applied in the cultural heritage ﬁeld.
First, domain experts ﬁnd it hard to determine how well a tool would perform
for their alignment task. From the alignment research literature, it is clear how
each tool performs on the data used in the evaluation experiments. However,
due to the complexity of the good performing tools, it often remains unclear
why some tools perform better than others, so it is hard for experts to predict
which tool would be suitable for their own data set.
Second, experts perceive the current tools to not support the large and shal-
low vocabularies that are typical for their domain. Most alignment tools target
complex vocabularies with diﬀerent ontological relations, but only several 100s
or 1000s of classes. In the cultural heritage domain the vocabularies typically
contain only a few thesaurus relations, but frequently contain over 10,000s or
even 100,000s of concepts. When run on larger vocabularies, many tools simply
crash, or fail to ﬁnish alignment runs within a reasonable amount of time.
Third, when a tool ﬁnishes successfully, it typically produces a result set with
a large number (e.g. over 100k) of correspondences, but provide little support
to assess the quality of these results. Furthermore, the quality of the correspon-
dences might not be homogeneously distributed across the alignment result set.
Diﬀerent subsets of alignments might have diﬀerent features that determine the
quality of the end result. Transparent and interactive assessment is crucial to be
able to decide whether the result is of suﬃcient quality.
2 http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/
3 http://e-culture.multimedian.nl/
4 http://www.europeanaconnect.eu/
5 http://www.prestoprime.org/
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Fourth, when the results are not suﬃcient it is unclear how the tool should
be (re-)conﬁgured to improve the results. Experts need to be able to understand
why a tool found erroneous correspondences and how to get rid of them in a next
step to improve precision. When the tool failed to ﬁnd correct correspondences,
the experts need to know how to ﬁnd those in a next step to improve recall.
This often requires insight in how the alignment algorithms work, and how to
conﬁgure them to adjust them to the speciﬁc needs of vocabularies at hand.
Remark that the ﬁrst two problems are related to the fact that fully automatic
alignment tends to result in complex techniques that are relatively slow on large
data sets and hard to explain to domain users. The last two problems are due to
the fact that current tools are designed to produce an alignment of suﬃciently
high quality in a single run, without much input from the user, while in practice
experts feel that the required quality can only be achieved by multiple runs,
where each run requires their input.
In the next section, we sketch an alignment approach that is based on these
insights. We then show the feasibility of our approach by discussing two use cases
of vocabulary alignments in which we have used this approach.
3 The Amalgame Approach to Vocabulary Alignment
To address the problems above, we developed an alignment approach that im-
proves the speed and transparency of the alignment process by drastically re-
ducing the complexity of the technology, allowing the user to combine a limited
number of basic building blocks into an alignment workﬂow targeted to the
data set at hand. Each building block should be suﬃciently simple to produce
an understandable result. Which blocks to use and in what order or combina-
tion is fully controlled by the user. Furthermore, produced alignments (both
intermediate and end results) can be easily evaluated to give insight in their
quality.
We have built a prototype alignment service that has been designed with this
approach in mind, and used the prototype to create alignments in two diﬀerent
use cases, that will be discussed in the next section. Here we sketch an high
level overview of the Amalgame alignment methodology and will ﬂesh out some
interesting details in the context of the use case descriptions.
3.1 Vocabulary Analysis
An assumption of the interactive approach is that the user has knowledge of the
vocabularies being aligned. Here, we focus on vocabularies that can be repre-
sented by SKOS [6]. For such SKOS-like vocabularies we identify two types of
characteristics. First, the user needs to know how the vocabularies diﬀer in size
and heterogeneity. Second, the user has to identify the concepts’ properties that
can be used in string matching. Third, the user has to identify other properties
that can be matched, such as hierarchical and associative relations.
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3.2 Workflow Components
Our approach is to have the user interactively construct an alignment workﬂow.
The individual building blocks of this workﬂow consist of: selectors to deﬁne
which concepts to use from the source and target vocabularies, matchers to
ﬁnd correspondences between the selected source and target concepts, parti-
tioners to split sets of correspondences, mergers to create unions of speciﬁc
subsets, analyse tools to investigate the mappings, and filters to select speciﬁc
correspondences and discard others.
3.3 Interactive Alignment
Alignment within Amalgame is a process where the user iteratively applies
matchers, partitions the result set, and applies new matchers or a ﬁlter. Af-
ter each step the user typically analyzes the results to determine the next step.
We identify ﬁve typical scenarios, depending on the outcome of the analysis.
– The ﬁrst scenario is that a user decides the results are no good at all, in which
case all results are simply discarded after analysis. Assuming the technique
used is suﬃciently simple, the user will understand from the analysis what
caused the failure and will be able to try another matching run, using another
technique or a better conﬁguration of the technique used in the previous run.
– The second scenario is that the results are good, but that recall is low. To
improve recall, the user can proceed by matching only the concepts that
have not yet been aligned. Note that this result set is typically a smaller set,
so the user may decide to deploy computationally more expensive matching
techniques to improve recall in subsequent runs.
– The third scenario is that the results are good, but that precision is low. To
improve precision, users need to ﬁnd ﬁlters that allow them to distinguish
true from false correspondences. Again, more expensive techniques can be
used to boost precision for smaller subsets.
– The fourth scenario is that a user decides that the results are of suﬃcient
quality, after which she exports them to the desired format and we consider
the alignment task to be successfully ﬁnished.
– The ﬁfth scenario is that the user ﬁnds the results of insuﬃcient quality, but
is out of options and does not know how they can be further improved, in
which case we consider the alignment task to be failed.
In practice, we found the ﬁrst scenario useful to quickly try some alternative
matchers, and to compare, analyse and discard the results, just to develop some
intuition before the real alignment task starts. Many alignment tasks, including
the ﬁrst two use cases discussed below, are based on an iteration of the second
and third scenario. Ideally, with each iteration the set of concepts that have to
still be aligned (to improve recall) and the set of correspondences that still have
to be ﬁltered (to improve precision) decreases, or, if not, the user gains some
knowledge to achieve this in the next step.
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4 Use Cases
In this section we describe two alignment use cases. We found that, in practice,
the in-house vocabularies from diﬀerent institutes are sometimes directly aligned
with each other, but typically they are indirectly related by aligning them to the
same external vocabulary. As the ﬁrst use case we explore such an alignment of
an in-house vocabulary to an external vocabulary. We consider the alignment of
the thesaurus of the Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision, GTAA, with
a general linguistic vocabulary of Dutch, Cornetto. A beneﬁt of an alignment
with such an external vocabulary is that this also makes the alignments of this
vocabulary available for the in-house vocabulary. For example, Cornetto already
contains links to the English WordNet. A diﬀerent example where alignment
is required, is when a new version of a vocabulary is released, and no direct
links between the two are maintained. In the second use case we consider the
mapping of two diﬀerent versions of WordNet. The two use cases show typical
examples of one-to-one, one-to-many and many-to-many correspondences (ab-
breviated as 1-1, 1-n and n-m below). While our approach could be applied to
a wide variety of mapping relations, the use cases focus on relatively simple, bi-
directional equivalence relations. More complex relationships, e.g. as described
in [2], could be addressed by either deploying more complex workﬂows or more
manual intellectual input.
4.1 In-House to General: GTAA to Cornetto
The Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision uses an in-house thesaurus
for the documentation of audiovisual content. This so-called GTAA thesaurus
(Dutch acronym for Common Thesaurus Audiovisual Archives) contains approx-
imately 160,000 terms in six facets: subjects, locations, person names, organiza-
tion names, maker names and genres. In this use case we focus on the terms in
the subjects facet.
Cornetto is a WordNet-like lexical semantic database of Dutch that contains
70,000 synsets [10]. Compared to the GTAA subject terms, the synsets provide a
large number of additional synonyms and an extended description. The synsets
are linked into an elaborate hierarchical structure.
To goal of making the alignment is to improve Dutch access to the institute’s
collection by taking advantage of Cornetto’s additional labels (e.g. synonyms)
and semantic relations to GTAA’s subject terms. In addition, the existing align-
ment between Cornetto and WordNet could also provide an English access point
to the archive.
For this use case we map the GTAA subject terms to Cornetto synsets. As
Cornetto contains the same words in diﬀerent synsets (e.g. homonyms), we can
expect that string matching techniques will ﬁnd multiple synsets for many GTAA
subject terms. Our focus is to choose the right target synset(s) for each source.
Typically, this will be one synset per GTAA subject term (that is, n-1 correspon-
dences), but there might be cases where multiple synsets are good candidates.
In this case, the aim is to ﬁnd not the best, but all correct targets (that is, n-m
correspondences).
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Vocabulary Analysis. We start the alignment process with an exploration of
the GTAA subject terms. In total there are 3,932 subject terms. All terms have
at least one preferred label, often an alternative label and one or more related
terms, and some have a description. In addition, the subjects are organized in
an hierarchical structure. We observe that the majority of the terms are nouns.
In Cornetto this part of speech distinction is explicit, as each synset is of word
type: noun (52,845), verb (9,017), adjective or adverb. Ideally, we would like to
map the nouns in GTAA to the nouns in Cornetto. However, there is no explicit
information in GTAA to automatically distinguish the nouns from the verbs. We
choose the next best solution and start with the alignment of all GTAA subject
terms to the nouns in Cornetto. We assume that there will be no or very few
verbs from GTAA that will be incorrectly mapped to the nouns in Cornetto.
We also observe that the most labels of the GTAA subject terms are in plural
form, whereas the labels in Cornetto are in singular form. When matching the
labels we should account for this diﬀerence. Finally, we observe that where GTAA
discriminates between preferred and alternative labels, Cornetto only has one
type of label, which has been mapped to skos:altLabel.
Interactive Alignment. Given the discussions above, it is not a priori clear
which string matching strategy to use. We expect that using alternative labels,
in addition to the preferred labels, will increase recall, but are unsure at what
expense (in terms of precision). Similarly, we expect that stemming will deal
with the plural GTAA nouns and singular Cornetto nouns, but it might also
introduce new problems. We decide to explore diﬀerent options and try match-
ing including and excluding GTAA alternative labels. We also match with and
without stemming.
Table 1. Number of correspondences between GTAA and Cornetto. Horizontally, the
labels used: preferred labels only and including alternative labels. Vertically, the label
similarity metric: exact matching or matching after stemming.
Preferred labels Preferred + alternative labels
total n-1 n-m total n-1 n-m
exact 1,190 (30%) 880 310 1,319 (33%) 829 490
stem 2,493 (63%) 1785 708 2,725 (69%) 1655 1070
Table 1 shows the statistics for the diﬀerent string matching techniques6. From
the column labeled total, we observe that there is indeed a large increase when
stemming is used. We can also observe that by including the alternative labels
more correspondences are found. Based on these observation we might opt for
the approach that gives us the highest recall: matching the stems of both the
preferred and alternative labels. Before we make this decision there is, however,
another important characteristic of the results that we should consider. How
6 The mappings generated in this use case can be found online at
http://semanticweb.cs.vu.nl/lod/tpdl2011/gtaa_cornetto
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Fig. 1. Screenshot of the Amalgame evaluation prototype. On the left the source con-
cept from GTAA and on the right two target concepts from Cornetto. The GTAA
concept “burgeroorlog” (dutch for civil war) with alternative label “stammenoorlog”
(dutch from tribal war) is mapped to two diﬀerent targets. The target concepts in
Cornetto, civil war and tribal war, are siblings as they are two speciﬁc types of war.
many target concepts are found for each source concept? And in case multiple
targets are found, is this caused by ambiguity of the source concept or are all
targets valid alternatives?
To investigate diﬀerent types of alignments we use Amalgame to partition the
set of correspondences. We partition them in a set where the source concepts
have only 1 target, and another set where the source concepts have multiple
targets. Table 1 lists the number of sources that are mapped to only 1 target
(the n-1 column includes both 1 − 1 and true n − 1 results, and mapped to
multiple targets (idem, n-m also includes 1−m). We observe that the number
of n-1 alignments is larger when only the preferred labels are included. In other
words, the alternative labels primarily introduce extra targets for sources that
were already mapped. Do these alignments introduce unnecessary ambiguity, or
are the additional targets valid alternatives?
To analyze the results in more in detail we use Amalgame to visualize corre-
spondences including the relevant information of the source and target concepts.
In this case, we are interested in the n-m mappings introduced by the alternative
labels. We produce this set by subtracting the 708 n-m correspondences found
by matching preferred labels from the larger set of 1070 n-m found by matching
both preferred and alternative labels. From the resulting set we take a random
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sample of 25 correspondences to investigate in detail. Figure 1 shows a screen
shot of this investigation. For a single source concept it lists the multiple tar-
get concepts. In addition, all alternative labels, descriptions and related terms
are shown. Going through the sample set we found four diﬀerent types of n-m
correspondences:
1. One of the targets is more generic then the others. Cornetto is more ﬁne-
grained then GTAA. A single concept in GTAA containing multiple labels,
e.g. “poison, pesticide”, is mapped to diﬀerent targets in Cornetto, where
“poison” is more generic than “pesticide”. In this case we want to select the
most generic term. Optionally, we could create narrower matches between
the other targets, but this is outside the scope of this paper.
2. The targets are siblings of each other. Again the granularity diﬀerence be-
tween the vocabularies often causes a single concept in GTAA, e.g. “civil
war and tribal war”, to be mapped to diﬀerent targets in Cornetto, where
“civil war” and “tribal war” are siblings as they are more speciﬁc types of
“war” (shown in Figure 1). In this case all targets are valid alternatives and
we want to keep an 1-n correspondence to all siblings.
3. The targets are about the same topic. Some concepts in GTAA contain
labels for diﬀerent types of things, but related in topic e.g. “beekeeping and
honey combs”. In Cornetto these are diﬀerent terms in completely diﬀerent
parts of the hierarchy. We choose again to keep all targets and create a 1-n
correspondence. If we would have the rights to modify GTAA, we could also
decide to split the source concepts into two separate concepts.
4. The targets are diﬀerent senses of the source concept. A GTAA concept is
matched to one concept from Cornetto by its preferred label and to another
by its alternative label. For example, by the preferred label “capitulate” a
single concept from Cornetto is found. By the alternative label “surrender”
it ﬁnds the same concept, but also the concept that refers to “surrender of
attention”. In this case the source concept is ambiguous and only one target
should be selected.
We conclude that by using only the preferred labels valid alternatives are ex-
cluded. Therefore, we choose to include alternative labels and match them after
stemming. The n-1 correspondences generated with this conﬁguration are likely
to be correct, as we used a simple matching algorithm that ﬁts well with the
labels in our vocabularies. Evaluation of a random sample of 25 conﬁrms this as-
sumption, as all correspondences are indeed correct. At the other hand we have
a larger set of n-m correspondences. The analysis of this set provided us with a
number of diﬀerent cases. How can we use this knowledge to ﬁnd the valid n-m
correspondences and, in case of ambiguity, select the best candidate to get the
n-1 correspondence we are looking for?
To automatically detect diﬀerent types of correspondences and select the best
target candidates Amalgame provides a number of strategies. We conﬁgure these
strategies for the diﬀerent types of n-m correspondences. We start with the n-m
set (1070 source concepts) and try to identify the correspondences for each case.
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For 91 source concepts we can ﬁnd a target that is more generic than the other
targets. These concepts are found by conﬁguring the Amalgame partitioning
component to check for hierarchical relations between the targets. From the
remaining correspondences, 72 sources have sibling targets.
For the remaining n-m correspondences, we try to automatically detect the
most suited candidate. We observed that the wrong targets can occur in dif-
ferent sub-trees of Cornetto. Therefore, we can identify the best target by the
hierarchical similarity to the source target. For each ambiguous correspondence
we check if the source and target have similar ancestors or descendants. To test
for similarity between the terms in the hierarchy we use as a base set the n-1
correspondences. When the hierarchy of one target has more aligned concepts
with the hierarchy of the source it is a better candidate. As this method adds
new correspondences, it extends the base set, possibly relevant for further disam-
biguation. Therefore, we repeat this procedure until no more additional matches
are found. In total, for 342 source concepts we manage to ﬁnd a distinguishing
target.
Finally, we decide to align all remaining GTAA subjects to the verbs in Cor-
netto. Analysis of the vocabularies also makes clear that the labels of the verbs,
in both vocabularies, are in inﬁnitive form. Therefore, we choose to align them
using exact string matching. For 115 source concepts we ﬁnd correspondences,
78 of these are n-1 mappings, while 37 are n-m mappings. As the n-m set is
very small, we can manually evaluate it. Within 14 minutes we manually dis-
ambiguated 19 sources, and accepted multiple alternatives for two sources. For
the remaining 14 source concepts we decided they were falsely mapped. All were
nouns that were not mapped due to limitations of the stemming algorithm. We
expect the same stemming problem causes errors in the set of n-1 correspon-
dences, and also manually evaluate these. Within only 5 minutes we found the
13 source concepts were it went wrong.
Results. In total we found matches for 2275 (58%) concepts from the GTAA
subjects facet. From these the large majority (2160, 55%) were matched to Cor-
netto nouns. For 42% of the GTAA subjects we found a correspondence to only
one target. As we used a simple matching technique, we expected high precision
for this subset. In an evaluation of a small sample of this set all correspondences
were judged to be correct. In the remaining set we identiﬁed four ways in which
multiple targets were found. We conﬁgured the ﬁlter components to identify
these cases. For more than half of the 1-n matches we managed to either se-
lect the best target or conﬁrm that all targets are valid alternatives. To judge
the other half of the matches manual evaluation is required. In future work we
would like to perform such an evaluation with the users of GTAA. Finally, only
115 GTAA subject terms were mapped to Cornetto verbs. This small set we
manually evaluated in only a few minutes.
4.2 Versioning: WordNet 3.0 to WordNet 2.0
WordNet is a large lexical database of English published by Princeton University.
It groups nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs into sets of cognitive synonyms
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(synsets), each expressing a distinct concept [4]. W3C released an RDF version
of Princeton’s WordNet 2.0 in June 2006 [1]. In August 2010 we released an
RDF conversion of Princeton’s WordNet 3.0 as Linked Open Data. Until now,
there is no reliable data set that speciﬁes which synset in version 3.0 correspond
to which synset in version 2.0. A typical goal of creating these correspondences
would be to update corpora indexed with the old version to the new version.
Vocabulary Analysis. To be able to treat WordNet as a SKOS vocabulary, we
use a simple schema mapping: WordNet synsets are mapped to SKOS concepts,
WordNet sense labels to SKOS altLabels and WordNet glosses to SKOS deﬁni-
tions. WordNet 2.0 consists of 115,424 concepts with a total of 203147 labels.
WordNet 3.0 has slightly more (117,657) concepts with 206,976 labels.
Because WordNet maintenance is largely a manual eﬀort, we expect many
concepts will have remained the same and will be easy to map. Concepts that
we will choose to leave unmapped are those 2.0 synsets that have been dropped
in the new version, without having a counterpart in the new version and the 3.0
synsets that are newly added without having a counterpart in the old version.
Concepts that we would like to map but could be hard to do automatically
include concepts that have splitted or merged between versions, and concepts of
which so many properties have changed that it is hard to tell if we are dealing
with the “same” concepts or not.
Both vocabularies are splitted into nouns (70%), verbs (12%), adjectives (15%)
and adverbs (3%). We assume that by mapping only nouns to nouns, verbs
to verbs, etc. we can both reduce the search space and avoid many erroneous
mappings between homonyms in diﬀerent parts of speech. This approach risks
missing concepts that moved to another part of speech category, but we assume
this to occur very infrequently or not at all.
Interactive Alignment. When aligning WordNet 3.0 to 2.0 we would like to
explicitly use our knowledge of the fact that we are aligning two versions of the
same vocabulary. For example, given the large amount of homonymy, we expect
a simple label match to produce many correspondences, most of which will be
wrong. In contrast, we expect the deﬁnitions to be unique for most concepts,
and since manually updating many deﬁnitions is hard manual work, we expect
the majority of the concepts to have the same deﬁnition in both versions.
So as a ﬁrst step, we try a quick case insensitive match on skos:deﬁnition.
Selecting only the 1-1 mappings results leaves us with 103,521 correspondences
(set 1a7), covering already 89.7% of all 2.0 synsets. Of the n-m correspondences,
931 can be reduced to 1-1 (set 1b) by simply matching also the labels. We quickly
evaluate the remaining 26 correspondences (set 1c) manually, and conclude these
are all cases with duplicate synsets in one or both versions, so all the 26 remaining
n-m correspondences turn out to be correct too. After this simple ﬁrst step, we
only need to align less than 10% of the original number of concepts, so we can
aﬀord more expensive techniques in the following steps.
7 See online results at http://semanticweb.cs.vu.nl/lod/tpdl2011/wn3020
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As a second step, we run a cheap, case insensitive label match on the remain-
ing concepts. This yields another 6379 1-1 correspondences (set 2a), which we
assume to be mostly correct. As expected, it also results in a relatively large
number of n-m correspondences: 8528 matches between only 3502 source and
3319 targets. In this set we thus expect many wrong homonym matches. We
run a more expensive string distance matcher on the deﬁnitions, after which we
select, for each 2.0 target concept, the source with the most similar deﬁnition.
This reduces the set to 3310 mappings between 2807 sources and 3310 targets,
for only 9 targets we ﬁnd 19 mappings to two or more equally similar sources. A
quick manual evaluation found that only 8 of these 19 were correct (set 2b). Re-
peating this step in the other direction, be selecting for each of the 2807 source
the most similar target, we ﬁnd 2800 1-1 mappings (set 2c), with 14 mappings
for the 7 sources for which there two equally similar targets. Manual evaluation
found 9 of these correct (set 2d).
Results. We have created three distinct subsets of correspondences in the ﬁrst
step and four subsets in the second step. Together, these seven sets consist of
113,675 correspondences for a similar number of WordNet 2.0 concepts, covering
98.48% of all 2.0 synsets. For each subset, we can easily describe how it has been
created, and why we would or would not trust the correspondences they con-
tain. A more thorough manual evaluation could take this into account, by taking
strategic samples from each subset. The coverage can be further increased by
trying to map concepts for which (all) the labels have been changed between ver-
sions, as happens when spelling errors are detected or new spelling conventions
are applied, but this is out of scope for this paper.
5 Discussion
We conclude it is feasible to construct an alignment workﬂow for relatively large
SKOS-like vocabularies by combining simple techniques. With the prior knowl-
edge of the vocabularies and analysis of the correspondences we iteratively in-
creased recall and precision. The resulting alignments are comprised of multiple
homogeneous subsets of correspondences. This allows for targeted evaluation
per subset. In addition, this allows to combine evidence from multiple subsets
to increase precision, or strategically select multiple subsets to increase recall.
A potential drawback of our approach is that the selection, conﬁguration and
combination of components is the responsibility of the user. This makes the
approach less attractive for data sets were fully automatic approaches produce
results of suﬃcient quality. A potential risk is that we assume a ﬁnite and rela-
tively small set of basic components. Amalgame currently provides a number of
such components, some of these were used across use cases. During the speciﬁc
use cases, however, we also found a need for additional components. Creating
these components was straightforward. New use cases might require new com-
ponents as well.
The workﬂows for the use case presented in this paper were created by the
authors, using an experimental interface. Our longer term goal is to support
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vocabulary owners to create their own alignments. This requires a user interface
to iteratively construct alignment workﬂows. Currently we are developing such
a user interface. The interface combines the construction of a workﬂow, with the
analysis of mappings. Thus, each time extending a single node and using the
analysis tools to investigate intermediate results. In future work we will evaluate
such an interface with the vocabulary owners.
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Abstract. Laboratories have long been seen as reasonable proxies for user 
experience research. Yet, this assumption may have become unreliable. The 
trend toward multiple activities in the users’ natural environment, where people 
simultaneously use a digital library, join a chat or read an incoming Facebook 
post, changes users’ behavior. The effects of these disruptions generate a gap 
that is generally not taken into account in user-experience research. This paper 
presents a psychological experiment that measured how differently people 
behave in a laboratory and in a natural environment setting. The existence and 
impact of distraction is measured in a standard laboratory setting and in a 
remote setting that explicitly allows users to work in their own natural 
environment. The data indicates that there are significant differences between 
results from the laboratory and natural environment setting. Distractions like 
email or chat influence the users’ performance and their ratings.  
Keywords: User studies, digital library, distraction, laboratory, remote 
evaluation, natural environment. 
1   Introduction 
Laboratories have long been seen as reasonable proxies for user experience research. Yet, 
this assumption may have become unreliable. The changes in the digital world have 
resulted in many shifts in user’s behavior. Mobile technology offers any-time any place 
worldwide access to information services. Users can access services in a library, at work, 
at home, as well as in cafés, in the metro or at noisy festivities. Their natural use 
environment differs at least in one major way from laboratories: distractions are 
ubiquitous. 
In laboratories, distraction is eliminated as a confounding variable and not treated as 
an existing influential part of the users’ information environment. The trend toward 
multiple activities in the users’ natural environment (some researchers call it also real-
life or real-world environment), where people simultaneously use a digital library, join 
a chat or read an incoming Facebook post, changes users’ behavior. The effects of 
these disruptions generate a gap that is generally not taken into account in user-
experience research.  
The current paper seeks to close this gap and to examine whether proactive 
applications – like social networks, email clients or mobile phones – and other disturbing 
factors distract users and change their behavior in every day interactions with digital 
services. 
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2   Research Background 
Laboratories have many advantages. Because of the absence of confounding 
variables, laboratories allow researchers to work in a controlled environment and to 
assign a particular phenomenon to a single concrete behavior. But worldwide access 
to information services has led to a greater variety of users – with a broad spread of 
cultural backgrounds. Bringing a representative sample group to the laboratory could 
be a costly challenge based on travel expenses alone.  
In response to the limitations of laboratories, researchers started to discuss the 
impact of the information context. While there are many studies on the information 
use environment (for an older but much cited review, see [7]), it is a broader concept 
than the natural environment and research about it has not explicitly studied the 
impact of distraction on users’ behavior.  
Remote studies are another way of dealing with the limitations of laboratories. In a 
very broad sense, remote implies a distance between the participant and the 
researcher. In a synchronous remote setting (also called a moderated remote test), 
researcher and participant are separated in space, but they have a real-time connection 
using text, voice or video. This mode of remote study was heavily used in early forms 
of remote usability testing. Its advantages over laboratory tests are the elimination of 
travel costs and the familiar environment for participants. Asynchronous tests (also 
called unmoderated tests) came up more recently and add a temporal dimension. 
Researchers and participants are now separated in time as well as place. Participants 
have no direct contact with the researcher and can access the test at their place and 
time of convenience. With asynchronous tests, bigger samples are also possible. [3] 
offer more details on the two methods and describe earlier studies. 
Remote tests are widely used in information retrieval and in usability research. About 
30 studies have been conducted to examine whether one can replace laboratories with 
remote settings (see [3] or [6]). Both fields report that there is no significant difference 
between the two settings. Only few studies like [9] report a difference in the number of 
usability issues. It is important to note that [9] also discovered that participants tend to 
give more positive ratings in the laboratory than in the remote setting. 
The current study describes a remote test that has specifically been adapted to 
embrace the users’ natural environment. Remote does not necessarily equal natural 
environment. Many studies design their remote tests to be virtual laboratories because 
minimizing potential external factors makes the statistical analysis more 
straightforward. [9] deleted the data of participants that took over 1000 seconds, 
which they saw as an indication of an interruption. In a second experiment, they even 
integrated a pause button for participants, but they gave no information about how 
frequently this button was hit. [5] asked participants to close all other applications on 
their computers and not to talk to others. Apart from a study about the impact of stress 
([2]), remote performance tests rarely observe softer elements like distraction. 
Distraction has a real influence on behavior. The time to complete a test is a factor 
that is used in psychology to measure the level of distraction. [4] studied the effect of 
distraction on completion time rates. They observed two groups in a laboratory: one 
group was disturbed twice by an incoming chat. The participants had to search in a 
book list with two levels of difficulty: find specific book titles and find books on 
specific themes. They collected data on completion time; in the chat group, they 
removed the chatting time. 
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This experiment made four important discoveries: 1) distracted participants take 
more time to complete a task; 2) there is a statistically significant difference between 
the two groups; 3) the difference in time is not entirely related to changes between 
keyboard and mouse, but comes from the influence of distraction on memory, which 
relates to task difficulty; 4) distractions “reliably harm faster, stimulus-driven search 
tasks more than effortful, cognitively taxing search tasks” (p. 361). [1] discovered in 
another study that interruptions had an impact on frustration and annoyance. People 
who are distracted are likely to give more negative ratings. 
Every-day tasks that participants experience as easy and straightforward result in a 
high difference in completion time between distracted and non-distracted groups. 
Tests which require a higher cognitive load do not show that high difference. This 
might be a reason why many information retrieval and usability studies came up with 
no obvious differences between laboratories and remote settings: the cognitive load in 
these studies – especially for complex retrieval test – was so high that the impact of 
distraction on performance was not perceptible. 
3   Research Design 
Given that context, what is new about this experiment is that it uses findings from 
studies in computer science and psychology as the basis for a new experiment that is 
specific to digital libraries. This experiment employs a remote setting that has not 
artificially eliminated external distractions. It measures the existence and impact of 
distraction in a remote setting that explicitly allows users to work in their own natural 
environment and compares it to a standard laboratory setting. It also seeks to validate 
findings about the influence of distraction on user ratings.  
Based on the results of [4], the time to complete a task is used as an indicator for 
the existence and the amount of distraction. Completion time is therefore only a tool 
to demonstrate distraction. At the end of the experiment, participants were asked to 
answer questions about their distraction level (did they have applications open, had 
they looked at the applications, have they talked to others or did they have day-
dreams). In order to avoid social-desirability-responses, participants were told that 
honest answers are important for this research and that their answers had absolutely 
no consequences for them. These questions were meant to confirm and explain the 
indications of distraction based on completion time. 
The sample for this study consisted of Library and Information Science Masters 
students at the Berlin School of Library and Information Science. All participants 
already had a BA in Library and Information Science. They were expected to know 
how to search in digital libraries. 23 females and 8 males between 21 and 46 years old 
(average age: 26.6 years) participated in the test. 
An email invitation was send to two working groups within a class using the  
e-learning platform Moodle. The email told the participants that the aim of the study 
was to test the usability of several digital libraries. They were explicitly told not to tell 
the others about the experiment, so that neither group would know that there was both 
a laboratory and a remote setting. The laboratory group got information about when to 
come to the laboratory where they would then get instructions; the natural 
environment group received a direct link to the test with instructions. These 
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instructions asked participants to do the test in their current environment: they were 
informed that they need not close any applications or to refrain from talking. 
Both initial groups were similar in size, but not all students ultimately participated 
in the test. At the end, 13 participants completed the test in the laboratory (on a 
Monday afternoon at 2pm), 18 participants completed the test remotely in their 
natural environment at a time of their choosing. There was no significant relation 
between the hour when participants in the natural environment group completed the 
test – morning, afternoon or midnight – and the total time in seconds that they spent 
on the test. The test took place in November 2010. 
The two groups underwent an asynchronous remote usability test using the 
software Loop11®. Each test was accessible by means of the Internet; the laboratory 
consisted of a computer pool. A moderator ensured that there was no external 
distraction and was sitting at the front desk. The situation resembled an exam. 
The participants were asked to do similar tasks in five different digital libraries. In 
each digital library, users had to search for a specific document. The task description 
was shown on top of the screen; the system being tested was shown on the rest of the 
screen. Participants did not have to switch between windows to see the questions and 
the digital libraries. There was also no need to install any additional software. All 
digital libraries were fully functional within the test. The tasks included queries such 
as a search for the full text of the English version of Antigone by Sophocles or a talk 
that is entitled “Demokratie durch Krieg”. Participants’ confidence with the kind of 
digital libraries and the types of tasks was high, because the tasks resembled their 
preparations for essays or class papers. After each task, the users rated the degree of 
the task’s difficulty.  
The five digital libraries included three German ones – DigiZeitschriften (DL 1), 
Social Science Open Access Repository (DL 3) and Open Repository Kassel (DL 4) – 
as well as two English ones – Perseus Digital Library (DL 2) and Valley of the 
Shadow (DL 5). DL 4 and DL 5 were chosen because the tasks required a higher 
cognitive load compared to the other tasks. The aim of the latter was to test if the 
assumption is accurate that higher cognitively-loaded tasks result in no obvious 
difference between distracted and non-distracted participants. 
All statements in the following result section about completion times and task 
ratings should only be seen in relation to the two settings: this research does not seek 
to demonstrate that people need a certain amount of time to complete a task in a 
specific digital library. The important information for this research is whether 
participants need more or less time in one of the two settings. The research’s goal is 
not to analyze or to compare the usability of the five digital libraries – even if 
participants believe that it is. 
4   Research Results 
The three research hypotheses for the experiment are: 
 
1. Participants in the laboratory should be faster, because their concentration is 
higher; participants in their natural environment should be relatively slower. 
This hypothesis is based on the results by [4]. 
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2. Participants in the laboratory should rate the digital libraries more positively 
(that means they have a more positive cognitive reaction to the sites), compared 
to participants in their natural environment, who should give more negative 
ratings. This hypothesis is based on the results by [9]. 
3. External distractions should be a significant factor during test completion for the 
natural environment group. This will be validated as a new result not explicitly 
demonstrated in the scholarly literature. 
 
In the following sections, the results based on the hypotheses are presented. 
4.1   Hypothesis 1: Differences in Completion Times 
The experiment affirms hypothesis 1: there are several differences between the two 
settings in the amount of time that participants needed. The mean time to complete the 
test in laboratory was 665.15 seconds; in the natural environment it was 1173.44 
seconds, which is a clear indication of distraction in the latter.  
An independent-samples t-test was conducted to compare the total completion time 
spent on the test by participants in the laboratory and in the natural environment. The 
data violates the assumption of equal variance between the two subject groups 
therefore equal variance is not assumed. There was a significant difference in scores 
for laboratory (M = 665.15, SD = 153.73) and natural environment participants  
(M = 1173.44, SD = 845.01; t (18.54) = -2.50, p < .03, two-tailed). Using the same 
test to compare the average time spent per task by participants in laboratory and in the 
natural environment also revealed a difference with p < .03.  
There was no significant difference in scores for the number of clicks to complete 
the test within laboratory (M = 28.85, SD = 8.30) and natural environment  
(M = 37.11, SD = 14.45; t (29) = 1.62; p > .10, two-tailed). This means that although 
people in the natural environment needed statistically more time to complete the test 
than their comparable group in the laboratory (total completion time as well as 
average time per task), they did not have more trouble searching the documents. The 
number of clicks to complete the tasks is in statistical terms nearly the same. The 
reason for the longer test duration must lie elsewhere. 
An additional factor between the two groups that has not come up in the literature 
yet is the high variance between participants in the two settings in the total 
completion time. This score measured in seconds how long participants needed to 
complete the whole test. In the laboratory, there is no significant difference in 
research terms between the five lowest scores (from 456 seconds for the whole test to 
607 seconds) and the five highest scores (ranging from 682 seconds to 966 seconds). 
The natural environment group reveals a significant difference: the lowest score (473 
seconds for the whole test) is as low as the one in the laboratory; but between the 
three highest scores in the natural environment are more than 1000 seconds (the three 
participants that needed the longest took 1593 seconds, 2731 seconds and 3693 
seconds.) The laboratory shows an ideal user’s behavior, whereas the behavior in the 
natural environment fluctuates heavily. Data with a high variance results in different 
interpretations than laboratory data that is normally distributed. 
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4.2   Hypothesis 2: Differences in Ratings 
As assumed, the rating in the laboratory tends to be more positive with more 
participants rating tasks as easy (see table 1). This is a standard way of measuring 
positive or negative cognitive reactions among tasks as it is used in usability 
evaluation. In the natural environment group, more participants rated tasks negatively, 
that means they regarded more tasks as difficult or as neither difficult nor easy. This 
coincides with findings by [9]. 
Table 1. Average percentages of participants rating the 5 digital libraries in the laboratory 
(LAB) and in the natural environment (NE) 
Options Average rating of DL 1 to DL 5 in % 
 LAB NE 
easy 70.8 66.7 
difficult 15.4 21.1 
neither difficult nor easy 13.8 12.2 
 
An interesting observation is that these differences are less obvious for the English 
language digital libraries DL 2 and DL 5 (a foreign language for the participants). 
Language may be another factor that influences user’s behavior and will be examined 
in future studies. It is intriguing that the phenomenon described by [4] is mirrored in 
the results: for the most cognitively loaded tasks (here DL 4 and DL 5), the difference 
between the two groups becomes minor.  
4.3   Hypothesis 3: Evidence of External Distraction in the Natural Environment 
The experiment also affirms hypothesis 3: People in the natural environment group 
were distracted during the test. Only 22.2% said that they had no applications open 
during the test. 77.8% of the participants in the natural environment had applications 
open; of these, only 33.3% said that they never looked at the open applications during 
the test. Another 38.9% of participants said that someone had talked to them during 
the test (also via SMS or phone); 61.1% claimed that they talked to no one. One 
question for both setting groups was whether they had been distracted by day dreams 
such as thinking about their shopping lists or class preparations: 25.8% said no, while 
74.2% admitted that they had been distracted by day dreams. About half of the whole 
sample said that they focused with 90% to a 100% of their attention on the test. 
Is time really a good indicator for distraction and is distraction the reason for 
higher time rates in the natural environment group? A number of correlations with 
participants’ answers to the additional questions about external distraction factors 
confirm this. The following numbers can only be seen as indications, because for 
most of the statistical tests only the small sample of the natural environment group 
(n=18) was considered. In the laboratory, nobody talked to participants and they were 
not allowed to have applications open during the test, so this group was excluded. 
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The relationship between having additional applications open during the 
experiment (as measured by the categorical variable [yes/no]) and the total time spent 
on the test (as measured by the continuous variable total time in seconds) was 
investigated using Pearsons coefficient. There was only a small, negative correlation 
between the two variables “open applications” and “time”: r = -.03, n = 18, p < .0005. 
In other words: if applications are open, the total time tends very slightly to be higher. 
A second test shows that the more applications that are open, the higher the time rate. 
The relationship between being talked to (as measured by the categorical variable 
[yes/no]) and the total time spent on the test was also investigated using Pearsons 
coefficient. There was a large, negative correlation between the two variables, r = .56, 
n = 18, p< .0005 with nobody talking to a participant, the smaller the time rates. 
A frequency table showed that the percentage having day dreams was higher in the 
natural environment than in the laboratory: 89% of natural environment participants 
had day dreams and only 53.8% had them in the laboratory.  
5   Conclusion 
These results have several implications for user experience research, especially on the 
design of digital libraries. If researchers do tests in a laboratory, they should be aware 
that the natural environment is different. For example positive ratings may actually be 
less accurate than the numbers suggest. 
This experiment showed that there are some statistically significant differences 
between participants in a laboratory and in the natural environment. These differences 
occur in the total time and the average time spent on the tasks and in the task’s rating. 
There is no difference in the number of clicks per task. This means that participants in 
the natural environment executed the tasks similarly, even if they took longer and had 
different reactions about how easy they were. This phenomenon indicates that the 
difference in the completion time rates must have another source.  
The indicator “completion time” is closely related to external distraction factors: 
participants who had admitted that they had looked at open applications talked to 
others or had day dreams also had a higher completion time score. The more that 
applications were open and the more that participants actually looked at these 
applications, the higher was the completion time. The interruptions with the highest 
impact were talks to others, either face to face or via phone. 
If participants in a natural environment are distracted, designers should take it into 
account for their research design and analysis. For example, time-outs in the retrieval 
process can become a real barrier if a user is in a chat and wants to continue a search 
afterwards. Users are also less concentrated during the search process and will likely 
miss important information. Distracted people require repetitions of what they saw on 
an earlier page, because they will likely not remember it. 
The actual use of digital libraries takes place in the natural environment. If 
researchers want to collect realistic data for user experience research, this experiment 
shows that the distraction-rich nature of the natural environment needs to be taken 
into account.  
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Abstract. In this paper we present a framework for improving the rank-
ing learning process, taking into account the implicit search behaviors
of users. Our approach is query-centric. That is, it examines the search
behaviors induced by queries and groups together queries with similar
such behaviors, forming search behavior clusters. Then, it trains multi-
ple ranking functions, each one corresponding to one of these clusters.
The trained models are ﬁnally combined to re-rank the results of each
new query, taking into account the similarity of the query with each
cluster. The main idea is that similar search behaviors can be detected
and exploited for result re-ranking by analysing results into feature vec-
tors, and clustering them. The experimental evaluation shows that our
method improves the ranking quality of a state of the art ranking model.
1 Introduction
In this paper, we focus on result re-ranking. To the best of our knowledge, the
majority of previous works aim either at building a search model per user or at
building common search models for users with similar search interests. However,
these approaches usually consider each user’s search history as a whole, without
analysing it into its inherent search behaviors. Even when user’s search history
is further analysed, it is only performed in terms of content.
So, even though previous approaches have proven to be eﬀective, they consider
only one aspect of the problem: similarity of searches and users based on content.
The other aspect, which is not handled, regards the latent search behaviors
expressed by users. Two users may present similar search behavior only in some
search topics, but completely diﬀerent behavior in other ones. Also, it is often the
case that a user searches in completely diverse topics that may lead to diﬀerent
search behaviors for the same user. Finally, it is possible that two searches on
completely diﬀerent topics (in terms of content) form, in fact, one single search
behavior (in terms of the characteristics of the clicked results) for a user. We
next give a motivation example to describe the above problems.
 This research has been co-ﬁnanced by the European Union (European Social Fund
- ESF) and Greek national funds through the Operational Program ”Education
and Lifelong Learning” of the National Strategic Reference Framework (NSRF) -
Research Funding Program: Heracleitus II. Investing in knowledge society through
the European Social Fund.
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A PhD student A would like to search for papers related to IR. She clicks on
results from ACM Digital Library. A proper model for this search behavior trains
a ranking function that favors results whose url contains the word “ACM”. User
A also searches for information about a new cellphone. She clicks on video results
that present cellphone’s functionality. A proper model for this search behavior
trains a ranking function that favors results with videos. Also, the user exhibits
exactly the same search behavior when searching for sports cars. On the other
hand, a researcher B wants to search, not for papers, but for research projects
on IR. She clicks on results from sites with project descriptions and calls. She
also searches for cellphones, looking for the exact information as user A.
It is clear that training a single ranking function or a ranking function per
user (or per group of similar users), beside being infeasible in real world scenarios
due to the user disambiguation problem, does not capture the diversity in search
topics and search behaviors of users. Moreover, we cannot deal with the above
issues considering only content similarity. We suggest training ranking models
which are search behavior specific and user independent. For instance, in the
previous example, a proper training involves: two distinct “IR related” ranking
models M1 and M2, one for each user, respectivelly, and a third, both “cellphone
related” (for both users) and “sport cars related” (for user A) model M3.
Our approach. In this work, we present a framework that captures latent search
behaviors and exploits them to train multiple behavior-driven ranking models.
The main idea of our method is that similar search behaviors can be detected
(and exploited for result re-ranking) by analysing search results into feature
vectors, and clustering them. We next give a brief description of our approach:
1. We cluster all training queries to obtain groups of queries (search behavior
clusters), whose click data are expected to train similar ranking functions.
2. For each search behavior cluster, we train a diﬀerent ranking function,
using only the clickthrough data of the queries belonging to the cluster.
3. For each cluster, we deﬁne its textual representation in order to be able
to calculate the textual similarity of each new query with each cluster.
4. We then exploit the multiple rankings from step 2 and the query-cluster
similarity scores from step 3 to produce a ﬁnal ranking for each new query.
We built our method on top of Ranking SVM, a widely used machine learning
technique. However, it is general enough to adapt to any other similar technique.
Also, since our method works mainly on the training level, i.e., it improves the
baseline training of a ranking model, it can be easily integrated with any of
the already presented approaches for web search personalization. Finally, the
proposed method ﬁts every search scenario: from generalized web search to spe-
cialized search on Digital Libraries. We perform experiments showing that our
method improves the ranking quality of a state of the art ranking model (RSVM).
The remaining paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss some
background information on Ranking SVM that provides an intuition on our
proposed solution. In Section 3, we present our method. In Section 4, we present
the experimental results. Section 5 presents the related work and, ﬁnally, Section
6 conludes and discusses further work.
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2 Background and Method Intuition
The example of Figure 1 gives a geometric interpretation of the above problem.
For simplicity, consider that the feature vectors of the training data include only
two features. Let feature x be the frequency of the word “acm” in the result text
and feature y be the frequency of the word “video”. The shaded shapes represent
results related to paper searches, while the non-shaded shapes represent results
related to cellphone searches. Squares correspond to strongly relevant results,
triangles to partially relevant results and circles to irrelevant results.
x (word "acm" contained in result)
y (word "video" contained  in result)
b11
b12
w1
w3
b31
b32
u1
v1
u3
v3
dA
dB
rank = 2
rank = 1
rank = 0
w1: vector trained for paper search
w3: vector trained for cellphone search
Fig. 1. Trained weight vectors and hyperplanes on feature space
In this feature space, we train two ranking models expressed by weight vec-
tors w1 and w3. These vectors correspond to searches for papers and searches
for cellphones, respectively. The direction (or slope) of each wi, i.e., the angle
between the vector and one of the axes, indicates how important each training
feature is for the process of result ranking. For example, the angle u1 between
vector w1 and x-axis is smaller than the angle v1 between the vector and y-axis.
This means that a change in the value of feature x is more probable to induce
a change in the result’s rank than a change in the value of feature y. So, for the
particular training performed on clickthrough data from paper searches, feature
x is more important than y when ranking query results. The opposite stands
when training a vector w3 on cellphone searches: feature y is more important
than x, as shown by the direction of w3.
The above example describes two diﬀerent search behaviors, that is, speciﬁc
search patterns followed by users for speciﬁc categories of searches. We can see
that search behaviors are not expressed in terms of content, but through the
feature space XRd selected to represent the clickthrough data (query results
and their ranks/ relevance judgments). So, we can capture and exploit such
search behaviors by utilizing the distribution of the training clickthrough data
in the feature space. Next section describes our method.
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3 Behavior-Driven Training
3.1 Query Clustering
The ﬁrst step is to partition the initial training dataset into groups of queries
whose clickthrough data are expected to train similar ranking functions, and
thus, correspond to similar search behaviors, (search behavior clusters).
So, instead of running one Ranking SVM for each query, we approximate the
ranking model to be trained on the query’s clickthrough data. To this end, we
deﬁne two categories of clustering dimensions related to the geometric charac-
teristics of the model: slope dimensions, that correspond to the direction of the
vector w, and margin dimensions, that correspond to the points where w cuts
through the rank-separating hyperplanes.
Dimension Selection for Clustering. As stated above, we deﬁne the follow-
ing two categories of clustering dimensions: slope and margin dimensions.
Slope dimensions (fg). With these dimensions we approximate the slope of
the vector to be trained by the SVM model for each query. To extract them,
we exploit the features from feature space XRd that are used to represent
query results. Speciﬁcally, we approximate the slope of vector w for each pair of
features (x, y) where x, y features of X. As shown in Figure 2, this is equivalent
to approximating angle u.
The approximation is performed as follows. For each result rank r, we calculate
the mean feature value of the results for each of the two features (x, y). So:
Myr=2 =
1
m
m∑
i=1
fyi2 (1)
for example, is the y coordinate of point Mr2 (Figure 2), which is the centroid
of all m results of rank 2 (square shapes) in the 2-dimensional feature space xy.
fdir denotes the value of feature d for the i
th result belonging to rank r.
Calculating the above expression for all ranks for both features x, y, we are
able to approximate the tangent of angle u with the following formula:
fg(x,y),(a,b) =
Myr=b −Myr=a + ε
Mxr=b −Mxr=a + ε
(2)
where (a, b) are rank pairs (a, b ∈ {0, 1, 2} and a = b), (x, y) are feature pairs,
and ε = 10−9 is used to avoid zero-valued features and divisons with zero.
Each of the terms fg(x,y),(a,b), calculated for all pairs of features (x, y), and for
all pairs of ranks, is used as a clustering dimension, called slope dimension. So,
for a feature space of size d and for ρ distinct ranks, we produce d(d−1)2 · ρ(ρ−1)2
slope clustering dimensions.
Note, however, that in most cases, the clickthrough data of each query includes
much more results judged as irrelevant than partially or strongly relevant. Thus,
we can extend Equation 2 by grouping all positive ranks into a single rank against
to the rank of irrelevant results:
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Fig. 2. Extracting clustering dimensions on feature space
fg(x,y),(0,P ) =
Myr=P −Myr=0 + ε
Mxr=P −Mxr=0 + ε
(3)
where (0, P ), P ∈ {1, 2}, is the rank pair of irrelevant and non-irrelevant results
(partially or strongly relevant in our case). This produces a total of d(d−1)2 slope
clustering dimensions. The latter formula was ﬁnally prefered over Equation 2
since it gave slightly better results in the experimental evaluation.
Margin dimensions (fm). With these dimensions we approximate the po-
sitions of points bi on w. These points deﬁne the normal hyperplanes which
separate the results of diﬀerent ranks. To approximate the positions of bi, we
use the projection of points Bi on w, where Bi is the centroid of the result
points of two neighbouring ranks. The coordinates of points Bi are calculated
utilizing M (Equation 1) points, since Bi points are the centroids of neighboring
M points. For example, in Figure 2,
By2 =
Myr=2 + M
y
r=1
2
(4)
is the y coordinate of point B2, which is the centroid of all results of rank 2
(squares) and rank 1 (triangles) in the 2-dimensional feature space xy.
In order to calculate the projection of Bi points on w, we rotate the 2-
dimensional space xy so that one of the two axes becomes parallel to w. With-
out loss of generality, we rotate the space u degrees anticlockwise, where u =
arctan fg is approximated by the slope clustering dimensions. In the new space
x′y′, w is parallel to x′-axis, so bx
′
i = B
x′
i , since segment biBi is normal to w.
So, ﬁnally, the margin clustering dimensions are calculated by the formula:
fm(x,y),(a,b) =
1
m
∑m
i=1 f
x′
ib +
1
n
∑n
i=1 f
x′
ia
2
(5)
where (a, b) and (x, y) represent the rank and feature pairs, respectively, fx
′
ir =
fxir cosu−fyir sinu are the feature values on the rotated axis x′ and u = arctan fg
the rotation angle.
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Similarly to the calculation of slope features, we can extend Equation 6 by
grouping all positive ranks into a single rank:
fm(x,y),(0,P ) =
1
m
∑m
i=1 f
x′
iP +
1
n
∑n
i=1 f
x′
i0
2
(6)
where (0, P ) is the rank pair of irrelevant and non-irrelevant results. This pro-
duces a total of d(d−1)2 margin clustering dimensions.
The next step is to select a clustering methodology which exploits properly
the extracted clustering dimensions to group search behaviors.
Clustering Methodology. We selected a partitional clustering method that
utilizes repeated bisections [19], based on its reported eﬀectiveness on datasets
of similar form to ours. However, we note that there is probably room for im-
provement for this part of our method in future work. The method works as
follows: All items (i.e., queries) are initially partitioned (bisected) into two clus-
ters. Then, one of these clusters is selected and is further bisected. This process
is repeated until we get the desired number of clusters. In each step, the selection
of the cluster to be bisected and the bisection itself, is done in such a way that
the bisection optimizes the value of a clustering criterion function.
The proper criterion function that leads to center-based clusters1 aims at
maximizing the following quantity:
k∑
r=1
∑
diSr
cos(di, Cr)
where k is the number of clusters, Sr is the set of items of cluster r, di the ith
item of cluster, Cr the centroid of the cluster and cos(di, Cr) the cosine similarity
between each item of the cluster and the cluster centroid.
3.2 Ranking Function Training
For every extracted behavior cluster Ci, we train a diﬀerent ranking function
Fi using the Ranking SVM based on Joachims’ model [1], [3]. As stated previ-
ously, each ranking function is trained using only clickthrough data from queries
belonging to the corresponding cluster Ci.
The training features are the ones used in LETOR benchmark2 and are de-
scribed in [2]. Feature examples include TF, IDF, LMIR and BM25 considering,
result title, abstract, body, url and pagerank values.
3.3 Matching Behavior Clusters with Queries
For each cluster, we extract the text of all its queries to deﬁne its textual
representation. We consider each cluster’s textual representation as a separate
1 This cluster category ﬁts best our case, where we practically cluster vector slopes
and points on them, so items of the same cluster have to be closer to its centroid.
2 http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/beijing/ projects/letor/LETOR4.0/Data/
Features in LETOR4.pdf
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document. We index these documents using the Lucene3 IR engine. Given a
query consisting of terms t1, t2, . . . , tn, we transform it into the following: (t1
AND t2 AND . . . AND tn) OR t1 OR t2 . . . OR tn. OR predicates are used
to relax the initial query in order to ﬁnd not only documents having all the
terms but also documents having some terms of the query. This formulation also
ensures that documents containing all query terms will get much higher score.
Then, we use Lucene scoring function to return a list of clusters, along with
a score that indicates how similar to the query they are. We select the top-k
most similar clusters that will be utilized in the next phases and discard the
remaining. For the selected clusters, we normalize their scores so that the sum
of those scores equals to 1. In the end, each new query q is assigned k weights
wi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, that represent its normalized matching scores (in terms of content
similarity) with its k most similar search behavior clusters.
3.4 Re-Ranking
When a user poses a new query, its similarity score wi with every behavior
cluster Ci is calculated as described in Subsection 3.3. We consider the top-k
most similar clusters for the remaining of the re-ranking process.
Then, using each ranking model Fi trained for each cluster Ci, we produce k
diﬀerent rankings Ri for the query, with rsij being the ranking score of result j
according to model Fi. We should note here that Ranking SVM does not provide
actual score values. Rather, it provides values that deﬁne the relative ranks of
the results. In order to obtain a ranking score, we ﬁrst deﬁne
rsij = M − rij
where M the number of returned results and rij the rank (position) of result j,
according to model Fi, for the query. Then, the ﬁnal score for each result j is:
score(j) =
k∑
i=1
wirsij (7)
That is, we merge the diﬀerent rankings produced by the ranking models that
correspond to the most similar behavior clusters to the query.
However, our ranking function (Eq. 7) works better on high positions of rank-
ing, while the baseline ranking (i.e. training a single ranking function on all
clickthrough data), works better on lower rank results (see Section 4.2). Thus,
for our ﬁnal ranking function, we choose to favor our ranking score when scoring
results at the top ranks, and the baseline score when scoring for lower ranks:
score(j) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
l·∑ki=1 wirsij + (1 − l)· rsbj ,
for the top-a results according to the Eq. 7
(1− l)·∑ki=1 wirsij + l· rsbj ,
for the rest of the results
(8)
3 http://lucene.apache.org/
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where l  [0.5, 1] weights the two rankings, α is the (ranking position) threshold
at which the ranking weights are reversed and rsbj is the ranking score given by
the baseline ranking function. The optimal values for α and l are computed after
tuning on the training set (Section 4.2).
4 Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we present the experimental evaluation of our method and val-
idate its eﬀectiveness. Speciﬁcally, in Section 4.1 we present the experimental
dataset and we describe the performed preprocessing. In Section 4.2, we com-
pare our method with the baseline and in Section 4.3 we discuss the results.
4.1 Dataset Presentation and Pre-processing
For the experimental evaluation, we used LETOR [2], a benchmark dataset for
research on learning methods for ranking search results. LETOR’s latest version4
uses the Gov2 web page collection and two query sets from Million Query track
of TREC 2007 and TREC 2008. We focused on the most recent available dataset.
The initial benchmark dataset contains 784 queries with a total of 15211
judged results. Three labels (ranks) are used to judge the relevance of results:
0, 1, 2 (irrelevant, partially relevant and strongly relevant respectively). The
query results are represented as feature vectors consisting of the training features
mentioned in Section 3.2 and described in [2]. In LETOR, data is partitioned
in ﬁve subsets. Combining each time diﬀerent subsets to make the training, the
validation and the test set, the LETOR authors create 5 diﬀerent arrangements
for ﬁve-fold cross validation. After removing queries with only irrelevant results
(judgment 0), that are not expected to contribute to the training phase we
resulted to ﬁve folds shown in Table 1.
Table 1. LETOR Dataset partition: number of queries contained in each set
Folds Training set Validation set Test set
Fold1 339 119 105
Fold2 353 105 105
Fold3 347 105 111
Fold4 330 111 122
Fold5 322 122 119
4.2 Method Evaluation
In this section we compare our method, denoted M , to the baseline method of
applying a single RSVM training for all queries, denoted B. The comparison is
performed in terms of Precision at position n (P@n), Mean average precision
(MAP), Normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) and Mean NDCG.
4 http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/beijing/projects/letor/letor4dataset.aspx
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Comparison Process. The instance of Ranking SVM adopted by the LETOR
benchmark5 requires only one parameter c as input. LETOR sets c to the fol-
lowing values: {0.00001, 0.00002, 0.00005, 0.0001, 0.0002, 0.0005, 0.001, 0.002,
0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10}.
On the other hand, our method introduces four more parameters: N , the
number of search behavior clusters to be created, k, the number of top clusters
used for re-ranking, l, the weight of the ranking score of our method against the
weight (1 − l) of the score of the baseline method B (Eq. 8), and α, the oﬀset
at which the above weights are reverted.
We performed the evaluation as follows. We ran method B on each fold, for
every value of c. For each fold, we tuned c to the value that results to the max
MAP . We, also, ran our method M on each fold to tune c, N , k, l and α. First,
we tuned c and N , varying the values of parameter N from 5 to 50 with step
5. Then, we tuned k, varying its value from 1 to 10, with step 1. Finally, we
tuned l, varying its value from 0.5 to 1.0 with step 0.1, and a, varying its value
from 1 to 10 with step 1. Note that we tuned the parameters to the values that
result to the max MAP . To compare our method M with the baseline method
B, we ran both methods using the tuned paramaters (and, thus, achieving the
maximun MAP values).
The results presented next are obtained using the following parameter setting
for our method: k = 3, l = 0.8 and α = 4. The values of parameters N and c are
presented for each Fold, separately, in Table 2.
Table 2. Optimal N and c parameters for each fold
Fold1 Fold2 Fold3 Fold4 Fold5
Method N c N c N c N c N c
B - 2 - 0.2 - 0.2 - 1 - 5
M 10 2 25 0.1 5 0.5 30 1 20 10
Precision Results. Table 3 presents the Mean Average Precision and Mean
NDCG values of our method M compared to the baseline B. As we can see, our
method outperforms the baseline on both measures in all folds, except for Mean
NDCG values for Folds 1, 3 and 5, where M and B have similar performance.
The average MAP value on all folds is 2% higher than the baseline. This is
an important improvement considering that we deal with the speciﬁc type of
dataset. In such dataset types, users are asked to explicitly judge results for a
given set of queries, and not to perform “real” search sessions that facilitate the
extraction of search behaviors. However, as shown in the results, our method can
exploit latent search behaviors to increase the precision of the training model.
Table 4 presents the P@n values of our method compared to the baseline for
each fold. As we can see, our method gives better precision for high rank results.
Especially for P@1, our method achieves a max of 6% increase (4% average)
on precision. This behavior can be explained as follows: for a large number of
5 http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/beijing/projects/letor/letor4baseline.aspx
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Table 3. Mean Average Precision and Mean NDCG
MAP Mean NDCG
Folds B M B M
Fold1 0.68 0.70 0.70 0.70
Fold2 0.65 0.67 0.65 0.66
Fold3 0.64 0.65 0.66 0.66
Fold4 0.69 0.72 0.70 0.73
Fold5 0.66 0.67 0.68 0.68
Average 0.66 0.68 0.68 0.69
queries, each query is matched with high score with a certain behavior cluster
(and lower scores with several others) which produces a model that favors the
single most relevant query results.
In low rank results, our method has similar performance with the baseline.
This is due to the low number of positive relevance judgments in the dataset,
which restricts the precision scores on lower ranks.
Table 4. Precision Results
Fold1 Fold2 Fold3 Fold4 Fold5 Av. Folds Max Increase
Precision B M B M B M B M B M B M M-B
P@1 0.61 0.67 0.61 0.67 0.59 0.61 0.70 0.72 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.66 +0.06
P@2 0.60 0.60 0.52 0.54 0.53 0.54 0.67 0.67 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 +0.02
P@3 0.57 0.57 0.51 0.50 0.50 0.53 0.60 0.62 0.53 0.54 0.54 0.55 +0.03
P@4 0.54 0.53 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.49 0.56 0.57 0.49 0.50 0.51 0.51 +0.01
P@5 0.50 0.50 0.45 0.45 0.46 0.45 0.52 0.53 0.46 0.46 0.48 0.48 +0.01
Table 5 presents the NDCG@n values for the two methods. Again our method
outperforms the baseline on high ranks, while it has the same behavior with the
latter on lower ranks. However, looking at the “Av. Folds” columns, where the
average values on all folds are presented, we observe that our method improves
NDCG@n for most positions. Since higher NDCG values are obtained when the
most relevant results are ranked on the top (followed by the less relevant and
the irrelevant ones), the above observation enforces our claim that our method
favors the most relevant results of each query.
Table 5. NDCG Results
Fold1 Fold2 Fold3 Fold4 Fold5 Av. Folds Max Increase
NDCG B M B M B M B M B M B M M-B
NDCG@1 0.54 0.57 0.51 0.57 0.51 0.54 0.57 0.60 0.52 0.52 0.53 0.56 +0.06
NDCG@2 0.60 0.59 0.52 0.55 0.52 0.52 0.61 0.64 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 +0.03
NDCG@3 0.63 0.63 0.57 0.58 0.57 0.58 0.63 0.68 0.61 0.60 0.60 0.61 +0.05
NDCG@4 0.64 0.64 0.60 0.61 0.60 0.61 0.67 0.69 0.64 0.64 0.63 0.64 +0.02
NDCG@5 0.68 0.67 0.61 0.62 0.62 0.63 0.68 0.71 0.67 0.67 0.65 0.66 +0.03
4.3 Discussion
To sum up, our method increases the MAP and the Mean NDCG values in
almost all cases, compared to the baseline method. It also increases signiﬁcantly
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the P@n and NDCG@n values in high ranks, while it maintains the baseline
scores in lower ranks. However, there are some drawbacks related to the dataset
used, which, to our opinion, restrict the potential of the method:
1. The size of the dataset. As shown in Table 1, the training set varies from
between 322 and 353 queries, along with their clickthrough data. This is a
factor that inﬂuences the quality of the ranking function training process,
with negative eﬀect on the performance of our method.
2. The characteristics of the dataset. The speciﬁc dataset does not constist
of real user search history (queries and clickthrough data). It is composed
from a set of queries and results, explicitly judged on their relevance. So,
it is evident that explicit search patterns, emerging from similar searches,
of users do not exist. However, some latent search patterns (behaviors) are
yet captured, resulting to increased precision compared to the baseline. We
believe that this process would be much more eﬀective when applied on real
user search clickthrough data.
3. The lack of distinct users. If the queries of the datasetwhere assigned to speciﬁc
(distinct) users,we would be able to further personalize the re-rankingprocess,
by introducing the user-cluster similarity, along with the query-cluster simi-
larity presented in Section 3.4. Then, results would be re-ranked taking into
account, both query-induced search behaviors, and user-speciﬁc search needs.
5 Related Work
In [4] the author proposes a topic-based reﬁnement of the PageRank algorithm
that allows the oﬄine computation of a ﬁxed number of PageRank vectors cor-
responding to speciﬁc topic categories. These vectors are then used to bias the
computation of each query’s results list, based on the similarity of the query to
each topic category. In [5], the problem of PageRank personalization is also han-
dled, with emphasis on scaling. In [6] the authors utilize concept hierarchies, like
ODP6, to categorize queries and build user proﬁles. Then, they use collaborative
ﬁltering techniques to re-rank query results based on those proﬁles. Compared
to the above, our method diﬀers in that we do not construct diﬀerent proﬁles for
each user, neither we consider predeﬁned topic hierarchies. Instead, we utilize
the information from several users to create search behavior clusters, in which
users participate. Also, our method is based on search behavior similarity and
not only on content similarity.
In [7], [8], [9], [10] the authors build their models utilizing users’ short or
long search history or context (e.g. desktop documents). These models are es-
sentially user proﬁles that are exploited to expand future queries and/or reﬁne
their results. Compared to our method, those approaches consider only content
similarity and, also, they do not exploit collaborative information from all users.
In [18], we presented a preliminary work on training multiple ranking functions,
based, however, on content and not on search behavior.
6 http://www.dmoz.org/
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There are also approaches that modify state-of-the-art machine learning tech-
niques to achieve better ranking results. In [17], the classical Ranking SVM
algorithm is modiﬁed so that (a) errors on top rankings are reduced and (b) the
importance of queries with fewer relevant documents for the training phase is
increased. In [11] the authors propose to train multiple ranking functions de-
ﬁned, however by diﬀerent ranks and not diﬀerent behaviors. Those ranking
functions are then aggregated into a ﬁnal ranker. Compared to our work, these
approaches do not take into account the inherent relations between queries and
their clickthrough data.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a methodology for improving the quality of rank-
ing function training by capturing and exploiting latent search behaviors. The
main idea of our method is that search behaviors are not necessarily content-
dependent, and that they can be utilized to train more eﬀective ranking mod-
els. The method is general enough to be combined with other personalization
techniques, as well as to be applied in every search scenario. The experimental
evaluation demonstrates the eﬀectiveness of our method.
Future work involves experimenting on the clustering dimensions construction
process, the clustering algorithm and metrics and on the query-cluster matching
and weighting process. For example, ﬁnding a way to approximate the support
vectors and use them instead of all results for the clustering dimensions con-
struction process could, theoretically, produce better results. Also, we intend to
test our method and verify the statistical signiﬁcance of our results on much
larger real user search datasets, where the notion of search behavior is more
meaningful, and perform a more thorough cluster analysis. Finally, we want to
study how individual user search behaviors can be exploited in our framework,
thus comparing and integrating our query-centric method with user-centric and
content-centric approaches.
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Abstract. Evaluation is a central digital library practice. It provides important 
data for managing digital libraries and informing strategic decision-making. 
Digital library evaluation and management are organizational as well as technical 
practices. What evaluation models can account for these organizational factors, in 
practice as well as in theory? To address these questions, this paper integrates two 
models, one from the organizational literature (Porter’s value chain), and one 
from the evaluation literature (evaluation logic models), into a generic, flexible 
and extensible evaluation model that supports the goal-oriented evaluation and 
management of digital libraries in specific sociotechnical contexts. A case study is 
provided. 
Keywords: evaluation, lightweight, logic model, management, organization, 
planning, value chain. 
1   Introduction 
Evaluation is an important practice for digital libraries. It provides data for managers 
and other stakeholders and informs long-term strategic decision-making [1]. This 
paper proposes an organizational model for evaluating and managing digital libraries. 
The approach is based on Porter’s value chain model of organizations, and evaluation 
logic models, and focuses on evaluating digital libraries as sociotechnical phenomena 
that serve diverse communities, domains, and audiences. It addresses the needs of a 
range of stakeholders (managers, developers, users, funders, etc.) who may have 
limited resources (time, expertise, etc.) to carry out an evaluation [2]. 
2   Scope of the Research 
A digital library can be defined in many different ways. Different definitions will 
shape evaluation approaches in different ways. The definition of a digital library that 
will be used in this paper is that of an operational organization that manages 
collections and services in multiple contexts of use. The term ‘operational’ is used 
here to indicate that a digital library has been released to users, is accessible on a 
regular basis, and is responsible to a range of stakeholders. Note that an operational 
digital library’s staff might not necessarily have a background in the digital library 
research community, a situation that is increasingly the case as the technologies for 
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building digital libraries become more widely available, and more organizations seek 
to provide searchable access to online collections. Operational digital libraries are 
sociotechnical systems, networks of technology, information, documents, people, and 
practices that interact in complex ways with wider worlds of work, institutions, 
knowledge, society, and knowledge production [3]. An evaluation model for a digital 
library should account for this complexity [4]. 
2.1   Existing Research 
To situate the proposed organizational model of a digital library, this section reviews 
some existing digital library evaluation approaches (see also [5, 6]). Note that 
approaches that focus predominantly on usability (e.g. [7, 8]) are not covered. 
Digital library evaluation approaches typically propose a holistic model of a digital 
library. Borgman et al. [9], addressing the social aspects of digital libraries, introduce 
the ‘information lifecycle,’ a holistic cycle of information use by individuals, 
organizations, and communities. Digital libraries are defined here as “computer-based 
systems constructed ... in a way that accommodates the actual tasks and activities that 
people engage in when they create, seek, and use information resources.” This model 
it integrates a diverse range of digital library activities and can be used to generate use 
cases for different communities of users. The authors note the following evaluation 
research questions: “What kind of comprehensive measures do we need to design that 
evaluate the whole information and learning experience? What kind of evaluation 
processes (and supporting tools) will provide timely and valid predictions about 
individual steps, features, and capabilities?” 
Saracevic [10] defines a digital library as “a set of elements in interaction” with 
one or more objectives, operating in a series of environments. Evaluation considers 
the effectiveness of system performance in relation to stated goals. It must address 
five criteria, the first of which is deciding what to evaluate - “what is meant by a 
digital library?” The rest of the evaluation criteria – the context of the evaluation 
(goals, levels of analysis, etc.), the performance criteria for selected objectives, 
specific measures for the criteria, and the methodology for carrying out the evaluation 
(instruments, procedures, etc.) – all flow from this definition. 
Marchionini et al. [11] describe digital libraries as mixtures of complex human 
information seeking behaviors and rapidly evolving technologies, and advocate a 
user-centered approach to evaluation and design focused on “the information needs, 
characteristics, and contexts of the [users].” They outline an iterative human-centered 
evaluation process, in which needs are expressed in terms of a variety of goals, and 
may be evaluated in different ways, using different measures and methods, over 
different periods of time. This ‘process-oriented’ approach contains three principles: 
(1) know the users, (2) embed design and evaluation efforts into the organizational 
structure, and (3) create flexible systems and tools that can meet the requirements of 
people with diverse characteristics and needs. The approach is useful in early design 
stages, when evaluation targets can be aligned with operational goals.  
Gonçalves et al. [12, 13] state that digital libraries are “extremely complex 
information systems … [and] the proper concept of a digital library … evades 
definitional consensus.” Their ‘5S’ model works towards establishing a consensus by 
describing five digital library components: Streams, Structures, Spaces, Scenarios, 
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and Societies. They specify a “minimal digital library” model consisting of digital 
objects, a metadata specification, a collection, a repository, and services. Evaluation 
with the ‘5S’ model addresses quality dimensions for these components using 
established performance indicators (e.g., the metadata specification can be assessed 
for accuracy, completeness, and conformance). 
Fuhr et al. [14] model digital libraries as complex systems that can be viewed from 
many perspectives. Their ‘interaction triptych’ model of digital libraries (c.f. [15]) 
identifies three major evaluation loci: usability, the quality of interaction between the 
user and the system (effectiveness, satisfaction, etc.); usefulness, the relevance of the 
information for the user; and performance, related to system performance attributes 
(precision, recall, response time, etc.). They recommend that evaluation should be 
flexible and extensible to cope with rapidly changing digital libraries; involve 
practitioners and real users; use standardized platforms for gathering, storing and 
disseminating evaluation data; evaluate user behavior in-the-large, along with 
sociological, business, institutional and other factors; and relate digital library models 
to models in other areas (archives, portals, knowledge bases, etc.). 
The DELOS Digital Library Reference Model [16] defines digital libraries in terms 
three distinct ‘layers’: organizations that manage collections of digital content; 
systems that connect users to the library’s collections; and management systems that 
manage user interactions with the library and collections. These layers support six 
core concepts: content (data and information made available to users): users (the 
various actors entitled to interact with a digital library); functionality (the services 
offered to different users); quality (the parameters for evaluating the content and 
behavior of a digital library); policy (the sets of conditions, rules, terms and 
regulations governing interaction between the digital library and users); and 
architecture (a mapping of the functionality and content offered by a digital library on 
to hardware and software components). The model can be expanded in a number of 
directions; for instance, users are defined in terms of end users, designers, system 
administrators and application developers. 
The evaluation approaches discussed so far have mainly introduced theoretical 
models for digital library evaluation. The practice of digital library evaluation can be 
very complex, particularly for large-scale projects. Chowdhury et al. [6] report the 
evaluation of the Scottish Cultural Resources Access Network (SCRAN) to assess its 
value to the public libraries licensing it. The evaluation took into account a number of 
complex social, economic and political factors. A multi-method approach was 
deployed, including usability, interviews, web log analysis, surveys of library staff 
and users, and analysis of project minutes and documents. The analysis triangulated 
the factors affecting usage, and users’ and library staff perceptions, with the aim of 
determining the overall value of SCRAN. The evaluation outcomes included 
recommendations for the management of similar projects such as the need for 
effective marketing, outreach, and rights management, and the question of whether a 
national cultural heritage information architecture should be centralized or distributed. 
The evaluation demonstrated how digital library operation and evaluation in real 
world settings can include complex management decisions. 
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2.2   The Organizational Value Chain 
As the SCRAN example shows, there is a need for digital library evaluation models to 
address organizational and management factors. One influential model of a firm is 
Porter’s ‘value chain’ (Figure 1). A value chain is “a collection of activities that are 
performed to design, produce, market, deliver and support its product” [17]. It is 
closely related to organizational structure, and organizations are often designed 
around these activities. The five primary activities outlined by Porter are: inbound 
logistics; operations; outbound logistics; marketing and sales; and service and 
support. These activities are represented in the figure as vertical columns from left to 
right. Note that there are downstream dependencies from left to right: for instance, the 
quality of inbound logistics will affect the quality of outputs, even if the two are not 
directly linked in the figure. There are also four support activities, represented as 
horizontal layers on top of the primary activities: infrastructure (general management, 
etc.); human resources; technology (R & D, new techniques, etc.); and raw material 
procurement. These activities contribute indirectly to production, but they are 
important for sustaining overall organizational processes; for instance, management 
information systems can play a crucial role in integrating the activities of a firm.  
 
Fig. 1. Porter’s Value Chain ([17] fig. 2-2) 
2.3   Logic Models 
Having established a value chain model of an organization, the next step is to think 
about how to evaluate such an organization. Logic models are a useful way to do this. 
Logic models are generalized, graphical models of an organization [18, 19, 20]. A 
simple logic model consists of four stages: (1) inputs, such as staff and funding, that 
support organizational activities; (2) the activities an organization engages in on a 
day-to-day basis that transform inputs into outputs; (3) outputs, that is, immediate 
products and benefits of organizational activities; and (4) long-term outcomes, such as 
changes in wider social contexts [21] (Figure 2). 
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Fig. 2. A generic logic model 
Given a set of inputs, organizational activities will produce outputs and outcomes. 
Logic models can identify evaluation areas in an organization by assigning the goals 
of an organization to the outcomes stage, and then working backwards through the 
model to identify the outputs, activities and inputs that support these goals and 
outcomes [22]. This method ensures that once activities are identified, they do in fact 
contribute to project goals and outcomes. Once a relevant set of organizational 
activities is identified, appropriate evaluation work for each activity can begin. This 
evaluation work should consider the nature of each activity and the appropriate 
benchmarks and techniques for evaluating it, as well as links to other activities, and 
the organizational resources (time, funds, expertise, etc.) available for the evaluation. 
A number of examples of logic model have been published [e.g. 23, 24]. There are a 
number of similarities between the value chain and the logic model. Both model 
organizations, and the inbound, operations and outbound stages of the value chain 
correlate very well with the inputs, activities, and outputs/outcomes stages of the logic 
model. What is missing from the logic model however is the infrastructural dimension 
of the value chain (the support activities). 
2.4   An Organizational Model for Evaluating Digital Libraries 
The two approaches just introduced are combined in this section to produce a generic 
organizational model, which can be used for evaluating digital libraries. This model 
includes the four stages of the evaluation logic model, and adds an additional 
organizational ‘layer’ from the value chain model. The example provided in Figure 3 
models a digital library as a goal-oriented organization that receives inputs from the 
external environment, carries out transformational activities on those inputs, generates 
a series of outputs and outcomes, with these processes being coordinated through 
organizational knowledge and communication (documents, meetings, e-mail, etc.). In 
this case, the model is populated with goals and activities that are typical of some 
digital libraries today, but it could be repopulated with different goals and activities 
that reflect a different form of digital library. Working backwards, the outcomes stage 
focuses on the broader impacts of digital library use (such as better learning) and is 
defined first (for instance from mission statements). The outputs stage is designed to 
capture the major outputs required to support the wider outcomes (e.g. resources, 
collections, metadata, a web site, and a user community). The activities stage of the 
model is designed to list the activities that will be used to produce the outputs; note 
that the example activities listed in this stage – resource creation, metadata creation, 
web site, user services, and community building – themselves have internal linkages. 
(For the sake of this model, the linkages are as follows: resources are created, then 
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metadata is applied to resources, then resources are made available through a web 
site, then user services can be developed to support library use, then a user 
community can be developed to support users.) This implies further downstream 
linkages within the activities stage: for instance, poor resource and metadata quality 
can affect web site usability and community building. The inputs stage describes the 
general inputs such as an organizational mission, staff, equipment, and funding, that 
support overall work in the library. Finally, the organizational stage describes the 
organizational infrastructure that will support the first four activities. 
 
Fig. 3. An example organizational evaluation model for digital libraries 
It is important to note that this particular description is just one example that can be 
generated by the model. As emphasized above, the model is generic, flexible 
extensible, and is capable of generating evaluation models for any type of current or 
potential digital library. While it happens to conform to some common current models 
of a digital library, a change in the outcomes stage could generate a completely 
different model. For instance, a library emphasizing the community design and 
sharing of interactive educational resources, supported by interactive repositories with 
tagging, folksonomies, etc., would lead to a different set of activities.  
3   Evaluation Case Study 
This case study describes the application of this evaluation model with the Internet 
Public Library (‘ipl2’: http://ipl.org). The main purpose is to illustrate the use of the 
evaluation model in the design and implementation of an evaluation plan, rather than 
to provide a detailed technical evaluation of ipl2. ipl2 was founded in 1995 and now 
has 40,000 online resources, 12,500 web pages, and a virtual reference service that 
has answered over 95,000 questions. In 2008, work began on a merger with another 
educational digital library, the Librarian’s Internet Index (LII); this included 
crosswalking both ipl2 and LII metadata to Dublin Core, and merging their subject 
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browsing hierarchies. To carry out this work, ipl2 has two staff members and a 
voluntary team of about ten faculty, graduate students, IT staff, and a director. 
Developing an evaluation plan for ipl2 involved balancing evaluation goals against 
these limited resources and organizational constraints. 
The process began by identifying ipl2 end users’ needs. As with many digital 
libraries, this initial step was problematic, as it was not known who the ipl2 users 
were. Work therefore began with placing the ipl2 vision statement (Figure 4) in the 
outcomes stage of the model outlined above (Figure 3). Creative solutions to 
evaluating to what extent these goals were being met were then sought. Three initial 
evaluation areas were identified: community, usability and metadata. Examples of the 
evaluation work are given in the following paragraphs. 
Vision Statement of ipl2:
ipl2 will shape and direct the evolving role of libraries in an increasingly digital world 
while working to become a virtual learning laboratory for the study of information 
services and technology.
The ipl2 staff, faculty, and volunteers will strive to meet these goals by:
1. creating and supporting new learning experiences for students and volunteers,
2. serving as a research forum and as a technological test-bed,
3. serving the public by finding, evaluating, selecting, organizing, describing, and 
creating high quality information resources, and
4. connecting members of the public to high quality information resources through 
the IPL question answering service.
 
Fig. 4. ipl2 mission and vision (http://www.ipl.org/div/about/mission_and_vision.html) 
The ipl2 community. ipl2 relies on a large community of students and volunteers to 
maintain its digital collections and virtual reference service. The library serves as a 
teaching and learning environment for library and information science faculty and 
students at universities in the United States and Canada, and for professional 
librarians who volunteer their time and expertise. Feedback surveys from instructors 
and students using ipl2 were identified as a useful way to evaluate the community 
members who help to run ipl2. The results revealed that instructors and students see 
ipl2 as a useful learning site but that there are concerns with the quality of the tools, 
and the ipl2 collection and search results. In other work, a small sample (n = 528) of 
online reference answers was found to conform to ipl2 guidelines, suggesting that the 
information classes were themselves functional [25]. Future evaluations of 
community tools will include usability testing of a new metadata tool for volunteers, 
which will be deployed in various cataloging and metadata classes. 
Web site usability. Usability was chosen as an evaluation activity because several 
faculty and students in the team had usability as a research and/or teaching interest. 
Beginning in 2008, the web site was completely redesigned, and testing of the new 
web site was carried out in several ways that drew on available resources. Student 
assistants on the project carried out paper prototyping, heuristic evaluation, and user 
testing of the new site. Approximately 100 students in graduate student ‘Introduction 
to HCI’ classes carried out heuristic evaluations of the ipl2 site as a class assignment. 
Positive findings included satisfaction with the site’s ‘look and feel,’ layout, etc. 
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Negative findings focused on poor search experiences (e.g. lack of advanced search, 
lack of ranked search results), navigation, confusing browsing and subject headings, 
lack of help tools, etc. This usability testing provided data that triangulated with the 
community evaluations, particularly regarding efficacy of the search tools. 
Metadata quality. ipl2 metadata has been created at different times and in different 
formats. Metadata evaluation work was constrained by these legacy issues, and by the 
complexities of the existing metadata. An audit of 15,000 MySQL records revealed 
approximately 53 different fields (including administrative fields) only a few of which 
were filled at or near 100% (e.g. Title, Abstract, and URL), while many fields (e.g. the 
former URL of a site) and were rarely used (c.f. [26]) (this evaluation supported the 
design of the new application profile and crosswalk to Dublin Core). An emergent 
issue concerned the browsing metadata. The project team wanted to generate a 
common browsing structure that described both ipl2 and LII resources in a common 
structure. Analysis of the existing browsing metadata showed however that the 
relationships between topics and subtopics in each library were complex and web-like 
in nature, making it impossible to generate a definitive hierarchical list. A pilot 
analysis of the LII for example identified over 42,000 separate parent-child 
relationships, and this issue has significantly slowed down metadata work in ipl2. 
Overall, the metadata evaluation was lightweight and strategic rather than 
systematic and comprehensive, and driven by the fit with team members’ research 
interests. Even these limited evaluations found significant issues that needed 
addressing [27], and which could be triangulated to other findings, such as the 
usability testing which suggested that it was hard to search and browse ipl2. 
Web Metrics. Web metrics analyze visitor traffic to and through a web site; tools 
differ widely in functionality, complexity, and cost [28]. ipl2 uses Google Analytics 
(GA), a free javascript-based tool that reports data to external servers, from where it 
can be accessed through a browser via a user account [29]. GA required significant 
overhead to install but relatively little maintenance. Data showed that users spend 
more time viewing ipl2-created content than searching or browsing the collections, 
and that some of the popular collections were accessed largely from external search 
engines rather than the site’s own search tool. This suggests that visitors were having 
trouble accessing these collections through the internal search, again triangulating 
with findings from other evaluation activities regarding search functionality. 
Organizational processes. The final evaluation area covered ipl2’s organizational 
knowledge and communication processes (a support activity rather than a primary 
activity - Figure 2). Interviews with project members identified several knowledge 
and communication issues in ipl2 arising from factors such as the long history of the 
IPL, the existence of a number of poorly documented legacy systems, an 
organizational history of voluntary and minimal staffing, and a voluntary group of 
project members with disparate backgrounds (IT, IS, libraries, digital libraries, HCI, 
etc.). It was difficult to coordinate ipl2 work across various technical and 
organizational issues, and project communication could be fragmented. This 
evaluation of organizational processes again pointed out the some of the underlying 
issues with ipl2 metadata, as project members commented on the difficulties involved 
in working with legacy metadata and understanding how earlier metadata had been 
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formatted, which in turn led to issues with designing new tools based on the metadata, 
such as the browsing tool. 
Evaluation outcomes. As was emphasized in the introduction to this section, the 
purpose of the case study is not to provide a thorough technical evaluation of ipl2, but 
to show how such an evaluation could be guided by the model introduced above. At 
the beginning of the evaluation, the first and last stages of the model were populated 
by the existing (and very limited) organizational resources available to ipl2, and the 
overall goals of ipl2. The evaluation then became a question of how to bridge these 
stages with available organizational resources. It was decided to follow a ‘good 
enough’ strategy with selected activities, in the hope of generating enough data for 
useful triangulation. This strategy proved productive. Multiple evaluation activities 
produced data that indicated that search and browse were problematic, and there was 
evidence that organizational processes were linked to these problems. Work has since 
been initiated to improve the underlying catalog and database, as well as the 
associated tools and organizational processes. 
While organizational factors were not directly identified in the ipl2 mission and 
vision statements, they did contribute to the overall goals; and deficiencies in these 
factors could therefore contribute to pl2 goals not being met. The evaluation results 
may therefore be framed not in the form of “ipl2 performed at X% on this measure,” 
but rather in terms of “it appears (from a number of ongoing evaluation activities) that 
there is an issue with metadata and search, and organizational processes – what 
further work needs to be done?” 
4   Discussion, Limitations, and Future Work 
Evaluating ipl2 is a complex activity, especially for a largely voluntary and part-time 
organization with limited resources. The organizational evaluation model outlined 
above provided a useful way to describe ipl2’s many components in terms of a small 
number of priority areas, which could be matched with available organizational 
resources. Evaluation efforts were targeted on feasible and practical evaluation tasks 
within each of these areas. A large amount of pragmatism was involved, with 
evaluation activities being carried out by project members with different skills and 
backgrounds, following different evaluation and research questions. A key outcome 
was that the model provided a useful way to understand the functional linkages 
between ipl2 activities, and to integrate and triangulate the results of the different 
evaluation activities. The evaluation results pinpointed areas where improvements 
should be made, especially with regard to metadata, search and site navigation, and 
also organizational communication and knowledge processes. The findings are being 
used to inform ongoing library development. 
How do these findings compare with other evaluation models? Compared with the 
approaches summarized above, a number of components of the current model are 
familiar, for instance in Borgman et al.’s [7] ‘lifecycle’ model, and Marchionini et 
al.’s [25] multifaceted approach to user-centered design. An important contribution of 
the current model is that it adds a specific organizational dimension to evaluation; 
shows how this is related to technical dimensions; and shows how the organizational 
dimension can be implemented and assessed in an evaluation study. 
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An advantage of the model is that, being derived from business and organizational 
theory, and evaluation theory, it is theoretically independent of digital libraries. The 
approach is therefore flexible, extensible and scalable, and it can be adapted and 
applied to any type of digital library (current or yet to be built), at any scale, in order 
to generate a description of that digital library that can then be used as the basis for 
evaluation and management. The addition of the organizational dimension strengthens 
the ability of the model to link various activities together in a way that provides a 
bridge between the evaluation of small-scale and day-to-day aspects of library 
operations and the longer term and more open-ended organizational decisions and 
goals. The model provides a way to make those linkages – which are different in each 
digital library – explicit and observable in practical contexts. As Fuhr et al. [12] note, 
“The quality of a complex system is never better than the quality of its ‘weakest’ 
component,” and evaluation must therefore take into account the nature of digital 
library components and the linkages between them. 
The case study identified several limitations and opportunities for future research. 
First, the model pays attention to the organizational and managerial dimensions of 
operating and evaluating digital libraries, but, for reasons of space, it does not explore 
these dimensions in depth. There is an opportunity to develop the model to include 
other organizational and management theories, with the hope that these can provide 
further insight into the organizational nature of digital libraries. How, for instance, 
might models of organizational communication and knowledge be useful for digital 
libraries? Second, the model suggests that resource and metadata quality are key 
digital library activities that have a number of downstream linkages; what therefore 
are the organizational dimensions of digital libraries that can affect resource and 
metadata quality? Third, a disadvantage (shared by other models) is that evaluation 
work is often resource-intensive. There is therefore a need to develop lightweight and 
easy-to-implement evaluation techniques that can be used with the model, and for 
comparisons of these techniques that can guide a digital library as an organization to 
optimally allocate organizational resources. Finally, the framework recognizes the 
importance of, but does not substantively address, wider questions related to the long-
term sociotechnical impact and outcomes of digital libraries (for example in terms of 
educational impact). Considerable work still remains to be done to develop evaluation 
models to investigate and address these impacts. 
5   Conclusion 
The digital library evaluation model introduced in this paper integrates concepts from the 
business and evaluation literatures to build a generic, flexible and extensible model for 
the goal-oriented evaluation and management of digital libraries. The framework is 
designed to support the optimal planning and allocation of evaluation resources within an 
organization. A case study of the use of the model showed that it provided coherence and 
focus for a range of evaluation practices in the context of a number of constraints, 
including limited organizational resources and complex legacy architectures. The model 
balanced evaluation requirements, constraints, and resources, and generated a shortlist of 
evaluation activities based on available resources, including the expertise of the project 
team. It supported the team to look for creative ways in which evaluation activities could 
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be folded into existing research and teaching activities. It provided a scaffold for 
triangulating disparate evaluation findings. The case study suggests that the model is 
useful and provides a way to gain traction with complex real world digital library 
evaluation issues. It will be of use to digital library managers, developers, and also 
external stakeholders such as higher-level administrators and funders. 
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Abstract. While the concept of digital library (DL) is well perceived
and applied in developed countries, it is still a big challenge to the de-
veloping nations. There are great disparities, known as digital divide
between developed countries and developing countries in terms of elec-
tronic resource funding, availability, and accessibility. DL, together with
the information retrieval (IR) system, is believed to be an eﬀective way
to mend the gap of digital divide. This paper will employ a real case to
discuss the signiﬁcance of developing a national level of digital library for
pre-university schools of Albania, the challenges of designing such infor-
mation system both economically and technologically, and considerations
of designing the digital library.
Keywords: DL, digital library development, developing countries, ICT
infrastructure, IR, information retrieval, IS, information system.
1 Introduction
Albania is a developing country in Southeastern Europe with population of
approximate 3.2 million. Large number of population (600,000) resides in the
capital city, Tirana. ICT (Information and Communications Technology) educa-
tion is not new to the nation as it can be traced back to 1980s when the ﬁrst
metropolitan computer network was created. Since then the national strategy
has been developed to improve ICT infrastructure. One of the strategies for ICT
education, Cross Sector Strategy is to equip all schools with computer labs with
25 students for 1 computer in 2010 (Albanian Government document, 2009).
Year 2006 Albanian government received loan from the Word Bank to develop
the Education Excellence and Equity Project. A major part of the initiatives is
to improve the quality of learning and teaching conditions for all the students
and teachers of primary and secondary schools. With the relevant ICT available,
establishing a digital library becomes critical as currently the amount of printed
bibliographic resources available to students and teachers of Albanian primary
and secondary schools is very limited and there are almost no learning resources
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of digital formats to the same user groups. To ensure the success of developing
the digital library, the World Bank assisted Albanian government in executing
the project by publically recruiting an international consultant whose responsi-
bilities include but not limited to identifying the key stakeholders, deﬁning Terms
of Reference, developing implementation plan, providing budget projection, and
planning intermediate execution.
2 Challenges and Significance of Developing the DL
Although ICT is a key element to be considered in building a digital library, ac-
cessing to ICT itself is not enough. Several major factors that aﬀect the develop-
ment of digital libraries are cost, resource availability and accessibility, eﬃciency
of Technology, and impact of social context. As many of other developing coun-
tries, Albania is lagging behind in both print and digital resource development.
Primary and secondary schools of Albania are particularly lacking of resources
of any format due to shortage of funding to access or purchase resources. As
major part of the strategy of developing eGovernment, and eSchools, Albanian
government set top priority for improving education system. Commitments are
being made to address digital divide issues by providing Internet connectivity
and ICT and improve learning environment by building a digital library for pre-
university schools. The intended DL will be the ﬁrst digital repository nation
wide. Therefore, the success of the project will have overarching impact on fu-
ture digital projects of such kinds. The co-author of this paper, Ardiana Sula,
Head of Educational Technologies of Ministry of Education and Science briefed
me, the selected consultant, with the current condition of online resource devel-
opment of the country: the only online digital resource available to the public
is the national library’s OPAC (Online Public Access Catalog), which is in Al-
banian Language. There is no professional librarian who has had formal library
school education in Albania. Nobody has knowledge of metadata or experience of
managing digital materials. The government will identify a qualiﬁed third party
company to develop the digital library with the assistance of the international
consultant.
In order to better understand the IT infrastructure, bibliographic resource
background, users’ information needs, and ICT capability to deliver the digital
information to the target users, I visited some primary and secondary schools
that typically represent geographical diﬀerences: one high school and one ele-
mentary school in the capital city of Albania, Tirana, two high schools in a
suburban area, and one elementary school and one junior high in a village about
70 miles away from Tirana. Each visit included talking to students, interviewing
teachers and staﬀ, and visiting the schools computer lab and library. The in-
terviews were conducted with selected subject teachers, the administrative staﬀ
who are in charge of the computer lab or courses, and the school librarian. Here
is a brief summary of the ﬁndings:
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2.1 ICT Capability
All the schools are equipped with a computer lab. The number of computers
varies depending on how many students have registered in the school. According
to Cross Sector Strategy deﬁned by Albanian government in 2007, the goal of
PC distribution is 25 students to 1 computer in 2010, but the goal has not been
reached. All these computer labs have Internet access through satellite (VSAT),
which reﬂects the government’s eﬀort of promoting ICT usage in classrooms. The
speed of Internet connectivity is about 512/128Kbps shared to no more than 5
users, and information in multimedia format such as audio/video is discouraged
to play because of the networking speed limitations. Every school has one pro-
jector. The teacher needs to make a request when he/she plays computer ﬁles or
CD/DVD in class. The time of using the device is limited to a class period. Com-
puter lab is used when, most of the time, the teacher assigns homework that are
required to use Microsoft Oﬃce applications to create and edit the assignment.
According to the school principals some of students in Tirana have computers
at home with Internet connectivity, but most of students in rural or villages do
not have personal computers.
2.2 Information Needs and Information Availability
100 percent of these teachers said they need extra teaching materials or supple-
mentary resources to their classes: maps, history materials of other countries,
math exercises, physics and chemistry lab exercises, tests and language resources,
only name a few. Currently what they have are exclusively textbooks. They
have rarely used reference materials, and they have zero knowledge of scholarly
databases or know little about electronic journals. Each school has its own li-
brary. The library collection consists of a small number of books, and most of
these books are ﬁctions. Funding for purchasing books is not always available.
There is no catalog of any type that users can search; books are shelved and
organized in a rather arbitrary way that the librarian can easily locate. The
librarian manually records check-in and checkout activities. The materials in
the library are not necessarily intended for the class teaching or learning. When
teachers need more learning materials or assign projects to students that require
additional information, they will search Google to get the information. However,
there are often times their searches are not very successful because they do not
know what an eﬀective search strategy is.
2.3 Level of Information Literacy
Most of teachers admit they cannot tell the diﬀerence between Google and a
digital library. When a teacher needs additional resources to assist the class,
or he/she assigns students project to search online, Google is the main source
that both the teacher and students use. They do not question the legitimacy of
obtained information or evaluate the source of information since it is hard for
them to distinguish opinions and facts. When they think the information from
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the search results is what they need, they simply copy and integrate as part of
their own work. They were not aware that they were risking of plagiarizing other
people’s work.
2.4 English Language Proficiency
Because most of high-quality resources are English-based information, it be-
comes a big obstacle to the teachers because most of the teachers do not possess
basic knowledge of English Language. Although the useful information is avail-
able online, the language barrier prevents them from using the information. In
addition, because Albanian Language is much less popular than those such as
Spanish, French, Germany or Chinese, even though lots of online resources are
available in multiple languages, Albanian may not be on the list of oﬀered lan-
guages. Interestingly, lots of students have better English language skill due to
the fact that they have language classes and they have learned a lot from watch-
ing English-language movies or TV shows.
After these visits, the director of ICT education said basically most of the
public schools are in the same situation in terms of ICT facilities and available
resources. The interviews clearly presented the challenges: while building a dig-
ital library that provides users needed information is essential, developing an
eﬀective digital library model that serves as a cornerstone for the nations future
digital library development is even more important.
3 Designing Considerations
Studies from researchers of diﬀerent disciplines have shown that a key element
of measuring the success of a digital library is largely based on the level of user
satisfaction. A user-centered information system will help to maximize the us-
ability of the digital library by providing positive user experience, and thereby,
understanding users’ cognitive eﬀort, and conﬁdence, and searching behavior will
be critical to design such system. Given the fact that the identiﬁed key stake-
holders of DL are pre-university teachers and students who have low exposure to
computers and Internet, and possibly high level of information illiteracy, these
aspects have to be considered regarding designing DL:
 Information needs vs. the purpose of using the information
 Information availability vs. information diversity
 Search behaviors vs. age, and educational background
 Perceptions to the digital contents vs. information presentation, and the
nature of information
Teachers and students play diﬀerent roles in any educational systems, and there-
fore, their information needs and the purpose of using information may vary.
With limited funding in this project, the coverage of resources will doubtlessly
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be restricted. As a result, the availability of relevant content in local languages
that are particularly useful to the target groups should be the top priority.
Nonetheless, such priority should not narrow the scope and diversity of infor-
mation availability. Although electronic resources are scarce in Albania, and
acquiring electronic resources from other countries is expensive, there are pos-
sible alternatives that are worth exploring. Apart from prioritizing the funding
distribution, free online resources including free digital libraries; electronic text-
books; open journals; Open Archive Initiative, etc. are eﬀective way to expand
the variety of digital collections, and lower the cost of obtaining resources. In
addition, as many students have good skill of English Language, they will more
likely to beneﬁt from rich resources on the web that they were not aware.
However, resource adequacy does not necessarily result in satisﬁed users.
A poorly designed information system due to ”inappropriate implementation
strategies of accessibility ” (Adams, 2002) can signiﬁcantly reduce the usabil-
ity of the resources. Studies have found that the way a system is designed has
big impact on Human-Computer-Interaction (HCI). ”the properties attributed
to the system as the interface, the language, the orientation on the tools and
devices, the work load, ﬂexibility, compatibility with other systems, communica-
tion, as well as the eﬀort to work, intervene directly in this interaction” (Norman,
1986). A well-designed information system always reﬂects good studies of users
searching behavior, background and experience. The target users in this project
have limited experience in interacting with computers and searching Internet.
Their extensive searching experience comes from using Google. For that reason,
an interface that can help these users quickly get to the access point will surely
help ease the frustration and create positive searching experience. Make the user
interface transparent to your audience. It shouldnt be noticed. It shouldnt be
something people have to learn or decipher. If everything is clean and clear, then
learners can get on with the task of learning and not have to think about how
to interact (Neilson, 2011). Besides an intuitive interface, eﬃcient searching al-
gorithm with ranking mechanism and full-text capability will certainly increase
the resource accessibility. Because most of users do not have much knowledge
of how information is organized, highly relevant searching results will encourage
user’s interaction with the system and arouse their interest in using the available
resources.
It is arguably that maximized accessibility and eﬃcient system can be more
optimized by good ICT infrastructure and knowledgeable users. Albanian gov-
ernment has been making all possible eﬀorts to improve ICT infrastructure,
promote ICT usage in classrooms, and improve the quality of education, but
the improvement takes time and needs strong ﬁnancial support. Although all
the schools have Internet access, the low speed of Internet connectivity prevents
rich contents such as videos or audios from being used for teaching and learning
purposes. Plus these users possess low level of information literacy as demon-
strated in the interviews. They do not evaluate the information found on the
World Wide Web, and seldom question whether the resource comes from per-
sonal site or reputable journal. For those reasons, the content selection has to
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be scrutinized to both ﬁt the current ICT capability and enable users to meet
their educational purposes.
4 Opportunities of Bridging the Gap
Although funding is limited for this project, and building a digital library is
very costly, it is not impossible to build the digital library economically and
technologically suitable to Albania. Besides taking advantage of freely avail-
able electronic resources online, free open source software such as Greenstone,
DSpace, Fedora, and CDSware etc. used to build the digital library system are
available. These applications can alleviate the burdens of technological expenses
and human talent restrictions, and make the development aﬀordable. Since the
beginning of 21st century, the government has made further eﬀort to ameliorate
ICT environment and educate the citizens. A crucial part of the government
program is to realize computerization of all primary and secondary schools in
the country. The e-Schools Project aimed to equip all 2,100 public primary and
secondary schools with modern computer labs with Internet access, establish
new ICT curriculum in all public schools and train teachers in ICT literacy
has been accomplished; ICT-aided learning methodologies that create interac-
tive school environment have been introduced. These projects are good steps
towards improving information accessibility and bridging the digital divide.
5 Conclusion
Albanian primary and secondary schools, as those in other developing countries,
are challenged by lacking of both print and electronic bibliographic resources.
With the available funding from the World Bank, the goals of improving the
learning environment and promoting ICT usage in classroom necessitate the
cause of developing a national level DL that will elaborate the quality of teach-
ing and learning pedagogically. The limited funding, overwhelming information
need, poor ICT infrastructures and information illiteracy have created major
challenges, but through careful considerations of designing and by taking advan-
tages of existing electronic resources and open source software, Albania govern-
ment will be able to build DL economically and technologically appropriate to
the country, and the DL will provide opportunities for the country to bridge the
digital divide.
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Abstract. The Digital Assets Repository (DAR) is a system developed at the 
Bibliotheca Alexandrina to manage the full lifecycle of a digital asset: its crea-
tion and ingestion, its metadata management, storage and archival in addition to 
the necessary mechanisms for publishing and dissemination. In its third release, 
the system architecture has been revamped into a modular design including 
components that are best of the breed, in addition to defining a flexible content 
model for digital objects based on current standards and a focus on integrating 
DAR with different sources and applications. The goal of this paper is to dem-
onstrate the building blocks of DAR as an example of a modern repository, in 
addition to discussing the challenges that face an institution in consolidating its 
assets and DAR’s answer to these challenges. 
Keywords: Institutional Repository, Integration, Modular Architecture, Digital 
Assets Repository, DAR. 
1   Introduction 
Given the explosion of digital content currently available and its variety, Institutional 
Repositories have become a vital and crucial component for any organization to pre-
serve and manage the lifecycle of digital objects. Institutional repositories come in 
different varieties, however most of the current solutions are monolithic without 
enough flexibility to adapt their components as needs arise or they become too cum-
bersome to implement due to their complexity. Current solutions leave a lot to be  
desired in integrating applications that publish digital assets from the repositories in 
addition to integrating the repositories with different input sources. Bibliotheca Alex-
andrina (BA) developed its Digital Assets Repository (DAR)[1] to address these par-
ticular needs among other challenges that face repository administrators. DAR is an 
eco-system of components that manages the full lifecycle of a digital asset: its crea-
tion and ingestion, its metadata management, storage and archival in addition to the 
necessary mechanisms for publishing and dissemination. The design of DAR incorpo-
rates a modular best of the breed approach in different aspects of a modern repository. 
An API is provided that keeps applications in synch with the repository. Applications 
get the latest version of their digital objects or their metadata automatically once they 
are changed or added inside the repository. Several interfaces can be built on top of 
this API to integrate DAR with other systems thus extending its features. 
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DAR plug-in architecture provides flexibility to integrate with different sources of 
metadata, such as an ILS, other repositories or databases. This allows for collabora-
tion with other repositories easily by ingesting some of their collections and synchro-
nizing their metadata through plug-ins. DAR provides a flexible model to represent 
different types of digital objects. It also uses well established standards like METS[2] 
and MODS[3] for metadata. Usually there is a need to digitize an item before the me-
tadata is ready. DAR allows the ingestion of the object in an intermediate state. Once 
the metadata is ready, the item becomes qualified for dissemination. After ingestion, 
the metadata of the object is kept in synch with the metadata sources, and can be  
updated by human operators if no metadata source exist.  
Institutions also face a daunting problem of having several applications as separate 
silos where each application hosts a copy of the objects. This causes redundancy, di-
vergence and failure to manage the original objects in a global consistent manner. 
DAR addresses this by managing one instance of the object inside the repository. 
DAR uniquely identifies objects using a persistent handle. Objects can be grouped in-
to sets, and a single object can be a member of different sets. This allows administra-
tors to share the objects among several applications where each application has access 
to particular sets of objects. Different applications can maintain different derivatives 
of this same object independently. DAR heavily relies on RDF relations to define sets 
and relations between objects.  
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents some of the related work. 
Section 3 gives an overview of the system architecture and sections 4 through 8 de-
scribe in detail the main system components. A scenario for integration in included in 
Section 9. Section 10 concludes and presents directions for future work. 
2   Related Work 
Due to the increasing need to preserve and manage the large amount of digital assets 
currently owned by institutions, several repository solutions have emerged. EPrints 
[4] provides a solution to preserve scientific data, theses, reports, and multimedia, 
with optimized support for Google Scholar focusing on open access research. Green-
stone [5] is an open source software solution for building and distributing digital li-
brary collections. DSpace [6] is commonly used by academic and research libraries as 
an open access university repository for managing faculty and student output and has 
the largest installation base. DSpace offers a full application and not just a framework 
with built in full text search based on Lucene [7]. It uses qualified Dublin Core as the 
default metadata schema. The previous alternatives aim at providing an out-of-the-
box complete experience and ease of adoption. However, detailed configurations and 
customizations require more effort and time and extensibility is limited. They do not 
offer the level of metadata representation flexibility, scalability, or modularity re-
quired for large repositories with very specific requirements. Fedora [8] is a concep-
tual framework that uses a set of abstractions for expressing digital objects providing 
the basis for developing software systems for searching and administration through 
the provided web APIs. In Fedora, content is managed as data objects, composed of 
components ("Datastreams") that contain either the content or metadata about it. It re-
lies on a Content Model Architecture [9] to represent objects. Fedora does not provide 
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an out-of-the-box solution, but rather requires programming expertise to setup the re-
pository. Fedora’s flexibility however makes it sometimes too cumbersome to imple-
ment in addition to requiring a certain level of programming expertise to build on top. 
DuraSpace [10] announced that DSpace and Fedora will be merging into DSpace with 
Fedora inside in 2011-2012, to retain the out-of-the-box experience that is DSpace, 
while also enabling the extra features that Fedora provides, e.g. versioning, relation-
ships between objects, flexible architecture [11]. 
Stemming from the fact that most of the current solutions are monolithic without 
enough flexibility to adapt their components as needs arise or they become too cum-
bersome to implement due to their complexity, the search for the best solution for 
adoption has been the focus of many entities. The Arrow project [12] identified and 
tested solutions to support best practice institutional digital repositories for universi-
ties in Australia. It found that no one system or workflow will suit every university. 
Arrow recommended Fedora as a repository platform layer managing the object 
access and metadata combined with VITAL [13] as a services layer on top providing 
workflow extensions and advanced searching capabilities. The Hydra Project [14], a 
multi-institutional collaboration effort, on the other hand aims at providing an open 
source framework featuring the Fedora Repository on the back end, with a front end 
comprising Ruby on Rails, Blacklight [15], Solr [16], and a suite of web services pro-
viding similar functions. eSciDoc [17] also uses Fedora in its infrastructure to manage 
the digital objects while providing a set of loosely coupled open source services in a 
service-oriented architecture on top that can be used in building applications. The 
Stanford Digital Repository SDR [18] adopts Fedora in its Digital Assets Registry and 
as a metadata management system. Digital stacks comprise a suite of Ruby on Rails-
based applications, with Solr index metadata stores providing asset discovery and de-
livery. SDR relies on Tivoli Storage Manager from IBM as its storage management 
subsystem. The SPAR project [19] at the BNF considers storing the Metadata using 
RDF in the Virtuoso triple store [20] the least risky approach [21] while still accept-
ing a SIP with a METS manifest. It relies on iRods[22] for the storage subsystem.  
DAR combines the best of the breed technologies to provide a modular repository 
based on latest standards with tools to manage digitization and encourage metadata 
entry by normal users. DAR data model is capable of representing all types of digital 
material. It focuses on the integration with different sources of metadata and objects 
through its flexible plug-in architecture, in addition to providing an API to integrate 
with applications that publish the digital objects stored within the repositories. 
3   System Architecture 
As shown in figure 1, DAR is divided into four main components: The Digital Assets 
Factory (DAF) provides a unified means of ingestion into the system from multiple 
sources through its ingestions plug-ins. A Digital Assets Metadata (DAM) subsystem 
manages the metadata even in an incomplete state. Digital Assets Publishing (DAP) 
components allow applications to synchronize objects and their metadata stored in 
their databases/indexes with the repository. Finally, the Digital Assets Keeper (DAK) 
manages access to the object files, versions and caching.  
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Fig. 1. DAR Conceptual overview 
To facilitate object re-use, objects inside DAR are consolidated into sets or collec-
tions, and objects can belong to different sets. The core files, in preservation quality, 
are kept online on spinning drives for access by publishing applications. DAR also 
stores simple derivatives for all objects used for display by the Discovery Layer.  
Through the discovery layer, users of the repository can browse and search all assets 
stored within using simple viewers. A full text index based on Solr[22] search engine 
provides morphological search across the metadata and textual content of the objects 
stored in the repository.  
Figure 2 depicts the detailed architecture of DAR in its latest version. In designing 
DAR, BA decided to rely on a modular design that allows it to mix the best of the 
breed components. The system incorporates components like Fedora, Mulgara[23], 
the Handle[24] system and search engines like Solr to manage metadata in a synerget-
ic way. This modularity is possible through abstractions on the component level. A 
RESTfull API wraps the repository exposing its features to authenticated users. The 
API is used for ingestion of objects, metadata synchronization, discovery of items 
from the discovery layer and for application integration. 
DAR uses METS to define objects stored within the repository. MODS is used for 
descriptive metadata for most of the object types. DAR uses Fedora as a Metadata 
Registry to manage the metadata. More information on that is provided in Section 5. 
Defining relations between objects is also important. RDF relations between objects 
are stored in Mulgara Triple Store providing facilities to run queries about set mem-
bership and object relations. Each object inside the repository is uniquely identified 
using a UUID. The UUID is used to generate a persistent Handle for that object mak-
ing it possible to refer to the object consistently. A list of external identifiers are also 
stored with the object to provide references to the source of the object or to store any 
other form of identifiers that is specific to this type of object, e.g. ISBN for books. 
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Fig. 2. DAR detailed architecture 
A Security subsystem provides authentication and access control policy enforce-
ment for specific sets or objects. DAR provides LDAP integration in addition to a lo-
cal user database. A flexible authorization model enables administrators to define the 
different access levels for certain objects or sets. A Single Sign On module allows re-
pository users to login once and gain access to all components of the system. A Sto-
rage subsystem provides a storage abstraction layer to isolate the underlying physical 
storage of the objects, in addition to other services like caching, load balancing among 
storage nodes, versioning and derivative management. 
4   The Digital Assets Factory (DAF) 
Many institutions are currently digitizing their collections to facilitate their access to 
users. Digital collections are very diverse and contain different types of objects. Since 
there is no one-size-fits-all tool that can perform all the digitization tasks, each object 
type might rely on a very different tool set and process to perform the digitization. 
The Digital Assets Factory (DAF) [25] provides a configurable and flexible man-
agement tool for any digitization workflow, integrating with the current tools used for 
digitization. A digitization workflow is defined as a set of phases (figure 3), e.g. scan-
ning, processing, quality assurance, encoding …etc. Administrators can define the  
sequence of phases required for a digitization in addition to adding pre-phase and 
post-phase checks, making sure that the process adheres to the digitization standards 
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in the institution. DAF checks that the correct file types, number of files and naming 
conventions are in place before and after the current phase, and can manage several 
types of workflows for different object types. It integrates with automated phases of-
floading  human operators to do tasks that humans are good at: e.g. OCR correction. 
Understanding the importance of associating the object with its metadata as early 
as possible, DAF integrates with external sources of metadata, through the develop-
ment of plug-ins, where the digital objects to be ingested have their metadata in an  
external ILS, repository or a database.  
 
Fig. 3. DAF Architecture 
Figure 3 demonstrates the system architecture of DAF: A Check-in Module adds 
jobs to the system. Operators will be able to work on these jobs through the various 
phases of the workflow managed by the Phase Manager. Each phase has a pre-phase 
and a post-phase check to verify the output. After the jobs complete the workflow, 
they are ingested into the repository through the Check-out Module, and an archival 
copy is sent automatically to the archive through the Archiving Module. If a job needs 
to be retrieved from the archive, DAF is used to fetch it and reload it into the system 
to perform the necessary actions upon it. DAF allows operators to request a re-do for 
a previous phase if they discover any problem. Operators can exchange messages in-
dicating problems they face for a particular job so that other operators along the flow 
would take the necessary actions accordingly. The digitization supervisor checks the 
request, and can direct the job to another phase accordingly providing a means to cor-
rect the job as soon as the problem is detected. The quality of work and the perfor-
mance of the digitization operators or automated phases can be monitored through the 
Reporting Module. DAF provides timely reports to various levels of management de-
scribing the workflow on a daily, weekly or longer basis allowing online queries 
about the current status of a certain asset during the digitization workflow. Reports 
display the number of jobs assigned to different phases of the workflow indicating the 
pending, running and finished tasks.  
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DAR is designed to be compliant with the OAIS [26] architecture since long 
term archiving of digital assets is crucial. DAF provides a unified means of ingestion 
into the system: in the pre-ingest stage, DAF handles both digital born objects and the 
digitization of physical objects. It creates the necessary SIP to be ingested into the re-
pository, namely into the Digital Assets Keeper (DAK). DAF also creates an AIP that 
goes into the Online Archive (OnA) subsystem for long term archiving. Intermediate 
files created during the digitization are also included in the AIP for future reference. 
The item will be kept in sync with the metadata source and the AIP will be updated if 
any change occurs. BA provides DAF to the community as an open source tool 
(http://wiki.bibalex.org/DAFWiki). 
5   The Digital Assets Metadata (DAM) 
The wide spread and ease of use of technology has resulted in a plethora of different 
types of digital objects that an institutional repository should handle. Currently DAR 
holds more than 430,000 objects including books, photos, manuscripts, maps and 
documents with support for other types like videos, audio and more that are planned 
for ingestion. It is crucial to maintain the metadata along with the digital object. The 
object metadata are stored in Fedora, which is used as a metadata registry utilizing its 
different facilities to access the metadata. 
5.1   The Content Model 
DAR relies on well established standards to represent the metadata of the object, 
namely METS and MODS. However, it is a challenge to derive a model flexible 
enough to describe all types of library assets including books, maps, slides, posters, 
videos and sound recordings. DAR uses a hybrid atomistic and compound content 
model for objects providing flexibility of representation. An atomistic model 
represents every digitized piece of the object as a separate object, e.g. every photo of 
an album can be represented as a single object. Atomistic representation facilitates ob-
ject re-use and discovery of a single piece of the object, e.g. a photo can be a member 
of several albums and can appear in a search result independently. Several objects can 
be aggregated into an aggregate object. An album containing multiple photos is an 
example of an aggregate object. The aggregate object holds metadata which is com-
mon across its child objects, e.g. album level metadata. When there is a need to create 
an album for photos taken in a certain conference grouped by conference sessions, 
photos of a certain session will be grouped into a session aggregate object, then ses-
sion objects will be grouped into a conference aggregate object representing the con-
ference event as a whole. There is no limit on the number of levels in this hierarchy. 
The compound model represents the object as one single object containing the de-
finition of the different digitized pieces of that object. Compound models greatly re-
duce the number of objects in the repository and thus the number of relations to be 
stored in the triple store making the maintenance of the object easier. DAR represents 
books as a compound object. Once the book is inserted into the metadata registry, it 
will contain a single data stream containing references to all pages, a convenient re-
presentation for a book since we will not be re-using its pages in another object. A 
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single page would thus not be considered as a separate object. Figure 4 depicts the 
content model used for representing a book. A bibliographic record translates into a 
parent aggregate object to reduce metadata redundancy across multiple volumes. A 
volume (Book Y) is represented as an object bearing the volume level metadata. A 
compound object (Book Y Content) holds the actual content. It is worth noting that 
several books can be grouped into sets (Set X). A book can be a member of different 
sets. DAR provides the necessary tools to manage the set membership. 
 
Fig. 4. A content model for books 
The Fedora community defines a compound data model[9] as the representation 
used to define data objects containing different digitized pieces as multiple content-
bearing data streams in a single object, e.g. a book containing multiple pages each 
represented as a separate data stream, or a book containing a PDF, DjVu, XML data 
streams. As described earlier DAR uses a slightly modified version of the compound 
model where there is a single content data stream containing the definition of the dif-
ferent pieces of the object. Gaining access to the pieces of the object is handled by 
DAR and not by the Fedora registry, thus making DAR independent from the Fedora-
specific data stream representation of objects. This representation allows DAR more 
flexibility in handling the objects. DAR uses the same definitions for the Atomistic 
model as the fedora community. 
5.2   The METS Store 
The METS Store is a crucial component of DAM. When an object is ingested into 
DAR, a METS skeleton is first created storing the metadata provided upon ingest 
based on an XML template. The METS Store helps in handling one of the challenges 
faced by institutions, which is the need to quickly digitize some items for preservation 
where items are available for a limited time at the digitization facility with no or mi-
nimal metadata. The METS Store creates an intermediate incomplete state of metadata 
allowing the object to be ingested but the object is not yet ready for consumption. 
Once the metadata is completed, either through synchronization with external me-
tadata sources like an ILS or by a human operator, it is ingested into Fedora and the 
object is ready for usage through the publishing APIs. A simple yet flexible workflow 
engine handles these stages. Using this approach, a complete set of the metadata is 
kept in the METS Store, which acts as a backup for Fedora. DAR’s modular architec-
ture thus allows it to be independent of specific technologies. The metadata can be ex-
tracted from the METS Store and ingested into another system, and can also be used 
to reconstruct Fedora if any failure occurs. 
5.3   Metadata Synchronization 
The synchronization of the object metadata with external sources is based on XML 
templates to allow for flexible integration. An XML template, based on XSLT, is 
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created to translate the output of the ILS or a database into the necessary MODS re-
presentation. This translation is handled by the METS Store. In case there are no 
sources of information to extract the metadata, human operators, assisted by authority 
lists, can complete the metadata through the use of dynamic forms in the Metadata 
tool. The tool generates human friendly metadata forms through configurable XML 
templates that suit the needs of the users. This tool is intended for use by normal users 
and not necessarily experienced librarians or catalogers. It displays a reduced version 
of the digital object to assist the user in filling the metadata. The XML templates de-
fine the necessary input fields, a friendly name for the fields in a particular project, 
input type validations for different data types and predefined list of values. The tem-
plate also defines tool tips to assist the user in understanding what to be written in 
each field. The Metadata tool represents the objects in a tree hierarchy depicting the 
sets and objects within. When several objects share some metadata, the Metadata tool 
provides a facility to copy the metadata to objects in lower levels in the tree. It warns 
the users if conflicts or overwrites would occur.  
The Metadata tool allows the operators to work on the object according to their 
tight schedules. An operator can chose to edit an object then save it for later comple-
tion.  To ensure the quality of the metadata, the Metadata tool allows the designation 
of several roles: editors and reviewers. After the editor finishes his work, the object 
metadata is inspected and approved by a reviewer. Once approved, the metadata is 
considered ready for ingestion into Fedora. The workflow engine handles this review 
workflow. Users can browse their tasks whether pending editing, partially edited,  
pending review and tasks that have been approved. Full text morphological search 
based on Solr is provided to allow the operators to search across the metadata of the 
items in their collections or sets to retrieve an item for further editing.  
5.4   The Copyright and Access Module 
A flexible Copyright and Access module manages access to digital objects. Copyright 
information is stored with the object. An application provides the necessary authenti-
cation information to request access to its sets of objects in addition to the level of 
access required including viewing, downloading, printing, etc. The Copyright and 
Access module also coordinates the access of an object based on the number of  
licenses available. If the institution owns the right to display the object a certain num-
ber of times simultaneously, the module would coordinate the use of different applica-
tions to make sure the maximum number of licenses is not violated. This service is 
exposed through the REST API where applications attempt to obtain a license before 
displaying the objects. Based on the access policy associated with the object, a partic-
ular audience can be granted access to a partial view of the object, while a full view 
can be provided to another audience set.  
6   The Digital Assets Keeper (DAK) 
The Digital Assets Keeper is responsible for keeping a “working” copy of the object 
online used for consumption. A complete archival copy of the item is deployed into 
the Online Archive (OnA). DAK maintains a unique copy of the object and every ob-
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ject inside the repository is assigned a persistent identifier. DAK manages different 
versions of items. We are currently investigating the usage of pair-tree [27] structures 
among other approaches to provide a scalable and a flexible representation for object 
versions. A storage abstraction layer is used to isolate the repository from the under-
lying storage implementation. DAR requests access to an object through the object’s 
identifier and a resolver would do the rest. This allows the implementation of differ-
ent storage policies and several tiers of storage based on the frequency of use and  
other factors: e.g. frequently used objects can be kept on the fastest storage tier. The 
Storage layer handles load balancing across storage nodes in the same tier in addition 
to  handling the caching of derivates used for the repository discovery layer and 
streaming of media files stored within the repository. 
7   The Digital Assets Publishing (DAP) 
There is a need to have applications highly integrated with the repository rather than 
being separate silos. Usually applications take a copy of the items, then they lose 
synch with the repository: they add, delete and modify the original objects without  
referring to the repository. DAR provides an API that allows applications to become 
repository-bound in a sense that when objects, that are in sets or collections the appli-
cations have subscribed in, are added, deleted or modified in the repository, the appli-
cations are notified and can request the latest updates of the object or the metadata 
through a RESTful API. One consistent instance of the object is kept in the repository 
and applications can focus on providing rich interfaces, creating their own derivatives 
of the objects while maintaining a link to the original object through the API and  
receiving updates.  
Several applications have been built using this approach. A Discovery layer is pro-
vided for internal use inside BA giving the users access to the items in their totality 
inside the repository through simple viewers. Specialized viewers have been built to 
display items stored within the repository, such as books and photos. More viewers 
are still under development to provide unified access to the objects across applications 
built on top of the repository: e.g. tiled image viewer and manuscript viewer. DAR 
books (http://dar.bibalex.org) is an application built on top of DAR that displays the 
books stored in the repository (185,000 books) in a user friendly manner, providing 
browsing by facets, full text search and many other features. Whenever a book is add-
ed to or updated in DAR, it is automatically retrieved by DAR books. Another exam-
ple is the print on demand (POD) integration layer that makes part of the content of 
DAR available through the POD system. Several interfaces can also be built on top of 
this API to integrate DAR with other systems. 
8   The Online Archive (OnA) 
The Online Archive (OnA) is a complete hardware and software solution that provides 
an underlying reliable and scalable archival storage. OnA ensures that any AIP in-
gested is mirrored at least once to provide redundancy. It heavily relies of checksums 
to ensure the integrity of the files at different stages. Given the exponential increase in 
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the size of data to be archived, the OnA provides a low cost scalable storage system 
based on commodity hardware with spinning hard drives. It runs special software de-
veloped by BA for data management. 
9   DAR Integration in Action 
In the following section, we will introduce an example that describes the life cycle of 
a digital object in DAR. Suppose that a group of digital objects are part of a collection 
donated to the library by a certain organization X. The collection's  metadata is 
availed through an OAI-PMH interface. The objects received still require further 
processing at the digitization facility at the library, e.g. image processing and OCR, 
then they are to be added to an already existing application Y that uses DAR’s API. 
A DAF plug-in is built to ingest the objects into the digitization workflow. Once 
the processing is done, the objects are archived and ingested into the repository in an 
intermediate state where a METS skeleton is built. Another Plug-in is developed to 
synchronize the metadata obtained through OAI-PHM with the METS Store. Once the 
synchronization is complete, the objects’ metadata is ingested into Fedora, indexed 
and the archive is updated. The objects are now accessible through the API. Since 
these objects should be added as part of application Y, the administrator adjusts the 
set membership for these objects to application Y. The application therefore discovers 
the objects the next time it asks the API for updates and loads the objects to cache 
them on its servers. When the metadata of an object changes at organization X. The 
synchronization plug-in loads the new values. The METS Store and Fedora are up-
dated and re-indexing of the object is triggered. Application Y detects that the meta-
data of the object is updated so it loads the updated values into its database and  
displays them. 
10   Conclusions and Future Work 
DAR is the flagship of Bibliotheca Alexandrina’s digital library. We have presented 
in this paper DAR’s architecture and the main philosophy behind its design. DAR ad-
dresses the main challenges faced by digital repositories including supporting differ-
ent digital formats, digitization workflows, preservation of digital material and con-
tent dissemination. 
At version 3.0, DAR’s overall architecture and design are established. Most of its 
core components have been developed, using open source tools, and deployed with 
several applications launched on top. A complete data migration was completed in 
December 2010. Development is underway to enhance the Storage layer component  
and versioning, in addition to extending the Copyright and Access module and adding 
virtualization support. The potential of Linked Data, Semantic Web and triple stores 
is yet to be exploited further in DAR. Scalability issues related to the number of RDF 
relations are also been studied and other triple stores are currently being tested for 
scalability. BA is currently working on the migration of existing applications into the 
repository modifying them to be repository bound thus consolidating the digital as-
sets. 
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Abstract. News, multimedia and cultural heritage archives are increasingly of-
fering opportunities to create connections between their collections. We consider
the task of linking archives: connecting an item in one archive to one or more
items in other, often complementary archives. We focus on a specific instance of
the task: linking items with a rich textual representation in a news archive to items
with sparse annotations in a multimedia archive, where items should be linked if
they describe the same or a related event. We find that the difference in textual
richness of annotations presents a challenge and investigate two approaches: (i) to
enrich sparsely annotated items with textually rich content; and (ii) to reduce rich
news archive items using term selection. We demonstrate the positive impact of
both approaches on linking to same events and linking to related events.
1 Introduction
News, multimedia, and cultural heritage archives are opening up and publishing their
content online, enabling users to search for items of interest across multiple archives.
With the general public gaining access to archive content, an increasing number of users
can be expected to exhibit exploratory behavior [2], rather than directed search typical
of professional users [10]. In order to make archives accessible to the general public,
modes of access supporting exploratory behavior should be examined.
One way to enable exploration over (multiple) archives is to create links between
individual items. On the web a common method to enable exploration is to create hy-
perlinks between documents allowing a user to wander from one document to the next
and gradually explore a topic of interest. In an archival setting the creation of links
has received little attention, likely due to the focus within archives on annotation and
preservation of individual items, rather than on supporting browsing behavior.
We examine the linking problem in an archival setting, focusing on events. Here we
aim to connect an item from one archive to items in another archive that discuss the
same or related events. Links to items describing the same event allow users to access
different views of the same event, while links to items describing related events allow
users to explore interconnected relationships between events. Such event-based links
are particularly valuable for exploring news archives. We focus on a specific instance
of the task: linking items from a newspaper archive with a rich textual representation to
items from a multimedia archive that tend to have sparse annotations, see Figure 1.
Our scenario is characterized by two somewhat complementary challenges. First, the
targets of our linking task—archived multimedia items—are relatively sparsely anno-
tated which leads to recall problems. Second, the source of a link is a news article in
S. Gradmann et al. (Eds.): TPDL 2011, LNCS 6966, pp. 360–371, 2011.
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Source archive
with rich text
(newspaper articles)
Target archive
with sparse text
(television broadcasts)
Seminal 
event
Related 
event
Fig. 1. Illustration of the event based linking task between archives
a news archive; such articles may be long and discuss issues that are only indirectly
related to the seminal event that triggered the article, thereby potentially giving rise to a
precision problem. These two problems motivate our primary research question: when
linking from an archive with rich textual content to an archive with sparsely annotated
items, how can we compensate for the relative richness and sparsity of the representa-
tions to improve linking performance? We divide this into two sub-questions:
RQ1. Does expanding sparse item representations with text from other sources im-
prove linking performance?
RQ2. What effect does modeling reduced versions of the original richly represented
source item have on linking performance?
We approach the linking task as a retrieval problem: given a source item, retrieve target
items it should be linked to. To address our first research question we improve the repre-
sentation of target items by enriching their sparse annotations with text from the target
archive, the source archive, and Wikipedia. To address our second research question
we reduce the representation of the source item by selecting a subset of terms from the
source article, from manually created annotations or from automatically created ones.
The contributions of this paper are three-fold: (i) we define and motivate a new task,
i.e., linking archives based on events, and identify future directions; (ii) we report on a
set of experiments investigating the effect of item representation along two dimensions;
and (iii) we demonstrate the effectiveness of linking based on enrichment of sparsely
annotated items with content from a different archive.
We discuss related work in §2. Then in §3 we describe our item enrichment and
linking approaches. In §4 we describe our data sets and experimental setup. In §5 we
report our results and provide an analysis. We conclude in §6.
2 Related Work
We discuss work related to our task of event-based linking from a textually rich to a
textually sparse archive. We consider links at the item level, i.e., linking from one item
to another item, rather than linking phrases and words from an item representation such
as is done for example in Wikipedia linking [15, 16] and hypertext linking [4].
One example of linking between items is the alignment task: identifying items in
comparable collections that discuss the same person, entity, or concept. This task is
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addressed by [11], who use a retrieval engine to align entries from four encyclopedias.
They find that using document structure such as the title and body of an encyclopedia
entry is an important component of achieving successful alignment. Our work differs
in three respects: we link from an archive with textually rich items to an archive with
sparsely annotated items; we include two types of linking; and we enrich sparsely an-
notated items.
Another area to cover the linking task is topic tracking, in which items are connected
when they discuss the same seminal event or related events [1]. Commonly, this is done
within a collection consisting of either a single news source [7] or a collection of multi-
ple textual news services [17, 21]. Work on topic detection and tracking includes work
on detecting novelty and redundancy using language models [21] and new event de-
tection using an adaptation of the vector space model with named entities [12]. These
methods use techniques from information retrieval to find link targets, based on similar-
ity. We will also follow a retrieval-based approach, but as we are dealing with archives
with disparate quantities of text, we focus on the effect of using document expansion
and term selection techniques for linking.
The news context has also seen work into linking news articles to blog post entries
that discuss them. Using the structure of news articles (title, lead, body, etc.) to model
a query can help in linking to correct blog posts [20]. An early paper on the topic of
cross-media linking investigates generating connections between news photos, videos,
and text on the basis of dates and named entities present in texts associated with the
items [3]. [14] investigated cross-media news content retrieval to provide complemen-
tary news information. This was done on the basis of news articles and closed captions
from news broadcasts, and focused on differences in topic structure in the captions
to find complementary news articles for broadcasts. Also relevant is work on linking
passages from the closed captioning of television news broadcasts to online news ar-
ticles [9]. Here, the focus was on the time-based aspect of identifying articles about
the news subject being discussed at any particular point in time. An interesting finding
was that term selection was valuable in identifying the correct relevant articles. We also
apply term selection to our source items, but link to sparse content and additionally
experiment with expanding target items.
The problem of text sparsity in the linking task has seldom been addressed. How-
ever, in the field of of information retrieval, it has been found that when faced with
very short documents (i.e., documents with sparse text), document expansion can help
improve retrieval performance [19]. Document expansion refers to combining text from
related documents with the text of an original document. For a more in-depth study of
expansion in the context of traditional document search, see [5].
3 Approach
We formally define the variants of the linking archives tasks addressed in this paper:
same event linking and related event linking. Given an event e, described by a source
item s from a source archive As with rich text representations, create links to target
items T = {t1, . . . , tn} in a target archive At, where the event described by each ti ∈ T
is the same as e. In the second variant, each ti ∈ T is related to e. The notions of same
and related event will be defined in §4 below.
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An item is textually rich when it contains, on top of human-annotated metadata,
textual content. Sparse representations only contain human-annotated metadata. In the
specific setting in which we are working, source items are news articles, hence textually
rich, and target items are sparsely represented items in a video catalog (see below).
Linking model. We model the task of linking archives by finding a ranked list of target
items t whose representation is most similar to the representation of the source item s.
We use the vector space model [18] as our similarity function:
sim(s, t) =
V (s) · V (t)
|V (s)||V (t)| , (1)
where V (s) and V (t) are vector representations of s and t, respectively, the numerator
is the dot product of the vectors and |V | is the length of V .
We compute the similarity between a fixed source item s and every potential target
item t in the target archive and rank each t according to its similarity. The resulting
ranked list is cut off at some rank n so as to yield a list of link targets.
Document expansion. To address sparseness of the representation of a target item t
we use other items x for expanding the representation of t. Below we consider multiple
sources Ax for the expansion items x: the source archive As, the target archive At or
even an external archive Ae. To obtain expansion items x we compute the similarity
between t ∈ At and each item in expansion archive Ax and rank its items by similarity,
as in (1). The resulting ranked list is cut off at some rank m to yield a list of expansion
items; these are then concatenated to t to form an expanded representation of t.
Selecting representative terms. Recall that our source items are textually rich. To address
the potential of topic drift that may result from textual richness, we investigate the effect
of automatically selecting a small number of terms from the text associated with a source
item (instead of using all terms) when ranking candidate target terms. To select terms,
we take the top k% terms from s ranked by their TFIDF score, which is defined as:
TFIDF (a) =
c(a, d)
|d| · log
( |D|
|{d ∈ D : d contains a}|
)
,
where c(a, d) gives the count of term a in document d, |d| is the length of a document
and |D| is the number of documents in the collection. As is well-known, TFIDF assigns
more importance to terms that have a high frequency in a few representations, rewarding
terms that are discriminative for a specific representation.
Selecting representative entities. We refine the selection of representative terms by
only considering named entities. Named entities are a special type of term found to be
important in identifying related events [12]. To select entities we apply a named entity
recognizer [6] based on conditional random fields to the content of all source archive
items. We then select the top k% entities based on their TFIDF value as with the terms.
Date filter. Finally, we also examine the use of the date field present in the metadata of
both source and target items. Not only is the date field one of the most consistently filled
fields in archival data, but it has also been shown that dates are useful when detecting
same events [13]. We use a simple date filter that only allows a link from a source item
s to a target item t if t’s date is within an N day window around the date of s.
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4 Experimental Setup
In this section we describe our experimental setup. We start by describing the collection
used for evaluating the linking rich-to-sparse archive task, and follow with a description
of our experiments with document expansion and term selection.
4.1 Evaluation Collection
Our evaluation collection consists of a source archive containing textually rich newspa-
per articles and a target archive of textually sparse television news broadcasts to which
we want to link. We single out a set of source items as our test cases for linking, and for
each test source item, we have a set of relevance judgments indicating which items in
the target archive refer to (i) the same seminal event, and (ii) related events.
Source archive. Our source archive consists of 346,559 newspaper articles published
by a Dutch newspaper, the NRC Handelsblad,1 from 3 Jan. 2005 to 8 Jun. 2010. Each
article consists of the article text (article title and body) and a series of metadata fields
created by archivists at the newspaper. These metadata fields comprise of persons, loca-
tions, organizations, events and keywords that are the subject of an article. Rather than
exploiting the detailed specifics of NRC’s archive, we combine all of the data from the
metadata fields for an article together; we refer to this aggregated set of items as the
metadata for s. We refer to the article text as the content of s. On average, source item
content has 409 terms and metadata has 8 terms, for a total of 417 terms per item.
Target archive. Our target archive in this paper consists of 73,666 television news
stories obtained from the Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision, the Dutch national
audiovisual broadcast archive.2 We restrict the target archive to news stories broadcast
during a period that encompassed the period of the source article collection, (1 Jan.
2005–20 Dec. 2010). We limited the target archive to news stories as other program
categories, e.g., game shows and soap operas, are unlikely to yield suitable link targets
for news articles. Each news story is manually described by professional archivists,
with free-text description and summary fields and structured fields describing persons,
locations, keywords and other names that are the subject of the news story. Once again,
rather than considering the text of all these fields individually, we combine them to form
the metadata for a given target item t. On average, target item metadata consists of 13
terms, illustrating the relative sparsity of text as compared to the source archive.
Events. We use the definition of event used at the Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT)
campaign which makes a distinction between seminal events, i.e., high impact news
events that generate follow-up events, and related events that are caused or predict the
seminal event but are not seminal events by themselves.3
Test source items. In order to evaluate our linking approaches, we select a set of source
items to use as test items to be linked. We use two requirements for our selection: the
1 http://www.nrc.nl/
2 http://instituut.beeldengeluid.nl/
3 http://projects.ldc.upenn.edu/TDT5/Annotation/TDT2004V1.2.pdf
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selected item should contain a clear seminal event (to facilitate judgments of system-
generated links) and there should be at least one item in the target archive that covers
the same or a related event. To satisfy the first requirement, we randomly select news
events from Wikipedia listings of important events per month4 and manually search
the source archive to identify a newspaper item describing the event. To satisfy the
second requirement, we search in the target archive to make sure that there is at least
one television broadcast that describes the same or a related event. If so, the item is
selected as a test source item. In total we selected 50 test source items, describing a
range of events such as 16 May 2007: Nicolas Sarkozy is sworn in as the new president
of France; and 7 July 2009: A memorial service is held in the Staples Center in Los
Angeles for the deceased pop icon Michael Jackson.
Relevance judgments. We create relevance judgments using the pooling method adopt-
ed by TREC [8], the de-facto standard for creating relevance judgments for small to
moderately sized test collections. We performed pooling on the basis of the sets of
results produced by different linking systems. For each system and source item, the top
20 ranked documents were selected for inclusion in the pool. These results were then
merged and duplicated documents were removed. The merged lists of results were then
shown to human assessors, with results for each individual source item being judged
by the same assessor to ensure consistency of results. The assessors were instructed to
make a distinction between target items that describe the same event as the source item
and targets that describe related events. The assessors’ instructions were taken from
the TDT assessor manual.4 Due to the nature of related events, for each source item
the average number of target items describing the same event is much lower than the
number describing related events (2.4 vs. 11.8).
4.2 Experiments
Recall the two main research questions from § 1. (RQ1) Does expanding sparse item
representations with text from other sources improve linking performance? (RQ2) What
effect does term selection on the original textually rich source item have on linking per-
formance? Below we list the experiments we conduct in order to answer these ques-
tions. All experiments are performed on the two tasks: same event linking, i.e., linking
to items that describe the same event, and related event linking, i.e., linking to items
that describe a related event.
Baseline. As our baseline we perform linking using all of the source item’s content and
metadata without term selection to representations of target items without expansion.
Expanding sparse text representations. In order to answer our first research ques-
tion we evaluate the effect of increasing the number of documents used to expand
target items on linking performance. An overview of the experiments is given in Ta-
ble 1. We experiment with three sources of information for document expansion: the
target archive itself, expanding target items with representations from other items in the
archive; Wikipedia, the online encyclopedia; and the richly represented, news-focused
items in the source archive.
4 See e.g., http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Januari_2009
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Table 1. Description of the expansion models. In all cases the original sparse target metadata is
concatenated with n expansion documents to form the expanded item representation.
Exp. model Ax Description
baseline – no expansion
n target docs At add n ∈ {1, . . . , 10} documents from target archive
n Wikipedia docs Ae add n ∈ {1, . . . , 10} documents from the Wikipedia encyclopedia
n source docs As add n ∈ {1, . . . , 10} documents from source archive
Table 2. Descriptions of the term selection models evaluated in the term selection experiments.
In all experiments the number of terms in the source item representation (content and metadata)
is reduced. Target items consist of their original metadata without expansion.
TS model Description
baseline all text associated with s, including content text and metadata text
content s content text only
metadata s metadata text only
title s title
lead first 2 sentences of content s
x% terms select top x% terms from content s, using TFIDF (x ∈ {10, 20 . . . , 100})
y% ne select top y% entities in content s, using TFIDF (y ∈ {10, 20 . . . , 100})
combined combine metadata s with optimal x% terms and y% ne from content s
Term selection for rich text representations. In order to answer our second research
question we evaluate the effect of reducing the amount of text in a source item on
linking performance. An overview of our term selection experiments is given in Table 2.
First, we experiment with using newspaper article structure to reduce the source item
representation, following the framework presented in [20]. We then experiment with
using only the most representative unique terms and named entities in the source item.
We also investigate using only the manual annotations, i.e., metadata, of a source item.
Finally, we experiment with using the optimal combination of these options.
Evaluation measures and significance testing. We use three evaluation metrics for
evaluating linking performance. Mean Average Precision (MAP), the average of the
Average Precision (AP) scores over all test items. This metric evaluates the number of
correct link targets in a list (of length 100 in our case), where correct targets higher
in the list are assigned more importance. Precision at rank five (P@5) only considers
link targets in the top five. A perfect score of 1.0 indicates that all five targets at the
top are correct. When less correct targets exist the maximum score will be lower. Mean
Reciprocal Rank (MRR) is the average of the Reciprocal Rank (RR) for each source
item. The RR is the inverse of the first correct answer and indicates at which rank of
the list of target items the first correct target is found. We use a standard paired t-test
to determine significant differences between results. We use  or  (, ) to indicate
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whether a score is significantly higher or lower than the baseline with a significance
level of α < .05 (α < .01).
5 Results
5.1 Document Expansion
We first contrast different archives for expansion, i.e., the source archive, target archive,
and Wikipedia. Figure 2a shows the MAP scores for same event linking using differ-
ent expansion archives. Expanding with documents from archives other than the source
archive does little to improve over the baseline even with the optimal number of expan-
sion documents. Figure 2b shows that for related event linking expansion with docu-
ments from all three archives improves over the baseline. Again expanding with source
archive documents achieves best performance. The performance scores for both event
linking tasks, with the optimal number of expansion documents, are given in Table 3.
The optimal number of documents to expand with from the source archive is seven for
same event linking and five for related event linking; both yield a significant improve-
ment over the baseline. We note that although optimized for MAP, the other early pre-
cision metrics follow the same trend in that the optimal number of documents for MAP
is also the optimal number for the other metrics. The P5 scores for same event linking
do improve (by 40.9%), but remain relatively low; this is due to the small number of
relevant target items per test item (on average 2.4).
Let us examine the source item that benefits most from document expansion in the
same event linking task. The title of the source item is “Openness expenses Dutch Royal
Family.” The description of the target item is: “Prime Minister Balkenende promises the
House of Representatives transparency in the expenses of the Royal Family.” The un-
derlying event of the source and target item is the same, i.e., a parliamentary discussion
about transparency with respect to the expenses of the Dutch royal house. However, the
viewpoint of the event is described from a different angle in each item: the source item
focuses on a request for more transparency from the house of representatives, while
the target item focuses on the prime minister promising this transparency. Document
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Fig. 2. Document expansion with n documents, from the target archive, the Wikipedia encyclo-
pedia, and the source archive. Here 0 indicates no expansion.
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Table 3. Results of document expansion; significance is tested against the baseline
Same event Related event
Exp. Model detail MAP P5 MRR detail MAP P5 MRR
baseline – .3623 .2000 .4819 – .1699 .2732 .5082
n target docs n = 3 .3907 .2227 .4654 n = 10 .3036 .3854 .5705
n wikipedia docs n = 2 .3964 .2136 .4425 n = 7 .4266 .4537 .6988
n source docs n = 7 .4949 .2818 .5435 n = 5 .4988 .4829 .6864
Table 4. Results of the term selection experiments; significance tested against the baseline
Same event Related event
TS Model detail MAP P5 MRR detail MAP P5 MRR
baseline – .3623 .2227 .4820 – .1699 .2732 .5083
content – .3582 .1955 .4800 – .1583 .2634 .4838
metadata – .1636 .0636 .1863 – .1768 .2000 .2887
title – .4157 .2227 .4597 – .2264 .2829 .4300
lead – .4428 .2318 .5386 – .2681 .3366 .5294
x% terms x = 60% .5133 .2682 .6390 x = 30% .3229 .3268 .4799
y% ne y = 100% .4374 .2091 .5592 y = 90% .2796 .2829 .4724
combined x=60%, y=100% .4660 .2409 .5849 x=30%, y=90% .3387 .3317 .4459
expansion works as it adds text from multiple news articles about the parliamentary
discussion on transparency to the target item, compensating for different views. Simi-
larly, for related event linking, document expansion increases the number of viewpoints
of a seminal event covered in a source item to improve linking performance.
5.2 Term Selection
On the source item side we experiment with different term selection techniques. In this
section, we link to the original unexpanded target items. Table 4 shows that using only
terms from a specific field, e.g., lead or title, improves over using the whole document
in terms of absolute scores for both same event linking and related event linking, but
not significantly so. We also select terms and named entities from the content of the
source item based on their TFIDF score. Figure 3a shows the MAP score for same
event linking while using only the top x% of the terms (dotted line) or named entities
(solid line). We observe that removing any named entities decreases performance. For
selecting terms there is an optimum when only 60% of the terms (ranked by TFIDF) are
selected. Table 4 shows that same event linking with the optimum of 60% of the terms
selected from the source item, a significant improvement over the baseline is achieved.
When linking to related events, selecting terms from the source item does not lead to
significant improvements over the baseline; this is not surprising as related event linking
is more recall oriented and benefits from having a source item description that covers
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Fig. 3. Term selection with the top x% (ranked by TFIDF) of the original terms and named entities
from the original source item retained
all aspects of a seminal event. When less terms from the source item are selected, less
aspects of an event are covered making linking to related events more difficult.
We take a closer look at the source item that benefits most from term selection on the
same event linking task. The title of the source item is “Ukrainian president dissolves
parliament.” One of the target items is described by: “President Yushchenko of Ukraine
dissolves parliament and issues new elections.” The source item content consists of
342 words and mentions various aspects of the event, e.g., comments of the opposi-
tion leader and protests leading to dissolution of parliament. Each aspect potentially
matches with the description of a target item. As the political situation in the Ukraine
was unstable for a number of years, many target items cover aspects of this topic. By
only selecting a small number of terms specific to the seminal event, term selection
prevents a drift in topic towards other aspects of the source item description.
5.3 Further Improving Linking Performance
In order to see how far we can push linking performance we conduct two additional
experiments. In the first we combine the best models, i.e., the best term selection is
used to find targets and the target items have been expanded with the optimal number
of documents. The combination achieves a MAP of .4801 on the same event linking
task, which does not improve over using document expansion (.4949) or term selection
(.5133) by itself. We find similar results for related event linking. We find that for items
where document expansion helps, term selection has relatively poor performance, and
vice versa. This fits the intuition that term selection and expansion have opposite ef-
fects: one makes an item’s event description more specific, while the other broadens the
description. Depending on the source item only one of the effects may be desired.
Our second experiment is with a date filter that restricts target items to a period of
14 days around the date of the source item. On the same event linking task this results
in a baseline MAP score of .5689 and scores of .7263 and .7397 MAP for the best
document expansion and term selection models, respectively. Scores for all models go
up, including the baseline, but the same significant differences in performance remain
between the baseline and the best models. On the related event linking task using a date
filter decreases performance, from .1699 to .0883 MAP for the baseline and to .1487
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MAP and .2077 MAP for the optimal document expansion and term selection settings,
respectively. That filtering on dates improves performance on same event linking is
unsurprising: this is a high precision-oriented task and a news broadcast and article
about the same event are published around the same day. This effect, however, is specific
to linking news based on same events. Related events, which may be distributed over a
long period, do not demonstrate the same effect.
6 Conclusions
With archives opening up their content online and enabling interconnectivity, the chal-
lenge of linking between items in different archives arises. We consider the task of
linking archives based on events. We investigate two variants of this task: same event
linking and related event linking. We use a retrieval approach to link items from a news
paper archive with very rich text descriptions to videos in a multimedia archive with rel-
atively sparse annotations. This mismatch between the representations in both archives
gives rise to our two research questions: (i) does expanding sparse item representations
with text from other sources improve linking performance; and (ii) what effect does
term selection on a textually rich source item have on linking performance?
In answer to (i), we find that expanding target items with documents from other
sources improves performance for both same event linking and related event linking.
Using expansion documents from the source archive, however, is most effective as the
content has the same focus as the target archive. In answer to (ii), we find that reducing
the number of terms in the source item representation is most effective for same event
linking. The reduced items are more robust to topic drift and form a better match for
the short event descriptions in the target archive. Related event linking also improves
but not as much as with target item expansion. Related events benefit more from rich
descriptions (as obtained through expansion) that cover all aspects of an event.
Turning to directions for future work, our combination of document expansion and
term selection techniques would benefit from further investigation. We combined the
best document expansion model with the best term selection settings, but this naive
approach did not outperform the individual methods. Another direction is investigating
other settings where rich and sparse archives need to be linked; our document expansion
and term selection techniques are general enough to be applied in non-news settings,
e.g., linking art encyclopedias (with rich text) to museum collections (with sparse text).
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Abstract. In the information retrieval context, resource collections are
frequently classiﬁed using thesauri. However, the limited semantics pro-
vided by thesauri restricts the collection search and browsing capabilities.
This work focuses on improving these capabilities by transforming a set
of resources indexed according to a thesaurus into a semantically tagged
collection. The core mechanism for building this collection is based on
the conversion of the domain speciﬁc thesaurus (indexing the collection
of resources) into a domain ontology connected to an upper level ontol-
ogy. The feasibility of this work has been tested in the urban domain
by transforming the resources accessible through the European Urban
Knowledge Network into a Linked Data repository.
1 Introduction
In the information retrieval context, the resources of a collection are frequently
classiﬁed and searched using the concepts of thesauri. However, the limited se-
mantics they provide reduce its usability for search and browsing in a collection.
Thesauri can be used to expand queries to a collection by including narrower
concepts of the selected one (they are about the same theme), but only in a rough
way since the lack of semantics in their relations increase the heterogeneity of
criteria and interpretations.
With the objective of improving the search and browsing capabilities of a
collection, this paper proposes a process to convert a thesaurus indexed collection
into a semantically tagged collection stored in a semantic repository. The process
to perform this transformation is based on the transformation of the thesaurus
used to classify the collection into an ontology. Formal ontologies provide a more
detailed structure with improved reasoning capabilities. They describe in detail
the meaning of each of the included concepts and the speciﬁc types of relations
held between them. However, it is a waste of eﬀort to create new models from
scratch if a thesaurus already exists in the desired application domain. It is much
more suitable to convert them into an ontology by adding the semantics they
lack.
The mechanism proposed for the transformation of a thesaurus into an ontol-
ogy is based on linking it to DOLCE ontology [10] and using this linkage to reﬁne
S. Gradmann et al. (Eds.): TPDL 2011, LNCS 6966, pp. 372–383, 2011.
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and extend the original thesaurus model. The method is applied in the urban
domain to transform the EUKN resources1 into a semantically tagged collection.
The EUKN thesaurus has been formalized following the described process and
the collection has been republished using a Linked Data web service. Linked
Data models provide RDF resources and relations between them as valid HTTP
URIs, facilitating in that way the access and browsing through the information.
This transformation provides, in addition to the thematic entry point to the
collection, a more abstract point of view focused on DOLCE categories (activ-
ities, events, rational-agents . . . ) and a set of extended relations between the
resources.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the state of
the art. Section 3 introduces the proposed method. Section 4 shows the appli-
cability of the method to the urban domain. Finally, this paper ends with some
conclusions and outlook for future work.
2 State of the Art in the Generation of Semantic Models
This section reviews the main works dealing with the addition of semantics to
collections of resources. It analyzes the works focused on converting resource
descriptions into semantic networks, and those related to the formalization of
the terminological models used in their classiﬁcation.
With respect to the conversion of sets of resources into semantic networks,
Hearst et al. [5] review the existing approaches. They describe alternatives for
searching and browsing collections focusing on the use of faceted search/browsing
components based in controlled knowledge models to help to guide the user in
the location of the desired resources. In this same ﬁeld, Hyvo¨enen [6] describes
a content creation process that includes the manual transformation of the the-
saurus used for classiﬁcation of a collection (Museoalan asiasanasto) into an
ontology and the generation of the collection records in RDF.
Without the ﬁnal objective of transforming a set of resources into a semantic
model (but that can also be applied for this task), there are works that ana-
lyze other alternatives for the formalization of thesaurus. In this area of work,
Tudhope et al. [13] analyze the specialization of the associative thesaurus re-
lations into richer subtypes to ﬁnd new application possibilities for retrieval.
Similarly, Golbeck et al. [3] describe the process used to transform the National
Cancer Institute (NCI) thesaurus into an ontology. They show the rules applied
to transform each concept, property and relation of the thesaurus into formal
equivalents. Other works go a bit further by proposing semiautomatic processes
to perform these formalization tasks. Kawtrakul et al. [8] and Soergel et al. [12]
present a (semi-)automatic process to reﬁne the relations of the AGROVOC
thesaurus based on the analysis of the AGROVOC categories that classify the
thesaurus concepts. They are used to establish abstract relations that are ap-
plied as general transformation rules for their member relations. In a similar
way, Khosravi and Vazifedoost [9] propose a re-engineering process of the ASFA
1 http://www.eukn.org/E library
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Persian thesaurus using automatic ontology learning methods. It is based on the
deﬁnition (by experts in the ﬁeld) of general and speciﬁc rules used to transform
the thesaurus relations.
The need of formalization is not restricted to thesauri. Collections using other
semi-structured or unstructured knowledge models for classiﬁcation also bene-
ﬁt from the formalization of the used models. For example, Van Damme et al.
[2] show how folksonomies and other unstructured vocabularies can be used to
construct ontologies. They describe a multiple approach for deriving ontologies
from folksonomies, such as the statistical analysis of the folksonomies, the use of
online lexical and semantic web resources, ontology matching (and mapping) ap-
proaches, and the computer guided human review. Finally, focusing on controlled
lists of terms, Aleksovski et al. [1] propose a method to match two unstructured
lists of terms through a background ontology using diﬀerent disambiguation and
heuristic techniques.
3 Providing Semantics to a Keyword Indexed Collection
The proposed method for adding semantics to a collection of resources is
described in ﬁgure 1.
DOLCE
Ontology
GenerationofRDF
resourcedescriptions
Associationto
equivalentconceptsin
selectedthesaurus/list
Thesaurus
Semantic
Descriptions
Resource
Collection
ManualMappingwith
DolceOntology
GenerationinRDFof
themappedmodel
Fig. 1. Generation process of a semantic description of a resource collection
The ﬁrst step is the generation in RDF of the resource descriptions (or to
process them into a structured model if they already exist). This step is depen-
dent on the original source (e.g., HTML, XML, word documents. . . ) and the
techniques and processes required to do that can be completely diﬀerent. The
objective is to obtain for each resource a Dublin Core [7] metadata record ex-
pressed in RDF containing at least: the resource name, a description, a set of
keywords that classify them, and a reference to the original resource. The Dublin
Core metadata model was selected for resource description because its extensive
use in the digital library ﬁeld facilitates the access to resources from a wide
audience. Next, those ﬁelds whose values can be linked to a knowledge model
(e.g., keywords, authors, dates, locations) are processed to convert them into
independent RDF items linked to Dublin Core RDF resources. Due to lexical
heterogeneity of labels (e.g., plurals, misspellings errors. . . ), in order to avoid
the creation of duplicated resources, it is needed to harmonize the labels. Figure
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Resource based description
<rdf:Description rdf:about=“http://www.eukn.org/eukn/resource/Security_Crime_Prevention/Crime_Prevention/Camera_Surveillance/
CCTV_monitoring_of_Arena_Boulevard_Shopping_Centre_Amsterdam_the_Netherlands">
<dc:title xml:lang="en">CCTV monitoring of Arena Boulevard…</dc:title>    
<dc:description xml:lang="en">CCTV monitoring has entered…</dc:description>
<dc:subject xml:lang="en">Crime prevention</dc:subject>
<dc:subject xml:lang="en">Security crime prevention</dc:subject>
<dc:coverage>nl</ dc:coverage>
…
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about=“http://www.eukn.org/eukn/resource/Security_Crime_Prevention/Crime_Prevention/Camera_Surveillance/
CCTV_monitoring_of_Arena_Boulevard_Shopping_Centre_Amsterdam_the_Netherlands">
<dc:coverage rdf:resource="http://www.eukn.org/eukn/location#nl"/>
<dc:subject rdf:resource="http://www.eukn.org/eukn/thesaurus/221_Crime_prevention"/>
<dc:subject rdf:resource="http://www.eukn.org/eukn/thesaurus/210_Security__crime_prevention"/>
…
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.eukn.org/eukn/location#nl">
<skos:prefLabel>nl</skos:prefLabel>
<dce:coveredBy rdf:resource=“http://www.eukn.org/eukn/resource/Security_Crime_Prevention/Crime_Prevention/
Camera_Surveillance/CCTV_monitoring_of_Arena_Boulevard_Shopping_Centre_Amsterdam_the_Netherlands”>
<dce:coveredBy rdf:resource="http://www.eukn.org/eukn/resource/Social_Inclusion_Integration/Social_Inclusion/
Urban_social_exclusion_and_integration"/>”>
…
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.eukn.org/eukn/thesaurus/221_Crime_prevention">
<skos:prefLabel>Crime prevention</skos:prefLabel>
<topic:hasResource rdf:resource=“http://www.eukn.org/eukn/resource/Security_Crime_Prevention/Crime_Prevention/
Camera_Surveillance/CCTV_monitoring_of_Arena_Boulevard_Shopping_Centre_Amsterdam_the_Netherlands”>
<topic:hasResource rdf:resource="http://www.eukn.org/eukn/resource/Security_Crime_Prevention/Crime_Prevention/
Camera_Surveillance/Assessing_the_impact_of_CCTV"/>”>
…
</rdf:Description>
Fig. 2. Example of transformation of properties into resources
2 exempliﬁes how Dublin Core metadata containing controlled values can be
transformed into independent resources. Additionally, the requirements of the
library used later in the construction of a Linked Data based system force all
the relations between resources to be bidirectional (i.e., they have an inverse).
Once the descriptions of the resources have been processed, the next step
is to replace their (string) subjects with equivalent concepts from well-known
knowledge models (e.g., a thesaurus) that provide a better organization and
description of concepts. The required matching process is similar to the one per-
formed to identify equivalent properties in diﬀerent Dublin Core descriptions.
The main diﬀerence comes from the existence in the knowledge models of dif-
ferent alternative names (synonyms), descriptions, and similarity relations that
can be used to help in the matching process. This improves the collection or-
ganization; however, the semantics provided by a simple knowledge models is
limited. If no description or scope note is provided, a concept meaning can be
ambiguous. Additionally, the hierarchical relations contained in thesauri only in-
dicate a general meaning containment and the associative ones only provide an
abstract level of relatedness. The formalization of these models helps to identify
each concept meaning and the relations between them.
The approach adopted to formalize a simple knowledge model has been to
interrelate it with other already existent formal models. As base for the formal-
ization process it has been decided to use a top level ontology such as DOCLE, a
model focused on describing data types and general relations independent of the
context [4]. Mika et al [11] describe some reasons why knowledge models should
be linked to a top level ontology. On the one hand, it provides additional seman-
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tics about the concepts and relations to determine if the model is coherent. On
the other hand, it aggregates the concepts and relations into abstract categories
that can be used to automate the establishment of domain oriented relations.
The objective here is to link the thesaurus with the top level ontology through
subclass-of relations. Using DOLCE as top level ontology, it is possible to per-
form a manual matching process between the desired thesaurus concepts and the
DOLCE classes contained in the perdurant, endurant, and quality branches. Per-
durants comprise events, processes, phenomena, activities and states; endurants
describe entities that maintain their identity along the time, although their prop-
erties (e.g., color, size. . . ) may change; ﬁnally, qualities provide entities that can
be perceived or measured (e.g., shape, color).
Once the matching has been performed, the relations between the concepts in
the original model (e.g., hierarchical and associative relations) can be automat-
ically reﬁned through inference of the corresponding relations in the mapped
ontology. For example, in DOLCE ontology it is described that two physical-
objects may hold a part-of relation. Therefore, ICT infrastructure is a nar-
rower of Technical infrastructure and those concepts can be classiﬁed as DOLCE
physical-objects, it can be automatically deduced that they hold a part-of rela-
tion between them.
The resulting model containing the collection resources linked to a formalized
thesaurus can be directly stored in a semantic repository such as SESAME or
JENA to allow the execution of semantically rich queries and the creation of
faceted guided search systems. For example, the DOLCE enriched ontology can
be used to search activities, rational-agents, regulations and so on. The publica-
tion of the collection as Linked Data is immediate once it is stored in a semantic
repository. Tools as PUBBY allow the creation of Linked Data services from a
semantic model by transforming the URIs of the resources into valid URLs.
4 Applicability of the Method to the EUKN Collection
The described process has been applied to the European Urban Knowledge Net-
work (EUKN) collection with the objective of adding semantics to it and provid-
ing alternatives for search and browsing. The following subsections describe: the
features of the EUKN collection and its thesaurus; the results of applying the
transformation method to link the EUKN thesaurus to an upper level ontology;
and the publishing process of the EUKN collection as Linked Data together with
a discussion of the advantages of the new approach for searching and browsing
the collection.
4.1 The EUKN Collection and Its Thesaurus
The European Urban Knowledge Network (EUKN) was born in 2004 as a pilot
project of diﬀerent European states to enhance the exchange of knowledge and
expertise on urban development. Nowadays, it is an intergovernmental knowledge
network that acts as hub for existing networks of urban practitioners, researchers
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Fig. 3. Analysis of the use of EUKN concepts matched with DOLCE categories for the
classiﬁcation of resources in the collection
and policy-makers at all governmental levels. It provides a high-quality knowl-
edge database in the urban ﬁeld with more than 2,000 resources classiﬁed ac-
cording to a thesaurus that contains 267 concepts to describe the management
and control of physical, economic and social forces on urban areas. However,
there is a disconnection between the thesaurus creators and their users because
only 146 (54%) of those concepts are used in the collection. It may be caused
by structural deﬁcits that diﬃcult the location, identiﬁcation, and usability of
the thesaurus concepts. For example, it contains some replicated concepts, the
concepts lack a detailed deﬁnition and/or scope notes, and the criteria for its
hierarchical structure is sometimes unclear (e.g., Mediation as narrower of Com-
munity development).
4.2 Transformation of the EUKN Thesaurus into an Ontology
The transformation of the EUKN thesaurus into an ontology has been performed
linking it to DOLCE top level ontology as described in section 3. The resulting
mapping uses 18 DOLCE classes (no more classes have been needed). However,
in order to minimize the heterogeneity, the classes being very similar or with few
associated concepts (e.g., planning activities or geographical-objects) have been
integrated as part of their corresponding super-classes.
Figure 3 analyzes the results of the thematic association of DOLCE cate-
gories with the EUKN concepts. It shows the number of thesaurus concepts
associated to each DOLCE category and how the concepts in these clusters are
used in the EUKN collection. We have obtained the following classiﬁcation: 107
activities, 61 physical-objects, 45 abstract-quality, 24 rational-agents, 18 regula-
tions, 7 information-objects, and 6 phenomenon. The red section of each bar
(Used concepts) identiﬁes the number of concepts classiﬁed in that category and
used in the EUKN collection. The blue one (Unused concepts) identiﬁes those
that have not been used in the classiﬁcation. Finally, the graph line (Occur-
rences) shows the number of EUKN resources classiﬁed using concepts of each
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category (right axis). It can be observed that the thesaurus is mainly focused
about the activities, elements and characteristics related to urbanism with other
lesser themes such as the persons, groups and regulations involved in it. Only
two minor quality issues have been identiﬁed. Firstly, the number of resources fo-
cusing on abstract-qualities and in information-objects is too high for the weight
that it has been given in the thesaurus. This means a fewer degree of discrimina-
tion in searches about these ﬁelds. Secondly, some of the identiﬁed categories in
DOLCE have very few associated concepts and are not even used in the EUKN
collection. The ﬁrst issue is a conceptual problem that would require a restruc-
turing in the next thesaurus version. The second one can be directly ﬁxed by
removing the unused leafs to adjust the thesaurus model to the use it has in the
collection.
Once the EUKN thesaurus concepts have been linked to a DOLCE class,
the next step has been to redeﬁne their broader/narrower relations. This has
been done by replacing them with an existing relation between their associ-
ated DOLCE classes. However, since DOLCE may provide several possible rela-
tions between two classes (e.g., the relation between a geographical-object and
a physical-object can be of type part or of type subclass), a set of rules have
been deﬁned to select the most suitable one for each case and apply it to all
equivalent cases. For example, if A is the narrower of B in the EUKN with A
being a physical-object and B a abstract quality, the narrower should be trans-
formed into a has-quality relation. Table 1 shows the rules to infer the DOLCE
relations that replace the original broader/narrower relations of the thesaurus
on the basis of the associated DOLCE classes.
An example of relations reﬁnement is shown in ﬁgure 4. It shows how the
10 narrower relations of the Environmental sustainability branch have been pro-
cessed. In the classiﬁcation process, the Environmental sustainability concept
and three of its children have been tagged as a DOLCE activity; the other 7
have been classiﬁed as DOLCE physical-quality. Following the rules indicated
in table 1, the narrower relation between two activities must be replaced with
the DOLCE result-of relation. In the case of narrower relations between an ac-
tivity and a physical-quality, the has-quality relation has been used. With this
Table 1. Inferred relation
Pairs of DOLCE classes associated with EUKN concepts Relation
(activity → physical/abstract-quality) (geographical/physical/information-
object → abstract-quality) (rational-agent → abstract-quality) (regulation
→ abstract-quality) (plan → abstract-quality) (physical-quality → abstract-
quality) (physical-quality → physical-quality)
has-quality
(activity → rational-agent) (activity → information/physical-object) (activity
→ regulation) (activity → principle) (phenomenon → geographic-object)
participant
(abstract-quality → abstract-quality) (activity → plan) (phenomenon → ac-
tivity) (geographic-object → geographic-object) (regulation → plan)
part
(plan → activity) (rational-agent → information-object) (rational-agent →
physical-object) (rational-agent → plan) (norm → system-design)
generic-dependent
(geographical-object → physical-object) (rational-agent → rational-agent)
(regulation → regulation) (information-object → information-object)
subclass-of
(physical-object → activity) (physical-object → plan) instrument-of
(activity → activity) result-of
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Fig. 4. Transformation of the Environmental sustainability concept and its narrower
concepts
improved model, an additional level of knowledge is obtained. Now, it is possible
to infer that Environmental sustainability is the result-of Waste management
and recycling, Environmental education, and Green public procurement. Addi-
tionally, it can be measured (has-quality) through the Water quality, the Air
quality and so on.
4.3 Publication of the EUKN Collection
The storage of the EUKN collection in a semantic repository and its publication
as linked data requires a complete transformation format and the connection
with the conceptual model created previously. The ﬁrst step has been to process
the HTML resources and convert them into a Dublin Core RDF model. In this
model, information such as the title or description has been stored as property
values. However, those ﬁelds whose values are shared by several records (e.g.,
authors, organizations, document types, or coverage) are stored as URIs referenc-
ing to independent resources containing the shared information. The thematic
information is not replaced with references to new resources, but to the corre-
sponding ones in the knowledge model developed previously. If other ﬁelds with
replicated values (e.g., the locations, authors or organizations) were also modeled
with an ontology, the same association should be done for them (to improve the
model quality). Figure 5 shows how a EUKN resource is represented and how
it is bidirectionally associated to the Biodiversity concept of the transformed
EUKN ontology through the Dublin Core subject property.
The integrated model has been then stored in a JENA semantic repository
and accessed through an SPARQL end point provided by the JOSEKI library.
The SPARQL endpoint provides the dual functionality to facilitate an open
query system for advanced users and as base for the construction of simpler
and speciﬁc query and browsing components. A thematic graphical query com-
ponent that transforms the user interaction in corresponding SPARQL queries
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<rdf:Description
rdf:about="http://www.eukn.org/eukn/resource/Urban_Environment/Environmental_Sustainability/
Biodiversity/Urbanisation_can_be_an_opportunity_or_a_threat_for_biodiversity">
<dc:title xml:lang="en">Urbanisation can be an opportunity or a threat ...</dc:title>
<dc:subject rdf:resource="http://www.eukn.org/eukn/thesaurus/11_Biodiversity"/>
<dc:coverage rdf:resource="http://www.eukn.org/eukn/location#eu"/>
<dc:description xml:lang="en">The report ’10 messages for 2010 - Urban Ecosystems’,
published by the European Environment Agency (EEA), provides an overview of the
relation between urban ecosystems and biodiversity </dc:description> ...
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.eukn.org/eukn/thesaurus/11_Biodiversity">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=
"http://www.eukn.org/eukn/thesaurus/dolceEq#physical-quality"/>
<dolce:inherent-in rdf:resource=
"http://www.eukn.org/eukn/thesaurus/9_Environmental_sustainability"/>
<topic:hasResource rdf:resource="http://www.eukn.org/eukn/resource/Urban_Environment/
Environmental_Sustainability/Biodiversity/
Urbanisation_can_be_an_opportunity_or_a_threat_for_biodiversity"/>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">Biodiversity</skos:prefLabel> ...
</rdf:Description>
Fig. 5. Example of RDF generated for a resource
to the endpoint has been developed. With respect to the browsing through the
collection, the Linked Data service PUBBY has been used. PUBBY performs
the transformation between the URIs used to link the resources in the collec-
tion and valid URLs that provide the desired resource concepts in the web. This
provides a simple way to browse an RDF collection but at the cost of using for
browsing a set of URIs that are diﬀerent from the contained in the repository
and accessed through the SPARQL endpoint. This issue will have to be dealt to
provide homogeneous URIs from both services.
Figure 6 shows three examples of SPARQL queries. The ﬁrst one demon-
strates that thanks to the development of this repository, it is now possible to
search resources based on their metadata descriptions (the original collection of
HTML records describing the resources did not allow ﬁeld based search func-
tionality). The second one shows how complex queries can be easily expressed
in SPARQL. In particular, it shows how to retrieve all the resources annotated
with concepts being part of an urban technical infrastructure. Using a traditional
digital library system, we should have ﬁrst expanded our query to include all the
narrower terms of urban technical infrastructure, and later search the metadata
database. Finally, the third example shows the potential of inference reasoners.
It returns all resources annotated with EUKN concepts directly classiﬁed as
DOLCE activities (concepts described as subclass of activity), or subclasses of
these EUKN concepts.
With respect to the browsing, the thematic search components provide a ﬁrst
entry point to the desired resources in the collection. The original EUKN the-
saurus is provided as a tree in which the selection of a term returns the resources
classiﬁed according to that term, but also (if requested) it can return those clas-
siﬁed according to all their narrowers. Additionally, it shows the enriched EUKN
thesaurus model with the DOLCE categories used to organize the concepts and
allows browsing through the updated relations. Additionally, the linked visu-
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Select ?resUri where { ?resource dc:source ?resUri.
?resource dc:title ?title. FILTER regex(?title, "town", "i") }
Select ?title where { ?concept topic:hasResource ?resource. ?resource dc:title ?title.
?concept dolce:part-of <http://www.eukn.org/eukn/thesaurus/90_Technical_infrastructure>}
Select ?title where { ?resource dc:title ?title.
<http://www.eukn.org/eukn/thesaurus/93_Electricity> topic:hasResource ?resource.
?concept rdfs:subClassOf dolce:activity. ?concept topic:hasResource ?resource}
Fig. 6. SPARQL query examples
Thesaurus Model Resource description Resource 
Dolce categories List of locations 
Dolce model Location description 
Fig. 7. Overview of the browsing system
alization facilitates the access to the information providing a rich structure of
related resources. Figure 7 shows snapshots of the browsing system2 and the
links that hold between them. It can be observed how in addition to the EUKN
thesaurus based navigation, browsing based on DOLCE categories and in other
controlled ﬁelds is also possible.
This system provides an improvement with respect to the original one in the
sense that it facilitates guided multi criteria search and browsing through the
collection through a conceptual view of the collection instead of (or combined
with) a thematic one. Experienced users maintain the classical thematic access
to the collection but with an improved model and more precise relations between
the concepts. Additionally, the collection can also be accessed through DOLCE
categories providing a more generic conceptual access.
2 http://mularroya04.cps.unizar.es:8080/eukn sparql/
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5 Conclusions
This paper has described a process for the transformation of a collection of re-
sources indexed with a thematic thesaurus (and describedmostly as free text) into
a semantically tagged collection that can be accessed and browsed as Linked Data.
The process described is focused on two tasks: enriching the thesaurus used
for the collection classiﬁcation using a top level ontology such as DOLCE, and
transforming the textual resource collection into a set of interrelated RDF re-
sources. The enrichment is based on a semiautomatic matching process between
the thesaurus and DOLCE where the relations are automatically inferred. The
transformation of the collection resources into RDF is left open due to the de-
pendence of the speciﬁc collection to process.
The process has been applied to the EUKN collection. The resulting classi-
ﬁcation ontology and enriched collection has been stored in a JENA semantic
repository and accessed through a facet-based search system allowing the brows-
ing through the collection using a PUBBY Linked Data service. The search
system provides access to the collection through the original and the enriched
thesaurus. It maintains the original access for experience users, but it also oﬀers
a conceptual entry-point and collection browsing for inexperience ones.
Future work will ﬁrstly focus on validating the generated ontology to mea-
sure its quality and correct possible imprecisions in the established relations.
When the model is veriﬁed, the system is expected to be published and im-
proved through the obtained feedback. Additionally, we want to explore how the
mapping with DOLCE can help to measure the thesaurus quality, and improve
it, if needed. For example, very heterogeneous categories with few members may
indicate a poor concept selection or a dispersion in the thesaurus classiﬁcation
objectives. Moreover, relations between concepts whose DOLCE equivalents do
not hold a suitable relation may indicate an organization error in the thesaurus
concept structure.
With respect to the browsing system, future work will focus on the improve-
ment of the faceted system by providing additional access characteristics such
as locations, authors, organizations or dates. We will need to model how each of
these elements are organized and create a suitable ontology for their domain val-
ues. This will expand the resulting linked model enhancing their capabilities. In
this context, the user interface must be improved to show human friendly labels
(currently it shows URIs) sorted in an appropriate way (e.g., alphabetically).
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Abstract. Europeana is a long-term project funded by the European
Commission with the goal of making Europe’s cultural and scientiﬁc
heritage accessible to the public. Since 2008, about 1500 institutions
have contributed to Europeana, enabling people to explore the digital re-
sources of Europe’s museums, libraries and archives. The huge amount of
collected multi-lingual multi-media data is made available today through
the Europeana portal, a search engine allowing users to explore such con-
tent through textual queries. One of the most important techniques for
enhancing users search experience in large information spaces, is the ex-
ploitation of the knowledge contained in query logs. In this paper we
present a characterization of the Europeana query log, showing statistics
on common behavioral patterns of the Europeana users. Our analysis
highlights some signiﬁcative diﬀerences between the Europeana query
log and the historical data collected by general purpose Web Search En-
gine logs. In particular, we ﬁnd out that both query and search session
distributions show diﬀerent behaviors. Finally, we use this information
for designing a query recommendation technique having the goal of en-
hancing the functionality of the Europeana portal.
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1 Introduction
The strong inclination for culture and beauty in Europe created invaluable ar-
tifacts starting from antiquity up to nowadays. That cultural strength is recog-
nized by all people in the world and makes Europe the destination for a half
of the international tourists1. More than 220 million people visit the European
countries yearly for spending their holidays.
The European Commission is aware about the value of this cultural heritage
and decided to make it more accessible to the public by supporting digitization
of the cultural heritage and by ﬁnancing the Europeana group projects. The ﬁrst
prototype of the Europeana Portal2 was launched in autumn 2008 and contains
by now about 15 million items.
Due to increasing amount of information published within the portal, the ac-
cess to the description of a speciﬁc masterpiece becomes each day a more time
consuming task, when the user is not able to create a very restrictive query. For
example, if we search today in Europeana for general terms like renaissance or art
nouveau we will ﬁnd more than 10,000 results. If we search for the term Gioconda
we ﬁnd a couple of hundred of items, and if we search for Mona Lisa, Da Vinci we
get 20 images of the well known painting. These examples show how important is
to use good queries when looking for very particular information on the web by
using a search engine like Europeana. This is a challenging task, given the fact
that the document base is cross-domain, multi-lingual and multi-cultural.
Search query recommendation techniques [3,11] are commonly used in web
search engines to help users to reﬁne their queries. These technologies analyze the
userbehaviorbyminingthesystemlogs inordertoﬁndthecorrelationbetweenwhat
the user’s information need (visited pages), what the user is searching for (query
terms) and the content and structure of the information pool (search index).
In this paper we present the work carried out by now in the ASSETS3 project
with the goal of implementing a query recommendation module for Europeana
port. We focus our attention on the analysis of the user behavior and particu-
larities of the information pool.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces related
work, while Section 3 discusses the main results coming from the analysis of the
Europeana query log. Furthermore, Section 4 presents a novel query recommen-
dation technique based on the knowledge extracted from query logs and, ﬁnally,
Section 5 presents some conclusions and outlines possible future work.
2 Related Work
Some important eﬀorts have been spent in the past to study how people interact
with IR systems4 by analyzing the historical search data of their users [10,17,20,8].
1 http://www.unwto.org/facts/eng/pdf/highlights/UNWTO Highlights10
en HR.pdf
2 http://www.europeana.eu/portal
3 http://www.assets4europeana.eu/
4 The IR systems whose studies here we refer to do not directly deal with Web users.
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Similarly, there have been several works about the understanding of user search
behaviors on large scale IR systems, i.e., Web Search Engines (WSEs), still by
analyzing the stream of past queries collected by query logs. Although the nature
of query logs coming from large scale WSEs is diﬀerent with respect to small
scale IR systems, many of the beneﬁts coming from the analysis of the former
could also be useful for improving the latter.
Typical statistics that can be drawn from query logs are: query popularity,
term popularity, average query length, distance between repetitions of queries
or terms, etc. To this end, the very ﬁrst contribution in analyzing a WSE query
log comes from Silverstein et al. [18]. Here, the authors propose an exhaustive
analysis by examining a large query log of the AltaVista search engine containing
about a billion queries submitted in a period of 42 days by approximately 285
million users. The study shows some interesting results including the analysis
of the query sessions for each user, and the correlation among the terms of the
queries. Similarly to other works, authors show that the majority of the users
(in this case about 85%) visit the ﬁrst page of results only. They also show that
77% of the users’ sessions end up just after the ﬁrst query.
Lempel and Moran [12] and Fagni et al. [7] study the content of another pub-
licly available AltaVista log. This log refers to the summer of 2001 and consists
of 7,175,648 issued queries, i.e., about three order of magnitude less queries than
the log used by Silverstein et al.. Furthermore, no information about the number
of logged users is released however, although this second log is smaller than the
ﬁrst one, it still represents a good picture of search engine users.
On average, queries issued to WSEs are quite short. Indeed, the average length
of a query in the 1998 Excite log is 2.35 terms. Moreover, less than 4% of the
queries contains more than 6 terms. In the case of the ﬁrst AltaVista log, the
average query length is slightly greater: 2.55. These numbers are deeply diﬀerent
compared with classical IR systems where the length of a query ranges from 7
to 15 terms. A possible explanation of this phenomenon could be that the Web
is a medium used by people that strongly diﬀer from each other in terms of
age, race, culture, etc. who look for disparate information. On the other hand,
traditional IR systems are instead exploited by professionals and librarian, i.e.,
“skilled” users, which are able to look for very focused information by precisely
formulating their information needs.
Moreover, a very useful information that could be extracted from query logs
are search sessions, i.e., sets of user actions recorded in a limited period of time
that hopefully refer to the same information need.
Several works have addressed the search session identiﬁcation problem from
raw streams of queries available in user logs. To this end, Silverstein et al. [18]
ﬁrstly deﬁne a concept of session as follows: two consecutive queries are part
of the same session if they are issued at most within a 5-minutes time window.
According to this deﬁnition, they found that the average number of queries per
session in the data they analyzed was 2.02. Similarly to this approach, He and
Go¨ker [9] use diﬀerent timeouts to split user sessions of the Excite query log,
ranging from 1 to 50 minutes.
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Radlinski and Joachims [15] observe that users often perform a sequence of
queries with a similar information need, and they refer to those sequences of
reformulated queries as query chains. Their paper presents a method for auto-
matically detecting query chains in query and click-through logs using 30 minutes
threshold for determining if two consecutive queries belong to the same search
session.
More recently, novel heuristics have been proposed for eﬀectively discovering
search session boundaries in query logs. Boldi et al. [5] introduce the Query
Flow Graph as a model for representing data collected in WSE query logs.
They exploited this model for segmenting the query stream into sets of related
information-seeking queries, leveraging on an instance of the Asymmetric Trav-
eling Salesman Problem (ATSP). Jones and Klinkner [11] argue that within a
user’s query stream it is possible to recognize particular hierarchical units, i.e.,
search missions, which are in turn subdivided into disjoint search goals. Given a
manually generated ground-truth, the authors investigate how to learn a suitable
binary classiﬁer, which is aimed to precisely detect whether two queries belong
to the same session or not.
Finally, Lucchese et al. [13] devise eﬀective techniques for identifying task-
based sessions, i.e. sets of possibly non contiguous queries issued by the user of a
Web search engine for carrying out a given task. Furthermore, authors formally
deﬁne the Task-based Session Discovery Problem (TSDP) as the problem of
best approximating a a ground-truth of manually annotated tasks, and propose
several variants of well-known clustering algorithms, as well as a novel eﬃcient
heuristic algorithm, speciﬁcally tuned for solving the TSDP. Results show that
it performs better than state-of-the-art approaches, because it eﬀectively takes
into account the multi-tasking behavior of users.
3 The Europeana Query Log
A query log keeps track of historical information regarding past interactions be-
tween users and the retrieval system. It usually contains tuples 〈qi, ui, ti, Vi, Ci〉
where for each submitted query qi the following information is available: i) the
anonymized identiﬁer of the user ui, ii) the submission timestamp ti, iii) the set
Vi of documents returned by the search engine, and iv) the set Ci of documents
clicked by ui. Therefore, a query log records both the activities conducted by
users, e.g. the submitted queries, and an implicit feedback on the quality of the
retrieval system, e.g. the clicks.
In this work, we consider a query log coming from Europeana portal5, relative
to the time interval ranging from August 27, 2010 to February, 24, 2011. This is
a six months worth of users’ interactions, resulting in 1,382,069 distinct queries
issued by users from 180 countries (3,024,162 is the total number of queries).
We preprocessed the entire query log in order to remove noise (e.g., stream of
queries submitted by software robots instead of humans).
5 http://www.europeana.com/portal/
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It is worth noticing that 1,059,470 queries (i.e., 35% out of the total) also con-
tain a filter (e.g., YEAR:1840). Users can ﬁlter results by type, year or provider
simply by clicking on a button, so it is reasonable that they try to reﬁne retrieved
results by applying a ﬁlter, whenever they are not satisﬁed. Furthermore, we ﬁnd
that users prefer ﬁltering results by type, i.e., images, texts, videos or sounds.
Indeed, we measure that 20% of the submitted queries contains a ﬁlter by type.
This is an additional proof of the skillfulness of Europeana users and their will-
ingness to exploit non trivial search tools to ﬁnd their desired contents. This
also means that advanced search aids, such as query recommendation, would be
surely exploited.
Similarly to Web query log analysis [18], we discuss two aspects of the analysis
task: i) an analysis on the query set (e.g., average query length, query distribu-
tion, etc.) and ii) a higher level analysis of search sessions, i.e., sequences of
queries issued by users for satisfying speciﬁc information needs.
3.1 Query Analysis
First we analyzed the load distribution on the Europeana portal. An interesting
analysis can be done on the queries themselves. Figure 1(a) shows the frequency
distribution of queries. As expected, the popularity of the queries follows a power-
law distribution (p(x) ∝ kx−α), where x is the popularity rank. The best ﬁtting
α parameter is α = 0.86, which gives a hint about the skewness of the frequency
distribution. The larger α the larger is the portion of the log covered by the
top frequent queries. Both [14] and [2] report a much larger α value of 2.4 and
1.84 respectively from a Excite and a Yahoo! query log. Such small value of α
means that the most popular queries submitted to Europeana do not account
for a signiﬁcantly large portion of the query log. The might be explained by
looking at and comparing the main characteristics both of Europeana and Web
search engines users. Indeed, since Europeana is strongly focussed on the speciﬁc
context of cultural heritage, its users are likely to be more skilled and therefore
they tend to use a more diverse vocabulary.
In addition, we found that the average length of queries is 1.86 terms, which
is again a smaller value than the typical value observed in Web search engine
logs. We can argue that the Europeana user has a more rich vocabulary, with
discriminative queries made of speciﬁc terms.
Figure 1(b) shows the distribution of the queries grouped by country. France,
Germany, and Italy are the three major countries accounting for about the 50%
of the total traﬃc of queries submitted to the Europeana portal.
Figure 2(a) reports the number of queries submitted per day. We observe a
periodic behavior over a week basis, with a number of peaks probably related
to some Europeana dissemination or advertisement activities. For example, we
observe several peaks between the 18th and the 22th November, probably due to
the fact that, in those days, Europeana announced to have reached a threshold
of 14 million of indexed documents6.
6 http://www.sofiaecho.com/2010/11/18/995971 europes-cultural-heritage
-online
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Fig. 2. Distribution of the searches over the days (a) and over the hours (b)
Figure 2(b) shows the load on the Europeana portal on a per hour basis.
We observe a particular trend. The peak of load on the Europeana portal is in
the afternoon, between 15 and 17. It is diﬀerent from commercial Web search
engines where the peak is reached in the evening, between the 19 and the 23 [4].
A possible explanation of this phenomenon could be that the Europeana portal
is mainly used by people working in the ﬁeld and thus, mainly accessed during
working hours. From the other side, a commercial Web search engine is used
by a wider range of users looking for the most disparate information needs and
using it through all the day.
3.2 Session Analysis
To fully understand user behavior, it is important to analyze also the sequence
of queries she submits. Indeed, every query can be considered as an improvement
of the previous done by the user to better specify her information need.
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Several techniques have been developed to split the queries submitted by a
single user into a set of sessions [5,11,13]. We adopted a very simple approach
which has proved to be fairly eﬀective [18]. We exploit a 5 minutes inactivity
time threshold in order to split the stream of queries coming from each user. We
assume that if two consecutive queries coming from the same user are submitted
within ﬁve minutes they belong to the same logical session, whereas if the time
distance between the queries is greater, the two queries belong to two diﬀerent
interactions with the retrieval system.
By exploiting the above time threshold, we are able to devise 404,237 sessions
in the Europeana query log. On average a session lasts about 276 sec, i.e., less
than 5 minutes, meaning that, under our assumption, Europeana’s users com-
plete a search activity for satisfying an information need within 5 minutes. The
average session length, i.e., the average number of queries within a session, is
7.48 queries. This number of queries is an interesting evidence that the user is
engaged by the Europeana portal, and she is willing to submit many queries to
ﬁnd the desired result.
Moreover, we distinguish between successful and unsuccessful sessions. Ac-
cording to [6], a session is supposed to be successful if its last query has got a
click associated. To this end, we ﬁnd 182,280 occurrences of successful sessions
in the Europeana query log, that is about 45% of the total. We notice that in
[6] it was observed a much larger fraction of successful sessions, about 65%.
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Figure 3 shows the distributions of session lengths, both for successful and
unsuccessful sessions. On the x-axis the number of queries within a session is
plotted, while on the y-axis the frequencies, i.e., how many sessions to contain
a speciﬁc number of queries are reported. We expect successful sessions contain
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Table 1. Europeana vs. Web Search Engines: a comparison on query log statistics
Europeana Web Search Engines
avg. query terms 1.86 2.35 [14], 2.55 [18]
query distribution (i.e., power-law’s α) 0.86 2.40 [14], 1.84 [2]
avg. queries per session 7.48 2.02 [18]
% of successful sessions 45 65 [6]
on average less queries than unsuccessful ones, due to the ability of the retrieval
system to return early high quality results in successful session. The fact that the
session length distributions are very similar, suggests that high quality results are
not in the top pages, and that the Europeana ranking can be improved in order
to present interesting results to the user earlier, thus reducing the successful
session length with a general improvement of the user experience.
Table 1 shows some statistics extracted both from the analysis of the Euro-
peana query log as well as from general purpose Web Search Engines historical
search data.
4 A Query Recommender System for Europeana
The analysis conducted in the previous section shows that the search experience
of the user interacting with Europeana could be improved. To this extent, we now
introduce an application exploiting the knowledge extracted from the Europeana
query log aiming at enhancing the interaction of users by suggesting a list of
possible interesting queries.
A search session is an interactive process where users continuously reﬁnes
their search query in order to better specify their information need. Sometimes,
the successful query is not known in advance, but users might adopt concepts
and terminologies also on the basis of the results pages visited. Query recom-
mendation is a very popular technique aiming at proposing successful queries
as early as possible. The approach described below, exploits successful queries
from successful session to recommend queries that allowed “similar” users, i.e.,
users which in the past followed a similar search process, to successfully find the
information they were looking for, and it is able to catch non trivial semantic
relationships among queries.
We adopt the Search Shortcuts (SS) model proposed in [3] and its terminology.
The SS has a clear and sound formulation as the problem of recommending
queries that can reduce the search session length, i.e., leading users to relevant
results as early as possible.
Let U be the set of users of a WSE whose activities are recorded in a query
log QL, and Q be the set of queries in QL. We suppose QL is preprocessed
by using some session splitting method (e.g. [11,13]) in order to extract query
sessions, i.e., sequences of queries which are related to the same user search
task. Formally, we denote by S the set of all sessions in QL, and σu a session
issued by user u. Moreover, let us denote with σui the i-th query of σ
u. For a
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session σu of length n its final query is the query σun, i.e. the last query issued
by u in the session. To simplify the notation, in the following we will drop the
superscript u whenever the user u is clear from the context.
As previously introduced, we say that a session σ is successful if and only if
the user has clicked on at least one link shown in the result page returned by
the WSE for the ﬁnal query σn, unsuccessful otherwise.
We deﬁne a novel algorithm that aims to generate suggestions containing only
those queries appearing as ﬁnal in successful sessions. The goal is to suggest
queries having a high potentiality of being useful for people to reach their initial
goal. In our view, suggesting queries appearing as ﬁnal in successful sessions is
a good strategy to accomplish this task.
The SS algorithm works by eﬃciently computing similarities between partial
user sessions (the one currently performed) and historical successful sessions
recorded in a query log. Final queries of most similar successful sessions are
suggested to users as search shortcuts.
Let σ′ be the current session performed by the user, and let us consider the se-
quence τ of the concatenation of all terms with possible repetitions appearing in
σ′t|, i.e. the head of length t of session σ
′. Then, we compute the value of a scoring
function δ (τ, σs), which for each successful session measures the similarity be-
tween its queries and the set of terms τ . Intuitively, this similarity measures how
much a previously seen session overlaps with the user need expressed so far (the
concatenation of terms τ serves as a bag-of-words model of user need). Sessions
are ranked according to δ scores and from the subset of the top ranked sessions
we suggest their ﬁnal queries. It is obvious that depending on how the function
δ is chosen we may have diﬀerent recommendation methods. In our particular
case, we opt for δ to be the similarity computed as in the BM25 metrics [16].
The choice of an IR-like metric allows us to take much care of words that are
discriminant in the context of the session to which we are comparing. BM25,
and other IR-related metrics, have been designed speciﬁcally to account for that
property in the context of query/documents similarity. We borrow from BM25
the same attitude to adapt to this condition. The shortcuts generation problem
has been, thus, reduced to the information retrieval task of ﬁnding highly similar
sessions in response to a given sequence of queries. In most cases, it is enough
to use only the last submitted query to propose optimal recommendations.
The idea described above is thus translated into the following process. For
each unique final query qf contained in successful sessions we deﬁne what we
have called a virtual document identiﬁed by its title and its content. The title,
i.e., the identiﬁer of the document, is exactly query string qf . The content of
the virtual document is instead composed of all the terms that have appeared in
queries of all the successful sessions ending with qf . At the end of this procedure
we have a set of virtual documents, one for each distinct ﬁnal query occurring
in some successful sessions. Just to make things more clear, let us consider a
toy example. Consider the two following successful sessions: (dante alighieri →
divina commedia → paolo e francesca), and (divina commedia → inferno canto
V → paolo e francesca). We create the virtual document identiﬁed by title paolo
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e francesca and whose content is the text (dante alighieri divina commedia div-
ina commedia inferno canto V ). As you can see the virtual document actually
contains also repetitions of the same terms that are considered in the context
of the BM25 metrics. All virtual documents are indexed with the preferred In-
formation Retrieval system, and generating shortcuts for a given user session
σ′ is simply a matter of processing the query σ′t| over the inverted ﬁle indexing
such virtual documents. We know that processing queries over inverted indexes
is very fast and scalable, and these important characteristics are inherited by
our query suggestion technique as well.
The other important feature of our query suggestion technique is its robustness
with respect to rare and singleton queries. Singleton queries account for almost
50% of the submitted queries [19], and their presence causes the issue of the
sparsity of models [1]. Since we match τ with the text obtained by concatenating
all the queries in each session, we are not bound to look for previously submitted
queries as in the case of other suggestion algorithms. Therefore, we can generate
suggestions for rare queries of the query distribution whose terms have some
context in the query log used to build the model.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we presented a part of the work carried out within the ASSETS
project with the aim of improving the usability of the Europeana Portal. We
place our work in the context of user-system interaction analysis for web search
engines and information retrieval applications. We reused the concepts of session
identiﬁcation, time series analysis, query chains and task based search when
analyzing the Europeana logs. To the best of our knowledge, this is ﬁrst analysis
of the user interaction with a cultural heritage retrieval system.
Our analysis highlights some signiﬁcative diﬀerences between the Europeana
query log and the historical data collected by general purpose Web Search Engine
logs. In particular, we ﬁnd out that both query and search session distributions
show diﬀerent behaviors. Such phenomenon could be explained by looking at the
characteristics of Europeana users, which are typically more skilled than generic
Web users and, thus, they are capable of taking advantage of the Europeana
portal features to conduct more complex search sessions.
For this reason, we believe that interesting knowledge can be extracted from
Europeana query log in order to build advanced assistance functionalities, such
as query recommendation. In fact, we investigated the integration of a state-
of-the-art algorithm into the Europeana portal. Furthermore, the speciﬁcity of
the Europeana portal opens up a wide range of possible extensions to current
recommendation models, taking advantage of its multi-lingual and multi-media
content, and including new kinds of recommendations, e.g., recommend queries
related to events or exhibitions.
As future work we intend to study how the introduction of the query recom-
mender system changes the behavior of users interacting with the Europeana
portal. Furthermore, we want to study if the sharing of the same ﬁnal queries
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induces a sort of “clustering” of the queries composing the successful user ses-
sions. By studying such relation which is at the basis of our technique, we could
probably ﬁnd ways to improve our methodology.
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Abstract. Europeana has put in a stretch many known procedures in digital 
libraries, imposing requirements difficult to be implemented in many small 
institutions, often without dedicated systems support personnel. Although there 
are freely available open source software platforms that provide most of the 
commonly needed functionality such as OAI-PMH support, the migration from 
legacy software may not be easy, possible or desired. Furthermore, advanced 
requirements like selective harvesting according to complex criteria are not 
widely supported.  To accommodate these needs and help institutions contribute 
their content to Europeana, we developed a series of tools.  For the majority of 
small content providers that are running DSpace, we developed a DSpace plug-
in, to convert and augment the Dublin Core metadata according to Europeana 
ESE requirements. For sites with different software, incompatible with OAI-
PMH, we developed wrappers enabling repeatable generation and harvesting of 
ESE-compatible metadata via OAI-PMH. In both cases, the system is able to 
select and harvest only the desired metadata records, according to a variety of 
configuration criteria of arbitrary complexity. We applied our tools to providers 
with sophisticated needs, and present the benefits they achieved. 
Keywords: OAI-PMH, Europeana, EuropeanaLocal, Tools, DSpace Plug-in, 
Interoperability, Information integration, Metadata harvesting, Europena 
Semantic Elements. 
1   Introduction 
Europeana is an evolving service, which will constitute an umbrella of European 
metadata from distributed cultural organisations. Europeana currently gives access to 
more than 14 million items representing all Member States including film material, 
photos, paintings, sounds, maps, manuscripts, books, newspapers and archival papers. 
The Europeana service [1] is designed to increase access to digital content across 
Europe’s cultural organisations (i.e. libraries, museums, archives and audio/visual 
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archives). This process will bring together and link up heterogeneously sourced 
content, which is complementary in terms of themes, location and time. Europeana’s 
active partner network consists of 180 organisations till now.  
In order to achieve these goals, the European Union launched in June 2008 the 
EuropeanaLocal project in the framework of the eContentPlus program. Up to June 
2011, the EuropeanaLocal partners aim to make available to Europeana more than 20 
million items, held across 27 countries. At the same time, they are committed to 
exploring and developing efficient and sustainable processes and governance 
procedures so that the growing numbers of regional and local institutions can easily 
make their content available to Europeana in the future by adopting and promoting the 
use of its infrastructure, tools and standards [2]. 
Greece is participating in EuropeanaLocal with content providers and the Hellenic 
Aggregator created and supported by the Veria Central Public Library (VCPL). Since 
March 2010, 10 content providers, from which 7 use DSpace, have followed closely 
the Europeana standards, thus implementing full support for Europeana Semantics 
Elements (ESE) and have been harvested successfully by the VCPL Aggregator 
(http://aggregator.libver.gr) and Europeana [3]. In March 2011, the Hellenic 
Aggregator provided 130.000 items to Europeana. 
One of the most important aspects in the process of creating a Europeana 
Compliant digital repository is the support for ESE, which is virtually a new Dublin 
Core Profile, developed by Europeana in order to fulfill its operational requirements. 
Existing digital repository software in general does not support ESE by default as it is 
the case with Dublin Core. Nevertheless, the nature of the formats makes it feasible to 
alter existing software and data in order to add support for ESE. Specific information 
about the process can be found at the DSpace plugin for Europeana Semantic 
Elements webpage [4], developed by the Veria Central Public Library (VCPL) and 
the Hellenic National Documentation Centre (EKT).  
The first step in the process is to use the Europeana XML Namespace 
http://europeana.eu/schemas/ese/ and augment existing systems’ configuration in 
order to support the additional ESE elements. After implementing ESE support, the 
repository has to be populated with the appropriate metadata values. This task can be 
either performed manually through the appropriate user interface of each digital 
library or automatically by using special software tools developed for this purpose. It 
must be noted that due to the wide usage of the DSpace software internationally and 
in Greece, the focus has been the implementation of tools for this specific platform. 
Except from DSpace and other modern digital repository platforms, there are also 
numerous digital libraries built with older or closed source technologies or legacy 
software which do not support OAI-PMH or any other form of automatic metadata 
exchange. In these cases, special techniques should be applied in order to extract 
metadata through plain HTTP requests, for example the DEiXTo tool. 
DEiXTo (or ΔEiXTo) [5] is a powerful freeware web data extraction tool, based on 
the W3C Document Object Model (DOM), created by an independent software 
developer. It allows users to create highly accurate "extraction rules" (wrappers) that 
describe what pieces of data to scrape from a web page. When used appropriately, 
DEiXTo can extract meaningful metadata from web pages of non standards compliant 
digital content collectionsand generate appropriate Dublin Core and ESE records. 
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These records can be utilised by any standards compliant metadata harvester in order 
to be included in Europeana. 
This paper analyses a toolset for data providers that mainly targets owners of small 
collections that are running DSpace (i.e. the DSpace plug-in, which converts and 
augments the DSpace metadata according to Europeana ESE requirements) as well as 
systems with different software, incompatible with OAI-PMH. Focus is also on the 
system ability to select and harvest only the desired metadata records, according to a 
variety of configuration criteria of arbitrary complexity that is applied in both cases.  
The structure of the rest of the present text is as follows: Section 2 describes the 
advanced harvesting requirements addressed by our solution and the motivation based 
on practical needs of data providers. Section 3 presents related work and section 4 
elaborates on the actual solution. Section 5 describes the application of the proposed 
approach in real use cases, while the last section of the article provides summary, 
conclusions and plans for further work. 
2   The Case for Enhanced OAI-PMH Compliant Data Providers 
The ubiquitous OAI-PMH protocol provides an interoperability framework based on 
metadata harvesting. Two types of entities exist in a typical OAI-PMH interaction: the 
data provider that exposes metadata to interested clients and the service provider that 
offers value-added services on top of metadata collected from data providers. 
The recent proliferation of repositories worldwide has created a favourable 
environment for the emergence of content aggregators that act as OAI-PMH service 
providers collecting metadata-only records from individual data sources. Aggregators 
provide unified search and browse functionality as well as the foundation and 
infrastructure for advanced value-added services that become particularly meaningful 
when provided over content of substantial size. A number of important aggregators 
with international coverage and diverse scope have entered the scene in the last few 
years. Distinctive examples are Europeana, the European digital heritage gateway, 
DRIVER and OpenAIRE (repositories of peer-reviewed scientific publications) and 
DART Europe (European portal to research theses and dissertations). 
Compatibility with aggregators is nowadays a sine qua non pre-requisite for 
repositories, since it provides increased visibility, enables content re-use and allows 
participation of individual collections to the evolving global ecosystem of 
interoperable digital libraries. In this context, it is becoming an increasingly common 
requirement for repositories to provide for retrieval by an aggregator only a subset of 
the metadata records it contains, essentially enabling selective harvesting. This may 
be needed for various reasons; certain indicative use cases include the following: 
 
• The aggregator collects only records that meet specific criteria concerning IPR, 
copyright and open access: 
o Records are included in the harvesting set only when there is a freely 
accessible digital item (eg full text articles, books, etc.). Such policies are 
followed by Europeana, DRIVER, OpenAIRE and DART Europe.  
o Only metadata records which are themselves freely available for various 
uses, ideally through appropriate licensing (e.g. Creative Commons). This is 
required, for example, by Europeana.  
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• Thematic aggregators collect only records for content in specific subject areas, 
while individual repositories can be interdisciplinary. Such is the case with the 
VOA3R aggregator on Agriculture and Aquaculture. Europeana can be also 
considered an analogous example, since in initial stages of development 
concentrates on collecting mainly cultural heritage content (e.g. peer-reviewed 
journal articles are not included). 
• The aggregator collects only records for content of a specific type (e.g. theses, 
like DART Europe), while individual repositories may contain different types.  
 
The above indicate the complexity of supporting selective harvesting. This 
requirement becomes more difficult to achieve when you consider that a repository is 
likely to provide records to more than one aggregators, each with different 
requirements. Typically, OAI-PMH sets are implemented within repository platforms 
in a static fashion, through the creation of one set per individual collection in the 
repository. This approach is clearly not sufficient because, as is evident from the 
above examples, the desired sets to harvest may contain records spread over different 
collections.  For practical needs to be satisfied and capabilities provided by the OAI-
PMH sets specifications to be fully exploited, more sophisticated mechanisms are 
required, for example “virtual” sets that are dynamically formed per request based on 
specific conditions – a solution perfectly compatible with OAI-PMH.  
Another important aspect and use case of selective harvesting is the retrieval of 
records from systems that are not compliant with OAI-PMH. These might include 
legacy systems like custom, non-standard databases, bibliographic catalogs of 
Integrated Library Systems connected with the corresponding digital material, etc.  A 
common case is that such systems contain an array of diverse records, many of them 
not relevant for particular aggregators. Therefore, filtering needs to be applied, 
possibly according to complex criteria with a local, collection-dependent character. 
Crucial aspects for the success of this task are the adoption of a systematic way of 
implementing and injecting into the harvesting logic the filtering functionality, as well 
as repeatability of this procedure that enables periodic updates of metadata in the 
aggregator that reflect changes of records within the source systems. It is worth noting 
that the optimal option for content providers of this kind would be to provide their 
digital content through a repository platform, so that a holistic, standards-compliant 
solution is applied for the management of their digital material and metadata, enabling 
advanced services such as digital files preservation, curation, persistent identification, 
full-text indexing, etc.; however, this might not be feasible in the near term (e.g. due 
to lack of resources). 
Addressing the above requirements and issues constitute the main aims of the 
system and approach presented in this paper, elaborated in Section 4. 
3   Related Work 
Mazurek et al [6], present the idea, role and benefits of a selective harvesting 
extension of the OAI-PMH protocol, developed and applied in Polish digital libraries 
in frame of the ENRICH project. Specifically, they describe the OAI-PMH protocol 
extension developed by the Poznan Supercomputing and Networking Center, which 
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allows harvesting of resources based on a search query specified in the Contextual 
Query Language. This selective harvesting extension is being used by the Polish 
national aggregator, which enables extended selective harvesting at the national level. 
It is notable that in this approach filtering criteria are specified directly from the side 
of the aggregator. 
The concept, implementation and practical application of the OAI-PMH protocol 
extension is also presented at the Mazurek, Mielnicki and Werla [7] JCDL 2009 
poster.  
Finally, Sanderson Young and LeVan [8], briefly contrast the information retrieval 
protocols SRW/U (the Search/Retrieve Web service) and OAI (Open Archives 
Initiative), their aims and approaches, and then, they describe ways in which these 
protocols have been or may be usefully co-implemented. 
A common limitation of the aforementioned approaches is that data is retrieved 
from data sources through queries in standard query languages like CQL. In practical 
situations it is frequently the case that such queries cannot fulfill the custom and 
complex selective harvesting requirements for data providers, as demonstrated also in 
the use case of paragraph 5.2. Furthermore, this solution requires a full-fledged query 
language to be implemented against a variety of back-end systems / data sources, 
while the approach proposed in this paper requires from data providers to implement 
only the specific bulk data loaders and filters that are necessary / useful in their 
particular case. 
The University of Minho has developed an OAI Extended AddOn for DSpace [9], 
which enables selective harvesting through the incremental, piece-wise addition of 
objects like filters in the OAI-PMH server. The solution is bound to DSpace and does 
not support retrieval from legacy, non OAI-compliant sources, since, compared with 
our approach, there is no abstraction neither of the data records nor the data loading 
and output generation functionalities. 
4  An Innovative Approach to Implementing Enhanced Data 
Providers 
The main idea of our approach is to enhance an OAI-PMH server (data provider) with 
a number of important capabilities particularly related to selective harvesting, while 
maintaining full compatibility with the protocol and respecting the OAI-PMH 
“contract” towards clients. These capabilities are the following: 
 
• Dynamic definition of sets and their membership, possibly based on complex 
criteria that do not correspond to the coarse-grained and static classification of 
repository records in pre-defined sets and cannot be expressed with typical query 
languages used by systems like federated search platforms.  
• A systematic way to introduce to an OAI-PMH server implementation advanced 
logic necessary for selective harvesting such as transformations among different 
formats and schemata, filtering and updating of data. Incremental development 
and piece-wise enhancement of selective harvesting logic at fine levels of 
granularity are important relevant requirements as is the simplicity and separation 
of concerns among developers of different parts of the OAI-PMH data provider. 
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For example, the technical person creating or updating filters and crosswalks for 
the implementation of harvesting use cases should not need to be aware of 
harvesting or OAI-PMH specific technology and can thus concentrate on 
improving the filtering or update functionality per se.  
• Support of a modular implementation that enables retrieval of metadata records 
from a variety of non OAI-PMH sources via simple extensions to the core 
architecture for data loading, tranformation and exporting in the desired formats 
and schemata. This is highly important, since vast sets of important content are 
“hidden” behind legacy, custom-made applications that do not follow state-of-t-
art interoperability standards and are thus deprived of their potentially significant 
impact for end users and other stakeholders like value-added services developers.   
 
To achieve the above, we have designed according to these principles and developed 
a modular component called transformation engine. This component has been 
successfully incorporated in OAI-PMH server implementations for two types of 
systems: (a) OAI-PMH–compliant repositories, in particular running the DSpace 
platform, that have been enriched with selective harvesting functionality and (b) 
Z39.50-compliant bibliographic catalogs of metadata records, possibly with links to 
digital material, that have been enhanced with OAI-PMH data providers which enable 
pre-processing, mapping metadata entries to OAI-PMH clients requirements and also 
support repeatability of the procedure at periodic time intervals, as is common for 
OAI-PMH compliant sources.  
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows: First, a detailed description of the 
transformation engine is provided, followed by a report on the implementation of the 
two aforementioned distinct use cases. 
4.1   The Transformation Engine 
The transformation engine is a generic framework for implementing data 
transformation workflows. It allows the decoupling of communication with third party 
data sources and sinks (e.g. loading and exporting/exposing data) with the actual tasks  
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Architecture of the transformation engine 
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that comprise the transformation. Furthermore, it enables the decomposition of a 
workflow into autonomous, modular pieces (transformation steps), facilitating the 
continuous evolution/re-definition of workflows to constantly changing data sources 
and the development of fine-grained workflow extensions in a systematic way. It is 
worth noting that the transformation engine is an independent component that is used 
in a modular fashion in the proposed toolset. It has been used by EKT as an 
autonomous module in a variety of contexts, for example for the population of digital 
repositories of Greek public libraries [10] with metadata from ILS catalogues.  
A key aspect of the engine’s design is the Record abstraction. Metadata records are 
represented by a hierarchy of classes extending the abstract Record class. A simple 
common interface for all types of records proved adequate to allow complex 
transformation functions. Examples of record implementations that have been 
implemented and used until now concern UNIMARC, MARC21, Dublin Core, ESE, 
various structured formats for references (e.g. BibTex, RIS, Endnote) while there is 
also a more general abstraction for XML records. The main methods of the Record 
interface are shown in the following: 
 
public abstract List<String> getByName(String elementName); 
public abstract void removeField(String fieldName); 
public abstract void addField(String fieldName, 
ArrayList<String> fieldValues); 
public void updateField(String fieldName, ArrayList<String> 
fieldValues) 
 
 
As depicted in Figure 1, data loaders are used to read data from external sources 
(e.g. files, repository databases, Z39.50 servers, even OAI-PMH data providers) and 
forward it to the transformation workflows in the form of a certain syb-type of 
Record. The output generators undertake the exporting / exposing of records to third 
party systems and applications. The transformation workflow(s) is the place where the 
actual tasks are executed. A workflow consists of processing steps, each of which 
falls most of the time into one of the two following categories: Filters determine 
whether an input record will make it to the output. Modifiers can perform operations 
on record fields and their values (e.g. add/remove/update field). Initializers initialize 
data structures that are used by processing steps. By using the record interface in the 
implementation of entities like filters and modifiers a great degree of separation of 
concerns is achieved (for example, knowledge of the specifics of MARC is not 
necessary for a developer to create a modifier that performs some changes on an input 
MARC record). 
A workflow is defined as a series of processing steps in a configuration file outside 
the source code of the engine, in particular using the dependency injection 
mechanisms of the Spring framework. Thus, a tranformation engine system can 
include many data loaders, output generators and transformation steps, but a specific 
scenario (being described a Spring configuration XML file) can make use of only 
some of them according to the user needs. 
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4.2   Extending the OAI-PMH-Compliant Harvesting Server of a Repository 
An obvious use case of the proposed mechanism is the enhancement of modern 
repository platforms that already support OAI-PMH with the aforementioned advanced 
functionality. In particular, we have incorporated the transformation engine in the OAI-
PMH module of the DSpace platform, which is the most popular repository platform in 
Greece (also among the contributors to Europeana Local).  
In the vanilla DSpace platform, the harvesting server receives requests through the 
DSpaceOAICatalog module, where record filtering is performed, if required, according 
to the specifications of OAI-PMH, based on time stamps or set membership. Following 
this stage and before sending results to the client, the DSpaceOAIClosswalk addresses 
adaptation of the returned records (e.g. modification of the exposed metadata schema, 
appropriate adjustments in field values). 
This procedure is carried out by the DSpaceOAICatalog and the 
DSpaceOAICrosswalk classes depicted in Figure 2. 
DSpaceOAICatalog DSpaceOAICrosswalk
request OAI-PMHresponse
DSpace data provider
DSpace database
Transformation Engine
 
Fig. 2. Enhanced DSpace data provider 
In the proposed enhanced version, the architecture of the DSpace data provider is 
modified as depicted in Figure 2. The tasks of record filtering and record adaptation 
according to the desired output schema (e.g. ESE) are handled by the Transformation 
Engine that is injected into the OAI-PMH server implementation, with Filters 
undertaking selection of records and Modifiers the work of the metadata crosswalk. 
Selective harvesting is based on virtual, dynamic sets. A virtual set is essentially 
defined as the set of repository records that results from a distinct transformation 
workflow, i.e. a series of specific filters and modifiers applied on repository metadata 
records, as specified in a Spring configuration file. If a particular record is not filtered 
during the workflow it is considered a member of the virtual set and is included in the 
record set returned to the client. 
For the case of Europeana /ESE, specific user-defined classes have been developed 
and injected into the transformation engine (e.g. ESERecord, ESEOutputGenerator, 
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ESEMappingModifier) in a straightforward manner, demonstrating the ease of system 
customisation for developers which are due to the separation of concerns enforced by 
the engine’s modular design. 
4.3   Enabling OAI-PMH-Compliant Harvesting of MARC/Z39.50 Data Sources 
Large volumes of valuable content are hosted today in systems that are not compliant 
with OAI-PMH and thus providing them to aggregators like Europeana is a 
challenging task. In this use case, based on the DSpace OAI-PMH module, we have 
developed an OAI-PMH server that reads UNIMARC data records from Z39.50 data 
sources and serves them to OAI-PMH clients (and in particular Europeana), as 
depicted in Figure 3. To achieve this, we modified the DSpaceOAICatalog so that 
upon receiving a request it triggers the transformation engine. A MARC/Z39.50 data 
loader is invoked first to get UNIMARC records (in ISO 2709 or MARCXML 
format) from a standard Z39.50 server, using the JZKit open source library, and 
transform them, based on the MARC4J tool, into MARCRecord objects 
(MARCRecord is an abstraction for MARC records following the aforementioned 
Record interface). These objects are relayed to the transformation workflow where 
filters are applied for tasks like rejection of records that do not have associated digital  
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Fig. 3. Architecture for OAI-PMH compliant harvesting of non OAI-PMH compliant data 
sources 
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files (e.g. bibliographic records where full text is not available), de-duplication of 
records (in real-life cases, duplicate records may result from retrieval from different 
collections, even within the same data source) and modifiers are executed to 
transform records to the ESE format and perform various modifications to field values 
(e.g. normalisation, adjusting value encoding to Europeana standards). Finally, an 
ESE output generator provides the output in the format prescribed by Europeana. 
Moreover, as Figure 3 depicts, the Transformation Engine can include a pool of 
data loaders, output generators and transformation steps allowing the system to use 
any of them for providing data to dissimilar aggregators. And this is possible due to 
the system configuration which can be done outside the source code, through XML 
configuration files. These files are responsible to initialise the Transformation Engine 
with a specific set of transformation steps that will finally produce the right outcome 
for the specific aggregator. Thus, the same engine instance can produce totally 
different results depending on the needs of a particular aggregator / harvesting case. 
It is worth noting that this approach makes the harvesting process periodically 
repeatable even when the underlying data sources are not OAI-PMH compatible. 
Furthermore, evolution and requirement changes are easily catered for due to the fine-
grained extensibility and modifiability of the transformation engine (e.g. a change in 
requirements can be normally easily addressed by writing new filters / modifiers and 
including them in the processing workflow and/or by updating existing ones, without 
any modification of the core system). 
A similar architecture but with more complex logic for data loading and mapping 
needs to be applied in the case of data sources not following standard metadata 
schemata, for example custom databases of digital material or even unstructured 
information in static web pages. Addressing the latter case can be assisted by tools 
like DEiXTo, which has been employed also within Europeana Local for collecting 
metadata from Greek sources. 
5   Real Use Cases 
5.1   The Environment and Data Sets  
The Technical Chamber of Greece wants to contribute to Europeana collections that 
contain all their current publishing work (TEE digital library), some historical 
editions (1932-1980), and their multimedia content on engineers, buildings and 
posters. 
The descriptions of these objects are in the UNIMARC format, mixed with 
descriptions without online objects, which are inappropriate for Europeana.  
Additionally, their own content management system provides the above 5 collections 
together with other content, from their own regional subdivisions, their journal 
subscriptions, etc. The right selection or records has to be performed before they 
become available to Europeana. 
The metadata records that could be finally contributed to Europeana are 
approximately 6800.  The most frequent metadata field is dc:subject, which is usually 
repeated at least 4 times, and the 28284 subjects that appear, contain 4669 unique 
values.  The lengthiest field is dc:title with 18 words on average and follows 
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dc:description and dcterms:isPartOf with 15, while the dcterms:isPartOf is used in the 
97% of the records, and most fields are included once on each record. 
Another case, corresponding to enhancing already OAI-PMH compatible data 
sources, has been the ability to provide virtual sets/collections of metadata records in the 
Greek National Archive of Doctoral Dissertation repository (http://www.didaktorika.gr / 
HEDI – a service operated by the National Documentation Centre) to harvesting clients. 
The respective repository contains more than 23.500 thesis records – each of them is 
assigned to one or more disciplines according to the Frascati classification. More than 
1.000 of them belong to Agricultural Sciences class or its sub-classes and have been 
contributed to the VOA3R thematic aggregator (virtual repository) covering the areas of 
agriculture and aquaculture [11]. 
5.2   Two Practical Applications of the Approach 
The most interesting and challenging case of application of the proposed system has 
been the delivery of ESE-compliant metadata from UNIMARC records in Z39.50 
sources, which was done for the Technical Chamber of Greece. The retrieval of the 
desired sets of records was not possible using only queries (e.g. PQF or CQL) to the 
Z39.50 server, since the criteria for filtering where quite custom and complex, (e.g. 
availability of full-text that was speficied in a non-standard way in the metadata 
records, filtering of records that are present in the database but are not published by 
the Technical Chamber of Greece, etc.) and also de-duplication of records was 
required. Using appropriate queries our data loader retrieves an unfiltered super-set of 
the appropriate record set, applies the filters, applies the mapping to ESE and 
produces and provides to clients the metadata in ESE format. The whole procedure is 
repeatable and transparent to harvesting clients, which receive the ESE data through 
OAI-PMH without being aware of the underlying complexity. Furthermore, 
development of filters and modifiers does not require any knowledge of the MARC 
and Z39.50 standards and the structure of MARC records. 
In the second case, that of VOA3R, there has been the ability to provide virtual 
sets/collections of metadata records in the HEDI repository to harvesting clients. One 
virtual set is provided for each field of science and technology as specified in the 
Frascati classification – a relevant field exists in each metadata record. This scheme is 
being used to provide metadata from this repository to the VOA3R virtual repository. 
6   Summary – Conclusions and Future Work 
Global efforts, like Europeana, that address many small and heterogeneous content 
providers, have indicated the need for advanced tools, to handle common, or less 
common, content provider problems. We identified several of those needs, and 
developed appropriate tools, to facilitate the harvesting setup and configuration. 
With the proposed approach, their OAI-PMH server can apply advanced logic for 
selective harvesting such as transformations among different formats and schemata, 
filtering and updating of data. Content providers can define dynamic sets to contribute 
to Europeana and memberships, without altering their collections. Even when their 
software does not support OAI-PMH, they can use our modular implementation that 
enables retrieval of metadata records from a variety of non OAI-PMH sources. 
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We implemented these tool and extensions and used them in the context of 
Europeana providers, to cover their practical needs. This way, they do not have to 
perform such task manually, or re-implement functionality that others also implement 
or need, and their participation to Europeana will be easier and more flexible, 
according to their own collection setup and requirements. 
Further work is being planned along various paths. The case studies provided clear 
indications that the proposed approach leads to very good performance both in terms 
of harvesting speed and consumption of computing and memory resources. A detailed 
investigation of performance issues is an interesting extension of the present work. 
Other plans include the incorporation of the developed modular tools into various 
open source OAI-PMH servers, as well as the application of the proposed approach 
with more content providers and a systematic user study to capture their experiences 
with the tools in terms of utility and ease of configuration and extension.  
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Abstract. Web archiving has been gaining interest and recognized importance
for modern societies around the world. However, for web archivists it is fre-
quently difficult to demonstrate this fact, for instance, to funders. This study
provides an updated and global overview of web archiving. The obtained re-
sults showed that the number of web archiving initiatives significantly grew after
2003 and they are concentrated on developed countries. We statistically analyzed
metrics, such as, the volume of archived data, archive file formats or number of
people engaged. Web archives all together must process more data than any web
search engine. Considering the complexity and large amounts of data involved
in web archiving, the results showed that the assigned resources are scarce. A
Wikipedia page was created to complement the presented work and be collabora-
tively kept up-to-date by the community.
1 Introduction
The web was invented to exchange data between scientists but it quickly became a
crucial mean of publication. However, the web is extremely ephemeral. Most of its in-
formation becomes unavailable and is lost forever after a short period of time. It was
observed that 80% of the pages are updated or disappear after 1 year [49]. Even printed
publications suffer from the effects of web data transience because they frequently cite
online resources that became unavailable [52]. Besides losing important scientific and
historical information, the transience of the information published on the web causes
common people to lose their memories as individuals (e.g. photos shared exclusively
through the web). Broken links also degrade the performance of popular web appli-
cations and services, such as shared bookmarks, search engines or social networks,
leading their users to dissatisfaction.
The web needs preservation initiatives to fight ephemerality. It must be ensured that
the information besides being accessible worldwide, prevails across time to transmit
knowledge for future generations. Web archives are innovative systems that acquire,
store and preserve information published on the web. Notably, they also contribute to
preserve contents born in non-digital formats that were afterwards digitized and pub-
lished online. Web archives enable numerous new use cases. Journalists can look for
information to document articles, software engineers can search for documentation to
fix legacy systems, webmasters can recover past versions of their site’s pages or histo-
rians can analyze web pages as they do for paper documents.
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This study presents a survey that draws a picture of worldwide initiatives to pre-
serve information published on the web. We gathered results about 42 web archiving
initiatives and analyzed metrics, such as, the volume of archived data, used formats or
number of people engaged. Considering the complexity and large amounts of data in-
volved in web archiving, the results showed that the resources being assigned are still
scarce.
During our research we observed that the publicly available information about web
archives is frequently obsolete or inexistent. A complementary contribution of this study
was the creation of a Wikipedia page named List of Web Archiving Initiatives1, so that
the published information can be collaboratively kept up-to-date.
2 Related Work
The National Library of Australia maintains a page listing the 17 major archiving initia-
tives to preserve web heritage around the world [36]. The book Web Archiving discusses
issues related to the preservation of the web and refers to several initiatives [28]. The
Web Archiving Workshop began in 2001 and yearly presents updated work about this
field [19].
The Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC) published three studies about web
archiving. One addressed the legal issues relating to the archiving of Internet resources
in the United Kingdom, European Union, USA and Australia, and presented recom-
mendations about the policies that should be adopted in the UK [6]. The second study
discussed the feasibility of collecting and preserving the web and presented a review
about 8 web archiving initiatives [8] and the most recent one analyzed the researchers
engagement with web archives [11].
Shiozaki and Eisenschitz reported on a questionnaire survey of 16 national libraries
designed to clarify how they attempt to justify their web archiving activities [51]. The
conclusion was that national libraries envisage that the benefits brought by their initia-
tives are greater than the costs and they are struggling to respond to legal risks (e.g.
legislation, contracting and opt-out policies).
The International Internet Preservation Consortium (IIPC) was founded in 2003 and
is composed by institutions that collaborate to preserve Internet content for future gen-
erations [14]. In 2008, the IIPC published the results of a survey conducted to derive
profiles of its members. The survey addressed issues such as membership type, staff,
used tools, legal issues and selection criteria.
During December 2010, in the context of the European research project Living Web
Archives, the Internet Memory Foundation conducted a survey to characterize web
archiving institutions and analyze the main problems of this field in Europe [22]. Statis-
tics regarding institution type, legal context, management and archiving policies were
provided.
The 18th Conference of Directors of National Libraries in Asia and Oceania pub-
lished a report containing the answers obtained through a questionnaire about web
archiving submitted to participant countries [34]. The answers were provided as free
text and do not enable a rigorous quantitative analysis. However, they provide a rich
1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Web_Archiving_Initiatives
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qualitative overview about web archiving in this region of the world addressing legal
frameworks, main challenges to overcome, collaborations, system descriptions, policies
concerning acquisition, access and preservation. In 2010, there were 6 web archiving
projects.
Our study presents an updated overview about web archiving initiatives across the
world. It is the most comprehensive scientific study about web archiving. The method-
ology adopted differs from previous work because it was designed to obtain both quan-
titative and qualitative results through an interactive process with the respondents2.
3 Methodology
Initially, this research aimed to obtain answers to the following questions about each
web archiving initiative:
1. What is the name of your web archive initiative (please state if you want to remain
anonymous)?
2. How many people work at your web archive (in person-month)?
3. Which is the amount of data that you have archived (number of files, disk space
occupied)?
During October 2010, we tried to gather this information from the official sites and
published documentation but we did not succeed because the published information
was frequently insufficient or obsolete. Plus, many official sites were exclusively avail-
able on the native language of the hosting country (e.g. Chinese) and automatic trans-
lation tools were insufficient to obtain the required information. We decided to contact
directly the community to complement our results. The questions were sent to a web
archive discussion list, published on the site of the Portuguese Web Archive and dis-
seminated through its communication channels (Twitter, Facebook, RSS). We obtained
27 answers. Then, we sent direct e-mails to the remaining web archives referenced by
the IIPC [14], National Library of Australia [36] and Web Archiving Workshops [19].
We were able to establish contact and obtain direct answers from 33 web archiving
initiatives. Finally, we sent the obtained results to the respondents for validation.
The methodology used in this research enabled web archivists to openly present in-
formation about their initiatives. For some situations, we had to actively interact with
the respondents to obtain the desired information. We observed that terminology and
language barriers led to different interpretations of the questions by the respondents,
who involuntarily provided inaccurate answers. For instance, in question 3, we assumed
that each archived file was the result of a successful HTTP download (e.g. page, image
or video) but some respondents interpreted it as the number of files created to store web
contents in bulk (ARC files [4]). The posterior statistical analysis of the results enabled
the detection of abnormal values and correction of these errors through interaction with
the respondents. We believe that the adopted methodology enabled the extraction of
more accurate information and valuable insights about web archiving initiatives world-
wide, than a typical one-shot online survey with closed answers. However, the cost of
processing the results for statistical analysis was significantly higher.
2 We would like to express our deep gratitude to everyone who collaborated with our survey.
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Table 1. List of web archives (WA). The names of the initiatives were shortened but the references
contain the official ones. The description of initiatives marked with * was exclusively gathered
from publicly available information.
Initiative Hosting Creation Staff Main scope of
short name country year Full-time Part-time archived content
Australia’s WA [37] Australia 1996 4 4.25 National
Tasmanian WA [54] Australia 1996 0 1 Regional
Web@rchive [1] Austria 2008 0 2 National
DILIMAG [18] Austria 2007 2 0 German literature magazines
Canada WA [25] Canada 2005 0 2 National governmental
Chinese WA* [38] China 2003 n.a. n.a. National
Croatian WA [30] Croatia 2004 4 3 National
WebArchiv [45] Czech Republic 2000 5 0 National
Netarkivet.dk [53] Denmark 2005 0 18 National
Finnish WA [57] Finland 2008 2 2 National
BnF [39] France 2006 9 0 National
INA* [17] France 2009 n.a. n.a. National audiovisual
Internet Memory [23] France, Netherlands 2004 21 0 International & service provider
Baden-Württemberg [2] Germany 2003 7.5 0 German literature
German Bundestag* [10] Germany 2005 n.a. n.a. German parliament
Iceland* [31] Iceland 2004 n.a. n.a. National
WA Project [33] Japan 2004 10 2 National
OASIS [40] Korea 2001 3 11 National
Koninklijke Bibliotheek [46] Netherlands 2006 1 1 National
New Zealand WA [41] New Zealand 1999 3 10 National
National Library Norway* [42] Norway n.a. n.a. n.a. National
Portuguese WA [12] Portugal 2007 4 1 National
WA of ˇCacˇak [50] Serbia 2009 0 1 Regional
WA Singapore* [35] Singapore n.a. n.a. n.a. National
Slovenian WA [16] Slovenia 2007 1 0 National
Preservation .ES [43] Spain 2006 2 2 National
Digital Heritage Catalonia [26] Spain 2006 4 0 Regional
Kulturarw3* [44] Sweden 1996 n.a. n.a. National
WA Switzerland [55] Switzerland 2008 0 3 National
NTUWAS [47] Taiwan 2007 0 3 National
WA Taiwan* [32] Taiwan 2007 n.a. n.a. National
UK WA [3] UK 2004 n.a. 0 National
UK Gov WA[56] UK 2004 4 2 National governmental
Internet Archive [21] USA 1996 12 0 International & service provider
Columbia University [7] USA 2009 3 1 Thematic: human rights
North Carolina [48] USA 2005 0 3 Regional
Latin American* [62] USA 2005 n.a. n.a. International focused on Latin America
WA Pacific Islands [61] USA 2008 0 4 International focused on Pacific Islands
Library of Congress [27] USA 2000 6 80 National
Harvard University Library [15] USA 2006 0 6 Institutional
California Digital Library [5] USA 2005 4 1 International & service provider
University of Michigan [58] USA 2000 0 2 Institutional
4 Web Archiving Initiatives
Table 1 presents the 42 web archiving initiatives identified across the world ordered al-
phabetically by their hosting country. Web archiving initiatives are very heterogeneous
in size and scope. The WA of ˇCacˇak aims to preserve sites related to this Serbian city,
while the Internet Archive has the objective of archiving the global web. The obtained
results show that 80% of the archives exclusively hold content related to their host-
ing country, region or institution. However, initiatives hosted in the USA like the Latin
American WA, Internet Archive or the WA Pacific Islands also preserve information re-
lated to foreign countries. The creation and operation of a web archive is complex and
costly. The Internet Archive, Internet Memory and California Digital Library provide
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Fig. 1. Countries hosting web archiving initiatives
web archiving services that can be independently operated by third-party archivists. The
services are named Archive-it3, ArchiveTheNet4 and Web Archiving Service5, respec-
tively. These services enable focused archiving of web contents by organizations, such
as universities or libraries, that otherwise could not manage their own archives. For in-
stance, the Archive-it service is used by the North Carolina, ArchiveTheNet is used by
the UK Government WA and the Web Archiving Service by the University of Michigan.
The measurement of human resources engaged in web archiving activities was not
straightforward (question 2). Most respondents could not provide an effort measurement
in person-month. The presented reasons were that the teams were too variable and some
services were hired to third-party organizations out of their control. Instead, most of the
respondents described their staff and hiring conditions. The obtained results show that
web archiving engages at least 112 people in full-time and 166 in part-time. The total
of 277 people that preserve and provide access to the past of the web since its inception
contrasts with the resources invested to provide access to a snapshot of the current web.
For instance, Google by itself has 24 400 full-time employees, from which 9 508 work
in research and development and 2 768 in operations [60]. The web archive teams are
typically small, presenting a median staff of 2.5 people in full-time (average of 3.5)
and 2 people in part-time (average of 5) and are mostly composed by librarians and
information technology engineers. The results show that 11 initiatives (26%) don’t have
any person dedicated full-time. The effort of part-time workers is variable, for instance,
3 http://www.archive-it.org
4 http://archivethe.net
5 http://webarchives.cdlib.org
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Fig. 2. Cumulative number of initiatives created per year
at the Library of Congress they spend only a few hours a month. Most of the human
resources are invested on data acquisition and quality control.
Figure 1 presents the location of countries that host web archiving initiatives. The
42 initiatives are spread across 26 countries. There are 23 initiatives hosted in Europe,
10 in North America, 6 in Asia and 3 in Oceania. Half of the initiatives are hosted in
countries belonging to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD). From the 34 countries that belong to the OECD, 21 (62%) host at least one
web archiving initiative, which is an indicator of the importance of web archiving in
developed countries. Most of the countries host one (74%) or two initiatives (22%).
The only country that hosts more is the USA with 8 initiatives. Although being part of
a country, initiatives like the Tasmanian WA (Australia), North Carolina (USA) or Dig-
ital Heritage Catalonia (Spain) are hosted at autonomous states and aim at preserving
regional content.
Figure 2 presents the evolution of the number of web archiving initiatives created
per year. The first web archive named Internet Archive was founded by Brewster Kale
in 1996. Three initiatives followed in 1996: the Australia’s Web Archive and the Tas-
manian’s Web Archive from Australia, and Kulturarw3 from Sweden. Only 5 new ini-
tiatives arose during the following 6 years. However, since 2003 there was a significant
and constant growth with the creation of 31 initiatives, reaching 6 initiatives per year
in 2004 and 2005. One possible explanation for this fact was the concern raised by the
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) regarding
the preservation of the digital heritage [59].
5 Archived Data
All web archives select specific sites for archiving. This selection is determined by
factors such as consent by the authors or relevance for inclusion in thematic collections
(e.g. elections or natural disasters). Eleven initiatives (26%) also perform broad crawls
of the web, including all the sites hosted under a given domain name or geographical
location.
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Fig. 3. Size of archived collections in: (a) Volume of data (Terabytes) (b) Number of contents
(e.g. images, pages, videos)
Figure 3 presents the distribution of the archived collections measured in total vol-
ume of data and number of contents. For instance, one HTML page containing three
embedded images results in the archive of four contents. The objective of this measure-
ment was to characterize web archives regarding the total amount of data they held.
Selective web archiving is frequently focused on preserving individual sites. Thus, the
number of archived sites could also be an interesting metric. However, the size of web
sites significantly varies and the number of archived sites by itself is not descriptive of
the volume of archived data. Therefore, we decided not to include this metric to sim-
plify the questionnaire. The results show that 50% of the collections are smaller than
10 TB and are composed by less than 1 000 million contents (78%). The volume of
data correspondent to the creation of replicas to ensure preservation was not considered
in this measurement. The average content size was 46 KB and ranged between 14.2
KB and 119.4 KB. There are several reasons for this difference. Some web archives are
focused on specific contents which are typically large, such as video, PDF documents
or images. Web archives use different formats for archiving web data that may contain
additional meta-data or use compression. Another reason is that the size of contents
tends to grow [29]. Therefore, older archived contents tend to be smaller than recent
ones. Web archives worldwide preserved since 1996 a total of 181 978 million contents
(6.6 PB). The Internet Archive by itself holds 150 000 million contents (5.5 PB). The
size of the current web cannot be accurately determined. However, in 2008 Google an-
nounced that one single snapshot of the web comprised 1 trillion unique URLs (1012)
[13]. Notice that this number refers only to web pages and does not include contents,
such as images or videos, that are also addressed by web archives. The obtained results
show that the amount of archived data is small in comparison with the volume of data
that is permanently being published on the web.
Figure 4 presents the distribution of the file formats used to store archived content.
The ARC format was defined by the Internet Archive and applied as a de facto standard
[4]. In 2009, the WARC format was published by the Internet Organization for Stan-
dardization (ISO) as the official standard format for archiving web contents [24] and
it is already exclusively used by 10% of the initiatives. The ARC and WARC formats
are dominant, being used by 54% of the initiatives. The usage of standard formats for
web archiving facilitates the collaborative creation of tools, such as search engines or
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replication mechanisms, to process the archived data. Besides historical reasons, the
widespread of the ARC/WARC formats was motivated by the creation of the Archive-
Access project that freely provides open-source tools to process this type of files [20].
6 Access and Technologies
Figure 5(a) presents the types of search provided by the initiatives over their collec-
tions. The obtained results show that 89% of the initiatives support access to the history
of a given URL, 79% enable searching meta-data and 67% provide full-text search
over archived contents. There are 21 initiatives (50%) that provide full online access
to search mechanisms and archived content. Some initiatives hold the copyright of the
archived contents (e.g. German Bundestag, UK WA, Canada WA) or explicitly require
the consent of the authors before archiving (UK WA, OASIS). The Tasmanian WA oper-
ated since its inception under the assumption that web sites fall within the definition of
book. Thus, no permission to capture from publishers is required. The Internet Archive
and the Portuguese WA proactively archive and provide access to contents but remove
access on-demand. On the other hand, for 16 initiatives (38%) the access to the collec-
tions is somehow restricted. The Library of Congress, WebArchiv and Australia’s WA
provide public online access to part of their collections. Netarkivet.dk provides online
access on-demand only for research purposes. The Finnish WA provides online access
to meta-data but not to archived contents. BnF, Web@rchive and Preservation .ES grant
access exclusively through special rooms on their facilities. Maintaining the accessi-
bility level of the original information is mandatory to make web archives useful for
citizens. If a content is publicly available on the current web, it should continue to be
publicly available when it becomes a historical content. However, this policy collides
with national legislations that restrict access or even inhibit proactive web archiving.
The web broke economical and geographical barriers to information but legislations are
raising them against historical content. It is economical unattainable for most people to
travel, possibly to a foreign country, to investigate if an information published in the
past exists in a web archive.
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Fig. 5. Provided access to archives: (a) Access type (b) Used technologies
Figure 5(b) depicts the technologies being used by the initiatives that manage their
own systems. Notice that 16% of the initiatives use software as a service to manage
their collections. The Archive-Access tools are dominant (62%), including the Heritrix,
NutchWAX and Wayback projects, that support content harvesting, full-text and URL
search, respectively. However, respondents frequently mentioned that full-text search
was hard to implement and that the performance of NutchWAX was unsatisfactory, be-
ing one reason for the partial indexing of their collections. Nonetheless, NutchWAX
supports full-text search for the Finnish WA (148 million), Canada WA (170 million),
Digital Heritage of Catalonia (200 million), California Digital Library (216 million)
and BnF (estimated 2 100 million). Australia’s WA supports full-text search over 3 100
million contents indexed using an in-house developed system named Trove. It was es-
timated that the largest web search engine is Google and that it indexes 38 000 million
pages [9]. Creating a search engine over the archived so far (181 978 million contents),
would imply indexing 4.7 times more data.
7 Conclusions
The preservation of digital heritage is crucial to modern societies because web publica-
tions are extremely transient. This study identified 42 web archiving initiatives created
around the world since 1996. Web archives are typically hosted on developed countries
and are composed by small teams that mainly work on the acquisition and curation of
data. Most of the initiatives carefully select contents from the web to be archived. There
are 3 organizations that provide web archiving services. The total amount of archived
data so far reaches 6.6 PB (181 978 million contents). However, efficient search mech-
anisms are required to enable access to this information, which raises new technolog-
ical challenges. The largest web search engine indexes only 20% of this amount of
data. An additional problem are the legal barriers that restrict access to historical web
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contents and diminish the visibility and importance of web archives to modern societies.
Open access to historical web data would enable the creation of federated search mech-
anisms across web archives and the development of new applications by third-parties
that would contribute to explore the potential of this valuable source of historical in-
formation. New laws regarding digital preservation and extension of the legal deposit
to web contents have been approved. As future work, we intend to analyze the current
legal situation worldwide regarding web archiving and its impact on cultural heritage.
Despite the social and economic impact of losing the information that is being per-
manently and exclusively published on the web, the obtained results show that the grow-
ing resources invested in web archiving are still relatively scarce. This fact will probably
originate a historical void regarding our current times.
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Abstract. We point out, in this paper, the issue of improving the co-
herence of web archives under limited resources (e.g. bandwidth, storage
space, etc.). Coherence measures how much a collection of archived pages
versions reﬂects the real state (or the snapshot) of a set of related web
pages at diﬀerent points in time. An ideal approach to preserve the co-
herence of archives is to prevent pages content from changing during
the crawl of a complete collection. However, this is practically infeasible
because web sites are autonomous and dynamic. We propose two solu-
tions: a priori and a posteriori. As a priori solution, our idea is to crawl
sites during the oﬀ-peak hours (i.e. the periods of time where very little
changes is expected on the pages) based on patterns. A pattern mod-
els the behavior of the importance of pages changes during a period of
time. As an a posteriori solution, based on the same patterns, we intro-
duce a novel navigation approach that enables users to browse the most
coherent page versions at a given query time.
Keywords: Web Archiving, Data Quality, Pattern, Navigation.
1 Motivation
The major challenge of web archiving institutes (Internet Archive, etc.) is to
collect, preserve and enable future generations to browse oﬀ-line a rich part
of the Web even after it is no more reachable on-line. However, maintaining
a good quality of archives is not an easy task because the web is evolving
over time and allocated resources are usually limited (e.g. bandwidth, stor-
age space, etc.). In this paper, we focus on the coherence that measures how
much a collection of archived pages versions reﬂects the real web at diﬀerent
points in time. When users navigate through the archive, they may want to
browse a collection of related pages instead of individual pages. This collec-
tion is a set of linked pages which may or not share the same context, topic,
domain name, etc. It can be a web site generally including a home page and
located on the same server. But it can be also a set of interconnected web
 This research is supported by the French National Research Agency ANR in the
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Fig. 1. Archive Coherence
pages belonging to diﬀerent sites. Coherence ensures that if users reach a page
version, they can also reach to the versions of other pages of the same col-
lection, corresponding to the same point in time. In fact, during the navi-
gation in the archive, users may browse a page version which refers to an-
other page, but the two page versions have never appeared at the same time
on the real web. This may lead to conﬂicts or inconsistencies between page
versions, and such pages versions are considered temporally incoherent. Fig-
ure 1 depicts an example of incoherence while brwosing at time tq.We con-
sider two pages P1 and P2 of a site, updated respectively at time t2 and t5.
A and A’ are the two versions of the page P1 captured at time t1 and t3. B
is the only version of the page P2 captured at t4. If the archive is queried at
time tq, we can obtain as result the two versions A’ and B because they are
the ”closest“ from tq. These two versions are not coherent because they have
never appeared at the same time on the site (caused by pages update). How-
ever, the two versions A and B are coherent because they appear “as of” time
point t1.
The problem of incoherence usually happens when pages change their content
during the crawl of an entire collection. This problem can be handled by two
solutions: a priori and a posteriori. The a priori solution aims to minimize pages
incoherence at the crawling time by adjusting crawlers strategy. The a posteriori
solution operates at the browsing time by enabling users to navigate through the
most coherent pages versions. The a priori solution adjusts crawlers strategy to
maximize the coherence of collected pages versions independently of other quality
measures (e.g. completeness, freshness, etc.). As it is impossible to obtain 100%
of coherence in the archive due to the limited resources, an a posteriori solution
is also needed. Thus, our challenge is to optimize browsing to enable users to
navigate through the most coherent page versions at a given query time. In [2],
we have discovered periodic patterns from TV channels pages which describe the
behavior of (regular) changes over time. By exploiting these patterns, we propose,
in this paper, novel coherence-oriented approaches of crawling and browsing to
improve archives quality and users navigation.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, related works are discussed.
Section 3 deﬁnes a coherence measure. Section 4 describes web archiving model
based on pattern. Section 5 proposes a crawling strategy to maximize archives
coherence. Section 6 introduces a coherence-oriented approach to improve archive
navigation. Section 7 presents preliminary results. Section 8 concludes.
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2 Related Works
In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in improving coherence of
web archives. In [13], authors propose a crawling strategy to improve coherence
of crawled sites. However, they do not mention in which order sites should be
visited. In [14], they present visualization strategies to help archivists to un-
derstand the nature of coherence defects in the archive. In another study, they
deﬁne two quality measures (blur and sharp) and propose a framework, coined
SHARC, to optimize pages captures. The two policies [13,9] are based on mul-
tiple revisits of web pages. However, in our work, we assume that web crawlers
have limited resources which prevent from revisiting pages too often. Other stud-
ies are also closely related to our work in the sense that they aim at optimizing
crawlers. To guess at which frequency each page should be visited, crawl poli-
cies are based on three major factors: (i) the relevance /importance of pages
(e.g Page rank) [7], (ii) information longevity [11] and (iii) frequency of changes
[5,9]. A factor that has been ignored so far is the importance of changes between
pages versions. Moreover, the frequency of changes used by most policies is es-
timated based on homogenous poisson process which is not valid when pages
are updated frequently as demonstrated in [3]. Our research is applied on the
archive of French National Institute (INA) which preserves national radio and
TV channels pages. These pages are updated several times a day and, hence, the
poisson model can not be used as explained above. In [2], we discovered periodic
patterns from TV channels pages by using statistical analysis technique. Based
on patterns, we propose, in this paper, a crawl policy to improve the coherence
of archives.
This paper also presents a new navigation method that takes into account
the temporal coherence between the source page and the destination page. Al-
though there are several browsers proposed to navigate over historical web data
[10,15], they are only interested in navigation between versions of the same pages
by showing the changes over versions. As far as we know,no approach proposes
to improve the navigation in web archives by taking into account temporal co-
herence. The reason, as explained in [4], can be that temporal coherence only
impacts the very regular users who spend lots of time navigating in the web
archives. Even though, today the archive initiatives do not have many users, we
believe that, popular web archives (e.g Internet Archive, Google News Archive)
will get the attention of more and more regular users over web archives.
3 Coherence Measure
We deﬁne in this section a quality measure inspired by [13] which assesses the
coherence of archives. The following notations are used in the paper.
– Si is a collection of linked web pages P
j
i .
– ASi is a (historical) archive of Si.
– P ji [t] is a version of a page P
j
i (P
j
i ∈ collection Si) captured at time t.
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– Q(tq, ASi) is a query which asks for the closest versions (or snapshot) of ASi
to the time tq.
– R(Q(tq, ASi)) is a set of versioned pages obtained as a result of querying ASi
at time tq. A’ and B in Figure 1 both belong to R(Q(tq, AS)).
– ω(P ji [t]) is the importance of the version P
j
i [t]. It depends on (i) the weight of
the page P ji (e.g. PageRank) and on (ii) the importance of changes between
P ji [t] and its last archived version. The importance of changes between two
pages versions can be evaluated based the estimator proposed in [1].
Definition 1. Coherent Versions
The Ni versions of R(Q(tq, ASi)) are coherent, if there is a time point (or an
interval) called tcoherence, so that it exists a non-empty intersection among the
invariance interval [μj , μj∗ ] of all versions.
∀P ji [t] ∈ R(Q(tq, ASi)), ∃tcoherence : tcoherence ∈
Ni⋂
j=1
[μj , μj∗ ] 	= ∅ (1)
where μj and μ
∗
j are respectively the time points of the previous and the next
changes following the capture of the version P ji [t].
As shown in Figure 2, the three versions P 1i [t1], P
2
i [t2] and P
3
i [t3] are coherent
because there is an interval tcoherence that satisﬁes the coherence constraint (1).
However, the three page versions at the right are not coherent because there is
no point in time satisfying the coherence constraint (1).
Definition 2. Query-Result Coherence
The coherence of the query result R(Q(tq, ASi), also called weighted coherence,
is the weight of the largest number of coherent versions divided by the total
weight of the Ni versions of R(Q(tq, ASi)). We assume that {P 1i [t1],..., P ρi [tρ]}
∈ R(Q(tq, ASi)) are the ρ coherent versions, i.e satisfying the constraint (1). ρ
is the largest number of coherent versions composing R(Q(tq, ASi)).
The coherence of R(Q(tq, ASi)) is
Coherence(R(Q(tq, ASi)) =
∑ρ
k=1 ω(P
k
i [tk])∑Ni
k=1 ω(P
k
i [tk])
where ω(P ki [tk]) is the importance of the version P
k
i [tk].
Fig. 2. Coherence Example [13]
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Instead of evaluating the coherence of all the versions composing the query re-
sult R(Q(tq, ASi)), we can restrict the coherence measure to only the η-top pages
of ASi which are the most relevant ones. Such measure is useful to preserve par-
ticularly the coherence of the most browsed (important) pages like home pages
and their related pages. Coherence of rarely browsed pages can be considered
less important.
4 Pattern Model
Our work aims at improving the coherence of archived web collections by using
patterns. We describe here the pattern model.
4.1 Pattern
A pattern models the behavior of page’s changes over periods of time, during
for example a day. It is periodic and may depend on the day of the week and of
the hour within a day. Pages with similar changes behavior can be grouped to
share a common pattern.
Definition 3. Pattern A pattern of a page Pji with an interval length l is a
nonempty sequence Patt(Pji ) = {(ω1,T1); ...; (ωk,Tk);...; (ωNT ,TNT )}, where NT
is the total number of periods in the pattern and ωk is the estimated importance
of changes in the period Tk.
4.2 Pattern-Based Archiving
As shown in Figure 3, patterns are discovered from archived page versions by
using an analyzer. The ﬁrst step of the analyzer consists on segmenting each
captured pages into blocks that describe the hierarchical structure of the page.
Then, successive versions of a same page are compared to detect structural1 and
content2 changes by using Vi-DIFF algorithm [12]. Afterwards, the importance
of changes between two successive versions is evaluated based on the estimator
proposed in [1]. This estimator returns a normalized value between 0 and 1.
An importance value near one (respectively near 0) denotes that changes be-
tween versions are very important (respectively irrelevant e.g. advertisements
or decoration). After that, a periodic pattern which models changes importance
behavior is discovered for each page based on statistical analysis. In [2], we have
presented, through a case study, steps and algorithms used to discover patterns
from French TV channels pages. Discovered patterns are periodically updated
to always reﬂect the current behavior. They can be used to improve the coher-
ence of archives. Also, they can be exploited by the browser to enable users to
navigate through the most coherent page versions as shown in Figure 3.
1 The changes that aﬀect the structure of blocks composing the page.
2 The changes that modify links, images and texts inside blocks of the pages.
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Fig. 3. Pattern-based Archiving
5 Coherence-Oriented Crawling
An ideal approach to preserve the coherence of archives is to prevent pages
content from changing during the crawl of a complete collection. As this is prac-
tically impossible, we have the idea to crawl each colection during the periods of
time where very little (or useless) changes are expected to occur on pages. Such
periods are named oﬀ-peak periods. Based on discovered patterns, these periods
can be predicted for each page and grouped to share a common oﬀ-peak period
for the collection as shown in Figure 4. To improve the coherence, it is better to
start by crawling S2 before S1 in order to coincide with their oﬀ-peak periods
(Figure 4).
5.1 Crawling Strategy
Given a limited amount of resources, our challenge is to schedule collections
according to their oﬀ-peak periods in a such way that it improves the coherence of
the archive. We deﬁne an urgency function that computes the priority of crawling
a collection Si at time t. The urgency U(Si,t,η) of crawling the collection Si at
time t is
U(Si, t, η) = [1− ϕ(Si, Tk, η)] ∗ (t− tlastRefresh)
Fig. 4. Crawling collections at oﬀ-peak periods
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- t is the current time (t ∈ Tk),
- tlastRefresh is the last time of refreshing the collection Si.
- η is the number of pages considered to evaluate the coherence of ASi
- ϕ(Si, Tk, η) is the average of the importance of the changes predicted by pat-
terns during the period Tk for the collection Si.
ϕ(Si, Tk, η) =
∑η
k=1 ωk
η
where ωk is the importance of changes deﬁned in Patt(P
j
i ) (1 ≤ j≤ η) at Tk.
The urgency of a collection depends on the importance of changes predicted
by patterns and also on the duration between the current and the last refresh
time. Less important changes occur in period Tk, higher is the priority given
to crawl the collection Si. Only the M-top collections with the highest priority
are downloaded at each period Tk. The value M is ﬁxed according to avail-
able resources (e.g. bandwidth, etc.). Once the M collections to be crawled are
selected, the diﬀerent pages are downloaded in descending order of their im-
portance changes predicted by their patterns in period Tk. It is better to start
by crawling pages with the highest changes importance because the risk of ob-
taining an incoherence heavily depends on the time of downloading each page.
Capturing static pages at the end of crawl period does not aﬀect the coherence
of archived collection. A pseudo code of the implementation of this strategy is
depicted by Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. Coherence-oriented Crawling
Input:
S1, S2,..,Si,..., SN - list of collections
Patt(P1i ),Patt(P
2
i ),..., Patt(P
j
i ),..., Patt(P
n
i ) - list of Page patterns
Begin
1. for each collection Si, i=1...,N in period Tk do
2. compute U(Si, t, η) = [1− ϕ(Si, Tk, η)] ∗ (t − tlastRefresh)
3. collectionList.add(Si,U(Pi, t)) /* in descending order of urgency */
4. end for
5. for i=1...,M do
6. Si ←−collectionList.select(i)
7. tlastRefresh ←− t
8. pageList←−getPagesofCollection(Si)
9. reorder(pageList, wk) /* in descending order of changes importance */
10. for each page Pji in pageList do
11. download page Pji
12. end for
13. end for
End
6 Coherence-Oriented Navigation
In web archives, navigation, also known as surﬁng, is enriched with the temporal
dimension. In [10], web archive navigation is represented in two diﬀerent cate-
gories: horizontal navigation and vertical navigation. Horizontal navigation lets
users to browse chronologically among diﬀerent versions of a page, while vertical
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navigation lets users to browse by following hyperlinks between pages like in the
web. In this paper, we are interested in vertical navigation. Although it looks
like navigation in the real web, the issues induced by web archives ( temporal
coherence and incompleteness) lead to broken or defected links which disable the
complete navigation. As we know, it is impossible to obtain 100 % of coherence
in the archive because allocated resources are usually limited and pages are too
dynamic. If the system does not hold a version that was crawled exactly at the
requested time, it usually returns the nearest (or recent) version. Even by ﬁnding
the nearest version from the multi archives view, like in Memento framework [8],
it is not sure that thuis version reﬂects the navigation like it was in real web.
We introduce here a navigation approach that enables users to navigate through
the most coherent versions.
In the remainder of the paper, the notion of collections of pages are not used
anymore because while navigating in the archive, we focus on the coherence of
two linked pages: (i) the source page and (ii) the destination page pointed by an
hyperlink from the source page. In the following, a page is denoted by Pj and a
version of the page crawled at instant t is denoted by Pj[t] .
6.1 Informal Overview
A simple example is given in Figure 5 to better explain our coherence-oriented
navigation approach. Consider a user who starts to navigate in the archive from
the version of the page P1 captured at tq (P1[tq]). This user wants to follow the
hyperlink to browse the page P2. The closest version of P2 before tq is P2[t1] and
the closest version of P2 after tq is P2[t2]. They are the candidate destination
versions. We assume that the patterns of P1 and P2 which describe the behavior
of changes are known. These patterns are used to decide which version is the most
coherent. As shown in Figure 5, the subpatterns, deﬁned according to the periods
[t1, tq] (in red) and [tq, t2] (in green), are extracted from patterns of P1 and P2. To
ﬁnd the most coherent version to P1[tq], we estimate the importance of changes
for each subpattern. Smaller the importance of changes predicted by subpatterns
is, smaller the risk of incoherence. Thus, the group of subpatterns (a) and (b) is
compared to other group of subpatterns (c) and (d) by using the importance of
changes. The group of subpatterns which has the smallest total importance of
changes is selected. This means that the navigation through the corresponding
page versions in the selected group is more coherent. In the example, the group
of subpatterns (a) and (b) has smaller importance of changes than the group of
(c) and (d). Thus, the most coherent version P2[t1] (corresponding to subpattern
(b)) is returned to the user.
6.2 Formal Definitions
In this section, we give the formal deﬁnitions of our approach explained in the
previous section.
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Fig. 5. Coherence-oriented Navigation
Definition 4. SubPattern
Given a pattern Patt(Pj) = {(ω1,T1); ...; (ωk,Tk);...; (ωNT ,TNT )}, the subpat-
tern SubPatt(Patt(Pj), [tx, ty]) is a part of the pattern valid for a given period
[tx, ty].
SubPatt(Patt(Pj), [tx, ty]) = {(ωk, Tk); (ωk+1, Tk+1); ...; (ωl, Tl)}
where 1 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ NT and tx ∈ Tk and ty ∈ Tl
Definition 5. Pattern Changes Importance
The function Ψ(Patt(Pj)) estimates the total importance of changes deﬁned
in the given pattern Patt(Pj). It is the sum of all changes importance ωi of
Patt(Pj).
Ψ(Patt(Pj)) =
i≤l∑
i=k
ωi
Definition 6. Navigational Incoherence
Let Ps[tq] be the source version where the navigation starts. Let Pd[tx] be the des-
tination version (Pd[tx]) pointed by an hyperlink. The navigational incoherence
(Υ ) between the two versions Ps[tq] and Pd[tx] is the sum of changes importance
predicted by their corresponding subpatterns during the period [tq, tx]. tq and tx
are respectively the instants of capturing the source and the destination versions.
Υ (Ps[tq], Pd[tx])=Ψ(SubPatt(Patt(Ps), [tq, tx]))+Ψ(SubPatt(Patt(Pd), [tq, tx]))
where tq ≤ tx
Definition 7. Most Coherent Version
To ﬁnd out the most coherent destination version, the navigational incoherence
(Υ ) between the source version and the set of the candidate destination versions
are compared and the destination version with the smallest Υ is returned. The
reason to choose the smallest Υ is that the probability of being incoherent depends
on the importance of changes of subpatterns. In other words, if there are less
changes, the source and the destination version are expected to be more coherent.
The most coherent version is described as follows:
MCoherent(Ps[tq ], {Pd[tx], Pd[ty]}) =
{
Pd[tx] if Υ (Ps[tq ], Pd[tx]) < Υ (Ps[tq], Pd[ty ])
Pd[ty ] otherwise
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Example 1. We take the same example of Figure 5 to explain the process. We
assume that the importance of changes for the four subpatterns a, b, c, d are
respectively 0.6, 0.1, 0.7, 0.6.
The most coherent version MCoherent(Ps[tq], {Pd[tx], Pd[ty]}) is P2[t1] because
Υ (P1[tq], P2[t1]) is smaller than Υ (P1[tq], P2[t2]) where
Υ (P1[tq], P2[t1]) = 0.6 + 0.1 = 0.7 and Υ (P1[tq], P2[t2]) = 0.7 + 0.6 = 1.3
7 Experimental Evaluation
We evaluate here the eﬀectiveness of the coherence-oriented crawling and naviga-
tion. As it is impossible to capture exactly all page changes occurred on web sites
to measure the coherence, we have conducted simulations experiments based on
real patterns obtained from French TV channels pages [2]. Experiments, written
in Java, were conducted on PC running Linux over a 3.20 GHz Intel Pentium 4
processor with 1.0 GB of RAM. Each page is described by its real pattern and
the corresponding importance of changes is generated according to this pattern.
In addition, the following parameters are set: the number of pages per collec-
tion, the duration of simulation, the number of periods in patterns, the number
of allocated resources (i.e. the maximum number of sites (or pages) that can be
captured per each time period).
7.1 Coherence-Oriented Crawling Experiments
We have evaluated the coherence obtained by our Pattern strategy (cf. Algo-
rithm 1) compared to the following related crawl policies: Relevance [7] which
downloads ﬁrst the most important sites and pages in a ﬁxed order based on
PageRank, SHARC [9] which repeatedly selects in a ﬁxed order the sites to
be crawled then downloads the entire site by ensuring that the most changing
pages are downloaded close to the middle of the capture interval, Coherence [13]
which repeatedly downloads sites in a circular order. Within a site, it starts by
crawling the pages that have the lowest probability to cause incoherence in the
archive and Frequency [5] which selects sites in circular order and crawls pages
according to their frequency of changes estimated by a Poisson model [6].
All experiments that have been conducted to evaluate those strategies are
done under the same conditions (i.e. a maximum of M sites can be captured at
each period T ).
Figure 6 shows the weighted coherence (cf. Section 3) obtained by the diﬀerent
strategies with respect to the percentage of sites crawled per period M=[10%-
50%]. We varied the number η of top-pages considered to evaluate the coherence
of the site (η=50%,100%). As we can see, our Pattern strategy, which crawls col-
lections according to their oﬀ-peak periods, outperforms its competitors SHARC,
Coherence, Relevance and Frequency. It improves the coherence by around 10
% independently of the percentage of sites crawled per period. This improve-
ment can be observed even better if the patterns of collections are signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent from one another.
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Fig. 6. Weighted Coherence
7.2 Coherence-Oriented Navigation Experiments
Similarly to the crawling experiments, we implemented our navigation approach
(cf. Section 6) over a simulated archive based on the real patterns obtained from
France TV channels pages. The experiment consists in simulating the navigation
from a page source Ps to diﬀerent destination pages Pd by following all outgoing
links from Ps. In addition, we implemented two related navigation strategies:
Nearest and Recent. The Nearest policy enables to navigate through the closest
versions to the query time tq. The Recent policy enables to navigate through the
closest versions before the query time tq. The coherence of our navigation policy
Pattern is compared to Nearest and Recent strategies based on the deﬁnition 1
of Section 3. As we use a simulator, we know which version of the destination
page is the most coherent at the beginning of the experiments. For each strategy,
we count how many times the most coherent version (i.e. the version satisfying
the coherence constraint (1)) is chosen and then this number is divided by the
total number of outgoing links in the source page.
Figure 7 shows the percentage of coherent versions obtained by diﬀerent
strategies (Pattern, Nearest, Recent) with respect to the total number of out-
going links of the page source. As presented in the horizontal axis, the number
of outgoing links from the page source Ps is varying from 10 to 100. We have
included in brackets the percentage of cases where the nearest destination page
version Pd[t] to the query time tq is incoherent with the page source version Ps[t].
It is important to point out that the percentage of incoherence cases presented
in brackets is computed as an average obtained through several executions of
simulated experiments. For example, the page source with 70 outgoing links at
time tq has about 20,7% of links where the nearest version of the destination
pages are incoherent. As seen in Figure 7, our navigation policy based on pat-
terns outperforms its competitors Nearest and Recent. It improves the coherence
by around 10 % compared to Nearest and by around 40 % compared to Recent.
These results are not only signiﬁcant but also important since the navigation is
one of the main tools used by archive users such as historians, journalists etc.
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Fig. 7. Coherence-oriented Navigation
8 Conclusion and Future Work
This paper addresses an important issue of improving coherence of archives under
limited resources. We proposed two solutions : a priori and a posteriori. The a
priori solution adjusts crawlers strategy to improve archive coherence by using
patterns. We have demonstrated that reordering collections of web pages to crawl
according to their oﬀ-peak periods can improve archives coherence by around
10 % compared to current policies in use. Moreover, as an a posteriori solution,
we proposed a novel browsing approach using patterns that enables users to
navigate through the most coherent pages versions. Results of experiments have
shown that our approach can improve the coherence during the navigation by
around 10 % compared to related policies Nearest and Recent. To the best of
our knowledge, this work is the ﬁrst to exploit patterns to improve coherence
of crawling and navigation. As a future direction, we intend to test the two
proposed solutions over real data. Our challenge is to enable users to navigate
through the most coherent versions at a reasonable time. Further study needs
to be done to evaluate how far users can perceive coherence improvements when
they navigate in the archive.
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Abstract. Annotations are a fundamental scholarly practice common
across disciplines. They enable scholars to organize, share and exchange
knowledge, and collaborate in the interpretation of source material. In
this paper, we introduce the YUMA Media Annotation Framework, an
ongoing open source eﬀort to provide integrated collaborative annotation
functionality for digital library portals and online multimedia collections.
YUMA supports image, map, audio and video annotation and follows
the OAC annotation model in order to provide data interoperability. A
unique feature of YUMA is semantic enrichment, a mechanism that al-
lows users to eﬀortlessly augment annotations with links to contextually
relevant resources on the Linked Data Web.
Keywords: Annotation, Linked Data, Tagging.
1 Introduction
Annotations are a fundamental scholarly practice common across disciplines [5].
They enable scholars to organize, share and exchange knowledge, and collaborate
in the analysis of source material. At the same time, annotations oﬀer additional
context. They provide explanations which may help others in the understanding
of a particular item [2], or point to related material which may be useful for
its interpretation. As institutions are making increasing eﬀorts to digitize their
holdings and make them available to the public over the Web [6], the role of
annotations is evolving: cultural institutions are discovering the added value of
user-contributed knowledge [4]. To users, adding comments, notes or tags to
collection items is a convenient way to organize and personalize the information
they ﬁnd; or to share it with others online. To institutions, annotations can serve
as a source of additional metadata which can improve search and retrieval, and
helps users to discover content they wouldn’t have found otherwise.
However, until now no single annotation application that can manage more
than one speciﬁc media type has been widely adopted. Moreover, if annotation
functionality is provided at all, it is usually based on an in-house solution, em-
ploying proprietary data models which are not interoperable with those of other
S. Gradmann et al. (Eds.): TPDL 2011, LNCS 6966, pp. 434–437, 2011.
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systems [2]. As a result, annotation data is locked in closed silos, and usable only
within the conﬁnes of a single system.
In this paper, we present the YUMA Universal Media Annotator1, an on-
going eﬀort to create an open source annotation framework for diﬀerent types
of multimedia content. By exposing annotations according to the principles of
Linked Data [1], they are pulled out of institutional silos and become interop-
erable with other systems on the Web. YUMA is being developed in the scope
of the EuropeanaConnect project2 and is currently being showcased as part of
the Europeana ThoughtLab3, an online demonstration area for various initiatives
carried out by partners of the Europeana4 cultural heritage portal.
2 System Architecture
YUMA is based on a distributed architecture and consists of two core elements:
(i) the Annotation Suite, a set of browser-based end-user applications for anno-
tating content of speciﬁc media types; and (ii) the Annotation Server, a common
“backend” service used by all of those applications. One of YUMA’s key design
principles is that it is designed for integration into a host environment - e.g. an
online library portal - rather than to function as a standalone application. Con-
sequently, it lacks typical portal features such as user management, and instead
foresees appropriate APIs and authentication mechanisms which allow the host
environment to use YUMA as an external, loosely-coupled service.
3 Annotation Suite
With the YUMA Annotation Suite the user creates “Post-It”-style annotations
on digital media items. Annotations can pertain to the item as a whole, or only a
part of it. At present, the suite includes tools for images and digitised maps.
(The map tool is similar to the image tool, but features a “Google-Maps-like”
interface for high-resolution content, and adds geographical features such as geo-
referencing and map-overlay.) In addition, there are prototype implementations
for audio and video annotation.
The user interface oﬀers similar functionality across all of the media types. As
an example, a screenshot of the map annotation tool is shown in Fig. 1: a ﬂoat-
ing window lists existing annotations, and provides GUI elements for creating,
editing, and deleting. To facilitate communication and collaboration, it is possi-
ble to reply to annotations, and to keep track of discussions around a particular
media item or annotation via RSS feeds. For annotating speciﬁc areas, the tool
1 http://github.com/yuma-annotation
2 http://europeanaconnect.eu
3 http://europeana.eu/portal/thoughtlab.html, also see
http://dme.ait.ac.at/annotation for direct access to the annotation
demonstrator
4 http://www.europeana.eu/
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Fig. 1. YUMA Map Annotation Tool Screenshot
provides the option to mark a location or draw a polygon shape on the map.
(The image tool provides the same functionality. The audio tool allows selection
of a speciﬁc time range; the video tool supports both time range selection and
shape drawing.)
In addition to free-text annotation, YUMA supports the notion of semantic
enrichment of annotations by means of tags that represent resources on the Web.
In contrast to free-form tags, which can be any arbitrary keyword, semantic
tags are chosen from a controlled vocabulary. Besides enforcing a more coherent
tagging structure, this has two added beneﬁts. Firstly, a link to a semantic
resource is not ambiguous - which is particularly valuable in the context of search
and retrieval. Secondly, semantic resources can contain (or link to) more relevant
information - such as descriptive text abstracts, synonymous name variants,
names in diﬀerent languages, or, in the case of tags referring to places, geographic
coordinates. This information may not only be of interest to the user, it can also
be exploited to complement traditional metadata and facilitate advanced search
functionalities such as multilingual, synonym, or geographical search [3].
While it is possible to conﬁgure YUMA to work with a dedicated institutional
vocabulary, YUMA’s primary approach to semantic tagging is based on Linked
Data: using Named Entity Recognition, the system will attempt to identify men-
tions of e.g. place or person names in the annotation, and suggest appropriate
tags that represent resources in a Linked Data set5. The map annotation tool
5 The current prototype relies on DBpedia Spotlight
(http://dbpedia.org/spotlight) for this step.
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also suggests tags for geographic entities inside the annotated area [4]. These
suggestions are presented in the form of a tag cloud. The user can accept a
suggestion by clicking on the tag, as shown in Fig. 1.
4 Annotation Server
The Annotation Server is the storage and administration backend of the YUMA
Annotation Framework. It can be deployed with diﬀerent relational database sys-
tems (such as MySQL or PostgreSQL). The diﬀerent applications in the Suite
access, store, update, and delete annotations through a REST API. The Server
also oﬀers search (through a GUI as well as through an API) and basic admin-
istration features, and provides the infrastructure for the RSS feed syndication.
Furthermore, the Annotation Server exposes annotations to the outside world
as Linked Data. Each annotation is assigned a unique URI, which returns an
RDF representation when resolved. To provide data interoperability, the tool
relies on the OAC6 model. OAC is an emerging ontology for describing scholarly
annotations of Web-accessible information resources; and YUMA is among the
ﬁrst annotation solutions to implement it.
This paper presented work done for the EU-funded best practice network Eu-
ropeanaConnect, within the eContentplus Programme, and was also supported
by a Marie Curie International Outgoing Fellowship within the 7th European
Community Framework Programme.
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Abstract. When reading on paper, readers often write notes, fold cor-
ners or insert bookmarks without apparent conscious eﬀort. Research
into digital reading has discovered that electronic tools are far less intu-
itive, require signiﬁcantly more attention, and are much less used. This
paper introduces “The Digital Reading Desk” – a document reading in-
terface that enhances existing digital reading interactions by adopting
eﬀective elements of paper interaction, and combining those with digital
enhancements.
Keywords: Annotation, Placeholding, Digital Documents.
1 Introduction
In the physical world, the act of note-taking requires very little conscious eﬀort.
The lightweight [2] properties of paper coupled with years of learned behaviour
facilitate easy manipulation and use of paper based mark-up tools. The equiv-
alent interactions on digital document readers however, do not oﬀer the same
aﬀordances and consequently suﬀer from poor rates of use when compared to
their physical paper counterparts [2,3]. One contributory factor may be the over-
specialised nature of digital tools, compared to print. This can be observed when
using Post-Its on a physical document. Post-its can have multiple uses depending
on their placement: they can sit entirely within a page (to make notes about it),
protrude from the side of the document (acting as a bookmark) or even on the
desk next to the document (for a note about the whole document). See Fig 1.
We are endeavouring to answer Marshall and Bly’s [2] challenge to produce
digital tools that mirror the apparently ﬂuid and eﬀortless actions seen by users
of paper documents. The “Digital Reading Desk” mirrors some features of work-
ing with paper that have been absent from previous designs, and that may be
essential for a truly usable system. The advantages of the design have been
established by an initial user study.
2 Physical versus Digital
In terms of interaction, the way in which users can manipulate digital notes
is drastically diﬀerent from paper. As discussed above, there are several ways
in which paper can be exploited that lack digital solutions. For example, the
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Fig. 1. An example of Post-its being used in a physical book
majority of digital reading systems do not provide a workspace comparable to a
physical desk to make notes. Previous studies [1,4] have proved that the margins
and indeed the space surrounding the document (the desk for example) perform
an integral role in the physical mark-up process, yet thus far, little attempt has
been made to integrate this feature into digital reader designs.
As discussed in the previous section, paper also easily facilitates multi- func-
tionality within tools (e.g. Post-its that can act as notes as well as rudimentary
bookmarks), whereas digital systems typically separate these functions.
3 Interaction Design
The ‘Digital Reading Desk’ is a system designed to overcome the problems as-
sociated with electronic reading. Our interaction is informed by the eﬀective
interactions of reading on paper. We present the PDF document as a double
page spread (see Figure 2), that appears like a book on a desk – cueing the user
to the potential for paper-like interaction. A key feature of the design is the in-
corporation of the ‘virtual desk’; an area that provides an additional workspace,
that can, like a physical desk, hold notes about the document. To mimic the way
physical notes perform multiple functions, we have combined the note-taking and
bookmarking into a single lightweight tool that will in turn reduce the time and
eﬀort required for learning. In both cases, we have therefore made an interaction
that is as complete a reproduction of the book metaphor as is beneﬁcial.
To the right of the virtual desk sit three ‘piles’ of inexhaustible Post-its that
can change colour using the palette above. To create a Post-it, the user drags
from a Post-it pile directly onto the document (see Figure 2). This approach
eliminates the need for a menu system, as they are removed in same fashion,
i.e. by dragging back onto the pile. The Post-its can contain text, making them
mimic their physical equivalents. They can be moved, resized (to mimic folding
and cutting) and ‘lifted up’ (to reveal the text underneath).
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Fig. 2. Screen Shots from the Drag-and-Drop Notes System
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Finally, and most importantly, to ensure the Post-its behave in the same way
as on paper we wanted to ensure there were no constraints as to where they
could be positioned. Speciﬁcally then, Post-its can be placed either:
1. Completely on the document;
2. On the desk next to, or behind (if the book is closed) the document;
3. Protruding the document which will cause it to act as a bookmark.
Thus, one tool now performs three separate functions: ﬁrst, to make notes on
speciﬁc pages; second, to make notes about the book as a whole and thirdly
support placeholding. Post-its that also act as bookmarks not only navigate to
the correct page when clicked, but also ‘ﬂip’ from one side of the book to the
other depending upon which page is open i.e., Post-its that bookmark pages that
are sequentially before the current page appear on the left, and those on pages
that follow after the current page are on the right.
4 User Study
We have conducted a sixteen participant user study on the Reading Desk, com-
pared to two benchmark systems that replicate current “state-of-the-art” inter-
faces for reader software. This three-way comparison resulted in establishing
clear beneﬁts to two key features of the Reading Desk’s design. First, partici-
pants subjectively approved of the provision of the ‘virtual desk’ area; second,
the uniﬁed Post-it style tool that provides both bookmarking and note-taking si-
multaneously. Furthermore, participants used annotation much more extensively
in open tasks with the Reading Desk than with the traditional designs.
5 Conclusions
We wish to create an eﬀective digital system for attentive reading, that en-
courages users to make extensive use of annotation, as they do on paper. Our
underlying hypothesis is that an extended workspace and multi-purpose tools
will minimize the user’s interaction eﬀort during close attentive reading, and
that the high demands of digital annotation tools contributes to their low use.
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Abstract. Readers in digital libraries (DL) usually do not lack information, on
the contrary while browsing a DL they often struggle with too many documents.
Searching and displaying search results appropriately becomes important.
This demonstration shows an experimental interface that displays search re-
sults in two forms: textual (which the readers are used to) and visual. Displaying
search results as networks of similar documents, articles of the same author or
articles with the same keywords often reveal new information.
Presented application is a web page with a Java Applet communicating with
the rest of the page and integrated in Czech Mathematics DL website.
1 Introduction
Currently digital libraries (DL) are storages of large amounts of data, where most users
(and providers) focus on searching. While browsing search results, visualization can be
very helpful since the search capacity of human visual system is very large [11].
The Czech Digital Mathematics Library (DML-CZ) [1] is a large DL where the vi-
sual interface is implemented (in experimental mode) with the Visual Browser [8].
Visual Browser [8] is a general tool for dynamic (animated) visualization of RDF1
triples. It can be used for different kinds of data thanks to its two layer architecture: the
data and the perspective of view – a short XML description of appearance of different
(classes of) nodes, edges (e.g. display articles’ titles as green rectangles with round cor-
ner, display shorter edges between most similar articles). In the case of DML-CZ search
results visualization, Visual Browser had not to be adapted, only a new perspective of
view was created. The emphasis of the work was the conversion to RDF, suitable for
visualization.
2 Metadata Visualization
Searching in the DL is in fact searching in the metadata. Metadata structure, quantity
and correctness are relevant factors for successful searching in DLs. Search results are
displayed in textual form, but simultaneously the same data can be browsed in visual
form (see Figure 1).
From the point of view of visualization metadata are of different kinds:
1 Resource Description Framework.
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Fig. 1. Search results are displayed in both textual and visual form
– short texts (authors’ names, short titles, MSC2 categories, keywords)
– links (bibliography, similarity, classification, shared keywords)
– longer texts (full paper name, abstract)
The metadata constitute a huge, but relatively sparse network of units of different
classes. In this network, nodes are labeled by short texts. Different classes of units are
represented by different colors and shapes. Mapping from logical entities to their visual
attributes is fully configurable in Visual Browser (via perspective of view).
Edges represent structural (e.g. articles in issues), semantic (e.g. classification of
articles) or mixed types of relations (authors of articles).
3 Related Work
Since RDF is widely used for encoding semantic data, there exist a large number of vi-
sualization software. These applications were developed for different purposes, there-
fore have different features: some of them are editors as well, some of them support
reasoning. A short overview is provided in this section.
Unless ABox Visualizer [7] or PGV [2] that can visualize chunks of nodes we con-
centrate on visualizing individual nodes and edges. However, there are still many ways
to do that.
A good example of individual nodes visualization is a Web-based browser and editor
SWOOP with Graph Visualization plug-in [5]. It is intended for browsing and editing
OWL3 ontologies. GrOWL [6] is another visualization and editing tool based on the
underlying description logic semantics of OWL. It offers animated force directed graph
layout. For displaying different classes of data in different ways, GrOWL uses filtering.
RDF Gravity [3] is another software, designed for visualizing RDF graphs. It sup-
ports filtering as well, but also allows data providers to configure the appearance of
nodes and edges through configurable renderers. Node-centric RDF Graph Visualiza-
tion [10] is yet another tool that displays nodes and edges in a way more suitable for
printing.
2 Mathematics Subject Classification [4].
3 Web Ontology Language.
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4 Application Background
The application follows the client-server architecture. The server stores and provides
metadata, the textual and the visual interfaces are clients. Textual interface is a dynamic
web page and the visual interface is a Java application running as Java applet. Moreover,
these two clients are able to intercommunicate on client side via JavaScript. The whole
architecture is represented by Figure 2.
DL metadata are converted from the native metadata format to RDF triples.The na-
tive metadata are stored in multiple XML files. Each serial is in a directory tree. In each
directory there are metadata for the appropriate level, e.g. for serial, year, volume. The
metadata have to be “escaped” (conversion of special characters) and transformed to
form RDF triples such as <articleID> dml:hasAuthor <authorID>. Some
of the native metadata were omitted (e.g. processing progress, date of scanning).
SPARQL4 [9] is the communication language between server and clients. Each click
is converted to a SPARQL query and a relatively small subgraph (SPARQL construct)
is returned to the client. In case of the textual interface, a XSL transformation is used
to display the data in an appropriate form. For Visual Browser RDF is its native format,
therefore no more processing is needed.
Fig. 2. Architecture of the application
5 Conclusion and Future Work
An alternative interface to a digital library is presented. The visual interface can help
users to orient themselves in complex and large data. It is intended to serve together with
the textual interface since users are used to textual interfaces. Currently, this interface
is used (in experimental mode) to browse through search results in DML-CZ5.
4 Recursive shorthand for SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language.
5 http://search.dml.cz
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The client-server architecture was used since it is able to process large data (only
a small part of the data is displayed and listed at a time). However, the quality of the
visualization depends significantly on the metadata.
Future work comprises enhancements in user comfort. We plan to allow users to
set their own ways to display the metadata and possibly to display different kinds of
metadata (e.g. annotations).
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Abstract. The Archiv-Editor is a multilingual desktop program for working 
with a Person Data Repository. It is developed as part of the DFG-Project 
Person Data Repository at the Berlin-Brandenburgische Academy of Science 
and Humanities (BBAW). Researchers in the humanities can enter any data 
related to a person, from archives, books and other sources, into the Archiv-
Editor offline, and store and exchange the data with colleagues via one or more 
Person Data Repositories. Information about a person is not entered into a 
formula or table, but into an open text field and then marked with a 
customizable markup based on the Text Encoding Initiative. As they do not 
require a specific structure of statements and information, the Person Data 
Repository and the Archiv-Editor are open to a wide variety of research projects 
in Humanities and offer the infrastructure to combine and integrate data from 
divergent fields and research perspectives. 
1   Person Data Repository at the BBAW 
The project “Construction of a repository for biographical data on historical persons 
of the 19th century” – short form: Person Data Repository – enhances the existing 
approaches to data-integration and electronically supported biographical research. It 
investigates connecting and presenting heterogeneous information on persons of the 
“long nineteenth century” (1789–1914). The project's aim is to provide a de-
centralized software system for research institutions, universities, archives, and 
libraries, that allows combined access to biographical information from different data 
pools. The project has installed the first repository at the BBAW and a second 
repository in Rome for an international group of researchers, and is developing further 
cooperation with projects in Bonn and Bamberg. 
To structure heterogeneous biographical data and to deal with non-predefined 
structures, the project pursues a novel approach. It defines a person as a compilation 
of all statements (considered as “aspects of a person”) concerning that person. Thus it 
is possible to display complementing as well as contradicting statements in parallel, 
which meets one of the basic challenges of biographical research. 
Further Information about the project: http://pdr.bbaw.de 
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2   The Archiv-Editor Software 
The current version of the Archiv-Editor is based on experiences made with a first 
version of the software since 2005 at the BBAW. The first stable version of Archiv-
Editor 2.0 was released in March 2011. Further development of the software during 
the next two years is already financed and will very probably be prolonged. 
2.1   Concept and Main Tasks 
The Archiv-Editor is the central interface for researchers to enter data into the Person 
Data Repository database, to modify it, search and find relations between persons. It 
allows working offline in order to support working directly in archives without 
internet access. It integrates common international identifiers such as PND, LCCN or 
VIAF into the workflow to enhance exchangeability, and is designed for various 
flexible perspectives on the data related to a person, a source, a place, a time, and 
customizable, user-defined categories. Markup information and relation-statements 
allow the researcher to describe and classify relations between persons and thus to 
cover wide social networks in detail. 
2.2   Simplifying XML 
Within the Person Data Repository data is stored in XML to allow long-term 
archiving and greater flexibility of textual markup based on the proposals of the Text 
Encoding Initiative and on the MODS standards for all types of sources. The XML is 
fully encapsulated in order to simplify the work with the Archiv-Editor and to avoid 
mistakes. XML markup is set by inserting color-markups that allow the user to see the 
marked categories in a popup menu on mouse-over. 
2.3   Functionality and Technology 
• Persons, statements about persons and sources can be edited, searched and sorted 
by a wide variety of customized criteria 
• Persons can be linked with international identifiers such as PND, LCCN, VIAF and 
others 
• Sources are based on source-type (e.g. book, article) that can be edited and 
customized and stored according to MODS standard 
• A full range of search functions such as faceted search are supported for all data 
objects 
• Data-Cleaning tools allow the retrieval of duplicates and erroneous data 
• Preferences allow the user to set styles, display-names, favorite markups and often-
used functions according to her individual requirements 
• Export into PDF, HTML, TXT, XML is supported for predefined as well as custom 
style sheets 
• Import functions allow to exchange data beyond the synchronization with the 
central data repository  
• Language Support for English, German, Italian and French is provided 
The Archiv-Editor is open source and written in Java. It is provided for Windows, 
Mac OS and Linux and based on the Eclipse RCP architecture which allows 
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extensibility and customization through plugins. This includes also a complex help 
system and a software update mechanism. Scenarios to integrate the Archiv-Editor 
into other Research Environments through plugins are currently being examined. 
3   Screenshots 
 
Main Perspective – Personal Tree and Aspects View with Markup 
 
Editing a statement about the name of a person and setting markup 
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Abstract. The MEKETREpository (MR) allows scholars to collect and
publish artwork descriptions from Egypt’s Middle Kingdom (MK) period
on the Web. Collaboratively developed vocabularies can be used for the
semantic classiﬁcation and annotation of uploaded media. This allows
all users with system access to contribute their knowledge about the
published artworks. All data, including annotations and vocabularies,
are published as Linked Data and can be accessed and reused by others.
This paper gives an overview of MR’s functionalities and the current
state of our work.
1 Introduction
The MEKETRE project1 is an interdisciplinary project conducted by the Uni-
versity of Vienna’s Egyptology and Computer Science departments. The aim
of the project is to collect and study digital representations of two-dimensional
artworks (reliefs and paintings) stemming from tombs built during the MK in
ancient Egypt.
The technical aim of the project is to provide a system (the MR) that enables
researchers in the Egyptological domain to easily upload, classify and annotate
digital versions of selected art items from that period. The collected data should
be accessible in two representations, a human readable and a machine friendly
version. Therefore, the data contained in the MR, except for media objects re-
stricted by license, is available as Linked Open Data [1] on the Web.
Since its start in November 2009, the MEKETRE project has already col-
lected comprehensive and detailed information on MK tombs and 2-dimensional
art items. Much of this information is already available in the MR, and ﬁrst
experiences indicate acceptance by scholars from the Egyptology department.
1 The project is funded by the Austrian Science Fund (FWF) and is scheduled for 3
years until late 2012. Further information is available at http://www.meketre.org
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2 Motivation
Although several databases provide information about Old Kindom (OK) art
items2, comparable sources for the MK are still missing. A problem with exist-
ing databases from the OK domain is, that for comparative studies the art items
need to be described at a very high level of detail that is not present in existing
databases. Further, existing databases oﬀer limited search and retrieval func-
tionality and most of them are closed repositories that do not provide machine
friendly access to the collected raw data. The MR addresses these problems by
– Supporting description of art-items at many levels of detail.
– Opening the repository and making its content accessible on the Web in
human readable and machine friendly form.
– Utilizing common standard ontologies for structuring both queries and their
resulting data.
3 Methodology
For organizing artworks in the MR we distinguish between two types of ﬁrst
class objects: tombs and themes. Tombs are described by various properties, like
the necropolis they are located at, a unique identiﬁer, an owner (buried person),
media objects (images), etc. Themes are 2-dimensional art items usually located
at a tomb’s walls that depict a certain detail of the life in ancient Egypt. Every
theme may contain various details that need to be described and classiﬁed, e.g.,
because they also appear in other themes located at diﬀerent tombs.
The MR allows Web users to contribute knowledge about these ﬁrst-class
objects using an annotation mechnism. It is possible to highlight an (rectangular-
or polygon-shaped) area of interest (Fig. 1). This highlighted region can then, for
example, be classiﬁed using a controlled vocabulary or described by free-text.
Each ﬁrst-class object can be referenced by any number of annotations from
every user of the repository with write-access. Thus it is possible to annotate an
arbitrary number of visual details in the depictions of a MK tomb or theme.
In the course of the project, controlled vocabularies are collaboratively de-
veloped by scholars from the egyptological domain. So far, no comprehensive
standard vocabulary for describing art items exists that is widely accepted by
the Egyptological community. Our approach is to support creation of such a
vocabulary in a collaborative way with the goal to reﬂect the opinions of all con-
tributors. This is done by integrating an online tool for vocabulary development
(PoolParty3) into the MR user interface that supports collaborative development
2 A database of OK scene details has been created by the Oxford Expedition to
Egypt in close cooperation with the Archaeology Data Service. It is accessible on-
line at http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/ and based on [2]. Also dealing with OK scenes is the
Leiden Mastaba Project (see http://www.peeters-leuven.be/boekoverz.asp?nr=8170
and [3]) which is available on CDROM only.
3 http://poolparty.punkt.at/
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Fig. 1. An annotation (orange overlay) that shows the location of a tomb
of vocabularies that are made available on the Web, using the SKOS4 (de-facto)
standard. Besides the integration of this vocabulary development tool, we inte-
grated the Web Reference Database (refbase5) in order to be able to manage,
cite and reference literature that further describes a MK tomb, theme or media
object.
The content of the repository will further be periodically replicated to the
University of Vienna’s long-term archiving solution PHAIDRA6. This allows for
secure (versionized) storage with high availability and constant citability.
Finally, all data (art item descriptions, annotations, references, vocabularies,
etc.) stored in the MR are made available as HTML and RDF (for human,
respectively, machine consumption) using the Linked Data [1] principles. By
this, these data can be easily integrated into other systems and data sets.
4 Current Implementation Status and Database Content
A beta version of the MR is available online7. Up to now, almost 120 tombs
have been entered, including comprehensive metadata like date information, free-
text description, ∼400 images and ∼700 annotations. Furthermore, an initial
thesaurus for classifying themes has been created as well as a list of standardized
terms to be used, for example, as person names and keywords. The process of
entering tombs, themes and according metadata as well as creating controlled
vocabularies (at the moment dozens of terms) is currently ongoing.
4 http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/
5 http://www.refbase.net
6 https://phaidra.univie.ac.at/
7 Visit http://www.meketre.org/repository/ using a current version of Firefox or
WebKit-based browser. An RDF representation of the data can be downloaded by
dereferencing the preliminary URL http://www.meketre.org/triplify/
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MR supports full-text and faceted search based on Apache Lucene. We fur-
ther support the OpenSearch8 format to enable a simple integration of our search
results into other applications. A preliminary draft of the MEKETRE RDF vo-
cabulary for describing various aspects of art items (e.g., their location, depic-
tions, annotations, temporal classiﬁcation) exists. This vocabulary makes use of
other well-known ontologies such as Dublin Core and FOAF. Triplify9 is used to
expose the data from the underlying relational database as Linked Data.
Long-term archiving support is in its beginning state, currently supporting
the export of tombs including all their metadata and images.
5 Intended Demo and Future Work
In our demo we will present the system’s user and data interfaces. Interaction
with the Web frontend is shown by performing tasks like browsing, searching
and adding new items. The adoption and usage of controlled vocabularies will
be motivated and the vocabularies developed in the MEKETRE context will be
introduced. Their practical application is illustrated by using them for content
annotation. Accessing the machine friendly representation of the data constitutes
another major point. The advantages of publishing content as linked data will
be discussed, supported by examples of obtaining RDF data from the MR. The
current status of the MR’s interaction with PHAIDRA is also subject of the
demo, providing details on the utilized replication approach.
Future work will encompass a detailed survey of existing ontologies and vocab-
ularies and an analysis on their applicability in the MEKETRE context (e.g.,
the OAC10 data model). Integration with tools specialized in supporting the
development of SKOS vocabularies is another milestone.
We believe that due to its accessibility features (e.g., Web enabled, read access
for everyone, stable URIs for artworks) and reliance on established standards for
data annotation and publication, the MR will constitute an open and so far
unparalleled source of knowledge about the MK, forming a basis for further
research in the ﬁeld.
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Abstract. In this work we present an overview of NotreDAM, an open
source Digital Asset Management platform targeted to the mid-market
segment. NotreDAM provides a web-based multi-user application envi-
ronment for uploading, annotating, cataloguing, sharing, searching and
retrieving digital resources such as videos, audios, images and documents.
NotreDAM main advantages are: XMP metadata support, user-deﬁned
workspaces and catalogs, scalable processing of resources, a scripting en-
gine extendible through plugins and a REST API for integration with
third party applications. The demo will showcase the capabilities of the
platform through a typical user session.
Keywords: DAM, Digital Asset Management, metadata, XMP, resource
processing, open source, web based, demo.
1 Introduction
Modern econonomies strongly rely on digital assets (such as images, documents,
audio and video ﬁles) for fullﬁlling their vital functions. The growth of cre-
ative industries is driving the need for solutions able to manage large digital
collections throughout their whole life cycle. The proliferation of user-generated
content is making this need even more acute. The term ”Digital Asset Manage-
ment” (DAM) encompasses tools and practices for cataloguing, organizing and
preserving digital assets, so that they can eﬃciently serve the needs of all users
of the value chain.
NotreDAM is an open source Digital Asset Management platform developed
by CRS4 within the DistrICT Lab, a research and development initiative funded
by the Sardinian Regional Operational Programme. NotreDAM is distributed
under the terms of the GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 3 and can
be downloaded from the project web site (http://www.notredam.org), where
an online demo is available too.
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2 NotreDAM Platform
The NotreDAM Digital Asset Management platform was designed to address
the needs of the mid-market segment, such as small workgroups, stock agencies,
digital libraries, niche applications, etc.. It provides a multi-user environment,
accessible from most web browsers, where users can upload, annotate, catalog,
share, search and retrieve resources. The following paragraphs provide an overall
description of NotreDAM features.
2.1 Digital Items
The term digital item identiﬁes a structured representation of a digital asset
within NotreDAM. An item includes a set of resources and a set of metadata.
Resources are blocks of binary information which encode the actual content of
the asset. NotreDAM is able to handle videos, images, audios and documents. It
supports many encoding formats, among which BMP, GIF, JPEG, TIFF, PDF,
PNG, DV/AVI, Mpeg-1 Video, Mpeg-2 Video, H.264, H.263, Xvid, AAC, AIFF,
Dolby AC3, Mpeg-1 Audio, OGG Vorbis, WAV.
Metadata, i.e. structured information describing the properties of digital as-
sets, play a fundamental role in organizing and retrieving digital resources. This
is particularly true in the digital media industry, due to the non-textual nature of
content. NotreDAM metadata are based on XMP[1][2][3], an open speciﬁcation
which allows to embed metadata into the resource ﬁles themselves. Although
created by Adobe, XMP is an open technology based on W3C’s RDF and freely
available to developers (Adobe provides the XMP Toolkit under a BSD license).
It has become an increasingly adopted standard both among creative industries
and open source communities.
NotreDAM also supports IPTC, Dublin Core, EXIF, PLUS and Creative
Commons, which are encompassed by available XMP namespaces and exten-
sions. As far as Mpeg-7 is concerned, high level attributes (part 5 Multimedia
Description Schemes [11]) can be mostly mapped to XMP properties. Low-level
attributes ([9] [10]) could be supported by a dedicated XMP extension. However,
there is no commonly agreed mapping to RDF [12].
NotreDAM can seamlessly manage diﬀerent renditions of a digital item. Ren-
ditions are distinct views of the same item, semantically equivalent but diﬀerent
in many respects: e.g. size, watermarking or encoding format. Each rendition is
associated to a distinct resource, which can be uploaded by the user or generated
internally. Each item is treated as a single object, despite the fact that it may
include diﬀerent renditions.
Metadata can be associated either to the item or to a single rendition. For
example, a common case where it is useful to deﬁne rendition-level metadata
is to attribute a Creative Commons license to a low-quality or watermarked
rendition, while retaining the full rights on the original resource.
2.2 Workspaces
Workspaces are working environments where NotreDAM users can manage dig-
ital assets. The purpose of workspaces is twofold: (1) to provide a set of tools
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customizable to meet the needs of speciﬁc user domains, (2) to act as collabora-
tion spaces, where users can share items. Each workspace provides a catalog to
organize items into a user deﬁned taxonomy. This catalog-based classiﬁcation is
totally separated from the metadata associated to the objects, however it can be
used as a shortcut for setting metadata. Although the metadata model already
provides a full infrastructure for describing digital assets, the catalog is useful
for creating a relation among items and the actual operating context where they
will be used. Each workspace can deﬁne its own set of renditions and a metadata
abstraction layer, enabling users to adopt their own descriptors, which will then
be mapped to XMP properties.
Managing digital assets generally involves a signiﬁcant amount of processing
for carrying out operations such as harvesting metadata, transcoding resources or
generating new renditions. NotreDAM provides a scripting engine for applying
a sequence of actions on a batch of digital items. A default set of actions is
provided, which can be extended through user-deﬁned plugins.
3 Architecture
NotreDAM is a rich internet application, whose architecture is shown in Fig.1.
Users access NotreDAM either through a browser or through third party appli-
cations that can be easily integrated via a REST API.
Fig. 1. NotreDAM architecture
Resource processing relies on MediaDART[4], a scalable cluster of computers
communicating through AMQP [5] protocol, using the RabbitMQ [6] implemen-
tation. The front-end is based on ExtJS [8], a Javascript framework, the back-end
is based on Django [7], a MVC framework for web applications. A NFS ﬁle system
containing the resources is shared between the back-end and the MediaDART
nodes.
4 Demo
The demo, accessible through a browser, will showcase the capabilities of the
platform through a typical user session. In particular, it will allow participants
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to evaluate most of the features of NotreDAM, such as uploading resources,
editing metadata, using the catalog, creating a script, working with renditions.
A short demonstration of the management interface can also be carried out.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
NotreDAM presents signiﬁcant advantages over similar open source tools. Firstly,
workspaces provide context-oriented classiﬁcation environments where users can
share digital assets. Secondly, in spite of the fact that a digital asset can have
diﬀerent renditions and metadata views or can be added to diﬀerent catalogues,
it is modeled to always appear as a single object which can be exported in
compliance with open standards. Finally, resource processing can be split up
across multiple computers, for improving performance and scalability. Future
work will add new functionalities, such as a workﬂow engine and the capability
to model real objects (e.g. artwork) in the catalog.
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Abstract. We present in this demonstration paper the actual text technology 
infrastructure we have been establishing for annotating with linguistic and 
domain-specific information – the personalized death – a corpus of baroque 
texts (in German) belonging to the genre "Danse Macabre". While the 
developed and assembled tools are already covering the automatic treatment of 
various lexical aspects of such texts, and are also supporting the manual 
annotation of the corpus with concepts related to the personalized death, we are 
currently extending our work with the integration of methods and tools for 
automating the annotation procedure. The goal of our project is to offer the 
philologist, historian or the interested public an improved access to this kind of 
corpora, allowing for example for topic based queries and navigation. 
Keywords: Historical and Literary corpora, NLP, Semantic Annotation.  
1   Introduction 
A goal of our work is to provide high-quality linguistic and semantic annotation of 
textual data in the Digital Humanities & Cultural Heritage fields. For this purpose, we 
are handling various types of data, such as lexicons (dictionaries), annotated corpora, 
grammars and domain specific terminological and semantic resources. As a special 
case, we are dealing with a Viennese Danse Macabre corpus, built at ICLTT which 
consists of a digital collection of printed German texts dating from 1650 to 1750. It 
has been designed to allow research on a wide variety of literary, cultural and 
linguistic topics, with the aim to bring together traditional philological expertise with 
up-to-date text technology, which could be used in the context of a digital library.  
In the following sections, we briefly first present the corpus and its associated 
resources, then the processing steps we implemented so far, before sketching some 
future steps.  
2   The Corpus 
The corpus is made up of selected digitized German texts belonging to the so-called 
dance of death and memento mori genres. The printed sources consist of both prose 
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and verse text and contain many illustrations. Some texts are ascribed to the famous 
Viennese theologian Abraham a Sancta Clara (1644-1709).  
Although personifications of violent death were very popular at that time, the texts 
also allow other conceptual representations of death and dying. A primary aim of the 
project was thus to apply semantic annotations for rendering such conceptual diversity 
more easily discernible and to support access to comparable digital resources. 
The domain specific markup, based on an in-house developed taxonomy, which 
has been manually applied to the digital texts, follows a TEI conformant  
tag-set1. Instances of death as a personified entity are marked-up in the following 
manner: 
<rs type="death" subtype="figure">Mors, Tod, Todt</rs> 
<rs type="death" subtype="figureAlternative">General Haut und Bein, Menschenfeind</rs> 
<rs type="death" subtype="attribute">knochenreich, ohnartig, vnersättlich</rs> 
<rs type="death" subtype="activitySpeechAct">Auch selbst die Cron / ich nicht verschon.</rs> 
<rs type="death" subtype="event">den Geist aufgeben, aus der Welt schleichen</rs> 
The results of this basic annotation phase allow already navigating in the full text, as 
can be seen in the screen shot in Fig 1 that displays the actual browser based interface.  
 
 
Fig. 1. The actual interface: dual display with digital text, annotations and facsimile  
                                                          
1
 We use TEI P5 (2008).  See http://www.tei-c.org/Guidelines/P5/ for more details. 
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3   Lexical Processing 
Lexical processing of the digitalized texts is mainly done by the ICLTT’s tool 
“corpedUni”, which is an editor that can process and manipulate a large number of 
XML documents. Additionally, one can define and protocol corpora workflows with 
corpedUni2. For supporting lexical processing, corpedUni makes use of a built-in 
tokeniser that generates TEI conformant w-elements (or “word forms”), which are 
also designed to hold part-of-speech (PoS) and lemma information3.  
Our corpus contains a large number of orthographic variants, due to both historical 
changes and “errors” of the OCR process, when applied to those specific textual 
sources (see again Fig 1 for an example of such a text). To identify such lexical 
variants, we applied a simple method, consisting in three steps: (a) create a complete 
list of word forms, (b) perform automatic normalizations on the character level, and 
(c) compare each word forms with all the others in the list making use of the so-called 
DICE coefficient. The result of this process is a list of word forms - including lemma 
and PoS information, together with all similar items in the list (see Fig. 2. below): 
 
Fig. 2. Extracted word forms, with lemma and PoS information, and their variants 
4   Syntactic Annotation 
Syntactic processing can take place on the basis of the list of word forms, together 
with the lemma and PoS information, and add further linguistic annotations to the 
                                                          
2
 See http://www.aac.ac.at/text_tech_tools.html for more details on corpedUni. 
3
   We apply TreeTagger (http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/corplex/TreeTagger/ 
  for adding PoS and lemma information to the word forms.  
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text, like phrasal information (noun phrases, etc.) and grammatical functions (like 
subject, predicate or object, etc.). This allows to state precisely if an item assigned to 
death is used in the subject position of a sentence, leading to the heuristics that death 
is involved as “agent” in a specific event.  
We use here the NooJ tools4, which allow the import of the manual XML 
annotation (see section 1) and the lexicons extracted from the corpus (see section 2), 
also taking into account historical variations. It is for example very easy to represent 
in the computational lexicon of NooJ the fact that ”Clarinette” and “Klarinette” are 
(historical) variants, so that using a parser trained on modern German can also cope 
with word forms that do not correspond to the actual orthography. The example below 
shows how the variant “Clarinette” is put into relation with the actual word 
“Klarinette”, sharing the same flectional (FLX) and semantic (SEM) properties.   
 
klarinette,N+FLX=Fem_E+SEM=Music 
               clarinette,klarinette,N+FLX=Fem_E +SEM=Music 
 
NooJ allows defining grammars for parsing syntactically the corpus and for adding 
semantic annotation manually and automatically.   
5   Conclusion and Future Work 
We presented a set of tools that are capable of producing various levels of annotation 
and indexation of digitized text selected within a certain domain and within a certain 
era: the Danse Macabre Corpus.  
Apart from making such a digitized corpus easily available to the interested public, 
we also plan to establish links to documents dealing with specific historical events of 
this era and also to establish links to documents of this period dealing with health and 
disease: Our Danse Macabre Corpus contains numerous instances of names of 
diseases, and linking those to other medical documents of this time could help to 
establish a better understanding of intertextual processes.  
It is planned to make the corpus accessible through a web interface, which will 
grant users simultaneous access to full text, facsimiles and additional material. 
Our main task consists now in implementing strategies for a semi-automatic 
semantic annotation of the corpus, and to evaluate our approach. 
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Abstract. In this paper, we describe a software application that was developed
and is successfully applied at the Mannheim University Library to manually re-
classify about 1 million books in a very efficient manner by supporting various
different working strategys and by using information from several sources.
1 Background
A common example for the reclassification of large library collections is a switch to the
Library of Congress Classification scheme. Using the classification numbers and cutter
information provided by OCLC significantly reduces processing time for newly aquired
titles and is a logical next step for libraries that use OCLC services for their catalogues.
The situation in Germany, however, is different. Historically, no single institution with
an authority comparable to the Library of Congress or the British Library emerged. As
a consequence, libraries formed union catalogues to facilitate collaboration and reuse,
but classification systems only slowly gained acceptance, with many libraries using
self-designed or adapted classification systems.
In recent years there has been an increase in the construction of new library build-
ings that are designed to house the merged contents of several smaller libraries. Having
multiple call number systems in an integrated library building severely obstructs the
use of materials, and a switch to a unified classification system is deemed necessary.
The decision on which classification system to choose is often based on the proportion
of already classified titles in the union catalogs. Many libraries choose the Regensburg
union classification (abbreviated as RVK) which in recent years has gained some preva-
lence in Germany [4], so that classification information contributed by other libraries
can be reused. But still, RVK class numbers are available for only about 50% of the
titles in German union catalogs. This is an additional handicap on top of the already
challenging task of reclassifying large libraries as described by recent reports [1,3].
In this demo we introduce an application that is intended to assist library staff with
the reclassification task, i.e. the application of class numbers to individual titles. It is
actively deveolped at the library of the university of Mannheim, Germany and is cur-
rently applied by several librarians who are working on the ongoing reclassification of
the roughly 1 million books available in open access areas1.
1 The books are located in four libraries in different buildings on the campus. The closed stacks
of the library hold another 1 million books.
S. Gradmann et al. (Eds.): TPDL 2011, LNCS 6966, pp. 461–464, 2011.
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2 The Application
The main paradigm of the classification application is to support the users in all possible
ways while still keeping the whole process strictly intellectual and under the full control
of the users.
Fig. 1. The main window
Title List. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the application’s main window. Most promi-
nent is the central tabular view of all the titles that are to be reclassified. The table
view is very fast, even with large lists2, and its contents can be sorted by any column.
Columns can be hidden or shown and their order rearranged according to individual
preferences and needs. In the sample screenshot the following colums are displayed:
from left to right “Authors and Editors”, “Title”, “Year”, “Edition”, “Subject Headings”,
“Call Number”, “Available Classification Numbers” and “Assigned Classification Num-
bers”. The last field contains the decision of the user about the book represented by the
table row. It can be filled in various ways:
– The user can click on one of the classes in the “Available Classification numbers”
field.
– The user can select one of the values available from the drop down list. It con-
tains the class numbers from the “Available Classifications” field, plus all recently
entered class numbers.
– The user can choose a value from the Picklist.
– The user can assign a value to all visible rows by Mass Assignment.
– Finally, the user can enter arbitrary text, e.g. any class number that is not suggested
or a note.
2 Unlike common spreadsheet programs, there is no arbitrary limit of rows. We tested the appli-
cation with lists containing up to 300.000 titles, and it worked flawlessly on a 3-year-old PC
with 2GB of RAM.
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(a) Color Configuration (b) Filter Configuration
Fig. 2. Adjusting the color highlighting and the filters
Throughout the application, all the class numbers can be selected to show a pop-up
tooltip with the full class definition. So, the users can make themselves familiar with
class numbers outside their main field of expertise.
Picklist. The Picklist is shown in the bottom area of the main window. The users can
add any text values here to assign them quickly with a double click to the currently
selected row in the table. Typical values in the picklist are a set of classes that are
currently assigned to the filtered selection of books plus typical notes for actions like
“Maculation” or “Presentation of the book”.
Links. The Links window is visible on the right-hand side in the main window. It
contains links to web resources that provide additional information for the currently se-
lected title in the tabular view. The user can adapt and extend these links. Currently, per
default, the following links are implemented: Amazon Book Search, Google (Books),
the union catalog, a link to the local OPAC and a link to the local discovery system
(Primo).
Color Highlighting. Highlighting of class numbers can be configured in various ways.
As illustrated in Figure 2a, the user can chose to highlight class numbers that share a
common prefix.
Filters. As shown in Figure 2b, sophisticated filtering options for all columns are avail-
able and can be combined in various ways.
3 Scenarios
In the ongoing reclassification project, we considered several common scenarios and
designed the features of the application to optimally support them.
Mapping class numbers. In some cases, a class from the previously used classifica-
tion system can be mapped congruently to a class from the system used for reclassifi-
cation, i.e. every book with a certain class number in the old system will get the same
class number in the new classification scheme. For common classification systems, such
mapping sets have already been compiled [2] and can be used to speed up the reclassifi-
cation process. In the application, this is implemented by first filtering the list using the
”call number starts with” combination and then using Mass Assignment to assign the
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corresponding class to all selected titles. The same steps can be used for several-to-one
mappings. In the case of a one-to-several mapping, the same filter is combined with the
Picklist to quickly assign the alternative class numbers.
Reusing available class numbers. As the classification data in the union catalog is the
result of a cooperative effort of the member libraries, different codes of practice and,
of course, also mistakes can be found. Therefore, the librarians at Mannheim university
library feel the need to double-check the available class numbers before reusing them.
By filtering the list to a single class number and highlighting potentially troublesome
class prefixes, a homogenous group of titles can be produced. In this list, titles with im-
plausible and erroneous class numbers are very conspicuous and can easily be identified
for a closer inspection.
User-generated clusters. In the ongoing use of the application in our library, we noted
that humans simply excel at pattern recognition. The librarians were quick to identify
authors, terms or term combinations that highly correlate with a given class number and
would filter and mass assign accordingly3.
4 Experimental Results and Outlook
The application has been in use for several weeks now. As an additional feature, it col-
lects usage statistics to help with the analysis of possible problems and to provide an
insight into the usefulness of features. For each discipline a single list of titles is created
from the library database and preloaded into the application for the use of the respective
subject specialist. Most users started with existing mapping sets to reclassify the “easy”
titles and switched to clustering the titles. In this phase of the reclassification process,
we saw lasting performance rates of 600 titles/hour with peaks of 1000 titles/hour de-
pending on the cluster size. Our librarians reported that working with the application is
efficient and fun, but also tiring as there is no more dead time.
The next step in development will be the inclusion of a cutter number generator, so
that the application can create complete call numbers for the reclassified titles.
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Abstract. Digital archives comprise a valuable asset for effective information 
retrieval. In many cases, however, the special vocabulary of the archive restricts 
its access only to experts in the domain of the material it contains and, as a 
result, researchers of other disciplines or the general public cannot take full 
advantage of the wealth of information it offers. To this end, the Papyrus 
research project has worked towards a solution which makes cross-discipline 
search possible in digital libraries. The developed prototype showcases this 
approach demonstrating how we can discover history in news archives. In this 
demo we focus on demonstrating two of the end user tools available in the 
prototype, the cross-discipline search and the Papyrus browser. 
Keywords: cross-discipline digital library, ontologies, keyword search, 
ontology browsing, multilingualism. 
1   Introduction 
In the last few years digital libraries have emerged providing electronic access for 
many user communities to information of their discipline. However, in many cases 
experts of one discipline turn to archives created by another discipline in the context 
of their research. An example of this need is the historical science, which takes 
advantage of archives, either cultural, scientific, press or personal, to discover 
information that will provide a better understanding of past events. The main problem 
in this process is the possible difference in the vocabulary of the historical researcher 
to that of the domain of the archive. This problem is related with specific challenging 
issues relevant to several vital research areas: coping with differences in terminology 
and its temporal aspects, developing techniques for semantic annotation and 
mappings, elaboration of query and presentation techniques for contemporary end 
users consuming archive information, and mitigating scalability issues. Vast amounts 
of digital content are available and could be incredibly useful to many user 
communities if it could be presented in a comprehensive to them way. Τhe Papyrus 
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project1 approaches this need by introducing the concept of a Cross-Discipline Digital 
Library Engine. It intends to build a dynamic digital library which will understand 
user queries in the context of a specific discipline, look for content in a domain alien 
to that discipline, and return the results presented in a way useful and comprehensive 
to the user. To be able to achieve this, the source content has to be ‘understood’, 
which in this case means analyzed and modeled according to a domain ontology. The 
user query also has to be ‘understood’ and analyzed following a model of this 
different discipline. Correspondences will then have to be found between the model of 
the source content and the realm of the user knowledge. Finally, the results have to be 
presented to the users in a useful and comprehensive manner according to their own 
‘model of understanding’. Papyrus showcases this approach by using two domain 
ontologies, the history ontology as the user one and the news ontology as the content 
one. News archives are a major source for primary material for history researchers of 
different topics, ranging from political history to the history of science. This 
demonstration will focus on two of the tools that Papyrus offers for the end user, the 
Papyrus browser and the Cross-discipline search functionality, as well as on the 
Papyrus ontologies. 
2   The Papyrus Digital Library  
The conceptual flow of the Papyrus DL is depicted in Fig. 1. Multimedia Analysis 
includes all components that operate on the content in order to semantically annotate 
it with concepts of the content (news) domain ontology [5]. Ontology Editing and 
Mapping groups the modules which provide all the operations for building the two 
domain ontologies, for defining the semantic correspondences between them and for 
 
 
Fig. 1. The Papyrus Digital Library Engine conceptual flow 
 
                                                          
1
 FP7-ICT-215874 Papyrus Project: Cultural and historical digital libraries dynamically mined 
from news archives, www.ict-papyrus.eu, May 2007. The Papyrus platform was partly 
funded by the European Commission under the 7th Framework Programme.  
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semantically interpreting the user queries according to the user (history) domain 
ontology [4]. The User and Content ontologies [2, 3] are correspondingly history and 
news ontologies and the mappings provide the correspondences between them. The 
two ontologies have been modeled based on existing standards (CIDOC-CRM2 and 
the IPTC3 respectively) in collaboration with experts of the respective disciplines. 
The Results presentation layer provides the means for interfacing with the end user 
and accessing the underlying functionalities. Keyword querying and browsing is 
responsible for retrieving the information the user requests either by exploring 
visually the ontologies with the Papyrus browser, or by keyword search. This 
demonstration focuses on the two functionalities that take advantage of the history 
ontology to retrieve news items along with historical information: the Papyrus 
browser and cross-discipline search. 
3   Keyword Querying and Browsing 
The Papyrus end user tools to be presented in this demonstration are the Papyrus 
browser, a visual exploration tool that provides unified access to the two ontologies 
and the news content, and the Cross-discipline search functionality, which 
implements an ontology keyword querying technique through a visual interface. 
The Papyrus browser [1] allows exploring news content through its association 
with the News ontology concepts and the corresponding mappings of these concepts 
to the History ontology. Besides its ability to be used as a simple Web-based ontology  
browser, it is a specialized tool combining two different domain ontologies and the 
content they describe. We will show how we can firstly select one or more 
historiographical issues and concepts and then retrieve news ontology concepts and 
related content using the mappings (Fig. 2). 
 
Fig. 2. Papyrus Browser– “Controversies on Stem-cells” 
                                                          
2
 http://www.cidoc-crm.org/ 
3
 http://www.iptc.org/ 
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Fig. 3. Cross-discipline search - “cloning 1960-2010” 
The Cross-discipline search, like the Browser, allows the user to query the 
History ontology, study returned History ontology entities providing the context, i.e., 
the secondary information related to her query, and then retrieve related news items 
for the selected entities. To do this, we employ an appropriate keyword search 
algorithm over the history ontology and the mappings between the ontologies. The 
query can be restricted to different time periods (Fig. 3).  
4   Conclusions 
The Papyrus Digital Library Engine is an integrated platform for cross-discipline 
search in digital archives made possible through state-of-the-art technologies. Papyrus 
bridges the gap between different knowledge domains and assists users in discovering 
information targeted to other audiences. Through the deployment of the system in the 
domains of history and news, Papyrus illustrates a practical example which may serve 
as a potential exploitable application on its own. Papyrus proves that it is possible to 
bridge different worlds and allow cross-discipline search through a careful indexing 
and mapping across their respective domains. 
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Abstract. The 1980s are characterized by rapid development of digitization 
process and research of digital libraries. In 1994 Latvia was also involved in 
this process with the first attempt to digitize the materials of high demand and 
in poor physical condition at the Latvian Academic Library. In 1998 the 
digitization process was launched at the National Library of Latvia. The study, 
the first results of which are presented in this publication, is made to analyze the 
history of digitization in Latvia, and to evaluate the achievements of these 
activities. Up to now the development of digitization process has been poorly 
documented, therefore the empirical sources are unpublished documents 
(project reports, working papers, etc.), as well as interviews with the staff of the 
first projects. 
Keywords: cultural heritage, digitization, digital collections, Latvian Academic 
Library, National Library of Latvia, memory institutions. 
1   Introduction 
The Latvian policy planning document “National Culture Policy (2006-2015)” gives 
the following conceptual conclusion of the cultural heritage:  
 
1) “cultural heritage is the basis of sustainable development;  
2) cultural heritage is a key component of identity: individual, family, group, 
community, region, nation, defined region of the world, e.g. Europe;  
3) cultural heritage constructs people’s sense of who they are, whence they 
come, what is meaning, value and quality of their lives” [4]. 
 
Thus, preservation of cultural heritage is necessary for the nation as a whole and the 
individuals who constitute it to identify their affiliation to family, community, state 
and maintenance of common values. Cultural heritage can be a multiform evidence of 
a nation-building and development. 
The 21st century is characterized by a high level of development in information 
and communication technologies. One of ways to preserve cultural heritage is 
digitization that has been developed by the world's memory institutions for more than 
20 years. In some cases digitization is the only way to make such material available to 
the future generations. The publication is a look at the digitization projects in two 
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major libraries of Latvia (Latvian Academic Library: LAL; National Library of 
Latvia: NLL), and their contribution to digital cultural heritage within 1994-2006. 
The problem under study is characteristic for the digitization process in Latvia. Its 
progress, especially at the beginning of the period, is poorly documented in materials 
available to public. The value, results achieved, benefits and drawbacks of the first 
digitization projects can be realized only in talks with the people who were involved 
in these activities – project managers and practitioners. The peoples’ narratives, as 
well as the unpublished project documentation are important primary sources for 
description and evaluation of the beginning of digitization in Latvia. The inception of 
digitization identifies an important issue, as the digital objects collected and 
experience of digitization gained are the basis of the nascent Latvian National Digital 
Library (LNDL) „Letonica”.  
The term 'digital collection' is used to name a set of digital objects that usually 
include material on a particular topic by application of a simple technical solution. 
Materials do not have to be described and structured. This term can describe any 
arbitrary set of files [1].  
2   Inception of Digitization Activities in Latvia 
2.1   International Context 
Historical research of digital libraries shows that the first digitization efforts took 
place at the end of the 1980s, and were aimed at digitization of scientific publications 
(mainly journal articles) for academic use. It was a new stage for online research and 
information services. The results demonstrated both technological and psychological 
problems and potential benefits of the use of digital documents [2]. Thirty years, 
which separate that time from the present, show a dynamic growth in technology, 
research, and volume of digital collections. Latvia has been a member of this process 
for the last 16 years. 
In the 1990s digitization and digital collections became all-embracing in the USA, 
Europe, and other developed and developing countries. Formation of digital 
collections was a specific project based activity that involved not only IT specialists 
but also personnel of memory institutions in its working groups [3]. 
Similar trends were observed in Latvia that followed the same pattern of 
digitization as digitization activities in other European countries. In the case of Latvia, 
the first digital collections were created as a result of separate projects in two 
libraries – LAL and NLL. Parallel development process enabled the staff of the LAL 
and NLL, involved in the first projects, to learn from their European colleagues’ 
experience in hardware and software acquisition, and workflow of digitization. 
2.2   Pioneers in Latvia 
Latvian Academic Library. (now – the Academic Library of the University of 
Latvia). Digitization in Latvia was led by the LAL. The first attempt to digitize 
valuable cultural materials was in 1994, when the LAL project „Electronic library of 
Latvian cultural, scientific and technical information” was launched. When starting 
the project, digitization principles were developed for selection of materials, as well 
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as quality requirements were specified for master and user files. The next step 
(launched in 1997) in preservation of the LAL historical stock was digitization of 
historian Johann Christoph Brotze’s (1742-1823) collection of drawings „Sammlung 
verschiedner Liefländischer Monumente ...” in 10 volumes. Restoration of the 
damaged volumes was also done. Proceeding with the work of digitization, in 2000 
the LAL initiated the project „Digital image archive of Baltic places”. The goal of the 
project was to identify the poorly described images of Baltic cities and populated 
places in the storage units (folders, notebooks and albums) of the library. The 
international collaboration of the LAL started in 2001. The successful co-operation 
was developed with the University of Mannheim in Germany (German poet J.M.R. 
Lenz’s materials), and the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich in 
Switzerland (creation of image database). Continuing the commenced work (in 2003), 
the LAL participated in the joint project „Image database of people and places” in 
collaboration with the Literature, Theatre and Music Museum. Within the projects the 
co-operation was started also with the Copyright Agency. It was successfully carried 
out in a form of licence, sold by the Agency for image publishing on-line. Since 2006 
the LAL has participated in the creation of LNDB „Letonica”. The digital collections 
created within the project-based activities of the LAL are available online: 
http://www.acadlib.lv.  
National Library of Latvia. In 1998 the NLL launched a series of newspaper 
digitization projects. The project „Heritage-1: Latvian periodicals (1822-1940) 
preservation” was carried out from 1998 to 2002. Regional libraries were interested in 
digitization of newspapers, as they had either only partially preserved regional 
newspapers or did not have them at all. Museums and entrepreneurs were also 
involved in the implementation of the project. In 2000 the project “Posters of Latvia” 
was launched. The project was carried out in two stages: „Poster in Latvia, 1895-
1944” and „Poster in Latvia, 1944-2000”, and has resulted in a virtual gallery of 
posters. Continuing the commenced work (in 2002), the NLL led the project “Latvia 
in the 16th-18th centuries maps”. NLL maps collection reflects the historical 
development of the territory and geographic location of Latvia. Digital collection 
includes among others the works of the 16th-17th centuries cartographers and artists 
(e.g., Abraham Ortelius (1527-1598), Sebastian Munster (1488-1552), etc.). The 
digital collections created within the project-based activities of the NLL are available 
online: http://www.lnb.lv/en/digital-library/collections.  
3   Conclusions 
Digitization of Latvian cultural heritage has been going on for 16 years. In 1994 it 
was started by the LAL. In 1998 the NLL started digitization together with activities 
of other European national libraries. The analysis of digitization practice of two major 
Latvian libraries shows that a notable amount of digital documents was created in the 
form of separate collections in the early years of digitization process. A significant 
part of them is also available online in the form of user files. In most cases 
digitization was carried out within specially funded projects. The projects were 
financially supported by the Latvian Science Council, the Soros Foundation Latvia, 
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the Latvian Culture Foundation, the State Culture Capital Foundation. After the 
funding was stopped, the libraries continued to develop their digital collections as 
much as possible.  
Digitization in Latvia passed three stages of development: first stage, the local 
level project based experiments (small local databases and local digital collections) in 
cooperation with information technology specialists; second stage, the state allocated 
targeted funds to promote co-operation among memory institutions (e. g., the state 
level programme „Support for co-operation among libraries, archives and museums in 
digital environment”, 2003-2005); third stage, development of the unified Latvian 
National Digital Library „Letonica” (began in 2006), which is open to all partners for 
co-operation, provides the digital object management system, and will ensure the 
information retrieval (search aggregator). The future trends of development are linked 
to the mass digitization (large scale of content-rich digital objects), harmonization of 
metadata standards, and creation of LNDB portal. The creation of the digital library 
lays the foundation for uniform principles of processing, storing the digitized 
materials and ensuring access to them. 
Assessing the early digitization activities the value of them can be seen in several 
major aspects: the clear set of objectives (why we digitize); decisions on the quality of 
infrastructure and imaging (how we digitize); the significant progress in documents’ 
preservation and accessibility; the accumulated experience gained by projects’ 
participants (particularly in the international co-operation). Several failures of the first 
projects were due to lack of knowledgeable professionals in working groups, as well 
as lack of experience (e.g., no experience to do test scanning using a colour scale, to 
set boundaries for the scanned objects, to apply metadata standards, to support the 
metadata harvesting, etc). The first digital projects gave the staff greater confidence 
and belief that together with European digitization programs the goals can be reached. 
The first Latvian digitization projects focused on preservation of cultural heritage. 
The transfer of cultural values to digital environment and formation of a large scale 
digital collections will increase the interest of users (especially of younger generation) 
in the history of their land and their place in it. If the national digital library becomes 
more extensive, it will attract more users and will stimulate emotional ties with the 
land and the nation. It helps to realize the roots. 
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Abstract. In the next 20 years, the Dutch national library will digitize all 
printed publications since 1470, some 730M pages. To realize the first 
milestone of this ambition, KB made deals with Google and Proquest to digitize 
42M pages. To allow improved storage of this mass digitization output, the KB 
is now replacing its operational e-Depot - a system for permanent digital object 
storage - with a new solution. To meet user demand for centralized access, KB 
is at the same time replacing its scattered full-text online portfolio by a National 
Platform for Digital Publications, both a content delivery platform for its mass 
digitization output and a national aggregator for publications. From 2011 
onwards, this collaborative, open and scalable platform will be expanded with 
more partners, content and functionalities. The KB is also involved in setting up 
a Dutch cross-domain aggregator, enabling content exposure in Europeana. 
Keywords: National libraries, Digital library workflows, Mass digitization, 
Google, Proquest, Long-term storage, Cross-domain cultural heritage, 
Aggregation, Interoperability, Europeana.  
1   Digitizing the KB  
In the early 21st century the KB started large-scale digitization of its historical 
publications - mainly books, newspapers & magazines - for reasons of accessibility 
and long-term preservation. The focus so far has been on creating full-text corpora for 
study and research in the humanities using public funding. Results by the end of 2011 
will include 2.3M pages of Dutch Parliamentary Papers 1, 8M pages from popular 
Dutch regional, national and colonial Historical Newspapers 2, 2.1M full-text pages 
of Early Dutch Books 3 and 1.5M pages from frequently consulted old magazines.  
                                                          
1
  Filming and digitization of the Dutch parliamentary papers 1814-1995,  
http://www.kb.nl/hrd/digitalisering/archief/staten-generaal-en.html (project information) & 
http://www.statengeneraaldigitaal.nl/ (website) 
2
  Dutch Historical Newspapers 1618-1945, http://www.kb.nl/hrd/digi/ddd/index-en.html 
(project information) & http://kranten.kb.nl (website) 
3
  EDBO – Early Dutch Books Online - 10.000 full-text digitized books from 1781-1800, 2.1 
million pages, http://www.earlydutchbooksonline.nl 
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In 2010 the KB announced its ambitious plans to digitize all Dutch books, 
newspapers, magazines and other printed publications from 1470 onwards, a total of 
730M. A first milestone is set for 2013, by when the library should have scanned 10% 
of this amount. To realize its ambition, the KB cannot not rely on public funding 
alone. It has therefore entered into strategic public-private partnerships with both 
Google4 and Proquest 5 to digitize 210.000 books (some 42M pages) from its public 
domain collections.  
2   Permanent Storage, Now and in the Future 
As the national library, the KB has a responsibility to permanently store not only 
printed publications, but also digital manifestations. To perform this duty the KB 
joined forces with IBM in 2000 to build the world’s first OAIS-based processing and 
preservation system for long-term storage of digital objects. In 2003 this resulted in 
the operational e-Depot 6. Nowadays, this deposit is a safehaven for over 15M 
scientific articles from some of the world’s biggest STM publishers 7. 
In 2012 the KB’s maintenance contract with IBM will run out and components of the 
system will no longer be supported. With the 'seven-year-itch' or the system 8 having 
past, it is already living longer than most other IT systems. Further reasons for 
upgrading the e-Depot include  
 
• Volume & scalability: the KB wants to permanently store the hundreds of 
millions of files resulting from its mass digitization programme output. 
• Heterogeneity & flexibility: the current system is optimized for processing 
and storing relatively small numbers of homogeneous single objects (PDFs). 
Giving fast access to large numbers of diverse and compound content (such 
as e-books) will become increasingly common in the near future. 
 
The KB is a partner in the SCAPE project 9. This initiative will provide ongoing 
technical innovation by developing scalable preservation planning and execution 
services that can be deployed in the new e-Depot system within the next 3-5 years. 
 
                                                          
4
  KB and Google sign book digitization agreement,  
http://www.kb.nl/nieuws/2010/google-en.html 
5
  Digitization by Proquest of early printed books in KB collection, 
http://www.kb.nl/nieuws/2011/proquest-en.html 
6
  E-Depot, the KB’s digital archiving environment for permanent access to digital objects - 
http://www.kb.nl/hrd/dd/index-en.html 
7
  Including, but not limited to Elsevier, BioMed Central, Blackwell Publishing, Oxford 
University Press, Springer and Brill. For a complete list, see http://www.kb.nl/dnp/e-
depot/operational/background/policy_archiving_agreements-en.html 
8
  Wijngaarden, H. van.: The seven year itch. Developing a next generation e-Depot at the KB. 
Paper for the 76th IFLA General Conference and Assembly, 10-15 August 2010, Gothenburg, 
Sweden, http://www.ifla.org/files/hq/papers/ifla76/157-wijngaarden-en.pdf (accessed on 28-
03-2011) 
9
  SCAPE - SCAlable Preservation Environments, http://www.scape-project.eu/ 
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3   Providing Access  
The back-end data standards 10 are identical across all KB-run mass digitization 
projects, making the outputs in theory fully interoperable. However, this potential has 
not yet been optimized in the front-end presentation of the KB’s full-text collections. 
So far this has been done via separate, websites (1,2,3,11), each with its own specific 
branding, URLs, design and search & object display functionalities. For end-users the 
KB-collections thus appear to be unrelated and scattered, making them relatively 
difficult to use given their demands. 
The KB has taken the needs of its users seriously and has just finished designing 
and implementing the first basic iteration of the Dutch National Platform for Digital 
Publications (working name). This full-text content distribution platform will give 
access to digitized books, newspapers and magazines, including the output of the 
KB’s mass digitization projects. Access will be central via a modern web2.0 site, as 
well as distributed via search and display APIs for delivering content to the places and 
networks the user are.  
Furthermore, it will be positioned as a full-text and metadata aggregator, with the 
aim of making the content interoperable and exporting it to cross-domain initiatives, 
both on national, European and global levels.  
4   The Cross-Domain and International Dimensions 
As the national library, the KB has a very important facilitating and networking role 
in the Dutch scientific and cultural infrastructure. Using this position, it has the 
potential to set up and stimulate different levels of collaboration to make online 
heritage more accessible. This is illustrated by the 3-tier collaborative model in Fig.1. 
 
Lower level: domain specific collaboration & aggregation 
As said in Section 3, KB’s National Platform for Digital Publications will be 
positioned as an aggregator for Dutch full-texts, aiming to make the content - and the 
network of content delivering partners - interoperable and ready for participation in 
cross-domain initiatives on national and international levels. Similarly, organizations 
from other domains are working on interoperability and aggregation for their specific 
sectors, as indicated by the spheres on the lower level.  
 
Middle level: national cross-domain collaboration & aggregation  
To enable these sector specific aggregation initiatives to come together, the results of 
the NED! project 12 are used. It delivered a basic infrastructure for the interoperability 
of Dutch digital heritage, using open standards including XML, DublinCore,  
OAI-PMH and SRU. It is now being expanded to build a cross-domain heritage 
aggregator that can become the national hub for content delivery to international 
initiatives.  
                                                          
10
 KB’s open digitization & accessibility standards,  
 http://www.kb.nl/hrd/digitalisering/standaarden-en.html 
11
 Digitization of ANP news items,  
 http://www.kb.nl/hrd/digitalisering/archief/anp-en.html (project information) & 
 http://anp.kb.nl (website) 
12
 NED! - Nederlands Erfgoed Digitaal!, http://www.nederlandserfgoeddigitaal.nl/ 
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Fig. 1. Dutch national collaborative aggregation model. The KB is responsible for aggregating 
publications in the National Platform for Digital Publications. 
Building a national aggregator is however a step-by-step process, not finished 
overnight. Until that time domain-specific aggregators - in case of the library domain 
the Dutch National Platform for Digital Publications or The European Library 13 - 
will continue to have an important role in routing Dutch library content directly to 
top-level services.  
 
Top level: International cross-country collaboration & aggregation  
Having established national cross-domain aggregation and interoperability on as 
many levels as possible 14, Dutch content can be shown and used on international 
stages, most notably Europeana 15. This service offers a set of APIs 16, which not only 
enable reuse of Europeana content by third parties, but also allow the contextualized 
and enriched content of the providing institutions to be used in their own 
environments. The APIs, in other words, make it possible to create user interface 
elements for (dark) aggregation services on the lower and middle levels, as indicated 
in Figure 2 by the dotted API arrows. 
                                                          
13
 The European Library; on the one hand a free service that offers access to the resources of 
the 48 national libraries of Europe in 35 languages, on the other hand an international library 
domain aggregator for Europeana, http://www.theeuropeanlibrary.org 
14
 Establishing interoperability on as many levels as possible: technical, metadata, semantical, 
human, inter-domain, organizational, political, .etc.  
15
 Europeana; paintings, music, films and books from over 1500 of Europe's galleries, libraries,  
archives and museums, http://www.europeana.eu 
16
 Europeana Application Programming Interfaces, http://version1.europeana.eu/web/api 
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Abstract. The paper presents an overview of the user generated content service 
that the ASSETS Best Practice Network is designing, implementing and evaluating 
with the user for Europeana, the European digital library. The service will allow 
Europeana users to contribute to the contents of the digital library in several 
different ways, such as uploading simple media objects along with their 
descriptions, annotating existing objects, or enriching existing descriptions. The 
user and the system requirements are outlined first, and used to derive the basic 
principles underlying the service. A conceptual model of the entities required for 
the realization of the service and a general sketch of the system architecture are 
also given, and used to illustrate the basic workflow of some important operations. 
The planning of the user evaluation is finally presented, aimed at validating the 
service before making it available to the final users.  
Keywords: User Generated Content. 
1   Introduction 
In the 2011-2015 Strategic Plan, Europeana [1] announces User Engagement to be 
one of the strategic tracks by which the organization will deliver value. By the term 
‘Engage’ Europeana refers to cultivating new ways for end user to participate in their 
cultural heritage. The Europeana network comprises communities of archivists, 
curators and librarians who show a growing interest in exploring new methods of 
access and dialogue.  Europeana intends to enhance the user experience and offer 
services that allow users to interact and participate. 
User-generated-Content (UGC) is one aspect of this renewed way of participating. 
Information about cultural heritage exists outside the heritage institutions; artifacts, 
written sources and memories of individuals complement collections held in 
institutions.  UGC services are designed to provide users with means to support and 
interpret content. They will be involved in storytelling, curating of virtual exhibitions, 
reviews and even the creation of new collections. Greater participation will increase 
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users’ interest and loyalty. Europeana is therefore devoting increasing resources to 
initiatives that bring out the value of the contribution those users can make. In 
response to these needs, the ASSETS [2]. Consortium has included the support of 
user-generated content amongst the services it is going to develop for Europeana. 
ASSETS is a two-year Best Practice Network co-funded by the CIP PSP Programme 
to improve the accessibility and usability of Europeana. Rather than focusing on a 
specific set of UGC applications, ASSETS is developing a general purpose, back end 
component that aims at supporting any UGC service Europeana will want to offer to 
its users. To this end, the ASSETS back end component implements an Application 
Programming Interface (API) for creating, storing and manipulating UGC Units of 
Work, and for submitting these Units of Work to Europeana, in the form of 
Europeana Submission Information Packages (SIPs). Final users will interact with 
their Units of Work through client interfaces, which will hide the unnecessary 
technical details and complexities of the back end to them, providing them with the 
level of representation that is most suitable for the specific UGC task at hand.  
Indeed, it is expected that every UGC task will be supported by a different final user 
interface. But this will have no impact on Europeana, since every different front end 
will talk to Europeana through the same API. The API will relieve future UGC 
applications from implementing any server side functionality and will move away 
from Europeana the technical interoperability problems that would arise upon 
integrating into its database the possibly different objects coming from future UGC 
applications. The service will rely on the Europeana Data Model (being developed by 
the Europeana version 1.0 project [3]) in order to tackle the more serious semantic 
interoperability problems.  
The definition of the conceptual model underlying the UGC API is the most 
difficult challenge that the ASSETS UGC team is facing. The model has to strike the 
optimal balance between simplicity, so to be quickly learned and easily coded against 
by the future UGC service developers, and generality, so to satisfy the needs of any 
possible future UGC service. This conceptual model has been defined during the first 
year of the ASSETS project, based on an analysis of the different types of 
requirements that are in place. The model has been subsequently used to define the 
UGC API.  
2   Requirements 
User requirements can take different forms: (a) Submission of objects to a repository. A 
minimal set of metadata will have to be provided in order to support the interpretation, 
discovery and management of the object. The user requires to be free of choosing which 
metadata format to use, but the system must propose a default one. (b) Metadata 
enrichment: Users contribute factual metadata to an object, such as location, date, names, 
or tags. The object can be created by the user, but also by another user; the object may 
also be existing content in Europeana. (c) Annotations: users are contributing their views, 
comments. opinions to an object. (d) Contextualization: through storytelling or creating 
virtual exhibitions and galleries and possibly adding narratives to them, users are 
combining existing objects into a new context (without changing the objects and 
metadata itself). Before publishing user generated content, moderation may be added as 
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an intermediate step in the process. Authorized users review the UGC and decide to 
accept and publish it.  In most cases, this includes a feedback loop to the user who 
originally contributed the data.  
Europeana audiences include academic researchers with a high level of language 
and computer skills but also people who are hardly familiar with foreign languages or 
using the internet. While possessing intermediate to good knowledge of foreign 
languages and online search, these groups generally expect services to be easy and 
intuitive. At the same time, they want to understand what happens with their 
contribution and who keeps control over their content. User Interfaces should 
therefore preferably be simple, straightforward and visual. Additionally, clear 
information must be provided about rights regarding the content. 
The back end component has to comply with the Europeana architecture, which is 
based on an Open Source policy.  Europeana has also defined a set of guidelines [4] 
regarding the coding, the testing and the deployment of the components that make up 
its architecture.  
3   The Conceptual Model of the UGC Service 
In order to meet the user and system requirements, the ASSETS team designed a 
UGC service based on the concepts outlined below and presented in Fig. 1 as a UML 
class diagram. 
From the UGC server point of view, at any point in time there exists a set of users 
of the UGC service. Each user is in fact a role, identified by an id and a password, 
behind which a whole community may actually operate. Each user has its own 
Workspace (WS) on the UGC server. A WS is simply a container of the objects that 
the associated user needs to perform UGC tasks. 
The creation of a single UGC object may take a long time and span several 
sessions of work. In between one of these sessions and the next, the partial results 
achieved so far have to be persisted, in order not to be lost and to be resumed at the 
beginning of the next session. The concept of “partial” UGC is captured by the notion 
of Unit of Work (UoW).  The UoWs of a user are maintained in the user’s WS.  
A single UoW contains objects, identified by URIs, and their accompanying 
descriptions. The objects in a UoW can be of two kinds: 
• Existing Europeana objects, that the user has included in the UoW in order to 
link them to new objects (see below) as values of some property, or in order 
to enrich them with new descriptions. Existing Europeana objects can be 
retrieved for inclusion in a UoW via a query issued to Europeana. 
• Newly created objects, which are called UGC objects. These objects are 
original contributions to Europeana, and can be of three kinds: 
o digital objects having an associated media file with the content; 
o digital objects for which no media file is available; 
o non-digital objects.  
Every object in a UoW has an associated description. A description represents a metadata 
record of the object and is modelled as a set of attributions, each attribution consisting of 
a property and a value. Different attributions can have the same property with a different 
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value. A value can be itself an object, or a literal or another resource, external to the 
digital library.When a UoW is ready to be submitted to Europeana, the user can do so by 
using an operation that transforms the UoW into a well-formed Submission Information 
Package (SIP) and places a message signalling the existence of the SIP into the Outbox. 
Each user WS is endowed with an Outbox. Europeana retrieves messages from Outboxes 
in order to harvest the corresponding SIPs. As already mentioned, users can issue queries 
to Europeana in order to retrieve objects. Each query returns a result, in the form of a 
message stored in a special area of the user WS called the Inbox. Each user WS is 
endowed with an Inbox. Messages in the Inbox are of two kinds: query results and 
notifications that communicate the result of submissions. In case of a negative 
notification the rejected SIP can be retrieved and re-transformed into a UoW so to allow 
the user to perform the necessary repairing actions. It is important to notice that these 
concepts define a general-purpose schema, whose machinery need not be used by every 
UGC application. For instance, a simple UGC task that takes place in a single session, 
such as an image upload, may be implemented by directly building the corresponding 
SIP, so by-passing the UoW stage. On the other hand, another UGC application may 
decide to publish a finished UoW to a community of users in order to perform a socially 
oriented form of mediation before submitting the UoW to Europeana. These decisions 
will be taken by the client side of the applications, relying on appropriate shortcuts 
offered by the UGC API. 
 
Fig. 1. UGC model description 
4   Architecture 
For the purposes of developing, testing and evaluating with users the UGC 
functionality, the UGC server will be deployed on the ASSETS Server. After 
successful evaluation, the Server will be moved into the Europeana production server. 
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Fig. 2. Overall architecture 
The three main components of this architecture (see Fig. 2) are: 
Europeana Server. This is the server implementing the Europeana search 
functionality. It provides an API to search for content in the digital library, it 
implements the Open Search directives [5]. The Europeana server also provides an 
application for harvesting of data. 
 
ASSETS UGC Server. In the context of UGC, the ASSETS UGC server provides 
functionality to communicate with Europeana and with the UGC client. The 
communication with the Europeana server is by invoking the Query API module 
(namely OpenSearch API). The ASSETS UGC server manages the workspaces of the 
users, and provides an API to manipulate the UoWs in the workspace. The UGC 
server provides API as REST Web services and is independent from any specific 
UGC client. The User WS contains an Inbox, an Outbox and the set of Units of Work 
that the user is currently playing with. In addition, the UGC Server maintains the 
ASSETS Media Object Repository (AMOR), implementing OAI-PMH functionality 
to allow Europeana to harvest SIPs.  
 
UGC Client. Is a browser-based GUI supporting the user in a specific content 
generation tasks. The UGC Client interacts with the ASSETS Server via REST web 
services provided by the UGC Server module. 
5   Evaluation 
Digital Libraries, Archives and Museums represent the main target for Europeana and 
through them it will be possible to gain a better understanding of user needs and 
requirements that will contribute to the design of future services for the users in 
general as well as for specific groups of users and within specific environments such 
as the mobile usage and social media applications.  
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Within the Europeana project, there will be two types of evaluations carried out: a 
technical and a user-centred evaluation. The technical evaluation will be focused on 
verifying that the functionalities delivered by ASSETS fulfil efficient and scalable 
requirements. The user-centred evaluations aim at verifying that the services 
delivered by ASSETS fulfil the expectations of the end-users. The EDL Foundation 
together with ASSETS will conduct the evaluation.  More specifically, the goal for 
the evaluation will be a) to utilize a user-oriented approach, and b) to focus on 
usability aspects of the services proposed and their end-users.  
6   Conclusions and Outlook 
The main concepts and architectural features of the user-generated content service 
have been illustrated. The service is being implemented by the ASSETS Best Practice 
Network and will be evaluated within the lifetime of the project. The basic principles 
of the evaluation methodology have been described.  
The UGC service developed by ASSETS is based on a general-purpose back end, 
which is meant to relieve Europeana from dealing with the specificities of the 
possibly very many UGC tasks that may be offered to users. At the same time, the 
back end relieves developers of UGC tasks from implementing the server side of their 
applications. 
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Abstract. This paper presents CORE (COnnecting REpositories), a
system that aims to facilitate the access and navigation across scientiﬁc
papers stored in Open Access repositories. This is being achieved by har-
vesting metadata and full-text content from Open Access repositories, by
applying text mining techniques to discover semanticly related articles
and by representing and exposing these relations as Linked Data. The
information about associations between articles expressed in an interop-
erable format will enable the emergence of a wide range of applications.
The potential of CORE can be demonstrated on two use-cases: (1) Im-
proving the the navigation capabilities of digital libraries by the means
of a CORE pluging, (2) Providing access to digital content from smart
phones and tablet devices by the means of the CORE Mobile application.
Keywords: digital library federations, automatic link generation, text
mining, semantic similarity, content harvesting, mobile devices.
1 Introduction
In this paper, we present CORE, a system which aims to improve the access
and navigation between semantically related Open Access articles stored across
diﬀerent repositories. Our approach employs text mining to discover relations
between full-text content. These relationships are then represented and published
as Linked Data. We have developed two software applications that demonstrate
the use of this new dataset: the CORE Plugin and the CORE Mobile application.
Generating and exposing information about semantically similar papers us-
ing CORE involves three stages. In the first stage, the metadata records and
full-text documents are harvested from available Open Access repositories (Meta-
data Harvester and Full-text Downloader components - Figure 1). In the second
stage, the available content is processed in order to discover meaningful rela-
tions between papers using text mining techniques (Semantic Relation Analyser
component - Figure 1). In the third stage, the extracted relations are exposed
as Linked Data and are represented in the CORE Triple store. Each stage is now
described in more detail.
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Fig. 1. CORE architecture
2 Metadata and Content Harvesting
The ﬁrst component of the CORE system is responsible for acquiring (1) meta-
data records and (2) the associated full-text content from Open Access reposi-
tories. The harvesting of the metadata is performed using standard OAI-PMH
requests to the repositories. Successful requests return an XML document which
contains information about the papers stored in a repository. Although the OAI-
PMH protocol itself is not directly concerned with the downloading of full-text
content, as it focuses on the transfer of metadata, a good practise in reposi-
tories (which is unfortunately not consistently applied) is to provide as a part
of the metadata the URLs to the full-text documents. Document URLs can be
thus extracted and used to automatically download full-texts from repositories
over the HTTP protocol. The CORE system provides this functionality and is
optimized for regular metadata harvesting and full-text downloading of large
amounts of content. The fact that CORE caches the actual full-text content
in order to process the documents and to discover additional metadata distin-
guishes this approach from a number of other Open Access federated search
systems, such as BASE or OAISTER, that rely only on the metadata accessible
through OAI-PMH.
At the time of writing, the CORE harvesting system has been tested on 142
Open Access repositories from the UK. We expect to extend the number of
repositories in the future to all available repositories listed in OpenDOAR. A
larger number of repositories will increase the demand on the storage space as
in our case not only metadata, but also full-text has to be stored as opposed to
services, such as OAIster or BASE. It is expected that about 10% of the records
contain links to downloadable pdfs, which would account for about 3 million
full-text papers stored across Open Access repositories worldwide.
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3 Discovering Related Content
The analyzer of the semantic relations from textual content is at the heart of
the CORE application. This component performs the extraction of text from the
downloaded papers and then processes the content by calculating the semantic
similarity between pairs of articles. The current implementation used in this
calculation is an adapted version of software, which we have originally developed
to study the correlation between links authored by people and links predicted by
automatic link generation methods, namely using semantic similarity measures
on document vectors extracted from text [2]. This study revealed that semantic
similarity is strongly correlated to the way people link content and that the value
of the calculated semantic similarity can be used to predict useful connections
between articles while ﬁltering out duplicities.
The system is based on the calculation of cosine similarity between tfidf
vectors. Since calculating semantic similarity for all document pairs doesn’t scale
up, due to the large number of combinations, CORE uses heuristics to decide
which document pairs are unlikely to be similar and can thus be discarded from
consideration.
4 Exposing Semantic Data
In the third stage, the newly generated metadata about the article similarities
are expressed in an interoperable format. This should allow third-party services
to exploit this information in ﬂexible and unprecedented ways. When exposing a
new collection as Linked Data, it is a good practise to reuse existing vocabular-
ies/ontologies for its description as this makes it easier for the outside world to
integrate the new data with already existing datasets and services. The Similar-
ity Ontology - MuSim [1], has been selected as an appropriate base schema for
the representation of relationships between papers within CORE. Though this
ontology was originally designed with music similarity in mind, it can be eas-
ily applied to other domains. In MuSim, the association between two (or more)
Fig. 2. (a) Representing similarity between articles using MuSim. (b) CORE Mobile
application.
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top level objects is a class to be reiﬁed rather than a property. This allows to
embrace the complexity of associations and accommodate the subjectivity and
context-dependence of similarity. Figure 2 shows how information about similar
items is represented in the CORE system. Using this representation it is possible
to construct complex queries combining information from various datasets.
5 CORE Services
The CORE Linked Data set can be reused by third-party applications in a
number of ways. We have developed two applications that demonstrate its use.
(1) The CORE Plugin - The CORE Plugin can provide information to dig-
ital libraries about related documents stored in other repositories that are se-
mantically related to to the document currently being visited. This provides
the following advantages to the libraries: (a) The repository/library content is
compared to external content remotely using the CORE system eliminating the
needs for additional memory storage or computational power. This means that
all the functionality is provided to third-party systems via a web-service. The
web-service communicates with the client application which allows ﬂexible inte-
gration with any repository user interface. (b) By linking to relevant information
stored within this repository and elsewhere, the repository/library provides bet-
ter service to its users.
(2) CORE Mobile - Mobile devices are often used in situations when network
access is limited. Therefore, it is practical to be able to access the content of
interest also in an oﬀ-line mode. CORE Mobile is a native application (Figure 2)
for the Android system, which can be used on both mobile and tablet devices.
The application allows searching and navigating across related papers stored in
Open Access repositories. The client application connects to the CORE service
layer through which the search for relevant articles and the successive browsing
across related content is available. The application also allows the downloading
of full-text content to the mobile device and the accessing of the downloaded
content when oﬀ-line. The application is freely available from the Android Mar-
ket.
6 Conclusion
This paper presented the CORE application, which automatically discovers re-
lated content across Open Access repositories. The applied approach is fully au-
tomatic and relies only on the harvesting of metadata and content using existing
protocols. CORE is to our knowledge the ﬁrst system which discovers relations
between papers based on the processing of full-text information as opposed to
existing metasearch systems. In addition, the information about associations be-
tween papers, harvested from diﬀerent digital repositories, is exposed in a format
deﬁned by a similarity ontology and published as Linked Data, making it possi-
ble for third-party systems to exploit the potential of the CORE dataset. Finally,
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we have demonstrated two cases in which the CORE dataset has been used: (a)
as a plugin into existing digital library system (b) as a federated search system
with download and browsing capabilities for mobile devices.
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Abstract. Repository managers increasingly use toolkits such as DSpace
to manage submission of and access to resources. However, DSpace does
not support the highly desirable distributed replication functionality pro-
vided by LOCKSS. This paper describes an experiment to seamlessly
interconnect DSpace and LOCKSS in a generalisable manner. An ex-
perimental prototype conﬁrms that this is indeed possible, and that the
interoperation can be eﬃcient within the constraints of the systems.
Keywords: interoperability, harvesting, replication.
1 Introduction
Lots of Copies Keeps Stuﬀ Safe (LOCKSS) [7] is a popular software toolkit to
replicate digital collections. LOCKSS is noted for its voting system whereby
multiple replicas of an object on distributed servers are used to ensure the au-
thenticity of the object [4]. If a single copy of an object is corrupted, it is outvoted
as the authoritative copy and updated with an authoritative copy from one of the
other servers. Thus, many copies may ultimately preserve the data, as suggested
by the name LOCKSS.
This replication feature is not currently considered by most institutional
repository (IR) toolkits, which focus on Web-based submission and access. Thus,
the administrator of an IR would need one software tool for the management
of the repository (e.g., DSpace ) and another for the replication function (e.g.,
LOCKSS).
This paper reports on an experiment to interconnect DSpace and LOCKSS,
where the former is used for submission/access and the latter for replication. The
feasibility of interconnecting these systems seamlessly was investigated, using an
approach that is generalisable to other systems. Metadata and digital objects are
then transferred between the systems as necessary using METS [6] and MODS
[5] for packaging of objects and speciﬁcation of metadata, with OAI-PMH [3] as
the underlying transfer layer.
2 Data Harvesting
The OAI-PMH only deﬁnes the harvesting of metadata so a mechanism for ac-
cess to the complete digital objects was necessary. The solution adopted was
S. Gradmann et al. (Eds.): TPDL 2011, LNCS 6966, pp. 493–496, 2011.
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the use of a special metadata format that returns a minimal metadata record
with only a URL from which the full packaged digital object can be obtained.
Thus a standard OAI-PMH harvester can be used, followed by the additional
step of transferring each packaged digital object individually. This solution, a
minimalist version of that suggested by Van de Sompel, et al [9], is described
bellow. This approach is arguably superior to METS records transferred over
OAI-PMH because the packages are self-contained and can be stored and ma-
nipulated without modiﬁcation of the references to objects, which would in such
a solution need to initially point to the originating repository [1] [8].
The metsPackage metadata format is deﬁned as containing only a single
element that speciﬁes the URL from which a METS package can be down-
loaded. The metsPackage metadataPreﬁx is used to request a response in the
metsPackage metadata format.
Once the harvester has obtained this list of URLs to digital objects, it can
download each package individually. These packages are in the standard METS
package format and contain METS metadata in an XML ﬁle as well as all digital
objects that make up the item. All ﬁles are then compressed using the ZIP
algorithm.
In the experimental system that was developed, a new verb - GetPackage -
was added to the OAI-PMH set to download a METS package. This was simply
a development convenience - this can also be implemented using a completely
diﬀerent Web application. To be consistent with the OAI-PMH verbs, GetPack-
age takes a single parameter that is the identiﬁer of the item whose package is
being requested.
When the server creates a metsPackage response, it inserts GetPackage
URLs into the identiﬁer ﬁelds.
When the GetPackage verb is encountered by a server, it will dynamically
create the identiﬁed METS package and return it to the harvester client. The
harvester then unpackages it and ingests the metadata and digital objects into
its local system.
3 Evaluation and Analysis
3.1 Experiments
The plugins were evaluated for criteria of correctness and speed. Results from
the test of the speed of the LOCKSS system interface show a roughly linear
increase in time to scan through the ﬁlestore as the size of the ﬁlestore increases
and negligible diﬀerence in performance for shallow and deeply-nested ﬁlestores.
Very small ﬁlestores appear to perform much better than larger ones, probably as
a result of disk caching.A linear increase in time is expected in an unindexed data
store, so this result conﬁrms what was expected. The results for the GetPackage
verb experiment show that transfer time of individual packages are reasonably
consistent, with an average of 1.6 seconds per package for transfer. Variations
in time are due to the diﬀerences in ﬁle sizes. The system can be deemed to be
scalable with the number and sizes of ﬁles.
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3.2 Post-analysis
Numerous stumbling blocks were encountered during the development that could
inform the design of future repositories and systems for distributed preservation.
These are discussed below.
– Read-only LOCKSS
LOCKSS uses a read-only system partition for its operating system and all
its software. This ensures that the system is stable and not prone to viruses or
other attacks on the integrity of the system. Unfortunately, this also makes
it impossible to add extensions to the system or update any part of the
system. During the development of the LOCKSS plugin, it was necessary to
copy over the plugin’s ﬁles manually each time the server was restarted, as
a temporary solution.
– Metadata Restrictions
LOCKSS uses HTTP headers for its metadata while DSpace uses qualiﬁed
Dublin Core. Neither system appears to allow deviation from their baselines.
This poses a challenge when interconnecting the systems as metadata cannot
be translated completely between HTTP headers and Dublin Core.
– Encoding structure (communities)
LOCKSS stores structural information in the directory structure of its ﬁle-
store while DSpace stores the community and collection information in its
database. In both cases, there is structure in the repository but this structure
is not reﬂected in the metadata. A solution to this is to encode the structure
into the OAI-PMH set entry in a record’s header. However, the structure is
still not part of an oﬄine METS package, which typically includes internal
structure only. If it was possible to include structural membership infor-
mation, this would still be piecemeal and empty collections would not be
replicated when a repository is replicated.
– Conﬁguration transfer
One solution to the problem of missing structural information is to explicitly
store and transfer the entire structure of a repository. This can be part
of the conﬁguration information that is necessary to restore a repository
completely.
4 Related Work
Early eﬀorts at interoperability were focused on showing the feasibility of
repository-to-repository migration, for example a transfer from Greenstone to
DSpace and vice versa in the Stoned project [10]. Stoned supported import and
export functions for digital objects and metadata using a suite of diﬀerent mech-
anisms.
Van de Sompel, et al [9] proposed an automated mechanism for inter-
repository harvesting that is based on the OAI-PMH and the use of a com-
plex and descriptive packaging metadata format (SCORM, MPEG-21 DIDL,
METS, etc.) to represent digital objects. These metadata formats could contain
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direct links to the digital objects in a live repository. Tansley [8] used a similar
approach.
Finally, Duracloud promises to bridge the gap between repositories and repli-
cation by providing its own network based on cloud data storage [2] . Unlike
LOCKSS, which relies on spare capacity, Duracloud will expect repository man-
agers to explicitly allocate resources to replication. The software is open source
so there is promise for experimentation with diﬀerent models in the future.
5 Conclusions
This paper has described an experiment to interconnect these 2 systems to bring
the beneﬁts of both worlds closer together for repository managers.
In the process of developing an interoperability solution, the more general
problem of data harvesting has been discussed. While metadata harvesting is
commonplace, OAI-PMH does not address how to access the digital objects
using a machine interface. This makes common services such as search engines,
data mining and replication diﬃcult. The solution adopted in this paper is not
only compatible with the existing semantics of the OAI-PMH, but minimalist.
The system evaluation has demonstrated that the plugins and approach to
data harvesting are both feasible and eﬃcient. While reasonably successful, it
is clear that even with the most advanced and popular tools, replication is not
a simple task. Many aspects of system design can be improved to enable more
eﬀective/eﬃcient replication, such that future attempts to interconnect similar
systems will hopefully be less intensive!
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Abstract. Texts in the “Digital Library of Serbian Cultural Heritage of the 18th 
Century” are encoded as a word-aligned corpus of TEI XML documents in two 
versions: one using traditional 18th-century orthography, including the graphemes 
which have since disappeared from Serbian, and one using modernized and 
standardized Serbian spelling rules that increase the legibility and searchability of 
these texts for modern users. The corpus also contains linguistic and semantic 
annotations that add modern phonetic, morphological, lexical and conceptual 
equivalents to the largely archaic vocabulary. By applying basic techniques of 
cross-lingual information retrieval to a historical dimension of one language, and 
making provisions for multiple indexing and annotations, our project exposes a 
notoriously difficult chapter in the development of the Serbian language to a wider 
audience, without sacrificing the edition’s scholarly potential.   
Keywords: Digital humanities, digital editions, digital libraries, cultural heritage, 
Serbian language, language change, Dositej Obradović, Text Encoding Initiative 
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1   Serbian 18th Century: Linguistic and Technological Challenge 
While many European languages underwent relatively uninterrupted linguistic and 
cultural evolutions, the modern Serbian literary language, as codified by Vuk 
Stefanović Karadžić in the 19th century, had its roots in the vernacular rather than the 
literary standard(s) of the previous epoch [1]. 18th-century Serbian language itself was 
largely influenced by three linguistic forces: 1) the ecclesiastical Serbian recension of 
Church Slavonic (Serbo-Slavonic); 2) the Russified recension of Church Slavonic 
known as Ruso-Slavonic; and 3) a fashionable hybrid of Ruso-Slavonic and 
vernacular Serbian known as Slaveno-Serbian [2]. The linguistic complexity of these 
texts, therefore, poses a formidable challenge to the modern reader, who is 
unaccustomed to archaic vocabulary and morphology of the pre-reform Serbian.  
Our initial digitization focus has been on the writings of Dositej Obradović (1740-
1811), widely considered the chief representative of 18th-century Serbian and South 
Slavic Age of Enlightenment [3].  
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1.1   The Problem with Print Editions 
Today, the works of 18th-century Serbian authors generally, and Dositej Obradović in 
particular, are published exclusively in their modern-day transcription: the original 
orthography is standardized and modernized, while lexical and morphological 
peculiarities remain untouched [4]. These print editions usually include a glossary of 
lesser-known words listed in the appendix, but the annotated words are not marked in 
the text itself, which makes the process of consulting the glossary highly impractical, 
time-consuming and often frustrating.  
2   Making User-Centered Digital Editions of 18th-Century Texts 
To be truly useful for any kind of textual study, a digital library must provide a range 
of options – e.g. full-content searchability, concordances and indexes, metadata, 
hyperlinks, and critical markup [5]. When dealing with 18th-century Serbian texts, 
however, we must ask if traditional indexing techniques are suitable for works written 
in non-standardized, pre-reformed Serbian orthography. Even if the archaic 
vocabulary of the transcribed originals is manually lemmatized, only a handful of 
scholars would profit from their full-text search functionality. With these factors in 
mind, we have chosen an editing strategy that allows us to maximize both the 
scholarly and the non-academic appeal of the obscure yet rich linguistic fabric of 18th-
century Serbian. 
While it is important to preserve (i.e. not resolve) the non-standard textual features 
(word segmentation, abbreviations, variants of letters and punctuation marks) in 
critical editions [6], linguistic puritanism will not suffice if we aim to expose cultural 
heritage objects to a broader audience. We are therefore creating hybrid digital 
editions by: a) encoding texts both in their original orthographic form and their 
modern-day, standardized equivalent; b) annotating phonetic, lexical and conceptual 
equivalents of words which are no longer used in contemporary Serbian; and c) 
developing a web application and browser interface for reading/searching the texts, 
providing several levels of indexing to enable multiple access points. We are applying 
basic techniques of cross-lingual information retrieval (CLIR) to a historical 
dimension of one language. 
2.1   Encoding 
The core of our digital edition of Dositej Obradović is a parallel corpus of his texts in 
their original orthography [OO], and transcriptions of those texts using standardized 
Serbian modern orthography [MO]. Texts are edited in XML according to the Guidelines 
of the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) [7]. The corpus is word-aligned and heavily 
indexed so that each word, sentence, paragraph and division is assigned a unique ID as an 
anchor for establishing corresponding links between the two transcriptions.  
2.2   Lexical and Semantic Annotation 
We have established the following guidelines for lexical and semantic annotation of 
18th-century texts: 
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1. If the difference between a Slavonicism and its modern equivalent is purely 
orthographic, i.e. if MO is also equal to the modern Serbian word, (e.g. богъ vs. 
бог, сладка vs. слатка etc.), no special annotation is provided. 
2. If a Slavonicism (e.g. любовъ [OO]; љубов [MO]) is phonetically distinct from 
its modern Serbian counterpart (љубав), but the two are otherwise semantically 
equivalent, the Slavonicism is annotated with its modern Serbian phonetic 
equivalent. 
3. If a Slavnonicism (e.g. утѣшенїе [OO]; утешеније [MO]) and its corresponding 
modern-day Serbian variant (утеха) have the same root, but different 
morphological realizations, the Slavnonicism is annotated with its modern-day 
morphological equivalent. 
4. If a Slavnonicism (e.g. благодѣтель [OO], благодетељ [MO]) is no longer used 
in contemporary language, but there is a corresponding lexical equivalent (i.e. 
synonym or near-synonym, e.g доброчинитељ), the Slavnonicism is annotated 
and linked to its modern Serbian lexical equivalent. 
5. Finally, if a Slavnonicism is not lexicalized in the modern language (e.g. 
любезница  [OO]; љубезница [MO]), a modern Serbian conceptual equivalent 
(драга особа женског полa) is assigned to the archaic form and marked as such. 
2.3   User Interaction with the Digital Library 
Our encoding will allow the reader to search the contents of the digital library using 
not only the modern Serbian orthographic forms [MO] of the original texts, but also 
the phonetic, lexical and parsed conceptual equivalents of the words appearing in the 
original. For example, a search for the modern-Serbian lexeme захвалност (gratitude) 
would also return and indicate examples containing the Slavonicism припознанство, 
even though the modern-day lexeme only occurs in annotations and is not actually 
present in either of the two transcriptions of the text.   
Our system of diachronic annotation is important for several reasons: 
1. With a language of low-standardization, such as 18th-century Serbian, searching the 
text via modern-day equivalents can retrieve a larger pool of data than a search 
based on original orthographic forms. 
2. 18th-century Serbian employs graphemes no longer present in modern Serbian (for 
instance я, ю, ї, ъ, щ etc.) and not readily available in Serbian Cyrillic keyboard 
layouts. 
3. 18th-century Serbian vocabulary is largely unknown to an average native speaker 
and student of the Serbian language; searching via lexical equivalents across 
different works and authors may uncover previously unnoticed thematic 
similarities and correspondences. 
3   Conclusions and Further Work 
Even though additional levels of markup – such as part of speech or syntactic frames 
– could be manually applied to our digital editions, we are currently focusing on the 
above guidelines in order to gather a pool of texts that could also be used for 
experimenting with NLP techniques such as training a tagger for semi-automatic 
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POS-tagging. Another possibility is the automatic creation of bilingual glossaries 
based on our annotations, and the cross-referencing of 18th-century sources with the 
synonym-rich Transpoetika Dictionary of the Serbian Language [8] – which would 
help us create even more sophisticated search mechanisms for 18th-century texts. 
Providing both original and standardized transcriptions of heavily annotated 18th-
century text will open new areas of research and application of digital technologies in 
the study of this important period in Serbian history.   
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Cross-Border Extended Collective Licensing: A Solution 
to Online Dissemination of Europe’s Cultural Heritage? 
Johan Axhamn* 
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An issue which recently has gained increased attention from legislators is how to 
stimulate the digitization and online availability of the collections held by libraries, 
museums and other cultural institutions – sometimes referred to as our “common 
heritage” – and at the same time give full respect to established copyright norms. At 
European level, this attention is evident in the Digital Libraries Initiative, the Com-
munication from the European Commission on Copyright in the Knowledge Econo-
my, the Commission’s Digital Agenda for Europe and its recent Communication on a 
Single Market for Intellectual Property Rights. Inherent in these policy documents is 
the recognition that the new information technologies have created vast opportunities 
to make the common heritage of Europe more accessible for users online. It is also a 
shared belief that such access – if coherent with basic copyright principles – will be 
for the mutual benefit of users, right holders and the society at large. In line with this 
the Commission has supported the creation and development of a common access 
point for Europe’s cultural heritage, Europeana.  
However, several issues from a copyright perspective have to be solved before un-
dertaking mass-digitization and online dissemination of the collections held by these 
institutions. One of them is how to make the said digitization and online dissemina-
tion lawful from a copyright perspective. To the extent that an item in a cultural insti-
tution’s collection is (still) protected by copyright, those acts fall under the author’s 
exclusive right to authorize and prohibit use of his or her work. As the administrative 
(“transaction”) costs of finding and negotiating an individual license with every right 
holder would rise to astronomical levels, there is an obvious risk that major parts of 
the collections will not be digitized and disseminated online. For this reason, the most 
practical solution would probably lie in the area of collective rights management. 
A way forward is the extended collective license (ECL) model as established and 
developed in the Nordic countries. The essential component of the ECL model is that 
it extends a freely negotiated agreement between a Collective Management Organiza-
tion (CMO) and a user so that it binds also non-members’ rights, sometimes referred 
to as “outsiders’ rights”. The legal implication of this extension effect is that the 
agreement not only gives the user the right to use outsider’s rights without any risk of 
civil remedies but that that it also provides full limitation against criminal sanctions. 
To safeguard the outsiders’ interests, the legally supported extended effect only oc-
curs provided that certain conditions have been met. These conditions are, mainly, 
outsiders’ possibility to opt out, equal treatment vis-à-vis members of the organization 
and receipt of remuneration. There are also conditions related to the representative-
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ness and supervision of the eligible CMOs. The ECL model has been under consid-
eration by the Commission as a possible solution to stimulate the digitization and 
online availability of the collections held by cultural institutions.  
An additional challenge is to make the collections available cross-border, i.e. also 
to other countries (territories) than the one where the cultural institution is located. It 
is inherent in the policy documents of the European commission and also the estab-
lishment of Europeana that there is a clear political aim to stimulate such cross-border 
dissemination. According to prevalent copyright rules, rights for dissemination online 
have to be cleared in every country where the content can be accessed. Applied to 
cultural institutions this means that they would have to get a license from CMOs in 
every EU member state. This would of course lead to substantial administrative costs 
for the institutions. However, so far no solution have been brought forward which 
takes into account and could be acceptable by both cultural institutions and right 
holders.  
Two viable cross-border solutions are a country of transmission principle or a solu-
tion based on voluntary measures by the national CMOs. A country of transmission 
principle holds that cultural institutions should only be obliged to obtain a license in 
the country where the institution initiated the online dissemination. This solution 
would require legislative intervention at EU level. The other solution essentially 
means that national CMOs would give each other a mandate to issue multi-territory 
licenses. 
At first glance, an ECL provision combined with either of the cross-border solu-
tions outlined above may be regarded as favoring the cultural institutions’ interests, as 
it gives them the privilege of both an ECL provision and a simplified measure for 
cross-border rights clearance. However, the scope of an ECL provision for the benefit 
of these institutions would primarily be to make available content that is not of a con-
temporary commercial nature. Hence, the model would aim at establishing a mechan-
ism which would create a supply of cultural heritage content. It is in the interest of the 
society as a whole that also this content is made available online.  
Against this background, the panel will discuss pros and cons of a cross-border 
ECL model in relation to the digitization and online cross-border availability of the 
collections held by national cultural institutions. The panelists are representatives of 
different interests (stakeholders). 
Moderator 
Patrick Peiffer is project manager for the Services électroniques at the National Li-
brary of Luxembourg, managing licences for the national consortium and specialising 
in copyright issues, currently for retro-digitisation of newspapers and digital legal 
deposit. He is member of the EU Member States Expert Group on Digitisation and 
within the EuropeanaConnect project, task leader for the Europeana Licensing 
Framework. 
Panelists 
Annemarie Beunen is the copyright lawyer of the National Library of the Netherlands, 
and an assistant professor at Leiden University (department of eLaw). Here, she lec-
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tures and publishes on copyright issues relating to digitised cultural heritage. Anne-
marie read Dutch Law (specializing in copyright) and History of Art at Nijmegen 
University in the Netherlands. In 2007 in Leiden, she finished her PhD thesis on the 
sui generis protection for database producers under the European Database Directive. 
In 1999-2000 she edited the first Dutch legal guidebook for museums. She also held 
former positions at the Dutch Council for Culture, and the Dutch Council of State. 
 
Johan Axhamn is a PhD candidate in intellectual property law at the Faculty of Law, 
Stockholm University, where he conducts research and is a teacher in intellectual 
property law. His PhD project deals with the EU database directive, especially the sui 
generis database right and its interfaces with competition law and fundamental rights. 
Between November 2010 and May 2011 Johan conducted research at the Institute for 
Information Law (IViR) at the University of Amsterdam on the Nordic ECL model in 
relation to the Europeana project. This research has resulted in a EuropeanaConnect 
ECL report on practical solutions for cross-border access, available in Q3 2011. Johan 
is a former special adviser to the Ministry of Justice in Sweden, with special focus on 
copyright and enforcement issues and is currently Sweden’s expert and delegate to the 
WIPO Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual Property and Genetic Resources, 
Traditional Knowledge and Folklore.  
 
Silke von Lewinski is tenured at the Max Planck Institute for Intellectual Property, 
Munich and specialises in international and European copyright law. She is also an 
adjunct professor at Franklin Pierce Center for IP at the University of New Hampshire 
Law School, Concord, N.H., USA. Dr. von Lewinski frequently has been an expert 
consulting the European Commission, e.g. on the EC Rental Rights Directive, and 
regarding the WIPO Diplomatic Conference 1996. At the WIPO Diplomatic Confe-
rence 2000 on Audiovisual Performances, she was a delegate for Germany. She has 
been the chief legal expert consulting the governments of Eastern and Central Euro-
pean and former Soviet countries on their copyright legislation in the framework of 
the initial EC’s TA programs from 1995 and works under subsequent programs, in-
cluding in Asia. Numerous publications and lectures worldwide have focussed on 
copyright law, primarily international and European. Main publications: “The WIPO 
Treaties 1996” (2002, with Reinbothe), “International Copyright Law and Policy” 
(OUP, 2008), “European Copyright Law” (OUP, 2010, with MM Walter et al.); 
edited: “Indigenous Heritage and Intellectual Property: Genetic Resources, Tradition-
al Knowledge and Folklore” (2nd edn. 2008); “Copyright throughout the World” 
(West, from 2008). 
 
Mette Møller is the Secretary General of the Norwegian Authors’ Union. She graduat-
ed from the University of Oslo in 1991 and has worked within the copyright field ever 
since. Møller participated in the working group for the test case to bokhylla.no 
(“Bookshelf”), a project aiming at making all Norwegian books from the 1790s, 
1890s and 1990s available on the Internet. To the extent that books are still under 
copyright, they are encompassed by an extended collective licensing agreement be-
tween the Norwegian collective management organization Kopinor and the National 
Library of Norway. Møller has followed bokhylla.no closely since it was launched in 
2009. Møller also has experience from working at the Norwegian Ministry of Cultural 
Affairs with copyright policy issues in both a Nordic and European framework, con-
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tributing to a revision of the Norwegian Copyright Act in 1995. She has also worked 
as a Legal Manager at Norwaco (a collective management organization clearing rights 
and collecting remuneration for retransmission of broadcasting signals with legal 
basis in an extended collective license agreement). Between 1996 and 2006 she 
worked as an IPR business lawyer. Between 2005 and 2009 she was a Board member 
of the Norwegian Film Fund.  
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Abstract. This research aims to investigate ebook lending, management, and 
procurement in UK public libraries. A mixed method approach will be utilised 
to gain an understanding of how ebook lending is currently being achieved and 
to determine its affect on traditional library services. This research also 
proposes to run ebook reader lending trials from selected public libraries. 
Keywords: ebooks, ebook readers, public libraries. 
1   Introduction 
The ebook revolution is coming; driven by innovative business models, supported by 
impressive technological developments, and fuelled by apparently endless content. 
Despite difficulties in obtaining reliable data on ebook sale figures [1], evidence from 
the International Digital Publishing Forum suggests that sales of ebooks in America 
are growing rapidly, from 6 million dollars in 2002 to 55 million dollars in 2009 [2]. 
Public libraries are receiving active encouragement from government to provide 
ebook services [3] but face lukewarm responses by library users [4] and a volatile 
sector in which Google, Amazon, Apple, and a host of other organisations fight for a 
share of the marketplace. The provision of ebook services in the academic library 
sector is relatively widespread - over 60% of students utilised them in their studies in 
2008 [5] - but while ebook services have been established in US public libraries for a 
number of years [6], the available data suggests that the vast majority of UK public 
libraries are yet to offer ebook services [4]. The British Library recently estimated 
that by 2020 the vast majority, 95%, of new works published will only be published in 
electronic form [7].  
Despite a significant body of research on the design of ebooks [8], and their use in 
an academic context [9, 10] there is a dearth of research concerning ebook lending 
services in public libraries. The objectives of this study are to investigate ebook 
service provision, both within public libraries and other library sectors, in order to 
develop an understanding of the myriad challenges involved and to provide guidance 
on how collection development policy must evolve to meet new demands. The 
potential benefits of ebook service in public libraries would be an actualisation of the 
24/7 virtual library for all users as well as being of significant interest to specific user 
communities, such as the visually impaired, reading groups [11], and the young. This 
research will be of interest to library practitioners wishing to introduce or optimise 
ebook lending services. 
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2   Research Questions 
The research intends to examine current and future practice relating to ebook lending 
provision in the UK in order to develop a best practice model that will be useful to 
public library practitioners wishing to develop or enhance such services. The research 
questions are as follows: 
 
Q1. How have public libraries addressed ebook service provision in the UK? 
Q2. What challenges and opportunities exist in incorporating ebook lending into 
other reader services? 
Q3. Is it feasible to lend ebook reading devices from public libraries? 
Q4. How can the effectiveness of ebook lending services be measured? 
Q5. How do library users view the provision of ebook lending services? 
Q6. How can effective ebook lending services be developed? 
3   Related Work 
Whilst ebooks are now commonly found in academic libraries [5] they are yet to fully 
penetrate public libraries in the UK [4]. Ebooks in public libraries have attracted less 
research interest than ebooks in academic libraries; the majority of work in the UK 
has been undertaken by James Dearnley and Cliff McKnight of the Department of 
Information Science at Loughborough University. Public libraries in the UK lag 
behind the US in offering ebook lending services [6], in the US public libraries first 
offered ebook lending through the aggregator netLibrary in 1998 (Genco, 2009). The 
first public library authorities to lend ebooks in the UK were Richmond [12] and 
Blackburn and Darwen [13]. Whilst research into ebooks in academic libraries has 
recently been characterised by large scale surveys [5, 14] the equivalent work in the 
public library arena has been on a smaller scale. Recently more attention has been 
paid to ebooks in public libraries and Highwire Press of Stanford University [15] 
released a report that included a large number of public libraries in the sample. As 
public libraries increasingly begin to adopt ebooks and offer digital lending it is likely 
that interest from the scholarly community will follow. Currently the majority of 
public libraries in the UK do not offer ebook lending services but the number is 
increasing rapidly. It seems that the aggregator Overdrive has a commanding market 
share amongst public libraries in the UK and the US [12] but this is liable to change in 
a highly volatile market place [1]. Public libraries face a number of challenges in the 
following areas when offering ebook lending: selection, acquisition, cataloguing, 
access, preservation, and management.  
Dearnley and McKnight [16] conducted two pilot studies that investigated the 
potential usage of Rocket eBook ebook readers in a public library context. The first of 
these studies was carried out at Loughborough University and the second at Market 
Harborough public library. It resulted in a trial period of lending ebook readers in 
Market Harborough public library. The study was ostensibly an evaluation of ebook 
lending in a public library context but was more accurately a usability evaluation of 
the Rocket eBook ebook reader and Glassbook ebook reader software. The 
conclusions drawn at the end of the study were that ebook readers would have to be 
significantly improved before ebooks achieved mainstream acceptance. 
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Manyard and McKnight [17] investigated the provision of ebooks for children in 
public libraries. They found a positive attitude towards ebooks as a method of 
enhancing the children’s services that the library offered. A common problem 
identified by the librarians in the survey was that lending ebooks was limited by the 
possibility of children not having access to hardware that would allow them to use the 
ebook. 
Dearnley and McKnight [13] published a further paper in 2003 that again explored 
ebook use in a public library context. An overview of ebook lending in the US was 
provided and the conclusion was reached that the situation in the UK was less well 
developed owing to the limited availability of ebook readers, lack of UK specific 
ebooks, and the lack of commercial ebook vendors. It was found that lending the 
ebook readers was problematical for staff and the Rocket eBook was not a suitable 
device. However the paper concluded that a new generation of ebook reading devices 
could offer benefits to public libraries. 
Vidana [18] provided insight into the process that the library authority would have 
to undertake in order to prepare for lending ebooks: choosing ebooks providers and 
formats, selecting titles, resolving technical issues, training staff, developing 
evaluation processes, launching and publicising the service, and monitoring and 
assessing the progress. Vidana also mentioned the possibility of using ebooks to form 
consortia which is currently a strong trend in the US [19]. 
Garrod [6] gave an overview of the ebook market place, which she conceded was a 
complex topic. Garrod notes the importance of marketing the service, which has been 
a common theme in the promotion of ebooks in academic libraries [20] as well as 
suggesting consortia based solution to collection management. 
Dearnley, McKnight, and Morris [21] report on user and staff reactions to a 
personal digital assistant (PDA) based ebook collection. The conclusion that ebook 
were to be viewed as supplementary to physical collections was also aired. Again it 
was found that the hardware used in the study was not sufficiently usable as to be 
practical to be lent from the public library. 
Dearnley, McKnight, and Morris [4] present the results of an online questionnaire 
survey that collected data on the ebook collection held at Essex County Libraries. The 
collection was provided by Overdrive and Ebrary. The conclusions reached was that 
marketing of ebook collections was paramount in their adoption by users and that 
certain genres, especially science fiction, were more popular than others. Again the 
study concludes optimistically with the promise of further advances in ebook reader 
technology driving the ebook market forward. 
Landoni and Hanlon [11] used two reading groups in public libraries in Glasgow to 
explore the utility of fiction ebooks. Despite the negative reactions for the participants 
Landoni concludes that there ‘is undoubtedly a role for e-books in the public library 
service’. 
The scale of these various studies differs but is generally fairly low; the largest of 
the studies surveyed 58 people [4]. Despite the low numbers involved the conclusions 
from the studies are encouraging and this researcher believes the time is right to 
revisit the issue of ebook lending provision in public libraries, particularly now that 
many libraries are beginning to loan ebooks. The methodologies of the studies 
described will be used to inform the researcher’s own, particularly in regard to the 
nuts and bolts planning of the ebook lending trial described below. 
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4   Anticipated Methodology 
The anticipated methodology consists of freedom of information (FOI) requests to 
gather quantitative data on the state of ebook lending provision throughout the UK. 
These requests would be used to gather data on a range of issues and would, amongst 
other valuable insights, give an idea of the scope and penetration of ebook lending 
provision, the leading third party providers of these services to libraries, and the 
current level of use of these services. Other interesting information would be the 
popularity of individual titles or genres to get a better idea of how the library user 
borrows ebooks. It is important to consider how a representative sample of library 
authorities can be gathered as well as the practicalities of gathering the information, 
such as who the FOI request should be made to and whether to do this in paper or by 
email. The risk associated with this data gathering method is that the library 
authorities contacted with the FOI might resist releasing data either by claiming that 
the information is commercially sensitive or that the request would take too much 
time to complete. Careful formulation of the FOI request and the development of 
strategies to deal with obfuscation would combat this anticipated risk.  
A case study approach to gathering data would be rewarding in developing links to 
particular library authorities and may prove crucial in carrying out the data gathering 
exercises detailed below. The possibility of forming a strategic partnership with a 
library authority will be given consideration as it may facilitate data gathering.  
It is also envisioned that interviews with library practitioners will play an important 
role in gathering qualitative data on the current and future practice when lending 
digital material through a public library. Interviews with other interested parties, i.e. 
ebook publishers and aggregators, may also prove to be useful in answering the 
research questions. Another way to gather this data may be through the use of 
questionnaires. The risk associated with this method of gathering data is that it may 
not be possible to arrange interviews around interviewees’ busy schedules. 
Questionnaires may also be ignored. In anticipation of this plenty of time is being 
allocated to field work in order to give the best chance of arranging mutually 
agreeable interview slots. 
It is possible that the methodology will include a trial that involves lending ebook 
reader devices in conjunction with a library authority. The researcher’s department is 
in possession of various ebook readers and it is hoped that these devices could be 
utilised as an incentive for a library authority to participate in the trial. This would 
simulate ebook lending from a public library and be based on work undertaken by 
Landoni and Hanlon [11] but would be significantly larger. This would lead to 
information being gathered on the practical realities of lending ebook readers through 
pubic libraries, as well as the experience of users of ebook lending services, and 
would likely included a cost-benefit analysis. A further benefit would be to put the 
researcher in touch with public library users who utilise ebook lending services. There 
are a number of potential risks to this method of data gathering; the first major 
obstacle is getting a library authority to agree to take part. It will also be difficult to 
ensure representativeness in a trial of this sort as the participants may not cover the 
full spectrum of public library users, although Dearnley and McKnight [4] achieved a 
surprisingly broad demographical spread when conducting their research. There may 
also be financial implications in lending ebook readers from a public library in terms 
of having them insured for such a use. 
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Fig. 1. Anticipated methodology 
5   Anticipated Outcomes 
Anticipated outcomes of this research include gaining an understanding of current 
practice in the UK. By mapping the current state of play it is thought that a best 
practice model could be developed aiding public library practitioners wishing to 
introduce or optimise ebook lending from their library. This research has the potential 
of offering a great deal of knowledge exchange, both with librarians and with private 
enterprise seeking to provide third-party support to libraries offering ebook lending. It 
is anticipated that library users will benefit from the opportunity to air their opinions 
about ebooks.  
6   Issues for Discussion 
The researcher is currently working on firming up the research methodology and 
would appreciate comments relating to methodological approach. Although the 
methodology is currently at a very early stage it is certain that by the time of the 
doctoral consortium it will have advanced considerably and some initial results from 
the fieldwork will be available. Initial results suggest that public libraries are 
considering building their own ebook libraries from diverse sources; it would be 
interesting to discuss methods of achieving with this with the panel. Other possible 
issues for discussion include the various business models related to lending ebooks, 
possible disintermediation of public libraries by third parties, the rise of consortia, and 
the recent Google books ruling. 
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Abstract. The proposed study investigates the information needs and
information-seeking behavior of archival users. For this purpose the AR-
GUS information system of the German Bundesarchiv and related refer-
ence questions are analyzed in a case study in order to model patterns of
questions and search behavior in an ontology. This knowledge graph rep-
resents the knowledge archival users expect from archival ﬁnding aids. It
is being compared with the knowledge graph of archival ﬁnding aids en-
coded with the Encoded Archival Description (EAD) standard in order
to identify semantic gaps. The aim is to ﬁnd out if information mod-
eled in EAD matches the archival user’s expectations and to formulate
a model and methodology which can be applied and validate in simi-
lar cases of digital archives in order to improve and facilitate access to
archival information systems.
Keywords: information need, information-seeking behavior, archival
user, archive, user study, EAD, semantic web, ﬁnding aid, holding guide,
archival reference question.
1 Research Interest
The main means of access to primary sources in an archive are ﬁnding aids
supported by the expertise of archivists. Archival ﬁnding aids typically describe
a fonds and the records it contains according to the principle of provenance.1
A record does not denote a single object like in a library catalogue but the
- possibly many and diverse - contents of a ”box” and its context within the
particular fonds.
Archival ﬁnding aids are only useful to a researcher if the user’s cognitive rep-
resentation of an archive converges with the archivist’s cognitive representation
of the fonds [5]. This refers to one of the essential issues of the archive’s relation
1 This fundamental archival principle emphasizes custodial history and takes into ac-
count the institutional origin and original order of items and their context in a
collection now deposited in the archive.
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to its users which is the convergence of expectations and needs of archival users
with the traditional archival documentation practice and customary archival
access tools. Studies show prevailing discrepancy in how archival information
should be structured, ordered, and presented [1].
Therefore it is essential to gain deeper knowledge of the information needs
of the archival user by studying reference questions with which users approach
archives [3]. The analysis of the information-seeking behavior of users - but also
of archivists - in pursue of answers to those questions is a necessary second
step in order to thoroughly comprehend how information needs in the form of
questions are applied to archival ﬁnding aids [4]. Together, they constitute the
knowledge structure users expect to ﬁnd in an archival ﬁnding aid. The Encoded
Archival Description2 (EAD) standard is the latest and most promising eﬀort
to bring standardization to archival ﬁnding aids and their online publication.
However, it is an open question how well its knowledge structure matches the
expectations of archival users.
2 Research Questions and Approach
The main research question is: Does information encoded in EAD have semantic
gaps that impede matching users’ information needs to archival records?
The graph-based approach of the Semantic Web3 allows to represent user ex-
pectations towards an archival information system in an ontology and compare
this knowledge structure to the one of EAD in order to identify semantic gaps
which would impede satisiﬁying users’ information needs. At the same time,
such an ontology would constitute a richer context layer around EAD-encoded
archival ﬁnding aids providing records with ”anchors” for further contextualiza-
tion and thereby a means to close semantic gaps.
The following secondary (implicit) research questions need to be tackled in
order to answer the main research question: (1) What information needs do
archival users articulate towards archives in the form of reference questions?
(2) How do archival users and archivists seek for answers in digital archival
ﬁnding aids? (3) How do archival users apply their information needs to an
archival information system? (4) How can Semantic Web technology enhance
and facilitate discovery and retrieval in archival information systems? (5) Is the
hierarchical archival description compatible with a graph-based representation?
3 Research Plan and Methodology
3.1 Research Data
Reference questions are provided by the Bundesarchiv who provide their archival
information system ARGUS4 which is the ﬁrst of its kind in Germany to use
2 http://www.loc.gov/ead/ [2011/06/04]
3 http://www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb/ [2011/03/25]
4 http://startext.net-build.de:8080/barch/MidosaSEARCH/search.htm [2011/03/20]
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EAD. The system integrates archival ﬁnding aids into a common search engine
and search interface and contains 1.600+ ﬁnding aids with 1,5+ million records.
The records include a broad range of administrative legacy from German his-
tory since 1495. About 3000 ﬁles from diﬀerent records have been digitized and
encoded in METS5.
3.2 Users Expectations towards Archival Information Systems
This dissertation ﬁrst gains a deepened understanding of information needs and
information-seeking behavior of archival users by looking at the process of stat-
ing and satisfying archival information need. First, a set of reference questions
will be analyzed. This analysis adapts the approach of Duﬀ and Johnson [3].
The aim is to ﬁnd out about the type and structure of archival questions and
the terms used and their semantic relations. The second part will validated and
complemented the results of the ﬁrst part by conducting an experiment which
focuses on the information-seeking behavior within the speciﬁc archival informa-
tion system ARGUS. Users will be asked to perform a range of typical tasks and
seek answers to previously identiﬁed typical questions. Data collection meth-
ods will include a transaction log analysis. The aim is to discover trends in the
information-seeking behavior and speciﬁcally to ﬁnd out about term patterns in
query formulation and navigational patterns within the archival aid structure
and the search results. The ﬁrst and second parts of the dissertation provide the
data for conducting the third part.
3.3 Identifying Semantic Gaps
The leading research question in the third part is if the information that can
be encoded in EAD, i.e. is encapsulated in its very structure, is suﬃcient to
answer to the user questions and to meet their expectations. First, EAD will be
converted to a graph-based representation. Secondly, the knowledge users expect
from an archival information system, will be represented in an ontology. At the
moment, the most promising candidate for both tasks is CIDOC-CRM6 which is
a high-level ontology to enable information integration for cultural heritage data
and their correlation with library and archive information [2]. By comparing
both representations we can identify missing key elements, i.e. semantic gaps,
in EAD and shortcomings in its traditional hierarchical structure as it is. This
comparison will be conducted as a case study using a limited selection of ﬁnding
aids from the ARGUS information system.
A concrete example for a semantic gap would be a search for the name of a
municipality which might be present in the full text of an EAD element but in a
diﬀerent or outdated spelling or language than the user typed in. In such a case
the municipal name and corresponding records would not be found. Also the
territory or the national ownership of the municipality itself could have changed
5 http://www.loc.gov/standards/mets/ [2011/06/04]
6 http://www.cidoc-crm.org/ [2011/03/20]
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during the course of history. Named entity recognition and semantic enrichment
and alignment to a controlled vocabulary could help to close such a semantic
gap. Another case would be when the user found a record, for example about
a person, and now the user is interested in records which are related to the
person mentioned in the initial record, for example by occupation, profession,
family, birth/death date/place etc. The user could also be interested in similar
relations to the record itself, for example by creator, creation date, provenance,
custody etc. Such connections might be implicitly available in the EAD knowl-
edge structure located at diﬀerent levels of the descriptive hierarchy but without
being explicitly expressed they cannot be exploited. Such missing connections
are semantic gaps which can be closed by applying a knowledge structure on
top of EAD. Full text search fails to discover such connections and to place the
information into context found in the descriptive hierarchy.
4 Summary: Aims and Value of the Study
The dissertation contributes to the deﬁcient understanding of the archival user
needs. Furthermore, it represents user expectations in an ontology and matches
this knowledge structure to the EAD knowledge structure in order to identify se-
mantic gaps which impede matching users’ information needs to archival records.
This comparison is captured in a methodology which can be applied to and/or
validated in similar contexts of other digital archives. It is important to note
that this research does not try to deﬁne a new archival description standard or
to revise an existing one but to formulate a mediator, i.e. a boundary object,
as an additional layer on-top of EAD. The outcome of this study, therefore, will
be on the one hand the suggestion of an ontology which is meant to facilitate
research in terms of searching, ﬁnding, and discovering information in archival
information systems and on the other hand a methodology build around mod-
eling user expectations into such an ontology which allows to identify semantic
gaps in EAD based archival ﬁnding aids.
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Abstract. The paper presents the architecture of experimental Content-Based 
Image Retrieval (CBIR) system APICAS ("Art Painting Image Colour 
Aesthetics and Semantics"). This system has been developed within a doctoral 
thesis which aims to provide a suite of specialized tools for CBIR within a 
digital library of art images. The high-level architecture suggested in this work 
takes OAIS as a basis and adds a designated layer to it allowing CBIR functions 
to be used both within ingest and access to the digital library.   
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1   Introduction 
The development of specialized digital libraries (DL) for art images has to combine 
the traditional DL functionality with specialized image processing tools. Such tools 
can be used at ingest of digitized art objects as a means to enhance their metadata in 
automated way, or for access if the users would like to benefit from content-based 
image retrieval (CBIR) or other semantic-oriented tools. In this paper we are 
presenting architecture for a specialized art image DL which integrates general digital 
library functionality with designated CBIR tools. The suggested architecture had been 
implemented and the experience from this implementation informed this work. 
2   Functional Requirements 
The first step towards defining a suitable architecture for a CBIR system is to analyze 
the functional requirements it needs to meet. Our state-of the art review demonstrated 
that CBIR systems are developed most typically as specialized stand-alone 
applications or modules and are designed as such. This is a typical approach within an 
emerging domain but with the growing importance of image retrieval in the modern 
Web environment what becomes of special importance is how to develop modules for 
CBIR which could easily be integrated in digital repositories and web portals. This 
would require analyzing functional requirements for CBIR systems in the context of 
functional requirements within the current trends in digital archives. In order to 
address them, we will first present the high-level architecture of modern digital 
archives. 
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In 2002 the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems prepared technical 
recommendations establishing a common framework of terms and concepts which 
comprise an Open Archival Information System (OAIS) [1] adopted later as the 
international standard ISO 14721:2003. This model can be successfully implemented as 
common framework with concretizations in application areas for so called GLAM 
(Galleries, Libraries, Archives, and Museums). The functional schema of OAIS contains 
six entities and related interfaces: Ingest, Archival Storage, Data Management, 
Administration, Preservation Planning, and Access. Within the context of such 
general digital archive architecture, CBIR-related implementations can be seen as a 
module which would best fit within the Data Management functional entity. However, 
it would also have influence on Ingest and more specifically on the structure of the 
submission information packages because the successful implementation of CBIR 
requires some specific data and metadata. CBIR also enriches the possibilities for 
delivery and will influence the Access functional entity which would accommodate more 
options for digital content discovery. This wider context is reflected in the architecture of 
a CBIR system called "Art Painting Image Colour Aesthetics and Semantics" (APICAS); 
this system is fine-tuned to the need of Information Retrieval (IR) in the area of digitized 
art collections. The specialized core part of the system accommodated the necessary 
specific instrumentarium in terms of algorithms and methods for IR; these are seen as 
specialized instances of Data Management tools. At the same time the special 
requirements for Ingest of specific data necessary for the IR components and the 
expanded Access possibilities are also highlighted. 
3   APICAS Architecture 
The software system APICAS was developed in order to supply appropriate 
environment for testing several kinds of visual and higher level features, connected 
with the colour presence and interaction between colours within art images 
[2][3][4][5]. In Figure 2 the architecture of proposed system is shown. The functional 
schema of APICAS follows OAIS excluding functional entities on administration and 
preservation planning. The Ingest functions in such experimental system are also very 
simplified, because the focus is on the extracting of visual metadata and analyzing 
received features. The main functions in APICAS are: 
 
- data entry – establishing connections with image sources as well as supplying 
controlling textual metadata; 
- feature extraction – producing automated metadata for image labelling; 
- query interface – part of user-interface functions, connected with receiving of the 
tasks from the consumer. The image bank is used in order to select "an example" 
for searching images with greatest similarity. The metadata bank is used for 
constructing a "controlled vocabulary" for selecting desired feature(s); 
- query processing – analysis of extracted metadata, their potential to meet user 
query for receiving images with specified colour harmonies or contrast or to be 
used for building artist practice profile or movement description; 
- visualization – the other part of user-interface functions, connected with 
visualizing of received results. A variety of tools is used, such as image sets (whole 
images or patches), attribute data sets, distance files, graphics, knowledge analysis 
results, etc. 
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Fig. 1. APICAS architecture 
The main goals of APICAS are in two-fold: 
- to analyze the possibilities of defined harmonies and contrast features for 
narrowing the semantic gap; 
- to investigate possibilities for finding regularities between these features that can 
be used as semantic profile of the art paintings. 
 
The system is realized using CodeGear Delphi 2007 for Win32. As metadata storage 
space Arm 32, property of FOI Creative Ltd., is used. For obtaining the MPEG-7 
descriptors APICAS refers to Multimedia Content Management System MILOS [6]. 
For obtaining the results of multidimensional scaling we used the open component-
based data mining and machine learning software suite Orange [7]. As clustering 
algorithm "vcluster", a part of the CLUTO open source software package [8], is 
implemented in the system. As knowledge analysis environment we use the data 
mining environment PaGaNe [9], developed in the Institute of Mathematics and 
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Informatics, and especially Class-Association Rule classifier PGN, Association Rule 
Miner ArmSquare and implemented statistical analyzing tools for checking up our 
results and extracting regularities for artists' and movements' styles based on the 
extracted attributes. For comparing received results of PGN classifier we used 
Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (Weka) [10].  
4   Conclusion 
We have proposed architecture of an experimental CBIR lab-system, aimed at 
analyzing different types of visual features, which strive to narrow the semantic and 
abstraction gap between low-level automatic visual extraction and high-level human 
expression. We have explained the structure and functionality of the software system 
"Art Painting Image Colour Aesthetics and Semantics" (APICAS). The vividness of 
proposed features will open the door for indexing and searching in paintings 
repositories, according to such characteristics of their content. The proposed features 
can be used as a step in the transition from Web 2.0 to Web 3.0.  
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Abstract. The thesis entitled ’’New Paradigm of Library Collaboration’’ 
presents the case for the holistic approach to the issue of collaboration in a 
contemporary library. Patron needs and expectations in regards to collaboration, 
interactivity and ultimately participation are investigated in the specific area of 
changes in reading process. Collaboration between librarians and patrons and 
among librarians is discussed in regards to Library 2.0 and Enterprise 2.0 
concepts. Based on the research results gathered in European libraries a new 
paradigm of library collaboration is presented as a must for an efficient library 
providing up-to-date services. 
Keywords: Library collaboration, Web 2.0, Enterprise 2.0, Library 2.0, Digital 
libraries, European libraries, Library research, Enterprise 2.0 implementation in 
libraries, Reading 2.0, Solitary reader, Contemporary librarianship. 
1   Introduction, Research Topic and Hypotheses 
Based on the results of the original research and theoretical contemplation of subject 
meter the thesis presents the case for application of the holistic approach to issue of 
collaboration in libraries and a dire need for new paradigm of library collaboration.  
The thesis investigates the fundamentals that allow for keeping operations of a 
library in line with its stakeholder needs and expectations. Researching the topic of 
changes in reading makes basis for understanding collaborative and participatory 
expectations and needs of patrons. Building on this Library 2.0 and Enterprise 2.0 
related aspects of collaboration in a library are investigated. A holistic approach to 
these two sides of collaboration in libraries is presented and the need for new 
paradigm of library collaboration is explained.  
The thesis encompasses three main subtopics. The first one concerns expectations 
of patrons that are used to a collaborative, interactive environment. The thesis deals 
with this subtopic by investigating changes in reading.  
The second important subtopic of the thesis is collaboration between library 
employees and patrons described by the term Library 2.0. This subtopic is discussed 
on basis of the literary review of this area.  
The third subtopic of the thesis is collaboration between library employees. 
Enterprise 2.0 describes the use of Web 2.0 tools and approaches by organizations in 
order to foster its internal functions. In libraries this concept describes the use of Web 
2.0 tools by library employees for communication and collaboration with other 
employees.  
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The main research hypothesis is that for the understanding of processes that affect 
changes in libraries a new paradigm of library collaboration needs to be defined. The 
research hypothesis has twofold basis – patrons and library employees.  
In the area of patron needs we predict that the rising importance of collaboration 
and interactivity in patron behavioural patterns form the basics for the ongoing 
changes.  Libraries need to understand the nature of these continuing changes in order 
to implement the infrastructure that allows for continuing upgrade of its services. We 
predict that the expectations of patrons will remain within the boundaries of 
participatory institutions in whatever way the collaborative and interactive patterns of 
behaviour might evolve.  
In the area of creation of basis for continuous efficient updating of library services 
we predict that implementation of possibilities for collaboration and interactivity 
among library staff is fundamental in allowing a library to cope with the fast 
changing, global environment. We predict that Enterprise 2.0 implementation in a 
library leads to better alignment of library services with patron needs and 
expectations.  
2   Current Problems and Solutions 
The literature review consists of three parts in order to give a sound starting point in 
discussing all three subtopic of the thesis. Literature review on reading encompasses 
considerable knowledge on this process gathered so far in regards to traditional 
reading process. Both the quantitative approach originating in psychology and 
qualitative approach originating in literature theories are depicted and main ideas 
presented so far important in regards to interactivity and collaboration elements are 
briefly described. Literature review on collaboration between users and library 
employees encompasses numerous research and theoretical papers on Library 2.0 that 
have appeared in the past. Literature review on collaboration between library 
employees consists mostly of relevant works regarding Enterprise 2.0 and its 
implementation originating in other industries. It also encompasses works that present 
solutions regarding employee collaboration in libraries.  
Generally, the current situation in regards to collaboration in libraries is depicted 
having in mind three crucial components that build basis for collaboration in any 
organisation: underlying technology, social aspects and organisational aspects.  
3   Approach and Contributions 
The thesis aims at providing both theoretical and practical contribution to contemporary 
librarianship. The main theoretical contribution is in demonstrating the importance of 
holistic approach to collaboration in a contemporary library. Collaboration between 
patrons and library employees will be discussed in regards to the Library 2.0 concept on 
basis of previous works in this area. Collaboration between library employees will be 
discussed in regards to Enterprise 2.0 implementation on basis of original research 
results. Both aspects of collaboration will be then juxtaposed to each other in an attempt 
to create a holistic concept of collaboration in libraries.   
An additional theoretical contribution will be given in the area of reading. The 
thesis present two new concepts: Reading 2.0 and Solitary reader. A new concept of 
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reading – Reading 2.0 is presented in order to describe a process that is not only 
passive and individualistic. Juxtaposed to Reading 2.0 the concept of the Solitary 
reader should provide us with a better understanding of reading process characteristics 
most affected by new possibilities in collaboration and interactivity.  
The main practical contribution is in revealing the level of Enterprise 2.0 
awareness and implementation in libraries in Europe. Some practical conclusions in 
regards to Enterprise 2.0 implementation processes will be given on basis of research 
results. The thesis advocates that working processes in a library might be improved in 
many ways thanks to the introduction of new technologies that forward collaboration 
and communication.  
4   Preliminary Results and Further Research 
The main focal point of the research is a library from Europe. Europe has been chosen 
because it encompasses libraries and patrons at various stages of advancement 
through the processes of technological and social innovation and because it was 
accessible for the researcher therefore allowing for gathering of representative set of 
data. Data from other regions are collected as well in order to provide points of 
reference.  
Data on librarians themselves is collected directly via surveys and interviews. Data 
on patrons is collected indirectly from librarians.  
The research is conducted in several phases and as of 2011 it is still ongoing. The 
first phase of the research was an online research conducted via Surveymonkey online 
survey tool. The questionnaire had two purposes. It was a data gathering tool and it 
was used to pinpoint libraries that are willing to share their experiences and 
knowledge during the second phase of the research. The three part online 
questionnaire was filled by representatives of 175 institutions.  
The research so far has revealed that high levels of awareness of Web 2.0 
applicability for business purposes in libraries exist. Implementation of Enterprise 2.0 
is sketchy and ongoing. The second part of the questionnaire showed that 
infrastructure providing basis for fostering collaboration among patrons is not in place 
yet. E-book reader usage in libraries is registered but is not significant yet. The 
situation regarding collaboration in reading software is similar to lower general usage 
and awareness.  
The second phase of the research is onsite research with data being gathered by 
means of structured interviews. So far 42 libraries in Europe have expressed the wish 
to participate in this phase of the research. 
 Third phase of research will comprise of virtual contacts with libraries that have 
already been visited in order to provide for fine tuning of research and gathering of 
additional data whose importance for the research topic might have been overlooked 
in previous phases.  
5   Conclusions 
The thesis is important not only for introducing into librarianship theory a novel 
problem of implementation of Enterprise 2.0 in a library, but also for providing some 
solutions that are discovered in the research process.  
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By defining the Reading 2.0 concept the thesis present an attempt in 
conceptualizing changes in reading process that follow various ongoing social and 
technological innovations. Abundant with ideas connecting existing important 
discourses in literary theory and elements of the Reading 2.0 concept the thesis 
present a rich source of ideas for theoretical consideration of issues posed by 
advances in technological and social innovations. 
By describing phenomena that are touching various fields of expertise ranging 
from managerial and ICT issues to literary theory and psychology the thesis present 
case for a multidisciplinary approach to research and contemplation of digital libraries 
in the future.  
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Abstract. Website aesthetics has become an important research object in the 
domain of human-computer interaction during the last decade. Influences on 
acceptance and preference have been shown [1, 2]. The consideration of this 
quality aspect is also relevant for digital libraries as a possibility to appeal to the 
users on an emotional level. It is the aim of an empirical study to test the impact 
of the affectively effective aesthetics of websites on approach and avoidance 
behaviour. Thus the significance of this visceral level of perception is verified. 
In consequence of this fundamental research the applicability of affective 
reactions for the evaluation of website aesthetics could be further investigated. 
Keywords: website aesthetics, user affect, affective priming, user behaviour, 
human computer interaction. 
1   Introduction 
The search interface of a digital library constitutes the first outward presentation of 
the library as perceived by the user. Being a mainly task oriented web application, the 
efficient support of the user in accomplishing her goals and thus a sound observation 
of the usability requirements is of prior importance. The influence of emotionally 
appealing quality aspects as joy of use and aesthetics on the overall experience of the 
user when interacting with the search interface should not be underestimated though. 
There is evidence that perceptions of the aesthetic quality and of the usability of an 
interface are interdependent [3]. Aesthetics of websites is the object of this 
investigation. 
2   State of Research and Aims  
A quality related approach within the research on user experience has the objective to 
identify quality aspects outside the ergonomic quality as assessed by usability 
evaluation instruments. The evaluation of the usability of an interactive product is 
oriented toward assessing its usefulness to support the user in accomplishing a certain 
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task efficiently and effectively. Research on user experience brings into focus more 
task independent quality aspects as joy of use, originality and aesthetics, which appeal 
to the user on an emotional level of experience. In the past decade an increasing 
scientific interest in website aesthetics can be observed [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].  
Norman established a differentiation of the aesthetic perception into a reflective 
and a visceral level. The reflective perception of aesthetics comprehends the cognitive 
and conscious interpretation and evaluation of an aesthetic object, while  “the visceral 
level is pre-consciousness, pre-thought. It is appearance that matters here and first 
impressions are formed” [6]. Norman’s thesis of such a pre-cognitive level of 
aesthetic perception is supported by several empirical findings. Evidence of an 
affective evaluation level which is effective independently of cognitive interpretation 
is mainly shown by experimental results on Mere Exposure Effect and Affective 
Priming Effect [7, 8]. Studies in the web context demonstrated, that the aesthetic 
impression is formed and consistent after a very short exposure time (50ms) and 
remains stable also after a longer exposure time, indicating that it is an affective 
evaluation level which influences the aesthetic perception of websites in a 
considerable way [4, 5]. 
It is the aim of this research project to test the significance of the visceral level of 
aesthetic perception of websites as a quality aspect. This is achieved by an 
investigation of approach and avoidance behaviour of test persons while interacting 
with aesthetically differing websites in a laboratory experiment. The results of this 
fundamental research may open up possibilities to apply affective reactions for the 
evaluation of website aesthetics. 
3   Research Hypotheses 
For the investigation of behaviour towards an object, the motivational direction and 
its valence are of importance. According to the valenced motivational direction, 
behaviour can be differentiated in approach and avoidance behaviour. Approach 
behaviour is a behavioural direction toward a positively valenced object. Avoidance 
behaviour is a behavioural direction away from a negatively valenced object [9].  
Hypotheses for the planned investigation are accordingly: 
 
H1: On a high level, the viscerally perceived visual aesthetics of websites effects 
approach behaviour. 
H2: On a low level, the viscerally perceived visual aesthetics of websites effects 
avoidance behaviour. 
4   Experimental Design 
A one factorial design is chosen with aesthetics as independent variable. The 
viscerally perceived visual aesthetics of websites is set on two extreme levels and one 
intermediate level. Concerning the dependent variables, a multivariate design is 
established. The criterion for the selection of these variables is the applicability of 
their values for measuring approach and avoidance behaviour on different behavioural 
levels. The dependent variables are: 
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− dwell time on a website 
− site penetration (number of visited pages) 
− mean intensity of positive emotional deflections 
− mean intensity of negative emotional deflections 
− mean duration of eye fixations 
 
To fulfil the ceteris paribus precondition, several more influencing factors on the 
behaviour towards the websites must be held constant as confounders: 
− website usability 
− topical content 
− size of the interaction space 
5   Selection of Stimulus Material 
Mainly three requirements make an efficient selection of the stimulus websites 
necessary: 
− It is necessary to select websites that differ significantly in their viscerally 
perceived aesthetic quality. 
− The stimulus websites must be selected so as to control the confounders topical 
content, usability and size of the interaction space. 
− The selection of websites as to their aesthetic quality is carried out on the basis of 
screenshots of the homepages while in the main investigation test subjects interact 
with the whole websites. To adapt the stimulus space, the stimulus websites must 
conform to further criteria as for example consistency of the layout. 
 
The selection of stimulus websites is carried out in a five step selection process: 
1. Determining a consistent topical content 
2. Control of the size of the interaction space 
3. Approximation of the stimulus space between preliminary and main investigation  
4. Selection of websites with differing aesthetic quality through affective priming 
This experimental method allows for the assessment of the polarity of affective 
reactions to the visual quality of websites independent of a  reflective evaluation. 
5. Control of the website usability 
6   Main Investigation 
Each test subject interacts with four aesthetic, middle-rate aesthetic and not aesthetic 
websites respectively. For the interaction no tasks are preset. The course of the 
investigation is conceptualised in a way that allows the test subject to browse the 
different websites as realistically as possible so that approach and avoidance 
behaviour can express themselves undisturbed. The sequence of the websites is 
randomized for each session.  
For data collection dwell time and site penetration will be collected through a 
screen recording of the sessions. Mean intensity of positive and negative emotional 
deflections are captured by measurement of the electromyographic activity of facial 
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muscles. Several investigations found out that a certain facial muscle over the brow 
(corrugator supercilii) shows increased activity with negative emotional polarity. 
Another facial muscle at the cheek (zygomaticus major) shows increased activity with 
positive emotional polarity [10, 11]. The mean duration of eye fixations is collected 
through eye tracking hardware and software. 
For data analysis one-sided statistical tests are conducted on a significance level of 
0,05 to verify the difference between the means of the dependent variables for 
aesthetic and middle-rate aesthetic websites. Thus the approach hypothesis is tested. 
The difference between the means of the dependent variables for not aesthetic and 
middle-rate aesthetic websites are verified to test the avoidance hypothesis.  
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Abstract. The research project aims at revealing common patterns that
are used in data, independent from the particular technology in which
the data is available. A better understanding of data patterns will not
only help to better capture singular characteristics of data by metadata,
but will also recover intended structures of digital objects.1
1 Introduction
Both documents and descriptions of documents increasingly exist as digital ob-
jects, basically as streams of bits, abstracted from any storage medium and loca-
tion. While traditional concepts such as ‘document‘, ‘page‘, ‘edition‘, and ‘copy‘
blur, forms such as ‘ﬁles‘, ‘records’, and ‘objects’, are rather diﬀerent views on
the same thing, than inherent properties of a digital document. These properties
depend on context both for documents [3] and metadata [4], but you still need
to actually look at data at some level of description, especially if context and
formats an not fully known. A deeper look at data is required, to reveal how
digital documents are actually structured and described. The question should
not be answered by simply pointing to concrete technologies and formats, which
are subject to rapid change and obsolescence, but at a more fundamental level.
The main hypothesis is that all methods to structure and describe data share
common patterns, independent from technology and level of description.
2 Background and Method
Three general concepts of data can be identiﬁed [2]: data as hard numbers, data
as observations, and data as bits. Current “data science” mainly uses the ﬁrst
two connotations and applies statistical methods of data analysis to large data
sets. This research commits to the third connotation, found in computer science
and in library and information science. Both deal with information rather than
data and mainly limit data research on issues of performance and preservation.
The problem that I want to tackle more depends on the the inherent complex-
ity of data, independent from its size and applications. Metadata research has
shown [4, 6] that there is no silver bullet in data description but numerous ways
to describe the same object by data, and the same data can describe diﬀerent
1 An extended version of this paper is available at http://arxiv.org/abs/1105.5832.
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things. Long-term preservation provides two strategies: either you emulate the
environment of digital objects or you must regularly migrate them to new for-
mats. Both strategies require good metadata, which themselves become subject
of preservation, so documents may get buried in nested layers of metadata. In
practice manual work is needed because context and function are not fully known
or creators of data just do not comply to assumed standards.
A pattern describes “a problem which occurs over and over again in our envi-
ronment, and then describes the core of the solution to that problem” [1]. Such
descriptions of good design practice have been adopted in software engineering
[5] but less in the general design of data. Existing descriptions are limited to par-
ticular languages and formalisms. This hides general data patterns, independent
from a particular encoding, and it conceals blind spots and weaknesses of a cho-
sen formalism. For instance, nesting and order of elements in an XML document
can be chosen with intent but also arbitrary just because documents must be
ordered trees. To reveal patterns in data we cannot rely only on oﬃcial descrip-
tions and speciﬁcations. Existing approaches are either normative, or empirical
but limited to one level of description which can then be analyzed with meth-
ods of data mining and machine learning. In contrast, I use a phenomenological
research method that includes all aspects of data structuring and description:
technical standards that specify data, software that shapes data, and how data
is actually used by people. The phenomenological method views data as social
artifacts, that cannot be described from an absolute, objective point of view.
Instead data are studied as “‘phenomena‘: appearances of things, or things as
they appear in our experience” [7]. The main analysis consists of a review of
diverse methods and systems for structuring and describing data, from simple
character encodings to abstract data modeling languages.
3 Preliminary Results
An in-depth analysis of existing methods identiﬁed six non-exclusive groups:
character and number encodings to express data, identifiers and query languages
to identify data, file systems and databases to store data, data structuring lan-
guages and markup languages to structure data, schema languages to deﬁne
and constrain data, and conceptual modeling languages to abstract and describe
data. Existing methods are rarely discussed together as general structures with
data as their common domain. Instead a strong focus on basic technologies like
SQL, XML, and RDF is found. On a closer look, these technologies do not
provide constant models but ocurr as slightly diﬀering variants. A gap between
research and practice is found, and confusion originates from diﬀerences between
syntaxes, implementations, speciﬁcations, and models. It is shown how popular
instances from the typology above each highlight a speciﬁc set of patterns and
make other patterns less visible or more diﬃcult to apply (see ﬁgure 1 for an
example from a catalog of data patterns). Higher-level descriptions like schemas
and modeling languages are no exception. Patterns and levels of abstraction of-
ten overlap and structuring methods can be used against their original purpose.
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name
sequence pattern
idea
strictly order multiple objects, one after another
context
a collection of multiple objects
motivation
sequences are a natural method to model one-dimensional phenomena, for instance
sequences of events in time. As digital storage is structured as sequence of bits,
sequences seem to be the natural form of data and counterexamples, such as formal
diagrams and visual programming languages, are often not considered as data.
implementations
• If objects have a known size, they can be directly concatenated. If objects have
same size, this results in the array pattern.
• The separator pattern can be used to separate each object from its successor
object. To distinguish objects and separators, this implies the forbidden objects
pattern. If separators may occur directly after each other, this may also imply the
empty object pattern.
• You can link one object to its successor with an identiﬁer. To avoid link structures
that result in other patterns (tree, graph, . . . ) additional constraints must apply.
• If objects have consecutive positions, a sequence is implied by their order.
examples
• string of ASCII characters (array)
• string of Unicode characters in UTF-8 (each character has known size)
• ‘Kernighan and Ritchie’ (sequence with ‘ and ’ as separator)
• extract → transform, transform → load, (sequence of linked steps)
counter examples
ﬁles in a ﬁle system, records in a database table, any unordered collection
problems
empty sequences and sequences of only one element are diﬃcult to spot, like in
other collection patterns.
similar patterns
without context, sequences are diﬃcult to distinguish from other collection pat-
terns. Many implementations of other patterns use sequences on a lower level.
implied patterns
position pattern
specialized patterns
array, ordered set, ring
Fig. 1. Example of a pattern description. Pattern names are underlined.
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Typical examples include; the creation of dummy values for non-existing manda-
tory elements and the use of separators to add lists to non-repeatable ﬁelds. It
appears that in practice it is not obvious which properties of data are intended
and which arise as artifacts from the constraints of a given modeling language.
4 Evaluation and Application
The collection of patterns found during analysis can be evaluated by applying
them to existing sets of data. Preliminary results conﬁrm that common pat-
terns (for instance identiﬁers, repeatability, grouping, sequences and ordering)
are used on all levels of data description in diﬀerent variants, implicitely and
explicitly. Some patterns are already recognized, but it lacks a more systematic
view, independent from the constraints of particular technologies. An examina-
tion of pattern that are actually applied to data shows that many description
methods result in other structures than originally intended. It is unlikely that
one single technology like XML or RDF will provide the ﬁnal metadata tool. For
this reason it is important to identify and apply patterns for both the creation
of data and its consumption, especially in digital libraries. As the selection of
patterns is a creative act of design, their recognition will to some degree free data
designers from apologies and unquestioned habits that are justiﬁed as enforced
by natural needs or technical requirements. Knowledge of general data patterns
can help to reveal concealed structures in digital documents. Such retrospec-
tive analysis of incompletely deﬁned or unknown data could be named “data
archeology” and be located in the humanities, as it involves study of the cul-
tural context of data creation and usage. Data patterns provide a contribution
to intellectual data analysis. This analysis is needed to underpin and interpret
algorithmic data analysis, which cannot reveal meaning of data as part of so-
cial practice. A general understanding of data and data patterns, as provided
with this research, can therefore help libraries at least as much as the current
understanding of physical publication types and materials.
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1   Introduction: Research Topic and Hypothesis 
The HEBE (Highly Engaging eBook Experiences) project aims to explore how 
children can be involved into the design and evaluation of novel eBook interfaces in 
order to make the reading experience more engaging to younger audience. 
The main aim of this research, in a nutshell, will be to design a new concept of 
electronic book that enables the reader to “get lost” in the book, namely to enable a 
new, highly engaging, reading experience. 
The main hypothesis of the study is that in order to make reading experience for 
children pleasurable and engaging, a new eBook model is needed, and children have 
to co-participate in its design. 
2   Research Context 
The novelty that eBooks introduced for the first time ever is the possibility to engage 
the reader in an immersive reading of electronic texts. Immersive reading is a sort of 
deep reading that is commonly related to novels and that requires a significant 
investment of time and concentration. 
But, children books are very different from those designed for adults. They are 
made to be more interactive and engaging. This way reading is just part of the whole 
reading experience. Those books offer a good example of creativity and variety, in 
terms of both content and presentation, which is hard to turn into electronic format. 
3   Planned Approach 
3.1   Engaging Reading Experience: A Theoretical Framework 
In recent years HCI research is shifting its focus from the investigation of work-
related issues (i.e. efficiency and efficacy of an application) to the study of user 
experience. ISO 9241-210 [15] defines user experience as “a person’s perceptions and 
responses that result from the use or anticipated use of a product, system or service”. 
If we look at reading experience, we could affirm that it is engaging when we “get 
lost in a book”, when we reach a state of deep concentration on the book we are 
reading, so much that we are not completely aware of what surrounds us and time 
flies without us noticing it. This happens more often when a reader is led to read by 
intrinsic motivations [1]. After looking at intrinsic motivation construct and some 
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traits of being-lost-in-a-book experience, we noticed that these concepts fit together 
really well with flow theory [2]. 
Flow is defined as a mental state of deeply involvement / intense engagement in a 
certain activity, where most of a person’s attention resources are devoted to 
accomplish that activity. Two key concepts of flow theory are: the balancing between 
the challenges and skills and the “autotelic experience”, namely a self-contained 
activity that is done not with the expectation of some future benefit, but because the 
doing itself is the reward [2]. 
Researchers already investigated reading experience using flow model [3] or 
pointed out similarities between Csikszentmihalyi’s flow theory and Nell’s work on 
reading for pleasure [4, 5]. Moreover flow theory has been used also in some studies 
about human-computer interaction [6, 7] as a framework for modelling mental states 
like enjoyment, engagement, and pleasure. 
3.2   Research Method and Evaluation Plan 
The expected duration for the HEBE project is three years, each of which will roughly 
correspond to a different working phase. 
Phase 1: literature review and “state of the art” analysis. Right now we are 
performing a critical review of existing eBook interfaces, reviewing scientific 
literature on topics related to Child Computer Interaction, building a bookshelf of 
children’s novels, involving various stakeholders (parents, educators, librarians, etc.).  
Our study starts from an extensive user study looking at how children, of different 
ages, interact with different types of book (traditional paper books and their electronic 
counterpart), in different environments (to include school, home and library), this will 
enable us to get a better understanding of users’ needs. 
Phase 2: formative evaluation and prototyping. In this phase children will be actively 
involved in the design of innovative eBook (intended as container) prototypes through 
cooperative inquiry approach [8]. Cooperative inquiry is a method to develop new 
technologies that includes three crucial aspects derived from user-centered approach: a 
multidisciplinary partnership with children; research on the field that allows a better 
understanding of context and activities; iterative prototyping (both low-tech and high-tech). 
Phase 3: summative evaluation and methodological verification. The final stage 
of the research will consist in a summative evaluation of the prototype we will obtain 
from the previous stages. With this evaluation we will try to assess the overall reading 
experience and the level of engagement of the reader. 
We believe Experience Sampling Method (ESM) to be the most promising method that 
could be adapted to gauge the engagement of the reader. ESM is gaining in popularity in 
the field of human computer interaction [9] and has been already used extensively in the 
research about flow [2] but also for the evaluation of UbiComp applications [10]. 
3.3   Main Challenges 
The main challenge of this research is to build an effective evaluation technique to be 
used with children starting from the theoretical framework previously shown. 
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Major concerns when working with children are that they are more prone to bias 
answers when they respond to surveys [11]. Moreover, many ethical (and legal) 
constraints exist (i.e. privacy, consent, etc.) [11]. Finally, we will have to address the 
conceptual vagueness of flow, which, until now, has led to inconsistent operationalization 
of flow construct in the empirical work [12]. 
4   Early Outcomes 
4.1   Building a (Good) Bookshelf 
Ludic reading or reading for pleasure [5, 13] refers to the reading that we to do of our 
own free will, anticipating the satisfaction that we will get from the act of reading [1]. 
According to Nell’s motivational flow chart of the antecedents and consequences 
of reading for pleasure [13], one of the three prerequisites needed in order to ensure 
that reading can be a pleasurable activity, is the correct book selection (the others two 
are readers’ skills and readers’ intrinsic motivations). 
In order to have a good bookshelf to be used in the evaluation phases of the 
experiment, we have chosen books (or eBooks) most lent in libraries and best-sold in 
bookstores over the Italian territory during the last three years. We further refined our 
selection looking at readers’ and stakeholders’ (teachers, librarians, booksellers, parents, 
etc.) opinions. 
4.2   “On the Field” Observation 
From first observations on how children interact with books, we obtained some initial 
cues for our project. It seems that book illustrations, physical features (e.g. number of 
pages, font size, etc.), social component (e.g. book comparison, following the “trend”, 
imitation, etc.) have a key role in children’s reading experience. We believe that a 
good eBook prototype should support most of the above-mentioned aspects. We will 
investigate “how” in the future phases of this project. 
5   Conclusions and Future Work 
Following the literature review and “state of the art” analysis we performed, and the 
early outcomes we obtained, we believe flow theory to be a promising approach to 
analyse engagement while reading. That is why we will use it as guidance for this 
project and it is likely we will build our summative evaluation method upon it. 
Our future work will aim not only to obtain information on how to develop more 
engaging eBooks for young (and old) readers, but also to create new research methods 
(or validate existing) to use in the HCI field since “[…] UX research calls for new 
methods and approaches for designing and evaluating experience” [14]. 
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